
All redactions in this report are made 
under S9(2)(a) to protect the privacy of 
individuals
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  More intensive use of school buildings and facilities both during and out of 
school hours" sounds like an increase in class numbers. although would love 
to see reinstating of night classes 

 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
12 

Zoning Example of Birmingham experiment with schools taking students outside 
their catchment 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 13 

School independence to 
set appearance standards 
and discipline 

School discipline inconsistent with Bill of Rights Act 1990 Educational reforms need t  se  clear parameters for all schools to comply 
with Bill of Rights Act 19 0 

[Email from individual] 
 No 

submitter description, Sub 
14 

Reduction in BoT 
powers 
Principal tenure 
Limiting donations 
State integrated schools' 
transport subsidies and 
catchment areas 
Social inequalities 

Removing the power of Boards disastrously erodes local trust 
Removing competent staff will not solve problems at underperforming 
schools 
Limiting donations at state schools theoretically great but unlikely in practice 
Capping donations at integrated schools will be detrimental - what is the 
problem with parents' choice? 
Changes to integrated schools transport subsidies and catchments may af ct 
eligibility of students to attend school of choice 

Moderate s cial in qualities rather than tinkering with school governance 
str tures 

[Email from individual] Jodi 
 Parent, Sub 

16 

Lack of evidence 
BoT capability 
School independence 
Special character of 
schools 

Increased government control of important decisions affecting hool  lacks 
evidence 
Schools need to oversee decisions relative to their special character, 
including school discipline 

More research and evaluation prior to any changes 
Schools to retain decision making relative to their special character 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

17 

Quality teaching Proposals do not encourage quality talent to aching  and w ll undermine 
good leadership in schools by moving staff 
Education doesn't need another layer of bureaucra y 

Don’t change what works 
Focus on quality teaching 

[Email from individual] 
 No 

submitter description, Sub 
18 

Systemic change is not 
possible in current 
system - needs change 

Sexual and religious discrimination flo rish in ncreas ngly c servative 
schools and individual parents are hel ess  effe t change 

The Ministry needs to create legislation so that truly secular schools, being 
warm in trousers and able to move comfortably and safely can be part of 
receiving an education in New Zealand 

[Email from individual] 
 Board of 

Trustee Member (prior), 
Sub 20 

Hubs optional Many schools have parents ith the bilities to contribute to the efficient 
management of their ch dren’s sc o  

Opt in to hubs 

[Email from individual] 
 Educationalist, 

Sub 22 

Vertical tutoring Structure and g nizati  of secondary/high schools - Vertical Tutoring has 
transformed hundreds of secondary or high schools into effective learning 
communitie  reduced ullying, improved school attendance and overall 
acade ic res lts and cured parents and students as partners in the learning 
experien  

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, HOD 

Science, Sub 24 

Hub as employer R lational a proach, HoD input to staffing, and job security would disappear 
with ubs b ing employer. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 27 

Disability and learni g 
support 

Fa ure of schools to meet needs of neurodiverse children No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, 

Parent, Sub 29 

Governance 
Resourcing hubs 
Recruitment and 
retention of staff 
Zoning 
Consultation 

Schools performing at a high level through their own good management, 
leadership and culture will lose their autonomy and the special qualities that 
set the scene for excellence 
System already failing to provide enough teaching staff and principals, how 
do you envisage staffing the 125 hubs 
Effect of this review on the ability to recruit and retain teachers. The five 
year tenure for principals and staff seems ill considered 
Where is the detail in what is really expected for our teachers and principals 
under this proposal 
Explain how a school might ‘select’ its pupils under this proposal? 
Many principals had not been approached in the consultation period while 
this review was being written. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Complex 

Project Manager, Sub 30 

Governance Hubs - Fund generation, distribution, and governance being centrally 
regulated with a ministerial governance board and final decision making 
rights - will adversely affect New Zealand education 
Schools that excel will be relegated to the average, as skills and resources are 
stripped away 
Good teachers will leave the profession, adding to the already criti , cher 
shortage 
International student intakes will decline, reducing the educa nal fund g 
across the nation and those with money will move into private e uca n 

No pecific rec mmen ations 

[Email from individual] 
, Director, 

Sub 32 

Reporting requirements 
to caregivers 
Suspensions etc. 
Inclusive enrolment 
Access to specialised 
support 
Highly specialised 
intensive support 

School reporting to caregivers is highly variable 
School Boards either legally or illegally make potentially future life- 
determining decisions to stop students attending their sch ols - local school 
BoTs and the Ministry of Education are not effective in m ing sure all 
young people remain enrolled or are able to turn t  duca on in their local 
school after suspension or exclusion 
Having the Governance and delivery services brok n up and sp ead across 20 
Hubs runs the risk of breaking down th  fund g and hese hig ly specialised 
network of services into small ineffici nt ser ices 
ORS has never been delivered in  man  to ma e the full use of the money 
and specialist support being offere  scho  f en view the resource on a 
single school basis r ther th n from  cluster or hub basis 
Effectiveness of IWS is eriously ompromised by competing schools or 
schools wanting  increas  operational funding as a higher priority than 
providing a quality tervent n for students with the highest needs. 

Core reporting requirements from schools to caregivers set, implemented 
and monitored by the Education Hubs and regularly reviewed by the 
Education Evaluation Office 
Make all national residential schools have Minister appointed BoTs 

[Email from individual] 
 Student 

Board of Trustees 
Representative, Sub 33 

Governance Hubs will not h e suff ient local knowledge, will add more bureaucracy 
and be unab e to support 12  school 
Proposals d  not inclu e training BoTs in curriculum and pedagogy 

Ask you to consider, yourself and your “Taskforce” to come beyond the 
regions to the remote parts of the country, seek consultation from small 
rural schools and see first-hand what we mean 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 34 

Curriculum 
Technology 
Teacher shortages 
Supporting role of 
parents and commun ies 
Flexible deliver  

B ter go rnance and structure is necessary, but if young people need 
d ffere t ski  or stronger personal attributes such as resilience, then the 
educ ion sector can only do so much in changing the environment and 
ultur  in rder to ‘teach’ or so young people learn about those new things 

W h technology and the shortage of people to teach, why would we need so 
m ny physical schools? 
With more one-parent families who may need different working patterns, 
how can this be accommodated in a new model? 

No specific recommendations 
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  What about the influential roles of parents and communities surrounding 
young people? 
How will the education system better support those roles? How can education 
be more flexible in future? 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Music 

Specialist, Sub 35 

Classroom teachers lack 
musical skills and 
confidence 

Classroom teachers lack musical skills and confidence A government-funded fulltime t acher supp rt se vice to provide a 
consistently-available, expert, ace-to f e advisory service across the 
country and cultivate quality re rces re vant for New Zealand 
classrooms 

[Email from individual] 
 Key, Parent, 

Sub 36 

MLEs MLEs are not conducive to quality teaching and learning No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 37 

Oppose hubs Hubs are not necessary, will be inefficient, and damage innovation in New 
Zealand schools 
Cannot see where staff will come from 

No specifi  recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Student of 

, Sub 38 

Change not required Make bad schools better, without making good schools worse N  pecifi  recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
 No submitter 

description, Sub 39 

Align school year 
naming convention with 
Australia and US 

NCAA, the college sporting body for USA, considers New Zealand has a  
extra year of schooling and do not seem to be able to understan  the conc pt 
that our year 1 is the same as their K. This penalises New Zea nd’s stu  
athletes because they are unable to receive scholarships for their n  year of 
college and cannot then complete their degrees. 

hange he names of our school years to fit with Australia and the USA: K 
- 12 instead of 1-13 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 40 

General opposition We are opposed to your Tomorrow's Schools Review, because it brings 
Macleans College and our community and New Zealand own. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent & 

educator, Sub 41 

Achieving educational 
excellence 

Had work of principals, teachers and students achieve educ tional excellence 
Quality public schools give aspiring but poor tudents  op ortunity of a 
high quality education 
If all public schools were forced to line up  a simi r low leve  it would be 
a tragedy for poor but excellent studen  

Do not make all schools of average level 
Invest the budget proposed for 20 hubs on teachers' training, welfare, and 
salary in below average schools to motivate the teachers and school leaders 
to achieve excellence. 

[Email from individual] 
Name not stated, Parent, 
Sub 42 

Governance Strongly oppose the recommendations ma e by t  Independent Working 
Group, especially the establishmen  of e ucation centres 

Keep the current school management and enrolment arrangements 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 44 

Oppose hubs Hubs will be costly and ineffic t an  unable to respond to needs of schools No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Name not stated, Parent, 
Sub 45 

Oppose hubs Current system works No hubs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 46 

Oppose hubs 
Focus on quality 
teaching 

BoTs know l cal communities culture and strengths 
Ob ainin  ervice  form hub will detract principals focus from students 
N  fisc l im lications provided 
Qual y teachers are most important part of education system 

No hubs 
Focus on teaching quality 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 47 

State of system 
Universal solutions 
Political consen us 
Con ult n pr ess 

A k 'is he whole system broken or just parts of it, and is it worth spending 
bil ons of dollars to tip the whole system on its head?' 
W th the 'hub' proposal, one size does not fit all' 
We are absolutely famous in New Zealand for following failed systems 
trialled in other countries, for throwing the 'baby out with the bath water', and 

Just fix the parts that are broken 
Come to a political consensus as to the best outcome for the education of 
our system 
Consider role of parents 
Reach disengaged parents with the consultation Proa
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 Role of learners and 
parents 

the 'tall poppy syndrome', bureaucratic systems were fully mentioned, 
teachers given a passing glance, and a little mention of children, but parents' 
role ( apart from Boards) was not considered 

 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 48 

Oppose hubs We are strongly opposing Government to have the Education Hubs Reconsider 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 50 

Opposed to universal 
approach 
Parental choice 
Choosing staff 
BoT capability 

Proposed model does not reflect the Special Character of the school 
We should have the ability to apply out of zone 
Education should not reflect a one size fits all approach to learning 
Schools employ staff who understand their values and traditions 
Students perform best when they know their teachers and there is consistency 
in learning 
The school has active parents who are more than capable in the roles and 
responsibilities associated with school governance. 

No specific recommendation 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 51 

Special character 
parental choice 

Special Character which I believe would be lost if the governance of the 
school was taken away from its community 
School currently has no zoning regulations, the new proposal would mean 
that some parents are no longer able to decide which school is bes  for th ir 
child 
All children are different and hence a one size fits all model o  ducati  
shouldn't exist 
Parents know their children best and should have the right to chose 
The proposed teacher/principal rotation and sharing would mean that the 
students don't get the consistency they need to achieve th  

S hools n d to be run and governed by the community from which the 
stude ts com  from 

[Email from individual]  
, Parent, Sub 52 

Hubs optional Hubs may help those schools where the BoT is no  workin  well 
Oppose all schools being compelled to join hu s 

No specific recommendation 

[Email from individual]  
, Parent, Sub 53 

Hubs optional Hubs may help those schools where the BoT is no  working w l 
Oppose all schools being compelled to in h  

No specific recommendation 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

56 

Oppose hubs Educator quality is key issue and hubs will etrac  from this No hubs 

[Email from individual] 
i, Parent, Sub 62 

Hubs optional Schools are currently opera g well No specific recommendation 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 63 

Oppose hubs Schools are curren  opera ng well Keep schools local 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 65 

Proposed model does not 
value the Special 
Character of the school 
or parental choice 
One size fits all approach 
is not appropriate in 
education 
Capability of BoTs 

Employment f staff - C holic schools employ staff who understand 
Catholic va ues and traditions that are the school Charism and culture 
Staff being moved wit in hubs - students perform best when they know their 
tea ers nd th  is onsistency in learning 
C eation of ubs & changes to BoT responsibilities - there are schools with 
paren  who are more than capable in the roles and responsibilities associated 
with chool governance 
P ental choice - parents know what is best for their children and should have 
the ability to choose which school they send their children to 

Reconsider/do not implement the proposed changes and take away our 
rights as parents to make decisions for our children 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

Lack of evide ce Ideological rather than deep root cause analyses underpinned by good 
evidence-based recommendations 

No specific recommendation 
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submitter description, Sub 
66 

   

[Email from individual]  
, No submitter 

description, Sub 67 

Hubs optional Establishment of education hubs brings unnecessary bureaucracies and 
deprive the already stretched teaching resources 
Schools would be better off with opt-in right, with capable schools making 
autonomous decisions 

No interference is needed for successful chool  

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 70 

Most schools perform 
well 
Attend to failing schools 

Most schools perform well due to parental input 
Fix the failing schools and look at the bigger social picture of why some 
students struggle 
Generic model proposed is only going to harm the great schools and force 
people to send their children to private schools at great cost and sacrifice. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 71 

Community 
inclusiveness 

Concerned about community inclusiveness No specific recommendation 

[Email from individual] 
Name not 
stated ], 
Parent, Sub 72 

System is not broken Where is the evidence for system failure? 
How much money will be spent on this change 
Address the teacher supply and learning support crises instead 

No specif  recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
 Parent, Sub 73 

Recommendations do not 
assure aimed for 
improvement and will 
diminish success of 
numerous schools 

“One size fits all” approach knowingly sacrifices the individual potential or 
self-direction and improvement—inherent within each child, hool boa d 
member, parent, and principal— “for the good of the whole” 
Has been attempted elsewhere, and failed 
Will result in a counter reaction of expanding private educational 
opportunities, and the creation of an undesirable “two-tie ed” system 

N  pecific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

74 

Uneven BoT capability 
Impact of declining rolls 
on senior classes 

When it comes to property matters, where inexperienced a d unqualified 
staff and BoT find themselves at the mercy of those  imply they know 
more 
Drop in numbers now impacts on our senior classe  in particul r and the class 
teaching time per class in some areas (e pecia y scien e) has ropped to 75% 
(students study for 1/4 periods per we k to enable the teacher to be 
timetabled elsewhere) 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Student of 

, Sub 76 

Hubs optional Schools should be able to choose w ether y want to be a part of a hub No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Student of 

 Sub 77 

General disagreement With only 20 hub  l oking fter 125 schools, it will be practically impossible 
to keep everything o  point 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
, Parent, Sub 78 

Oppose hubs Educator quality is key issue and hubs will detract from this No specific recommendations 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

, Parent, Sub 79 

Enhance the current 
framework, not replace it 

The  ll alw ys be hallenges no matter what the system, do not penalise 
th se scho ls that are thriving under the current framework 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
George Taylor, Te Miro 
School, Sub 80 

Retaining what works 
well now 

Boar  of Trustees, although not a perfect solution, does have one major 
a vantage over any centralised administration in that it utilises local 
kn wledge in its decisions, keeping the school and community closely 
kn tted together 

No specific recommendations 
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  Very concerned that a centralised bureaucracy, lacking in local knowledge 
and being risk averse, may not continue to sanction the shared use of school 
facilities such as a pool 

 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 81 

Donation cap A number of State Integrated Schools use the Integration provisions to 
operate as a private school with taxpayer subsidies. That was never the 
intention of the Private Schools Conditional Integration Act 1975 
Accountability of Integrated schools is also blurred as they have two 
governing bodies, a Board of Proprietors and a Board of Trustees 

Cap the donation an integrated school c n ask for 
Do not allow Boards of proprietor  to see  any donations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent & 

teacher, Sub 82 

Oppose hubs Taskforce has taken a blanket approach 
As a teacher I want to select where I work 
Where is money for the hubs coming from? 
The country will not be able to address inequity by controlling schools in this 
way, students will still be faced with different issues depending on their 
families, wealth and postcode 

Any money available for ed tion purposes should be used to direct the 
equity issue of stude ts in erta  areas/schools in our country 

[Email from individual] 
 Academic, 

Sub 84 

Lack of evidence Ideologically driven, not based on any piloting or hard evidence of models 
being recommended, hubs would create a massive government bureaucracy 
taking resources away from the chalk face, review fails to clearly identify 
how our school education could do a lot better, direct support of sch ol 
boards who require it Were largely ignored 

No specif  recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 85 

Education must be seen 
in the widest context 
possible 

Education must be seen in the widest context possible No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

Principal, Sub 87 

Lack of evidence There is just no evidence that changing an educational system has ever 
brought about equity. There’s no link between structural hange and student 
outcomes. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
Heidi Ball, School board, 
Cashmere High School, Sub 
88 

Communication 
Governance 
Competition and choice 
School Resourcing 
Intermediate Schools 

There is an underlying perception (or infere e) tha  f r all chools to be 
"good schools", "successful" schools will be re tricted in  operation to 
bring them down to a consistent level of schoolin  for all scho ls 
The apparent flexibilities to allow "suc essful  choo  to cont nue to best 
self -manage their systems and operat ns ne ds t  be communicated more 
clearly and precisely 
If Hubs will be the employer of sta f  ther  ill need to be significant 
changes to the collec ive a eements 
Concern, that Hubs could becom  hig ly bureaucratic 
Need for flexibili y f choi  around single-sex provision, state integrated 
options, and catering for stude ts that may require specialist learning support, 
Adjustments t  prove sourcing must include significantly more 
additional r ourcing rather than taking funding from “successful" schools to 
improve un r-performing schools 
Actu  ake-  of m ddle schools would need to consider local needs 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 89 

Centralised governance 
of schools 
Fixing schools that aren'  
broken 
Teacher employmen  

Current ys m works well for majority of schools, resources should be 
direct d to tho e schools not thriving 
Staff uild good relationships within schools and communities and do not 
w nt to be directed to work elsewhere by bureaucrats with adverse effects on 
tea hers, their families and on students 

Proposed new layer of bureaucracy is unhelpful and unwanted 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 90 

Parent and community 
inpu  

Taskforce require all 2431 schools to come under direct Government control. 
Unique needs of students, cultures and communities will not be provided for 
under such a system 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 91 

Consultation 
Low trust model 
Teacher/principal 
employment 
Staffing hubs 
Auckland issues 

Survey does not allow balanced response 
Model proposed is low trust 
Teachers and principals will leave profession if forced to move around 
Where are seconded personnel coming from to staff hubs? 
Clear that many issues raised are Auckland based - Taskforce disregard rural 
schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
92 

Elected parent boards We need our school to be local and governed by Board which elected by 
parents, not Government. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
t, Parent, Sub 

94 

Centralised governance 
of schools 
Fixing schools that aren't 
broken 
Teacher employment 

Current system works well for majority of schools, resources should be 
directed to those schools not thriving 
Staff build good relationships within schools and communities and do not 
want to be directed to work elsewhere by bureaucrats with adverse effects on 
teachers, their families and on students 

Proposed new y r of b reau racy is unhelpful and unwanted 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 95 

Parent and community 
input 

Centralising control of school curriculum, assessment, property and finance, 
appointment of teachers and principals and introducing a new layer of 
bureaucracy of Education Hubs to control schools can only be see  as a 
sinister attempt to ease the implementation of cultural Marxism  How can 
removing parental and community input be beneficial for thei  local sch l ? 

No s ecific re ommendations 

[Email from individual]  
, No submitter 

description, Sub 96 

Ideologically driven How will our education budget be divvied up? In real terms, can  pect to 
see my tax dollars actually getting to school or more bureaucrats in  
ministry and hub? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Teacher, Sub 97 

Lack of quality teachers Taskforce ignores the real problem of the lack of quality taff in our 
classrooms. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 98 

Hubs optional Importance of parental input into school govern ce Opt in to hubs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 99 

Directing teacher 
employment 

I will stop being a maths teacher if my ability  choos  where I work is 
taken away from me 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 100 

Parent and community 
input 

A waste of tax payers 'money to bu d a new department which is no good for 
my children. The school sho d run l cally within zone enrolment. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

101 

Unclear need for hubs For any changes o happe  a team of achers from each subject area should 
meet and decide to ther. A ministration should only hear those teachers and 
see what they can do, ot takin  decisions on behalf of them. Also, I am 
concerned tha  te chers ill not be teaching at the school they chose to. It is 
not clear to me why hubs are necessary 

Please consider hearing 2 or 3 teachers from each subject area before 
making any decision 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

102 

Parent and community 
input 
School resourcing 

Fundraising  ports vo unteers all come from the community. Lose that local 
inv e ent a d people will feel they don’t have that belonging. How will 
th s affe t p ople’s attitude? The more government intervenes with schools 
the les  peo l  will give in money and time. Does the government realise 
how much more it’s going to have to fund? That money could be spent on 

che  who are the real key to making our children a success. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

103 

Oppose hubs W l not provide for the unique needs of students, cultures and communities. No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 104 

Zoning 
Resourcing 
Hubs 
Student records 

This is as a result of Ministry of Education funding based on student 
attendance numbers 
Do not see that having an Education Hub of 125 schools will address the 
individual nature of the communities that many Low Decile schools Serve 
Moving teachers who have 'success' at High Decile School will not mean 
they will have 'Success' in Low Decile schools 
Changing the nature of the many successful schools does not mean that the 
less successful schools will make any further progress. They have needs 
which need to be looked at in isolation and funded accordingly 
Many Low Decile schools struggle with the high turnover of students, some 
who can be in school for as little as one Term before they move on. Often to 
spend considerable time out of school before re-enrolling elsewhere 
The Ministry has not been able to resource these schools sufficiently, why 
would these Hubs do it differently 

Schools who accept out of zone students need to e held acc ntable 
Needs to be targeted funding to increase the ttracti ness of working in 
these schools to attract talented enthusia ic tea ers who are willing to 
invest their time into students at these s hool  
A need for significant funding of student  healthc re both Physical and 
Mental 
Needs to be better tracking of tud nts as hey move from school to school 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
106 

Recruitment 
Performance appraisal 
Facilities management 
Suspensions etc. 
Māori language 
provision 
Zoning 

Recruitment should be completed by the school so the get the right fit 
Facilities should be managed centrally due to large funding management and 
better contract negotiations with service providers 
Schools should be responsible for student suspensions etc.., but poli y s uld 
be set centrally, which is not good for the children 
Planned capacity building to support the most proficient Māo  languag  
provision for teaching and learning - one group should not be fa ur d over 
the other 
Hub management of performance should include teachers as well: 
performance based assessment based on success of the s dents 
School zoning is still needed as you don’t want to live in o e area and have 
to transport your child to another area for sc ool, th  is not good for the 
child’s wellbeing and building of the commun y and the v ronment 

Recruitm nt sho d be completed by the school 
Facil ies sh uld be managed centrally 
Sch ols esponsible for suspensions etc.- policy managed centrally 
Hubs sh uld manage teacher performance appraisal 

[Email from individual] 
, School 

employee/caregiver and past 
parent, Sub 107 

Centralised governance 
of schools 
Fixing schools that aren't 
broken 
Teacher employment 

Current system works well for majority of schools  resources s ould be 
directed to those schools not thriving 
Staff build good relationships within s hool  and ommunities and do not 
want to be directed to work elsew ere  ureauc ats with adverse effects on 
teachers, their families and on stud nts 

Proposed new layer of bureaucracy is unhelpful and unwanted 

[Email from individual]  
, Teacher, Sub 108 

Centralised governance 
of schools 
Fixing schools that aren't 
broken 
Teacher employment 

Current system works well f  major y of schools, resources should be 
directed to those schools ot thrivin  
Staff build good re ionship  within schools and communities and do not 
want to be directed to work els where by bureaucrats with adverse effects on 
teachers, their ilies a d on students 

Proposed new layer of bureaucracy is unhelpful and unwanted 
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[Email from school board] 
, School board, 

Hawera Christian School 
Board of Trustees, Sub 109 

Special Character 
provisions of Integration 
Agreements with the 
Crown 
Centralised services 

Proposed changes may restrict parent’s choice of an integrated school 
Provisions for many external services to Boards already exist 
‘Buying power’ argument for centralised delivery is powerful if efficiencies 
can be achieved, while maintaining quality and timely delivery 
There is significant risk to schools’ Special Character if appointment and 
appraisal processes are administered by Hubs or an outside provider 
Do not see that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ set of recommendations is appropriate 
when addressing the needs of the sector 

Maximum roll levels must take into account both emograp  growth and 
the parental choice of changing communities who ish to a cess a Special 
Character education for their children. Maximu  rolls s ould not be used 
to restrict access for those who wish to tend ur s hool 
A parent seeking to enrol their child in Sp ial Ch racter education should 
have the ability to do so withou  being subje   a ‘geographical zone’ that 
is as restrictive as a comparab  Stat  c ol 
The quantum of this donation is not a ma er for central Government 
legislation, other than  ens re tha  th re is no compulsion on parents to 
pay a voluntary dona ion 
I support the establishment of e ucation hubs providing they are an opt In- 
and that no p essu  is e rted to require schools to join 
Th  appoin ment nd ppraisal of staff, including that of the Principal, 
sho d not d cannot be managed by the Education Hub for an Integrated 
School 
Th  Propr tor, in conjunction with the Board Chair, should be responsible 
for th  on-goi g performance management of the school leadership and 
te ching taff against agreed criteria that uphold the special character of 
he scho l 

Request that those with a deep understanding of the provisions enshrined 
in Part 33 of the Education Act 1989 and an empathy for the imperatives of 
Integrated Schools be assigned specifically to consider these submissions 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

Sub 110 

Moving teachers It is hugely important for teachers to be able to choose the school’s t t they 
work in so that they are working in an environment that they believe in d 
that they are suited to. Moving teacher’s around schools sociated with the 
same hub is going to wear away at relationship that teache  have created 
with their students and communities over m y hou  and y ars. 
Relationships are key to everyone’s teaching p ctice and m ing teachers 
around will simply result in more behavioural pro lems. It is a o going to 
cause problems for planning our lives a  we ill not ave cont l over our 
own commute time to work if the hub ecide  that we would be better used at 
a different school to the one we ar  cur en ly teac ing in. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 111 

Special character 
Parental choice 
BoT capability 

Concerned around the model not r flectin  the pecial Character of the 
school 
should be able to choose the Ca lic chool our child attends and not have to 
be in a zone to d  thi  
Parents are capabl  i  taking  the roles of Board and governance members 
A hub model f  fundin  would restrict our children in continuing what has 
been going ery well for m ny years 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 113 

Centralised governance 
of schools 
Fixing schools that aren't 
broken 
teacher employment 

Current sys m works ell for majority of schools, resources should be 
direc  to th  scho ls not thriving 
S aff bui d good relationships within schools and communities and do not 
w nt t  be d cted to work elsewhere by bureaucrats with adverse effects on 
teach rs, th ir families and on students 

Proposed new layer of bureaucracy is unhelpful and unwanted 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

115 

Directing teachers' 
employment 
Proposed system has 
previ y faile  

P posed system has previously failed No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Principal 

- retired, Sub 116 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Competition and choice 
Disability and learning 
support 
Teaching 
School leadership 
School resourcing 
Central education 
agencies 

Education Hubs will fill an important gap for schools 
I have been disappointed with Intermediate School performance. Many 
average and below average ability students made slow but steady progress in 
basic subjects within the Junior School, but tailed off, unable to transition 
successfully at Intermediate 
Approve of greater role for Te Kura 
Over Competitiveness and restricted study Choices are topics well addressed 
by Review comment 
To have a learning support co-ordinator available is a real need 
The problems as outlined are real and deserve attention. The demise of many 
small rural schools also means the loss of leadership training-in-situ, which 
was a great strength of our previous New Zealand education system 
When ERO was made aloof from any school advisory function, this was a 
mistake. It is healthy that the new EEO will have that function restored, and 
that a separate evaluative ERO authority will report direct to Parliament on 
all Education matters, including the EEO, the Hubs, Teacher Training, and 
Schools themselves 
All the Review points raised need urgent attention. The thinking beh  them 
is impressive, and points to clear insights of the review panel 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Parent, Sub 117 

Centralised governance 
of schools 
Fixing schools that aren't 
broken 
Teacher employment 

Current system works well for majority of schools, resources hould be 
directed to those schools not thriving 
Staff build good relationships within schools and communities and o not 
want to be directed to work elsewhere by bureaucrats with adverse eff cts on 
teachers, their families and on students 

Proposed new layer of bureaucracy is unhelpful and unwanted 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 119 

Evidence for change 
Parent and community 
input and autonomy 
principals' and teachers' 
rights 

Aspects of the current system are valuable and these recommendations ignore 
them and give inadequate evidence to suppo t chang  not e ough 
consultation with teachers and principals 
Limits freedom of choice for parents, students and eachers 
Disregards the different focuses of sch ols and he au nomy f many 
communities 
Moving principals will disrupt vis ons  school  and continuity of 
leadership 
disregarding aspects f the sy tem and schools which are successful is not the 
way forward and will n  fix the p ts hat need to be addressed 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 old guy, ex 

educator, parent, etc.., Sub 
120 

Support implementation 
of the proposals 

Support implemen ion of e proposals No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 121 

Competition among 
schools 

Gives no ex mples of mpletion in schools 
Sch ols don’t mp e, parents choose another school because they perceive 
it will pr v de a better education for their children 
Why enalise the good schools. We should be improving the bad 
Thes  recommendations if implemented will inhibit the children of New 
Z land from the chance to excel academically 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
 Educator, Sub 

126 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Competition and choice 
Disability an learning 
support 
Quality of teaching 
School leadership 
School resourcing 
Central education 
agencies 

The quality of all appointees to the proposed education hubs (who will be 
working with schools) need to be first and foremost focused on student 
outcomes. The current Ministry culture does not engender schools to work 
openly, honestly or for the benefit of students, their whānau or schools 
Work that has currently started to secure pathways for students needs to be 
strengthened and expanded especially for Māori students and their whānau. 
These students should be able to access immersion in Te Reo at all levels of 
schooling 
All students have access to a system that is fair and equitable. Implement 
school zones so 'white flight' is no longer tenable. The localised curricula 
would allow students to develop identities that each school community has 
discussed and implemented 
Numbers of students in these categories is expanding rapidly. Lots more 
funding is required at all levels, including the Learning Support team at the 
Ministry 
Resurrect the advisory services and allow schools to have direct access to the 
PLD services that they require 
Leaders need to be appointed who have a sound knowledge of how to apply 
research, not theorists who can 'talk the talk'. Appointments need  refl t a 
wide range of leadership styles and a diversity of expertise and e a 'good fit' 
for the localised curriculum 
Potentially a good thing that Hubs will be evaluating educational u omes 
but again it is critical to appoint suitable well-qualified and experien ed folk 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 127 

No change to current 
system 

Experiment with badly performing schools before major change Small scale experiment first 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 131 

Local knowledge 
International appeal of 
schools 
Zoning and enrolment 
School culture 
Cost and complexity of 
hubs 

Hubs will have poor knowledge of individual schools and c nnot give 
efficient support. Each hub will have too many school  o su port 
If local decision-making is removed, school boa ds and princ als will have 
less initiative to develop their own features nd adv ntages - N w Zealand's 
educational reputation will be hurt permanent  
If Zoning and enrolment changes will ave famil s with no guarantees 
about which school their child can atten  
Parents and communities contribute to the school's culture. Under the Hub 
system, good schools  culture f ce be ng destroyed 
The establishment of ne  Hubs will  hugely costly, complex and 
disruptive It is cen lizatio  of state power. 

Schools which perform under average standard need state's help 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 132 

Oppose hubs 
address teacher supply 

Hubs will be a costly l yer of b eaucracy without knowledge of specific 
schools, or individual stu n  unique needs, they will lack efficiency when 
solving sch ols' specif c problems 
The review d esn't add ess how to deal with the current main education 
problem  i e. sh t  of teacher supply 
t ented tea hers will not happy to be transferred between schools 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 133 

Future political conflict 
Removal of all parental 
choice 
Removal of teacher 
choice 
Reduction to the mean’ 
Misinterpretation 
(possibly deliberate) of 
data 
Burgeoning bureaucracy 

Review attempts to replace philosophical and educational differences among 
schools with a standardized philosophy 
Will potentially lead to conflict when a National-led government begins to 
appoint to the hubs ‘leadership advisors’ who will not necessarily share the 
same political views as the teachers 
This is a return to the power of education bureaucrats to dictate and micro- 
manage every school in the country, and to remove autonomy. Parents who 
have preferences for their children will no longer have any choice 
These proposals potentially remove the individual rights of these teachers 
An affront to freedom of movement and to the basic rights of workers in a 
democracy 
Proposals remove the ability of principals and leaders to shape and embed 
school philosophy. Why would anyone want to become a principal if they 
knew they were going to be forced to leave at the whim of a bureaucrat 
The problems on which the review is predicated are merely smokescreens for 
ideological upheaval. Maths, science, and reading have been plateauing and 
other areas have been in decline, but there are myriad complex reasons for 
this, including curricula devoid of any prescribed content and the res lting 
lack of access to linguistic and educational capital 
I foresee in the overarching framework of this proposal is a bu geoning 
bureaucracy that will only grow and, inevitably, be impossible  dism tle 
once established 

Go to the schools who have high achievement in athemati  nd science 
and emulate what these schools are doing 
Allow the whole hub concept to be opt-i  
Allow teachers and principals to opt-in  – nd op out of – the system 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

136 

Hubs 
Divide between schools 
Role and importance of 
principal 

Serious concerns about hubs managing schools with standardised app aches, 
when schools have historically developed independent characteristics an  
cultures that allow for their independent “personalities” to develop and 
become a cornerstone for those who attend  Some schools may need 
management assistance, but to include other chools t may have the 
benefit of commercial expertise plus emotional nnection f m their Boards 
is bureaucratic meddling that will not result in any ing positiv  for such a 
school 
The Head is of particular importance. Unce ainty as to tenure will impact in 
at least several regards 
Expertise comes with experience a  the coal ce, and develops with time and 
alongside the matters at han  
Private schools will bec me the ch i  of all those who can pay, and the 
elitisms and separ i n from normal New Zealanders will become profound 

This scheme, if it happens, should be voluntary unless a school is in such 
financial and administrative disarray that the management needs to be 
sorted by those with superior skills, before being transferred back to the 
school itself 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
137 

Disadvantages schools 
that are performing well 
Right for parents to 
choose 
Removal of parents from 
school governance 
Does not address key 
issues in education 

Given the diverse nat e of our chools, the education system must have 
flexibility to lo  all sc ol  to flourish, rather than a one-size fits all model 
that will res rict the schools that are performing well and advantage others 

Redirect the resources being invested into time-consuming and costly 
reviews, into solving the issues of quality teacher supply, the under 
resourcing of schools, helping disadvantaged communities, and teacher pay 
issues. Central to any 30-year plan should be a rigorous overhaul of the 
New Zealand curriculum and the retention of an independent qualification 
authority and an independent review office 

[Email from individual] 
 

Physician, Sub 138 

Oppose proposals S king to impose their theories on schools and communities who understand 
far better the needs of children and their families than the taskforce. Our 
s hools deserve principals whose rewards are the chance to work with a 
supportive (parent elected) school board over a period of time to lead their 
schools forward in the modern world. Not who’s reward for success is to get 

No specific recommendations 
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  dragged from a supportive community to a failing school in another part of 
the town or country 

 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
139 

Implementation of 
reform 

Broadly agree with the goals in the taskforce report, but sceptical of the 
ability of any New Zealand government to successfully implement wide- 
ranging changes in any sector do not want successful schools being 
undermined and disempowered while yet another reform process lumbers to 
a less-than-glorious end. 

Leave the schools which are setting the  stud nts  to succeed and have 
competent boards, engaged parents and d icated l ng-term staff alone 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 154 

Oppose hubs Hubs will undermine principal and hinder their contribution 
well-functioning BoTs reflects parents' views and efforts 

No hubs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 156 

Oppose hubs Hub structure has failed in other countries No hubs 

[Email from individual] Yi 
 Parent, Sub 177 

Oppose hubs Policy will be bad for New Zealand education No ubs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

181 

Oppose hubs Current system generally working well, if not address actual issues (e.g. 
teacher training, parent training and school funding) 
Hubs will be very expensive 

No hubs 
Addr  act l issues 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

184 

Satisfied with current 
system 
Focus on increasing 
teacher pay 

Satisfied with current education system 
Teachers' pay is where money should be spent 

ncrease teacher pay 

[Email from 
individual][  
Parent, Sub 189 

Oppose hubs Hubs will lead to loss of good teachers No hubs 

[Email from individual]  
, Parent, Sub 200 

Oppose hubs Do not want my child to be in this experiment No hubs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 205 

Oppose hubs Taskforce did not look at the real problem of tea her quality a d pay 
Taskforce ignored current successful mod  

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
, Parent & teacher, Sub 

207 

Oppose hubs Current system should be improved no  repl ed  School management needs 
community involvement, hubs will be n le to manage 125 school 
effectively 
Moving teachers around will detrac  from teaching quality 
People will have fewer options, wer international students will come to 
New Zealand 

No hubs 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

 Parent, Sub 209 

Oppose hubs No evidence for hub  effectiv ness No hubs 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

210 

Oppose hubs Current sys m works ell, schools should be manged by those who know 
the c muni y 

No hubs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

213 

Centralised governance 
of schools 
Fixing schools that ar n t 
broken 
Teacher employment 

C rren  sys  works well for majority of schools, resources should be 
direc d to those schools not thriving 

aff d good relationships within schools and communities and do not 
want to be directed to work elsewhere by bureaucrats with adverse effects on 
tea hers, their families and on students 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

216 

Oppose hubs Hubs will be costly and disruptive and do not address real issue related to 
teacher supply 

No hubs 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 217 

Oppose proposals Proposals short sighted - will weaken already strong schools and will have no 
impact on weaker schools. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
[no surname], Parent, 

Sub 218 

Current system works Current system works No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
James Espie, 94-year old 
citizen, Sub 219 

No evidence supporting 
whole system change 

There is little evidence of the need for any intervention by government 
officials. The proposed formation of these hubs will inevitably lead to a 
colourless collection of look-alike establishments devoid of ambition and 
drive. What is required is not a wholesale reinvention of the wheel but a 
simple identification of the weaknesses that a relatively small number of 
schools are suffering from and a plan to assist those concerned to deal with 
their problems. 

No specific recomm ndati ns 

[Email from individual] 
, Academic, 

Sub 220 

Values underpinning 
proposals 
Teacher training 

The Task Force report argues strongly for education as an essential part of an 
inclusive democracy. Need to continue to emphasise the ways in which ideas 
and values determine policy and practice 
The market model of pre-service teacher training has had a pro undly 
negative effect on teachers and teaching and has reduced the r ge and 
quality of scholarly knowledge about education that is essential a  th  basis 
for ongoing development of the profession 

Cont nue to e plain the ideas and values that underpin Tomorrows Schools 
an  the ternative ideas and values that underpin the TF's more 
ollaborative and inclusive model of education 

Give greater emphasis to teacher training 

[Voicemail from Individual] 
 Principal, Sub 

221 

Role and importance of 
principal 
Zoning 
Hubs directing 
employment 
Social inequalities 
Parental choice 

Quality of school is solely to do with quality of principal  Needs to be c eer 
path for principals 
Hubs are like the US superintendent system - a huge flop, 
Competition – in our area the school has flou ished be use ere doing a 
good job – other schools have to lift their game d be part o  that 
Zoning – not way to sort things out, you n d to up ill failing chools with 
quality leaders 
If hub places teachers they will leave e uc tion I  you’re going to shift 
people around needs serious look t pay 
You cannot blame schools for socia  deficits, schools are one piece of the 
puzzle and overhauling whole ystem not the way to address it 
Parents must hav  right t  nrol in the chool of their choice 

No specific recommendations 

[Voicemail from Individual] 
, Retired 

principal, Sub 222 

Support proposals Support proposals No specific recommendations 

[Voicemail from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
223 

School pools School poo  Rebuild school and public swimming pools closed due to laziness from 
central and local government about spending money 

[Voicemail from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
224 

Teaching budgeting Starting at Year 1 teach budgeting and understanding the value of money Teach budgeting from year 1 
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[Email from individual] 
 

Parent, Sub 234 

Proposed model does not 
value the Special 
Character of the school 
or parental choice 
One size fits all approach 
is not appropriate in 
education 
Capability of BoTs 

Employment of staff - Catholic schools employ staff who understand 
Catholic values and traditions that are the school Charism and culture 
Staff being moved within hubs - students perform best when they know their 
teachers and there is consistency in learning 
Creation of hubs & changes to BoT responsibilities - there are schools with 
parents who are more than capable in the roles and responsibilities associated 
with school governance 
Parental choice - parents know what is best for their children and should have 
the ability to choose which school they send their children to 

Reconsider/do not implement the proposed chang s and take way our 
rights as parents to make decisions for our children 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 238 

Special Character of the 
school  
One size fits all approach 
is not appropriate in 
education 
Capability of BoTs 
Capacity of Hubs 
Decline in teacher 
numbers  

Concerned that the proposals will be detrimental to the Special 
Character of Catholic schools. These are schools where a ‘one size 
fits all approach is not appropriate’.  
Employment of staff - Catholic schools employ staff who understand 
Catholic values and traditions that are the school Charism and culture 
Creation of hubs & changes to BoT responsibilities - there are schools with 
parents who are more than capable in the roles and responsibilities associated 
with school governance 
Parental choice - parents know what is best for their children and sh ld have 
the ability to choose which school they send their children to 
Zero confidence in Hubs ability to manage huge workload 
Loss of teachers due to poor pay and working conditions.  
Extremely high workloads for teachers. 
Has considerable doubts at the ability of your 'Central Hubs' to handle ll the 
schools' issues that will come to them. 

Reconsider/do not implem nt th  proposed changes and take away our 
rights as parents to make decisi ns for our children 
 
 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

 Parent, Sub 
240 

Staff selection at State 
Integrated Schools 
 
Hubs connection to 
schools 
 
Functioning versus 
underperforming schools 

It is important that Special Character schools have staff th  are supportive of 
the traditions and values they hold. It is mperat  that State Integrated 
schools have their own Board of Trustees an  senior m ement that are 
able to prioritise criteria in staff selection to reflec  their value  
View proposed changes as an attempt t  fix s ething which n’t broken 
Do not want important decisions relat g to he s hool to be made by remote 
groups with no direct connection o the hool su h as education hubs. 
Allow all functioning schools to c ntinue  perate with a focus on the best 
interests of their own comm nities 

Special character schools to be exempt from the proposed changes (staff 
selection and Hub involvement) 
Propose that a set of criteria is established to determine when an 
external management agency will be required, for example if a school 
exhibits a number of troubling symptoms such as: falling roll or 
falling achievement rates 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

241 

State Integrated School’s 
Beliefs 
One size fits all approach 

Proposed model does no  reflect th  S ecial Character of   
Do not believe pla  will ad ess children’s needs or support their religious 
beliefs 
Don’t suppor  the plans p p al to remove parent’s right to select the right 
school for t eir children 
State Integra d Schoo  need to have scope to develop programmes that 
refl ct th ir sch l’  values and cultures  
One siz  fi  ll approach to learning will push our schools backwards not 
forwa ds 
Plan ill damage all the good work a lot of these schools have done to create 
a sting community and bond for the children 

Reconsider/do not implement the proposed changes that do not 
support the Special Character of State Integrated Schools 
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[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

242 

State Integrated Schools 
 
Employment of Staff at 
State Integrated Schools 
 
Special Character 

Strongly oppose the government’s proposed Tomorrow’s Schools Review.  
Education Should not be a one size fits all approach.  
Parents know what is best for their children and should have the ability to 
choose which school to send their children to.  
Proposed model does not reflect the Special Character of State Integrated 
Schools  
Students perform better when they know their teachers and there is 
consistency in leaning. 
Catholic schools employ staff who understand Catholic values and traditions 
that are the school Charism and culture, this needs to continue  
Many community schools with active parents are more than capable in the 
roles and responsibilities associated with school governance 

Review impact of proposed changes to ensure Sta e Integrat  
School’s Special Character is protected 
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[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

 Parent, 
Sub 243 

Catholic Schools 
 
Special Character 
 
Disadvantage all children 

Opposes the changes. 
Proposals are out of touch when it comes to the Special of Catholic school  
Plan will be to the detriment of Catholic Education. 
“One size fits all” approach and taking control away from capable parents 
and is the wrong approach 
This Government needs to be prepared to come down to ground level and 
listen to parents. 
Students perform better when they know their teachers and there is 
consistency in leaning.  
Decisions made by others (i.e. Hubs) who are out of touch and not involved 
on the ground level would be a travesty 
I believe these proposed changes will disadvantage all the children in this 
country and not just the Catholic schools 

DO NOT implement the proposed changes and ta e away o  ights as 
parents to make decisions for the future of our own hildren 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 244 

State Integrated School Needs to know more about the true benefits of the proposed changes in terms 
of the learning and development of our children?  
It’s important for parents to have a say in the proposed changes 

No spe ific re mm ndations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
250 

Parent and community 
input 

It takes sacrifice and time to make our schools the best they ca  be for ur 
children. We have built relationships with teachers, deans and pri pals. 

Do not take the control of running our schools from board and staff to a 
hub based model. 

[Email from individual] 
 Deputy 

headmaster, Sub 251 

Lack of evidence Burden of proof lies with the Taskforce to provide eviden e to counter the 
warnings of experienced school leaders and experts and to justify that such a 
radical move is the correct way to address str ggling s hool  - Taskforce 
have failed to provide such evidence. 

Government reject the current form of the proposal 

[Email from individual] 
 

Tertiary student, Sub 253 

Guaranteed employment 
for beginning teachers 

We have the right to choose where we wo k  The on y way I could see this 
recommendation working is if it were  be an pt-in p ogram with the 
promise of their teacher training fees p id b ck by the government. 

Clarify this recommendation 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

254 

Principal and teacher 
employment 

Concerned that if Principals can b  mov  every 5 years, this could be 
extended to include teachers, and a  I've stated above that is not practicable 
or fair. As a teacher I would ike to b  able to choose which schools I apply 
to work in 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No 

submitter description, Sub 
255 

Educating children of 
hearing loss or Deaf 

Little support in ed ation system for children with hearing loss or Deaf 
Lack of teachers know ng the v y basic NZSL 

All adults that are at present training to be a teacher and future teachers 
should be taught basic New Zealand sign to use the classrooms, 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 256 

Centralisation 
principal tenure 

Centralizing more means one size fits all approach and this is not right Why 
woul   rincip l want to do well knowing if they do the can be shifted to a 
di ferent hool to start all over again. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 30 years 

CEO (or equivalent) and 
governance experience in 
New Zealand and 
internationally, Sub 257 

Special character of state 
integrated schools 

Revie  sho l  not risk compromising successful State Integrated Schools 
A hu  having responsibility for teacher and Principal employment is contrary 
t  preservation of a school’s unique qualities and development 
Th  streaming from Years 7 to 13 can be critically important for some 
students 
A concern that there is no provision in the Tomorrow’s Schools Review for 
schools to offer Years 7 to 13 

No specific recommendations 
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  Improvements can be achieved without risking collateral damage in other 
areas 

 

[Email from individual]  
 Parent & educator, 

Sub 258 

Schools serve particular 
communities 
Teacher supply 
Hubs ability to serve 
schools efficiently 

Schools tailor the provision of educational services according to the cultural, 
economic and social needs of the community they serve. Therefore, I 
strongly believe that school curriculum, assessments, property and finance 
are best left in the capable hands of the school's board of trustees and school 
leadership rather than creating a blanket effect of government direction, What 
capacity does the government have to fulfil these needs that would prove to 
be a better option than the current model in place? 
Teacher supply and retention are the main priorities needing focus with how 
to best support schools 
For example, with the stand down procedure for a student, currently, a board 
of trustees are represented by parents, a teacher, a student rep and the 
principal. During the proceedings, a student currently has fair representation. 
What would the exact new process look like? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 259 

Initial teacher education 
Guaranteed employment 
for beginning teachers 

Agree that there needs to be clear, specific expectations and guidelines for 
Initial Teacher Education providers - recommended review needs to be done 
in collaboration with ITE providers, graduated teachers and princi als 
Disagree with using school-based model as a flexible alternativ  for Initi l 
Teacher Education. Training teachers need to have experience n a clas  
under the supervision of qualified teachers, however, they shoul  o  be 
placed in a primary school classroom untrained or inexperienced 
Clarification required re “guaranteed employment for newly trained te hers” 
however, as report also that this will only be for newly tr ned teachers who 
meet specific criteria and for only a specific period of time 

No sp cific r ommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher 

aide, Sub 260 

Children with additional 
learning needs 

Classroom teachers have a limited ability to ork eff tively with special 
needs children 
There is precious little conversation regarding teac ing the chi  in the 
manner in which the student can actually learn 
Looking through my correspondence ith Minis y officials, ERO staff, 
principals and deputy principals I m st ck with he intransigence of our 
education system in its inability to reate c ge for children with additional 
learning needs 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
261 

Curriculum 
Literacy 
Teacher supply 
Moving staff 
Bureaucracy 
Social issues 

To have equity and stud ts perform g well in outcome measures they all 
need access to the me ac demic content 
The inability to read d write makes education success unattainable - too 
many children p gress rough primary and intermediate schools without 
gaining the  skills 
To ensure a upply of ood quality teachers’ pay them more and elevate the 
statu  f the te hing profession 
T e five ye r staff rotation idea will worsen teacher supply 
Hubs will al  need premises, staffing - new levels of civil service 
“man gement” will result - extremely costly 
U til social problems (poverty and child abuse) are addressed no education 
sys em will work for affected children 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
[no surname], No 

Social inequalit es The economic status of the family is the key factor that affects students' 
learning. If this gap is not reduced, any proposed change will do no good to 

No specific recommendations 
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submitter description, Sub 
263 

 the state education, it will only drag some high performance schools 
down but not raise others up 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

Sub 264 

Principal tenure 
Intermediate schools 

Five year contracts would breed competition, rather than collaboration, and 
would not provide tumuaki with stable job security. This would discourage 
effective educators and leaders, especially women with young families, from 
seeking such a position 
Challenge you to provide evidence that intermediate schools do not meet the 
needs of students transitioning from Year 6 and then on to Year 9 two years 
later. I think you will find the results oppose your recommendation 

Look into and change aspects of your re omme dations based on the 
submissions you receive 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
266 

Leadership 
Centralisation 

Principals require a significant amount of time to turn a school around, 
sustain the change, and then see that reflected in improved outcomes 
The evidence suggests that we will be hurting the outcomes of children in 
well-performing schools by centralising. That's not the right way to pursue 
equity 
A predominantly Māori roll implies a different Kaupapa to a predominantly 
Samoan/Tongan role, even if the schools are only a few kilometres apart 
In areas of socioeconomic disadvantage, providing additional governance 
support and other interventions clearly makes sense. Given the succe  f 
initiatives like Manaiakalani and Banqer and 21C Skills Lab, enabling m e 
schools to access these services would be fantastic 

No specific recomm ndati ns 

[Email from individual] 
 

, Sub 267 

Post school transitions 
Hub expectations and 
accountability 

Post school transitions 
Hub expectations & accountability 

nsure there is a comprehensive structured approach to assisting and 
engaging students in making the right choices regarding transition from 
school to further education, training or employment 
Needs to be a strong lead from the Minister of Education and Director 
General as to what their expectations are and leaders of hubs and school 
principals need to ensure these are met 
Funding should be absolutely tied to these expectations 
Bureaucracy needs to be minimized and relationships between ministry 
bodies and schools maximized to enable student’s needs to be met. Modern 
technology and social media needs to be used but should not detract from 
face to face interaction 

[Voicemail from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
268 

Oppose proposals Oppose proposals No specific recommendations 

[Voicemail from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
269 

Hubs optional This plan is most s table to upport struggling schools 
Let schools have the op ion to opt-in, use the resources to help struggling 
schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

270 

Prompt help for children 
behind in learning 

The review idn't men on children that don’t have a disability but are far 
beh nd i  schoo  Th  Ministry needs to respond to these children's needs in a 
timely man er 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 271 

Teacher workload Soun  like a lot of work for teachers No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

Principal, Sub 272 

Equity and Excellenc  in 
learning 
Gov na e for arning 
J stice 

Eq itable access to learning for Pacific students will be enhanced through the 
u e of their languages for learning 
Boards were originally set up for student learning and NOT property, finance 
or personnel management -support the retention of school Boards of Trustees 

No specific recommendations 
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  Justice needs to be at the heart of the new order, and New Zealand schools 
more mixed. 

 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
273 

Special character 
Principal tenure 

To disrupt school culture by moving principals and outsourcing boards to a 
central hub will cause a huge disruption and alter the special character of our 
school completely 
Breaking all the schools will not help the most vulnerable in our education 
system 

Leave the current system intact 

[Email from individual]  
, No submitter 

description, Sub 274 

Zoning 
Hubbing schools and 
safe access 
On-site parking 
Bike sheds 

We need to undo the costly practice of driving kids across town to a 
perceived better school, or even driving them within the local school zone 
Hub schools so that safe walking and cycling access can be implemented, in 
conjunction with local, regional and national transport authorities, pay 
teachers enough so the argument that they need onsite parking as a work perk 
becomes a moot-point. Too much Crown educational land is taken up with 
teacher parking when it has a better educational use 
Kids are going to need places to store their bikes 

Firm up rules around chool ning, out of zone enrolments, and require all 
urban schools to be z ned  Hub ng schools and safe access 
Plan and implement safe walki g and cycling routes between hubbed 
school 
Fa  out o ite ache  parking at urban schools 
Bring ack t  bike shed 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 275 

Middle schools Attaches research proposal for a study that will survey the contribution of 
teachers, teaching in a middle school environment, as part of a wide  bate 
about what is the best form of middle school education for years 7 – 10. e 
specific problem this study aims to understand is the ontologi al views o  
teachers about the challenges and benefits of adolescent develo ment nd 
student engagement associated with the middle school years and i  
curriculum. 

No pecific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 276 

Cross party agreement Support proposals as Tomorrow's Schools has widened aps between sc ools 
and group of learners. Need cross party agreement on the e recommendations 
to enable the changes to proceed with all speed. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

, No 
submitter description, Sub 
277 

Principal tenure Long tenure principals have contributed to th  tability, ucc ss, tradition and 
legacy of a school. There is no evidence of value r benefit fr m the 
proposed 5 year appointment cycle and yet huge ris  of harm 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
278 

Moving teachers Staff that remain at a school have alua e exper ence and information that 
makes their school function at a hig  level. Proposal to move teachers would 
create instability in the educ ion sec or and could mean teachers leave the 
profession. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
279 

Principal and teacher 
tenure 

All educators shou  have s milar terms and conditions. If principal's have 5 
year contracts with sc ools the  the same condition should be applied to 
teachers. One  e iss  faced by many schools are teachers who become 
reluctant to hange. The need to help these teachers progress should not be 
the sole resp nsibility f principals. Teachers should be encourage to seek 
new d dive e expe ences to keep them fresh 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No 

submitter description, Sub 
280 

Intermediate schools In ermed  schools provide a very valuable role in educating our children 
a d pr paring hem for the challenges of high school and it doesn’t need to 
be ch nged s it works very well. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
281 

Approve of proposal  M ve away from competition towards cooperation, No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
 

 
Sub 282 

BoTs operate well 
Should be no compulsion 
to join hubs 

The journey is a long and difficult one but if you commit to it and do the 
learning that is needed as a team then it is a worthwhile one. I think we need 
to focus on the possibility of getting this right, not the times when it falls 
apart. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual] 
 
 

Sub 298 

General agreement General agreement No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
299 

Teacher aides 
Parenting classes 
Smaller classes 
Teachers having less 
time out of the classroom 
School inspectors 
National examinations 

Teacher aides 
Parenting classes 
Smaller classes 
Teachers having less time out of the classroom 
School inspectors 
National examinations 

Hubs to provide extr  teacher a des/volunteers to support 
overactive/disruptive/immature tudents 
Parenting cl ses m nda y f r failing children 
Smaller cla ses - no m re than 24 children 
Less me o  f class om for teachers 
Hubs to ve in pectors" like old days 
Natio al Ex minations 2x a year 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 483 

Oppose changes Oppose changes No pec ic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

484 

Parent and community 
input 
Principal tenure 

Changes should be made by the school community by people who know e 
school 
Principal needs to judge her employment at the school, not be tol  t  move 
on 

Lis n when parents say they oppose the changes 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 494 

Oppose 
recommendations, 
particularly creation of 
education hubs 

Hubs will undermine principal and hinder their contribution 
Well-functioning BoTs reflects parents' views and efforts 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
, Parent, Sub 495 

Oppose 
recommendations, 
particularly creation of 
education hubs 

Hubs will undermine principals power with con quent nega ve effects 
Proposals suggest averaging resources to hieve p litical corr ctness 
Efficiency, effectiveness and equity of hubs q estiona le 

No specific recommendations 

[Voicemail from Individual] 
 Principal, 

Sub 497 

ECE 
Hubs 
Property management 
Consultation period 
Fiscal implications of 
proposals 

EC should be included in review f edu tion sy em 
Proposals will be difficult to convey in timeframe for consultation -- need 
longer 
Do not agree with hubs derpinning ystem - property could be managed 
within existing Mi try str tures of better yet through development of 
Kāhui Ako 
Need to know fiscal imp ati ns of proposals 

Push process back to allow for inclusion of ECE in review 
Make explicit fiscal implications of proposals 

[Email from individual]  
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
499 

Middle schools There are n ticeable d fferences in cognitive functioning for the 7 - 11 age 
groups and f r those 1  and older 
It i  esse tial th  h se stages of cognitive development are recognised and 
a propr ate arning activities used that will gain the best results 
No emphasi  has been given in this submission regarding the costs and 
xpen es i  setting up two separate sites for schools whereas it may be more 

ec nomical to have one site for two distinct sections of the school 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
l, No 

submitter description, Sub 
500 

Preventing 
underachievement 

Si nificant contributors to underachievement can be dealt with within school 
a tivities. These can be dealt with during a pre-start programme such as the 
first week of the school year for all students, and used when acute 
underachievement is experienced 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Consultant, 

Sub 501 

Governance 
Bureaucracy 

Dedicated teachers will get on with the job to the best of their ability and will 
largely ignore the superstructure erected over their heads 
Principals will be endlessly pleading for the support and services they are 
promised and Hubs are supposed to provide, but Hubs will be overwhelmed 
by the task of serving at least 125 schools each 
Hub service providers will have no incentive to perform and as schools are 
not paying for their support will have no control over the quality of the Hubs’ 
delivery 
Much of the voluntary input from parents and community minded citizens 
will be lost from the state sector 
More of those able to afford it will abandon state schools for the private 
sector 

Return to the original concept of increasing the p portion o  ducation 
expenditure going to schools 
Focus on improving the quality and statu  of the eaching work force, 
including more training and bigger role  for most e perienced teachers, 
including sabbaticals and better pay 
Give additional attention to tea her training  new recruits to ensure they 
have the skills they need to te ch in ew Zealand 
Equip principals of the mi ority of low p rforming schools with the skills 
they need to make the origin l conc p  work, including budgets for 
business and profess nal a sis nce. Provide support staff to service 
several schools, particul ly sm ll schools serving disadvantaged 
communitie  
Focus exis ng M nistry resources on teacher support, special needs. Train 
the Ministry s en regi nal offices to provide advice and support directly to 
schools n iss s su h as management, enrolment, property, crisis support 
and new p licies. The budgets for this work should be allocated to schools 
who hould e that budget to pay for what they need most 

[Email from individual] 
 

 
of the School Committee, 
Sub 502 

Parent and community 
input 

Concerned that the reduction in Board of Trustee input will reduce th t 
interest and see a return to a remote organisation with limited inte st in hat 
happens at a local level, and a bureaucracy that will not bear th  
consequences of poor decisions they make 

N  spec ic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 503 

Bureaucracy Sounds like a layer of middle management, expensive and largely n  
necessary 

Put this money directly into schools. Give them access to the specialists 
they need, e.g. property management. Get more teachers into schools and 
lower the teacher/student ratio. Increase teacher aides, these people are 
invaluable. Support the teachers better, they support our children! 

[Email from organisation] 
Stuart Armistead, Principal, 
Normal and Model School 
Association, Sub 504 

ITE Strongly endorse the Taskforce’s first three ullet po ts un er 
Recommendation 16 
The ITE related recommendations have major poli y implicati ns the 
responsibilities of which should be pla d wit  he M istry o  Education 
rather than Teachers’ Council. 

a. That Initial Teacher Education providers should address the significant 
and growing imbalance between theory and practice in what should be 
strongly vocational based programmes. This imbalance and current 
provider entry requirements are significant barriers to achieving a diverse 
teacher workforce. b. That an in-situ model of teacher education be 
developed and trialled in partnership with NAMSA. The Normal and 
Model schools have been investigating this approach for some time. We 
are well placed to make a significant contribution in this area. c. That this 
school-based model ensures that trainee teachers are immersed in full 
curricula coverage, the inclusion of curricular and learning theory, and 
ongoing personal and professional development. d. That the essential role 
of being an associate and mentor teacher are acknowledged and that the 
Normal and Model School Association lead development in growing 
consistency across the country in these areas. 

[Email from individual] 
 

 Ltd, Sub 506 

Students with additional 
learning needs 

Changing th  governa ce of the system will not help students with additional 
lear ng needs 

Decision makers consider programs which better address the needs of 
children who are underperforming in the traditional environment 

[Email from individual] 
, Naturopath, 

Sub 507 

Parent and community 
input 

We h ve sp nt many years being involved in our schools and the fundraising 
that es w th it. It takes sacrifice and time to make our schools the best they 
c n be f r our children. We have built relationships with teachers, deans and 
pri cipals and in return they have supported us. People can hide behind 
st istics, but we need more community input from all culture groups - not 
less. We need our teachers to be able to be where their children are - in their 
communities. We need stability for our children to be able to learn and grow 

No specific recommendations 
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  and to feel valued. I consider this as very important for mental and physical 
health 

 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 508 

Governance 
Teacher shortage 

Taking autonomy away from schools will not benefit the majority of schools 
that are performing well. Dismantling effective Boards and running all 
schools through a large hub will be detrimental to the schools which were 
running effectively. The unique needs and characteristics of individual 
schools are likely to be overlooked in the proposed system. The report fails to 
properly address the teacher shortage and the problem of attracting and 
retaining good teachers 

Targeted funding and assistance to scho ls which s ruggle to maintain 
effective and competent boards would be  more realistic solution 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 509 

Governance Don’t particularly agree with this style of management of our schools and 
would prefer that the system stays the way it currently is. 

No specific recommenda ion 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 511 

Cost and effectiveness of 
hubs 
Equity 
Student performance 

Any calculation and government budget available on the extra costs? 
Even though they visit each school a day, it would take half year of working 
days (not including holidays)? How can they understand all schools in short 
period of time? If hubs have much higher authority over the principals and 
board of trustee, it seems to create a new layer of managers on top of 
managers, 
How to avoid bureaucracy of the hubs when allocating limited esources  
schools? How they prioritise the limited resource? 
How to insure equality of funding for those school in disadvanta d 
communities without detriment to those in wealthier community wh h are 
always disadvantaged in government funding? 
The Ministry of Education is looking at the assessment o  students by 
moving from the standard focus to more focus on progress f students. The 
Ministry is setting the bar lower and lower o  even king o t the bar and this 
may be the reason why performance is declinin  especially i  numeracy and 
literacy 
It is not just about funding, assessment tanda  also ntribut  to the 
declining of students’ performance 

Inst d of c anging th  system dramatically, it would be better to do some 
minor ning  the urrent system 
If there ar  mall amount of schools have difficulty in governance, the 
hubs may be f help. But for those larger schools in big cities, which have 
en ugh sources and efficient management, they can opt out of the system 
nd manage on their own 

Sh uld more focus on setting up higher standard in numeracy and literacy, 
as well as values in communities and families which in turn will encourage 
their students to achieve their higher potential 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 512 

Staffing hubs 
Governance 
Principal tenure 

Who are these “hub” people and here e you g ing to find them? Security 
for principals? What proof is neede  to tak  b k 5YA etc..? Inequities in 
society are already th re!! Where ar  the positive stories about governance? 
Fixing some but all 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 513 

Intermediates 
Mainstreaming 

Intermediates?? O e ize f  all yet research shows meet individual, 
localised needs! Spe list sch ols Mainstreaming – what about top 5%? 
How does this fit with o her systems – justice, health, welfare? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 514 

ECE 
State integrated schools 
Bureaucracy 

ECE vital 
Stat  egrat d scho ls 
H w woul  this avoid over-regulation and over bureaucracy? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 515 

Governance Acce  to the Hub -> at the moment by BoT chair and I can communicate 
d of  and I can meet regularly. Under a Hub, I’m in a queue. How many 

sc ols would person (Hub Leader) be responsible for? Report reads that 
BoTs will do curriculum Will not attract good Boards, if they only do part. 
The line between who is responsible for what needs to be very clear 

No specific recommendations 
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[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 516 

Governance Governance. Many felt the report is negatively framed Elements of boards 
work that boards want to relinquish and keep Should be seeking bi-partisan 
model that is protected from political whim 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 517 

Trial hubs 
Target schools 
Bipartisan commitment 

Trial some hubs in selected areas? Target the schools that need the support 
rather than a system change across the country Will these changes be 
effective over 5 & 10 years? Bipartisanism – health, social and education 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 518 

ITE Support a return to advisory Trainee teachers getting a proper mentoring 
programme 

No specific recommendation  

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 519 

Governance 
principal tenure 

How can hubs “know” a school? How can hubs really be part of the 
exclusion/suspension decision? What is the measure of a successful school re 
principal moving/staying? Principal position - why 5yrs? 

No specifi  recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 520 

Social inequalities What is the overall vision for the future? Ensure that every child in New 
Zealand receives the best quality education possible! How can we achieve 
this without significant social welfare change? We need support f  our m st 
vulnerable students so teachers can teach! 

No s ecific re ommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 521 

Student discipline 
Hub accountability 
Zoning 

Can we have clarification around “boards will not be responsi  for de  
on student suspensions…?” What ‘measure’ will the hubs use fo  
principal/school performance? How will zoning schools ensure ‘ghe s’ are 
not created and real estate is not driven by parents wanting their childre  to 
attend a zoned school? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 522 

Middle schools 
Equity funding 

Primary/middle/senior full primary/high school – can both work? 1980s 
didn’t middle schools not work? Will increa ing equ y fund ng come from 
other areas or education? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 523 

Principal employment P. 99. Not a great quote to use if the fo us is o  uppo t or wh  is best for 
the overall system. This focuses on a way to get r d of principals. Who 
decides on what success looks lik ? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Principals' Association 
Meeting, Sub 524 

Zoning 
Student discipline 
Teacher employment 
Parental input 

Zones. How will they be se ? Ballot  How will it be run? Suspensions. 
How/why? Appointmen  of teach s  ormally done through the board. 
Control of culture  H w? P rent choice. 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 525 

Hubs What affinity with local c mmunity will these HUB people have? Central 
asset contro  = big sch ol priority? How will HUB standards on student 
managemen  be balanc d with community expectations? Where will a local 
HUB fo  us be  Dun din – Wellington? How is this to be funded? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 526 

Equity funding A differ nt me won’t change a decile system. What will be different? No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 527 

Hubs Hu s must address isolation - not just numbers No specific recommendations 
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[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 528 

Parenting 
Community involvement 

Not enough research on parenting and neighbourhood resource involvement. No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 529 

Hubs We need to build systems and collaboration platform for information 
workflow in local education hubs 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 530 

Principal employment Taking BoTs out of the principal appointment process will impact on 
successful appointments of principals who are a "best fit" for a school 
community. Boards know their communities best! 

No specific recommendation  

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 531 

Terminology Terminology Business - top u ng the word "core business" - a change of this language 
will elp ch n e cultu e 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 532 

Teaching early primary Age 5-7 more focus on teaching confidence, emotional resilience, problem 
solvers, communication 

Age 7 more focus on teaching confidence, emotional resilience, problem 
so vers, ommunication 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 533 

Relationships More focus in report on relationships and trust, connection an  ommu y  
this needs to a main goal, along with the other 8. 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 534 

Middle school Is there going to be a set model throughout New Zealand 1-6) (7-10) (11-13) 
or will it depend on school/area? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 535 

Resourcing Education needs more resourcing regardless of wh  is respons le for this 
(schools/hubs/ministry). The Teaching profess n is a  risk of eing under- 
resourced and underpaid. You need to olve hat both short & long term. The 
profession needs to be more attra ive  nter. 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 536 

Research student/school 
performance 

Research about performance in sch ols app  to be 'top down' rather than 
'bottom up'. If the le l of ildren e tering the school system is significantly 
lower than it was 10-15 years ag  u ly this has just as much impact on 
achievement leve  a  the quality of teaching/learning that occurs at school 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 537 

Changes to starting age, 
hours of school, days of 
school 

Changes to starting a e hours f school days of school No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 538 

Hub staff pay If hub  profe ional   or professional Boards are they paid accordingly? No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 539 

Intermediates 
BoTs not involved in 
exclusions 

siti  eedback I love the idea of getting rid of intermediates! BoTs not 
in lved in exclusions is a good thing. 

No specific recommendations 
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[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 540 

Determining mana 
whenua 
Structure of hubs 

Mana whenua – How are they determined? Need they be a parent? Will they 
be motivated to be involved in the BoT, or just there to “tick a box” – this 
could look very different in different areas. Hubs designed by communities, 
but how big are the hubs? Will they be dominated by larger schools? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 541 

Consistent evaluation of 
schools 

Hubs in charge of evaluating schools -> how do we ensure consistency? 
Might Hubs turn into echo chambers? Is performance pay an aspect of any of 
this? If so, how will you measure performance? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 542 

Detail of impact on 
principals required 

Principals How will pay be affected as principals move from large to small 
schools? We need more clarification around the 5 – year system -> impact on 
principals? Input from BoT? 

No specific recommendation  

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 543 

Principal tenure Principals 5 year isn’t a long time! So much of first few years is spent 
building relationships and establishing systems and processes. 

No specifi  recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 544 

ITE and beginning 
teachers 

What quality training is to be provided for the training of student teachers? 
What role will TCol play? Is this just a cheap way to “plug” the lack of 
teachers? How will this affect our profession long-term? What oth r 
profession is trained on the job? 

No s ecific re ommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 545 

BoT role 
Determining mana 
whenua 
Principal turnover and 
school culture 

How are BoTs to determine how best to address student progr s? Wh   
mana whenua? Principals So much of a school’s culture is determ n d by the 
principal. How will frequent changes in leadership affect school cul re and 
teacher turnover? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 546 

Rural schools Will country schools get closed (they are th  com unity?) What will happen 
to those communities 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 547 

School identity Our school is progressive, we have wo ked h d to get it that way 
Personal identity of the board may be st 
Don’t want to be a voice in a sea o  voice  Feel  like this is putting a blanket 
(one size fits all) over a heap of iss s 
We want this to work for us It ne ds  work on co-construction to build trust 
the hub must ser  the co munity – n t the community serve the HUB 
We don’t want to l  what  are doing as a board – we do want to add to it 
without sacrificing Dis bility & earning support has a lot of positives to be 
gained by whānau & scho l 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 548 

Competition and choice Love the id  of remo ing decile system Love limits being placed on out of 
zone student  
Need to e ure State Integrated schools don’t start ‘competing’ for children 
a  they will ve cross over of other school areas 
All s hools hould have ‘zones’ Schools should be based where the children 

ve n  here they want to drive to 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 549 

Relationships Ne d to be an emphasis on relationships - developing sound skills from a 
yo ng age, Age 5-7 (key competencies) 
Unity of strengths with other government agencies e.g. Oranga Tamariki, 
Health, Justice. 

No specific recommendations 
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[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 550 

Implementation Are businesses involved in overseeing property? Is there a plan/hierarchy for 
rolling this out? How can you “phase” this in Is there a current research 
model or country that this plan is based on? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 551 

Full use Using schools (for example in after-hours) become community hubs for 
health, sports, activities, can be used like the old halls used to. To connect 
and access the people in the community to access social workers, nurses, 
mental health, parenting courses! A perfect way to influence kids that come 
from disadvantaged, to educate parents/whānau, to change our societal 
culture where kids will not live in poverty because our community is 
empowered! The school is the mechanism. But these things would not be run 
by principals/teachers. 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 552 

Centralisation Risk of disengagement by local community 
Respect relationships – build not dismantle 
Like 5 year contract and staffing changes 
Equity index interesting but is this just decile in drag? 
If not elected by community then how does that represent a school 
community? 
No local appointments by central powers please! 
Please do not impose views (PC) on a school management if u do this ust 
sack community roles and have central control! 

No local ap ointm nts by central powers 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 553 

Centralisation What affinity with local community will these HUB people have? ntral 
asset control = big school priority “1”? How will HUB standard on st nt 
management be balanced with community expectations? Where will a local 
HUB for us be? Dunedin – Wellington!! How is this to be funded? 

No specific recommendations 

[Post-it from Individual] 
Name not stated, Dunedin 
Public Consultation 
Meeting, Sub 554 

Cross-party consensus Some things could change first to improve e uity  w ab ut funding 
support staff (i.e. Teacher aides) separately fro  operatio  ant. Whatever 
system – it MUST not be able to be changed thro gh a change in govt. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from 
 

 
Regional manager, 

 Sub 
587 

Management of school 
finances 

Who would manage the school's finan es? It  important that service 
providers be consulted with of thi  imp rt nt issu . 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
588 

Learning support Object to contesta  fundin  
Funding needs to be eq itable - 0 hours needs to be 20 hours 

Early identification of students crucial. Funding to follow students 
ORS funding - loosen criteria and make process easier 
RTLB model needs revising - more working directly with students, over 
longer term 

[Postcard from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
589 

School resourcing Havin  small umber  and high decile disadvantages schools as well Equity index needs to be updated often to reflect rapidly changing 
communities. 

[Postcard from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
590 

Education Evaluation 
Office 

kills   the Education Evaluation Office needs to be clarified as they have 
a l rge amount of influence and power over teachers,[hubs?], BoTs and 
sch ols. Uncertainty between the link to Education Evaluation Office and 
Teachers' Council. Will hubs still be reflective of the communities they 
represent? Will high risk students get bumped around the hub? 

No specific recommendations 
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[Postcard from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
591 

Teacher pay If money isn't an incentive that is achievable, what could we use? Remove admin pressure of registration and teach g 

[Postcard from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
592 

Hubs 
Principal tenure 
Learner support 

Hubs taking on finance, property, employment issues is a good idea. How do 
you ensure equity of resourcing in a hub? Hubs too large - 125 schools will 
result in central devolving by necessity. How will this work? 5 year contracts 
for principals - this number may/should vary depending on person or school. 
Learner support - where will the individual knowledge for decisions be 
made? Lots of communication needed. 

5 year contracts for principals - this num r may/s ould vary depending on 
person or school 

[Postcard from Individual] 
Name not stated, No 
submitter description, Sub 
593 

Hubs Education hubs need to focus on smaller numbers of schools to really provide 
support. How will education hubs help middle managers? If education hubs 
appoint principals, how does this allow for local community input? 

Education hubs need to f cus on smaller numbers of schools to really 
provide supp rt. 

[Email from individual] 
, BoT 

member, Sub 595 

Principal employment 
Governance 
Competition and choice 
Disability and learning 
support 
Teaching 
School resourcing 
Central education 
agencies 

VERY unhappy with this crucial role being filled by an education hub, with 
us the Board having little to no input. We would be equally unhappy if the 
position was only for a five year term. Governance skills can be learnt 
Non-representation of community is not necessarily a hindrance to 
effectiveness, as we take special care to ensure that everybody's vi ws c  be 
heard. I would far prefer a Board made up of passionate, driven people, o er 
a Board which is racially representative of the community, w re both nnot 
be met 
Government’s choice of funding model has been solely responsible f r 
competition, where it does exist. However, with the introduction of C L's, I 
believe that you are overplaying this hand 
There is often insufficient learning support, but this is due o Ministry 
funding issues. Giving this to Education H s is no  going  change 
anything, if the funding is not increased to me  the needs 
If you want good teachers, then the Government n ds to pay em a fair 
wage. Currently, their pay is appalling nd to  much f their time is taken up 
with reporting requirements 
Agree that the current decile-base  eq  fundin  of schools is not perfect, 
but as good as you are going to ge  with  ne ize-fits-all approach. No 
system is going to be perfe t  and I f il to see any recommendations by you 
that would result in a fairer mod l 
NEVER seen any y tem here centralising everything under a Government 
Agency, rather tha  tting th se that are at the coalface make decisions that 
directly affect them, h  ever re ulted in things being better. I fail to see why 
you would e pect educati  o be any different - very light on any details as 
to how this roposed c ntralisation of education would actually achieve this. 

No spe ific re mm ndations 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 596 

Cross party agreement You and ou tea  ave done a terrific job of analysing the current strengths 
a d we kne es of the Tomorrow’s Schools system and have proposed some 
exciti g changes. I look forward to the next step and hope a cross-party 
conse sus an be achieved. An Educator General would certainly enhance 
th  prospects of a stable system into the future 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
No submitter 

description, Sub 601 

Teacher pay and 
conditions 

Teachers are striking over pay and conditions because 1. They are a 
professional body all being paid under the medium salary threshold, despite 5 
long expensive years of training at University level before they gain 
certification. 2. They mostly work in non-air-conditioned buildings, are 
required to fill out vast amounts of unnecessary Ministerial paperwork, cope 
with totally out of control students, (drug, alcohol, poverty stricken 
syndromes), devote much of their teaching time to social work, rarely get an 
adequate lunch break, work a minimum of 12-14 hours each school day plus 
need to spend preparation time during the weekend and can be legally called 
back to school during the holidays. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 BoT member, 

Sub 604 

Cost and benefits There will certainly be a substantial cost if the hubs are to work well and 
even then the benefits may take a long time to be realised (assuming they 
are). In contrast, targeted funding now to deal with equity and wellbeing 
should show direct and immediate benefits. Essentially, a lot of current 
bureaucratic governance work is provided next to nothing by parents and 
principals. Replacing some of this burden with professionals (which I support 
if it is done properly) will come at a cost that may be better spent directly on 
equity and wellbeing 

No specific recommendat ons 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

grandmother, teacher, Sub 
608 

Consider whole sector 
Foster co-operation 
between schools 
Learning support 
Teachers' working 
conditions 

ECE, primary and secondary should form a single seamless educati  
pathway for our students. Teachers in New Zealand traditionally upport ach 
other, and our pay systems and schooling cultures need to acti ely foster his 
With some diagnoses, children should be granted funding right  hat will 
cover them for the life of their education without needing to waste me 
constantly reapplying 
All large primary schools should have a class with a spe ialist teacher to give 
difficult children a better start to their learning 
If a child’s poor behaviour is constantly m dified, d bette  choices 
constantly taught, they are far more likely to l rn self m na ement 
techniques 
difficult children cannot be turned around   class f thirty 
Hubs – great idea for supporting rural chool  I hope further initiatives will 
address the poor working conditions o  te chers 

N  spec ic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher of the 

deaf, Sub 609 

Align ECE and primary 
sectors 
Developing oral 
language 
ECE teacher pay 

Importance of a greater alignment f the ECE ector and the primary sector 
particularly in the junior ar as of primary school. I see the skills of both 
sectors, but somehow, when chi dren move to school (in the majority of 
cases) they have  chang  everything  Many children are not ready to start 
school, according  the prim ry system 
Worry about the lack of emphas  on developing children's oral language. I 
have actually been told th  here is not enough time to "do oral language". I 
would love o see all c ildren put into reception classes with a totally oral 
language an  social de elopment approach 
Th  expe ience d raining of pre-school teachers is not reflected in their 
p y, ver  p r 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

No submitter description, 
Sub 610 

Centralisation Cent lisation will negatively impact how schools operate and thus the 
duca n ur children receive. Principals and teachers alike are best place to 

m ke meaningful decisions relevant to their community. Moreover, it's too 
far eaching and encroaching on the teachers' personal choice as to where 
th y work. It is a terrible idea that if implemented will result in failure and 
will anger both school staff and parents alike 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from school board] 
Jane Jackson, BoT 
Chairman, Waitoki School, 
Sub 611 

One size fits all will 
damage school culture 

Many schools are succeeding extremely well. They have the freedom to 
develop localised curriculums and delivery - why inhibit this diversity of 
thinking and inquiry? We prompt entrepreneurs and creativity in the business 
and tech world, but stifle it in education. You don't achieve 'successful equity' 
by reigning in achievers - that's equity built on mediocrity. 

We would love the opportunity to consult further with your m and for 
you to perhaps even visit our school to see what a g od boa d of trustees 
and a great staff and senior management an do ith a hool backed by a 
supportive community. 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

612 

Align sector Realise the vital role each sector [ECE, primary, secondary] plays in our 
children’s upbringing. Any reviews of the education sector must consider all 
three. Education should remain a not-for-profit industry - in ECE the focus 
has shifted away from what is important: the wellbeing and education of the 
child. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 614 

Flexible curriculum The opportunities schools give children here in New Zealand is second to 
none. Why do we need to change a huge variety of things? Trust our 
professionals. Support them and support families so they can do the best for 
their children. 

No specific recommenda ions 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
616 

Teacher and TA 
conditions 
ERO 
Align sectors 

Teacher and TA conditions 
ERO 
Align sectors 

Better p y, va ing t acher/TAs work and provision for more in our 
classroom  to deal with larger class sizes and the HUGE range of 
beha ural d special needs children 
be er R LEASE TIME for primary teachers 
Make ERO a collaborative POSITIVE exercise …NOT the negative, 
destructive exercise it can be for some schools …what other profession is 
so heavily scrutinised by the community like teaching 
Align Early Childhood with Primary and Secondary in our New Zealand 
schooling systems and policies 
Incentivise young teachers into rural areas 
Make teacher training more like an apprenticeship 

[Email from individual] 
 

 Sub 619 

Questions successful 
implementation of 
change and expense 
Benchmarking student 
performance 
Helping schools that 
need help 

How can we have an assurance that tomorr w’s sc ol 
process/implementation will succeed? 
You want tomorrow’s schools to be for kids. Why is behind th  scenes work 
being done and not apply learning starting  the c ssroom. Yes, good idea 
for teacher development and freeing th  princ pals to do core learning duties 
but do we need something like tomorr ws chool  to address this 
Instead of pumping so much money in to orrow s schools, might as well 
dish out money to schools who nee  it and take away money from those who 
don’t need it and get them on  stron  foot. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

No submitter 
description, Sub 621 

Unnecessary change 
Community control 
Principal tenure 

Totally opposed  chang g a system hat plainly works 
Object to: Losing mmunity control, and local boards, rotating of 
headmasters - this will ause lac  of direction and constant changes of focus, 
the speed of hese change  nd lack of consultation, changes to fundraising 
by donation 

Leave our schools alone, and let our teachers do their jobs 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

623 

Little evidence 
Failed model 
Efficacy of hubs 
School culture 
Impact on teachers 
System is not broken  
some schools a  

Report provi s very l tle empirical evidence to justify its content 
In very tempt at I have witnessed to radically effect structural change 
a d to eat   facilitating hub, the resulting outcome has been disastrous for 
stude ts 
How  rth will one hub manage 125 schools? 
How will schools maintain identity and cultures that have been steered by 
de icated support of local boards of trustees, people from within school 
ommunities that have a vested interest in their success? 

No specific recommendations 
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  Acutely aware of how important it is for a teacher to find the “right fit” - a 
hub having the power to send teachers elsewhere to teach is unacceptable and 
would result in an exit of the teaching profession in New Zealand 
There are schools that need help but to state that the system is broken, based 
on the lowest common denominator is just simply wrong 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 626 

Proposal will 
disadvantage well 
performing schools 
BoT model works 
Focus on low performing 
schools 
Consider State 
Integration agreement 
Middle schools 
Principal and teacher 
employment 
Donations 
Hub accountability and 
evaluation 
Costs of hubs 

Proposal whilst perhaps helping some poor performing schools and will 
greatly disadvantage well performing schools, communities and students 
Current BoT model works in many schools and communities - BoT 
represents local community and there are no need for HUB’s involvement for 
many communities 
Report does not take into account State Integration Agreement - State 
Integrated Schools should be left to govern and meet their State Integration 
Agreement and to fulfil special character and capital property cost 
Year 7 to 13 schools should be one of the suggested structures 
Moving Principals and teachers will prevent children from getting high 
quality education! Capping donations will stop extra-curricular education 
Kindly advise how hub will be reporting, the evaluation process and  
taxpayer funding involved in setting up the hub and ongoing ope ating 
expenses of the HUB - perhaps the Ministry should use the fu ding to he p 
frontline teachers and poor performing schools 

I recommend you exclude Sta  Int grate  schools HUBs as one size fits 
all never worked 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 629 

System not broken 
Community input to 
schools 
Bureaucracy 
Focus on current teacher 
problems 

Why uproot a structure that has worked successfully for decades for  few 
minority schools/ communities where it doesn’t? 
The school boards and the grouping of parents, teachers a d principals that 
engage with their local schools is only one of the last rema ning strongholds 
of genuine local community. As you know, c ubs, vo teer g, local 
democracy are all in decline - academics[cited] rgue for a ngthening of 
local and small communities to help with inequality and long te m prosperity, 
centralisation of decision-making has n  place n dem cratic New Zealand. It 
is the sort of measure that chips away t our em cratic system, devalues 
hard and genuine effort and down the r ad leads  more regressive steps 
Creating yet another layer of burea cracy gh the Hubs will not help the 
struggling schools. F nds a d exper se can be directed towards helping those 
schools in need without destroyi g al  the others. Surely more efficient, 
sensible, progres ive solu ns can be found, to push schools up, rather than 
knocking them all o medi rity. Competition never hurt anyone- it is 
highly effective in imp ving re ults. 

Leave our schools and teachers alone, and do not dilute our engagement as 
parents and communities through the boards of trustees. All important 
decisions, like funding, principals, values, discipline, and enrolment need 
to stay in the hands of the local community, not with bureaucrats in a far- 
removed ‘Hub’. 

[Email from individual]  
 No submitter 

description, Sub 631 

Governance 
Focus on struggling 
schools 
Impact on teachers and 
profession 

Am in supp rt of Ministry vernance for schools unable to have Trustees of 
required sta dard but  not accept that taking over the Trustee direction 
being given  many o  our excellent schools will be helpful 
M t tea ers wil  not accept being told where they will teach by the 
G vernmen  Proposals will achieve the opposite of what is needed-which is 
youn  able persons choosing to join a well-paid and prestigious profession. 
If we fail t  attract the calibre of staff that is capable of delivering the 
st ndard of top quality education the country needs all your efforts at 
cen ralised control will fail. 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 632 

Reduction equity model 
Parental choice 
Principal tenure 
Impact on teachers and 
profession 
Schools that need help 

Reduction equity model proposed will hold back many high achieving 
schools. It lacks flexibility, does not address key issues such as the shortage 
of quality teachers, teachers’ salary, the underfunding of schools and fails to 
recognise best practice in the education sector 
Parents enrol their children in schools because they connect with its teaching 
philosophy, culture, standards, rules and expectations. Parents have a right to 
choose a school that is best for their children 
Parents will send their children to private schools, teachers will want to teach 
in the private sector, overseas or consider, like myself, a new profession and 
there will be no hope to attract quality teachers from overseas 
How do you want to maintain high standards and stability when a Principal is 
changed every 5 years? How will you staff this? No principal is their right 
mind would want to be moved around. Teachers, like Principals, choose a 
school based on its philosophy and culture, and would absolutely not want to 
be shifted around schools 
More support to be given to the disadvantaged and schools that are facing 
challenges. That is very important but no real solution is given 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

635 

Lack of evidence 
Excessive response 
Narrow focus on only 
some students 

As example: I reject the reports claims under Governance, that it is difficult 
for the Board of Trustees as currently constituted, to represent the  
community. As a suggestion to the authors – if there are issues hat requir  
attention in the school system – then why not target those iss  specifi ll  
rather than proposing non-specific broad ranging changes that la ks e 
imagination for an effective advancement of the school system 
Report’s concluding comments on page 17 of the Summary seems narr wly 
focussed only on Māori, Pacific and students from disad ntaged 
backgrounds 

N  spec ic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No 

submitter description, Sub 
636 

Costs 
Focus on real problems 
Opt in to centralised 
services 

Costs 
Focus on real problems 
Opt in to centralised services 

Re-direct the funds that would have gone to bureaucracy in education hubs 
to training teachers to a high standard, and funds on learning support in the 
class and on paying our teachers well so we can attract New Zealanders 
into the profession and keep them 
Let the community continue to run their schools if they choose to and offer 
assistance to smaller schools IF they want it 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent 

& teacher, Sub 640 

Lack of resources 
Poor understanding from 
agencies 

All too easy sitting in your offices assing y r laws but not knowing 
anything that occurs n the l ssroom and how the lack of funding is affecting 
teachers across the board  both E E a d primary 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, Sub 644 

Intermediates 
Teacher movement 
Principal appointment 
Principal tenure 
Centralising services 

Oppose abolishing nterme tes. Take a look at  which 
offers many opportun ies not vailable in a usual primary school 
Teachers hav  applied fo  a p sition at a school and presumably have wanted 
to work the e. They have become familiar with the systems, programmes and 
students 
The o d of t stee  hould appoint. They know what the school, students, 
st ff and p ents want 
We need to hold onto our fantastic principals! 
Agre  with 1. Centralising building, finance, property issues IF the board 
w nts to hand them over. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 645 

Lack of evidence 
Ideologically dr ven 
Do n t f us on he real 
i ues 

Ins ead of zeroing in on our major problems like chronic underfunding in 
a eas such as learning support and the teacher supply crisis, not to mention 
the 6.25% of schools in our country that need extra attention and funding, 

No specific recommendations 
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  they have decided to use their mandate to exert their own personal ideologies 
onto our education system 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent & 

teacher, Sub 647 

International students 
Parental input to schools 
Impact on teachers 
Centralisation 

What do you want to do? Close your schools to foreigners? Does it cost so 
much to you? My purse tells me no 
You want parents not to be involved in school? No parents, no help with 
students. Education is a hard work, do you think a government could do that 
alone? 
You want to change teachers' lives, giving less choices about where they 
want to work 
Feel free to come in New Caledonia to see how it works when governments 
want to be the boss. You can’t do whatever you want with people. Finally 
you lose - people become not motivated about their work or, do their best to 
find a solution for themselves, including something you want to avoid - 
Don’t crash what works, look at how it works in good schools. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 651 

Zoning 
Decile system 
Moving teachers and 
principals 
Practicalities 

Schools shouldn’t be able to take out of zone kids and turn away those in- 
zone 
The decile rating system is crazy - should be based on the schools re l  
Don’t believe moving teachers and principals around schools is in the bes  
interest of students, a) are you not making all schools medioc ? b) Can ou 
really tell a teacher where they will be placed? This will encou ge m e 
experienced teachers to seek employment with private schools or  
teachers progressing or people becoming teachers. Many of our scho ls need 
better teachers and resources, there are other ways of doing this 
Current proposal is bold, however, some of the practicalit s don’t appear to 
be addressed 

N  ecific ecommendations 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

 View 
from mainstream parents, 
Sub 652 

BoT is working 
Parent and community 
input 
Query evidence and 
consultation 
Full service schools 

See the HUB as a Backward step we are tryin  to empo r our community. 
Do they know who we are? Who are they? Wha   their iden y? How can 
they understand our needs? WE the parent  n stand and supp rt our BoT 
We need the evidence? Is Pasifika voi e inclu ed? 5 year contracts - what is 
the point of this? How is this a good th ng? Full- rvice Schools - a good 
idea Providing meals. Positive and nega ve - tak s the responsibility away 
from the parents…. hardworking p ents routinely provide food for their 
child but It is good for stude  who ome to school without food - It is not 
their fault so we need to elp our c il ren. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
653 

Principal tenure I do not think a fiv  year ro tion of principals is forward thinking. It limits 
the cultural cohesive ture a s hool develops with the staff and community 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No 

submitter description, Sub 
657 

Cross-party agreement Want some surance hat if the recommendations go through, they will not 
be d d sh ld the e be an upcoming change of government. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 658 

Excessive The ducat on review seems determined to 'throw the baby out with the bath 
ter  s  to speak in that really only those aspects that are broken need to be 

fix d. There appears to be lack of flexibility, choice and local community 
ne ds taken into consideration 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, No submitter 

description, Sub 659 

Improve teachers' 
working conditions 

Whilst teachers do not receive the financial reward fitting for a professional 
occupation, a vast improvement in working conditions would encourage far 
more people to take up teaching as a career choice 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 Sub 660 

Curriculum 
Equity of access 
Training and support for 
music teachers 

Hoping that this review will be the opportunity for all teachers and students 
to have equity and support in music teaching and learning[current 
deficiencies detailed] but have concerns at a local level with hubs that the 
voice of the Arts may be subjugated by the stronger and larger subject 
associations particularly in the secondary context 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 661 

Governance Proposals don't take into account the great results being achieved across 95% 
of schools and looks to further standardise elements of school governance, 
removing crucial individual components, cultural and otherwise which makes 
certain schools unique 

No specific recommendation  

[Email from individual] 
, Retired 

principal, Sub 662 

Give real choice 
Allow unique school 
culture 
Scrap compulsory New 
Zealand curriculum 
Overhaul ITE 
Scrap compulsory 
schooling 

Preferred schools are providing what parents value and believe is important 
and not some political utopian vision of mandated conformity - TF's 
restrictive attitude will ensure continuity of a government – controlled 
education system largely shaped by political whim, lack of choice and 
uninspiring mediocrity! The Taskforce, along with the Ministry officials, 
bureaucrats and misguided politicians, have yet to discover the power of 
choice and competition 

Th  chang  that would significantly improve the quality of our education 
syst m: 
Give re l contr l d choice to parents for their children’s education 
( ourage choice – i.e. vouchers) 
Crea e an env ronment where all schools are free to specialise and develop 
th ir ow  ‘culture’ (academic, sports, arts, religious, Māori, bilingual, etc..) 

crap the compulsory use of the New Zealand Curriculum in state and 
integrated schools 

verhaul the whole teacher training model 
Scrap ‘compulsory education’ or more accurately ‘compulsory schooling’ 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent and 

teacher, Sub 663 

Parent and community 
input 
Principal tenure 

The educational outcomes of children are strongest when the commun y 
around that child have strong relationships, these change  would comple ely 
undermine that cohesion. Where is your body of research  support these 
changes? 
If principals/ staff are moved on every 5 years, where is t  i centive to make 
a difference and build relationships in local communities? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

BoT member, Sub 665 

Governance 
ERO school reports 

The hub personnel should be seen more as me tors. D n’t und restimate the 
workload for hubs. Hubs need to be w ll res urced to cover all areas of the 
country, there needs to be a collaborati e ay of working (for both hubs and 
schools). -a real risk that outlining choo  with nfrequent visit/contact will 
continue as before 
For a collaborative work envir men  it's really important to have frequent 
interactions 
Parents use ERO r p rts whe  making choices 

If ERO is dismantled hub should instead issue regular public performance 
audit reviews of the schools 

[Email from individual] 
Andrew Wood, Principal, 
Sub 671 

Connection between 
problems and proposals 

Problems with th  statu  quo, appropriately identified in the Report. What is 
NOT convincing at all, is  "joining of dots" between those problems, and 
the fundam ntal propo als advanced, in particular, the re-centralisation of a 
number of key aspects of school management and governance. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Student, 

Sub 672 

Importance of BoT B h my rents  a teacher and a current board member are directly involved 
a d I se  fir hand the importance of having BoT in individual schools. I 
think his id a will have an extremely negative impact on school systems 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Retired 

engineer, business manager 
and management consultant, 
Sub 673 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
International st dents 
Com i ion 
L arning s pport 

lf-g ning schools faulted for failing to improve quality, wellbeing of 
st dents, or equity. If this is true, the diagnosis needs to consider whether we 
are faced with the wrong policies, or good policy under-resourced and poorly 
implemented. The report presumes the first, with little evidence offered but 
no reference to validate the assumption that centralised control will improve 
the actual support facilities for Principals & Schools. Centralisation may 

No specific recommendations 
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 Teaching 
School resourcing 
Cost and benefits 
Need for evidence and 
analysis 

enable directing towards greater equity of outcomes, by Hubs reallocating 
resources, but the fundamental problem is inadequate resources: nowhere 
does the Report indicate the scale of this Hub superstructure, its manpower 
needs, and its costs 
The application of the equivalent additional resources within the existing 
structural arrangements, with added support for challenged schools, would go 
a long way to achieving the desired outcomes. But there is no exploration of 
this option 

 

 Better use of schools, and Correspondence School, facilities, I support. But 
again the costs of this outcome are not discussed. Nor are benefits estimated 

 Agreement of what is fair and equitable in enrolment schemes is far from 
clear, nor consensual 

 Reducing the pressures on overloaded school leaders of understaffed schools 
will do more to enable co-operation and benchmarking than bureaucratic 
direction, as will rethinking measures of success 

 When the education system is adequately resourced in facilities and teachers 
and leaders, then an “export strategy” becomes sensible. Allowing schools to 
gain marginal revenue by diluting core resources for New Zealand citizens 
seems wilfully wasteful of limited resources 

 Good proposals, but no mention of the labour force training ne ds to mee  
growing demand, and the system deployment costs involved, r any 
estimate of potential national benefits 

 Recruiting, training and retaining good teachers is the heart of good 
education through working conditions, pay scales, and professional 
development The current rates of loss of good teachers s ggests a narrow 
cost focus is not the best policy 

 Note in passing that there is no evidence offe d to s est at a system 
where teacher diversity matches student diversi y is optima  r all students. 
Students can learn from good teachers of every kind 

 Professional Development programme  an importan  policy  ut again no 
estimate of cost or system impact is pr vide  

 No indication on how doubling th  fun g woul  successfully improve 
schools handling of inequality 

 Report recommends ystem ide res ructuring. Such change is always 
disruptive. Wise decisio  making u d consider what resources successful 
deployment of the R port uld require, and then consider what could be 
done by incremen al hange of the existing structures & policies, (including 
pre-school) with the sam  expenditure 

[Email from individual]  
No submitter 

description, Sub 674 

Community input Difficulty in understanding and therefore believing that effectively taking 
away the au nomy from each/local school boards to a more 
centr li ed/co trolled tructure will in any way benefit outcomes for pupils 
pa ents a d the wider local community - just the reverse when New Zealand 
n eds more t less community involvement & on glowing support. All the 
evide ce bo h here and overseas suggests just the reverse in terms of results 

oth ad mic sporting the arts and community input and ownership. It looks 
a t like central government knows and prescribes what is best - not so 
esp cially in this increasingly diverse and rapidly changing environment we 
th refore strongly support the current trustee board system - with continuing 
improvements through training and development 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 675 

Principal teacher 
employment 
Value of BoT 

Principals moving around different schools not OK - parents are attracted 
by a leader and a school culture. Principals not being able to hire their own 
teachers. No organization or business doesn't get to hire their own staff so 
why would you do this to schools already under pressure to find and work 
hard to attract teachers and create a culture. Board of trustees add valuable 
school sets to schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 677 

Proposals link to positive 
outcomes for schools 
Community input 
International students 
No need to change all 
schools 

No confidence that the proposed changes will make any positive effect to my 
children's school 
We already have a school that is run well by a very strong, professional 
Board, Staff, Principal and PTA. These proposed changes will take away any 
say that the community has in our school 
International students are a major part of our New Zealand Schools 
To take the international students away would affect New Zealand’s 
international schooling image, damage our school funding, and take away the 
diverse culture that we have 
Some small changes need to be made to some schools such as funding, 
leadership and teachers but you don't need to make changes to all schools 
because of the issues at 5% of them 

No specific recommendation 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent & BoT 

member, Sub 678 

Deal with what needs to 
be fixed 
Zoning 

Hubs - staff will not know local context and will be a huge cost 
Removing zoning will not work - maybe some adjustments co ld be mad  to 
zones 
How will you increase teacher supply when they are being poorly p id, 
receive low support, and are not able to treat badly behaved kids with ny 
forms of discipline? 

No spe ific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

679 

Fix what's broken 
Centralisation not 
beneficial 

Do not see any benefit in dismantling the entire system w re over 80% of 
schools are performing to standard, in orde  try to fix the o er 15%. I would 
prefer the money and effort required to effect assive c ng s to the current 
system, be put towards helping those schools wh  are having roblems: 
supplying better resources, attracting bett  nd mo  specialis d leadership 
and staff 
Do not believe power should be transf red to cen ralised education hubs 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 680 

Poor survey design Poor survey design No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 No submitter 

description, Sub 681 

Funding from 
international students 
Cost and bureaucracy of 
hubs 
Capable BoTs 
Employment of teachers 
& principals 

Removing the ab lity for hools to source extra funds from international 
students is ludicro  Higher decile schools receive less government funding 
and need this funding  have t  facilities/added teaching resource for their 
students. The diversity th e nternational students bring to a school is so 
beneficial 
Hubs - an un ecessary evel of bureaucracy which will pay salaries to people 
- m ney better ent n less achieving schools and attracting top quality 
e ucator  
An ef ective B ard of Trustees do an exceptional job and understand the 
cultu  of a chool, and will hire a principal and educators that will best fit 
t ir school’s culture. A faceless person on a Hub does not understand what 
ma es a school special 
A  Education Hub having the power to remove a principal and teachers from 
one school and directing them to go and teach somewhere else is heartless 
and will undoubtedly result in even more educators leaving the profession 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

 
esource 

Teachers: Literacy, Sub 682 

Failure to include all 
Resource Teachers 

A point made in Key Issue Section 4 Disability and Learning Support, Page 5 
of your report - Failure to include all Resource Teachers perpetuates the 
misconception that RTLBs are the only agency working within the field of 
Disability and Learning Support 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

 
 
Sub 

683 

In favour of some of the 
proposals to support 
teachers and schools 
Disagree that governance 
is the major cause of the 
problems 
Proposed solutions 
unlikely to deliver the 
necessary improved 
educational outcomes 
Report is poor public 
policy 
Curriculum & 
assessment 
Hubs 
School property 
Consultation bias 
Education leadership 
Professional 
development 

[Extensive discussion of how the Taskforce has handled discussion of 
curriculum and assessment, and evidence for their statements in the report] If 
responsibilities are to be redistributed, I would expect to see curriculum 
being placed under the leadership of education experts 
Hubs will be incredibly complex organisations required to fulfil a huge 
number of specialist roles. At least 40 different roles are mentioned in the 
report - no costings, constitution, vague talk of staffing, no reassurance re 
effectiveness or efficiency 
it makes more sense to strengthen national organisations rather than create 
multiple regional ones 
School property - will very likely face changed financial arrangements and 
uncertainty as a result of the equity index formula, and they may find their 
facilities are no longer their own when community use increases 
Consultation - views of those for whom things are working well sh uld n t 
be so easily discounted. We are asked to accept that unnamed i dividuals  
grievances are justification for systemic change 
ITE: Is there evidence that it’s the inflexibility of the training pro is n that 
turns people away from the teaching profession? 
A national college of education leadership would be a ve y good idea. T e 
report suggests that this should be the remit of the Educa on Council, but its 
justification is very limited 
PD: Content is key—the provision of good q ality te her PD depends on 
having good quality material to deliver. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

686 

Parent choice 
School character 
Impact on teachers 
Opt in 

Adverse effect on the school my son attend  we pi ked this sc ool for the 
way it is run, the higher decile and teaching st ucture, f this is implemented 
all the things I agree with will be gone 
Teachers are already stretched an  not e ough o  them, don’t you think more 
will quit if they are sent around to o her sch ls! 

Schools should be able to choose if they want to be included in this "hub" 
or not! 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1224 

Oppose hubs 
Government control of 
curriculum 
Parent and community 
input 

I do not agree with this new E ucatio  Hubs where the Government controls 
the school curriculum, a essment, p erty and finance 
faced a huge deter ation o  the school curriculum at my country as well as 
All South American c untries here the Government took control over the 
schools curric lums 
parents and ommunity should be kept involved as the only way to guarantee 
the quality o  kiwis ed cation 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1225 

Community input 
Hub inefficiency 
Focus on schools that 
need help 

Th  boar  and s ff do an absolutely amazing job running the school and the 
c mmunity and together to raise funds so that our children have the best 
possib e oppor unities - you are essentially taking the opportunity for 
bette ment f a school away from the community 
H ving one hub govern 125 schools (e.g. there would be maybe 2 hubs in 
Au kland?) is beyond ridiculous and you will be creating massive issue for 
all schools 
focus on helping the schools who lack funding by giving them more 
resources & funding 

No specific recommendations 
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  Most importantly attract more teachers to fix the teacher shortage (the biggest 
issue!!!!) 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1228 

No change I love the school right now. Don’t want any changes! Keep it local! No change 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1230 

Whānau responsibility 
for education of tamariki 

Video outlines the following opinion, that whānau should always have 
overall responsibility for the education of their tamariki. Detaching or 
shortening the parent/mātua leg within school communities is a possibility 
within an implementation of the taskforce’s November proposals. 

Any weakening of the existing Board of Tru  governance mechanism 
should be made up for by the reati  of enuine and legally supported 
alternatives that ensure whānau are empowered decision makers and 
influencers within thei  chil 's educ ti n. Keep school communities 
stronger together by nsuring t t parents continue to have legal authority 
that provides real influen e on money, people and places 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1231 

Parent and community 
input 

Don’t agree with zero involvement of parents and communities running of 
our local schools. Introduction of Hubs to control school is not a good 
solution as parents will lose the interaction with the school. 

No specific r com enda ions 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

1232 

BoTs do not act as 
Boards 
Review of schools 

Boards of trustees are not Boards. They do not serve as a check and balance 
against principals who see themselves as a member of the Board. Boards see 
themselves as assistants to the principal purely and simply. In our experience, 
they lack the skills, competence and understanding of their governance role 
to perform any part of it.  

 Why is that, I wonder? 
Boards are a disgrace. Principals need to be watched properly by a third party 
at arm’s distance. Boards can’t and don’t do it. As a suggestion, maybe 
there’s a case for a form of accreditation for schools which has to be 
maintained and is subject to regular review (not self-assessment, though - 
proper audits with clearly defined controls and random v sits from 
appropriately qualified auditors). Maybe those schools “a credited” might be 
granted more self-governance latitude. 

No spe ific re mm ndations 

[Email from school board] 
Bryce Coleman, Paremata 
School, Sub 1236 

BoT control retained 
Adequate school 
resourcing 
Agree with education 
agency recommendations 

BoTs should remain as they are with all their sponsibi itie  and be able to 
access support from the Education Hubs if neede  with the op ion to reduce 
their responsibilities if they feel this is in th  best in rests of th  school 
Decile ratings should be scrapped and ll sch ls of similar number of 
students receive the same amount of f nding - Sc ools need to be funded so 
an inclusive education can be pro ded 
Support the teaching recommendati ns in the report with a focus on retaining 
teachers long term 
Support the Cent al Educ tion Agenc  the recommendations 

BoTs should remain as they are with all their responsibilities and be able to 
access support from the Education Hubs if needed 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1238 

Fix the schools that are 
failing 

The changes you p ose wi  limit the school culture that is unique to 
communities, will also mpact on consistency and continuity, which is so 
important fo  both the sch ol  morale and children’s well-being. Target the 
schools wh  are failin  Look not only to proving support and mentoring to 
the schools emselves  but at wider issues for the children and their whānau. 

Invest your money and your focus in failing schools, look to see why 
schools are achieving well, what models are they using - look for expert 
advice and mentoring 

[Email from individual] 
, Former 

Intermediate School 
principal, Sub 1241 

Move to 3 year middle 
school 

Th  aggr gation f 11-13 age group is basis for a greatly enriched 
e ucational xperience not easily possible in full primary school. Clear that 
Intermediate Schools, initially set up as a 3 year schools have never been able 
to fa ion  clear sense of identity - left in curriculum terms to drift along as 
l ge primary schools with trimmings. 

Strongly support a move to a 3 year middle school An opportunity to bring 
Primary and Secondary sectors together and to plan afresh for this very 
important and eager 11/14 age group 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

1244 

National system of 
education is more 
complex than selling a 
commodity 

Provision of a national system of education is far more complex than selling 
a commodity - need to rebalance our education system so that administrative 
matters (both trivial and complex) are again carried out by seasoned 
professionals who have the authority to intervene when things go awry. 
Parent trustees can then be focus on issues they should have a say in such as 
school character, student well-being and a curriculum adjusted to meet local 
needs and expectations 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1247 

Middle schooling Primary school didn't offer nearly as much as the intermediate- support the 
idea for a middle school of years 7 to 10 as this would definitely prepare 
students for NCEA and high school. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

 
Sub 1248 

Number of schools per 
hub 

Cannot see how one hub to 125 schools is going to achieve the good aims No specific recommenda ions 

[Email from school staff] 
 

 Sub 1249 

Hubs and school identity 
Supporting teachers 
Use of schools 
Learning support 
Pre service training 

Need to ensure that the school narrative - values and curricula - has status if it 
differs from the hub 
Hubs need to be resourced to ensure they can provide support to teachers in a 
meaningful way 
Positives in teachers and schools having flexibility, this can’t be l t 
Concern about the community approach to schools - good ide  but need t  
make sure schools are always available for their main purpose 
Idea of teacher aides in every room needs to be explored. Ensurin  unding is 
at a level to get students the support they are entitled to. The RTLBs would 
work well in a Hub and need to be broken into more spe ialised groupin s 
Disappointed to see that issues with pre service training w re not dealt with 
properly in the report. Great to see the expansion of adviso y services being 
considered 

No spe ific re mm ndations 

[Email from school staff] 
 

School staff, Sub 
1250 

Value of small rural 
schools 

Disturbing to think that our smaller schools coul  be under th at and 
deemed uneconomic 
Amalgamating small schools isn’t nec sarily effective 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1251 

Integrated schools Reservations about the proposed Educat n Hub  to deal with the differences 
between state schools and state inte rated schools 
If an Education Hub takes ove  many of the duties of the board of trustees, I 
believe that prop ietors ll be impe  in the discharge of their statutory 
obligations 

Suggestion was to set up a National Education Hub dedicated to integrated 
schools (as was suggested for Kaupapa Māori). A different mandate for an 
Integrated Schools National Hub should be considered to recognise and 
acknowledge the ongoing participation and assistance from proprietors 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 1252 

System has not failed 
Oppose one size fits all 
Fix teacher supply and 
pay issues 

System has not failed 
Flexibility for schools wh  e struggling should be available. the Ministry 
needs an ov rhaul to s pport rather than being the ambulance at the bottom 
Who are goi g to be in the “hub” jobs - friends, teachers who can’t teach, 
pe ple w th poli  agendas?!!! Why 20 this assumes that in any particular 
a ea every s hool is the same 

Stop wasting money, pay better, attract great people to the career of 
teaching and award those that go the extra mile! Really quite simple! 

[Email from individual]  
 Principal, 

Mission Heights Junior 
College, Sub 1253 

Middle school In my opini n, a four year transition is a better model than the current two 
ear i ter ediate system but research in this area is lacking and we have to 

dr w conclusions largely from anecdotal evidence. It is without a doubt an 
ob ious solution for new growth areas however unscrambling the current 
ne work of schools in urban areas like Auckland, unless there is a natural 
shortage or excess capacity in neighbouring school, would be very difficult 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1255 

Transitions We should not try to shield our children from transitions, but rather embrace 
these as opportunities to learn resilience Transitions should be well 
supported, and in my experience this is exactly what intermediate schools 
specialise in believe Year 7-8 children have significantly different needs and 
requirements to children of traditional primary school age (Year 1-6), and 
that these are best catered for in an environment such as an intermediate 
school 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
 Sub 1256 

Oppose hubs Don't believe hub will run schools better than school board. No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1257 

Teach literacy rules Literacy rules such as grammar, poetry, reading conventions, phonics, 
spelling, writing etc. Need to be taught 

No specific recomm ndati ns 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1258 

Workload of Tomorrow's 
Schools 

The system requires a revamp and the Ministry needs to share this load No specific ecom nda n  

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1259 

Teacher pay and strike 
decisions 

Teacher pay and strike decisions No sp cific ommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1260 

Teaching English/other 
language grammar in 
schools 

Teaching English/other language grammar in schools No cific ecommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1261 

Learning/teaching te reo Learning/teaching te reo N  spe ific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1262 

Learning/teaching te reo Learning/teaching te reo No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1263 

Learning/teaching te reo Learning/teaching te reo No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1264 

Learning/teaching te reo Learning/teaching te reo No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1265 

Learning/teaching te reo Learning/teaching te reo No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1266 

Student behaviour Student behaviour No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1267 

Erasing history Erasing history No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1268 

Trade training Trade training No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1269 

Beginning teachers Beginning teacher  No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1270 

Student behaviour Student beha iour No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
Drew Winter, Lemonwood 
Grove School, Sub 1271 

Hub has potential with 
reservations 
Staff 
Cost of better use of 
property 
Point of 5 year princ pal 
appointments 

Removing re ponsibil ies and tasks would allow BoTs to focus on areas 
mo e im rtant   governing group to focus on, but will all come down to 
the impl m tation - could result in a worse position for schools 
Conc rn re uality staff that are going to be needed to run the hub - could 
esul  n a l ss of even more good staff from front line teaching 

In nsity of use of school buildings will result in higher maintenance costs - 
wi  this be reflected in the operations grant? 
P incipal appraisal should be happening every year - what really is to gain 
from a five year appointment 

No specific recommendations 
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 Support struggling 
schools to lift 
performance 

Want to be sure that the implementation does not mean that well performing 
and poor performing schools meet in the middle - want a system that supports 
poor performing schools to reach well performing schools 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1272 

Opposed to hubs Hubs centralised control of 120+ schools would have a huge impact on the 
Board of Trustees being able to keep and deliver the special character and 
education at schools 
Contracts of 5 year terms are very short for a principal to undertake 
foundational change in a school (and while they might be renewed) it is 
destabilising and short-sighted to think about moving principals after a 
relatively short period Centralisation in any function usually results in less 
accountability and more inefficiency It would be a tragedy to break a model 
that is clearly working 

Absolutely focus on schools tha  are not d g w l but in many cases if it 
ain't broke, don't fix it! 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

1273 

Broadly support 
Concern re presence of 
religious instruction in 
schools 

Currently a board can decide to run religious instruction programme - this 
specific area is one where I would like to see BoT powers restricted State 
schools are supposed to be secular 

Restri  BoT bility t  run religious instruction programmes 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent & 

teacher, Sub 1274 

Oppose hubs 
Support struggling 
schools 

Hub model has too many schools per hub 
Teachers want to choose their own places of employment 
Give more support to struggling schools 

No spec ic recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 Sub 1275 

Lack of evidence 
Board effectiveness 
Community input 
Competition 
Principal appointment 
and tenure 
Cost and bureaucracy of 
hubs 

Series of sweeping statements about Boards with no data 
Board that I represent is a highly functioning entity which, if the nee  rises, 
seeks expert advice from specific agencies - assistance i  widely availa  to 
schools 
Boards reach out to the community and kee  them informe  in a variety of 
ways 
With Communities of Learning, supposed compe ition betwee  schools has 
to a large extent been alleviated 
The Board ensures that those appointe  to the role of Principal uphold these 
features that make the school special. xp t adv e is generally sought by 
the Board on all aspects of a Princ pal's pointment 
The proposal that Principals be app nted for a period of five years with the 
right of renewal is problematic  wha  person would apply for a Principal's 
position in Auckland or Wellington h the housing and financial issues, 
knowing that at the nd of f e years there is job insecurity 
Challenge the establishment of e Hubs, as it would add another layer of 
bureaucracy nd greatly i cr ase education expenditure. It would also strip 
BoTs of im ortant and in most cases successful role they play in school 
governance  This mon y would be better used in supporting schools, 
redu  class izes and achieving better conditions for teachers 

Recommend that the Ministry of Education does not accept Tomorrow's 
Schools Independent Taskforce's recommendations on Governance 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1276 

Provide targeted 
assistance to poorly 
performing schools 

S rong supp rt from parents is lacking in most (if not all) of the poorly 
performing chools. And this is not going to be resolved by the changes 
prop ed in the report 
P vide targeted support to those most disadvantaged, rather than 
ov rhauling the entire system which is currently working well for the 
m jority 

No specific recommendations 
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  Competition is crucial in incentivising principals and staff to improve the 
quality of the education. The “unhealthy” elements of competition can be 
addressed separately 
We cannot let underperforming schools close down this is why it makes more 
sense to provide targeted support to struggling schools 
Introducing an additional layer of bureaucracy will cost a lot and often create 
problem of its own - even less appealing when the system it is trying to 
replace is actually working for the majority of the population 

 

[Email from individual] 
 

, Sub 
1278 

Oppose hubs BoTs know their schools - hubs comprised of faceless bureaucrats who will 
have no relationship with the schools and their parents and will make 
decisions based on finances and nothing else 
The other plan to allow principals to stay in job for up to 5 years is crazy. It 
will take a principal a couple of years to start to make his mark on a school 
and three years later he will be gone 

No specific recomme datio  

[Email from school board] 
Jonathan Young, Principal, 
Waimate Centennial School, 
Sub 1279 

Change required 
Opt in to governance 
changes 

Supports many recommendations however changes to governance structure 
should be voluntary 
Substantial boost to the education budget is required whether we remain 
aligned to the current system or move to an alternative model 

No spec fic rec endations 

[Email from individual]  
 

 
, Sub 1281 

shortcomings in meeting 
chemical safety 
responsibilities which 
have arisen as a 
consequence of 
Tomorrow’s Schools 
funding arrangements 

Majority of State and Integrated secondary schools have not in r cent yea  
met their legal obligations for hazardous substance managem nt. This is 
attributed in large part to increased unfunded obligations of sch ls fo  
chemical safety, during a time when operational costs generally w  
increasing faster than school operational grants. While schools have de 
efforts to deal with chemical safety, staff involved have enerally receiv d 
little or no pay or allotted time. The Ministry of Educatio  has essentially 
ignored the requirements, and ERO has avoided complianc  audits 

What er the future structures, provision should be made, as far as 
possible, to free teachers from this chemical safety administration burden – 

 they can better focus on student learning 

[Email from individual] 
, Former 

principal & grandparent, 
Sub 1283 

Social problems 
Risk of costly hubs 
Professional 
development 
Role of NZSTA and 
NZEI 
Student assessment 

Social problems require wider social agency volvem t in he review 
Staffing and resourcing of Hubs must be of the h ghest quality if this review 
is to be successful. If the Hubs become in ff ctual reaucraci ’ as a result 
of cutting corners, schools will not use hem 
Professional development requires reth nk f how eachers' time and leave is 
used 
Where does review leave NZEI and NZSTA - If this review is implemented 
successfully, and Hubs do the  job e fectively their roles are at best, greatly 
reduced 
Data will be impe ve to s w how individuals are reacting to the changes. 
It will also be necessa y to eval ate the success or otherwise of the Revue 
What system is to be use  to ssess student’s wellbeing and academic 
progress? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
 Former principal, 

Sub 1284 

BoTs, hubs, principals 
and leadership 
Staffing 

Support prin pal lead rship of schools 
Boards n  equipp d to be educational advisers 
G od r com endations re Staffing and resourcing however pay and 
cond ions need attention 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1285 

Equity  omp ely agree with everything detailed in the proposal. Equity needs to 
be ccelerated quicker. It would be a shame to see any parts of it watered 
down. It would be great to see it implemented with strength. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1286 

Support hubs 
eq ity 

Support hubs in interests of schools thinking collectively & with community 
feeling, improving governance, addressing disparities, reducing white flight 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual]  
, Parent & 

former teacher, Sub 1289 

Support hubs [From article] Principals spend too much time on non-teaching and learning 
activities 
Hubs offer potential to promote equity 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1290 

Doesn't address teacher 
shortage 
Change too radical 

Failure to address the shortage of teachers 
Changes proposed are too radical as only 6% of schools required regulatory 
intervention in the last 3 years 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1291 

No cost benefit analysis 
Improve existing system 

Report does not give an adequate list of the benefits that might accrue from it 
as well as how much damage it could to the existing system together with no 
estimated costs 
Should have taken in all the great ideas and ways the present system is 
working and added constructive ways to improve 

Consider carefully ways and m  to sm oth and improve education, 
funding etc.leaving tea h  ppointment assessments to head teachers and 
boards 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1292 

Accountability 
Evaluation 

Among trustees, hubs, Ministry and sector evaluation - no one person or 
organisation is accountable for educational performance or the quality of 
school facilities 
Reporting to Parliament - by a central body drawing on data from self- 
evaluating hubs at a highly abstracted level, means elimination of objective 
performance evaluation 

Recomme dation  start again. 

[Postcard from Individual] 
], Sub 1293 

Transition 
Middle school 

Extra time at a school[sic] would benefit Y7 & 8s being out of tran ition ut 
also the benefit for Y9 and 10s would[?] standards and change their mind ets 
i.e. Y10s would be seniors in their school during a year that i  omewha  
nothing in high school 
Also allow Y11-13s at high school[to] focus on NCEA and the dem nds of 
that curriculum 

No spec ic recommendation 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Y13 student looking to 
become a Doctor, Sub 
1294 

Role of hubs 
Teacher supply 
Secondary school to 
university transition 

Hub should be an in-between from the school to the Min try of Education 
allowing for students who take issue with the way a schoo  is run in a specific 
area to call attention to the issue without ha ing to ntact e Ministry 
Needs to be an increase in teachers available to form hubs 
For more to become teachers, it needs to be more r listic. The college to 
university transition is an issue - investigate th  trans ion and hy people are 
not becoming teachers/doctors/anything with a sh rtage, and propose a 
solution 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1295 

International students 
Zones 
Donations 

Will schools still be willing to enro  intern nal students if there's no extra 
funding given the time, res rces, s port needed? 
Will there be a set fixed % of stud t  llowed to be enrolled in each school? 
How are boundar s et? P pulation based? Rural? 
Donation limit - how  this di ated to private /independent schools? 
Religious sch  Is th e going to be a fixed amount allowed per school 
and will thi  be nationwide or based on area? 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1296 

Collaboration 
Shared facilities 
Correspondence School 
Objectives of reform 

Like the cro -school llaboration (Kāhui Ako), potential for 
com ity/sc ol hu /shared facilities. Concern with Correspondence 
S hool r  e support of students and feedback time. Is this more about 
m kin  the hool pay or about the students' learning? 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1297 

Disestablish NZSTA 
Reduce membership r 
disestablish BoT  

Dises bli h NZSTA and use money to support hubs and principals. Reduce 
B T membership or disband BoTs. 

Disestablish NZSTA and use money to support hubs and principals. 
Reduce BoT membership or disband BoTs. 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1298 

Teaching care  path How are you going to ensure that teachers that want to remain in the 
classroom and not move into senior management have a real career path? 

No specific recommendations 
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[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1299 

Seamless transitions How are you going to join the services together to ensure as kids move 
between schools their specialist needs such as autism are met - the reporting 
and data flow? 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1300 

Teaching conditions What will be the Year 1 (of implementation around the recommendations in 
this review) which will significantly address workload, stress and wellbeing 
of principals and teachers? Education is not an attractive career path currently 
because of these issues. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1301 

Practical support for 
teachers 

What real, tangible support will be available to teachers in day to day 
grassroots practice in what are often large, diverse classes with multiple 
additional learning needs? i.e. more teacher aides, smaller class sizes and free 
lunches in our most challenged schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1302 

Teacher aides How can we make teacher aides into "para professionals" without increasing 
their pay and therefore a school's operations grant? 

No specific ecom nda n  

[Postcard from Individual], 
Sub 1303 

Operations grants The Taskforce found that in particular, smaller schools often miss out. Large 
schools miss out too - all operations grants must increase. 

All o eratio  grants must increase. 

[Post-it from Individual], 
Sub 1304 

Hubs Hub model means multiple layers of governance with blurred accountability. 
Political appointments to hubs not good. Silos will lead to group think. 

Unc r 

[Post-it from Individual], 
Sub 1305 

Board capability 
Full service schools 

Doubt boards have strategic planning skills. Teachers spend too mu  e 
on social work. 

Unclear 

[Post-it from Individual], 
Sub 1306 

Career pathways for 
teachers 
Managerialism 

Teaching - a career for life (leader, manager, educational exp ts) or 1 y  
and out? 
Move from managerialist mind-set to leadership through collaborat n and 
empowerment. 

Unclear 

[Post-it from Individual], 
Sub 1307 

Teacher aides 
Resource teachers 

Why are teacher aides working with the 'trickiest' childre ? Why not scale up 
teachers to do this or access resource teachers trained for t is? How do 
resource teachers fit into the system? RTLB re men ned, what about RT 
Literacy? RT Māori? Need more SLT in schoo  working  students not 
just assessing them. 

Need more access to SLT in schools working with students not just 
assessing them. 

[Email from individual] 
 

 
 Sub 1308 

Music education 
marginalised 

Music education as many other curriculum as cts ar  margin lised and there 
are no education officials whose job it s to ddre  this. Full-time classroom 
teachers and teacher-training lect rers  not hav  the energy, time or high- 
level influence to make an endurin  diffe ce ven on a ‘hub-size’ scale 
Hopeful the terms of refere ce for implementation of Review will provide a 
strong platform from which to a dres  concerns for music education 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Principal, Sub 1310 

Holistic student 
assessment 
School review 
Resourcing 

More of a focus  h listi  assessment of students 
Would prefer ERO o  other a ncies to focus on the richness of the 
curriculum and cultural esponsiveness rather than acceleration in reading, 
writing, and maths 
Low decile, mall scho ls are totally under resourced. The current model is 
totally inequi ble 
In a low cile school, there’s a much higher incidence of behaviour issue, 
th se childr  require a huge amount of support and there has been massive 
dama e don  to them by not giving them what they need to be successful 

g. lo ing the threshold for special needs support, having a teacher aide in 
ev y class, having more space 
ECE and primary schools should have the same status and priority as 
econdary schools in their resourcing 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1311 

Hubs 
Principal contracts 
Cross party support 
Resourcing 

Hubs are in essence a good idea - anything that supports principals and is 
local is much better than being assigned someone that you never hear from or 
see for years. Boards that need support should be able to access it before they 
are so broken that it is hurting the students 
Be careful about the principal contracts - this is a challenging role and one 
that is tricky and hard work and things do not get changed in 5 years - 
sustainable change takes time 
We should not be open to changes in government every 3 years deciding to 
change what is good for the students. Respect the educationalists as knowing 
what is best 
Even the resourcing and reduce the disparity between primary and 
secondary. All are important and all need to be resourced accordingly. We 
are no longer living in times when only secondary students have anxiety or 
massive behaviour concerns 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
 Sub 1314 

Lack of evidence 
Untrue assertions 
Principal rotation 
Improve system 

Review provides no proof that changes will create an overall superior system 
to the one we have and starts out with a debatable assertion that “there is no 
evidence to suggest the current self-governing schools model has been 
successful” - our school system has been ranked highly by international 
education experts e.g. in 2017, New Zealand was ranked number o e in he 
Worldwide Educating for the Future Index 
Principals serving for five years on a rotational base - practice as been 
experimented with in China to address education inequality. The  is a dearth 
of rigorous studies to validate the efficacy of such schemes. There  a lack of 
“one-size-fits-all” principals who can achieve the overarching goal in y 
school, regardless of local contexts. In addition, there ar  practical concerns 
for principals 
Many areas need improvement in New Zea nd sy m - m st be addressed 
in a responsible way. Smashing the system is justifiab  

No spe fic re mm ndations 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal & 

parent, Sub 1315 

Transitions 
Value of small schools 
Principal rotation 
Zoning 
Valuing relationships 

Leave year 7 and 8 students in primary school and hen transit n to college. 
This gives connection they need and le dersh  oppo unities 
Why this negative focus on smaller sc ools hen esearch shows students 
achieve better in smaller schools? If th  are sm l schools not functioning 
well, support them 
Statements about leadership sugges  ontrol of principals - who becomes one, 
where they work and for how lo  D  you understand how complex schools 
are and how long it takes  get anything established? I can well imagine 
communities not b ering t  connect with their principals if they feel that 
they are not going to s y aroun  for very long 
Restrictions n out of zon  udents will impact many. For some students the 
local schoo  is not the est fit 
Many f you  uggest ns do not take into account that relationships are key 
to high f ctioning schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

 Sub 1317 

Outsourcing schools' 
accounting 

Would be g d if the Taskforce considers outsourcing of accounting services 
for s hools  This has been the norm. In my opinion, the schools and perhaps 
he ed on hubs will not be capable of carrying out accounting services for 

sc ools themselves. Therefore, accounting providers should be used. 

It would be good to have a discussion with Education Services Ltd 
regarding the services provided to schools in relation to accounting and 
finance. 
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[Email from individual]  
, Education 

professional of 25 years 
both in the UK and New 
Zealand, Sub 1318 

Lack of evidence and 
clarity 
Poor consultation process 
Bureaucracy 
Principal rotation 

No clear evidence has been provided for the changes being proposed 
clarity is needed desperately 
Most of the online survey questions are predicated on the creation of hubs 
How do the taskforce plan to collect, collate, dissect and meaningfully draw 
out trends and patterns that represent the thoughts and opinions of 
stakeholders AND write a report for the Minister in 23 days? 
If not ‘bureaucrats’, how would the task force describe the hubs (and their 
employees), since they would be staffed by government appointed staff, and 
be given a raft of new responsibilities around how schools should be run 
The task force have promoted the notion that Principals will not be forced on 
after 5 years. Would the task force be able to provide more information about 
what this might look like if it is not pushing Principals on after 5 years, 
because the text in the report seems to imply this 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1319 

Zoning If schools accept out of zone students it should be done by ballot not on any 
achievement criteria (e.g., sporting or academic ability) 

If sch ls ac pt out f zone students it should be done by ballot 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1321 

System not broken 
Local control 
Supply of quality 
teachers 
Zoning 
Lack of evidence 

What is the point of reform when people are generally happy with the current 
system 
Reforms will build up a bureaucratic management hub that is away from 
schools but decisive for schools. Responsive management at hools needs 
on-site management local needs based planning 
Timely, reflective and responsive management system 
And a powerful board of school responsibly making decisions based o  the 
understanding of the school 
Mostly concerned about the shortage of quality teachers -r sources should go 
to this field to fill the gap 
School zone properties were many people's ach vements th ugh efforts. 
Owners of the school zone properties, their economic interests nd their 
belief in New Zealand, would be severely dam ged 
Proposed plan based on limited eviden e is eith  sufficient nor feasible 

Ple e c nsider organising all New Zealand principals for a vote re the 
T morrow's Schools Plan. To be democratic and transparent, the 
g vernment will go with the decision made by the majority 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1322 

Schools need services 
and support not 
additional control[sub 
deals with all 8 areas] 

Proposals add an extra layer of un eces ry man gement and control when 
what is needed is an added layer of uppor  d service for schools along 
with adequate resour ing 
The many bland stateme ts have li l  detail and most of the ‘ideas’ seem to 
be able to be impl ented ithout a wholesale change in our education 
system 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1323 

Opt in to Hubs 
No cap on donations 
Preserve special 
character of integrated 
schools 
Lift poor performance 
Lack of success 
measures for propos s 

Support provi ion of cen alized core administrative services (possibly via 
Hubs) so ev ry school in the country not replicating the same tasks 
There will b  different ranges of experience available to boards. Any system 
shoul   flex le en ugh to allow boards to opt in and out - objective should 
be to prov e expertise and guidance in the areas needed at a given time 
D  no  supp r  a cap on donations - they are not obligatory, focus on 
educ ing s hools messaging if it’s a problem 
D  not support any proposals which limit integrated schools special character 
att butes - focus on sharing what those schools are doing well rather than 
ch nging parameters to make all schools ‘the same’ 
Do more to improve current level of performance by lifting the bottom and 
middle achieving performers up 

Any eventual system should be flexible enough to allow Boards to opt in 
and out six monthly (although quarterly would be even better) to reflect the 
then current needs of the Board. The objective should be to provide 
expertise and guidance in the areas needed at a given time. Services should 
be charged at a nominal rate to reflect the service provider-customer 
relationship, as well as providing some additional funding as the proposals 
will cost more than the status quo to implement 
Focus should be on educating schools on their messaging re donations (if 
this is deemed to be a problem) 
Focus should be on distilling what those schools are doing well and sharing 
the knowledge rather than changing their parameters to make all schools 
‘the same’ 
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  Success measures for proposals haven’t been determined - most concerning 
as without articulated success measures there is a danger that change occurs 
without a framework 

Change of this magnitude should know the desire  end resu  
Success for New Zealand should include seei g it r urn to ormer 
performance ranking among OECD cou tries (i . let’s put focus back on 
academic achievement), school leavers who n be productive to 
employers, and improvements in engage nt, atte dance and bullying. 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  
family, Family, Sub 1324 

Lack of evidence 
System not broken 
Governance 
Teacher supply 
Resourcing 

No evidence that proposed system will perform better than current 
Current school system, with power in the hands of parent-elected school 
boards, works well for the majority profoundly disagree that a compulsory 
change to the governance of all schools is required - existing system already 
has built in mechanisms to help underperforming schools. The problem is 
appropriate resourcing of the system to work as designed 
No reason to expect that necessary funding, capacity and experti  will 
become available under proposed system 
Rather than addressing teacher supply, recommendations are lik ly to worsen 
it.-, hubs ability to move principals and teachers is likely to disco ge 
quality people from the teaching profession. Staffing hubs with teach s and 
other education professionals would reduce the teaching pool further 

U  funds hat w uld o into the proposed system change to directly 
supp t disa antaged tudents and struggling schools. Such funds should 
also be ed to urce the Ministry of Education to operate in the manner 
i   design d to, and to pay teachers better so that quality people are 
furth r attrac d to and retained by the teaching profession. 

[Email from individual] 
 
 

 Sub 1325 

Governance and boards Boards and management need significantly more centralise  support in the 
Property function 
Hubs need to have a regional support for proper y projects, to ssist all 
schools in the hub region with the delivery f 5YA rojects AND the more 
mundane - a lot to be saved by centrali ing (a  hub lev l) mul site annual 
(or longer period) rolling contracts for most ervi s 
Support the notion that boards ma e up  divers  community mix skilled at 
understanding the education system and being allowed to focus more intently 
on education outcom s will ve a b tter chance of success with education 
outcomes - to allow this  hub wo d n ed to be better equipped to support 
schools in areas s ch as pr perty, this needs to go further than as described in 
the draft report 
Role of boards d man gement in finance should not change -schools need 
managemen  staff skilled e ugh in accounting to get this right. It is working 
and that lev l of finan al intimacy should not be broken 
Hubs hould ve du  roles, all based around better outcomes through 
br adene  community involvement and collaboration. The functions are (a) 
p ople  conn ction and advocacy as in the report and (b) technical support, in 
the a as of roperty, cyclical maintenance, reactive repairs, project support, 
ons able supplies, it hardware and software, etc. 

H s should comprise of 5- 10 schools in the same geography 
Don’t agree hubs need directors or own board. This is duplication and the 
utcomes we need can be supported by reduced bureaucracy, not more 

Role of Boards and management in Finance should not change 
Hubs need to be of 5- 10 schools in the same geography 
Hubs don't need Directors or their own Board. 
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[Email from individual]  
 Principal, Sub 1326 

Opt in to hubs 
Principal tenure 
Improved support for 
boards 
Manage remediation 
externally 
Local input 
Kāhui Ako 
Use of resources 
Teacher/principal supply 

Proposed changes will compromise autonomy of the Board and ability of the 
community to have a strong and effective say in key aspects of running the 
school - including key appointments, curriculum and wellbeing decisions 
5 year proposed term for principal could impact negatively on 
Board/principal relationship, also we have a programme to further develop 
leaders within the school as part of a potential succession plan, and this 
would be lost with the centralisation of appointments 
Allowing boards to access more technical expertise and support - no need to 
create a new system to achieve this 
Would be useful across schooling sector if remediation was managed 
externally - would take personal relationships away from suspensions and 
stand-downs 
Recruitment being centralised by the Hub could mean a school not getting 
the right mix of staff in a school with adverse effects on the culture of a 
school - communities could feel a loss of control leading to boards feeling 
they are glorified fundraising teams - parents may not want to stand due to 
limited impact the board can have on their local community 
Report cites Hubs as a centre of excellence where boards could access advice 
and support - schools potentially could be working together more nder is 
model however Kāhui ako model is already achieving this at a more 
manageable scale 
Alarmed money will be spent on hubs rather than in the schools 
Potential of teachers and principals in the profession feeling disemp wered 
creating less desirability of being in profession 

Those schools able to govern effectively should b  able to 
Increasing the capacity of regional offices to ssist uld b  more 
effective than developing hubs 
Would like to see more flexibility in us g th  fund ng for Kāhui Ako 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1327 

Focus on struggling 
schools 

covering all schools in New Zealand is too big - it will co t more money and 
need many professional people - we don’t have enough professional people 
in Auckland 
improvement should focus on low performance hools 

The hub should only focus on those low decile school which do need help 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1328 

Integrated Catholic 
schools 
BoTs 
Teacher supply 
Support struggling 
schools 

State integrated catholic schools cannot b  ted s me way as public 
schools for enrolment schemes, BoT g verna ce, Bish ps Rep on BoT, etc.- 
the purpose of the BoT including Bish ps Rep in  Catholic school is to 
ensure Catholic character is uphel  in o  school  
If you really want to network schoo  together as a cluster, then make a 
cluster of Catholic schools to ther 
A new bureaucracy that i  not Catho  trying to run our Catholic schools Is 
a DEFINITE NO NO 
All appointments in a atholic hool should be done by BoT to ensure the 
Catholic cha acter is uph ld 
By disempowering pri cipals, BoT, the District Education Boards created a 
mess - So w y bring th s system in again? 
We alrea y have h rtage of teachers in Auckland, why not address that 
p oblem ins ad of proposing to move teachers/principal around after 5 
years? Such movement of staff could make teachers discontent 
The Minis ry should support schools that need help rather than getting 
pe forming schools to share that burden. 

Leave integrated Catholic schools out of the proposed Education Hub. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1329 

Donations in int ra d 
schools 

Int grated schools are responsible for a large proportion of `middle-class 
fl ght` - report has let state schools down badly by not addressing the 
situation regarding `donations` in integrated schools 

Integrated schools should be required to make a distinction between 
privately-owned assets and integrated assets 
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[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

 Sub 1330 

Principal appointment 
Local input 
Bureaucracy 

The removal of BoT power to appoint school principals is a major step 
backwards. In New Zealand, school board members are in tune with the local 
community and understand what local students and parents want for the 
education of our kids. The establishment of hubs will remove that close 
connection between school management and local communities 
It will create a bureaucratic layer that will be inflexible, generic and 
inevitably take one-size-fits all approaches 

ask the panel to reconsider its recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Principal, Sub 1331 

Student behaviour Make sure that collective reflection and conversations need to happen about 
behaviour expected. Again aim for a 3 chance idea before a letter home. Talk 
with the parents or caregivers when talking with the student causing concern. 
It may take for some to be stood down before any changes taking place. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 1333 

Support struggling 
schools 
Teacher supply 

Many schools run efficiently 
No way hubs controlling 125 schools will have any local insight 
Invest in supporting schools that need help 
Model risks teachers leaving profession 

Invest mone  into term ning which schools are in need of help, and then 
to target ea h one f those with the correct action plan. 

[Email from individual] 
Education 

administrator, Sub 1334 

Oppose hubs - political 
appointments, costs 
Support struggling 
schools 

It will be the old Education Boards all over again!! What will be the cost of 
these “HUBS”, when a problem arises 
There are schools that need extra government help. These schools houl  get 
it. The Ministry needs an overhaul to support these schools 

Over ul th  Ministry to support schools that need help 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 1340 

Principal tenure 
Hubs - bureaucracy, lack 
of school autonomy 
Limited local knowledge 
Donations critical 
Support struggling 
schools 

Strongly reject the idea of having Principals and teachers on 5 ear rota  
contracts - threat of being rotated to another school not a great w y t  reward 
high performing staff 
Hubs - another level of bureaucracy that will create more red tape, adm  
paperwork and delay important decision making for teac rs and schools 
Concerned that schools will not have autonomy to offer ot er forms of 
assessment and qualification 
Concerned that a hub will not have local knowl dge of a community 
particularly around roll sizes and school zones 
Concerns about limit on donations - as ume h s are t goin  to give more 
money for specialist teachers for kids with l arning disabilities, and extension 
groups as well as music and PE s  scho l will be not be able to offer an ‘all 
round’ education 
Give help to struggli g sch ls but p ease don’t mess with schools that are 
functioning at a high lev l 

Give more attention and help and resources in a tailored way to schools 
which are struggling but please don’t mess with schools that are 
functioning at a high level 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1341 

Oppose hubs due to loss 
of community autonomy 
Necessary change 
achievable now 

Fundamental issue ith stri ping of autonomy and community direction of 
schools proposed and he imp mentation of centrally controlled 'Hubs' to 
direct school a i ity 
Schools should serve the needs and interests to the community they are part 
of - not the eologica  position of the Government in office 
Sup r  choo  using existing governance structures not enforced 
centralis t n of power Regional education support centres (not Hubs) should 
b com  pus  upport entities not 'pull' control entities that schools have to 
apply too fo  assistance 
T skfor e has made some proposals that are necessary and long overdue (te 
reo  teacher PD, ITE, equity funding, between school collaboration) but the 
Government could adopt these recommendations now without handing 
ontrol of schools to “Hubs” at the expense of local communities 

Communities should have the governance responsibility for schools and 
those communities’ children - not bureaucrats 
No to Hubs - yes to full resourcing, funding and supporting schools and 
our children. 
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[Email from school board] 
 
 

Sub 1483 

Hubs 
Principal and teacher 
employment 
SENCOs 
Transitions 
ERO 
PLD 
Zoning 

Hubs may not reflect local needs due to size, may merely repeat ineffective 
Ministry regional offices 
Board value being able to have community voice in appointments and make 
appointments that suit school 
SENCO vital role in school 
Many issues around transition in intermediate years 
ERO constantly change foci and review processes making credibility of 
reports doubtful 
PLD has potential to become generic under hubs 
Zoning a blunt tool 

The Hub should be smaller and ensure a true community vo  
Current Ministry staff should not be “rolled ver” b k into hub positions 
and the hub could be seen as another pathway fo  school leaders and 
experienced teachers 
Board should run Principal appointment p cess al ngside the Hub and at 
the end of the process submit a preferred cand date to the Hub and, like the 
CoL leaders appointments, th  Hub oul  then ensure they meet the 
criteria to be a Principal of that school (a cording to a national criteria) 
Board to continue to be part f the appointment process for permanent and 
fixed-term appointm nts of 12 onths or more 
Support the funding of a Special needs coordinator for every school 
Support the develo ment  ther options for Year 7 and 8 children 
sup ort the epl ceme t of ERO with a more constructive and consistent 
extern l revi w organ ation to ensure continuity of practice across schools 
The Hub  provide PLD for schools 
Scho  con ue to manage own PD and the hub provide a range of PLD 
opp rtun ties around core areas but schools have the option to seek PLD 
ptions eyond the hub 

T  b ard would like to see an opportunity for employees from large 
business or organisation which are within a schools zone be included as in 
one enrolments 

[Email from school staff] 
 Members 

of staff at  
l, Sub 1487 

Transitions 
Hubs 
Integrated schools 
Principals/leadership 
Teaching Council 
Resourcing 
Central agencies 

Middle schools would not cut down transitions, specialist staff diffi ult to 
find, A general course through to the end of Year 10 would not improv  
educational outcomes and subject-specific rigour 
More detail on the workings of a hub and its scope is need d, including 
information on legal structures. There are a  indu ial iss es to be 
considered when employment arrangements ar  changed  t is way 
Good that integrated schools will be more aligned with state sc ools. Special 
character is important but justice across he sy em n ds to be maintained 
Important that principals are able to le d eff ctive y and provide the 
educational opportunities student  nee  Principa  need support to do this 
and so do senior managers 
The Teaching Coun l should conce trate on matters concerning registration. 
Teachers should not hav  to pay r a y extra work done by this body 
Economic equality c n only be addressed with cold, hard cash. Increasing the 
number of managem nt staff es not address the needs of disadvantaged 
students, Secondary sta fing is far more complex than primary and needs to 
be considere  in this weir  ew equation of what should be prioritised, A 
relief to dea  with one gency which concerns itself with the core business of 
education, te ching an  learning, instead of having to deal with various 
agencies with v i  agendas 

The Teaching Council should concentrate on matters concerning 
registration. Teachers should not have to pay for any extra work done by 
this body 
A full review of staffing needs to happen and small schools looked at 
closely 
ERO and NZQA should be part of the Ministry 
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[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1492 

Doesn’t deal with core 
problems 
Focus is on structural 
change 
The 8 key issues 

Core issues in education haven't been discussed e.g. teacher quality and pay 
Report focuses on expensive structural change, assuming improvement will 
follow - resources better targeted to the students and learning 
Hubs dealing with admin beneficial but principals must maintain right to 
employ staff and determine staffing levels 
State integrated schools need to employ own staff and principal to protect the 
special character of the school 
Need cultural change - concern would be that the hubs will ultimately be 
staffed by ex-principals and Ministry staff who will bring an existing mind 
set with them 
Hub being an advocate for parents and students would be a conflict of 
interest if the function of the hubs is to support schools 
Allows schools to opt in or out of the hub depending on board skills 
Having a school wide system that is all the same removes parental choice and 
not all children cope in large secondary schools 
Classrooms being used outside of school hours creates work for teachers 
Enrolments should be handled by individual schools, not the hubs 
We should all work together for the betterment of all students but not at e 
expense of what is working. Provide the schools that are strug ng with 
more funding – more teachers, more resources 
Having a SENCO is desirable but having the FTTE allocation w ld be 
better so we could determine how we could best use it 
ITE - move away from funding ‘bums’ on seats 
School leadership recommendations sound 
Schools with high levels of under achievem nt ne d more nding, however, 
increasing the funding alone will not make th  differen  required 
Questions re central agencies 

Increase resourcing with clear expectations 
Set up a Leadership Centre that picks up/pro ides g idance for the many 
administrative tasks that don’t need to be done  a school 
Review the requirements of the curricul m – a lot as been added but 
nothing removed 
Review Ministry roles and ERO 
MAKE EDUCATION APOLI ICAL ALONG WITH HEALTH 

[Email from organisation] 
Jenny Nagle, CEO, New 
Zealand Society of Authors 
(PEN NZ Inc)| Te Puni 
Kaituhi O Aotearoa, Sub 
1493 

STEAM not STEM 
should be at the heart of 
curriculum planning 

Funds have been diverted from the arts into te hnolo y in mos  chools, with 
a detrimental effect 
NCEA examiners frequently comment n he lac  of recently published New 
Zealand literature in external exam nation crip  
Ministry or English dvisor  (a posi on that no longer exists) have neglected 
to champion our local literature d ministry sanctions the closure or 
downgrading of ho l li ries 
Failure of schools o rovide dequate literacy programmes 
Benefits to edu tional chievement and wider society of regular reading 
Importance f having qualified librarians in schools - no centralised decision- 
making reg ding the hool librarian’s purpose, position in the school and 
staffi  
M nistry f education is not emphasising the importance of school librarians, 
school ibra  and purchasing up to date New Zealand book stock 
The trodu tion of a New Zealand children’s laureate 
P or retention of info from online learning 
Ne d for public lending right scheme in schools 
S hools infringing copyright 

Ask that the Ministry of Education: examine the amount of budgeted 
money that is currently allocated to schools to specifically purchase fresh 
book stock for schools and New Zealand literature. There should be a 
specific amount allocated for purchase of books per student that cannot be 
siphoned off elsewhere into the operating budgets 
Appropriately fund and recognise the importance of reading and school 
libraries 
Introduce a New Zealand Children’s Laureate as a crucial step in engaging 
young readers and work with the NZBC and the NZSA to establish this 
post 
Address the concerning aspects of issues around on-line learning, e.g., poor 
retention of learning 
Support the establishment of an ELR or Educational Lending Right scheme 
to compensate New Zealand authors for their books for their use in school 
and classroom libraries 
Require all schools to have a copyright licence as a regulatory requirement 
of business compliance 
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[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 1494 

Use funding for schools 
that require it 

Put money towards higher teacher salaries, satisfying teacher shortages and 
directed to schools that require it. Overhaul is unnecessary and also there has 
been very little by way of keeping the public informed. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

Ministry of 
Education 2000-2003, Sub 
1495 

Music education Absence of music education in our teacher training institutions and 
professional teacher support in primary schools has been disappointing. In 
particular for those students not succeeding in the system, the disadvantages 
of missing out on what an arts education can do has been distressing 

Ask the Review team to include in the rm  f Reference for future 
education priorities: Equity and access to uality music education for all 
primary school children. (Key I sue 3 Comp i n and choice.) 
Improved teacher training by provid ng p thways for exceptional leaders, 
mentors, facilitators and educators, who re given a decent allocation of 
time to grow teachers onfid nt and k lled in teaching the performing arts. 
(Key Issue 5 Teachi g.) 
Ongoing support for teachers w thin the hubs to enable them to become 
quality teach rs of he pe forming arts, who know how and where to seek 
support from advi ors and para professionals in music. (Key Issue 7 School 
reso rcing.  
The Mi istry f Ed ation to face the school sector and their communities, 
su porting their work in helping young people to flourish, by ensuring the 
curri lum is trongly supported, rather than face the government Minister 
to rom e short term policies. (Key Issue 8 Central education agencies.) 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1496 

SMS 
Focus on needs of 
community 

Useful to incorporate the use of a single SMS system to allow for amle  
transition 
Focus should be on the needs of the community and greater g d of 
education 
Tying principal salaries to the number of students has fuelled empire uilding 

No spec fic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1498 

Parent choice/zoning 
Staffing hubs 

Appears that pupils must go to the zoned school - How will this happen hen 
a school has spaces and is not deemed popular or will it b  compulsory to go? 
How will you select or cull the pupils who re out of zone? Changes 
proposed suggest that hubs will have the cali e of sta f to d  this work - 
would be sad if the existing ERO staff are on th e hubs as th y failed in the 
past 
The devil will be in the detail and who s emp yed in he hub  and the trust 
of parents in system 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
Diti Hill-Denee, National 
President, Organisation for 
Early Childhood Education 
(OMEP) Aotearoa NZ, Sub 
1505 

Democracy and equity in 
education 

Discusses reconstructing language roun  community re democratic 
deliberation about the meaning and urpose of schools and education 
Discusses access and inclusio  re eq ity 
Strongly support Recomm ndations 1  5 and 6 

Recommends that all legislation concerning children be underpinned by 
the international instruments: United Nations Rights of the Child 
(UNCRC), United Nations Declaration of Indigenous Rights, and the 
Convention of the Rights of Persons with Disability as well as Te Tiriti o 
Waitangi (Māori language version). 

[Email from school 
board][  

Sub 
1509 

Hubs’ composition and 
level of authority 
Transitions 
International students 
Beginning teachers 

Recommenda on  go to  far re balance of power between hubs and boards 
for the many schools that function well - see submitter recommendations 
Agree with commen ations re issue 2 but we support fewer transitions for 
stud   una re of middle and senior schools meeting community needs 
any bette  han other provision, or improving outcomes 
D  no  unde s nd the rec re international students - currently, schools do not 
recei e gov rnment funding for international students, international students 
i  New ealand schools – benefits our schools, students, communities and 
ec nomy 
D  not agree there should be guaranteed employment for newly trained 
eachers - not all people who train in a profession are best suited and the 

appointment of teachers is the decision of each school 

Reconsidering the composition of hubs, especially the leadership structure. 
Distributed leadership might best be utilised e.g. a triumvirate to lead each 
one including at least one educational leader with proven leadership 
experience, and one property/business leader with proven leadership 
experience in their field and/or one leader with proven HR leadership 
experience. Each of these people would need to be high functioning and 
the person specifications must be rigorous. This would need to be part of a 
leadership pathway for experienced educational leaders 
Teachers are employed by boards (the school retains this rather than the 
hub automatically delegating this authority back to the school). Should it 
be desirable to move teachers to other schools in the hub, the normalising 
of voluntary secondments would achieve this without giving up school 
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   choice and authority as to whether this is right fo  the indivi l or not, at 
all times 
Principals are appointed to a school permanentl  
Five year terms are removed. We agree with he ta force that principals 
are employed by hubs, with boards fully volved n the process and with 
the right of veto. Again, should it be desirab  r principals to move to 
other schools in the hub, the n rmal ing f voluntary secondments would 
achieve this while retaining individual ch ice and authority as to whether 
this is right for the ind vidu  or no   all times 
Boards retain respon ibility an  liability for operational grants, staffing 
entitlements, recruitmen  and p operty, unless they ask that the hub manage 
some or all o  thes  func ons (this might be especially helpful for smaller 
schools), o  unles  the school is not functioning well. Criteria would need 
to  devel ped to ens re schools that are not functioning well have 
releva  resp sibilit es taken over by the hub 
Boards re in responsibility for decisions on student suspensions, 
exclu ions and expulsions. The hub would be involved at the suspension 
lev l wi  regard to resourcing, and timely enrolment in facilitating a 

rompt nrolment in a new school if needed (as in existing with “exclusion 
c t ) 
We strongly support the continuation of consistently high quality 
experiences for international students in New Zealand schools – this 
benefits our schools, our students, our communities and our economy' 

[Email from individual] 
 

 
 Sub 

1511 

Contrary to International 
Education Strategy 
Inadequate consultation 

Taskforce fails to acknowledge the need to give all students an interna nal 
experience by enrolling foreign students in order to supp rt the 
internationalisation of our curriculum for the 21st Century living and learning 
Taskforce report does not represent best pra ice an  he int rest of New 
Zealand in regards to the opportunities gained om Intern nal education in 
our schools 
Reject the position taken by the Taskfo ce tha  nroll g intern tional 
students is fundraising - this term seve ely u dermines ensuring that 
education providers, learners, commun i  and families can be enriched by 
international education 
Taskforce has failed o pro ide appr priate consideration and lack of 
information to allow det iled su iss ns to be made 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1513 

Survey bias 
Target support to schools 
Diversity and parental 
choice 
Hubs - bureaucracy 
Lack of consideration of 
successful models 

Biased survey que ti ns em hasised positive aspects, with no detail of the 
specifics nor room f  comme t 
Targeted supp  hould be provided for those schools that require it or opt in 
to receive it 
Proposed ch nges will ead to the demise of quality state education in New 
Zeala d – wil  be a gr at leveller lowering achievement and the pursuit of 
ex ellen  
S eng h of  present system is diversity and parental choice which will be 
remo ed 

llab ation occurs across the system - not all competition is negative - 
id logy has taken over 
H bs will be another layer of bureaucracy 

No specific recommendations 
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  Not confident a role in HUBs will be a desirable career path for capable 
educators - present Ministry does not appear to be a desirable career 
progression for capable practitioners 
Failure to focus on excellence and those schools that are focused on pursuing 
this - disappointing other successful models not considered 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, Sub 

1515 

BoTs 
Principal workload 

Cautiously optimistic about proposals noting that if not resourced properly 
then doomed to fail, and cross party agreement vital for success 
BoT is supportive and well-meaning but not representative of community 
Focus on impacts on own children 
Property management doesn’t make a difference to student learning or 
wellbeing - or 
Don’t want more bureaucracy or someone telling us how to do things - just 
want to feel supported and able to focus on being the leader of learning 
-could be so much better under the kind of system proposed 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

, Sub 1516 

Disability and Learning 
Support - dyslexia 

Suggests short-term and long-term changes to support dyslexic students Use t e exist g services that are currently underfunded: the RTLB service 
& he R Lit service 

inanci l assisting parents who have children formally identified with 
lea ing differences - pay for recognised private specialist teaching 
services, maybe through an extension of the current Child Disability 
Allowance service. (renewable) 
Ensure all training teachers know about learning disabilities and 
differences, and understand the barriers some children have to formal 
academic learning 
Develop a policy that attracts trained teachers back into our schools on a 
part-time basis to complete further specialist training to work with students 
who have specific learning disabilities/dyslexia 
Screen every student for dyslexia in their second year of schooling 
As a further part of this screening, students should also be screened for 
both hearing and sight processing difficulties. Students identified with at- 
risk learning behaviours to be placed in a targeted small group for up to 12 
months with trained professionals. After this period of intervention these 
children would then be reassessed and those still at risk for their learning 
would have specialist 1:1 teaching 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 1519 

Lack of evidence 
PLD 
Principal tenure 
Retain provisions in 
State Integrated Sector 
Act 
Learning support 
Teacher supply 
Resource in schools 
Central agencies - li e 
detail 

Report based on a e dote, o evidence proposals will work 
Already difficult eno gh deci ng PLD focus areas within Kāhui Ako which 
only have 10-12 hools let alone 10 times this number 
Already attr cting and retaining principals is an issue this will only make it 
worse. Prin palship is based in relationship and these take time to build and 
main  - 5 y rs wo ld not be enough 
N  ment o  of a position on State Integrated education. This would need to 
b  expl citly elt out and retain the provision currently provide by the State 
Integ ated S ctor Act, every little detail around what it might look like with 

gard   5YA property agreements and no mention of the current Policy 
On  funding model 
St te Integrated schools cannot be treated exactly the same as State schools 
with regards to enrolment schemes and/or transport as they pool from a much 
wider area 

The role of Principal Advisor must be equivalent to a minimum of a U4 
principal and they should be at leadership level. 
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  A centralized model re learning support will not work - the success of this 
work is based in relationships with the parents/caregivers, of these children. 
Schools need more direct resourcing, The model being proposed at present 
will get tied up in red tape and will not reach the children in schools 
Applaud the concept of 2 years employment for new graduates but the bigger 
issue is attracting people into teaching - quality of teachers needs to be 
addressed but the availability is going to be a much bigger issue short term 
Leadership advisors will need to be experienced principals. Under the current 
model the leadership advisors in the Ministry of Education are paid less than 
a Ul principals and consequently the quality reflects this 
Hubs run risk of top heavy compliance driven model where those in hubs will 
create work to justify their existence at the expense of actual resource in 
actual schools helping actual children 
Very little actual detail around what is being proposed with central education 
agencies 

 

[Email from school board] 
Christopher Rooney, 
Principal, Liston College, 
Sub 1523 

Lack of evidence 
Governance 
Parent input 
Special character 
Curriculum and 
leadership support 
Principal tenure 
Donations 
Quality teaching, ITE 

No evidence that changing the model will address the issue. No recognition 
there are many successful schools now reducing the gap between students 
who achieve success and those who do not 
Model will dilute strong parental input to governance - a fundam ntal rea n 
for success of the College 
The Hub model would weaken the relationship between the Co ege an  
Proprietor and diminish the Proprietor’s Representatives extremely mportant 
role in preserving Special Catholic Character through their influence n the 
Board 
Under the proposed employment responsibilities of the H b model, there is a 
risk to the maintenance of the Special Catholic Character of the College 
Proposed changes to transport subsidies will  a barri  to c oice of families 
Proposal for the Ministry of Education to be mor  involved w h schools in 
developing curriculum and providing lead hip sup ort has po ential to 
improve teaching and learning 
Capping donations will undermine the bil y of t e Board to uphold Special 
Character 
The proposal does not address fund mental problems of teacher recruitment 
and retention or the cycle of te her s ortage followed by teacher surplus, 
nor the issue of Aucklan  specific ac mmodation costs 

N  ecifi  recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1525 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Competition and choice 
Learning support 
Teaching 
School leadership 
Resourcing 
Central education 
agencies 
Robustness of report 

Hubs will be costly  disenfra chise parents and cause bureaucratic delays - 
better to target suppor  
State integra ed schools - rt does not take integration agreements into 
account 
Schooling pr visions can be implemented regardless of the final governance 
model 
Choice f sc ool is an important factor for all parents - it helps to identify 
schoo s that may not be performing well. Schools with low or falling rolls 
nd/o  whi h produce results significantly below national averages require 

in estigation and help 
Any infringements of enrolment schemes and donations could be dealt with 
by a Ministry investigation team which would also encourage compliance 
Learning support recommendations can be implemented regardless of the 
final governance model selected 

Impact of Integration Agreements need to be properly assessed against any 
final recommendations, particularly in respect of the appointment of 
Proprietor Appointees to the BoT, property management changes, or caps 
on donations 
The way a principal is remunerated needs to be reviewed in order to attract 
the best principals into the hardest jobs 
A national assessment framework is a priority 
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  Teaching - identification of schools in need and[targeted]extra support to 
them is preferable to impacting the many who perform well in spite of 
shortages and sometimes indifferent teachers 
Provide targeted support to BoTs during selection time and after to help 
select the best candidate and manage their performance rather than give it to 
those who have less invested in the outcome 
The way a principal is remunerated needs to be reviewed in order to attract 
the best principals into the hardest jobs 
Hubs not costed but will mean far less available to deliver great teaching - 
support BoTs with targeted, specialist resources and enjoy the (nearly) cost- 
free work they do 
Report lacks substantial evidence 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1527 

Equity 
Catholic education 
Employment of staff 
Hubs 

Concerned that desire to lift results of one part of society will lower the 
results of the whole. also deeply concerned proposal implies that Māori and 
Pacific Island students are not able to achieve in the same way that other 
students do - Māori and Pacific children are expected to and do achieve to the 
same level in Catholic schools 
Removing unique character from schools removes the values those s h ols 
are built on 
Do not feel these should be only for the rich who can afford a rivate sch ol - 
If not able to retain Catholic education tradition that is what wi  happ n 
Not feasible to tell people they will have to work. plus Principals  
teachers need to fit the school community for many reasons 
Current cluster system could be used to help support and up skill teacher  and 
principals in underperforming areas 
Communities know what they need and can better ses thi  then a 
centralised system 
To raise achievement we need to pull from the top up and not y to push 
from the bottom 

N  pecifi  recommen ations 

[Email from multiple 
people/family] J  

, Sub 1528 

System not broken 
Schools' special 
character 
Cost of hubs 
Principal and teacher 
employment 

System not broken to the point where t need  a o e size fits all approach 
Proposals will dilute schools spec al ch cter an  culture, particularly loss of 
schools ability to employ principal  and te h  
Most governance now don  free by p rents - hubs will huge drain cost to 
already depleted educati n secto  

No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 

Sub 1529 

Consultation with ITE 
Flexible change 
More detail 

More specific input f m ITE  vital in shaping the change and leading 
transformatio  
Context and experience needs to be engaged and partnered with 
Suggested c nge sho ld be adaptable not a one size fits and takes all - 
edu ati  futur  ca  be messy 
C ncern  u  to hear the reform sold as one option, a done deal - this 
disempower  and disengages those in the teaching profession from the 
proc s and limits the ability of these reforms to be adaptable and flexible to 
t  needs of individual context 
M e specific detail needed in the proposals: specifically how they will 
in orporate the voice and role of ITE in the decisions made and consideration 
of how any change could specifically impact ITE’s ability to prepare teachers 
to engage in transformative change 

Consider increased and more specific input from communities of people, 
such[as] ITE 
Suggested change should be adaptable rather than a one size fits and takes 
all 
Before further decision-making, there be more specific detail in the 
proposals: specifically how they will incorporate the voice and role of ITE 
in the decisions made and consideration of how any change could 
specifically impact ITE’s ability to prepare teachers to engage in what 
should be transformative change 
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  Listen to the voice from ‘the practice of teacher education.’ – previously this 
has been overlooked to the detriment of reform, the teaching profession and 
ITE 

 

[Email from school board & 
staff]  

 
 Sub 

1532 

Hubs 
Value of intermediates 
and transition 
Genuine choice for all 
parents 
Resourcing of learning 
support 
Quality teaching 
Leadership development 
Resourcing schooling 
Central education 
agencies 

Hub structure must be school centric support staffed by exceptional 
practitioners funded through schools purchase of service removing irrelevant 
bureaucracy and enabling student learning 
PLD is a service purchased by school from hubs and driven from the bottom 
up 
Endorses development of appropriate age & stage learning pathways and 
acknowledges value of intermediate schools as a bridge from primary to 
secondary education 
Statements in report re transition not substantiated 
Students with learning needs should have the same access to schools as other 
students. The system should continue to enable parents of all students to have 
a genuine choice about the learning pathway their child takes 
Need for extensive expansion of resourcing of learning support as the highest 
priority 
Inequities of student achievement and outcomes in our system wil  not 
change without a strong, high-quality workforce. To attract and retain a h gh- 
quality workforce, strengthened and equitable conditions of s vice and 
remuneration across sectors is essential 
With expansion of the intermediate/middle school pathway, there w l be a 
need to ensure teachers are supported with specific professional learnin  and 
development relating to the pedagogy of effective curric um for this age 
level 
Supports recommendations for planned lead rship d elopment through all 
levels of an educator career pathway 
The five-year tenure for principals as recommende  in the repo t is rejected 
Endorses principals being employed by the Bo , not h b 
See value in quality support to BoT re rin ipal a pointments 
Overall resourcing for schools is i adeq te and taffing and funding model 
across the system is inequitable 
Complexity of the Principal s j b and their expertise should be taken into 
account along w th roll- sed salary nsiderations 
Also concerned th  primary chools are not allocated any resources to 
employ guidance coun ellors, r gardless of their size 
Endorse prop sed equity d x being implemented as soon as possible and 
prioritised f r the mos  disadvantaged schools 
Endorse reco mendat ns re central education agencies 

Any developments of a HUB structure mus  meet t e following paramount 
prerequisites: Establishment of h  will r ult in ptional support 
mechanism to schools that: H S SCHOOL-CENTRIC aspirations, 
attitudes and operational mode  ective of the schools it serves, 
SUPPORT SCHOOLS t  tter enable s udent learning outcomes in line 
with NZC, IS STAFFED by condment of exceptional practitioners for 
fixed periods of time upp rted y a continuous logistics and system 
management component  IS FUNDED through schools purchase of service 
not direct g vernm nt fu d d or fund holder, IS the pivot point of a learner 
and practit ner-f cus d network that supports the day to day events within 
the educatio  ystem, S a simpler, decluttered education system removing 
outdate  and elev nt bureaucracy, regulation and personnel in 
MINISTRY  
Profe ional arning and Development Support to schools that is: A 
se ice p rchased by schools from the HUB as a service provider to 
chools  Controlled and Driven by practitioners (Bottom Up), Flexible and 

re p nsive to each school’s unique context and continuous improvement 
aspirations which are aligned with the principles of the NZC, Growing 
Practitioner and system capability, Enabling, appropriate, timely and 
situation relevant resourcing, Responding in the form of responsive and 
relevant support. 
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[Email from individual]  
 Sub 1534 

Governance 
Hubs 
Transitions 
Kāhui Ako 
PLD 
Principal tenure 
Resourcing 
Competition 
Principalship 
Teaching 
ERO 
Focus of schooling 

Agree re governance recommendations but leave BoTs who are doing well 
Hubs have potential but risks, need experienced educators - not career change 
managers a la Ministry 
Students transitions are an opportunity - teach learners to embrace and 
manage change, seamless transitions desirable & data integral to this 
Extend middle schooling to 3 or 4 years 
Relax Kāhui Ako requirements so clusters of schools can do what they know 
is best for learners 
Contestable PLD has been a disaster. Teachers need access to high quality 
regular PLD that meets their particular needs, delivered in a local context 
Drop the 5 year principal tenure recommendation but implement a structure 
whereby a hub of schools could benefit from the expertise of the principals 
within that hub 
Fix levels of resourcing 
Remove competition between schools. Your nearest school is your best 
school should be our mantra on this 
Principal’s job an impossibility: Hub support, better mentoring and 
supervision are critical - make this role more desirable 
Anything that will assist recruitment, retention and professional growth o  
teachers is a priority 
Agree - Get rid of ERO, they have become irrelevant 
Need to discuss what schools need to do if their focus is more than a demic 
achievement 

Boards of trustees who are doing well with gover ance mus   left to 
continue to do their good work 
Hubs must be staffed by experienced educators 
Kāhui ako requirements must be relaxe  so uster  of schools can do what 
they know is best for their learners 

[Email from individual] 
, Kaiako, 

Sub 1541 

Hub - Māori medium 
education 

Need to ensure that a parallel educational hub that suppor  Māori medium 
education and is manned by Māori medium education expe ts exists in order 
to support schools and communities who sub cribes t  his Kaupapa 

That the review team of Tomorrow’s Schools recommends that a parallel 
educational hub is established to support those of our Kura who subscribe 
to the Kaupapa of Māori medium education - Kura-ā-Iwi, Kura Kaupapa, 
Wharekura, Kōhanga Reo, Whare Wānanga. 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 1543 

Governance Oppose removing governance powers fro  arent- cted scho ls boards as 
parents are at grass roots and have a be ter un rstand ng of what is needed 
when it comes to the needs of the scho l 

Do not remove governance powers from parent-elected schools boards 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1551 

Target support 
Special character 

Support a system that identifies w ere th  direct upport is needed 
Not clear how proposals would affe t special character, e.g., capping 
donations that support extende  need  fit with YR7 - YR13 programme 
“One size fits all  strategy has no plac  in schooling 
Hub would destroy istinct i ntity built from faith and our strong 
community 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1552 

Survey 
Choice 
School identity 
Target support 
Teacher supply 

Unwieldly s rvey, overwh mingly long and ineffectual - recommendations 
are grouped and one a wer is required 
Choic  is a h ge facto  in education for our children and each school has its 
un que sc ool cul re 
S me r com ndations are needed in some schools – e.g., in local cluster of 
prim y sch ols, principals work collegially with focus on best practice. As 
his is l ady happening, no need to change it by putting in an extra layer of 

m nagement/bureaucracy that sucks resources from students 
Re l problem in schools is teacher shortage, can only get worse, as great 
t achers and principals leave the profession rather than be mandated to 
leadership positions 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1558 

Oppose hubs 
Target support 
Focus on higher 
standards and values 

Structural change will be expensive bureaucracy 
Many questions about how much authority hubs will have and how their 
efficiency will be ensured 
Question intervening in well run schools and not learning from their success 
Schools with difficulty in governance, may need help to improve but one size 
for all will damage New Zealand education 
Focus on higher standard in numeracy and literacy, and values in society and 
families that will encourage students to achieve potential 

Larger schools which have enough resources and fficient m agement 
can opt out of the system and manage on their own  

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

1560 

Teacher working 
conditions 

Work load never comes to an end and disrupts family life, no job satisfaction 
- need change for teachers 

No specific recommendatio s 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1563 

Opt in Need for hub resources that would be available for schools who need it - IF 
they don’t need any help then don’t mess with them. 

Leave scho ls tha  are doing ok alone 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1564 

Target support 
Special character 
Poor consultation 
Cease Review 

A few schools may not be managing well - invest in these instead of 
destroying a successful formula 
There will be huge chasms between hubs re what is delivered and leading to 
inequity across the country 
Integrated schools will not be able to maintain their character as Hubs de ide 
who their Principal or even staff would be. Who will understand what the 
actual needs of the school? 
Disappointing ‘consultation’ meetings - one way delivery of wha  re iew was 
about with little time for responses 

Do aw y with he re iew 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 

, 
Sub 1565 

System not broken The structure of Tomorrow’s Schools DOES work.  w  
able to turn itself around because of the current system, n t in spite of it - 
under the proposed educational hubs and associated burea cracy,  
simply could not have done this 

The structure of Tomorrow’s Schools DOES work. Address the 10% of 
schools and students where there is a problem, don’t create problems for 
the other 90% 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

, Parent, Sub 
1572 

System not broken 
Collective responsibility 
and ideology 
Target support 

Current system is not broken to the ex ent d crib d 
Question the use of the word " co ectiv y" - not he responsibility of all 
communities to " collectively " imp ove o mes 
This is the responsib ity of vernm nt 
Proposed reforms are no  the answe   achieving equity but a set of ideas 
driven by ideology ather th n practicality 
Schools or boards tha  need he  should be given help. But, thriving and well 
performing schoo  and ards who are meeting the needs of their schools 
and commu ities should be left alone - have not read or heard any reasons to 
justify impo ing chan  on schools and Boards that are managing very well 
by th elves 

Schools or Boards that need help, should be given help - thriving and well 
performing schools and Boards who are meeting the needs of their schools 
and communities should be left alone 

[Email from school board & 
staff] Michelle Dibben, 
Principal, Manurewa 
Central School, Sub 1581 

Need change 
Invest in current system 

Agree w th many key issues and recommendations -system needs overhaul re 
equity and e c llence but invest in the current system 
Fund  direc ed to “disability and learning support” and “teaching” issues, 

uld address many equity problems. Do not see the need for layer of 
bu aucracy that centralises decision making - offer support to schools that 
ne d it most 
Investing in current system cost effective, and gives opportunity to deliver 
cultural and structural transformation needed in education system 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1582 

Zoning 
Intermediates 
Resourcing 
Hubs and property 
BoTs 
Learning support 
Donations 

(Zoning view unclear - cap out of zone students at < 15-20% of roll?) 
If more students went to intermediates, they could offer more 
subjects/opportunities 
- allocation of staffing units and release time should be the same in primary 
and secondary schooling 
If hubs manage property shouldn't be optional as 1) this could be divisive & 
2) ALL our properties might get equal allocation and brought up to a higher 
standard 
Realistically principal and leadership team do work of BoT and get BoT 
approval with minimal involvement 
Learning support for high health needs and high learning needs is insufficient 
- more allocation for truly inclusive schools 
Schools should be able to set their donation without restriction on upper 
limits 

Recommend the zoning of schools needs to be ca ped at no re than 15- 
20% of a school's roll 
Allocation of staffing units and release t me sho ld be the same in primary 
and secondary schooling 
If hubs manage property it shouldn't be op  in 
Increase funding for high heal h needs and high learning needs students 
No upper limits on donations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1595 

Students' interest 
School autonomy 
Consultation 

Review not well thought through, seems education policy is driven by 
minority and not the needs of the students. Are students’ interests really at 
the core of what you are trying to achieve? Will schools really have any 
autonomy over themselves? Will private schools benefit most from  
change and further perpetuate the stereotype that those that recei e a priv e 
education can then move onto further education? These questi ns need t  be 
addressed in proper consultation with ako from both sides. 

No speci c recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1596 

System not broken 
Local input and school 
character 
Target support 
NZQA 
Review poor 

Evidence shows system is working well 
BoTs understand school and principals chosen to suit school - hubs w 't 
have this understanding 
Assist less advantaged schools 
If NZQA is disestablished how can we ensu  the a ssment process will be 
standardised and fair for all schools 
Review faulty and vague 

Reject this review urgently 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1598 

Governance 
Impact on teachers 

Suggested changes to governance threa en sch l cha cter as hubs will be 
arbiter of everything, including educa rs' employment 
Proposal will negatively impact te cher  who support their school's ethos and 
force them into private schools or out of ed tion 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1600 

Hubs not required 
Target support 
Principal tenure 
Capping donations 
Hubs 
Appointment of staff 
State integrated schools 
ERO 

Hubs will add bureaucracy a d cost  the education system which will not 
benefit students r teach rs - as sho  by DHBs. The use of BoTs is an 
efficient and effec i e use f resources 
Provide additional sup ort for isadvantaged students - possible to 
implement a m d l focu ng on low performing schools without 
compromising or discouraging high performing schools and without 
changing cu rent succ sful operating models 
Relo g tea hers and principals will not always be in the best interests of 
th m or  schools 
P ren  righ  t  invest in the school that their child is attending 
In al  management practice, the leader is responsible for the staff appointment 
a d management of staff. This is how an entity forms its values, character, 
tru t and when people are fully committed to profession 
S te Integrated schools should be left to govern and meet the State 
Integration Agreement. State integrated schools have a special character and 
that should remain. They are currently performing well 

No specific recommendations 
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  The current ERO reviews are a transparent and open way for the parents to 
understand the performance of the school. There is no mention in the report 
of a transparent mechanism to measure the schools’ education performance 

 

[Email from multiple 
people/family]  

, Sub 1602 

Resource the system to 
work as designed 

Sensible approach would be to fund the proposed system change to directly 
support disadvantaged students and struggling schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1604 

Consultation Poor survey design 
Teachers and principals seemed well aware of the information sessions while 
other parents I spoke to were generally unaware. The most effective way to 
notify parents of the review would have been through schools and early 
childhood facilities yet this does not seem to have occurred widely - a lost 
opportunity to hear a range of voices 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
, Sub 1606 

Lack of evidence 
State integrated schools 
Principal tenure 
Little detail re hub 
accountability 
Oppose capping 
donations 
Poor consultation 

Report not based on evidence but on a high level unsubstantiated ideology 
State Integration Agreement is not provided for, integrated schools should 
absolutely be able to continue to appoint staff and have pastoral care 
programmes that support special character without being forced to be in an 
Education Hub which has no expertise and places no significance on this 
special character element at the heart and foundation of our school  
State integrated schools already have to justify Attendance Due  and 
Enrolment Schemes govern how State Integrated Schools enr  where th  
is high demand 
No regard to what happens to the school once the principal leaves an  5 years 
in the life of a school principal is very short. Teachers choose a school sed 
on schools that reflect their values and philosophy. Movi g teachers and 
principals around in the proposed manner will undermine e stability and 
success of the teaching force 
alarming how little detail there is on how the H b will rep  nd it is not 
clear at all how this will be transparent to the com unity 
Capping donations removes the ability f extr  such s a scho l nurse, 
teacher aids etc. This will result in a s nific nt reduction in support funds 
given by the community to assist cho  nd ma es no sense 
Extremely concerned about these v ry hig  i  proposals which are being 
driven though with v ry limited con ultation and no evidence what so ever 

Sta  Integr te  Schoo  should be excluded from any proposals to reduce 
the gov rnanc  of th ir Board of Trustees especially the special character 
and respo ibility for capital costs 
Year  to 13 hools should be retained as a schooling option 
S te int grated schools should be specifically excluded from any 

roposa s to reconfigure those schools into middle or senior schools 
Hubs should be designed to direct resources to meet the needs of low 
performing schools or to assist schools who are unable to appoint skilled 
trustees 
Is critical that voluntary funding be left as it is and remain voluntary 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1607 

Target support 
Cost 
Principal tenure 
Ministry questionable 
implementers 

Support schools that need it rather ha  radical change 
Where are the cos gs? Exp nsive model 
5 year contracts will  very de otivating 
Ministry of Education's a ili y to deliver any implementation is questionable 

Support schools that need it 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1608 

Empowers bureaucrats 
Centralisation 
inadvisable 

The proposa  gives too much power to bureaucrats. Centralising power goes 
ag nst c rrent l ng in business that empowerment at the lowest possible 
level as lo  as possible to customers delivers best customer satisfaction 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 1609 

Target support H bs need to be needs driven as opposed to one fits all Hubs be needs driven 
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[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 1610 

Target support 
Teacher pay 

Struggling schools should be given help to improve 
Pay teachers and senior leaders what they're worth rather than spending huge 
amounts of money on a number of bureaucratic positions 

Support schools that need it 
Pay teachers what they are worth 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1611 

Problem is small Proposal seeks to address a problem of limited scope (6 to 8% of schools) by 
disrupting all schools - a waste of money and resources that will blight the 
education of pupils going through the system now 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1612 

Centralisation a failure See other organisations, Plunkett and Play centre both tried nationalising. 
Hubs failed, loss of community input, parents and teachers become resentful, 
teachers leave 

No specific recommendati ns 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 1613 

Wasting tax dollars on 
administration 

Free School Boards save money for other educational spending - don't waste 
tax dollars on administration costs 

Don't waste t  llars o  administration costs 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1614 

Retain local control 
Relationships important 
Spend tax dollars on 
frontline areas 
Target support 

Oppose hub control of schools 
Schools' success founded on relationship between principals, teachers, 
parents and children 
Tax dollars to be spent on frontline areas, not more officials 
Support providing help and services to schools needing it 

No hu  contr l of schools 
Sp nd tax ollars on frontline areas 
Prov de help  schools needing it 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1615 

Board efficiency and 
capability 

Free School Boards comprise professionals from a range of in ustries. This is 
more efficient than officers in a hub who just focus on educati  A school 
board can link a school and students to the wider world 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1616 

Bureaucracy  
Schools not the same 

Opposed to local school being run from a bureaucratic organisation an  
Wellington. One size does not fit all. All schools are not e same. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1617 

Students guinea pigs Students experimental subjects for Ministry f Educ i n tri ls No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1618 

Teacher employment Will my local school head be able to hi e and e? Or will thi  be run from 
Wellington and he or she will get assi ned s aff? 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1619 

Irlen syndrome No mention of Irlen syndrome at M tamat  cussion No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1620 

Proposal poorly thought 
through 
Ownership of outcomes 
essential 

The proposal is ill nceive  and poorly thought through 
High levels of perform nce, in ny industry, including education come from 
ownership. Pr nc pals, te chers need to connect with and own the outcomes 
of their sch l. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Teacher, Sub 
1621 

Teacher employment As a t cher, ncerned that I'll lose control of my own career pathways as 
th e wi  be deci d by the hubs. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , Sub 
1622 

Unreasonable  stron l  ppose the education hub because there are lots of unreasonable 
ad ice. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1623 

Keep BoT co trol Maintain existing school management system Maintain existing school management system 
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[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1624 

Keep BoT control I like the current way of Boards of Trustees. Please don't let hubs take over. 
Keep schools local. 

Maintain existing school management system 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , Sub 
1625 

Oppose TSR Oppose this tomorrow's schools. No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 1626 

Oppose hubs Hubs take away the school and its community’s right to work together. 
Teachers at present are loyal to their schools. This would be lost. There are so 
many reasons this is a backward step. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1627 

Political appointees' 
power 
Change too radical 
Target support 
National KPIs 

Scared by political appointees with too much power 
Changes are too radical and disempower excellent schools 
Help the schools that have poor results 
Bring back national KPIs 

Help the schools tha  hav  poor re ults 
Bring back n ion l KPI  

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 1628 

Hub poor cost benefit Hubs will add cost for little benefit and will disrupt (harm) the leadership, 
culture and long-term performance of the schools that perform well. Instead, 
link a cluster of primary schools to a large well-resourced High Scho l which 
does the property, facilities management, IT etc.for the primaries  

L  a clus r of primary schools to a large well-resourced High School 
whi h does the property, facilities management, IT etc.for the primaries. 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 1629 

Decile system 
Hubs 
Teacher pay and career 
pathways 

Changes are needed for the decile system but not political hub , which w l 
reduce governance responsibility of working school boards or nage ent 
of schools by the individual school management team. Better pay d career 
opportunities will achieve better teachers, principals and managemen  for 
lower performing schools - not the development of a DHB style system for 
schools 

Better pay and career opportunities will achieve better teachers, principals 
nd management for lower performing schools 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Parent, Sub 1630 

Target support Concerned about one-size-fits-all proposal many schools o quite a good 
job. Perhaps work on assisting those that req st help  

Work on assisting those that request help. 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Parent, Sub 1631 

Lowest common 
denominator 

A one-size-fits-all model in education can nly ulti ately resu  in bringing 
all children down to the lowest denom nator u der the ge old aegis of 
equity. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Parent, Sub 1632 

Fantastic idea I think tomorrow's schools[sic] is  fant tic ide  time for change No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1633 

Staffing and costs of 
hubs 
Centralised decision 
making 

Where are the experts co ing from  un the hubs? What are the hub experts 
being paid? What  he cos  f renting premises and administration costs for 
each hub? Past exper nce of p vious education boards' lack of ability to 
make decision  

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1634 

International students 
Principals' views 
Use of schools 

Uneasy abo t the repo t in general 
What will th  impact be on overseas student programs? Where are 
rec mme dation  f m current school principals? Opening schools after 
h urs, who  going to supervise? 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from multiple 
schools]  

 Sub 1642 

Outcomes required by 
the International 
Education Strategy 
Consideration of 21st 
Century learning 

TSR report fails to acknowledge need to organise schools in a way that 
maximises the value offered from enrolling foreign students in order to 
support the internationalisation of our curriculum for 21st Century learning 
Insufficient information of the single reference to international education in 
the report to allow a submission to be made - does not support legitimate 
consultation in this area 
Understand the Taskforce will not be providing feedback to stakeholders 
following the submission process and stakeholders will therefore remain 
uninformed on recommendations ultimately put to Parliament 
The report does not represent the best interests of New Zealand re the role 
and opportunities from international education in our schools 
Reject the position taken by the Taskforce that enrolling international 
students is fundraising - this minimises the enrolment of international 
students and undermines efforts to make international education a social, 
learning, pastoral and organisational success, also undermines attempts to 
increase support for international education and its staff in New Zealand 
schools and ultimately poses a threat to international education in the state 
school sector 

Reject the position taken by the Taskforce that en olling inte ational 
students is fundraising 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1644 

School autonomy 
disruptive change 

Opposed because of - among other reasons - removing ability of s hools  
select their own staff and principal, Moving teachers to differen  schools, 
Letting iwi have any involvement, Trying to remove individu  school 
identities though clustering, Changing intermediate school - chan e  create 
uncertainty and are disruptive to kids at school. 

No spec fic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1650 

Resourcing 
Equity 
Hubs 
BoTs 
Support NZEI sub 

Funding needs to be allocated to disadvantaged learners, not at the curr t 
3%, but at least double that which is the norm of “compa ble international 
jurisdictions 
Reform of our education system needs to be nderta n very carefully to 
enable “people to fully engage with and help sh pe the cha s 
Lack of alignment between the Early Childhood and Primary S hool sector 
needs to be addressed when implementing the ropos d reform  to 
Tomorrow’s Schools 
Fully concur with NZEI Te Riu R a 
Should hubs go ahead, suggest tha  he current local government districts be 
used to locate each hub 
Concept of “hub ” in pa icular, sh  be ‘road-tested and should include all 
sectors of the syste  
Long had concerns a ut the a ility of Boards of Trustees to exclude learners 
from their sch ol . 

Concept of “hubs” in particular, should be ‘road-tested and should include 
all sectors of the system, including Early childhood 
If hubs proceed - current local government districts be used to locate each 
hub 
Funding needs to be allocated to disadvantaged learners, not at the current 
3%, but at least double that which is the norm of “comparable international 
jurisdictions 
Lack of alignment between the Early Childhood and Primary School sector 
needs to be addressed when implementing the proposed reforms to 
Tomorrow’s Schools 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1655 

Intermediates Makes case from son'  experience for retaining intermediates due to the age 
group not be ng ready ocially for older ages groups but needing more 
resp n ility d ac demic challenge with peers 

Intermediate schools must stay 
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[Email from 
individual][Name not stated. 
Email: , Sub 
1659 

Proposal may have 
several unintended 
consequences 

Proposals may have a negative impact on education quality, international 
students coming to New Zealand and teacher retention due to schools no 
being able to offer incentives to attract quality teachers 
Suggestions offered to improve system 

Find ways to increase funding to poorer performi g schools g. 
encourage businesses to "adopt a school") kids lear  better when they have 
good role models and incentives to try 
Find ways to encourage kids to WANT o lea n es blish partnerships 
between high and low performing school  tudents and teachers can go on 
"exchange programs" to learn out their pa  school, and assist in 
teaching 
Community meetings to encourage paren  (And others in the community) 
to think of how they c n hel  - mayb  dult education programs are also 
required 
Learning starts in infancy - imp ement programs to help parents with their 
own kids. C nsult ith o her xperts such as Occupational therapists who 
have traini g in a essing and targeting programs to meet specific needs 
and  over om  limit ions 
Identify kids ho ar  at risk' much earlier, and establish targeted programs 
to help th m encourage a culture of pride in Self Improvement - this needs 
to be t every level (Adults and children, businesses and as a nation) 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1661 

Target support 
BoTs 
Hubs and state integrated 
schools 

Schools that need help should be supported 
More detail needed re change in BoT's role 
To maintain Special Character state integrated schools should not be in the 
same Education Hubs as state schools and this hub would have iffere  
responsibilities re property and employment 
Proposed principal tenure breaches Employment Contracts Act? 
Independent advocacy and complaints services to studen  and parents. 
should be a school responsibility because they are aware of students' 
background 

T rget s pport 
o ensure Special Character is maintained, if there are Education Hubs, 

state integrated schools should not be in the same Education Hubs as state 
schools. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1663 

Consultation 
Treaty 
Hubs 
Governance 
Teaching 
School leadership 
School Resourcing 
Central Education 
Agencies 

Insufficient consultation time 
Questions about hubs, Comments about principal  lacking knowledge for 
their roles and recommendations to addr s t  

That the principles of the Treaty Of Waitangi be the foundation document 
and be given mana and status in all layers of the new Education System in 
Aotearoa New Zealand 
That there are proper processes in place in the appointment of principals 
and middle management positions in schools 
That there is support for teachers to grow their leadership skills throughout 
the school and Hub 
That the Hub grows and nurtures leadership in various areas of 
management 
To keep the ACET Award that enable teachers to develop as teachers 
To support principals of effective management systems and programs that 
are successful 
To ensure that leadership is a shared thing and not autocratic or dictatorial 
That there is equity in the resource sharing across all schools in each Hub 
That all employees in the Hub have a current practicing Teachers 
Certificate or a similar qualification in Education and have been trained in 
New Zealand. 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1665 

Teaching N  key issues No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1666 

Classroom furn ure C assroom furniture I think it would be cool if in classrooms there would be more desks so 
everyone can have a desk. I also think it would be cool if everyone got 
their own little cubbie to put their pencil case. Proa
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[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1667 

Curriculum Curriculum More arts and crafts and building should be inclu ed in our ucation. I 
also think that school should be one hour shorter' S immin  pools should 
be in all schools 
Should be extensions in most subjects e c.., a , ma hs, writing, science, 
drama, sports, singing. Drawing and story writing  woodwork. I also think 
pets should be allowed at scho l as I think t  elp with learning. Thanks. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1668 

Cost of schooling Cost of schooling Education/uniform [?] Is cheaper  

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1669 

Curriculum Curriculum Education/Teach mor  lang ges. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1670 

Homework Homework Have more homework. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1671 

School hours School hours Ev y scho l fin shes t 3pm including High School. 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 

1672 

School hours School hours I think th  we should have more hours of school to get better learning for 
every ne. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1673 

Food in school Food in school I think l tle kids should have food at school. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1674 

School hours School hours School should start later in the day so that people can have a sleep in so 
they have more energy for the day. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1675 

School facilities School facilities A research hall. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1676 

Access to devices Access to devices More laptops in classrooms. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1677 

Curriculum Curriculum More quality equipment, better teaching ballroom dancing for year fives 
because year 6 have already have it. Stick to basic teaching. Reading 
writing maths. Also cross-country and triathlon should be optional. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1678 

School facilities School facilities Improve the books in the library, finding more hobbies, more rooms, 
quality playgrounds including swings, seesaws, slides, deeper pools. 

[Postcard from individual] 
Name not stated, Sub 1679 

No rubbish No rubbish No rubbish. 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1680 

School hours No key issues Make school longer hours like start at 8:30am and end at 4 so kids can 
learn more in one day and have better luck at college and intermediate. Our 
parents will also have some alone time. Thank you 

[Postcard from individual] 
 Sub 1681 

Oppose hubs Oppose hubs due to cos  and inefficiency No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 

1682 

Oppose most proposals Support Wa aaranga hool Board of Trustees submission See Wakaaranga School Board of Trustees submission 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1683 

Access to devices A cess to de ices Every student should have access to a device 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1684 

Recommendations re 
BoTs, Hubs, fundin  and 
support structur  and 
agencies 

F exibi y for BoTs re governance structures and responsibilities 
Ele ted professionals involved in hub governance 
[S e recommendations for other points] 

A pool of experts from which to co-opt, if your Board of Trustees lacks 
some skill set(s) 
Allowing BoTs to choose whether they keep their current governance 
structure and BoT responsibilities as now, or opt for reduced BoT 
responsibilities and access services from the Hub 
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   Hubs should be governed by a majority of profes onals elec d by the 
profession 
A Māori language plan 
Different cluster arrangement must be r og sed, more innovation and 
flexibility 
Hubs to employ specialist lear ing support staff 
Newly trained teachers who m  he stan ards would have two years 
guaranteed employment 
An equity index amo nting o  minimum of 6% of total resourcing 
Boards disbanded as now when u able to fulfil their obligations and 
nurture their p ipals 
Clear guide ines r  BoT involvement in achievement and curriculum 
Nar w the fo us of NZSTA 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, Sub 

1685 

Equity funding 
Questions re efficiencies 
and equity of centralised 
services 
Middle schooling 
Learning support and TA 
funding 
5 year tenure 

Doing away with decile systems is imperative, but alternative funding model 
must account for the demographics of the families attending each school 
Centralising many aspects of schools and PLD is vital, but I question how 
effectively and equitably these responsibilities would be managed 
Intermediates have done their time, I would not like to see all primary 
schools up to year 8 as needs of students would not be as succ sfully me  as 
with middle (Y7-9) and senior schools (Y 10-13) 
Funding of additional needs and TAs needs to be doubled to enab  lass 
teachers to meet the needs of all students - So much time is taken up eeting 
the needs of some, at the expense of others 
5 year terms for principals needs to be more clearly word d - given an option 
to move after 5 years could be beneficial, but being directe  to another school 
that is not of one's choosing is not profession l enoug  

An incr se in f d ng, and doing away with decile systems is imperative, 
s  l ng as he alternative funding model accounts for the demographics of 
the f milies a ending each school 
The fun ng of additional needs and TAs needs to be doubled to enable 
lass te chers to meet the needs of all students in front of them 

[Email from school board] 
Conrad Kelly, Principal, 
Karori Normal School, Sub 
1687 

Governance Support hubs but crucial they are adequately staff d 
Governance of hubs could better repres nt community by incl ding parents 
or elections by parents 
Helpful to have clarity re roles of BoTs nd hubs 

Governance of Hubs could better represent the area or community by 
including a proportion of parents/guardians among the directors, and/or 
elections for a proportion of directors by the parent community 
Provide greater clarity and guidance around the respective roles of 
Education Hubs and Boards 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1690 

Addresses all 8 issues Centralised control will result in diminished parental involvement with 
schools, HUBS - a layer of impersonalised bureaucracy taking funding that 
could be better used 
Hub having the power to move teachers - complete disregard for teachers and 
principal’s personal lives, Idea of the 5 year Principal appointment is 
ridiculous 
Changing schools to Primary, Middle and Senior is just as many transitions 
so confusing as to why that is suggested, will result in a range of mediocre 
staff in Middle Schools, rather than students having access to good specialist 
teachers in current secondary model 
Correspondence Model is not desirable - dependent on a high level of 
individual motivation 
Theme of punishing integrated schools and their special characters 
Limiting donations for schools will severely punish many schools 
Remove competition and you will get ‘just enough’ 
Collaborative work already happens - increase the PD budget to allow for 
increased time with subject association groups 
Learning support needs significantly more funding. Just do it. Ther  ne  to 
be learning support specialists who are permanent in each school (not HU  
based) 
Until teachers are paid more and their working conditions impr e, y u are 
not going to get the QUALITY of teachers that the needed. Divers y is 
desirable but quality is more important 
Increase equity funding – but DO NOT decrease the abil y to ask for 
donations 
Central Education Agencies - the same thin  by di f rent n mes and millions 
of dollars to establish - concentrate on what ca  be done  h lp the poorer 
performing schools and make the resources avail le to do so 

Concentrate on what can be done to help the poo r perform g schools 
and make the resources available to do so 
Increase the PD budget to allow for increased t e with subject association 
groups 
Place Learning Support specialists who a  permanent in each school (not 
HUB based) 
DO NOT decrease the ability  a k for d nations 
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[Email from school board] 
Jan Paterson, Chair, Marian 
College, Sub 1693 

Supports Catholic 
Education Office sub 
principles of Integration 
Act 
notes rebuilding after 
Canterbury earthquakes 
possibly impinging on 
special character 
Hubs and Choice with 
reference to integrated 
schools 

Hubs - do not take into account different legal status and requirements that 
the Proprietor of a state-integrated school has with the crown. Points made re 
employment, property 
Financial management etc. 
No evidence that centralised governance model will lead to desired aims 
Opt in or opt out provision for Boards of Trustees is appropriate when 
undertaking procurement, property maintenance and accounting function 
BoT connectedness cannot be replicated by hub 
Concept of an “enrolment zone” requires further elaboration 
Limiting voluntary donations would restrict parental choice 
Inappropriate for the Taskforce to recommend that attendance dues be 
reported to the local education Hub 
Students enrolled in a state-integrated school have the right to transport to 
their nearest state-integrated school. As a Board we submit that this is both 
appropriate and binding on the Crown 
School openings, closures, mergers etc.- decisions sit at the national level of 
decision making and accountability and must, therefore, sit with the 
“stewardship function” of the newly envisioned and reconfigured nation  
Ministry of Education Office in Wellington 
We currently have a highly acceptable Governance system th  is worki g 
well if more funding is applied to Disability and Learning Suppo  t aching 
Te Reo and in general support for Boards of Trustees 

If the Educational Hub is to assume all the legal r sponsibili s for 
“principal and teacher employment” we recommen  that the school’s 
proprietor have more than one person ap ointed y the roprietor to be a 
full member of the Education Hub’s ap ointm nts ommittee. We also 
recommend in appointing a person to a s e ial pos ion relating to the 
special character of the state-int grated sch l  the local education Hub’s 
appointments committee mus  first re  the names of all such applicants 
to the proprietor of the state-in ated sc ool and then only make an 
appointment of the mos  table applic nt from those applicants that the 
Proprietor has deeme  acce t le for appointment to such a special 
position (tagged posi ions  rela g to the special character of a state- 
integrated school  The p ncipa  performance management review process 
also needs t  have  leas   person appointed by the Proprietor to be a 
full memb  of the loc l Education Hub’s performance management and 
review com tee 
The con pt of  enrolment zone” requires further elaboration 

[Email from school board] 
Jennifer Orman, Campbells 
Bay School, Sub 1694 

Lack of evidence for 
change to governance 
model 

No evidence that proposed system will achieve equity aims any better n 
current governance system which works well for the maj rity 
Would remove almost all genuine powers held by parent-e cted school 
boards 
Significantly more centralised and result in gov nance with ttle knowledge 
of specific community-based issues relating to stu nts’ educa on 
Existing system has built in mechanism  to he p underperform ng schools - 
problem is not the system, but approp ate r our ng 
No reason to expect that funding, apac y and e pertise for effective 
centralised control of schools will come s ddenly available under 
Taskforce system - r her v t sums f public money used to enact system 
change will divert educ ion fundi g way from schools 
Rather than addres ing teac er supply crisis, Taskforce recommendations are 
likely to worsen it as duction in autonomy will discourage quality people 
from the teachi  profe ion 
Staffing hub  with teachers and other education professionals would also 
reduce the t ching po l 

Use funds that would go into the proposed system change to directly 
support disadvantaged students and struggling schools also be used to 
resource the Ministry of Education to operate in the manner it is designed 
to, and to pay teachers better so that quality people are further attracted to 
and retained by the teaching profession 
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[Email from school board] 
 

, Sub 
1695 

Addresses most 
recommendations 

Approves of: Education Evaluation office, workforce strategy, national 
leadership centre, equity index, learning support co-ords of every school, 
professional teacher support for curriculum & assessment and leadership 
advisers to work with principals 
Disagrees with 20 hubs overseeing 125 schools each - costs? Impact on 
principals and teachers working in hubs? 
Schools lose self-regulation and sense of community and identity 
Sharing principals - get Kāhui Ako model working first 
Concerned about people outside school context making suspension decisions 
Where would middle schools leave full primaries? 
Enrolment schemes - disadvantaging successful schools to prop up others 
Will Ministry provide extra money if donations limited? 
How will changes be funded? 
Oppose 5 year principal tenure due to impact on principal's life 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1697 

One size fits all won't 
address issues 
Cost of hubs 
Principal tenure 
Targeted support 
Evidence for model? 

One size fits many’ approach will not address issues 
Hub model expensive – spend money on key issues 
Having principals on 5 year terms not beneficial – takes time to tur   hool 
around, will impact school performance greatly 
Also teachers being moved will negatively impact recruitmen  and reten on 
of quality teachers 
In smaller and rural communities - having a hub model to pool reso rces and 
make core decisions could work- determine areas across New Zealand where 
a hub model would benefit and schools want to be invol d in working 
together 
Large urban towns - having one hub service 125 sc ols is ot beneficial 
Partnering a high performing school with one t needs a d ional support 
could work 
Would also like to see the evidence of the pro sed m del 

N  ecific ecommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Board 

member, Sub 1698 

Target support Believe hubs would be ineffective - m re ef icien /effective model would be 
to identify those schools that are ndera ieving nd provide quality support. 
By creating a hub means shifting r ponsi li y from the board (with greater 
insight of their Scho l) to  ‘hub’ w ich would need to prioritise actions - 
they would be inundated with al  cho ls’ needs - highly unlikely they would 
be able to addres  all scho ls in a timely manner and/or they will be unlikely 
to provide outcom  that are uited to the school 

No specific recommendations 

[Furniture, video, paper 
from individual]  

, Board member, 
Sub 1699 

Whānau influence Detaching or shortenin  the parent/mātua leg within school communities is a 
possibility within an imple entation of the taskforce's November proposals. 

Any weakening of the existing Board of Trustees governance mechanisms 
should be made up for by the creation of genuine and legally supported 
alternatives that ensure whānau are empowered decision makers and 
influencers within their child’s education. 
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[Email from organisation] 
Christopher Rooney, 
Principal, National 
Association of Principals of 
Catholic Secondary 
Schools, Sub 1702 

Lack of evidence 
Governance 
Parent input 
Integration agreements 
and special character 
Curriculum and 
leadership support 
Principal tenure 
Donations 
Quality teaching, ITE, 
School transitions 

No evidence that changing the model will address the issue. No recognition 
there are many successful schools now reducing the gap between students 
Model will dilute strong parental input to governance - a fundamental reason 
for success 
The Hub model would weaken the relationship between schools and 
Proprietor and diminish the Proprietor’s Representatives extremely important 
role in preserving Special Catholic Character through their influence on the 
Board 
Under the proposed employment responsibilities of the Hub model, there is a 
risk to the maintenance of the Special Catholic Character 
Proposed changes to transport subsidies will be a barrier to choice of families 
Proposal for the Ministry of Education to be more involved with schools in 
developing curriculum and providing leadership support has potential to 
improve teaching and learning 
Capping donations will undermine the ability of the Board to uphold Special 
Character 
The proposal does not address fundamental problems of teacher recruitment 
and retention or the cycle of teacher shortage followed by teacher su p  
nor the issue of Auckland specific accommodation costs 

NAPCSS would strongly recommend that the Ye r 7 – 13 m del of most 
Catholic Secondary Schools be adopted as the evid ce is c ar that this is 
a highly successful one 

[Email from school board] 
Board of Trustees, 
Welbourn School, Sub 
1705 

Hubs Support hubs allowing for varying levels of control to sit with n schools 
On other issues support most positions in NZPF survey 
Also do not support 5 year contracts of principals due to uncertainty for those 
involved 

Support a model that allows for different levels of delegations/control to sit 
ithin schools vs the Hub 

Principals should remain key players in the employment of teachers 

[Email from school staff] 
 

 Sub 
1706 

Covers all issues Covers all issues with general agreement, many question  and some 
recommendations for change/additions 

Regular training for the board Strategic and Annual Plan, student success 
and wellbeing, localised curriculum and assessment 
Lay the pathway for Kaupapa Māori clearly rather than just an 
investigation 
Moving resources will not change outcomes without more personnel 
The system needs to ensure that support is provided as early as possible 
Provide training that means that new teachers get many opportunities to 
teach in a range of diverse environments 
More support for middle management- release for additional 
responsibilities. Walking D.P so that more support can be provided for the 
high needs pupils and for all the extra jobs that learning[support?] needs 
Free and readily available training for SENCOs 
More management and staffing entitlements to be reviewed and fit for 
purpose - we need more management so we can have another walking DP 
More funding for RTLB and RTLit. More support for teachers in these 
specialist areas. More RTLB teachers to support the increasing numbers of 
pupils who need help with inclusion 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, Sub 

1722 

Questions about hubs 
Poor consultation 

Hubs appea  to be bureaucratic barrier to accessing resources 
Local BoT know our Kaupapa - changing their role not positive for our Kura 
r co mu ity 

Se  questions about hubs re employment of teachers and principals 
implications of centralisation and RTLB 
Consultation has been poor 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1723 

BoT Support more guidance and support for boards, with less responsibility in 
some areas 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school] Name 
not stated, Waikato 
Diocesan School for Girls, 
Sub 1728 

Agree national strategy 
in disability and learning 
support, workforce 
strategy, Leadership 
Centre, a and equity 
resourcing 
Concerns re governance 
proposals and special 
character 

Review does not recognise The State Integration Agreement - ability to 
deliver a special character education would be under threat from these 
proposals re hiring staff, parties to the governance structure 
Delegation of 5YA property plan, attracting high calibre governors, 
restriction of voluntary contributions 
And enrolment schemes 
Review does not provide evidence re removing choice and increased student 
achievement, or provide a solution to key issues of chronic underfunding and 
shortage of quality teachers 

State Integrated Schools should be left  gov rn a d meet their Integration 
Agreements. State Integrated Schools sh ld be sp cifically excluded from 
any proposals to reduce the governance role  f Boards of Trustees: the 
current breadth of the role ena les th m  give proper effect to their 
Integration Agreements, in particular maintenance of the special character 
and the responsibility f r ca ital pr pe y costs. State Integrated Schools 
should be excluded f m an  p posal to cap and restrict voluntary 
donations or State In egra ed Sch ols should be given the ability to request 
voluntary don i ns at a evel which ensures they remain viable operations. 
Resource a istanc  needs o be provided to assist schools that are unable 
to point ille  trus es or that face particular issues, such as staff 
appoi tmen  where hey lack the necessary expertise or experience 
However  this should not be applied across the board to those schools who 
are a eady ffectively meeting students’ needs and their governance 
resp nsibilities. Raising student achievement is important: Mediocrity or a 
“ ne siz  fits all” approach should be avoided. Hubs could be designed to 

irect the Ministry’s limited resources to boosting the performance of low 
performing schools or schools without access to the necessary governance 
xpertise. We already have access to necessary governance expertise and 

manage the amount of our donations carefully within natural economic 
constraints, as set by the community via the Board of Trustees and 
Proprietors’ Board. It should not be mandated that schools such as ours be 
put under centralised control through the Education Hub proposal. 
Enrolment schemes, for State-Integrated schools, need to reflect the 
Special Integration Agreement, which makes provision for a catchment 
area and how students are enrolled in a school 
It is important that voluntary funding is left as is or that the government 
finds some other mechanism for funding, in particular, disadvantaged 
communities by better resourcing not only education, but health and social 
services, so that equity in learning is available for all. The review of our 
education system can occur without totally transforming the sector. A 
review of operational funding and the chronic shortage of teachers requires 
an urgent response so that all students have the opportunity to learn in a 
variety of contexts. Allowing all that is good in the New Zealand 
Education system to continue while addressing primary areas of concern 
makes good sense 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1730 

Pilot changes 
Practitioners in hubs 
If hubs then no BoTs 

Changes pro osed need t  b  piloted - too much at stake if this goes wrong 
Education a visors in hubs’ need to be practitioners – Ministry senior 
advisors for chools ar  more often than not inexperienced and have never 
led  sch ol 
I  we m ve  hubs get rid of BoTs- they will be superfluous, a glorified PTA 

Changes proposed need to be piloted or trialled in a region before they are 
rolled out nationally 
Education advisors in the ‘hubs’ need to be practitioners 
If we move to hubs get rid of BoTs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1731 

Support equity aims 
Agree with Schoolin  
Provision and Teach ng 
sections 

Supp rt equ ty aims in particular removing decile funding and implementing 
quity ind x, upper limit on donations also sensible 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

1732 

One size fits all 
Community input 
Loss of local autonomy 
and dilution of BoT role 
Special character 
Restrictions on funding 
avenues 
Middle schools 

System is not completely broken.- assist low performing schools without 
discouraging those high performing schools 
Hub approach means schools will no longer be community led - a significant 
concern, as the community is best placed to assess needs of its community 
school and undertake functions of staffing, discipline, property requirements 
Real concern over the future of state integrated schools - We currently have 
Trustees who are connected to the schools and understand our traditions and 
that Special Character at the heart of what we do 
Restriction to voluntary contributions which schools rely on to make up 
shortfall of Ministry of Education funding will reduce our support to the 
areas such as additional teaching staff, learning support, school counsellors 
Additional restrictions on enrolment schemes will limit choice. Notional 
catchment area and roll limit will impact on current preference criteria which 
assists in preservation of special character 
No mention of Year 7-13 Schools: there are benefits to students receiving 
learning from Year 7, e.g. staff who have curriculum visibility to Year 13 and 
holistic benefits of continuity of being in one school for seven years 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
,  

 Sub 1733 

Modify and fund current 
system 

Many of the changes recommended by the report could be implem nted 
using the existing structure, and at a far lower cost than overarching 
structural changes [numerous examples provided]. TSR repo  does not 
provide any evidence that Hubs would be more effective at addr sing any of 
these problems than the schools themselves or local Ministry office  could be 
with an injection of funding 

No spec fic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 1734 

BoT and hub roles 
Bureaucracy 
Consultation 
Assist failing schools 

Hubs will be extra layer of costly bureaucracy 
No cost benefit analysis 
Hub staffing will exacerbate teacher shortag  
Despite consultation phase Ministry already star d impleme ing re taking 
over our property portfolio 
Re BoTs being involved in curriculum  surely this is e area hubs would 
have expertise in? 
Assist failing schools rather than tacki g succe ful ones 
Making all schools equal would me n lowest common denominator 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 1735 

BoTs Would hate to stop having a bo d of rustees, I love the way they choose 
different avenue  to follo  that make ur school individual and special 

Please don't change BoTs 

[Email from organisation], 
Graeme Dingle Foundation, 
Sub 1736 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Teaching 
School leadership 
Resourcing 
Central education 
agencies 

Important that commun ties are nvolved in local decisions 
Vital that th  needs of eac  ommunity and school is reflected within the 
hubs 
Should be opp rtunity to support outside agencies[access?] schools identified 
in ritica  eed fo  he most vulnerable students - this could assist in need for 
c ange n te ms of the current pedagogic approach and provide proven 
transi ion st ategies for students 
Princi l enure - these relatively short-term contracts will impact continuity 
in chools and on the ‘job-satisfaction’ levels of their leaders. Failure to 
ret in great leadership could become an unintended consequence 
Independent oversight vital to replace NZQA/ERO in order to provide 
parents and community stakeholders confidence in the public education 
system 

Schools should retain an ability to opt into a non-mainstream programme 
that is proven to increase outcomes for all students 
Schooling provision - There is a need to link the full lifecycle of the child 
There needs to remain an opportunity to support outside agencies[access?] 
those schools identified in critical need for the most vulnerable students 
Opportunity for career development pathways for staff of outside agencies 
that deliver evidenced-based, interactive, activity and values programmes 
within schools of most need 
Reviewers are encouraged to make financial provision to fund outside 
agencies to deliver robustly evaluated programmes to all schools in need, 
nationwide 
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[Email from school board] 
Belinda Bestel, Amanda 
Sparks, Carolyn Frame, 
Keasi Raitaci, Anishea Te 
Ngaru, respectively 
Principal & Board 
members, Parkside 
Christian Adventist School, 
Sub 1737 

Parental choice 
Role of proprietor 

Enrolment - a ballot system will reduce the choice for parents who support 
our special character 
Significant risk to Special Character of schools if appointment and appraisal 
processes default to Hubs 
Our proprietors have a robust system in place to ensure our Special Character 
is lived and supports schools through their Accreditation process 
Report suggests Attendance fees are to be submitted to the Hub on an annual 
basis. Dealing with a range of Hubs is not practical (we are a national 
Proprietor working collectively across the New Zealand Church). This needs 
to remain a National approach 
National approach should also be taken re decisions on new schools and 
school closures. (government /proprietor partnership) 
It will be challenging for the Hub to have sufficient understanding of 
Adventist Educational philosophy - this would impact on the support for our 
schools 

National approach should also be taken in regard  attendan  fees, 
decisions on new schools and school closures (gov nment proprietor 
partnership) 

[Email from school 
proprietors] J  P d  
Ch i  Th  i r 

i  f M lli  
 

 
, Sub 1739 

Connection with BoT 
Donations 
Preference of enrolment, 
Special character 
Staff appointments 
Property management 

Proposals re governance and choice cut across rights in integration 
agreements and threaten special character 
Re property, proprietors manage all aspects of capital maintenance  
management, using Crown Funds for maintenance where approp iate - se  out 
in the relevant Agreements. The Proprietors would be very co cerned to and 
this over to a third party given the property is owned by the Pr rietor  not 
the Crown. 

No cific ecommendations 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1741 

System not failing Concerned by the potentially dire consequences that the roposed educa on 
reform could bring to our children and the future of this c untry. Currently 
the education system is good and not failing  We n ed to m intain this world 
class reputation system. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1742 

More focus on support 
staff 

Support Staff need more mentions. Not Para Pro ssionals bu  upport staff. 
E.C.H should be part of the Education Sy  

ECE should be part of the Education System 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1743 

Teacher supply Good more support proposed for begi ning ach rs but recruiting an issue 
Concerned re lack of ECE in revi w 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1744 

LS co-ordinators 
Hubs 

Having a learning support coordina r in every school is a foundation for 
success for all learners 
Hubs great concept but n d discuss  

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1745 

ECE 
Leadership & principal 
tenure 
Hubs 

ECE must be part  the who  education system 
School leadership – m e principalship an attractive profession to attract the 
best people 
Principals moving to a different school every 5 years is ridiculous - will do 
nothing to at ct good people 
Ri k tha  Hubs will try and make all schools within each hub the same - 
d versit  co d be compromised 

ECCE must be included in Review 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1746 

ECE 
Consultation time 
Support staff 
LS co-ordinat  

Cons ltation time needs to be extended as ECE need to be included as part of 
e ucation system 
Su port staff also need to be heard in this process 
S ecial needs coordinators– GREAT - Inclusion is a must 

Consultation time needs to be extended as ECE and support staff need to 
be heard in this process 
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[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1747 

More work required Such a paramount national policy change must deploy at least two 
independent task force groups, each carrying out independent research and 
study and reporting its findings to the Ministry of Education, and public 
feedback must be done by a third party 

Such a paramount national policy change must de loy at lea  two 
independent task force groups, each carrying out in pende t research and 
study and reporting its findings to the Ministry f Educ ion, and public 
feedback must be done by a third party 

[Postcard From Individual], 
Sub 1748 

Family input to child's 
education 

Some schools and students do not perform well because of the lack of effort 
put into children’s education by families - not because of national education 
system and policies. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1752 

Local autonomy Centralised control will take the decision making process away from the local 
communities 

No specific recomme datio  

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher aide, 

primary school, Sub 1753 

Learning support 
Resourcing 
Zoning 
Competition 

Little benefit to change 
Schools need more resources first and foremost, particularly with learning 
support 
Hubs will exacerbate teacher supply issues 
Disagree that schools compete – parents choose to suit children’s learning 
needs 

No specific rec mmend ions 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), 

Sub 1757 

Oppose hubs No key issues N  spec ic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

, Sub 1758 

Oppose hubs - 
bureaucracy 

Making the Ministry responsible for the Hubs will lead to an i rease i  
compliance reporting and data generation - bureaucracy not educ i n 

Make it a super Board of Trustees with members elected by the Boards of 
the Schools in the Hub or by the Hub community. Have a seconded 
Ministry person/couple of people to be responsible for Property answerable 
to the Hub Board 

[Email from organisation] 
James Santure, Head of 
Content & New Zealand, 
Education Perfect Ltd, Sub 
1759 

Under resourced schools 
Inequitable access to 
technology 

Current decentralized decision-making model means scho ls have been left 
to decide what investments they make in te h lead g to inefficiencies and 
sub-optimal outcomes, inequitable access to te hnology o rces 

Consideration be given to: 
1. Resources being committed at a national level to review and pre-qualify 
parties looking to sell technology systems to schools and 
2. Where appropriate, national contracts be negotiated for the purchase of 
such technology solutions by schools, taking advantage of bulk purchasing 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1760 

Amend hub model 
Consult further 

Hub services on opt-in basis. Hubs hould pport schools, but balance of 
power must not shif  o Hub  – or yo  will have a centralised command and 
control structure  And e ryone w ll l se. Also, more consultation 

Opt in to hub services 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

1764 

Choice 
School character 
Address real issues 

Families have righ   send hildren to school with right fit 
Review does not addr s real i ues - support for those with learning 
differences 

Address the real issues: adequate and ongoing support and funding for 
those with learning differences 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent & 

teacher, Sub 1765 

One size fits all approach Children ne d continu y and stability, in a world where this is increasingly 
the exact opp site. Sch ols are an extension of the home and should be run 
by he pe ple w  know the children and community they belong to. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent(s), Sub 

1767 

Schooling outside 
workplace norms 

T ach rs an  p incipals have at their heart and soul the kids in front of them. 
They re cr ppled by working in a system that sits outside the normal 

rkpl e norms. They do not need all their powers taken away by 
ov rarching hubs, they need strong organisational structures. Important 
de isions cannot be made due to political issues such as competition for 

udents but equally support is lacking at all levels due to lack of strong 
structure, systems and development. 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), 

Sub 1770 

Funding learning support Difficulty of obtaining ORS funding - so many people suffering from lack of 
support 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), Sub 

1774 

No changes School has top management, trustees and principal No changes to system 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 1776 

BoT and hub roles 
Bureaucracy 
Consultation 
Assist failing schools 

Hubs will be extra layer of costly bureaucracy 
No cost benefit analysis 
Hub staffing will exacerbate teacher shortage 
Despite consultation phase Ministry already started implementing re taking 
over our property portfolio 
Re BoTs being involved in curriculum - surely this is the area hubs would 
have expertise in? 
Assist failing schools rather than attacking successful ones 
Making all schools equal would mean lowest common denominator 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1780 

Impact on state 
integrated schools 
One size doesn’t fit all 

Staffing issue is a concern in terms of the College being able to have enough 
quality Catholic teachers on the staff in order to ensure that the Ca holic 
Special Character is effectively maintained and developed 
One size does not fit all 
The recommendations are more focussed on bureaucracy 

M ney ould be better used to provide the required resourcing for school 
ased p fessional development and enhancing the status, conditions and 

remuneration of teachers and support staff. 

[Email from individual] 
 

 Sub 1781 

RTLB & Ministry 
learning support 

Why put RTLB under Education Hub which is going to run by the M istry 
of Education? This move will put the RTLB Service und r the bureaucr ic 
hand of the Ministry with the result that the quality of the ervice being 
provided by RTLB will be brought down to the present dis atisfaction level 
of Ministry:LS. 

Merge Ministry:LS with RTLB but outside the Hub – great idea. Have a 
Manager looking after the two combined services answerable to a 
Management Group of elected by the Hub school principals and one 
appointed Hub official. The Hub itself having a Governance role. 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), 

Sub 1783 

Enrolment zones It should be a parent’s choice if they wish to sen  their kids t  a single sex 
school where it has been proven that boys d  better cademica y in a boy’s 
only environment. Each and every chil  is dif rent an  shoul  be given the 
opportunity of attending a school that learl  has  better academic record 
than another local one. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Teacher, Sub 1784 

System not broken 
Oppose hubs 

There needs to be some change in e way schools are run however, a “one 
size fits all” solution will no  meet th  needs of differing school communities 
Fear that Education Hub  will have  gnificant negative effect on integrated 
schools' “Special haracter  parent & community involvement, and staffing 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Former Primary School 
Principal, Intermediate 
Schools’ Principal. Senior 
Inspector of Schools, Sub 
1787 

Support hubs (discusses 
all issues) 

Implementation of the eview commendations could provide a positive 
framework f r greater eq ity nd educational advantages for all students. The 
formation o  Hubs is an integral plank in ensuring these outcomes. Effective 
administrati n within ubs and the strengthening of effective educational 
lead s p in a  scho ls are necessary characteristics which should emerge 
fr m the in roduction of “Our Schooling Futures’ 

There should also be the linkage across the network to coordinate relative 
school and student achievements with a system-wide programme for the 
enhancement of learning and teaching. Network-wide strategies need to be 
implemented in order for student attainments to be generally improved and 
value-added achievements recognised 
Concerns have been expressed regarding the formation of bureaucratically 
controlled Hubs. While the balance of selection should be skewed in 
favour of professional educators who have required suitability, 
representation could be strengthened by not only some Ministerial 
appointments but also appointments from the Hub’s collective of Boards of 
Trustees. Essentially, educationalists should be in the majority as directors 
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   For a century schools were identified by individu l names r er than a 
normative ranking. Traditional school names shoul  once a ain be used to 
identify individual schools 
School enrolment schemes should not b  decided by schools but by 
Education Hubs which will have a wider gional v ew than can occur in 
single school settings. There could be a sma  d gree of tolerance within 
each enrolment scheme to cat r for e ep ional situations 
School donations should be limited, volu tary and carefully monitored to 
ensure policy is firmly contr lled. V l ntary amounts should be decided 
by liaison between individual B ards and the Hub 
Effective administration within Hubs and the strengthening of effective 
educational l ader hip in ll s hools, together with subsequent benefits for 
all student  are n cessary characteristics which should emerge from the 
dem e of e T morr w’s Schools’ era and the introduction of “Our 
Schoo ng Fu ures’ 

[Email from individual]  
Parent(s), Sub 1789 

No need for change 
Teacher supply 

My child's school is doing a good job - no need to change 
Solve teacher supply problem before creating a new system 

N  specifi  recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Parent(s) & grandparent(s), 
Sub 1790 

More resourcing 
Paying educators more 
Cross party approach 

Cater to psychological needs of children 
School libraries important 
Concerned that numeracy and literacy don’t appear 
Change priorities - teachers 2 not 5 
Hubs - questions about operation, also classroom teachers should n  be 
moved around - children need stability 
Schooling provision - Primary to Y8 otherwise same number of transitions 
These recommendations will required funding - where from? 
Competition and choice - how will imposing quity w k? 
Schools should not be penalised for having inter tional stude ts - they bring 
benefits to schools and communities 
Having additional learning support res urce i  each hub separately will be 
inefficient - set up additional properly fund d hu  for this area 
Pay and mentor teachers properly 
Leadership recommendations may  most important of the report 
Resourcing - total pool of fundin  m t be increased 
Central education g ncies  review needs to be part of normal year 
Hubs - support bu  a  being r quired to do a lot will need proper funding, to 
be monitored a d dispu  resolution processes available 
Tasks sugge ted for the Establishment Group are huge. 

T e tota  pool of funding for education must be increased 
hool  should not be required to fulfil the role of parents and a warm 

predictable home as well as educate the children. However, where children 
d  not have these advantages, schools must play a role as in the suggestion 
of wrap around services centred in schools 
In implementing changes, a balance must be found between fixes that 
achieve the goals of the report and endure, and the necessity to get the job 
done fairly quickly. 

[Email from individual] 
, Retired 

educator, Sub 1791 

Retain ERO The further valuators istance themselves from what really matters in 
edu ti -teac ing a d learning, the less useful the information they gather 
and the ju ements they make. 

Retain ERO in its current role of evaluating individual school /centres so 
accurate information is still gained at this level. This current role of ERO 
could be expanded and further resourced to carry out the evaluations 
proposed for the new EEO regarding the education system, Ministry of 
Education and Education Hubs. This would mean that all evaluation would 
be based on accurate information from the various levels in our education 
system and useful in managing change and improvement 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1792 

System steered y 
inde nt rev w 

T  achieve maximum gain from any change in the system it needs to be 
steered by independent review and apolitical structures, with cross-party 
support for this approach 

Review and improvement should be continuous (and not tampered with by 
politicians for political or personal reasons. 
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 Lack of support for 
gifted and talented 
Treaty as basis 
Education Evaluation 
Office 
Governance 
integrated schools 
Closures and mergers 
Principals 
Ministry regional offices 
and hubs 

Clear that the education system requires ongoing improvement, as 
pedagogical knowledge advances - that should be the role of the Ministry of 
Education - a “policy dinosaur” - we need an independent advisory body, but 
where would members be drawn from if not the Ministry? 
Review report does not mention gifted and talented - marginalisation applies 
to this group also. research shows the majority will not reach their full 
potential for achievement without appropriate educational support 
Treaty as foundation is not justifiable as it excludes interest of all non-British 
and non-Māori - fundamental basis must therefore be to equip students to 
develop to their highest levels of capability for the wellbeing of themselves 
and society as a whole, and to advance both (principle 5). Similarly, the 
learning ecosystem must draw from humanity as a whole, not just two ethnic 
groups 
Education Evaluation Office will need to include leading educational 
visionaries from around the world to fulfil its function of evaluating the 
Ministry’s performance. This is at a much higher level than the functions of 
NZQA and ERO, as these are operational functions, whereas reviewing the 
performance of a guiding agency is at a strategic review level 
Unlikely that staff for 20 hubs exist with the level of ability to hand e le l 
intricacies of preparing advice for the Minister on a range of sch ol netw k 
changes 
Zoning and integrated schools- not practical to set a home zone n the same 
basis as a state school. The student density seeking the special char ter will 
not be anywhere near as great 
School network reviews - often not possible to close sch ols in rural areas, 
even with only a handful of students 
Support leadership development strategy bu  not ne sarily appropriate that 
the proportion of non-Caucasian principals refl ct the prop on of students. 
If smaller ethnic groups are spread relatively equ ly across sc ools, this 
would mean appointing a principal of th  eth icity  a school hat was 
primarily a different ethnicity. If this i  accep able it undermines the rationale 
for the initial recommendation. It wou  b  appro riate where that ethnicity 
comprises the majority of the scho l’s s dent p pulation. Otherwise, an 
advisor of some kind to the princip  would be more appropriate 
A large part of the reason for r lacing Ministry regional offices with hubs 
was a lack of tru t by the ector in th  Ministry. If Hubs are essentially a 
halfway house bet en auto omous school boards and the old regional 
education boards, I do ’t see h w that will improve trust 

 

[Email from multiple 
people]  

, Sub 1793 

Poor consultation process 
Most schools doing well 

The feedback process is a h m. In particular, we requested further basic 
information to enable s to provide a better informed response. We did not 
receive this formation 
Ma rity f sch l  re performing well and will be disadvantaged by the 
changes o rying degrees because of the few schools that are performing 
poorly  Bec use of the very limited scope of the review the proposed changes 
are n t going to have the desired outcome and more likely to create 

neces ary additional bureaucracy 
“R ligious schools” produce better results than comparative public schools 
fo  each decile rating. I suspect there are also some public schools with 
supportive communities that are outperforming school with equivalent decile 

Retain models that work, support them to thrive and promote them 
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  ratings. These successes clearly have models that work, which should be 
retained, supported to thrive and promoted further 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Former 

teacher, school committee 
member & businessman, 
Sub 1794 

Oppose hubs Present system works for at least 80% of schools. Administration costs are 
low, there is a large network of efficient private consultants available to assist 
schools - Hubs would result in an enormous bureaucracy with fixed costs 
which would only grow. Look at Health Boards. Local control would 
diminish. The previous Education Boards were a haven for well-meaning 
bean counters who left schools strapped for resources 
The significant minority of schools underperforming in terms of governance 
and achievement require a significant injection of resources and potentially a 
different system of governance. There needs to be significant cash incentives 
to attract Principals and teachers with the ability to implement change to 
these schools. 

Significant cash incentives to attract Pri cipals nd teachers with the 
ability to implement change to underpe orm ng sc ools 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), 

Sub 1795 

Intermediates 
Boards 
NCEA 

Support combining intermediate schools with either high school or primary 
school locally - some of my children enjoyed their time at a year 7 to 13 
college 
Support changes to boards to ensure they have sufficient building planning, 
business, finance and legal experience 
Review of NCEA should be considered as part of tomorrows scho ls 

Rev w of NCEA sho ld be considered as part of tomorrows schools 

[Email from individual]  
, Principal, Sub 

1797 

BoT powers 
ECE 
Hubs 
Kāhui Ako 
Principal contracts 
Special Education 
Full service sites 
Resourcing 
State integrated schools 

Agree as concern over those with minority view to influence s hool, also 
Principal's role is conflicted - most manage their board i.e. the  emplo r 
Difference in ownership and governance of ECEs compared to sc ls a 
barrier to effective collaboration 
Hubs more productive if smaller e.g. 40-50 Kura, staff w ll maintain 
relationships required 
Outcome of Kāhui Ako is collaboration - t  much investe  to be side-lined 
Principals do sometimes need to move on but  years mo  l gical (school 
cohort) with 4 yr. block extension options 
Learning support - level of support doe  not p vide  safe and upportive 
working and learning environment - C ordin tors are a good start but a lot of 
resources needed for training and upp rt ructu s 
Full Service Community Sites sho ld are n ex iting opportunity that needs 
careful management 
Recommendation 12 for State-In gra ed Schools is very light and detail and 
fails to provide a y inform tion on how state-integrated schools will be 
safeguarded within e prop ed new structure. 

Engage with ECE sector to develop a streamlined provision of education 
cross the sectors 

Hubs should be smaller (40-50 schools) 
Kāhui Ako should be a foundational building stone for hubs 
Change Principal contracts to 8 years with 4 year extensions 
The restructuring of Special Education needs to avoid complicating the 
landscape with further “layers” of support 
Principal’s should not be responsible for schools being used as a “Full 
Service Community Site” 
Significant resource increases are vital to the success of these 
recommendations 
The place and status of State-Integrated schools requires further 
clarification and engagement with proprietors so they maintain the rights 
and responsibilities afforded to them by the private schools conditional 
integration act of 1975 

[Email from individual] 
, Education 

Central agencies 
Leadership 
PLD 

Ministry to locate and tabase existing support agencies - these capable of 
providing g vernance supp t 

That the Ministry locates and databases the existing support agencies, 
together with their location 
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Consultant,  
, Sub 1798 

Learning support equity 
funding 
Framework for education 

ERO could be redirected to include admin section to support governance 
function of schools 
Review effort should be aimed at 1) leadership support, 2) Teacher PLD, 3) 
Equity funding for learning support, 4) development of new framework 
[curriculum?] 

Effort of review should be given to 1) enhanced a d extende  upport of 
leadership. 2) Considerable upgrading and extensio  of teac er 
professional learning and development f r teach rs. 3) reater equity 
funding for Special Education needs stu ents nd t achers. 4) 
Development of a new framework for ed c tion us ng the know- 
understand-be-do structure and  re lensed i w f diverse literacies and 
numeracies, together with mo  functi l and practical views of 
environmental care, plant grow  nd car  life strategies including buying 
a car, money managem  trategic life planning, personal ca 

[Email from school board] 
Philip Cortesi & Peta 
Lindstrom, respectively 
Chairperson & Principal, 
Holy Trinity Catholic 
Primary School, Sub 1799 

Integrated schools 
One size fits all 
Opt in 
Resourcing 
Governance 
Competition and choice 
Central agencies 

Integration Agreement is a binding contract with the Government which has 
not been given due diligence in review - Special Character is at risk with 
these one size fits all recommendations 
Better resourcing will go long way to addressing issues with struggling 
schools 
Schools operating successfully should have option to continue 
Hubs will remove community voice and reduce autonomy 
Catholic schools property managed by diocese 
Appointment of principal must remain with BoTs - significant risk to spe al 
character of Catholic schools 
Diocese involvement of assessment and approval of staff for ta ged p itons 
essential to preserving special character 
Do not want zone - Catholic primaries are destination schools, also w rk 
locations impact on choice 
Limit on donations if op grants increase 
Re enrolment schemes - need to maintain i egrity f integr tion agreement - 
& meet needs of community/parish without re triction 
Re transport subsidies - no one should be disadva taged/unab  to attend a 
Catholic school because of transport con ern  

Appointment of Prin ipal  mus  r main with BoTs of each school - 
especially Cath lic! 
The Dioces  invol ement in assessment and approval of staff for tagged 
pos ions is ss ntial f r maintaining the preservation of Catholic Special 
Chara er of ur Cath lic Schools 
Transpor  ubsidies to retain status quo 
Enro ment sc emes must preserve/protect Catholic Special Character - not 
bal t/or 5% BUT families who connect with the CSC ethos 

chools who are operating under the 'Tomorrows Schools' model 
effe tively and successfully, should have the flexibility to continue 
working in this way. 

[Email from multiple 
people]  

 Parent(s), Sub 1803 

Poor consultation 
Governance 
Competition and choice 
School leadership 

Public consultation on this very impor ant is ue h s been very poorly 
communicated 
Little actual evidence provided 
Many schools have effecti  boards  struggling schools could opt in to 
services including profe sional tr tee  possibly 
Boards need to co tr l prin ipal appointments 
Hubs - will have diffi ulty staf ing hubs with suitable people, 125 schools 
will mean del y  n serv es - again, opt in to this support 
5 year cont cts disruptive 
Competition  unsubst ntiated, some competition not bad as it raises bar - one 
size t  ll eq ls m diocrity, attempts to meddle will lead families to 
sh ft/cho s  private schooling, i.e., stronger private schools and weaker state 
school  
Recommendations about managing out-of-zone enrolments are redundant as 
t se m chanisms already exist 
Ad itional sources of leadership training and support are to be welcomed by 
all although there is already plenty of help available to principals 

Use an approach that will provide more support for those schools that 
request it, and targeted help for the minority of schools that are not 
performing well 
Reconsider this proposed drastic approach which will consume significant 
tax-payer money and place enormous stress on the education system and 
those within it. 
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  If there are a lack of quality principals applying for all jobs it is a symptom of 
a lack of quality teachers entering the profession, and the inadequate pay as 
the same issue applies at all levels of school management 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), 

Sub 1805 

Teacher employment - 
hubs 
Teacher pay 
Teacher supply 
Support current system 

Question teachers being moved by hubs 
Look at gross underpayment of teachers 
Support the current system with extra resourcing 

Serious look at gross underpayment of t chers nec ssary 
Provide funding for support staf  
Add resources with people wh  kno  w t they're talking about to support 
struggling schools 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), 

Sub 1806 

Bureaucracy, cost 
Undermining successful 
schools 
Teacher pay 

Review appears to be aiming to address the reduced success of schools with 
higher populations of disadvantaged students by undermining the more 
successful schools through hubs employing teachers & principals, moving 
teachers and principals, diminished role of community boards, limiting 
donations, reducing funding, overturning successful primary/secondary 
transition (7-13) and ignoring principals re integrated schools 
Hubs will be expensive bureaucracy 
Key issue of teacher pay unaddressed 

No specific recommenda ions 

[Email from individual] 
, BoT chair, 

Sub 1808 

Teacher assistants 
Ministry of Education 
Teacher wellbeing 
Review lacks substance 

Need more and better paid teacher assistants - essential in school , includ ng 
for teacher wellbeing 
Review Ministry staffing with view to redirecting resources to c lk ace 
Review lacks substance to make a difference to well performing sch ols 

ch ng assistants need a better hourly pay rate 
Review staffing numbers in Ministry of Education offices so more money 
can go to teachers 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1809 

Use targeted approach 
Pay teachers more 
Loss of community 
autonomy 
Transitions 

Instead of spending millions on staffing a hub which will work with the 3% 
of schools that are doing well, put that money into the sch ols that are not 
doing well and pay all our teachers more 
Our schools fit our communities and are not e size f  all  Hubs will not be 
community led and the people running them wi  not know a  the 
communities within their hub well 
Y7-13 schools that currently suit my children xtreme y well 

Look at a targeted approach. Find out where there are problems and fix 
those 
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[Email from individual] 
, Retired 

principal, Sub 1813 

Intermediates not middle 
schools 

Intermediate Schools cater successfully for pre-adolescents No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent(s), Sub 

1814 

Learning support Describes experience with child's needs unmet by school All teachers should have some educatio  in autism ADHD and other 
mental and emotional conditions, they ne  to hav  an understanding so 
they can help the children in th ir class, as w  as possibly pick out 
possible conditions in children that h ve one undiagnosed 
Families need support as a whole - Minis ry could refer and advise families 
of other organisations hat p vide lp 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 1815 

Oppose proposals Oppose proposals Reconsider 

[Email from school board] 
Suzie Sauer, Interim 
Chairperson, Hillmorton 
High School, Sub 1816 

Restorative justice model 
Implementation of 
proposals 

Fear that if Hubs assume the role of addressing suspension type issues, rather 
than our own BoT, that our unique restorative approach may be lost. This 
would impact the outcomes for students and also we would be at risk of 
losing an important component of our school culture 
Ask that whomever takes these recommendations from the Taskforce to 
implement, that they continue to consult with the Taskforce to ensure hey 
retain the character and intention of the recommendations and with the 
schooling community to ensure the implementation of them at ground lev l 
works 

Le ve susp nsio  typ  issues within the school and board mandate 
Conti ue con ulting with Taskforce and schools during implementation 

[Email from school board] 
 

, Sub 1817 

Oppose hubs Proposed change to a 'hub' would not be beneficial to a Catholic sch l - 
considerable risk re the potential to shift the focus away from our loca  
community and parish would lead to much greater burea cracy and would 
assume control away from the school's principal and boar  
Concerned also with the proposal that overa l respo ibility for appointments 
of teachers and principals would be removed f m the bo d f trustees - 
especially concerning within Catholic environme  as has the potential to 
significantly undermine special characte  of hools  Proposals will not 
address equity issues 
Quality teachers are at the heart of ens ring our t mariki have the best 
education possible during their sch oling  an in reased supply of well- 
qualified and able teachers should b  a priority. 

State -integrated schools should be left to govern themselves in accordance 
with the Private Schools Conditional Integration Act 1975 that pertains to 
each school. 
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[Email from school staff] 
 Principal,  

 Sub 1818 

Hubs 
CoLs 
PLD 
Learning Support 
Workforce pay and 
conditions 

Most boards of trustees serve their schools well, they should be able to access 
expertise 
Hubs will require a great deal of resourcing, with no guarantee that they will 
perform 
Schools will no longer be under the control of their local communities as this 
control will revert back to a centralised system 
Do not agree that the proposal to establish hubs will lead to greater equity 
and collaboration 
Further supporting CoLs to gain traction will result in the strengthening of 
collaboration across schools 
Easier access to professional learning and development programmes that 
have been proven to reduce disparity in outcomes would be beneficial 
Schools are chronically underfunded in learning support 
Key to creating greater equity in student outcomes is recruitment and 
retention of a high quality teacher workforce, requiring a great deal of 
resourcing 
attention needs to be given to pre-service training of teachers 

Boards should be able to access expertise in vario s areas su  as finance 
and property 
Employment and appraisal of profession l staff hould remain the 
responsibility of boards who know their cho ls w l 
Staffing of schools that face significant c llenges hould be incentivised 
to attract experienced principal  and teachers 
Lift the profile of the teaching ro sion  More resourcing of schools 
which serve disadvantaged communities  including attracting the most 
experienced principal  and t chers, nd greater access to proven 
professional learnin  and d vel ment 

[Email from school board] 
Gina Benade, Principal, 
Sancta Maria Catholic 
Primary School, Sub 1820 

Governance Critical issues with reference to Special Character schools have be n 
avoided, or thinly treated - critical these matters be resolved sub tantively 
before any final decisions are taken 

ritical hat issues specifically with reference to Special Character schools 
be olved substantively before any final decisions are taken 

[Email from individual] 
, Retired 

teacher, Sub 1823 

Hubs 
Learning support 

Support hubs as TS has not worked well for small rural schools -isola n and 
size of communities, however hubs need to reflect varia on within New 
Zealand so some hubs might be smaller in number, larger n geography, must 
not sacrifice parents role in education system 
Learning support -LS coordinators good but n d more p c lists on ground 
All teachers should have some basic training in L  but every c ild unique 
Re teacher aides - least qualified and m t po ly pa  are resp nsible of 
most challenging students 

Parents and the wider school community have a really important part to 
play in our education system and we must not sacrifice this 
Must ensure that we have more SLTs, OTs and Educational Psychologists 
available for our most needy children and be able to deliver quality 
specialist services whenever and wherever they are needed 
Teacher Aides who are often employed to work with our most challenging 
children must be properly trained and remunerated. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1824 

Governance 
Choice 

Expensive and bureaucratic hub model ves litt  real decision-making to 
parents - who have skills not found in pol icall  driven committees 
Parents must have ch ice b yond un ffordable private school so they can 
select a school with complemen y v lues or approaches suitable to child 

School need full autonomy to make decisions about how best they are run 
We do not need another layer of bureaucracy 
Parents must at ALL TIMES be given choice as to where their children 
attend school 
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[Email from individual]  
, Sub 1826 

Evidence 
Principal tenure 
Parental input 
Teacher supply 
Consultation 

Insufficient evidence as to the reasons for the major recommendations and no 
evidence they will be successful 
High likelihood that because the unproven, uncosted Hub concept is so 
central to the recommendations it will negatively flavour and bias responses 
and reactions to the full Review 
Any policy alteration to limit tenure to 5 years for a School Leader makes no 
sense. It takes a new leader 2/3 years to learn about the current school. If 
another school is struggling and could benefit from better leadership, face 
that as a separate challenge 
The system works well in many regions because people put effort into their 
local school and give their time as property advisers, finance advisers, etc.To 
remove those functions to a new administrative layer like a Hub will likely 
destroy that willingness to help the local school. Local knowledge of parents 
of the environment is vital to the support for teachers and students 
The shortage of good teachers and potential future teachers is not seriously 
addressed. This one issue is very strategic for the education of little kiwis and 
requires more thought and action 
To release the Review as New Zealand closes up for holidays was an error - 
very short time to consider and respond, our education future dese ves m re 
time and thought than that. 

If the Government wishes to view a summary of w findin  as a result of 
this round of submissions, perhaps a broader range f exper ence and 
expertise could be enlisted for the Review Pane  Invite  few retired and 
active principals to join the next review panel ogether with people with 
broad strategic management/ governanc  e perienc  outside the Education 
sector 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1830 

Consultation 
Governance 
Teacher crisis 
School zones 
School fees NS 
fundraising 

Better publicity around consultation required 
BoTs are working in general - support those that aren't 
Placing 125 schools in control of hub will worsen teaching crisis and istance 
parents 
Review doesn’t address teacher supply crisis or issues re acher quality 
hub employment of teachers will not attrac  r ret  teache s 
Zoning proposals will cause scramble to reloc  - unaffo da le in Auckland 
Need detail on fees cap and on permissible fundra ing 
School equality seems like lowering bo rds 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 1834 

Insufficient regard for 
special character 
Appointments and 
appraisal 
Suspensions etc.. 

Significant risk to special character of cho l if a pointment and appraisal 
processes administered by hub 
Behavioural issues dealt with in ali nment with special character, while 
following Ministry guideline   conc rned that an external process would not 
have our local knowledg  or specia  aracter as an integral part of its 
deliberations 
Parents choose our sc ol bec se of distinctive Special Character - 
catchment are  much wi r than a State school 
Donations s ecifically enhance distinctive special character education - these 
are not compulsory, bu  can and should be agreed between the parties 
Cur en  ansp t sub idy process is already aligned with state schools, 
students co e from wide area, and receive the subsidy to access their choice 
of stat inte r ted school - including State schools in this process would deny 
choic  to p rents 
S me recommendations could enhance current system, but overall direction 
is more administrative in nature and does not address real needs faced by 
te chers. We do not see that a 'one-size-fits-all' set of recommendations is 
appropriate when addressing the needs of our school. 

An Education Hub model would need to take account of the special 
character nature of State Integrated schools as outlined in Part 33 of the 
Education Amendment Act 1989 
An opt-in, opt-out model with access to a range of services should be 
available through the Hub 
Our catchment area should not be limited, even if other Integrated Schools 
with a 'different' Special Character exist within the geographical area, 
except where the maximum roll requires an enrolment scheme 
Maximum Rolls should not be used to restrict access for those who wish to 
attend our school 
A parent seeking to enrol their child in Special Character education should 
have the ability to do so without being subject to a 'geographical zone' that 
is as restrictive as a comparable State School 
The amount of a donation is not a matter for central Government 
legislation, other than to ensure that there is no compulsion on parents to 
provide a voluntary donation 
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[Email from individual]  
, Sub 1836 

Poor consultation 
OECD rankings 
Community 
Principal tenure 
Children as individuals 
Waste of tax dollars 

Appalling lack of consultation and waste of taxpayers’ money 
Concentrate on restoring New Zealand's OECD rankings 
Emphasise community within schools - rotating principals every 5 years 
won't help 
Acknowledge children are individuals - they have different requirements 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1837 

Failure to teach computer 
control technology skills 

Discusses persistent shortage of suitably trained teachers with a consequent 
lack of effective learning, failure to resource schools for programming and 
electronic computer control, and largely inadequate curriculum in this area 

1. Modify the Technology Curriculum to nsure basic learning experiences 
in programming, elect nics nd co t l technology are compulsory or 
available across the udent ag  pectrum 
2. Rapidly develop cours s in p ogramming, electronics and control 
technology f r C l ges f Ed cation and teacher professional 
developme t. 

[Email from individual]  
, Secondary school 

teacher, Sub 1838 

Hubs 
Competition 
Learning support 
Supporting teachers 
Te reo 

Hubs positive if transparent and allowing stakeholder voice 
Making all local schools good vital in creating more inclusive society 
Learning support staff undervalued but vital for all - not just those who need 
additional support 
Teachers worn down by layers of work including over assessmen  and po r 
PLD 
Support increasing the reo in schools - delicate due to layers of mbedded 
racism 

No spe fic re mm ndations 

[Email from organisation] 
Paula Browning, Chair, 
WeCreate, Sub 1839 

Arts in schools Arts have however almost disappeared from many New Zealand scho  and 
this has consequences for both the creative industries an  the wider social 
and cultural health of the country 
International evidence suggests that high q lity A  exper nces provided in 
partnerships between schools and the creative dustries  ital for  
inspiring new generations of Arts makers 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
Juliana Mansvelt & Grant 
Congdon, Respectively 
Chair & Principal, 
Horowhenua College, Sub 
1840 

No high level themes Substantial restructuring of school adm nistrat n and overnance proposed 
will not produce expected gains in stu ent hiev ment or address many 
issues we are facing re-education nd w lbeing f our tamariki 
Concerned at potential costs of sub tantial reorganisation of governance and 
administration of sch ols (a  ell as isestablishment of ERO and costs of 
re-creating their equival nt evalua n role) 
Monies might be er spe  on resourcing schools to provide an engaging 
curriculum, to develo  pedago y, improve learning assessment, improve 
digital infrastr res an  resources, to support teachers and school 
managemen  to provide learning and wellbeing support (including in mental 
health) for s udents an  to promote equity.- investment in these areas has the 
potenti l to a hieve th  greatest gains in student achievement particularly for 
th  most isadvantaged students 

We would prefer hubs to act in an advisory capacity, assisting boards of 
trustees, management and staff in their respective roles, and providing help 
and expertise where required 

[Email from school board] 
Sonya Sutherland, Renwick 
School, Sub 1841 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Competition and cho ce 
Learning support 
Teaching 
Res rc g 

S e be efits  Hubs but would like these to be localised so they are 
acce ible t  schools and oversee a maximum of 30 schools 

āhui o has already started work on seamless transitions between schools 
an  levels of schooling -would like to see this work continue 
A ree Competition & Choice recommendations are a positive step to all 
chools being successful 

Learning Support recommendations provide much needed assistance 

For larger primary schools where staffing can exceed 50, there is need for 
more management funding, especially human resources 
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  Teacher shortage needs to be addressed and pathways established to attract 
and retain quality teachers - also a lack of male teachers, would be good to 
look at what the barriers are 
School Resourcing - For larger primary schools where staffing can exceed 
50, there is need for more management funding, especially human resources 

 

[Email from individual] 
 
 

 Sub 1843 

Hubs 
Transport subsidy 
Principal tenure 
Teacher supply 
Transitions 
Implementation 

Hubs need to have the confidence of local communities and of teachers, 
elected positions worth considering. Geographical configuration of Hubs 
needs consideration so all schools feel a natural part of their local Hub (thus 
Kura Kaupapa Hub may be a good idea.) 
Advisory services and the administrative functions need considerable 
planning, and stakeholders – schools, boards, teachers – should be closely 
involved at nationwide and the individual-hub level 
Support the levelling of the playing field regarding school transport and 
integrated schools 
Support the emphasis on professional development for all teachers and 
leadership development for principals and aspiring principals 
Important that principals are not forced into a one-size fits-all model re 
they are employed on a fixed-term arrangement to a school 
Recommendations don't address the need for the Ministry of E ucation t  
accept responsibility for workforce planning for the sector 
Leave debate on middle schools for now 
Hasten slowly and ensure that these changes will achieve the goals 

Hub boards should have as-of igh  epre ntation from STA and 
education unions 
The debate re transiti ns/mi le schooling should be left for some time. 
Let’s make the big a d im orta  changes and then (a) have a debate which 
is openly about boundar s/tran itions before (b) making any changes 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1844 

Governance 
Improvement using 
existing structure 
Teacher supply 

Issues highlight need to support BoTs - hubs or Ministry c n do this without 
taking over 
Flexibility key 
No point recommendation re te reo witho  h  teac rs - review student 
loans/costs, use older generation 
Improve what we have - Review propo al  mean nnecessary work and costs 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
No name provided, Otago 
Boys' High School, Sub 
1846 

Governance 
Resourcing 
Transitions 

BoTs positive for schools and stud nts 
Where is evidence a  to why hubs sh uld replace current system? 
Hubs will be inefficient bureaucr ies 
Question where ex rt staf  will be found - Ministry in disguise 
Funding is key conce  - conc ned no mention of increase in operational 
funding - seem  ke it w ll be shifted to so called poorer schools. If 
integrated s hools don't have to fall into line equity issues will not be 
addressed 
Estab hing j ior and senior school has ramifications for our school re 
id ntity, ffing and property 

BoTs remain in their current role, with support for the School Trustees 
Association to continue to provide training for trustees to ensure they have 
adequate skills to carry out their roles 
A funding system based on actual costs of delivery 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 Sub 1847 

Addresses all issues Chan s as r posed could dismantle the Catholic school network or at the 
least  eriou ly undermine it with the removal of functions from Boards and 
Bishop  o a ‘hub’ with no understanding of a Catholic school’s special 
ch racter or the protections afforded it, through the Education Act and an 
in ividual school’s integration agreement 
(Comment on all 8 issues) 

That we retain the right to govern our schools where Boards have the 
capacity to do so 
That our Bishops retain a level of autonomy as provided by the updated 
Education Act and integration agreements in order to protect the 
Catholicity of the network 
That the right to appoint the Principal remains with the Board 
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[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1848 

Cambridge exams Is Cambridge still an option for students? No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1849 

Learning support It's good to see more focus on learning difficulties but major need is change 
in teacher education 
Counsellors need PD on dyslexia and other SLDs - not enough therapists are 
aware. 

Change in teacher education to include more n SLDs 
Counsellors need PD on dyslexia d oth  SLDs 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1850 

Learning Children learn differently. this is generally appreciated and understood but 
there doesn't seem to be needed guidance re in depth cognitive, educational, 
emotional, behavioural assessments 

No specific recommend ns 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1851 

Oppose centralisation Opposed to control over schools being centralised in hubs instead of Boards 
of Trustees governing schools 
Opposed to ministers making political appointments to hubs 
Principals' terms shouldn't have a time limit 
Reduce class sizes 

BoTs to gove n sc ols 
No politica  appo ntments to hubs 
No t me lim  n princ pals' terms. Reduce class sizes. 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1852 

Globalisation Lots of unknowns 
Want to see New Zealand schools more prepared for global techn logy 
advances, and a higher acceptance of overseas teachers 

N  spec ic recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1853 

Oppose hubs Not in favour of hub proposal by government. No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1854 

Oppose centralisation Bigger is bad - reference Auckland Council. Keep decision-making devolved and as localised as possible. Abandon the 
hub idea. 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 1855 

Oppose hubs Don't agree about Hubs. Principals and BoT know their community and will 
appoint teachers who would fit in. Appointi g prin pals for fi e years will 
not allow them to build up their school and tru y lead. Leaders ip takes time 
to develop. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  
Sub 1856 

Supporting teachers What is the Ministry of Education doing bout supporting teachers by 
showing leadership and educationa  initiativ  and professional development 
of teachers? 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

, Sub 1857 

Teacher pay Pay teachers mo e. Our f ture, thro  our children is dependent upon good 
teachers who are p d enou h to remain passionate but can still pay the rent 
and feed their familie  

Pay teachers more 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] , 
Sub 1858 

Correction to Nikki Kaye Pleased to hear you (Nikk  K ye) approve of many aspects of the task force 
report. Edu ation too important to politicise. Your concern about the report 
'limits the pr ncipals to 5 years only' is not correct. The statistics show that 
the bes  tuden  nd eachers are becoming concentrated in the high decile 
schools m ing the rich richer and the poor poorer - this is 
c unte prod c ive. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  
Sub 1859 

Treaty considerations Rem ving governance from school boards as proposed and transferring the 
p wer to the state is contrary to the Treaty of Waitangi. Parents, whānau, 
ha ū and communities have the right to be involved in the protection of their 
ch ldren and thus the ongoing governance of schools. 

No specific recommendations 
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[Postcards to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  
Sub 1860 

Support teachers 
System not broken 

Support our teachers, listen to their needs. Any extra resources should go to 
teachers and schools in need, not to creating new and unnecessary 
bureaucracy. If more than 90% of schools perform well why the need to 
spend money on changes? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Deputy 

Principal, Sub 1866 

Comments on all 8 issues Broad agreement with comment on all 8 issues 
See submitter recommendations 

Resourcing decisions should be made in nsultati n with principals with 
common community network.  Principals s ld be appointed with the 
expectation that any enduring hang  w  only become embedded if they 
remain longer than 5 years. · Education Hubs should be adequately 
resourced to ensure the har g of effe ive practices 
Schools should also e able to ad their own PD according to pedagogical 
and curriculum design ne ds 
much more r our ing is equ red to provide qualified teachers in te reo 
and tikang  
An a ile an  nsisten  SMS is needed to ensure transition data is shared. 
More PD is req ired for all teachers to know how to be responsive to this 
inf rmatio  
Limi  placed n out of zone students’ needs to be mindful of demographic 
ch nges 

earning support resourcing need to be addressed 
Every school needs a SENCO and access to counselling services and a 

ublic health nurse 
RTLB work most effectively when they have opportunities to build 
sustained relationships with schools 
Relational trust between teachers, outside agencies, whānau, students is 
imperative for successful learning outcomes 
Collaborative model of Kāhui Ako is worth developing but there needs to 
be greater alignment of MUs so that In-School Leaders are positioned as 
‘growing leaders’ and Faculty Curriculum Heads are recognized for their 
curriculum and leadership wisdom 
Appraisal process needs to acknowledge teaching as inquiry is an on-going 
learning journey and not outcomes to be delivered 
Leadership Centre needs to be led by educational leaders and researchers 
with relevant wisdom 
Attention to attracting a greater diversity of leaders is needed. Supporting 
them to succeed as educational leaders not political ‘pawns’ of community 
agendas is also important 
If NZQA is disestablished then a national forum to discuss the removal of 
Level 1 NCEA, digital exams, semesterisation of exams etc.needs to still 
be available. 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

1868 

Over simplification of 
issues 
Mentor struggling 
schools 
Kaupapa Māori hub 
Principal tenure 
Zoning 
Donations 
Learning support 
Teaching 
resourcing 

Blaming governance models in a context of shrinking funding is 
oversimplifying the issue 
measures are punitive to those schools that are succeeding 
not clear why a two tier system would be necessary if the Hubs are going to 
have a true commitment to the Tiriti o Waitangi and strong representation 
from iwi 
processional use of change managers is not helpful in fostering long term 
commitment to a community 
Zoning creates financial pressure through housing markets, with families 
being able to move into the 'right' zones, skewing house prices in localities 
with good schools. This does nothing to counter the disadvantage for poorer 
students & is not the solution 
If donations are truly donations, rec is moot - more to do with donations not 
being a 'donation' at all and this does not require a limit but a re-commitment 
to 'donation' 
Requiring parents/schools to apply for funding creates huge barriers and 
inequities in this system 
Support Teaching recommendations 
Acknowledge BoTs don't always have capability/capacity re prin ipal 
appointment but important that local voice is part of selection rocess fo  
principals - a poor fit is hard to recover from 
Support Resourcing recommendations 

Provide one fit for purpose area Hub that can rep sent a sys m that works 
for all schools/Kura. The integration of Kaupapa M ori sho ld be 
occurring in all schools 
BoT must remain involved in the princi al re ruitm nt process. A regional 
specialist to support each Hub would be ter pla d than a national centre 
Must be an expectation of righ  to renew with n a school where the 
principal is performing, rather than n ex ectation that a principal who 
succeeds will be passed to another ailing chool every 5 years 
Very significant reform of t  Learn g Support funding process is needed, 
not just a change to ho admin trates it 
Make a commitment to ftedn ss as a special need. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1869 

Evidence 
Funding 
Community 

No evidence change will bring benefit 
Focus on teacher supply and resourcing schools not man gement 
School has community identity 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1871 

ECE 
Hubs 
Principal tenure 
Support staff 

Successful adulthood starts with ECE 
More clarification of hubs & principal tenure 
Permanent support staff who know the cl  and c lture of t  school is 
important to our learners. 

Centrally fund support staff so that bulk grants are not the only resource 
used to pay them 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 1872 

System not broken 
Community input 
Improve teachers' pay 
and conditions 
Ideological proposals 
Address specific 
problems 

Most schools are happy with the Board  Truste  system, and there is a 
mechanism in place to help the remaining ho ls that struggle with the 
system - why dismantle it? 
Replacing Board of Tru tees stru ure with the proposed Hubs, would 
compromise und mine th  community engagement in schools 
Bureaucracy that wo ld come with Hub system would create delays and costs 
to important decision m king 
Fear the effect will be to d mb down those schools which are operating 
successfully under the resent system, rather than lifting schools which 
struggl  
no  confi nt Task Force proposals are based on robust research, rather there 
i  an id olo  in place which doesn’t allow for listening to public opinion 

Improve working conditions and salaries for teachers so that the profession 
becomes more desirable and the huge lack of teachers is addressed - that is 
how to improve schools’ performance 
Address problems in specific schools wherever they may be 
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[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 1873 

BoTs 
Hubs 
Competition and choice 
Teaching 

Most BoTs effective and need to be maintained 
Hubs will not be as effective due to number of schools per hub, limited 
knowledge of schools' individual needs 
5 year principal contracts unworkable 
Hubs placing staff disruptive 
School networks (Rec 11) will not be effective will be expensive and 
disruptive, push up house process 
Removing fees from international students means extra Treasury funding 
Teacher recruitment based on diversity will not achieve best result - good 
teachers come from every ethnic group and deliver excellent teaching to 
every group - better pay and conditions will retain quality teachers 

Assist BoTs that need guidance 

[Email from school 
proprietors] Sister Sheryl 
James, Sister of Mercy & 
Proprietors Representative 
on the Board of Trustees, 
Sub 1875 

Insufficient regard for 
special character 

Supports submissions sent by Our Lady of the Sacred Heart School in Epsom 
and the Catholic Schools Office 

Su ports s bmi ions ent by Our Lady of the Sacred Heart School in 
Epso  and  Cathol c Schools Office 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

1882 

Hubs impractical 
Threat to special 
character 
System doesn't need 
fixing 
Political appointments 
Professional 
Development 

Idea that one board could understand the needs of many varied nd dif en  
schools and be able to serve them all equally seems quite imprac  
Worry greatly that our school would lose its character, direction and uality 
if it were not allowed to govern itself and was controlled by a distant q ngo. 
We are not broken. We do not need fixing 
Concerned that the proposed school hubs are to be appoint d by the Ministry 
of Education[sic], rather than being elected by the sch ls th mselves 
Secondment are also a concern. I agree that ther  re schools at would 
benefit from the experience of more succes ful teac ers and se ior leaders, 
but to uproot those people would cause all sor  of iss s 
Professional development often a was  of ime 

That some professional development hours could be used for at least a 
single day per year where teachers could get together to share ideas and 
resources 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1885 

Relevance of curriculum 
to year 9 and 10 children, 
especially less academic 

Curriculum not designed to suppor  engag  and vocation direction Increase access to educational content for year 9 and 10 children 
Increase relevance of curriculum to improve engagement and vocational 
support 
Support teachers by improving the relevance of the curriculum 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1886 

High value of Education 
Hubs 

Education hubs increase th  purchasing power for key items No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from School 
board], Sub 1887 

Questions about hubs Hub urcin  
E fective r lationships to support Hubs 
Descri e how imeliness of action will be ensured 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1888 

Priority learner support  
enabled from the 
beginning of new tea her 
careers 

There is in ppropriate resourcing for new teachers around priority learners No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1889 

ECE ECE is an integral part of a child's overall education journey No specific recommendations 
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[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1890 

Implementation and 
evaluation of the new 
system 
Support and re- 
engagement of 
parents/professionals 
with the proposed system 
Social determinants need 
to be addressed by 
schools 
Expand Te Kura and 
supervisors for all 
students 

Mainstream schooling in New Zealand is a distressed social system. Immediate measures need to be put in place to he p alleviate e current 
distressed system 
Reporting of complaints and the implem ntatio  of the new system are 
required 
Hubs must evaluate principal performanc  

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1891 

Positivity about the new 
proposed model 
Hub configuration 
questions 
Compulsory leadership 
refreshment is highly 
valuable 

Population spread and rurality may require a reconfiguration of hubs 
Compulsory leadership refreshment will provide valuable PLD, improve 
networking and credibility 

No sp cific ommendations 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1892 

School leadership and 
the locus of control 

Parents, teachers and principals are disempowered by the new pr ed 
system of governance 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1893 

Increasing bureaucracy 
decreases efficiency 
Teacher salaries 

Bureaucracy 
Teacher salaries are too low and don't attract people to th  profession 

Increase teacher salaries 

[Postcard from individual] 
 

 
 

Sub 1894 

Transitions from ECE to 
school are integral to 
overall success of 
children in the school 
system 

Seamless transitions must include ECE/kinder rten 
Kāhui Ako have a model for ECE transitions to sc ool 
ECE to school transitions are especially impor nt for hildren with specific 
needs and require extra learning suppo t 

Continue to work of Kāhui Ako 
Ensure continuation of special needs teachers with their pupils as they 
transition to school 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1895 

Hub configurement 
School system structure 
Financial restructuring 
Resources for support 
workers 

Rural areas will require the suppor  of sa llite Hubs 
Middle schools (year  7-10) are req red to meet the developmental and 
social needs of students 
More money won t h lp th  current system - restructuring the core 
framework will 
Support worke  re un rvalued and underpaid 

Primary, middle schools and colleges need to be established to 
accommodate the needs of year 7-10 students 
Pay and value equity for support workers needs to be addressed as a matter 
of urgency 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 

1896 

Competition and rivalry 
Greater professional 
input 
Teacher education and 
training 
Preserve Intermediate 
Schools 

Competition and rivalry must be removed from all parts of the education 
profession 
The p s of rnin  education review and transformation should have 
m re inpu  by education professionals 
Impro ed aca emic qualifications and personal characteristics are required 
Inter edia e schools cater to the developmental needs of students of that age 
g up and are highly valuable 

Retain intermediate schools 
Improve professional and personal attributes of education professionals 
Increase input of professionals into discussions about learning, education 
review, and sector change 
Decreased rivalry and competition within the sector is urgently required 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 1897 

Costs 
Evidence 

Su gested changes are not cost-effective, won’t improve education and were 
p rly researched 

No specific recommendations 
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[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1898 

Hubs 
Governance 
Taskforce research 

Hubs will be very costly with no improvement in services 
The proposals will disengage local communities 
The Taskforce research process was flawed 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from school 
board]  

 
 

 Sub 1899 

Leadership pathways 
Big picture, 
transformational 
approach 
Governance 
Resourcing for Change 
Support for local and 
community-context focus 
Comprehensive 
workforce strategy 

Opportunities for leadership pathways are applauded 
Shifting responsibility for property, HR and H & Safety is welcomed 
High-trust, collaborative governance is vital 

Ensure that the model change is fully res rced 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1900 

Schools as 
businesses/corporations 
Teacher employment 
processes 
Reinventing the wheel? 

Too much of principals’ and teachers’ time is taken up by book-keeping tasks 
and not related to education and teaching students 
By changing systems, are we "throwing the baby out"? 

No specif  recommendations 

[Postcard from individual] 
, Sub 1901 

Integration with other 
sectors 
Priority of the value of 
support 
staff/paraprofessionals 
Absence of Early 
Childhood discourse 

The Taskforce review isn't extensively linked with ECE, Workf rce St gy 
and Vocational plans 
There is an undervaluing of support staff and paraprofessionals 
There needs to be a strengthening of relationships betwe n schools and CE 
in the education space 

Strengthen the relationships between ECE and school sectors 
Increase orientation and focus on the value of support staff and 
paraprofessionals 

[Email from individual] 
 

Parent, Sub 1903 

Hub governance 
decreases diversity 
Disempowerment of 
existing boards 
Principal turnover 
Support for Kura 
Kaupapa 
Professional 
development 

Centralised hubs encourage uniformity and decre se diversity 
Where boards are functioning well, the s gg ted s eping ch nges may be 
disruptive to the culture and running o  the school 
Boards must be protected from being s a rolled nd/or blocked by Hubs 
when making appointments 
Planned 5-year turnover may be dis uptive 
The capacity for schools to indi dual se their operation is important 
Increased profess n l dev lopment is warranted and welcomed 
Schools are the be t tities to understand where their deficits are and should 
be able to recei  targe d support 

Increase support for Kura Kaupapa 
Increases support for lower decile schools 
Increase professional development 
Do not fall into 'Centralised hub knows all' paradigm 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

BoT, deputy chair BoT, Sub 
1905 

Education system 
Parent-based governance 
Increased Bureaucracy 
Flawed research 

The majori  of schools are performing well with the current structure 
Support the chools th  are not currently thriving 
Lo al kn wledg  f he BoT, community and principles are preferable to 
c ntrali ed vernance 
Restr cting rincipal appointments to five years is counter-productive 
Comp titi n and choice can go hand-in-hand with collaboration and fairness 
Ta  into local expertise of the community, don't lose it 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1906 

Structural changes 
Bureaucracy 
Retain status quo 

Centralised hubs increase bureaucracy 
Hubs disempower local and community groups 
The status quo is largely working 
Target extra support to teachers and teacher development 

Retain the status quo for the majority that local b rd govern ce works 
for 

[Email from individual] 
Board Chair, 

 Sub 1909 

Decentralising 
governance 
Socioeconomic 
determinants 
Teachers under duress 

Schools should maintain governance in their own context 
Funding should be changed to a flat rate per student across New Zealand 
Schools create and manage own charter, disciplinary regime, enrolment 
schemes, PD for staff, capital works projects and reserving the right to refuse 
principal appointments 
Outside agencies to manage operational property maintenance and career 
pathway for principals 
Property funding is adapted to age and condition of school, not a flat rate 
across all schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
Raewyn Mahara, Te 
Whakakitenga o Waikato 
Incorporated, Sub 1910 

Governance 
System change 
Bicultural framework 
and co-design 
Waikato-Tainui centring 

The Māori Medium movement currently delivers the most positive outcomes 
for Waikato-Tainui learners, as measured against Waikato-Tainui success 
indicators. Waikato-Tainui supports the Māori Medium movement to remain 
autonomous in all aspects. This includes the right to be reviewed against 
criteria co-constructed with Iwi, not measured against external cri ria 
Waikato-Tainui expects that any changes to the compulsory schooling se or 
will align with all other reforms to better support the transitio  f Waik  
Tainui learners throughout their learning journey 

Address institu l racism that perpetuates current inequities 
Wai to-T nui expect their aspirations to be embedded within school 
lead rship and classroom practice across the district 

[Email from individual] 
, 

 Sub 1911 

Governance 
Donations 
Workforce strategies 
Competition 
Intermediates 

There is nothing wrong with competition and "aim high, work hard" 
mentality 

Keep local governance 
Address underperforming schools 
Maintain current donation system 
Upskill the workforce as they emerge from training 
Disestablish intermediate schools 

[Email from individual]  
, 

Grandparents, Sub 1912 

Threat to Special 
Character of integrated 
schools 

What assurance under the “Tomorrow’  Scho l” visi n can be given to a 
State Integrated School that their Spec al Ch ract r will be preserved and 
protected? 

Boards should retain the right to charge donations as they see fit and not be 
restricted 
Enrolment ballots should remain different to the state system 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1913 

Report lacks analytical 
rigour 
Hub governance 

Poor analysis within he TSR report as led to erroneous recommendation, 
removed from stakehold r perspe tiv  
Answers to impro ing edu tion are in employing the right teachers, who are 
well developed, and ell supp rted by individualised care to students who 
need it 

I think the review would have been far better to come at their task by 
clearly identifying the objectives in a measurable way then thinking about 
the problems and system design issues in meeting these objectives partly as 
a human resources problem 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1914 

Learning support Describes e perience with child and need for support No specific recommendations 
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[Email from school board] 
Marlborough Girl's College, 
Marlborough Girl's College, 
Sub 1917 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Competition and choice 
Disability and learning 
support 
Teaching 
School leadership 
School resourcing 
Central education 
agencies 

Questions around Hub operations 
Iwi consultation 
Issues with decentralisation 
Broaden idea of leadership 
Access to and quality of PLD is currently poor 

Agree that schools may find it helpful to outsourc  property 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1918 

Centralisation of school 
governance will 
disempower parents and 
community 
TSR Taskforce has failed 
to address current 
educational issues 

The TSR taskforce report doesn't acknowledge what is working well 
There are 17 serious problems with the proposed changes in the report 
The centralised one-size fits all model is flawed 
The rights of parents would be removed 
The report presents a substandard case for radical unilateral change 
The report doesn't address how the planned changes will improved the 
identified problems in education 
The plan doesn't support current well-functioning systems 
The primary issues affecting our schools are chronic under-fu ding and 
shortage of quality teachers 

Priority need  to b  give  to the on-going underfunding of schools, the 
chronic sh rtage f qu lity teachers, and greater provision for 
disa vantag d tudent  and schools, and students with high learning needs 
The pla  shoul  f us on the disadvantaged in the sector. Those who 
r ire ad itional resourcing and support should receive it. 

[Email from school staff] 
 

 
 Sub 1920 

This report does not 
adequately address the 
impact of proposed 
changes on the special 
character of Waldorf 
State Integrated schools 

Donations 
Schooling provision, zoning and catchment 
Competition and choice 

In fact, the suggestions made do not appear to be based in current research 
and on those grounds, we put forward the request that schools with poor 
performance be taken into pilot programs where the recommended 
structures could be tested and tweaked, without untried and costly 
bureaucratic systems being delivered to all. Many of the ideas could likely 
work to great advantage in this scenario and would fulfil a more authentic 
and wide-ranging definition of equity which is that fair is everyone getting 
what they need not everyone getting the same 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 1921 

Decentralisation through 
Hubs disempowers 
parents and communities 

"Throwing out the baby with the ba hwater  No specific recommendations 

[Email from school staff] 
 Principal, 

 Sub 1922 

Proposals will not 
address student 
underachievement 
Use of equity funding 
Middle schooling 
Hubs 
Focus on Ministry and 
teacher supply 

increase in equity ding w ll only be effective if spending decisions are 
made as close as poss le to th  needs of the local students and the families 
middle schoo  (Year 7-1 ) a continuation of unnecessary disruptive 
transitions between schools 
Hubs only eff ctive if well-staffed and well resourced - by definition the best 
ope ator  in sch l  will need to work in the hubs, & salary will need to be 
c mmen u te resulting in a decrease of funding for schools as a percentage 
of Vo  Edu a ion and further weakening the staffing capability in schools 
focu  hould be on improving the effectiveness of Ministry of Education in 
p ticular around the supply of quality teachers 

Make Year 7-13 the predominant structure for secondary schooling in New 
Zealand 
A significant change in the focus of the Ministry is required to benefit the 
compulsory sector -three key areas where the Ministry of Education needs 
to lift performance: Creation of a pipeline of effective quality teachers, 
Properly resourcing schools, addressing nationwide issues of attendance 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1924 

Loss of governa e 
Staff advance nt 

No need to change the structure 
Provide more support to 'failing' schools 

No specific recommendations 
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 Support of School 
Boards by government 

  

[Email from school staff] 
, Tumuaki, 

, 
Sub 1925 

Governance and hubs Questions about governance recommendations Hubs need to be small enough to dersta d quirk  of community 

[Email from organisation], 
, Sub 

1926 

Racism 
Ministry of Education 

The current system underserves Māori 
Institutional racism disproportionately affects Māori in schools 

 are continuously blocked by surrounding schools and Ministry 
in responding to the educational needs of their Māori communities 

The current process o  having o gain approval from the existing schools in 
each community bef e w  can tablish a site means Māori in those 
community will continue to be deprived of a decent education. To avoid 
this we need not to e es bli hed as a national school with several 
campuses. We w nt to be able to establish sites wherever there is a request 
from he M  comm nity, where there is current poor performance by the 
existing netwo k and there are sufficient numbers for it to be viable. To 
su port th  we need processes that allow and encourage the Ministry to 
treat  with spect, equity and fairness and acknowledges our special 
ch racte  and the contribution we are making and can make, to educational 
uccess or our young people. 
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[Email from school staff] 
, Principal, 

 
 Sub 1928 

Implementation The suggested changes will take a long time to implement 
Immediate leverage at existing points will provide immediate improvement 

Appoint teacher assistants in every class or at lea  1 to every wo classes. 
This is a crude allocation but essentially we need to up teacher support so 
the teachers can focus more intently on t achin  nd le ning. Currently 
we have teachers drawn away from this ocus y unfair situations such as 
severe learning and behaviour/safety nee s  Please  please pay attention to 
this call 
The sooner we get dedicated ENCO  f  all schools related to roll 
numbers the better. These speci ist teach rs would coordinate the teaching 
and learning of the mo  ch llenging st dents and coordinate T.A. support 
and teacher interaction. Team work 
Teacher training model n eds t  be reviewed. There is too much emphasis 
on qualificati   nder anding of what it is to be a teacher and the 
holistic nat re of l arning. If we get this right the sector would see a 
sig ificant nd ustain d boost in life-long learning and achievement 
The c rently ccoun ability model of assurance checks on schools should 
be tweaked to a rigorous guidance model. Accountability is a must but the 
focus must  focussed on sustainable progress implementing best practice 
with min mum bureaucracy and death by paperwork. Enough ‘talking the 
t lk’, sc ools should only need to ‘walk the talk’ 
F  on teaching and learning with ‘hard fun’ at the centre. (see opening 
paragraph) High expectations for age and particularly stage. Confidence is 
verything and learning is developmental! We don’t all get concepts in a 

linear order at the same time 
Promote teachers as inquirers. Give them time to think, watch, absorb and 
do their magic but be rigorous and have high expectations. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1929 

ECE Do not put 4-year olds in schools 
Teaching staff need upskilling to be with kind rgarten ag d hildren 
4-year olds should be enrolled in age- and development-appro riate play 
based learning organisations 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent and 

ex-school committee 
member, Sub 1930 

Oppose hubs Fix the current system 
Do not add more bureaucracy 
Leave the power with the schools, oards d ommunities 
Increase efficiency o  the M istry to do its role properly 

DON’T THROW THE BABY OUT WITH THE BATH WATER, Fix the 
current system 

[Email from individual] 
 

Parent, Sub 1931 

The current education 
system is flawed 
Change the way we 
approach biculturalism 
and bilingualism 

Vital life, self-dis ipline a d self-management are not being learned in New 
Zealand schools 

We should dump this whole ‘development of leadership skills’ in primary 
and intermediate level learning 
If we want to make New Zealand the bilingual country it once was we need 
to recognise the Māori language as a separate language. Thereby making a 
strong separation between Māori and English 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1932 

ERO Concern re standard of teaching without ERO No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual]  
g, Student, Sub 

1933 

Project-based learning Submitter shares points from his/her TEDx Talk: How Project Based 
Learning is the key to sustainability 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1934 

Support existing system Support existing system No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 1935 

Against Hub formation 
and governance 
Hub governance of 
Principal appointment 
will negatively affect 
schools 

Disempowering teachers, principals and local communities 
Removing choice from parents 
Empowering structures that are not invested in local communities 
The massive cost of instituting the change 
Better to use financial resources to target existing problems 

Funding much better used to rget actual existing problems identified in 
schools 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, Sub 

1936 

Things need to change 
Opposed to Hub 
governance 
Need to address poor 
staff performance 

No key issues No speci c recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1937 

Catholic principals in 
short supply 
Ministry don't have 
expertise to provide 
practical help 
Ministry needs a 
makeover, not schools 
Teaching is a high risk 
profession 

No key issues No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1938 

Are the proposed 
changes just different 
names for the same 
thing? 

No key issues No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, Sub 

1939 

Hubs 
Principals 

Central governance through h bs is desirable - greatest weakness of the 
hub idea which s ems to ave been ntioned time and time again is that the 
centralised control i  not required. One size does not fit all and, in the 21st 
Century, especially, here the all is for innovation and creativity, the hub 
totally squash  at and becomes a command and control process 
The princip l is the key person to oversee the development of a school 
mission and vision tog ther with colleagues and a Board. This can NEVER 
be c d out uccess ully by a central body or person. 

Principal’s contract should be renewed or notice that it won't be renewed 
given, very early in the 5th year so that the principal and school can plan 
accordingly. No principal should ever be given a new 5 year contract and 
moved from their school without agreeing to this, as no bureaucrat is 
capable of deciding what is best for that principal without discussion 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1940 

System not broken Proposed changes are an approach to meet bottom-tier failures 
Proposed changes will create systemic problems to the detriment of the 
majority 
Provide additional support to schools that need/ask for it 
Revolutionary changes are not necessary 

Finding solutions that engage diverse communiti  in differe  governance 
structures and norms, is more appropriate than und rminin  the good (and 
in some cases, strong) governance in oth r scho l communities 
Spending money on the Ministry promo ing what t e roles and 
responsibilities of School Board member  re, and what support the 
Ministry can provide to help B ard s delive  f with their schools, may 
increase the awareness and in rest f m ommunities 
Managing property needs to be part of th  responsibility of school boards 
of trustees 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1941 

Consistency in 
Education  

Hubs  

Governance  

Principal Tenure 

Teaching/ 
Resourcing 

Agrees in principal with many of the findings and recommendations of the 
report, particularly; 

          Central provision of effective curriculum advisory services 
          Central workforce planning 
          Reduction in competition between schools by central managem  f 
enrolment schemes, removing financial incentives for large rolls a d focus n 
the effective operation of networks between schools. 

Board workloads can be unacceptably high which restrict who c  
participate as a member. Much of a Board’s workload can be done y 
professionals.  
Concerned about a “one size fits all” approach that may t have the 
flexibility to allow already well performing schools to con inue doing 
good work.  
Concerned about the ability of Education Hubs o service  l ge 
number of schools and find personnel to staff them  
Concerned about ability of Education Hubs to liver in a bett r way 
than the current system, due to overall hort ges f personnel in the 
compulsory education sector.  
Support outside input for suspensi ns and sions to ensure 
consistency across s hools nd an ex ernal perspective on local 
issues.   
Does not support he ecommendation that principals be on a five year 
contract.     
Notes that mor  details n how the recommendations to improve 
teaching wil  work is requ d.  
We need to rgently a dress the key issues of too few quality teachers 
plus h w to in rease the number of Māori and Pasifika teachers.  
PDL pro ion should be guaranteed on a regular and on-going 
b is.  Appl tion for this provisions is often via complex process 
with mited funding available. Loss of advisory services has impacted 

 tea  specialist knowledge. Education Hubs could be a way of 
ad ressing this.  

Education Hubs w rk with BOT to reduce workloads in certain 
are s.  Boa ds h ve st ng input and power to veto, in working with Hubs. 

Educat n Hu  op ate with flexibility to ensure schools doing good 
w rk retai  their autonomy rather than prioritising consistency for all 
schoo .   

C nside  how Education Hubs will recruit staff with overall shortages in 
ducati n sector. 

BOTs should still be responsible for decisions on student 
isciplinary matters so community expectations are represented.  

Provision of mentoring to principals to allow principals to stay with 
a school and community longer while continuing their professional 
development. 
More recommendations are required on the urgent issue of how to 
address teacher supply.  
PLD provision for teachers needs to be streamlined and better 
funded to ensure teachers access expert assistance. 
Centralised hub to make available a range of experts with funding 
provided within the operational grant. 
Increased resourcing of schools and areas needing more support. 
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Teacher appraisal process needs to be ongoing within an annual cycle rather 
than viewed as discretely once a year.  School leaders need further training 
about why and how to run the process. 

Concern that the overall share of resources is just being moved around. 
[Email from individual] 

 
Parent, Sub 

1942 

Hubs 
CoLs 

Not in favour of Hub governance 
Communities of Learning are good in theory, but inconsistently applied 

No specific recommendati ns 

[Email from individual]  
, Sub 1943 

Hubs will only increase 
bureaucracy, and current 
gender bias 

The administrative solution - more government - the establishment of 
expensive “Hubs” which will in all likelihood support the failing 'business as 
usual model' and further consolidate and enhance the current bias i.e. more 
women teachers and girls education promoted more than boys. “Pulling the 
boys up” would benefit society in the longer term. It is proposed, with 
supporting evidence, that ‘the devil finds mischief for idle hands’ - if more 
boys pursued an education - rather than street corners and easy gain - then the 
proportion of prison inmates or bad partners would reduce 

If a focus o  boys re to  addressed, it would increase New Zealand’s 
ed cationa  rank .e. p ll the boys up so that we are all improved. 

[Email from individual] 
Father 

& Grandfather, Sub 1944 

Hubs will only increase 
bureaucracy, not 
governance 

There is a very good model available that has already successf ly been t ed 
herein the country: The Charter School Method. You may wa  to look  
that method 

Solutions for the mentioned problems in the Tomorrow Schools report can 
be addressed, by freeing up valuable teachers time by diminishing the 
amount of time required to write endless reports and by allowing teachers 
to teach. To teach the basics. To allow them to make use of their training 
and their qualifications to do what they are supposed to do: Teach 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 1945 

Teacher shortage 
Teacher attrition in the 
first 5 years 
Lack of teacher support 
Teacher retention 
No need for more 
management layers 

No key issues No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

1946 

Taskforce summary 
report is very long 

No key issues I did try to read the taskforce summary report bu  ven the s mary is 
really long and it seems to me that teachers and sch ol trust es need to 
review it 
I'd rather see teachers get a pay rise wit  the money that will be saved by 
not making these changes 
Teachers say they have too mu h administrati n, maybe something to 
reduce that would be best 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

1947 

Improve the current 
regional management 
model 
Keep four key function 
of Boards with the 
Boards/schools 

No key issues No specific recommenda i ns 

[Email from school staff] 
, Principal, 
, Sub 1948 

Education hubs could 
work 
Schooling provision 
Competition and Choice 
Disability and Learning 
Support 
Teaching 
School Leadership 
Resourcing 
Central Educational 
Agencies 

Education hubs should not function as DHBs do 
State-integrated schools should be treated more like state schools 
Teaching Council will require an injection of personnel to make their 
leadership strategy work 
Needs-based resourcing is preferable to pro-rata 

Can I ugge  hat eith r the Minister selects a list of suitable candidates 
and sch l lead boards give feedback on who they see as most suitable, 

  othe  way is that school leaders/boards provide a list of names from 
which the Minister can choose one? 
P lice v ting also needs to be added 

[Email from individual] 
 

, Sub 
1949 

Leadership and Hub 
establishment 
Ineffective Ministry 
Decile quantification is a 
blunt instrument 
Social determinants of 
poor education 
performance 
One size doesn't fit all 
Competitive model must 
go 
Teachers are in burnout 
All changes must avoid 
the consequences of 
mediocrity and 
complacency 

No key issues Structural reform in education needs to be agreed in a bi partisan way and 
not remain an election football. If the political parties can’t agree on the 
need and the way to urgently address the 30 % of failing students then how 
can school communities agree to work together? The system needs to” 
model a collaborative approach” to education reform and development 
NOT Funding schools on roll numbers is one effective way to stop empire 
building and poaching learners 
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[Email from individual]  
, Chair BoT, 

, Sub 
1951 

Centralisation of school 
governance will be 
disruptive to functioning 
school systems 
Centralisation may 
EROde the relationship 
between schools and 
communities 

No key issues No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] Sir 
 Parent, Sub 

1954 

Questionable Taskforce 
review methods 
Flawed consultation 
process 
Increased bureaucracy 

No key issues It makes sense to iden ify th e sch l  that need help and provide support. 
However, the majori y of s ho  Boards are performing very well and 
experience tells us that a nationwide overarching bureaucratic 
governmental gem t sy em will only make things worse 
At the very least the report needs to recommend that a pilot study be 
con ucted s d on le ons learnt from the most successful schools prior 
to the i plem tation of a nationwide strategy 
F us on e 30% of schools that need support, using the current system 

[Email from individual] 
, Trustee, 

, Sub 
1955 

‘Remoting' BoT 
functions to a central hub 
will not work 

No key issues No pecific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
Garry Carnachan, CEO, 
School Sport NZ (NZSSC), 
Sub 1957 

Sport is crucial to 
education 

No key issues In 2001 a Ministerial taskforce led by Sir John Graham delivered Getting 
Set For an Active Nation, more widely known as the Graham Report. The 
report recommendations included that: A full salary and operations subsidy 
contribution be paid for the appointment of Recreation and Sport 
Coordinators in each secondary school with a roll of 300 pupils or over. 
Schools under 300 pupils must be resourced on a pro-rata basis. Each 
position be in addition to the current Physical Education Department staff 
and be an upgrading and expansion of the existing sports coordinator 
positions. Secondary schools must introduce a two-hour afternoon 
recreation and sport programme by 2008. The Taskforce acknowledges 
that this approach implies many challenges. The Taskforce is unequivocal 
that this is a crucial step for all schools in moving towards a fit and healthy 
nation 
In recognising the role sport can play in assuring the wellbeing, the 
physical, mental and social health of our young people, our communities 
and New Zealand, we urge you to address this in the proposed education 
reforms 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1960 

Assistance, not control 
from government is 
worthwhile 
Leave infrastructure as it 
exists now 
Special Character must 
be preserved 

No key issue  No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

, Sub 
1962 

Outcomes required by 
the International 
Education Str t gy 
Con ider ion of 21st 
C ntury le ning 

TSR report fails to acknowledge need to organise schools in a way that 
m imises the value offered from enrolling foreign students in order to 
s pport the internationalisation of our curriculum for 21st Century learning 

Reject the position taken by the Taskforce that enrolling international 
students is fundraising 
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  Insufficient information of the single reference to international education in 
the report to allow a submission to be made - does not support legitimate 
consultation in this area 
Understand the Taskforce will not be providing feedback to stakeholders 
following the submission process and stakeholders will therefore remain 
uninformed on recommendations ultimately put to Parliament 
The report does not represent the best interests of New Zealand re the role 
and opportunities from international education in our schools 
Reject the position taken by the Taskforce that enrolling international 
students is fundraising - this minimises the enrolment of international 
students and undermines efforts to make international education a social, 
learning, pastoral and organisational success, also undermines attempts to 
increase support for international education and its staff in New Zealand 
schools and ultimately poses a threat to international education in the state 
school sector 

 

[Email from individual] 
 

 
 Sub 1963 

Outcomes required by 
the International 
Education Strategy 
Consideration of 21st 
Century learning 

TSR report fails to acknowledge need to organise schools in a way that 
maximises the value offered from enrolling foreign students in order to 
support the internationalisation of our curriculum for 21st Century learning 
Insufficient information of the single reference to international ed cation n 
the report to allow a submission to be made - does not support l gitimate 
consultation in this area 
Understand the Taskforce will not be providing feedback to stake olders 
following the submission process and stakeholders will therefore re ain 
uninformed on recommendations ultimately put to Parliament 
The report does not represent the best interests of New Z land re the role 
and opportunities from international education in our scho ls 
Reject the position taken by the Taskforce th t enroll g inte national 
students is fundraising - this minimises the enro ment of in ational 
students and undermines efforts to make internatio al educatio  a social, 
learning, pastoral and organisational su cess, o un rmines ttempts to 
increase support for international educ tion nd it  staff in New Zealand 
schools and ultimately poses a thr at to in ernational education in the state 
school sector 

R ject the osition taken by the Taskforce that enrolling international 
stude s is f draising 

[Email from organisation] 
Lynda Sullivan, Director of 
International Students, 
Rangitoto College 
International Department, 
Sub 1964 

Fails the International 
Education Strategy 
TSR report fails to 
acknowledge the 
internationalisation of 
our curriculum for 21st 
Century learning 
Incomplete consultation 
by the TF around 
international fee-paying 
students 
TF report inappropriat ly 
represents internatio al 
fee-paying student 
strategies as 'fundraisin ' 

No key issues No specific recommendations 
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[Email from school board] 
Eoin Crosbie, Heather 
Booth & Alan Hood, 
Principal, Board Chair & 
Proprietor, Bethlehem 
College, Sub 1965 

Proposals contravene 
schools' Integration 
agreements with the 
Crown 
Maximum rolls restricts 
parents' choice and 
access to Special 
Character schools 

No key issues We submit that the Proprietor in a state integrated school ha  he ultimate 
authority in matters of property and human resourc  inclu ng 
appointment and tenure of Principals and teache  to po itions that are 
tagged to the Special Character of the s hool  n ou  case, this applies to 
100% of the positions 
We think that the Proprietor, in conjunction i h the Board Chair, should 
be responsible for the on-going perf m ce management of the School 
leadership and teaching staff ag nst agre d criteria that uphold the special 
character of the school  De very can be externally accessed (as is currently 
provided by the mark t) by u bly qualified providers who demonstrate 
an empathy and understanding f he imperatives of an integrated school 
We respectfully uest at th se with a deep understanding of the 
provisions nshrin d in Part 33 of the Education Act 1989 and an empathy 
for he imp rati es of ntegrated Schools be assigned specifically to 
consi r thes  submi ions 

[Email from individual] 
, Academic, 

Sub 1966 

Agree on the problems, 
not on the solutions 
Evaluate and know what 
is working 

No key issues N  ecifi  recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
Bevan Clayton-Smith, 
Service Manager, 
Population Health, Public 
Health Unit, Taranaki 
District Health Board, 
Public Health Unit, Sub 
1967 

Improve provision for 
Kaupapa Māori 
schooling 

No key issues The recommendation/ decision sought is every school has a learning 
upport co coordinator and Education hubs employ extra specialist staff 

The recommendation/ decision sought is to share all forms of information 
as much as possible among all schools 
When we asked schools "What services will best meet the needs of your 
community?", the main feedback related to the need to have support 
workers who were culturally competent and had Te Reo Māori proficiency, 
including kaumatua, SWIS workers, counsellors and health nurses to 
support their school communities (staff and whānau/families), "ideally full- 
time". 

[Email from school board] 
Craig Brownie, Chair BoT, 
St Mary's College, 
Auckland, Sub 1968 

Proposed re-structure not 
costed 
Opposed to Principal 
rotations every 5 years 
TSR report not well 
researched or rationaled 

Special Character and integration agre ments with the Crown are not 
acknowledged 

State Integrated Schools should be specifically excluded from any 
proposals to reconfigure schools to fit with the recommended structures 
Resources should be directed to addressing issues of Principal training and 
retention, rather than rotating Principal's against their will 
State Integrated Schools should be left to govern and meet the State 
Integration Agreement to fulfil special character and capital property cost 
State Integrated Schools should be specifically excluded from any 
proposals to reconfigure schools to fit with the recommended structures 
Voluntary funding should remain without restriction. St Mary's School is 
well served and has benefited from the current governance model and 
contest the wide-ranging changes proposed in the Review 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1969 

Report is innately biased 
and lacks international 
expertise 
Hubs impose an extra 
layer of bureaucracy 
The report is too 
ideological 

Pr gmat  and co extual factors relative to New Zealand’s situation are not 
a equat ly dressed 
Aban oning what is currently working is at the expense of those already 

erfo in  well and breeds mediocrity 

It makes sense that what teachers want is a clear pathway from graduation 
through initial on the job mentoring and training to PLD and having a 
worthwhile career. Teaching should be a sought after profession. 
Attracting talented individuals to see teaching as a viable career path is key 
and whether we like it or not, attractive salaries attract more candidates 
Perhaps Boards should have independent members appointed by Ministry 
in the way that companies have non-exec directors in an advisory capacity 
and to provide a sounding board 
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[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 1971 

Work with the current 
system 
Proposed change is 'too 
much too soon' 
Proposed changes add 
another unwanted layer 
of bureaucracy 

No key issues We need to stop blaming the system and look at h w we can  better with 
what we have 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1972 

System change is 
required 
A move away from 
competition and toward 
collaboration is key 
Support for 
reconceptualisation of 
zoning 

No key issues I think a lot of thought n ds to go into h w principals and schools are 
funded. I believe as l ng as incipa s salaries and school operational 
funding is based on ll numbe  schools will continue to compete for 
enrolments rather than fo us on true collaboration across the system of 
schools in a l cal a. 

[Email from school board] 
Leandro Piantelli, Principal, 
Swanson School BoT, Sub 
1974 

Acknowledge what is 
working well for BoT 
A more collaborative 
structure for schools is 
welcomed 
One-size-fits-all 
approach not welcomed 
Low teacher salaries and 
excessive workloads 
have not been 
highlighted sufficiently 
in the TSR report 

No key issues The p iority eeds to be to reduce class sizes, reduce workload for teachers 
by minimising demands that detract them for their core job of teaching and 
l arning  and steer away from the fixation with testing and achievement 

ata 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1978 

Governance School board system isn't what's wrong with sch ls. Schools need more 
teachers. Teachers need better condition  se ke  school vernance 
local 

Don't instigate hubs -keep school governance local 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 Sub 1979 

Impact on integrated 
schools 

Fully support the submission of APIS d cannot ndorse the Review until 
the issues raised in both our and th  API  ubmi sion are addressed. In 
particular we believe the report in i  current form shows little regard or 
understanding of the impact of the re ommendations on state integrated 
schools. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1981 

Oppose hubs 
Teacher employment 
choice 
Use of schools 

Oppose hubs: taki  away th  ability to choose where one works is a 
backward step in a ma ifesting acher crisis 
Re existing f cilities need  o be used more, avoids stating who would be 
responsible or manni g these extra working hours. At a time where teachers 
are already e pected to go above and beyond as a standard with no extra 
res urc  r rem er ion, forcing more “voluntary” hours on to staff will 
tu n exis ing teachers away from the occupation and will prevent many more 
fr m entering he industry 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 1982 

No themes No k y issues No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual]  
 Educationalist, Sub 

1985 

Governance 
Competition and choice 
Equity funding 

Believe more parents will stand for BoTs under proposals due to students' 
interest being foremost not property etc. 
Hubs will ensure leadership of learning across a network of schools 

That the Taskforce correct misconceptions arisin  in the de  over its 
proposals re changes to parents' powers, hub power  over pr ncipals, and 
extent to which current system works for choo  

[Email from school board] 
 

 
, Sub 1986 

Governance Expect any change to be backed by high quality evidence that supports 
improvements to learning outcomes for children - don’t see satisfactory 
evidence backing the proposals in the report as presented 
Most concerned with the impact of potential change in governance structure 
(Item 1 - Governance and Item 8 - Central Education Agencies). Most 
significant risks being: 
1. Loss of whānaungatanga 
2. Education Hubs, as proposed, becoming large, slow-moving, inefficient 
bureaucracies that aren’t appropriately engaged with local community, do not 
enhance school leadership or educational outcomes for our children 
3. Disengagement of local communities from education of their young people 
Broadly agree with the other recommendations in the Task Force Review 
Report that would enhance flexibility of education options being provided, 
improving school resourcing and leadership 
Recommendations under Teaching do not have real leverage to improve 
outcomes - will get better outcomes by providing more flexibil y and 
resourcing to local schools to better manage and resource this ea 
Ministry and our broader education community need to focus add i nal 
resources where schools are not performing to enhance their ability  deliver 
Changing the entire governance structure to address pockets of 
underperformance, is not an efficient use of resource or e ergy. 

We consider the country will get better o t mes b  providing more 
flexibility and resourcing to loc  schools  bette  manage and resource 
teacher quality and supply. W ere sch ls are not performing, this is 
where the Ministry and our bro r educa ion community need to focus 
additional resources to nce their abi ity to deliver to the standard we 
expect in this country  

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1990 

Trauma informed 
practice 

Trauma-informed practice must be include  as th  are so many children 
who have had adverse childhood experiences d there i   h ge amount of 
evidence that shows that these children need to  supported i  a way that 
can help them build a positive life path 

Schools need to understand traumatized children and support them. New 
Zealand needs to follow the models of attachment aware schools 

[Email from school board] 
Mike Membery, 
Chairperson, Western 
Heights High School, Sub 
1991 

All 8 issues The hub idea is very aspirational but h ving he b st people for the role is 
going to be difficult to achieve an  mo t l kely th  current people will simply 
be moved sideways. Help those sc ools n t ope ating well with more 
Ministry assistance at a high level. he other schools should get help in areas 
they highlight as an issue.[Disc ses ll 8 issues] 

Encourage review to identify what is working so not to create a ground 
zero approach, risking the loss of critical existing knowledge and 
capabilities. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1993 

Target support Our education sys m cont ues to produce large numbers of unmotivated, 
poorly prepared citiz s of the future. It is a system that panders to a low 
denominator  S ess is ot a goal. The present proposal will further 
exacerbate t is deplorable tuation 
Totally opp ed to suc essful well performing, well governed schools being 
drag d into  central ed hub situation. It will only lower the total level of 
ou  educ ion system as a whole. 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from school board] 
Mike Torrie, Chair, 
Campion College, Sub 1996 

Erosion of the principle 
of subsidiarity 
Position of state- 
integrated schools 
Status of principals 

Support the social justice principle of subsidiarity where the decision making 
is devolved to the lowest capable level 
Those closest to influencing the achievement of students. In most situations 
this is at the school level 
Significant omission and recognition of the unique position of state 
integrated schools within the proposals outlined re enrolment areas, position 
of proprietor, tagged teacher positions and property 
Hubs appointing principals to a particular school on a five year contract 
would result in instability for schools and principals. We also believe that the 
suitability of the Principal to a state-integrated school would be at risk 

The unique position of state integrated schools m ans that th y should be 
given similar consideration as Kaupapa Māori scho ls (spec fic national 
hub) 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 1997 

Target support Changes put at risk our engaged school community. Emphasis sh uld i tead e placed and targeted towards those schools that 
could use an extr  helping hand for whatever reason. 

[Email from school board] 
Malcolm Milner, Principal, 
Balmoral School, Sub 1998 

Governance and aims of 
change 

Changes to the organisational and governance structures of the education 
system in isolation - without a coherent strategy to address underlying social 
factors - is unlikely to have the impact that the report aspires to. 

No spe ific re mm ndations 

[Email from school board] 
Vicki Gulleford, Chair BoT, 
Kaikōura Primary, Sub 1999 

BoT governance 
Principal contracts and 
employment processes 

Clarify how the contracting/performance managing of principals w  work No spec ic recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2001 

Learning support 
Competition 
Decile funding 
Evidence & ideology 
Te Ao Māori 

Special needs children are underserved 
Competition is further disadvantaging the most vulnerable children 
Decile system is outdated and not fit-for-purpose 
Governmental ideology, not based on evidence, negatively impacts on 
teachers 
Te Reo, Te Ao Māori and Te Tiriti isn't priori ed enoug  

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2004 

Teacher status 
Parent engagement 

Need to elevate the status of teachers within New aland soci ty - make it 
well paid, sought after job with greater art tim  opp tunities o appeal to 
working parents 
Limit volunteers on boards - ther  simp  isn't en ugh commitment given 
when everyone has their regular jo  to foc   too 
Engage parents more  par ts are es ential partners in a child's education 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2006 

Governance BoT governance is desir d Status quo is desired 

[Email from school board & 
staff] Dave Appleyard, 
Principal, Rata Street 
School, Naenae, Sub 2009 

Governance Proposed Hub  to  large 
Higher leve  governan e could mitigate worse effects of competition 

Use current governance structure through Kāhui Ako 

[Email from individual]  
 Principal,  

, Sub 2011 

Equity 
Leadership 
Role of Ministry 
Resourcing 
Hubs 
Principal app i tments 
St us of p ofessi n 

S pport h  recommendations around equity - a good place to start would be 
the su gesti n hat equity funding be increased in line with other OECD 
LEA ERSHIP of the system has been seriously lacking and hence the sector 
h s been buffeted and bruised by policies and ideologies that have often not 
be n based in evidence. Many of the changes have been more about political 
ex ediency and electoral advantage. Many of these policies have also 
impacted directly on the professional work of teachers in a way that would 
never be accepted in other professions. This needs to change 

No specific recommendations 
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  Role of the ‘reconfigured’ Ministry would need to be one that was much 
more able to exercise leadership of the sector. Some sort of bipartisan 
agreement about how we exercise the leadership and guardianship of our 
education system will also need to be arrived at if the recommendations are 
to have any chance of success 
Success in implementing the recommendations of the report will require a 
commitment to substantial additional resourcing 
Far too many roles assigned to the potential hubs. If we were to have them, it 
would be much better to have HUBs whose main function was to support and 
deliver services more efficiently and effectively to schools. A phased-in 
implementation of HUBS in areas of greatest need may be wiser than full- 
scale implementation 
Support the recommendation in the report. The current method of principal 
appointment has been far too precarious and variable and subject (both 
consciously and unconsciously) to community bias. I agree that there must 
still be community input 
Disappointed that the STATUS of teaching was not more directly addressed 
in the report. We do need some significant and immediate moves to make 
teaching a more attractive profession if we are to recruit and retain ron  
candidates. The whole area of recruitment, the consistency of In ial Teac er 
education and some agreement as to how we sustain and supp rt quality n 
the profession deserved a more detailed treatment 

 

[Email from school board], 
BoT, Rolleston College, 
Sub 2013 

Support the 
recommendations for 
collaboration at 
teacher/learning level 
Against Hub formation 

We support the intent of collaboration and cooperation but wish to ghlight 
that we have reservations around implementation, the devil is always i  the 
detail 
The vast majority of Boards operate very well and that we may be changing a 
system that needs review but not wholesale hange 
We run the risk of throwing out much of what  currently d and 
functional to ‘fix’ certain parts of the body that co ld function etter. We 
wonder whether in an attempt to remedy om  reas hat need  be 
addressed[collaboration between scho ls, a r view of how Professional 
Development is delivered] we are ‘fix g’ parts o  the system that are 
functioning very well 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
Rosalie McFarlane & Dan 
Carrasco, Director of 
Education & Associate 
Director of Education, 
Seventh-day Adventist 
Education in New Zealand, 
Sub 2014 

Achievement 
Integrated schools - 
governance renwi& 
choice 

Disparity in student chievement an ppropriate focus 
Education Hubs don't take into a ou t Integrated schools' relationships with 
the crown 
Opportunities must  upheld for people wanting Adventist value-based 
education 

As integrated schools negotiate opening and closure directly with the 
Minister of Education, this should not be divested to Education Hubs. This 
is a function that must remain at a national level 
It is imperative that Proprietors would also be part of this consultation. 
This would also apply to the concept of ‘enrolment zones’. We do not want 
unbridled choice, nor would we seek to grow as a sector at the demise of 
others in the wider network of state schooling. We want to be able to serve 
those in a community who want an Adventist values based education 
fairly, as part of the state schooling sector 
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[Email from individual] 
 

, 
Sub 2019 

Complexity 
Urgency and Priority 
Meaningful school 
review 

Culture of criticism against schools must go 
Increased resourcing for social determinants of poor educational outcomes 
must be addressed 
Address the following before sweeping reform: behavioural needs, learning 
needs, raising the status of teaching and equity between primary and 
secondary schools 
Schools should input more into the education review process (working 
together 'with' schools) 
School critique fuels competition 

Social determinants across sector need to be integ ated and dressed 
alongside this review 

[Email from school board] 
Rebecca Chenery, Chair 
BoT, Ellerslie School, Sub 
2020 

Lacks detail Insufficient detail in the report to support or refute recommendations Further thinking, fur her i forma n and further consultation is required 
before any final decision  are made on final recommendations and the 
implementa ion of hese 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 2021 

Target support Trying to fix a multitude of so-called problems that only apply to a small 
number of schools. 

Work  thos  cho s that need to pick up their teaching practice and 
profession lism 

[Email from organisation], 
Christchurch Christian 
Education Network, Sub 
2025 

Evidence 
Integrated schools 
Social determinants 

Logic of the report is not underpinned by evidence or verifiable research 
Rights of State Integrated schools have received little attention in he rep t 
Hub governance threatens State-Integrated school function 
Social determinants and loss of societal values are important an  und played 
in the report 

K hui A o need better access to contestable innovation funding with a 
rioritisation on innovation and a greater flexibility in their operation to 

ena le improved responsiveness to local needs 
We believe that where, as is the case in many SIS, the Special Character of 
the school is based on a set of spiritual values with associated transcendent 
beliefs which give intrinsic spiritual value to the individual and promote 
collective wellbeing, this promotes a significant motivation to learn and is 
a much greater driver of educational success than school governance 
structure 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2026 

Governance Loss of democracy with proposed changes 
Trial of proposed system is required 

Regional hubs should be trialled with schools that need them not high 
decile schools who already established their own successful system 

[Email from school board], 
BoT, St Patrick's Catholic 
School, Taupo, Sub 2028 

Not enough evidence to 
support 
recommendations 

There is too little information on how S te in grate  schools ould be 
affected by the proposed changes 
Central to the original purpose of nteg t n was he fundamental right of a 
child to have a Catholic education  The f dam ntal principles that guided 
the establishment of the integrated s hool system included the right to extend 
existing schools and build new es t  meet the demands of legitimate 
expansion and pr ven ne d 
The recommendati s in this eport do not uphold those rights of the 
proprietor 

Rather than reduce the choice of school options, the focus should be on 
ensuring schools that are providing poor educational outcomes for their 
students are given the resourcing and management and teaching support to 
improve their leadership, responsiveness and student outcomes. This can 
be facilitated by the Education Hub, with intense involvement from 
educational specialists 

[Email from organisation] 
 

Sub 
2035 

Food in schools 
Engaging communities 

Focus of submission is ch d en and' villages' in which they are raised and 
future they ce 
Sound busine s case f r food in schools (social/cultural, environmental, and 
ec nomi  benefit )  Universality of school meals/kai breaks down socio- 
e onom c b riers and labels (poverty). Positive international evidence-based 
outcomes th t food in schools increases education outcomes 
Dem rati  withdrawal is well-documented with concerns over candidate 
ca ibre, voter drop-off, and reduced trust in government officials and 
ins itutions in New Zealand and elsewhere 

Food in Schools – recommend comprehensive nationwide roll-out in state 
primary schools, beginning with a pilot cluster, as an integrated universal 
response to current child centred concerns on poverty and health. with 
‘home economics’ preparation for future lifestyles 
Engaging Communities – recommend restructuring School Boards of 
Trustees into Local Government Community Boards as the nation’s 
smallest units of democracy closest to the people with boundaries based on 
neighbourhood clusters to strengthen and enhance intergenerational 
relationships for change and a better future 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2037 

Teacher education 
School year 
Class size 
Literacy and Numeracy 
Life skills 

Submission makes numerous recommendations about teacher education and 
pay, class size, curriculum, teaching and assessment 

Numerous recommendations about teacher educa on and pa  class size, 
curriculum, teaching and assessment 

[Email from individual]  
 

 
 Sub 

2040 

Governance 
Choice 
Teaching 
Leadership 
Resourcing 
Central education 
agencies 
Evidence 

Hubs bureaucratic, costly and disenfranchising 
Some form of choice of school is an important factor for all parents - also it 
helps to identify schools that may not be performing well and need help 
Quality of teaching is the major determinant of successful education 
outcomes, is partially influenced by the principal and senior staff, and by the 
supply of well trained and skilled junior teachers. Some national initiatives 
are needed to address this and, whilst Boards of Trustees can do little about 
this directly, they should not be bypassed 
Quality of the school is generally reflected in the quality of its leader, 
principals must remain accountable to their Board of Trustees 
If we reduce the available resources by reducing the work of the (larg ly) 
voluntary and often quite skilled Boards of Trustees at the expens  of 
employing many specialists and administrators across the coun ry to run he 
Hubs then we are compounding the problem 
Don't believe that "agencies have lost the capacity and capability  eeply 
influence schools in their core business..", as I don't think they man ed to 
earn that in the first place 
If report is to be believed it needs to be far more thorough on relating 
evidence to findings and assessing their impact - It was po r in this regard 

Fine-tune the current operations and targe  the schools most in need rather 
than scrap the current mode  
A national assessme t framew k is a priority - if we can't measure then 
we can't manage 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2041 

Inadequate response time 
Social fabric 

This report proposes trying to use the educatio  system t  fix what is social 
inequity - this is not what education is about.as S crates woul  say education 
is about the kindling of a flame not the filli  of a v sel 
Everywhere in this document are the s gns of he well-trodden path, paved 
with good intentions - need to know th  de ail 
Plethora of sub recommendations n ne r be esponded to by the sector in 
the time frame given 

That you fix that which is most broken first - start with learning support 
because that is the area of most concern 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2050 

Support the 
recommendations 

There are many of us who suppo  the recommendations but don't want to 
attend the hui be us  we now we will be shouted down by other loud and 
vocal high-school d high- cile principals who can only see things from 
their point of view. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

2051 

Scholarships to high 
decile schools 

A scholarship exam, let’s  at end of primary school. To select a reasonable 
number of s udents from lower decile schools to enter some of the higher 
decile  more restigiou  schools. Yes, we are selecting some winners, 
however mprov  access to better education and exposure of students to a 
more di ers  cohort will have some beneficial aspects. 

Have a scholarship exam at the end of primary school to select a 
reasonable number of students from lower decile schools to enter some of 
the higher decile, more prestigious schools. 

[Email from individual] Dr 
, Sub 2052 

Lack of ethical 
governance at a school 

We h ve ca e studies to share and first-hand experience that raise concerns of 
ck f eth cal governance of this school that has had detrimental effects on 

m ny families 

The need to remove corrupt staff and disarm power from BoTs is vital and 
the time for action is now. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

2053 

Target support Eq ity and Excellence are at the heart of the Taskforce's recommendations - 
there are no silver bullets to reaching these goals and any changes made, need 
to be part of a long term strategy however I think the blanket approach to all 

Targeted funding, resource and support could make a big difference to 
those schools that need it within the school life of a year 9 next year 
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  schools advocated in the review will fail in delivering any short term gains 
for those schools that really need funding, change and support. 

 

[Email from school board] 
, Sub 

2054 

No need for major 
reform 
Fix Learning Support 

No need for major reforms of the education system as it currently stands. If 
the right people are supporting schools in the right areas, the change that is 
necessary will come naturally 
Education is only one factor in children’s lives. There are also many other 
societal issues that need to be addressed that will make the overall outcome 
for children better 
If any change is to come out of this review, concentrate on support for 
children with learning, disability and behavioural needs - this will have 
benefit for all children 

We do however recommend that the Mi istry is econfigured to re- 
establish trust and also to be more proac ive nd ef cient. All of the sectors 
that work together under this umbrella ne  to be s reamlined to become 
more efficient. Though it is unl kely to happ  i  would be wonderful to 
see the education system removed o i  of the political system, to ensure 
continuity and accountability over time 

[Email from individual] 
, Board member, 

Sub 2055 

Retain Board powers 
Take models used by 
successful schools into 
consideration 

Not in favour of an Education Hub that takes powers off Boards of Trustee if 
it means the outcomes for students will be worse, e.g., suspensions 
Like to see models used by successful schools taken into consideration 
If any powers are to be taken off the Boards of Trustee it would not be 
Suspensions, Employment, Strategic and Annual Planning but of a financial 
nature, thus allowing Board to focus on Student Wellbeing and Achievement 
Like to see the responsibility of teaching staff being appointed/empl y  at a 
local school level and not by Hubs, who may not understand the eachers  
school needs 

Take model  used  suc ul schools into consideration 
Employ tea hin  staff t a local school level - not by Hubs 
Princi al app intmen  should be made by the entire board in consultation 
with the Ministry 
The āhui Ako model to be used more in the development of teachers and 
staf  

rainin  for Boards of Trustees should be compulsory 
A  affing (Principal, Teachers, TAs) appraisals should be done by 
independent people 
No permanent provision for Te Reo in every school, only where it is 
appropriate 

[Email from organisation] 
Kane Wilson, Schools & 
Community Manager, 
Aktive - Auckland Sport & 
Recreation, Sub 2056 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Disability & Learning 
Support 
Teaching 

Support Hubs as they present the opportunity for more impactful and 
meaningful engagement for us and our partners regarding port, recreation 
and physical activity policies, plans and initiatives and wo ld also present the 
opportunity for us to align our “Communitie  of Ac ities” with them 
School and community partnerships allow for t  opportuni y of physical 
activity while students are at school and the sustai bility of physical activity 
once they leave school. – thus we supp rt the rther velopment of full 
service schools and the more intensive use o  sch ol building and facilities 
both during and outside of school hour  
The access to sporting opportunitie  for st d  with disabilities is poor in 
Auckland. We can advocat  for this ccess to be improved and in doing so 
we support your recommendatio  
We support and a v cate s ecifically for support in the Physical Education 
curriculum area and n wellbe ng and sport in schools. There is an increasing 
diversity in population  our schools in Auckland. This needs to be 
acknowledg d and resour  eveloped for new and existing teachers to be 
able to wor  in this di rse environment 

That the proposed change from Boards of Trustees to the new HUB 
approach happen. The HUB can be a mechanism to determine policy on 
school use of facilities, equity and resources as the community needs. We 
also recommend that the HUB base decisions and future planning on the 
Principles of Te Tiriti O Waitangi 
That schools become full service sites with the development of existing 
and new school and community relationships and partnerships. This would 
encourage a full use of community assets 
That the Ministry continues to lead national strategy and policy work and 
that more resource is put into schools to allow for much better opportunity 
for students with learning support and disability requirements 
That more resource be targeted at Primary, Intermediate and Secondary 
school teachers when they are training to become teachers and once they 
are teaching. We also recommend that once teaching, Primary and 
Intermediate teachers are given the ongoing opportunity to be 
professionally developed in sport, physical activity, wellbeing and physical 
education 
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[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2057 

Fix what's broken 
Hubs and suspension 
Zoning 
Principals 
Intermediates 

Seems a very rushed proposal with a small portion of opinions being taken 
into consideration 
Let’s not jump into fixing what’s not broken 
Moving principals around every five years is only going to add to the unrest 
already felt in the sector 
Do not agree with the hub making decisions regarding children who need to 
be punished or expelled. The school principal and deans know these kids and 
understand their backgrounds 
It is the right of a parent to make the decision as to where they want to send 
their child to school whether it be for religious reasons, preference of a single 
sex school or school strength in a particular subject 
Intermediate school is a very important part of learning and a foundation for 
going to college, without this 2 year step you are expecting a huge jump for 
children who are not mentally and physically ready for college. This system 
has been in place for a very long time and I have seen no evidence of any 
damage or missing out that these children have experienced 

Concentrate on guiding and correcting the things that aren’  unctioning 
well. Work on small areas and get positive results fore jumping in and 
overhauling the whole school system. 

[Email from individual]  
 

Educationalist, Sub 2058 

[Contains reference 
material including notes 
from a 2014 AERA 
Distinguished Lecture 
‘Accelerating How We 
Learn’ 
no comment on TSR 
report] 

NA NA 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Educationalist, Sub 2060 

Governance 
School support services 

Discusses  MA research which found Tomorrows Sch ols has rewarded 
the top twenty to thirty percent of children  the d triment f seventy per 
cent of children 
Suggests alternative hub model to prevent 'Minis y of Educat n offspring' 

Hubs of educational opportunity facilitate optimum support for all schools 
and tertiary institutions including Educational Research, Special 
Educational support services, Te Reo Māori support program teachers and 
psychological services 
These services are support services that ensure schools run more efficiently 
and effectively therefore ensuring Schools are still autonomous and are 
allowed to reflect their cultural identity within the community they reside 
in. 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2102 

Opt in to hubs Happy with operation of boards Allow opt in to hubs 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2105 

Target support 
Oppose centralisation 

Acknowledge that  mall co ort (it would seem around 10%) of New 
Zealand public schools re not p oducing adequate results, particularly those 
with high Māori and Paci c I lander rolls. These schools need substantial, 
focused hel . They sh uld be able to self-identify and put their hand up to 
receive exte al board upport and extra resource. 

Vote Education needs to be increased but selectively to where needs are 
greatest – not in establishing top heavy centralized bureaucracies 

[Email from school board] 
John Montgomerie, Chair, 
Alfriston School, Sub 2107 

Principal tenure 
Governance 
Competition & choice 
Learning support 
Teaching 

Pri cipa  having  reapply for their jobs in a five-year period is not 
reasonable, his uncertainty is likely to impact negatively on the performance 
and w llbeing f all staff. 
We c n m nage existing school board governance requirements reject the 
p mise that their own school boards lack the capability to manage such 
ma ters. 
Query how hub discretionary funding would be different to current funding 
variables for different learner needs within the operational grant, and where 
discretionary funding would come from. 

The sector should be creating an environment in which hard-working 
people are provided with a stable, certain future and not one in which they 
are unable to see more than five years In front of them. 
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  Concerned that the learning outcomes for our students could be impacted 
negatively through a process which attempts to address network-wide equity. 
Establishment of education hubs is unrealistically aspirational given the 
limited pool of resourcing that prohibits improvements to the current system. 
Proposed regional hubs create an additional level of management and 
governance that does not support schools which are successfully 
operating under the existing board of trustees model. 
Support the existing in-zone enrolment regime and the flexibility that out-of- 
zone enrolment offers - there are fluctuations in in-zone role levels, also 
limiting parents' options to apply for out of zone schools could lead to lack of 
support towards the in-zone school. 
Allocation of the learning support coordinator cannot be dependent upon the 
degree of socio-economic disadvantage - high decile schools also require 
levels of support for students with behavioural and/or learning disabilities. 
Requirement for education hubs to work with Ministry and Education 
Council to coordinate PLO and advisory services seems a cumbersome and 
clumsy approach - difficult to see how this would be an improvement to the 
current system. 
Lack of clarity around the intended roles of Ministry and Educati n Hubs  

 

[Email from school board] 
Bruce Cameron, 
Hillsborough Primary 
School, Sub 2109 

Existing system could be 
better supported [All 8 
issues] 

The existing system works and can be supported and improve  without 
having additional layers of control and management that woul  be req red i  
a hub arrangement 
Lack of evidence to support TF proposals 
[Submission comments on all 8 issues] 

Continue the development of the Kāhui AkoKāhui Ako and see them as 
he support systems required to address many of the recommendations in 

the report 
Where gaps exist improve the Ministry education process to address and 
remedy 
Listen to school Principals and Educators, value the work they do 

[Email from organisation] 
Raewyn Jones, Chief 
Executive, WEL Energy 
Trust, Sub 2110 

Equity Agree that the amount of equity funding de ivered  New Zealand Schools is 
inadequate 

We PROPOSE that best practice in the use of equity funding by schools 
would include consideration being given to a universal Food in Schools 
programme. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2111 

Governance Current community and governance st ucture upports the success of many 
schools. Being in a Hub would underm ne ucces  Innovation and success is 
important: Mediocrity or a “one s e fits ll” app oach should be avoided. 

Hubs could be designed to direct the Ministry’s limited resources to 
boosting the performance of low performing schools 
Hubs could be efficiently utilised to assist schools that are unable to 
appoint skilled trustees or to assist schools with particular issues, such as 
staff appointments, where they lack the necessary expertise or experience 
State Integrated Schools should be left to govern and meet the State 
Integration Agreement 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 2112 

Governance 
Competition and choice 

School communities a  very a are of their property needs, and have support 
from profess nals to com ly with the rules. The addition of another party to 
consult wit  the school and report to the Project Manager and Architect 
would unne ssarily c mplicate the process, add a layer of bureaucracy 
with u  dding lu  to the result and take control of the school environment 
fr m the c mmunity and place it with people who are not as well acquainted 
w th the sch 's specific needs 
Zoni g will not remedy the problem of inequity, because there is already 
i quity in people's ability to choose where to live. It will relegate people 
wh  do not have choice over the location of their home to also have no 
ch ice over the school their child attends. It will also make it difficult for 
hose 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from school board], 
 

, Sub 2114 

Governance[and all 8 
issues] 

Addresses all 8 issues - see recommendations We suggest that the Taskforce reconsider its prop sed applic ion of the 
Hubs to all schools 
The Taskforce could consider how the e isting licy settings including 
Kāhui Ako could be modified to work b tter  athe  than changing the 
whole system entirely to create Hubs 
We suggest, and our track reco d bears out th  he current system isn't 
entirely broken, so in our view ene y an  resources would best be focused 
on those aspects of the system that don't ork effectively for a select group 
of schools or students 
We consider that the evel f a hority the Report recommends for the Hub 
should be restricted to schools that are not flourishing under the current 
model of loc l go rnan  supporting them to address their challenges 

[Email from school board] 
Alan Hood, Chair, 
Bethlehem College, Sub 
2115 

Special character, hubs 
and Governance 
Local iwi 
Zoning 
Donations 

The role of school boards in being able to protect this vision through 
independent decision making regarding both the special character decision 
making and hiring of staff, and behaviour management that reflect this 
special character is very important to maintain 
We are also concerned that in light of the changes our connection to local iwi 
will also be impacted. While the idea of Mana Whenua representation within 
the review is paramount, what provisions will be put in place to re ognis  
and protect pre-existing relationships? We believe also that our elationsh p 
with our local iwi and hapū could be of interest to the taskfor  as an 
example of how the Treaty principles of protection, participation nd 
partnership can influence the integration of Mana Whenua voice w in a 
special character school context 
Enrolments come from a wider area within the communi y and the idea of 
creating a zone of enrolment would prevent many parents from being able to 
make choice of a special character schools 
Removing the ability to ask for a donation will imit the opp tunity of the 
parent to be able to support the school in providin  for the spe ial character 
that influences their child's education 

Li ten to familie  and he school communities in the provision of special 
char ter ed ation 
At the n xt stag   the review process, it would be good to engage in 
di gue w h special character schools in order for the tomorrow’s 
scho s taskf ce to get a better understanding of the decision-making 
pr cess nd requirements that are specific to this model of schooling 
t is im ortant that the recommendations of the taskforce will reinforce and 

assist special character schools to continue to provide for the on-going 
success of integrated schools 
Rather than fitting the schools and their communities into one box, it is 
better to create a system that meets the changing needs of the individual 
schools and their communities 
It is important that the review takes into account relationships like this and 
allows ways for active pursuit of local approaches that engage the 
principles of partnership, protection and participation as outlined within the 
Treaty of Waitangi, so these can be allowed to continue to develop 
Before further decision-making is made, that there be more specific detail 
in the proposals: how they will incorporate the existing Integration Act that 
reflects the Crown's commitment to ongoing partnership between them and 
Special Character Schools 

[Email from organisation] 
Stewart Brougham, 
Chairman, Christchurch 
Educated, Sub 2116 

International education The report fails to reflect informed r approp iate consideration of outcomes 
required by the Inter ation  Educat n Strategy or the Terms of Reference 
for the Review of Tomo ow’s Sch  (consider 21st Century learning) 
Report fails to ack wledg  the need to organise schools in a way that 
maximises the value ffered fr m enrolling foreign students in order to 
support the int tiona ation of our curriculum for 21st Century learning 
There is ins fficient information or explanation of the only statement about 
internationa  students  the report to allow a submission to be made. We 
theref e submit that e consultation process is incomplete and does not 
support l itimate consultation in this area 
We un ersta d the Taskforce will not be providing feedback to stakeholders 
follo ing th s submission process and stakeholders will therefore remain 

info d on recommendations ultimately put to Parliament - we have no 
co fidence that this process supports legitimate consultation 
W  submit that the Taskforce report does not represent the best interests of 
New Zealand in regard to the role and opportunities from international 
education in our schools 

No specific recommendations 
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  We firmly reject the position taken by the Taskforce that enrolling 
international students is fundraising 
Furthermore, we submit that the view offered by the Taskforce undermines 
attempts to gain increased support for international education and its staff in 
New Zealand schools and ultimately poses a threat to international education 
in the state school sector 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2118 

Target support Against this new proposal being suggested as the majority of school are 
functioning very well so why unset the current systems for the minority of 
schools. 

Put more funding into these sc ool  hat re not doing so well and work on 
lifting their standards instead of disrupting all the schools. 

[Email from multiple 
principals]  

 
Sub 2120 

Summary of areas of 
broad agreement between 
the majority of Principals 
in the cluster 

Much we agree with in the Report, but many aspects that raise important 
questions or concerns, and some for which we feel the evidence for efficacy 
is lacking 
We have a shared belief that it is teachers, families and communities who 
make the real difference for learners 
Any initiative that sets out to improve learning outcomes must include a 
focus on recruiting, training and supporting world-class educators, working 
collaboratively within the framework of an appropriately-resourced, 
professionally-led education system 
The inequities in student outcomes highlighted by the report refl t a 
pervasive and deeply-ingrained socio-economic disparity with n New 
Zealand society that is broader than education alone 
Educational outcomes are to a large extent a symptom, not a caus  f this 
disparity 
With the challenges facing teachers becoming increasin y complex, we 
stress that changes to the organisational and governance s ructures of the 
education system in isolation - without a coherent strategy o address 
underlying social factors - is unlikely to have he kind f rev lutionary 
impact that the report aspires to 
Proposals that we, as a group, have concern  about nd/or do n t support in 
their current form: 1. The Hub concept may h e mer , but ly if 
implemented as a ‘support service’ m el t  cho ls. We have concerns that 
the Hubs could easily end up func ionin  like a r gional office or the pre- 
Tomorrow’s Schools model of Edu ation ds. Checks, balances and 
independence from t nsito y politic l agendas would be essential to 
safeguarding local character, commun ty responsiveness and context. 
Additionally, any restruct ing is likely to have significant cost implications, 
which we believe uld be tter spent on recruitment and retention of 
teachers and/or learnin  suppor  provision 
2. The Hub  the employ  f teachers/Principals. We feel that schools know 
their learne  and are st placed to make these decisions, including 
managing staff performance 
3  Board  dvising on curriculum and assessment, as Principals are the 
B ard’  pri ry educational adviser 
4. Limits on local fundraising for schools without appropriately increased 
over me t funding 

5.  year contracts for Principals (which we would oppose, but which we 
un erstand has been amended since the publication of the Report) 
n terms of the proposals made for alternate models for Intermediate-level 

education, there are a range of different views on this, and no clear consensus 
has emerged between us at this time. 

We suggest the follo ing rior s should be factored in the debate: 
1. No increase in fundin  for di advantaged schools by re-allocating and 
thereby red cing f ding  nother 
2. mprove  pay and c nditions for teachers, as part of a broader 
recru ment d reten on workforce strategy 
3. Identi ing sch ols who need support and/or who are unable to recruit 
app priate Board capacity and capability, with the option for schools to 
delegate governance to the local Hub if needed 
4  Reduc d pupil to staff ratios, particularly for schools facing the most 
ignifi ant challenges 

5. Ensuring a responsive learning support system that is geared to meet the 
eeds of students and more effectively allocate resources to the ‘front-line’ 

with the provision of significant additional resourcing in order to 
adequately meet the needs of all learners 
6. Significantly improved capacity and access to learning support staff, 
including specialist expertise such as Speech Language Therapists and 
Educational Psychologists 
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[Email from organisation] 
 

, Sub 
2121 

Addresses all 8 issues Addresses all 8 issues - see recommendations Essential to have a clear and transparent process ound the ppointment of 
practising educators on the governance board  Thes  educat rs must have 
credibility and recent, positive experienc  in sch ol set ngs in order for the 
Education Hub model to be effective 
Any decisions made by a local hub regar ing student suspensions and 
exclusions should be supported by a relevan  ce from the student’s 
school community 
The review must take into account the n ure of New Zealand’s rural 
communities with pro ision for isol ti n, distance from main centres, 
transport options and pupil numbers 
Initial Teacher Educatio  must provide beginning teachers’ with skills and 
understandings to dentify  m nage and support students with complex and 
challengin  learning and behavioural needs 
The anag m nt staff ng inequity that exists between secondary and 
primary scho  sect s must be addressed 
A y closur  and mergers of schools must take into account community 
inpu  and refl ct parent choice 
The lega  and industrial advisory service that currently sit within New 

ealand School Trustees Association (NZSTA) should be included in the 
responsibilities of the education hub 
Honouring the intent of the Treaty of Waitangi is paramount and this 
should be reflected in the provision of high quality teaching and learning 
provision through dedicated Kaupapa Māori settings 
Clear limits should be placed on donations and fees charged by state and 
state integrated schools 
In order to foster change in our most needy communities, the Education 
Hub should be employing staff to get into homes to support change there. 
Without that, nothing changes 
Options for secondment between schools and Education Hubs and the 
Ministry of Education and Teaching Council should be a choice and 
be linked to a specific outcome 
Principals should have an element of choice if, and when, they are asked to 
relocate 
A more flexible approach is essential to ensure the success of the Kāhui 
Ako model. To date the formulation of these groups, the setting of targets 
and the process of implementing change has been very slow and in many 
cases, non-existent. There also needs to be a clear set of accountability 
measures in place 

[Email from individual] 
, DP, Sub 

2122 

Support hubs staffed by 
educators 

Current sys m encourages competition between schools, facilitates “out of 
zone” issues nd adds  inequality for learners, and huge traffic and housing 
probl  
S pport h  development of Hubs but concerned that they could be staffed by 
b reau rats w h no understanding of the work of teachers - essential that the 
main ocus emains on the core business of schools – teaching and learning, 
h bs sh uld be staffed by current educators 
Do not support Hubs allowing an opt-in approach to governance and support 
se vices - this could create another tiered system 
Hubs ought to take responsibility for services in order to deliver them 
equitably across schools 

Hubs should be staffed by current educators 
Regardless of how well principals feel they already manage their schools, 
Education Hubs ought to take responsibility for services 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2123 

BoTs 
5 year principal contracts 

Notes lack of engagement by parents other than Board of Trustees members 
is an indictment on the system considering this is the biggest review in 
education in three decades, and concern that the cost to implement these 
significant changes will not address many of the real issues -may simply be 
that public money might be better spent better resourcing and supporting the 
existing model 
However if there is change then: 
Board of Trustees election process relies on elected members of the 
community bringing certain skills. The proposed changes around re-orienting 
Board core responsibilities would potentially render a number of these skill 
sets redundant. While there are Boards that struggle due to the available skills 
of their Trustees in identified areas such as finance and property, I have 
reservations about the skills of Trustees in relation to education 
A five year contract is too long for cases where a bad Principal becomes 
employed at a school 

Any reorienting of the core responsibilities of Bo rds must c ncide with 
the introduction of policies and procedures for mon oring the performance 
of Boards 
Boards of Trustees should also be revie ed on an nual basis 
The five year contract period should apply o teach rs already employed at 
a school for Boards who wish  retain their P ncipal. New Principals or 
Principals shifting to a new sc ool oul  have an initial two year contract 
with an option to extend for a further thre  if the Board approves. There 
should be community onsu ation  that process for instances where a 
school community is unhappy ith an existing Principal and would like to 
see change 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 Sub 2124 

Address real issues 
Parent choice 
School and community 
autonomy 

Many recommendations covered in the report do not address the real 
concerns, particularly class sizes along with engaging and retaining effective 
teaching staff 
The changes proposed will lead to disempowerment of the board f trust s 
and principals, teachers being disengaged, reduce parental and l cal 
community involvement, and also serve to remove the parent regiver'  
rights to choosing their children's learning facilities and thus lea  th m 
feeling marginalised 

Address s ools that are not performing and learn from those that are with 
the f ance s ed from a major overhaul of governance being channelled 
in  red ing class numbers, along with training and retention of good staff 

[Email from organisation] 
 
, 

Sub 2125 

Tech in education 
Fluid, national network 
of learning 

Need to fully recognise the potential impact of technology on educatio   and 
in particular at a system-wide level 
There are no regional boundaries when online 
Potentially have a fluid, national network of arning t any learner could 
tap into 
TSR is an opportunity to leverage technolo y to re ise a visio  for education 
in New Zealand which establishes scho ls as twork  as coll borators and 
as providers in a boundary-less enviro men  base  on an established, proven 
model that has been in place in some fo m since 1994 (i.e. NetNZ) 

Need to explore the role that a range of organisations including Te Kura, 
networks of schools and ultimately every school plays that needs to be 
explored 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

2126 

Direct support to schools No amount of juggling hubs and bo rds’ responsibilities is going to work as 
learning happens with teach  and s udents. 

Take an approach of two teachers per class or ratios where teachers can 
cope in these days of such diverse and often difficult students’ needs. 

[Email from multiple 
people]  

, Sub 2127 

Opt in to hubs Having a central h  will b  less personal and be lost in bureaucracy. I do 
believe that dedicatin  more re urces to schools that need it – but ones that 
are managing  perfor ing should be left to teach the kids as they are 
doing now with no problems. 

An opt in, opt out model could work. 

[Letter from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2129 

Equity funding 
Governance 

Hub propos ls the lead ng concern of many with the Review - will 
ema te Bo rds in heir current form 
S ong s ep icism about the ability of Hubs to provide timely and helpful 
s ppo  to s h ls (as expected by the Taskforce) - ‘baby out with the bath 
wate  and reate significant and unnecessary disruption 
H b model ‘eerily similar to the failed system of the past.’ 
M ority of schools meeting the standard (i.e. a review cycle of three years or 
m re) 

Address equity funding with urgency 
Focus on failing schools 
Use existing mechanisms within Ministry to address issues 
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  Other problems - insufficient funding for disadvantaged students, insufficient 
quality teachers to select from, poor support from the Ministry of Education 
and inadequate assistance for students with behavioural problems. 

 

[Letter from school board] 
 

 
 

 
, Sub 

2130 

Lack of detail 
Governance 
Resourcing 
Teaching quality 
Leadership 
Central education 
agencies 
Employment issues 
Political agendas 

Board: insufficient detail to offer informed comment 
Governance: like the idea of a hub, but concerned that the community voice 
would be lost from decision-making 
Resourcing for supporting learning with additional needs is ‘woeful’ 
including inadequate training for teachers (both in Initial Teacher Education 
and in-house) on how best to teach students with additional needs or severe 
behavioural issues, importance of Boards and principals having a role in all 
appointments (including teacher aides), and inadequacy of therapy provision 
for children with special needs 
Teaching quality also an issue re ITE 
Support for Taskforce’s recommendations on school leadership and central 
agencies - although latter needs clarifying 
Agree that competition between state schools is not healthy 
Teachers: 
Agree with Board re autonomy of school community and support/f ndi g fro 
students with additional needs 
Uncertainty about job security for teachers and principals 
Challenge the proposition pertaining to guaranteed employment r ewly 
trained teachers and question the ability of the Hubs to assess these achers 
Potential quality implications of having the Hubs appointed teacher aid  
Questioned how schools would be protected from politic ed agencies being 
spread through schools and whether there was alignment b tween 
teachers/learners and the government in term  of wh  was important 
Fixing the decile system, disestablishing ERO a d having a  ast 50% of the 
Hub boards staffed by practitioners were cited as t  most com elling 
recommendations in the report. 

Board recommendations: 
Greater clarification of the recomm ndati ns 
Address resourcing of support ng learning with additional needs 
immediately 
Initial Teacher Educatio  ITE) needs immediate attention re teacher 
quality 

[Email from school board], 
, Sub 

2131 

Hubs Hubs being employers - 125 schools p r hub not acticable 
Value in community connection w en d ling w h suspensions etc. 
The success of the Ed hubs comes d wn to recruitment of the right people 
Like the proposed transition ar gements 
Like the national leadersh  centre 
Question whether ding av ilable to implement 

BoTs to choose whether they keep their governance structure and BoT 
responsibilities as now, or opt for reduced BoT responsibilities and access 
services from Hub through consultation with the Board to ensure we 
maintain the community at the heart of the school 
If Boards are functioning well and the independent evaluation office agrees 
with that, there needs to be a level of autonomy 
Cross Party agreements are essential if this initiative goes ahead 

[Letter from individual] 
 Principal, 

Sub 2132 

Hubs Reject the fundamental p po ition of the Taskforce’s report - education 
system is n  broken 
Self-governi g school model works well for vast majority of schools and 
stud nt  most f the me 
Hubs w l f il to address the issues of failing schools or broader systemic 
issues  and co ld potentially seriously degrade the system over time 
Don’  throw the baby out with the bath water 
H bs another layer of bureaucracy - will not address specific needs of each 
‘fa ing’ school, nor address underlying issues the education sector faces 
Concern re limitations placed on ability for schools to be responsive to local 
context 

Empowering the Ministry of Education to provide powerful, nuanced and 
agile interventions for schools in need of support - do not create a new 
system 
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  Also concerned re costs of the Hub model and the capability and attributes of 
staff it may attract. 

 

[Email from school board] 
 

 Sub 2133 

Centralisation of current 
areas of BoT 
responsibility 

Areas of concern which focus on what we may lose if there is centralisation 
of current areas of BoT responsibility: relative financial freedom that we 
have is central to my concerns 
Been suggested by the Review Taskforce that responsibility for finance and 
property (maintenance) could be given back to some BoTs under the Hub 
model, there is significant concern about whether BoT contribution could still 
happen 
Ability to have an income stream from International Students supports the 
schools healthy financial position - significant concern from schools and 
SIEBA (Schools International Education Business Association) about what 
proposed changes mean 

Review's greatest concern should be aro nd the current crisis in both 
teacher supply and teacher quality 

[Email from school]  
 

 Sub 2135 

Governance 
Competition and choice, 
Disability and learning 
support 
Teaching 

See recommendations 
Also note Mana Whenua are not always able to be part of a rural school 
Board as the cost and time can be prohibitive and the paltry amount paid to 
boards members does not cover child care or travel 
Extensive commentary on disadvantage experienced by rural school  d 
importance of not threatening access to families' schools of choi  in rura  
areas 
Insufficient funds from Ministry for identified children who str gle  
widely acknowledged and under the HUB system would be even m re 
difficult 

All B ard m mbers should undertake compulsory training not optional 
Board po itions should be paid with interviews for specific roles 
A Bo d sho ld have a panel that interviews and employs – not the 
pro osed HUB but a representative from that entity 

he Boa d should consist of members of the community elected on, paid 
p iti ns such as Chair and Treasurer and Principal[sic] 
A board should have sufficient funds to employ expertise needed and 
identified 
Ministry should be better supporting the few schools that are having 
difficulty instead of lumping an unwanted change solution onto schools 
that are succeeding 
Resources for all staff learning should be fully funded but not directed by 
the Ministry 
Clarity around management and governance is needed both by Board 
members and all staff 
Not all Board members need to have a full understanding of education 
Ministry needs to provide more funding to support children with additional 
learning needs rather than changing the whole system with no guarantees 
that change will be better 
Staff professional development needs to be linked to the current school 
environment as identified by the staff member and principal and supported 
by the BoT 
Ministry support for Principals by removing property concerns is a good 
move but new principals need better and more ongoing and consistent 
support 
All rural schools undergo a generational shift at times and the school 
attendance number is reflected in this - this needs to be considered in any 
change proposed. 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
, Sub 

2136 

All 8 issues We support h  notion of a ‘hub’ if flexible and is not a “one size fits all” 
appr ch. I  a school’s governance structure is working, then don’t change it. 
I  it isn , then hubs could be a solution to that problem. Concerned that these 
m y be implemented with the same bureaucracy as we are currently battling 
wi h existing Ministry of Education 

We recommend that the school chooses what it outsources to hubs, but the 
Ministry through hubs have the ability to take over a school that has 
insufficient number of trustees or where existing governance is failing 
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  We reject the recommendation that principals be appointed on five year 
contracts, but 5 years could be a timetable for reflection of where the 
Principal wants to go next in their career 
Strongly believe in the difference a school focussed on the holistic education 
of an emerging adolescent can make to nascent adults. Impact of this 
educational setting could be advanced by moving to a “junior high” or 
“middle school” model, where the middle school has this age group for 3 
years rather than 2 
Concern that the Hub and schools in the same area would need to be able to 
collaborate and have open, trusting relationships in order for zones to be fair 
Disability and Learning Support - agree with the recommendations in this 
section, however aware that funding is likely to be an ongoing issue 
Support the recommendation to increase the quality of Pre-Service Teacher 
Education. Concerned that secondment between schools and hubs and 
Ministry could be problematic for schools, especially in the current climate 
of staffing difficulties. Need to ensure that it is for the good of all schools 
involved. Large increases in teacher quality will only occur when salaries 
within the profession are raised to a competitive level such that the 
profession is more attractive for the most skilled and educated grad ate  
Have concerns that equity funding model will provide sufficien  school 
funding 
Agree that education system as a whole should be evaluated and p rted on - 
It is important that there are nationwide systems for evaluating scho ls and 
for quality assurance on NZQA assessments 

 

[Email from school board], 
, 

Sub 2137 

Taskforce objectives 
Focus of report 
Hubs and BoT power 
System failing some 
students 

Fundamental approach being proposed is the right one bu  various key points 
within the Report document need further thought or better ommunication 
Report fails to connect the initiatives propos d to the bjecti es highlighted 
in a way that can be easily understood 
We need to review, fix, expand and re-stru ture, ra er than re esign, risk 
and replace 
Creation of School Hubs is aimed at d live ng a more consistent higher 
skilled management process and i  espe ally im ortant to smaller and more 
rural based schools, but comes with risks[s  ecommendations] 
Understand that there is a disp rity b tween excellent schools and poorly 
performing scho ls and is gap m t e reduced, however any solution must 
focus on bringing r per rming schools up rather than risk bringing 
excellent schools do n 

The engagement of parents and family must be increased through at least 
three compulsory parenting programme modules that have achievement 
objectives for Years 0-4, Years 5-9 and Years 10-14. These programmes 
must include behavioural expectations, developmental ideas, study and 
achievement expectations and Values learning for both school and society 
Competent schools still need focused attention or their management 
procedures may start to develop cracks 
Schools and teaching staff need some autonomy to try new things and to be 
backed by a Board that understands that failure is OK as part of a constant 
yearning to succeed 
Focus on disruptive students MUST be at a local level in order to ensure 
effective transitioning and management, not at a regional level where the 
real needs of the student and parents may not be recognised 
There must be more debate to find a consensus on the measurement of 
performance - It is very difficult to determine the current state of our 
schools and then measure if the changes proposed have the desired effect if 
we have not agreed on how such achievement is measured! 
We believe that the direction of the review must be altered to reduce the 
importance of how we administer education and give greater recognition to 
the importance of the curriculum, students and teachers 
There must be increased financial analysis of the costs and benefits of 
these Regional Hubs before any progress is made towards developing them 
and dismantling the current structures 
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   If School Donations are to be disbanded as part o  this new p roach then 
we must be sure that schools can still operate effec vely wi hout this 
income source 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

2138 

All 8 issues Taking power away from boards would have a major effect on the role of 
communities in schools 
Good opportunity to extend Intermediates into Middle School and create 
more stability for students. Additional transition time for children this will 
provide more stability for children and enable better support for learning and 
wellbeing 
Lack of proficient Māori Teachers - not enough professional 
development/learning around this at Universities or at Schools, not enough 
staffing to support these programs 
Competition and Choice - While students continue to be funded in schools 
they are not zoned for, schools will continue to take out of zone students. 
Parents/Students should have the choice of a co-ed school or single sex High 
School where possible 
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP Mentoring from current principals, great id  if it 
doesn’t increase their already high workload 
SCHOOL RESOURCING Management units (Match the number that 
secondary schools receive), Primary school funding for guidan  coun ellors, 
Needs of students should to be taken into account, not just roll siz  
Principal salaries need to be based on the complexity of their job 
CENTRAL EDUCATION AGENCIES Disagree with th  disestablishment 
of ERO 
While education remains a political tool for vote g bbing, e education 
system will struggle to gain momentum for q lity and s ta ned changed 

Needs to be some consistency acr  the n tion in erms of Disability and 
Learning Support and what th  looks like, also what inclusion looks like 
within the classroom 
Needs to be early diagn  and identification so we are aware what is 
coming through our s stem 
There needs to be mo e di ersit  n school leadership, Boards should be 
able to appoint based on heir c mmunity needs 
Great that there is lk of n w pathways for teachers to progress after they 
are rincip s - Remu ration needs to match this. Great that there is talk 
of sup ort f  new principals but this does not necessarily need to come 
from a h b. Thi  pport and PLD needs to be fully funded. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2139 

Oppose proposals The current education system is working well, an  New Zeala d's primary 
and secondary education is among the best in he wo ld. After he change, 
where is the education in New Zealan ? Popularizing basic education and 
weakening elite education 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2140 

Costs 
Target support 
Learning communities 
Address social problems 
Teacher pay 

Concerns about the cost of making he ch  et out in the report - adding a 
layer of bureaucracy in pla e of pass onate, invested and often highly skilled 
parents who in the large majori y f c ses are serving their school 
communities ext mely w ll 
Prefer to see targe  suppor  for those school communities unable to appoint 
sufficient numbers or s ills to the school board of trustees and more focus on 
learning communities wh  experience between schools can be shared, even 
if this has t  be impos d in a structured or regulatory way 
Secondment  between chools may be a valuable way of sharing experience 
within w der co nities 

Additional funding allocation to known problem areas would be a better 
use of government funding 
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  Funding could also be allocated at the front for additional training for 
teachers at schools with social problems 
Like to see these teachers also benefit financially for taking roles in more 
‘difficult’ schools or where underachievement is more prevalent, or in roles 
teaching subjects that are not well resourced currently. A pay structure 
revised in such a way would counter the current imbalance of skilled teaching 
resource 

 

[Email from school board] S 
Saunders, Board Chairman, 
Marlborough Boys' College, 
Sub 2142 

Governance 
Community input and 
ownership 
Learning support 
School resourcing 
ERO 

Welcome review, and inter agency best practice sharing, and better 
resourcing (i.e. removing duplication of NAGs) 
Concern over removal of responsibility around suspensions, exclusions and 
expulsions - could result in significant problems including required retention 
of students who put others at risk 
Risk of losing community feedback, and culture of the school. In proposed 
form there would be no need for current trustees, and therefore a loss of 
professional community elected representatives 
Concern with increased bureaucracy in getting things done by Management 
Current cost structure of Board, low cost and high value 
Disability and learning support - Not sure about mechanics of this, b  
support more resource including financial. Extra finance must ac ually 
support students learning not bureaucracy 
School resourcing - Not enough money to run the school adequ ely 
currently, without community fundraising a significant amount of ategic 
imperatives could not be supported. Special needs and pastoral care  
taking more and more resources and require special attention 
ERO have been a valuable benchmark for our college, alb it more value 
could be derived if they were not only inve tigator  but als  advisors 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Former school 

board chair, Sub 2248 

Target support Taking governance away from schools will ro  schools a d eir community 
of their voice. The bureaucracy would be remove  from the sc ools and take 
the power of running schools away from h  mm ities inve ed in them 
Some schools clearly need help. If so, help th m, but a one size fits all will be 
to the absolute detriment of schools th t ar  perfo ming well under the 
existing model 
A school like  depends on i  community, its parents and its old boys’ 
network to support its culture. Those ame people support it financially. If 
that community was not ppy with  way the school operates and with the 
standard of the yo g men ho graduate from it, that support would 
diminish. One size wi  never f  all. 

Some schools need help. Please help them. For by far the majority of 
schools that perform well under the current model, let them continue their 
good work without interference. 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2249 

Community involvement 
in schools 
Parent choice 

Oppose pro osed refo ms because as a parent, I believe the community and 
parents are a ajor inf uence on the school life of children, and it’s important 
to maint n comm nity and parental involvement in schools 
A so st den  should be able to have a choice about where they want to study 
rathe  than being forced to go to their local school - sometimes there are 

sues hat can cause a student to switch schools 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2250 

Oppose proposals I r ally would not like the reforms to take place as I believe that they will 
we ken the education system and bring it down very quickly. 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual]  
 Sub 2251 

Governance 
Use of facilities 
Teaching 
Leadership 
Central education 
agencies 
Implementation 

Division of roles between boards and hubs makes sense - consistent with the 
increasing adoption of ecosystem approaches in business, industry and 
community practices. The test will be to ensure the hubs are well led and 
adequately resourced 
More intensive use of school buildings and facilities both during and out of 
school hours is essential. Current wastage is ridiculous 
New school design should consider wider community and commercial 
purposes for facilities. This would be consistent the post-silo approach to 
governance 
Teaching I support the recommendations but they don’t go far enough, 
potential teachers are put off by the shape of standardised entry and work 
arrangements - the failure to entertain new models is as disappointing 
The paraprofessional proposition is helpful but ‘para’ suggests these people 
are somewhat lesser than the real thing - we need to open up how we 
characterise a ‘teacher' 
Professional development for leaders is desperately needed but sceptical - 
likely providers of this are invariably uninterested in exploring intellectually 
and viscerally the kinds of disruptions and the transdisciplinarities that are 
becoming de rigueur in other fields of scholarship and practice 
Nervous about an expanded role for the Ministry but the role o  the propo ed 
Education Evaluation Office is very reassuring 
The Teaching Council is not impressive - their taking on responsi ility for a 
Leadership Centre is concerning 
The section ‘We need to learn from our past’ is disappoi tingly generic nd 
soft. An Establishment Group with a three to five year lif  is proposed, yet all 
the suggestions for its scope of work relate to the first year  As a way ‘to 
learn from our past’, a helpful document is pleme ing E ucation 
Reforms in New Zealand: 1987-97’, a case study Lyall Perr  former Acting 
Secretary for Education 

New school design should consider wider comm ity and c mercial 
purposes for facilities 
Delete the suggestion about NZQA bein  re-all ated to the newly 
reconfigured Ministry or the Tertiary E ucati n C mmission or the 
Teaching Council should be stripped out  without xplanation it looks 
silly and is unhelpful 
It would be smart to impleme t tw  r th ee hubs ahead of full 
deployment. 

[Email from individual]  
 Sub 2252 

Intermediates If a blanket decision was made to close interm diate s hools th s would be a 
seriously retrograde step. It may be th t the  are  few areas where this step 
could be managed but it would ha e to  careful y considered and only after 
widespread consultation with the lo al com ity. Another factor worth 
considering is if inte medi  school  were abolished, pupils would have to 
go from a primary school straigh  to c llege, which would be a ‘culture 
shock’ 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
Stephen McKenzie, Chair, 
He Whetu Te Moana Our 
Lady Star of the Sea School, 
Sub 2253 

Centralisation 
Success with systemic 
change 
Tension between 
competition and choice 
Special character of 
integrated schools 

The Report fails t  p y any a ntion to where the current system is 
working and to factor t t into the recommendations for systemic change 
The Report verlooks the h urs and hours that Boards of Trustees have 
put into the uccess of chools and the incredible value of that input (and 
of NZSTA) 
The Rep ’s conclusions regarding governance assume that decisions made 
by exp rts a ointed by the centre will be better than decisions made at local 
level  not n cessarily so. Research on participatory democracy suggests that 
decis ns made by experts at the centre are unlikely to take into account local 
kn wledge, are unlikely to be responsive to local needs and therefore likely 
to e resisted by local communities 
T e Report assumes that systemic change on the scale proposed will 
achieve success automatically and instantaneously – this does not take 
into account the fact that major change takes time to embed, that the 
success of major change depends much more on people (decision makers, 

Retain local decision making with better support and targeted interventions 
where issues are identified 
Need to consider where the additional experts are going to come from and 
how much are they going to be paid to do a job that is currently done for 
free by trustees 
Need to specifically recognise the special character of state integrated 
schools, the state’s duties to those schools, and any recommendations must 
the reflect the special relationship between the state, the proprietors of state 
integrated schools and their communities, and protect and enhance the 
special character of those schools 
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advisors and communities), and that the outcomes of major change are as 
likely to be as uneven as the systems being changed 
The Report does not consider two critical success factors for systemic change: 
personnel and funding 
The Report does not clearly resolve the tension between competition 
and choice 
The Report does not consider the special character of state integrated 
schools 
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[Email from individual] 
, 

Principal, Sub 2254 

Misinformation Disturbed to hear misleading and incorrect information being spread by 
 at a public meeting last night.  stated – “Unskilled 

Boards are to blame for the leaky buildings they constructed in their schools. 
The Hub would have prevented this.” This is totally untrue and shows either 
a total misunderstanding of BoT input in Ministry building projects, or a 
willingness to lie to the public. 

This scurrilous and dish t tactic shou d be condemned. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2255 

Lack of evidence 
Target support 

The proposals give little concrete evidence whatsoever that they would in any 
way work. In fact, quite the contrary 
Why would one throw out a system that is operating successfully for the 
majority of schools, to help the ones performing poorly and letting students 
down 
Why not target the under-performing schools and let the others j t get on 
with what they are doing well 
Why go back to an old system of Education Boards, in effect, t t got hrown 
out because it became unwieldy and unsuccessful - because that is hat the 
“hubs” will be 

No sp cific omme dations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2256 

Agree with proposals 
Informing TF of 
campaign against 

Inform you I have received misleading and incorrect inf mation from my 
children’s primary school in relation to the Taskforce Rec mmendations 
Clear that certain Boards and Principals fee  very atene  by the proposed 
changes, making it all the more crucial for tho  changes   ahead 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Principal, Sub 

2257 

[All 8 issues] Largely poses questions about how proposals [co ring all 8 is ues] will 
work in detail 

BoT role needs to be community liaison with the management of the 
school 
Systems for applications need to be streamlined 
Advisors need to have proven effective leadership experience 
BoT should be involved in tumuaki appointments as being local they bring 
that perspective and knowledge 
Leadership Free PLD needs to be available for all principals 
Good pathways need to be provided for principals to keep developing 
There needs to be a robust support and development model to grow 
Principalship as a desirable profession 

[Email from individual]  
, Sub 2258 

System works 
Local autonomy and 
input 
Principal tenure 
Employment of 
workforce 

Why bothe  to spend xpayers money to build a Hub system when BoTs 
work well w h the sch ol and locals together 
Hu s wil  contro  erything without consulting parents or any knowledge of 
the scho l 
Cent lisation means problems cannot be solved effectively 

 ne  i cipal take five years to finally know the school and start to make 
im rovements, if moved after 5 yrs. the school will not be stable and 
pri cipals will lose their motivation and enthusiasm 
Moving principals and teachers around to improve bad schools will result in 
all schools being bad in the future 

Keep good principals and teachers in their own school and spend money to 
educate and train more qualified principals and teachers and to educate 
parents in poor performing schools re the importance of education, and 
how to support education at home - this way all bad schools will be 
improved 
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[Email from individual]  
, Sub 2259 

Parental support for 
education 
System not broken 
Principal employment 
Teacher employment 
Zoning 
Hubs 

Only so much the education system can do and the rest lies with the parents - 
not going to be resolved by the changes proposed in the report 
Majority of schools are doing well under the current system. Some of the 
proposed changes will disrupt the current system and create unnecessary 
uncertainty 
If competition is undesirable because of widening gap between best and the 
worst of schools, then absence of it would only cause the standard of all 
schools to fall uniformly - address the specific problems in a targeted manner 
Competition needs to stay as it is crucial in incentivising principals and staff 
to improve the quality of the education the school delivers 
School boards should maintain the right to appoint school principals. The 
locally elected school board has a much better understanding of what the 
school needs and will make decisions accordingly 
Wary that under the proposal they would be employed by the Education Hub 
and may be seconded to other schools. This doesn’t provide a clear 
segregation of duties between the Hub and the principal. If a teacher over or 
under-performs, what power would the principal have to act accordingly (i.e. 
to reward the teacher or otherwise)? 
Not clear how school zones would change under the proposal. However 
strongly against any changes that may result in the enrolment z nes of th  
sought-after schools being altered. School zones have a signif ant imp t  
property prices. Changes to the zones without consultation with p erty 
owners equates to a violation of property rights 
Wary of the potential risk of setting up Education Hubs. Introducing an 
additional layer of bureaucracy will cost a lot of money a d create problem 
of its own - even less appealing when the system it is tryin  to replace is 
actually working for the majority of the pop lation. 

We should provide targeted assistance to poorly p rforming hools rather 
than overhauling the entire system 
School boards should maintain the right  appo nt school principals 

[Email from organisation] 
Lauren Payne, Music 
Therapy New Zealand, Sub 
2260 

Music therapy Applaud the suggestion of Education Hubs as a ase for Lea ing Support 
Coordinators who will be required to assess studen  needs and oordinate 
required support (one contact, one plan  We lieve at this would be 
highly beneficial to students 
Music therapy is effective in supp rtin  e learn ng and development of 
students with learning support nee  and s l  therefore be readily 
available to those wh  would benefi  from it 

Registered Music Therapists should therefore be employed by the Ministry 
of Education to ensure those learners who would benefit from it can access 
the service 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 Sub 2303 

Link between proposals 
and aims 
Support for particular 
student groups 
Costs 
Integrated schools 
Services available to 
Boards 

Many of the changes are to admin r ive structures and we remain 
unconvinced that e e are emonstrable links between such changes and 
sustainable lift in t ent outc mes across the system 
Unless there a  ignific nt and long lasting improvements in targeted 
funding, lea ership and engagement with parents it is unlikely New Zealand 
will see the hanges th  report aspires to 
There e som  very p omising recommendations about targeting better 
support f  students with disabilities, Māori medium students and students 
w th other e ra learning needs including those alienated from the system 
Conc rns about the cost benefit of such large scale change and the ability to 

poli i e such change to ensure its sustainability 
As ume the report writers are clear that some of the recommendations need 
to e calibrated against Part 33 of the Education Act dealing with state 
ntegrated schools 

Enthusiastic about the possibility that a greater range of services may be 
available on a voluntary basis to Boards of Trustees from the Ministry of 

Bipartisan approach across the political parties will be required to make a 
30 year difference 
The board strongly urges that enrolments games for state integrated 
schools continue to follow current practice 
Schools should continue to have the freedom to collect any level of 
donations - this freedom is central to the spirit of Part 33 of the Education 
Act 
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  Education[submitter identifies a number of areas of support that would 
greatly benefit its work] 

 

[Email from school staff] 
, Principal, 

, Sub 2307 

Disability & learning 
support 

If students are unwelcome at schools, inadequate funding and a low trust 
model of practice is likely to be the cause 
Inadequate investment of funds benefits not only the student with learning 
support needs - it effectively supports all learners who are impacted by 
disruptive behaviours of those who desperately need support to manage 
behavioural and learning needs. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2308 

Support 
recommendations 

Recommendations can only lead to positive change No specific recommendation  

[Email from multiple 
people]  

, Sub 2309 

Fix only what's broken 
Leave BoTs alone 

System is not broken. It could be better, if it was resourced better - don't 
throw the baby out with the bath water 
If you have Schools that have inefficient BoT's then fix them. Put in 
commissioners and or mentors until they are on their feet. Assist Principals 
with mentors but don't destroy the efficient responsive governance most 
schools have right now. I fail to see how hubs will be the saviour of our 
schools - they will become a bloated self-serving industry much like th  
regional offices are today. The slow remote decision making will pell 
disaster for the "feel" of our school and its pride of place in ou  commun y. 
LEAVE OUR BoTS ALONE 
Much of the other TSR recommendations are great and have mer  

Don't go thr wing money ay on a whole new system. Think what 
sch ols co d do with hat money for the benefit of the Nations kids. Fix 
only what is b oken and leave LOCAL PEOPLE DOING LOCAL 
THING  FOR OCAL KIDS 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher & 

parent, Sub 2310 

Oppose proposals Oppose Tomorrow’s Schools scheme and feel it will only have a detr mental 
impact on our school 

Please leave things the way they are 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2311 

Governance change 
won't address problems 

This idea of hubs is just adding another lev l of bu eaucracy when the 
children of NZ need practical support at the c ssroom d s hool level. 
Centralise aspects such as enrolment schemes, b t leave other spects such as 
the use of school buildings and decisions t  take on pecial nee s students to 
the schools/BoTs themselves. They un erstan  their c mmuni y and staffing 
far better than a central hub ever could  

The best way to ensure students receive the best quality education possible 
is to do the following: - ensure there is plenty of practical, realistic support 
for the increasing numbers of students with special needs especially around 
autism, foetal alcohol syndrome, ADD/ADHD, dyslexia, and global 
developmental delays - ensure that excellent teachers remain in the 
profession and the profession is made desirable enough that we will have 
excellent teachers in classrooms in the future e.g. better pay, more release 
time - have a balance between ILEs and single cell classrooms as many 
students and teachers are struggling with the ILEs, especially students on 
the autism spectrum or who deal with anxiety - invest in counselling/social 
workers/mental wellbeing programmes for low decile schools so students 
can get the emotional support they need so they can focus on their learning 
- the Ministry reduces the workload (mostly administrative work) required 
of principals and teachers - something meaningful is done to reduce the 
levels of poverty and mental illness in New Zealand 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2312 

Governance One size doe  not fit a l 
A ree th  some r forms may help the lower decile, struggling schools, but 
f r high fun ioning schools with strong traditions, the proposed changes 
would be in redibly detrimental 
How   group of people effectively govern 100+ schools while not 
ac ually teaching or being involved on a daily basis at any of them! 

Reconsider 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2313 

Governance Do not remove managerial responsibility from school board of trustees and 
replace it with a single centralised entity that does not understand the nuances 
of the schools under their control or the needs of the community that the 
school works in 
Boards consisting of chosen Iwi representatives and business representatives 
cannot efficiently govern a school like a board of trustees can. This will 
create friction and unnecessary bureaucratic overhead for no beneficial gain 

Employ good people, pay them well and let them ake care  heir schools. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2314 

Governance Don't apply a blanket scheme across all schools that isn't tested. Focus your efforts on understanding why ome schools are better and 
emulate that. 

[Email from individual] 
, ex Board of 

Trustee Chair of a State- 
Integrated School, Sub 2316 

Fix what's broken The report is very poor on statistics, there is no financial analysis of cost, nor 
are there any statistics that show how the changes will bring about improved 
educational results 
No understanding of integrated schools sector 
Many of the recommendations in the report can be carried out within the 
existing system. To penalise the 90% of schools who are functioning well by 
carrying out major change with the introduction of Hubs makes no sense 
Taking a hammer to crack a small nut is not appropriate given that there is no 
certainty that the new system will deliver what is required. 

Focus on those parts f the curr t system that need to change and not 
change the whole system 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2317 

Keep status quo We need our local community to decide what is best for our sch l. A y f nds that might have been used for Bali’s plan to instead be used to 
pay teacher much better salaries and to help to recruit and retain teachers 

[Email from individual]  
, Teacher, Sub 2318 

Music education Describes lamentable state of music education in NZ in ITE, curric um 
support and schools 

Numerous recommendations re supporting music education in New 
Zealand schools 

[Email from school board] 
Peter Stayt, Chairperson, 
Timaru Boys' High School, 
Sub 2319 

Funding 
Hubs 
Principal appointments 
Enrolment regulation 
Disestablishing ERO and 
NZQA 

No indication at this stage of any increase in funding to s hools - currently 
we battle to achieve a breakeven budget for our school 
Hubs - a greater level of community consul tion is rged b fore any firm 
decisions are made 
We seek assurance that by handing over property atters to a ub that the 
school would not be disadvantaged and hat o  facil ies woul  be carefully 
managed, maintained and enhanced 
Vital to have a sound assurance r gard  the components of hub assistance 
to BoTs that it would be a better sc nario r th  school and our students 
Concerns over the R view uggestio  that the Hubs would take over the 
appointment of all principals an  hes  would be on the basis of 5 year 
contracts and wi  th  hu  aking the responsibility of monitoring 
performance. The y concer  is around the 5 year contract - this could 
become a disincentive 
Concerned that any zoning duces choice and in our community, this should 
not be the c se 
More detail n ded re arding the intention of replacing ERO and NZQA with 
th  new ducatio  Evaluation Review Office,- concerned that this is a 
s gnific nt c ange that has considerable implications, particularly with regard 
to NZQA 

More detail required 

[Email from school board] 
Andrew Osmond, Principal, 
Hadlow Preparatory School, 
Sub 2320 

Need more detail One s  d es not fit all. We are unclear about the detail of this report, and 
w ther our interests as a state integrated and special character school will be 
me  [numerous questions in sub] 

Increase the level of resourcing and funding for students who need learning 
support in our schools 
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[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2322 

Target support Mechanisms exist to assist schools that require help - see submitter 
recommendations 

Any reform to the current system should be targe d at helpi  those 
schools that need it, rather than imposing a ‘one siz  fits all’ model across 
all schools 
The emphasis on any reforms should be on improv ng the focus, level and 
quality of central support to those school  hat nee  it 
The tools to address the challenges within Ne  Zealand education already 
exist, urge the government to se th e t  target additional resources and 
support to those schools that need it, rath r than increasing the degree of 
separation between schools d the  l cal communities, and creating a 
new and expensive l yer of cen ralised bureaucracy for the sake of 
pursuing unproven, unce ain a d potentially unrealistic outcomes 

[Email from school board] 
 Board 

of Trustees, Sacred Heart 
College, Sub 2323 

Governance 
State integrated schools 
Y7-13 schools 
Donations 

By its very structure, hub administration and management will be impersonal 
and lack the same level of accountability as a BoT, performance of Hubs, and 
identification of those performing poorly is yet another layer of bureaucracy. 
These factors will create administrative delay and inefficiency, and have the 
opposite effect of what is intended in the review 
Clear from reading the report that the taskforce either does not realise 
integrated schools' legal obligations or does not understand them 
Appointment of Principals and teachers by the Hub, together with a 5 ye  
contract for Principals, will have a destabilising effect 
Report suggests adopting other structures with no mention of Y ar 7-13 
schools - There is benefit in student s receiving specialist learnin  fr m Year 
7, from staff who have curriculum visibility to Year 13 
The capping of donations will lead to certain services being unavailable 
One size does not and cannot fit all. The Hub model remo es the community 
engagement that most schools presently operate with succe sfully and 
effectively 
Support extra assistance and resource to those sc ools where e system is 
not working well But not at the expense of ltering f rmulas in chools where 
the system is working well 
Acknowledge need for good leadershi  in  cho  better resources for those 
with learning disabilities, and sup ort in he teaching of te reo 
A fine tuning and modernisation of he system will suffice 

State integra ed sc ols n ed o be able to continue to operate according to 
the law, an  any form must recognise and accommodate that 
We ge the t kforce o consider options: look at and consider effective, 
efficien  and h listi  ways to improve education in the 21st century, target 
th se who eed extra assistance, and increase the resource, remuneration 
and s pport f r Principals and teachers, who are the key to the delivery of 
a h gh s ndard of education for all young New Zealanders 

[Email from school board] 
, 

Board of Trustees, St 
Joseph's Catholic School, 
Takapuna, Sub 2324 

Addresses all 8 issues Broadly support: 
(a) increased, nd mor  equitable, funding to schools particularly in the 
areas of learning s pport 
(b) the use of hubs a  facilita rs and co-ordinators of school support 
services acro s areas 
(c) the u  of schoo  as full service facilities, enabling connectivity across 
social servic  provider  to ensure students’ needs are met holistically 
H ve co rns about: 
(  he de rsonalisation of education for individual students consequent 
on th  centr lisation of decision-making functions 
( )  suggestion that teachers and principals may be forced to move 
sc ols against their and their school’s wishes 
(c  unnecessarily diverting resources away from schools in greatest need 
in order to make changes to schools that do not require as much support 

The Taskforce reconsider its timeline and give itself additional time to 
prepare its final report 
All political parties work together to achieve cross-party agreement, and 
ask that the Taskforce do its best to present a set of recommendations 
designed to support and facilitate such agreement. 
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  (d) the increased pressure on scarce funding resources if donations are 
required to be capped 
(e) the dangers of blaming successful schools and competition for the lack 
of success at other schools 
Also have concerns around: 
(a) The timeframe for the Taskforce to review submissions and provide a 

final report 
(b) The start of a period of change and instability in the education sector 

if successive governments do not agree with the outcomes. 
We are particularly concerned at the recommendations directed at state-
integrated (or special character) schools: 
(a) State integrated schools play an important role in the education sector 
Some of the concerns raised in the Report relate to the ability of schools to 
properly reflect their community’s cultural values. For some cultures and 
communities, religion is a crucial part of that culture. State integrated 
schools are able to reflect those value in a way state schools are not 
permitted to. With the recent development and then demise of charter 
schools, some of those charter schools which were set up to provide 
alternative education pathways for students who were not succeedin  n 
the state system are becoming state integrated special character schools. 
The hope is that these schools will continue to provide those ed cation 
pathways to those students who need them. Our concern is that t  
Report’s proposals will limit access to state integrated schools for f ilies 
who benefit from them, and also that they will limit the ability of state 
integrated schools to provide the special character-based education they 
are intended to provide. 
(b) Removing or reducing transport subsidies to students at s ate 
integrated schools will act as a barrier to atten nce 
For students for whom the local state school doe  not adequ y meet 
their educational or cultural needs, the change to tra sport subsi ies will 
affect their ability to access a special char cter hool at could meet 
those needs. That outcome would be in irect ntradiction to the 
outcomes the Report is purporting t  ac ev . 
(c) Forcing state integrated schools  use e sam  enrolment schemes as 
state schools impacts on their special haracter 
The Report recommends that s te inte rated schools only be allowed to 
use the same enrolment sc eme crite i  for non-preference students as 
other state schools. H wever  this ignores the fact that state integrated 
schools are based arou d specia  character. While we agree that state 
integrated school  hould ot be allowed to use criteria that do not relate 
to their specia  character  they should be allowed to differ from state 
school criteri  where tha  difference is related to special character. For 
example  a Ro an Cath lic state integrated school should be allowed to 
use riteri  linked  tudents practising other Christian denominations – a 
cri ria that uld not be permitted in state schools. 
(d) Cap ing d nations and/or attendance dues will place additional strain 
n reso rces 

We welcome the Report’s recommendation that school funding, 
parti ularly around learning support, be increased. However, resources 
will always be limited and under pressure and should be focussed on 
chools that need it. Limiting the ability of schools with parents who are 

able to pay to ask for donations will place additional pressure on limited 
resources. While in an ideal world every school would get all the 
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resources it needs funded from the government that is not what happens in 
reality. Capping donations will simply remove an important funding 
source from the education system as a whole.  
We also note that it is not clear from the Report that there is sufficient 
understanding about the way in which attendance dues are set, collected 
and used. For Roman Catholic state integrated schools, attendance dues are 
set for the whole diocese by the Bishop, collected by each individual school 
on behalf of the Bishop (and paid to him) and used for the benefit of all 
Roman Catholic schools in the diocese. The Report has provided no 
evidence to support its implication in recommendation 12 that attendance 
dues are not being used “as required by law”. 

 
[Email from school board], 
Whangaparaoa College, 
Sub 2325 

Target support 
Improve Ministry 

Insufficient detail in report 
Numerous concerns with hubs re size, responsibilities, cost, staffing, 
bureaucracy, suspensions, accountability 
There should be avenues to support poor performing schools and 
schools/boards that lack the skills to effectively manage key functions 
however, many schools perform these functions well, so why require a 
change where no change is needed? If anything, we would like mo  
authority and responsibility in these areas because we find that the Minis y 
is slow to act and make decisions, and decisions are often sh -term rather 
than long- term focused 
If schools desire and need additional support, or are not resourced  be able 
to manage functions such as property, HR or finance due to their size  rural 
location, then that support needs to be available 
If this goes ahead we believe that the default position sho d be status quo 
Biggest issue is lack of resourcing and appr riate s port ithin the sector 

Changes ne d to o cur to improve the support for learners with disabilities 
an  pecial ear ing n ds 
There ust b  comm nity involvement in school governance and there 
must be e perienced and effective educators in leadership (principals, other 
senio  leade  and quality middle leaders from schools) 
Commu ties should be able to decide if they want their school to have an 
lected b ard, a governor, or have their school governed by a regional or 

c t  entity 
A larger proportion of the Vote Education budget should go direct to 
schools and the Ministry needs a cultural shift to be more responsive and 
supportive of schools 
The working relationship between the Ministry and schools in the sector 
needs to be improved 
We need a reallocation of resourcing, not system redesign that takes 
control away from schools and adds further bureaucracy 
A larger proportion of the Vote Education budget should go direct to 
schools and the Ministry needs a cultural shift to be more responsive and 
supportive of schools 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
, Sub 2326 

Governance 
Integrated schools sector 
Addressing teacher 
quality and supply 
Linking proposals to 
aims 
Principal tenure 

School is well served by its curren  governan e model 
The review in its current form presen s gaping holes in the provisioning for 
State-integrated chools nd signifi  further work is required to ensure 
that the wide rang  chang s proposed do not represent a major threat to the 
viability of integrate  schools 
Report comple y fails  address the real current issues around quality 
teacher recr itment, retention and remuneration 
Report men ns New ealand’s declining OECD ranking with respect to 
learn  outco es bu  fails to link the current governance model to this 
re ult. N her does it address or suggest how the proposed changes would 
reverse this line 
System has not been costed, though it proposes introducing significant 

mini ation in the proposed hub model 
Co cept of rotating principals every five years around different schools is not 
pr ctical and would not fit well with the way employment contracts are 
tructured 

There is a need to address the pathways for teacher training and retention, 
and to review the current remuneration model, which is clearly acting as a 
disincentive to retention at current levels 
Through the ERO review system, the Ministry is aware of the schools that 
need governance / management support - there should be more focus on 
ensuring this support is utilised where it is most needed 
Year 7 to 13 schools should be retained as a schooling option 
State Integrated Schools should be exempted from proposals to reconfigure 
school to fit with the recommended structures where the existing structure 
has proven successful 
Voluntary funding needs to remain an option without restriction for 
schools to continue to offer important resources such as adequate learning 
support, pastoral care and subject choices 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2327 

Ministry of Education 
enforcing regulations 

A timely, well-paced, major restructure of the Ministry of Education will be 
more cost effective and more likely to deliver the outcomes the nation 
requires. A restructure of this kind will enable most communities to continue 
to have self-managing schools and at the same time provide high quality, 
tailored support to those schools which need assistance in the areas of 
governance and management. Most importantly, the Ministry needs the power 
to act quickly when schools do not follow the prescribed regulations. 

We don't need Hubs - we need a restructured Min stry with th and 
funding to enable a commitment to equity 
Intervene early when schools don’t gove n effec ively in terms of the 
NEGS and NAGs – which should be re word d to NERs and NARs – 
National Education Requirements and N nal Administration 
Requirements 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2328 

Centralisation 
detrimental to well-run 
schools 

I accept that many schools may benefit from support via the educational 
hubs, centralisation could well be to the detriment of well-run schools. It will 
be trying to fix what isn’t broken. A more refined analysis could very well 
show that autonomous leadership and decentralisation were the key drivers 
that specifically contributed to success. I would strongly urge that as much as 
you focused on what wasn’t working under the old system, you also 
investigate what was working exceptionally well and take learnings from 
that. If such analysis gets omitted, one may run the risk of regarding all 
problems as a nail just because the only tool in one’s toolbox is a hammer. 
Please take care to save our well-run schools as much as one wants to support 
schools that need extra support and nurturing. 

Investigate what is working exc pti nally ll and take learnings from 
that. 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2329 

Personal experience with 
unhelpful BoT 

Personal experience with unhelpful BoT ls sh uld be run as a professional business 
Boa ds should have limited input and a professional pod should be made 
f r empl yment, financial and other important concerns which parent 

oard members are not capable of 
There needs to be other changes after the new professional hub is made, 

acked up by better investigations as ministry, ERO, teacher council has 
not addressed the problems 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

2331 

Teacher employment Very unsettled knowing that at the end of each year I could be moved  
another school 
Worried if these changes are made, a number of NZ teach rs will leave 
teaching positions and there will be no one o repl e them o is that really 
ensuring every child receiving the best quality ducatio  os ible? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board], 
St Dominic's Catholic 
Primary School, Sub 2334 

Governance 
Integrated schools 
Teacher employment 
Choice 

The report should be balanced and objective, asse ing all reas nable options 
Current Governance structure works we l and hould main u changed 
Overtime Hubs may become apathetic to ind vidu l school needs, and also 
risk compromising special charac er of egrated chools 
System needs pragmatic change, T e Min  hould continue to work with 
the small number of chool  that are having problems 
A radical restructure of overnanc  is not justified 
Opportunities sho ld be m de available to Principals, however the choice 
should be theirs 
More time and en rgy sh uld be put into enticing people into the workforce, 
rather than reating uncertain working environment 
Communitie  in New ealand have different needs - One size does not fit all 
and nts sh uld ha e the right to decide which path they want for their 
ch ld 

Recognition that some of our great schools are centres of community, and 
the focus needs to be on strengthening relationships, rather than 
undermining them as the proposals risk doing 
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[Email from school board], 
 

, Sub 2336 

Governance 
Integrated schools 
Teacher supply 
Middle schools 
Ministry of Education 

Concerned with the research and consultation that went into the writing of 
these initial proposals 
Lack of initial engagement has led to some of the concern we have with the 
recommendations 
Deeply concerned at the lack of clarity or understanding from the report at 
how integrated schools work 
Major concern regarding the proposals is creation of super regional Ministry 
of Education offices (Hub) and the Hub becoming the direct employer of the 
Principal and the teaching staff 
Also concerned that resourcing that should be spent on attracting and 
retaining quality teachers and on schools will instead be spent financing more 
educational bureaucracy 
Devolution of much of the essential roles of the Boards of Trustees (BOTs) 
to the Hub is not favoured by us 
Do not support the Hubs assuming the responsibilities of BoTs in the 
employment of the Principal and staff - Special Character requirements mean 
that a high proportion of our staff need to reflect this Special Character 
Do not support the movement of Principals after five years 
Do not support the Hub assuming the mandatory responsibility f r decisi s 
on students suspensions - Communities need to have the abili  to set th r 
own standards, also the Hub discipline process it would be imp sonal  
lengthy and the panel would be overworked 
Overall on Governance, we advocate for Boards to retain all their 
responsibilities, but have the ability to delegate back to t e Hub any 
responsibility (property, staffing, finance, discipline meet ngs) they believe 
they lack in expertise (or interest) to manage - It would nee  to be funded and 
managed properly 
Do not support the phasing in of the Middle scho l (Y7-10) a d Senior 
school (Yll-13) model, Additionally, conc  over Middle Sch ls having 
the capacity to have specialist subject t acher  n Math  and S ience for a 
Year 9 and 10 curriculum 
Concerned about the capping of d natio  - To manage this shortfall will the 
Government now increase funding r integrated schools? 
Concerned about the statemen  f Int rnational students being provided for 
independently of Govern ent fundi  
Concerned about t  statem t that state integrated schools are less 
transparent than state hools r garding enrolments 
With Teache  training (as w l as salary and conditions) being the major 
impedimen  to recruiti g teachers, some thought needs to go into this 
Support the n ed to en ance the status of paraprofessionals and the provision 
of  nati nal PLD gramme 
S pport  m e flexibility for Kāhui Ako 
Supp rt mo e flexibility for teacher appraisal 

o no  pport the removal of NZQA 

The overhaul and improvement of current Minist y of Educ n to be able 
to provide greater services to schools 
Schools must be given the opportunity t  remai  community led by their 
Boards of Trustees 
Boards should hold all responsibilities b  have th  ability to delegate 
responsibilities to a Ministry regional office ( ub) 
Boards must retain the ability  b  he le al employer of staff and the 
principal (unless they cho se to delegate his to the Ministry) 
(Noting that this does nothing to allay concerns that this is simply a means 
to reduce all schools o the am  ttainable (read mediocre) level) 

[Email from individual] 
, Practice 

Leader, RTLB, Sub 2337 

BoTs 
Principal tenure 
Hubs 
L arning s pport 

Bo rds have become too inward focused, and not a true representation of the 
school community 
5 year term for Principals can be a healthy way to ensure the Leaders are 
quality leaders and do not become entrenched in one school 

No specific recommendations 
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 ITE Unsure what the proposed Hubs will look like. Will they be managed by the 
Kāhui Ako, or the Ministry? 
New SENCO roles will need to have people who are willing to be trained 
into the role 
How the resources are used can be a focus. Currently the SEG grant is almost 
invisible within a school, as RTLB we are expected to use learning support 
funds with no contribution from that school. They see money resources as the 
key, possibly the Leaders can be given understanding around inclusion and 
the fact that teacher aides are not a solution for our most needy students- it’s 
about teaching practices/ positive environments and disconnectedness 
Teacher training needs to encompass the world view change required to teach 
in the positive inclusive environments that are envisaged for our schools 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2339 

All 8 issues Centralised hubs for governance of schools is not the way to move forward - 
decisions need to be made by people on the ground/at school – not someone 
who is trying to get their head around 20+ schools in an allocated hub area 
In relation to suspensions – more avenues of supports for the student need to 
be instantly available as options for the Board to consider 
Some schools are already looking at schooling provision issues withi  their 
own communities, seeking feedback from students, parents, staff nd the 
wider school community and doing a great job at implementin  changes 
within and putting the supports in place for gifted and talented  tudent   
risk of not achieving, individualised plans for students that requir  e tra 
support, curriculum reviews etc. 
School donations and international fee-paying students a e an integral p t of 
supporting areas of the school that the operations grants, r staffing budgets 
do not cover 
More funding streams need to be readily ava ble for tudents with pastoral 
issues i.e. RTLB services, more Alternative Ed laces, well ourced 
Special Education areas, SENCO positions  more acher Aid  funding 

An overha  of what the Ministry of Education offers locally to schools is 
need d 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2341 

Zoning There needs to be additional care taken regard ng the i ue of ibling 
enrolments 
This is an equity issue particularly relat g to ren ers, and to Māori and 
Pacific Island families 
Māori and Pacific Islanders a  far le s likely to own the home they live in 
and are more likely to h ve to mov  ring the period their children are at 
school 
Similarly, renters in g neral so etimes have little control over where they 
live 

That there needs to be additional care taken regarding the issue of sibling 
enrolments 
That the Ministry of Education’s zoning policy should permits siblings of 
students currently enrolled to also enrol at the same school 

[Email from individual] 
, Former board 

chair, Sub 2345 

Learning support Learning su port continues to be a systemic failure that means schools and 
whānau and hildren a e the losers. 

It is vital that urgent changes be made to Learning Support and adequate 
funding provided. 

[Email from school board] 
Martin Chamberlain, 
Francis Douglas Memorial 
College, Sub 2346 

Governance 
Community autonomy 
State integrated school  

C ncerned at the scope of responsibility for the hubs is too great with no 
guara tees of successfully managing principal appointments, employing 
teach rs, school property, finances and zoning 
A o concerned re the proposed 5-year contracts for principals 

The autonomy of State Integrated Catholic schools to remain 
A more efficient Ministry of Education that is better funded (using the 
considerable funding that hubs would consume) to target resources to the 
minority of schools that is struggling to provide equity. 

[Email from school board] 
 

 

Governance 
Integrated sch ls 
C ntralisa n 

Th  recommendations made in the Report would fundamentally undermine 
tudent and community engagement with the College, and risk lowering the 

We support a more targeted support model being put in place to ensure 
resources are diverted to where they are most needed 
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, Sub 
2347 

Risks of moving to new 
model 
Donations 

standards of student achievement at the College through the centralised 
model 
Recommendations also undermine the six principles underpinning the 
Integration Act 
The integrated schools model is working well 
A one-size fits all approach ignores current successes 
Rotation of school principals and centralised appointments will de-stabilise 
schools and disengage school leadership 
Disempowerment of Boards of Trustees will lead to disengagement 
Transitioning to the new hub model will involve significant upheaval, 
diverting attention and resources away from improving outcomes for our 
students 
Agree with the reviewers that there needs to be better access to specialist 
support for students with special needs and for those with mental health 
issues in all schools 
We rely on parent donations to provide additional opportunities for our 
students and to enhance the educational experience of our young men. We 
are well aware that not all parents can pay these donations and we  
comfortable with this. If donations were to be restricted, there w uld need to 
be an increase in the operational funding of all schools or we ould hav  to 
restrict some of the educational opportunities we currently pro de 

 

[Email from school board] 
Richard Crawford, 
Principal, Fairfield College, 
Sub 2348 

All 8 issues Unconvinced until greater detail is provided regarding the changes at the 
report espouses 
Cautious the hub approach could have a negative impact n parental and 
community involvement in the school 
Hope that the Board will still have some say in man ing p perty but we are 
unsure of the criteria that the Hubs will make i  determin g his 
Concerned that the removal of Board discipline pr cesses coul  diminish the 
Board’s power to influence school cultu e and maint n studen  and staff 
safety 
Cautious that Hubs may not have he in l ence th t the report espouses 
because of insufficient resourcing nd the liti al agendas that they will be 
required to serve 
Doubtful that the Hubs will be any mo e effective in delivering quality 
outcomes than th  Ministry of Education, NZQA, and ERO. It is also unclear 
as to how these ro  will be finitively different from the MINISTRY, 
NZQA, and ERO who re curre tly carrying out such roles 
Concerned that the staffing f Hubs could result in removing quality leaders 
from schoo  
Unsur  wheth r the cr ation of Hubs to take over responsibilities that 
pr vious  sat wi  other agencies such as NZQA and ERO is really a 
p riphe al c nge in terms of improved outcomes" 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

2349 

Cost 
Teacher supply 

My main concern with the taskforce's recommendations is the huge amount 
f res  that would be needed to establish the hubs for no benefit 

I f ar that good teachers are going to be enticed to work in the hub and 
th efore compound the teacher shortage problem 

Most school boards work well so just leave them to carry on as they are. 
Provide paid trustee for boards that are struggling. Hubs are not needed. 
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[Email from individual]  
 Youth worker, Sub 

2350 

Governance 
Learning Support 
Resourcing 

Supports the recommendation that the process of suspensions and exclusions 
and the management of services such as Learning Support and Alternative 
Education, are in desperate need of significant change, and would be best 
overseen by the proposed Education Hubs 

There needs to be significant increase in resourci g for scho  to handle 
the growing number, and range, of behavioural iss s being faced by 
schools 
In order to avoid the random nature and high urno er of these services 
there needs to be a commitment by the G ernmen  to provide secure long- 
term funding of a specialist ser ice - The ve y b t situation would be 
dedicated specialist Ministry s aff pr i ng Support Services and 
Alternative Education responsib e for ove sight of Suspensions and 
Exclusions 
Managing a wide ran e of Alte ative Education providers, and ensuring 
that restorative practices re given every chance of success. The Education 
Hubs provide  deal o portunity to refocus and reform the provision of 
these servic s 
Sta f for th  se vice n ed to be selected from the very best existing 
provid rs, ba d in th  Hubs, and charged with improving support services 
to schools  with early intervention of students struggling to engage in 
educ ion 
ov seei g their progress, reducing suspensions, and increasing the amount 
f time udents spend in meaningful education 

E  Hub will need a dedicated team drawn from practitioners with 
experience in Learning Support, Restorative Justice, and school discipline 
practices 
These teams should be held to rigorous account for ensuring that schools in 
their region are given the expertise they need to provide the very best 
options for what are termed Tier 2 and 3 students 
These teams need to track students from the moment they display learning 
difficulties and behaviour issues through until they complete their 
schooling 
Every effort should be made to avoid Suspension but where it is necessary 
the student/whānau will need to be supported through the process to ensure 
fair and equitable justice and avoid time away from education 
Each Hub will need the resources to provide a range of options for both on- 
site and off-site education providers, and to ensure more seamless 
transitions for students when their learning needs and/or behaviour requires 
them to move between providers" 

[Email from multiple 
people]  

 Teachers and 
parents, Sub 2351 

Principal tenure It takes a few yea  f r a p incipal to build relationships with staff, 
communities, paren  and stu nts. Moving on effective principals every five 
years would damage th e relati nships and the stability of the school. We 
strongly opp se this prop . 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2352 

Parent and community 
input 
Bureaucracy 
Target support 

Parents and ommuni s absolutely should be involved in running their 
childr n’s sch ol – ea h school has a uniqueness that parents are privy to – 
cul ural a d community expectations in particular. Certainly a new layer of 
b reaucracy s not needed within the Education sector. Focus on those 
schoo  that need urgent help – pour resources into them to lift student 
chie ment - but don’t just “lump” all schools together and hope for the 

be t. 

There are many high-achieving, successful schools in New Zealand – let 
them continue doing what they do (obviously very well) and use them as 
the benchmark for other schools to aspire to 
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[Email from individual] 
 

Montessori teacher, Sub 
2353 

Governance 
Employment of principal 
Suspensions 
Integrated schools 
Zoning 
Learning Support 
Teacher supply 
ITE 
Leadership 
Cross-party consensus 

We urgently need a cultural and structural transformation which also respects 
the legislative agreements that exist with our state integrated schools 
The system must be cohesive and the inter- related parts and co-dependencies 
must be understood and managed as a whole 
Concerned that the solutions offered, afford no assurance that the issues will 
be fixed by the changes proposed 
The review lacks sufficient focus on teachers and teaching, including the 
fundamental importance of initial teacher education, recruitment to the 
profession and the resourcing and capability needed to support ongoing 
professional learning 
Out-of-zone enrolments being capped will damage classes which have a 
special programme, which seriously undermines whānau choice and decision 
making regarding their own child's education - which may in turn drive 
parents away from state/state-integrated schooling towards private schools, in 
order to best meet their child's needs and development 

Further options should be investigated with stake olders bef  a final 
decision is made 
There must be cross-party, nonpartisan c nsens  on the outcome of the 
review 
There should be a Complaints Communic ion Pol cy/Procedure which 
always ensures that a complain  must go to th  school first, prior to it going 
to the Education Hub 
Schools must be the first oint of call for any complaint - The Hubs should 
only be used in the ev nt of  choo hānau not being to solve any 
difficulty 
Increased resourcing, inc eased upport for teachers and increased support 
for the educ tion w rkfo  ust underpin any successful reform 
A ess all hool  pri  to governance being removed, and leave 
gove ance h those who are functioning well 
While f  some ools, having the responsibility of hiring principals 
b  base  t the Education Hubs would be helpful, for schools which 
have pecial character the selection of a principal appointment committee 
sh uld b  completed internally with people who are aware of the 

hiloso hy- At the very least the Education Hubs must call on experts of 
the school philosophy to be part of the appointment committee 
It is essential that a Learning Support Coordinator should be in every 
school regardless of the decile 
More support to leaders is a critical and immediate requirement, regardless 
of the implementation of other recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2354 

Education Act 
Choice 

The Act could be drafted in a way so as to provide much eater clarity of 
function and purpose for the schooling syst m tha  in does urrently 
For example, the Act could include a statemen  of purpo  fo  the schooling 
system – rather than just for the Act itself 
It could set out the principles that guide he d ign a d operation of the 
schooling system 
It could set out the values that underpi  it 
It could make clear what the respe ive ro  a  of the Ministry, any other 
remaining education agencies, the h bs (if instituted) and schools in respect 
of giving effect to the principles f th  Act and the Crown’s obligations 
under Te Tiriti o Waitang  

Equitable access to high-quality local education come before access to 
choice of education of special character such as single-sex education 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2355 

Equity Agree that the rep r  has iden ified valid, major concerns around equity 
Sceptical about the prop sed solution 
Believing that even the best intentioned upper deckers, even organised in a 
grand new s heme, wi  effectively help lower-deckers is fantasy - We need 
to be re di ct 
G eat te rs, carefully selected, well trained, supported and paid, and well 
e uipp d sc ls, fairly distributed so that everyone is content to attend their 
neare t school 

Put less time and money towards a clever reshuffle at the top, and more 
time and money towards breaking cycles of poverty that impact entire 
communities and their schools 
No private schools, no way for the rich to opt out, and thus, if it’s broke, 
every incentive to fix it 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2356 

Centralisation H lding back high-achieving schools by redirecting resources to other 
sc ols is counterproductive 

Schools must retain their individuality 
Low performing schools must be shown how to perform better by 
observing innovation in the high achieving schools 
Good, dedicated staff must want to teach where they teach 
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[Email from school board] 
 
 

, Sub 2357 

Need for further detail There are issues for concern and an environment of uncertainty that comes 
with the Report’s proposals as published in November 2018 
Welcome the possibility for improving the capacity and competence of 
educators, administrators and governors 
It does not endorse the proposals currently presented without further detail 
and clarification—too much is currently open for interpretation 
Central to the success of any reform will be the quality and motivations of 
the people implementing it 
Funding will be critical in the employment of the right staff and to have the 
ability to deploy sufficient resources that enable any effective change 
Potential source(s) and extent of these funds needs to be specified 
Significant inequality currently exists between New Zealand schools and that 
this needs to be addressed 
Community voice, influence and governing responsibility must not be 
reduced through systemic change. 

That these messages need to be re-drafted so the mmunity learly 
understands the intent of the recommendations bef e anyth ng is 
submitted to cabinet 
That the current recommendations shou  not be pr sented to cabinet until 
the issues are fully addressed with the co munity 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2358 

School libraries and their 
staffing 

Agree with the overarching recommendations of the Review of Tomorrow’s 
Schools but major omission from the review 
School libraries are currently funded out of each school’s operatio al gr t, 
or from donations or fundraising 
The Review of Tomorrow’s Schools recommends that most o  he 
responsibilities those funds cover be taken over by approximately 20 local 
“Education Hubs” 
The report does not outline what this would mean for school libraries: ho 
would staff them, or how they would be funded, if Educa ion Hubs were 
introduced 

That e gov nance, management, and administration of school libraries is 
dis usse  considered, explicated, and decided alongside the other matters 
aised in the review 

[Email from school board], 
 

, Sub 2359 

Use empowering not 
deficit model 

Questionable assumptions in report 
Need for a more empowering agency of action t  enhance T orrow’s 
Schools, not a disempowering model reducing the le of the Board of 
Trustees as representatives of the schoo  comm nity 
The idea in the Report that we need to ette  reso rce aspects of the present 
system is to be applauded – how e do  is anoth r completely different 
conversation 
The context of schoo s – the  differe t cultural makeup, different 
programmes and activit s  differe  b liefs and needs, must be preserved 
No competent Bo d of Tr tees should accept a minimisation of its role, 
unless the alternative roposal will result in demonstrable benefits to its 
school commu y, and pecially to its present and future students 

That better resourcing and targeted help would be more appropriate in any 
new way forward rather than blanket interventions in governance as 
contemplated in the Report. 

[Email from school board] 
 

 Sub 
2360 

All 8 issues [Comments on all 8 is ues] Considers hubs likely to be bureaucratic 
Concern is t the ver  organisation which is broken, which has trust issues, 
whi h c g and tifl  our school system- the Education Ministry- will end up 
w h gre te  powers and influence than they already have 

A 20% increase in operational funding and perhaps 1 more FTTE teacher 
equivalent and many of the concerns raised in this review would literally 
go 
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[Email from individual]  
, Teacher, Senior 

Leader & Parent, Sub 2362 

Governance 
recommendations not 
supported 
School Provision 
Competition and Choice 
Disability and Learning 
Support 
Teaching 
School Leadership 
School Resourcing 
Central Education 
Agencies 

Not all schools should be governed from the Hubs We suggest that the Taskforce reconsider its prop sed applic ion of the 
Hubs to all schools. The Taskforce could consider w the existing policy 
settings including Kāhui Ako could be m difie  o wor  better, rather than 
changing the whole system entirely to c eate Hubs  We suggest, and our 
track record bears out that the current sy em isn't ntirely broken, so in 
our view energy and resources would best  fo ssed on those aspects of 
the system that don't work eff ctively  a select group of schools or 
students 
We consider that the le el f authority he Report recommends for the Hub 
should be restricted t  scho ls hat are not flourishing under the current 
model of local governanc , sup o ting them to address their challenges, i.e. 
the Hub could t  help en ure a minimum standard of education, throughout 
all schools cross New Ze nd 
In ur view the Hub c uld best target its support by only being involved in 
the ap ointm nt of pr ncipals for schools needing its support. Alternatively 
the Mini ry coul  be more actively involved in these circumstances, 
upp ting  a situation before the threshold for current statutory 

inte ention such as through a commissioner has been reached 
In our v w, high performing schools which have shown that they are 
ffecti ely fulfilling their property and employment functions should be 

able to continue to do so 
We support the Hub’s proposed role in reviewing the standard of education 
in all schools (in a similar role to ERO currently) and making the decision 
as to whether or not a school has the level and range of expertise necessary 
to effectively govern itself. However, we believe the default decision 
should be for individual Boards to govern without Hub intervention. The 
Hub should only take over the governing role from the elected members of 
the school community if there is a clear need to do so, or if the school 
community sought this 
More money paid directly to schools, specifically targeted to learning 
support, would allow more schools to run similarly successful learning 
support programmes for their students 
We believe more detail or discussion is required on: Guaranteed 
employment for newly trained teachers, viable pathways for the 
development and enhanced status of paraprofessionals, provision of proven 
national professional learning and development (PLD) programmes and 
local advisory services working with the Ministry of Education 
Curriculum, Learning, Assessment and Pedagogy Unit to support the work 
of teachers/Kaiako, options for secondment between schools and 
Education Hubs and the Ministry of Education and Teaching Council, 
more flexible guidelines for the Kāhui Ako approach, more flexible 
guidelines for teacher appraisal. In our view, this section of the report lacks 
the level of detail needed for us to make meaningful comment 
In our view, all schools need a sustainable and adequate level of baseline 
funding. This could then be supplemented for those schools in 
disadvantaged areas or facing particular educational challenges 
We believe that all orthodox governance functions should remain at local 
level, certainly for high performing schools 
[Regarding Recommendation 32]: Very detailed phased planning will be 
required to provide clarity for Boards, teachers, students and parents and 
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   the wider community as to the future of an effect e qualific ions and 
standards setting body 

[Email from organisation] 
 
 

, Sub 2364 

Agreement on inequity 
Wider social 
determinants 
Hub configuration 
Kaupapa Māori pathways 

Agree with the report recommendations in principle but don't clearly 
understand the specifics of the equity funding process, e.g., how is a school 
determined as disadvantaged? 
We are concerned that fund raising at different schools will continue to be 
inequitable because of the local community socioeconomic profile 
Central Education Agencies: We are not clear about where the NZQA 
qualification structure role would sit 

Student expulsions should be a school managem nt role due to local and 
context knowledge 
There should be a fair enrolment s heme ith lim  on out of zone, and a 
cap on donations 

[Email from organisation] 
Phil Chandler, BoT, 
Havelock North Primary, 
Sub 2365 

Hub governance 
Inequity 
Request for Status Quo 
Change Management 

Retain the capacity for BoT governance, with additional support through hub 
resources where needed 
Desire to retain full control over hiring/contracting principals and teachers 
Chronic underfunding of the Education system should be re-evaluated 

We would support al wing Bo ds (BOTs) to choose whether they keep 
their current governance tructure and BoT responsibilities, or opt for the 
Hub to take ver some of h  current BoT responsibilities. For many 
Bo rds, be ng able to ccess services from the Hub would be beneficial 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 Co-chairs BoT, 
Middleton Grange School 
BoT, Sub 2366 

Governance Status quo governance 
'Hub-type' model already in action 
Hubs increase bureaucracy 
Needs of State Integrated schools not addressed in the TSR report 
Social determinants affecting education not addressed 

Many of the p ble  identified in the report can be solved through 
exi ting m chanisms, for example: Kāhui Ako provide a management 
mech nism f  smaller schools to pool their resources to create a shared 
fin nce nd property management function. Lack of funding for leadership 

evelopment, recruitment, training and PLD 
An  an equity premium that is too low (page 18) can be addressed through 
changing the current funding formula. Schools screening for high 
performing students and conversely screening out potential pupils who are 
disabled or who have special needs (page 70, 71) can be prohibited through 
National Administrative Guidelines, NELPs and regulation. Poor financial 
and property management (page 45) 
With the above thoughts and considerations in mind, we therefore 
recommend that: For performance management reasons, Boards of 
Trustees should remain as the Principals’ Employer 
Education Hubs should not be established as they are likely to stifle 
innovation and be costly, unresponsive and bureaucratic. Kāhui Ako are 
given sufficient resources and guidelines to allow them to foster 
collaboration and resource sharing, which should include sharing resources 
to enable dedicated finance and property management personnel to be 
hired and shared 
Instead of removing competition, it should incentivize “healthy” 
competition and thereby foster innovation. For example, the Ministry could 
offer a large financial prize to the school for the best innovation submitted 
in a calendar year, as assessed by an independent panel 
Despite our concerns, if Education Hubs are implemented, then a special 
Education Hub designed to meet the requirements of State Integrated 
Schools, should be established 
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   NAGs, NELPs, Funding Formulas and Policies b  modified  Prohibit 
schools from screening pupils on the basis of acade ic and porting 
ability, and Encourage professional devel pmen  leade hip development 
and career pathways, and Fund support or sp cial eeds and disabled 
pupils, and Audit schools to ensure that Mi istry p licies are being 
implemented 
Enrolment processes (including enrol e t criteria based on zoning) for 
State Integrated Schools should not be ch nged to be identical to that for 
State Schools 
The Taskforce exten  the s op  of its investigation to include other factors 
such as poverty, dysfunc onal amilies and culture, and their impact on the 
education sy  outcomes 
The State I tegrat d Schools model works well and a form of it should be 
adopted for St e Scho ls. More specifically, we believe that the Ministry 
should ake o  the eq ivalent role of “Proprietor”' for State Schools. 
Then, wi ut changing the current duties and responsibilities of Boards, 
the M nistry an appoint Ministry Officials to act on Boards of Trustees, 
rep sen  the interests of the Ministry and in some cases, provide much 
n eded knowledge and expertise 
S t  Integrated Schools be exempt from all Taskforce recommendations 
that impair their ability to protect and maintain their Special Character 
The Taskforce gives further thought to the role of international fee-paying 
pupils toward enhancing the New Zealand education system 
The Taskforce give thought towards developing schools or departments 
with international fee-paying pupils as an integral part of the New Zealand 
education system. 

[Email]  
 Proprietor & 

BoT, Sacred Heart Girls' 
College, New Plymouth, 
Sub 2367 

Status quo governance 
Hubs increase 
bureaucracy 
Needs of State Integrated 
schools not addressed in 
the TSR report 
Legal status of State 
Integrated Schools 
Social determinants 
affecting education not 
addressed 

Existing governance expertise exists across e netw k 
The Ministry is inefficient 

Our Board of Trustees, and our Proprietor, believe that some of the 
recommendations in the report would have significant, unlawful, 
detrimental impacts on Catholic schools, as outlined in the points raised in 
this submission, and request urgent review prior to any proposed 
implementation 

[Email from organisation] 
 
 

 
 

 
Sub 2368 

The current governance 
model works 
Hub model increases 
bureaucracy 
Hub model decreased 
parental involvement 
Hub model emulates 
former 'District 
Education Board' mo el 
The TSR report is poo y 
evide d 

Abandoning T m rrow  Schools would be ‘throwing out the baby with 
the bathwat r’ 

Clearly some significant tuning of the present system is needed through 
coaching and the greater sharing of expertise. This could occur using the 
current COL's and adopting some greater flexibility in their operation 
Those schools that have difficulties in attracting individuals to their Board 
who know how to be competent trustees, could be strengthened if the 
Crown was given the power to parachute competent trustees onto the 
Board, in much the same way that Proprietors of Integrated Schools are 
able to do with their Proprietor Appointees 
Communities of Leaming - already some excellent work is being done and 
can be built on, since working together is its major feature and a 
demonstrably beneficial one for the schools involved 
Leave it up to each Board of Trustees to determine whether or not to opt 
into the proposed Hubs. If a school is constantly not able to govern itself Proa
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 The current COL model 
could be used for system 
change 
'Change for change sake' 

 properly, it could be ultimately forced into joinin  the new m del of 
administration 
Integrated schools and Kaupapa Māori s hools  oth of which have a 
Special Character, need to be handled w th c e, gi en the particular 
legislation that governs them 
It makes no sense to make cha ge for chang  ake, particularly when a 
significant percentage of scho ls d  not ant a fundamental change like 
the one being proposed - Attention can b  given to addressing a number of 
other issues, e.g. the funding model 
No system of school ng in he rld has managed to solve the economic 
disparity that exists in va ious parts of each sovereign jurisdiction, despite 
trying to do . Th  wisd m o  Solomon is needed to solve this issue in a 
fair manne  for ea h school 
No system f hoolin  in the world has managed to solve the economic 
dispari y that ists in various parts of each sovereign jurisdiction, despite 
trying to  so. The wisdom of Solomon is needed to solve this issue in a 
fair m nner f r each school 
A  Inte ated Agreement is a very significant legal document for 
ntegrat d Schools. This is a unique part of New Zealand Contract Law, 

w h cannot be overridden by Act of Parliament without agreement of the 
parties. “this Act shall bind the Crown”, is a salient part, of part 33, of the 
1989 Education Act. Great care and close collaboration with Proprietors, 
will be necessary before any fundamental changes are made 
A political cross party support agreement with the Opposition party in 
relation to proposed changes, would ensure any legislative changes have 
longevity 

[Email from organisation] 
 
, 

Sub 2369 

Need detail 
Opt in model 

Agree with the TSR report in general, but n e lack f appr riate detail on 
proposed changes 
5-year principal contracts 
Suggested changes could be voluntary  rather han compulsory 

We think it would be good for Hubs to offer a range of support services 
which schools were able to select from on a voluntary, rather than 
compulsory basis. 

[Email from organisation] 
Doreen Bailey, Chair, Far 
North Principals' 
Association, Sub 2370 

Need detail Education as a political football 
Insufficient detail in TSR report 
Insufficient consider tion of Kura K upapa Māori 
Cross-sector integration needs to be c nsidered more 
Hub as a drain on taff fro  schools 
Relationships and co munitie  must be at the heart of change 
Concerns abou  ne-siz fits-all  

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

Sub 2371 

Governance Current sys m is failing 
Principals a d boards an become 'divisive autocracies' 

A radical change in governance structure is required to enable effective 
collaboration 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2375 

System not broken S atus quo  working 
Propo ed ch nges encourage a 'one-size-fits-all' approach 

No specific recommendations 

 
 

 Sub 2376 

No high level themes 5 ear Principal proposal 
Re ain choice for out-of-zone 
P oposed changes compromise stability 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

2377 

Teaching quality Moving teachers around will compromise teaching quality Listen to the community concerns 

[Email from organisation] 
 

, 
Sub 2381 

Need detail 
Integrated schools 

Insufficient detail in TSR report to support proposed changes 
State integrated schools not well represented in the report 

There is a risk that some aspects of scho lin  will  longer be funded, and 
may have to be limited (e.g. sport)  In tha  ase, al rnative forms of 
funding should be considered a  part of a pa ge of reform 

[Email from organisation] 
Wayne Jamieson, Board 
Chair, Canterbury 
Education Services (CES), 
Sub 2448 

Structures exist Structures already exist for financial assistance to boards We are concerned that Education Hubs may replicate services that CES 
already provides to no adde  dvan g  to the sector and at an avoidable 
cost. We urge the tas  forc  to t recreate something that already exists. 

[Email from organisation] 
Jennie Miller, President, 
Career Development 
Association of New 
Zealand, Sub 2450 

Career development 
Governance 
School Leadership 
Teaching 
Central Education 
Agencies 

Moving career development from a marginal activity to a focussed and stable 
activity will significantly strengthen career education within schools, and 
stitch into other significant systems that students transition into 
From our perspective two of the greatest gaps in the current education to 
employment system are: 
A single agency that works across the education, training and work sy tem - 
The results of the changes to the Education Act are siloed and mi ed care r 
policy and investment 
Consistency and accountability in the delivery of career educa n with n 
New Zealand Schools 
Explicit mention of career development focuses Boards of Trustees  
leadership across all the dimensions of careers within the school struct  
including strategy, policy and the school-wide approach  career 
development. Education Hubs would monitor schools and lso advocate for 
schools within other systems to which stude s trans i n 

CDANZ re omm nds hat: 
The orien on mak s explicit that career education, guidance and 
support re pri it  activities 
T  Educ ion Hubs have responsibility to monitor career education, 
guid nce and upport on a regular and collaborative basis to ensure they 
m et qu ity specifications 
Educat n Hubs broker career-related resources and services to schools, 
and also broker schools’ career development needs to other regional inter- 
gency groups that focus on training, employment and regional economic 

development 
The critical importance of career education is reinforced to Principals and 
Senior Leaders 
Principals and Senior Leaders are supported with career development 
professional development 
Principals and Senior Leaders have opportunities to provide the latest 
thought leadership and influence on interagency groups that focus on 
education to employment transitions 
With teacher training, teachers are introduced to the importance of career 
education 
Teachers are trained on how careers can be linked to curriculum areas and 
the world of work – and this is done on an ongoing basis throughout their 
teaching development 
Provision is made for national professional learning and development 
programmes that focus on embedding careers into curriculum areas 
Teachers are fully supported by career teams and education hub leaders in 
the delivery of career education programmes 
Under no circumstances should teachers replace career development 
experts within a school 
The embedding of careers to be incorporated into the teacher appraisal 
process 
Significant reconceptualization and reconfiguration of the system 
stewardship function in relation to career education and career 
development in New Zealand - TEC’s Career System Strategy, as we 
currently understand it, will not sufficiently address this issue 
Support for the concept of a new independent education evaluation office 
that reports on: 
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   Career education provision and performance with n the New Zealand 
education system 
The performance of the Ministry of Edu ation a d Education Hubs in the 
delivery of career education in the New Zeal nd se ondary school system 
The consistency and quality of career ed tion pr vision in New Zealand 
schools. 

[Email from school board] 
Carol Gunn, Chair, Western 
Springs College, Nga Puna 
O Waiōrea, Sub 2451 

Governance 
Resourcing 
Hubs 
Activity Centres 
PLD 
Curriculum and 
assessment 
Depletion of in school 
expertise 

Our school's co-governance model (a school within a school or a Kura within 
a Kura with 240 students being educated in a Māori Medium environment in 
Ngā Puna o Waiōrea) is exactly the sort of ‘pocket of excellence’ that ought 
to be scaled up 
Governance model of Ministerial Appointments concerns us as it could be 
subject to governmental whim 
Creating hubs would cost substantial funds that could be directly and 
effectively used by schools 
It must be recognised that perhaps the largest challenge to education in New 
Zealand is a lack of funding 
There is real concern about a model that shifts funds from schools to hubs 
The equity funding model absolutely needs to be addressed, but the wh  
budget must be increased 
We are concerned about the similarity to the District Health ard mod  
which sees people lying about their addresses in order to get int  the one 
that provides better patient outcomes 
Worry that the envisaged hubs are too large to be truly local, and that me 
schools may be overlooked 
The governance model of Ministerial Appointments conce ns us as it could 
be subject to governmental whim 
It is a concern to us that the expertise required  run hubs ld end up 
depleting in-school expertise 
Activity Centres provide a hugely valu ble se ice to he scho ling system, 
but their isolated model has resulted in huge vari bility in delivery - a system 
which sought to link them up cou d pro i e huge benefits for their staff and 
students 
Centralisation of PLD could be huge y beneficial to the profession 
A lack of subject adviso  has res  in a focus on assessment in many 
schools 
We agree that boards equire m re support for HR, property 
management a d rincip l appointments 

 

That you value highly experie ced ull time classroom teacher as much as 
an advisor, and have fluid movement for hese jobs 
That you use some sort of e oral college model with Ministerial 
appointments to hub  whe e or isations such as NZEI, PPTA, SPC, 
SPANZ etc.put forward andid tes who were then appointed by the 
Minister. 
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[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 2452 

Unclear/not stated We support the submission of APIS and of the NZ Catholic Education 
Office. In principle, any change must respect the rights and responsibilities of 
the Proprietor of a state integrated school as set out in the Education Act, and 
we see no conflict to this in the review report. 

The Hub should exercise its governance function with advic  from the 
BoT, if BoTs are retained in some form 
The aim of the Hub should be to support and no  to constrain the principal 
as the CEO of the school 
The Hub should be there to support and a ist the BoT, rather than replace 
it 
The responsiveness of the Hu  to he sch ol should be a key requirement 
and a performance measu  for the Hub 
The day to day mana ement f school staff and resources, including 
finances, is a key co ponent of chool management, and should therefore 
be retained by the princi al 
The primary role o  focus  he BoT must continue to be the ongoing 
im rovement of tude t improvement and achievement 
A fur er ro  of the B T should be to represent the interests of parents and 
of the lo l com nity to the school and to the Hub 
The T sh uld conjointly shape the school strategic plan with the 
prin ipal and with the Hub 
The BoT should bear joint responsibility with the Hub for the appointment 
f the principal 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2453 

Choice Our schools are well served by the current model. The propo s put for ard 
by the Board of Education are undemocratic and in breach of H an Rights. 
Parents have the right to a variety of schools and teachers have the ght to 
apply to and teach at a school of their choosing. A central hub of gove ors 
with no connection or affiliation to any school is not in t e best interest of 
New Zealand children. We must maintain the special char cter, theme and 
differences of our educational facilities. It i  essen ial to ou  social 
development and wellbeing. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
 
 

 Sub 2454 

Supports 
transformational change 
Covers all 8 issues 

We consider the proposed changes are a good ste  in the right direction, 
however more thought is needed to under d the c st and im lementation 
of resourcing the hubs 
We don’t want to lose anymore princip ls nd tea hers to administration to 
these hub, however realistically some wi  need  be seconded to provide 
guidance and direction to the hubs  they are the experts of how to run 
schools 

The hubs need to be staffed by the Education Ministry in the set up with 
support from school leaders, and for the first 5 years of their establishment 
Any implementation of the reviews’ recommendations, including the 
introduction of hubs, needs to ensure that Boards of Trustees do not lose 
their own autonomy and their ability to react to specific community and 
student needs 
Numerous recommendations in sub covering the 8 issues 

[Email from DHB]  
 Health 

Promotion in schools 
Advisor, Southern District 
Health Board, Sub 2455 

Hauora Commend work f TSR: 
To optimise student arning  is essential hauora is fully integrated in every 
part of the school curri ulum and culture, actively implemented through 
school policies and gover e, part of teacher education, professional 
developmen  and scho l leadership training 
Currently he th and wellbeing support for school communities is often 
fragmen d  limi  in funding and reach, inaccessible, and unsustainable 
I  s key tha  xtensive wrap-around services with trained professionals are 
avail ble fo  all school communities 

uppo i  local communities are an essential part of a healthy education 
sy em 
Al  children should be able to attend their local school and be part of their 
l cal community 

Access to kaitiaki of Māori language and Māori culture through Education 
Hubs to support schools with making Māori language and world views an 
integral part of the school education and community 
Educations Hubs to actively encourage students to attend their closest 
school 
Development of curriculum resources and personal learning and 
development opportunities focusing on full integration of health and 
wellbeing in the curriculum 
Health and wellbeing incorporated into the whole curriculum approach 
To ensure that every child in Aotearoa New Zealand has the opportunity to 
maximise the benefits from participating in education, PHS recommends 
the prioritisation of a long-term holistic health and wellbeing approach in 
the education sector 
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  It is essential for schools to maintain the flexibility to adjust their services to 
the individual needs of their community 
At the same time it is crucial for teaching staff as well as school management 
to be able to fall back on state of the art academic research and continuous 
quality improvement for example curriculum resources and policy guidelines 
Strong collaboration on a national and regional level between early 
childhood, primary, secondary and tertiary education providers with 
supportive, participative leadership and a strong focus on hauora of the whole 
school community are essential to create optimal learning environments and 
optimise learning opportunities 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2457 

Integrated schools 
Ministerial appointments 
Doubt proposals will 
achieve aims 

Hub personnel being ministerial appointed - there is a statement that says 
‘there are good processes used already in some crown agencies to guard 
against these being political appointments’ however there should be an 
element of local vote to keep this true 
Clarify implications for integrated schools 
Restructuring on such a large scale will take time to embed with the risk that 
this lost time will make the gap in equity and achievement even wid r 
Achievement and engagement occur when excellent teachers en age with 
learners - a bureaucracy change will not work at this level of ducation t  
raise achievement This abandonment of current system and up ke of  new, 
one size fits all system will cost around $200 million and take tim  o embed 
- schools could use this now to fix many of the identified issues with 
increased funding… special needs funding, pay and PLD 

The report eeds t  clarify he implications for state integrated schools 
An lemen  f l cal vo e to guard against ministerial appointments being 
politic l app ntment  

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, Sub 

2458 

All 8 issues Structural change does not necessarily equate to improved service 
Suggests alternative models which could in lude asures uch as 
experienced educators e.g. retired principals o  long-stan in  trustees could 
be engaged to serve on a number of boards 
Principals should be employed by their b ar  
Boards should engage the expertise of he hu  wh n appointing the principal 
The current model for teacher app aisa  h  suffic ent flexibility 
The types of schooling provision n ed to  efully investigated before 
changes are made 
Any decisions need to b  evidenc  ba ed and not at the whim of a particular 
ideology 
I generally agree with the con rns raised around governance, however the 
sweeping chang  that a  proposed for all 2,500 Boards is going too far 
Types of schooling provision need to be carefully investigated before 
changes are made 
Do t gree t re sh uld be guaranteed employment for newly trained 
te chers 
N t all peop e who train in a profession are best suited and the appointment 
of te hers s the decision of each school 
R commendations have not gone far enough to address the fundamental 
problem identified by the Taskforce of inadequate resourcing in the 
compulsory schooling sector 
There is a conflict between a regulatory role of the Ministry and a support 
role of the Ministry 

That the Taskforce returns for further consultation on a range of options 
that address governance issues 
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  Significant reconceptualization and reconfiguration of the system 
stewardship function of the Ministry of Education is needed 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2459 

All 8 issues Value in disestablishing the current bureaucracy - is largely unresponsive to 
the needs of schools and setting up a new system 
The government has made it clear there is no more money available for 
education, so where is the money for the bureaucracy to come from? This 
needs to be addressed before there is commitment to the education hubs to 
ensure the reforms are not at the expense of teachers and students 
Idea that Board of Trustees self-governing model is not working consistently 
well across the country needs to be challenged 
Naive to think that controlling zoning through hubs will eliminate 
competition between schools -a far more complicated issue than this and 
needs further investigation 
Re school donations, why no mention of the $150 per student the current 
government promised if schools did away with donations? 
See submitter recommendations re other issues 

Implementing the school donation optio  that the government promised 
should be included in the recommendati ns f the sk force 
State integrated schools should n  e able to crea e elitist schools using 
government funding and top i  it up with parent fees / donations - The 
fees/donations charges should om  off g vernment funding 
It is fair that schools wh  rol foreign f e paying students provide for 
them independently of gove ent funding - this is one area that needs 
much tighter regulati n to ensu  that schools with foreign fee paying 
students don’t use it to c ate income that other schools don’t have access 
to 
Gi ing commun ies th  leading role on closure decisions is a vast 
impr vemen  n what has transpired in the past and is a positive step 
suggested by th  k force that should be implemented, doesn’t 

sarily eed to be done through a hub 
It is bundantly clear that that support for students with special needs is at 
c is po nt 

 dis bility and learning support is relying so heavily on Teacher Aides 
likely to meet the needs of these students 

o expect the lowest paid and trained people in our schools to meet the 
majority of the needs of many of these high needs students is unrealistic 
Funding for these students in terms of teacher support should be increased 
and time frames put on waiting lists for specialist support 
Specialised training should be available to the teachers who work with 
students with disabilities and Learning Support 
Meeting the needs of students with disabilities and needing learning 
support is almost totally absent from teacher training programmes 
This needs to change 
I suspect with all good intention from the task force lack of funding will 
see a rearrangement of resources rather than increased investment to 
support our most vulnerable students who teachers are expected to meet 
the needs of without proper sustainable support 5 
Developing a more flexible initial teacher education is a positive step, this 
should include a discussion around removing the training of teachers away 
from the universities and re-establishing some form of teachers colleges 
whose focus should be to prepare teachers for the day to day aspects of the 
role of teacher 
Communities of learning have not been a successful model for 
collaboration and should be scrapped, If they remain for equity purposes, 
those schools not involved in a Community of Learning should receive 
their fair share of funding to enhance student learning within their context 
With regard to teacher appraisal - needs to become more flexible 
Who becomes the appointed leadership advisors is critical if they are to 
have any positive and sustainable impact, it is imperative that they come 
from the profession and need to do the work for a fixed period 
Too many advisors that are currently around have not worked in a school 
for long periods, recent school experience should be essential which would 
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   require short term contracts- they need to be appo nted from e profession, 
preferably experienced principals with a history of uccessf l leadership 
Current system for providing support for new p ncipals works well - 
doesn’t need to change 
The idea that leadership opportunities ne  to be p ovided, rather than 
sought a concern -many so call d aspiring lea ers think that leadership 
needs to be provided for them athe  han omething they actively pursue 
In the development of any leadership development programme this issue 
needs to be kept in mind, yo  can’t e dependent-leadership 
The contestable fund ng m del sociated with leadership and other PDL 
needs to be replaced with some hing that is far more equitable to teachers 
and their students  Havin  ups who decide who will get funding and 
who won’t s not how  system should operate 
All s dents hould be funded at the same level if we really want to 
improv  the ed ti n system and make it equitable for all 

 dependent evaluative body (not affected by political ideology of the 
day) hould be able to move back to a supportive role in school 
improve ent and raising student achievement 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2460 

Hubs: Layer of 
administrative control 
Evidence lacking 
Political appointments 
Employment of teachers 
and principals 
Cost of implementing 
Consultation 

Not comfortable with this layer of administrative control over a ot of the 
successful schools in New Zealand. It appears to me that the ubs will h ve 
too much control over the schools. The situation where 50% of  p sons 
are appointed by the Minister will mean a huge decline of parent a  teacher 
voice over how education works in a local school 
Here is the evidence of the viability of “hubs” as a mode  (where are they 
being used overseas?) Why the transfer of BoTs current re ponsibilities to the 
Hubs – away from the local setting? Why t  poli l appo ntments onto the 
hubs by the Minister (50%) – a large number 
The employment of teachers and Principals by th  Hub will re uce 
teacher/Principal connection to schools 
Question where the Hub personnel are going o come from…where are they 
now? 
Strong reservations that the recom enda ns on't be successful without 
proper evidence and consultation... 

Th  riginal Tomorrow Schools report was much more detailed in 
consultation – please spend more money on this area and get it done 
properly 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2461 

Competition 
Bureaucracy 

We live in a competitive global rld where we can only survive by giving 
all our children th  a cess  and the chance to achieve excellence in 
education. Submis i ns 1.Ind vidual schools and pupils need competition to 
achieve this excellence  2. This hould come from each school, their teachers 
and each community that y come from 3. Some schools excel in music, 
others in sp rt, and others in achievements in business and public service. 
This diversity comes f m not only exceptional teachers, but the influence of 
each of eir co nities, parents and zones 
I ernat ona  research does not support direction by Bureaucracy, why do we, 
need i ? 

We must encourage competition between and within schools, and 
individual ideas and thinking, and not have a blanket political wash within 
a hub 
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[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2462 

Ministry ineffective 
Need national system 
Suspension/exclusions 
Teacher shortage 
PLD 
Advisory service 
Competition 
Learning support 
Cross-party support 

Need to look at our schools as a system rather than as individual entities and 
think about the education of all our ākonga 
Agree in general with many of the changes suggested, including the 
introduction of Education Hubs for the following reasons: 1. The Ministry of 
Education is completely ineffective. The rules and regulations and 
restrictions, whether for property, for IRF funding, for staffing, for health and 
safety are at best not helpful and in many cases very restrictive for schools 
trying to find a better way for the students 
This suggested system, if implemented in a systematic and considered way 
can still support flexibility and autonomy of schools but also introduce a 
more interconnected and equitable system for all 
Support zoning recommendations 
Support the removal of responsibility for exclusions and expulsions from the 
BoT 
Board members have had to make decisions that impact on that child for life 
after only meeting them for the first time one hour before – I would like to 
take the suggestions even further e.g. more accountability for Principals who 
exclude students and also refuse to be part of the system in supporting 
students who have been excluded from other schools 
Lack of nationwide response to the teacher shortage crisis I bel eve could be 
better addressed via a hub or other similar system 
The current application based PLD system is a joke and horrific e of 
time. I think the Hubs could play an integral role in improving supp  for 
teachers and leaders 
Need to do something collectively about competition bet een schools so that 
when one school flourishes others suffer – though mandati g zones and strict 
enforcement or forcing students to go to thei  local sc ol is not the answer. 
Let’s make local schools more attractive educa nally than se in wealthier 
/ other areas. Double their staffing so they can hav  classes of 5 would be a 
great start. Let’s start putting our money wher  our m uth is regarding 
dealing with poverty and the challeng  of li ing in poverty for far too many 
of our students 
National disgrace in how we care f r stud t  ith learning and behavioural 
needs – I completely endor e the su gested changes in this area 
Changes cannot be an ‘opt in or pt o t system’ - all schools must be part of 
a hub or network ut there hould be some choice in how that takes place. It 
would also be a sens ble mea re of success for hubs, for if they offer 
meaningful and useful rvices nd options then schools are going to what to 
take advantage of their se i es 
Funding is  real issue nd this needs to be addressed 
Cannot allow ducation to continue to be used as a political football (such as 
in he na nal standards debate / debacle) that gets voted on every three 
y ars. We n d a long term sustainable plan that is agreed upon with cross- 
party uppo t to continue to build on the strengths of our current system 

All schools must be part of a hub or network but ere shoul  be some 
choice in how that takes place 
- Funding is a real issue and this needs t  be add essed 
All schools should have to take more re pon bility to support students in 
‘fitting in’ in their school and should not  able t  say “My way or you 
are out” without showing genu ne actions th  ave been taken to try and 
keep kids “in” 
bring back the advisory s vice 
Need to still have an ption  removing students from school – my 
suggestion would be  ‘hub  wi in the hub where any suspended or stood 
down student must atten  until hey return to school with full wrap around 
support serv ces 
N  part of this r view but Principal’s salaries should be reviewed – 
incen ivisin  ll grow h is definitely a contributory factor to the current 
issues 
 re sho ld be an ‘audit of inequity’ regarding the state of property and 

available resources 
A l scho ls should be able to access social worker services where there is a 

ed – t shouldn’t be about who happened to get in on a system which is 
now not funded 
Hubs should be accountable to the Principals and Boards that they serve – 
this is a significant improvement on the current system with the ministry 
Significantly more funding is needed for Oranga Tamariki and Mental 
Health services in NZ - They are completely overworked and the impact of 
this on schools with high numbers of students in need who end up picking 
up the pieces / trying their very best to try and fill in the gaps should not be 
underestimated 
We need a long term sustainable plan that is agreed upon with cross-party 
support to continue to build on the strengths of our current system 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2463 

Para-teachers 
Teacher shortage 

Teachers are overburdened with administration. In much the same way as one 
has paramedics and paralegals one could also have para-teachers. they would 
be helpful with functions that are not necessarily a 'teaching' function but are 
administrative and time consuming, best managed from the teacher or 
principal proximity and would be more poorly managed if invested in a 
“Hub” 
There is a teacher shortage and there are now significant barriers to teachers 
who have left the profession to return 
It is illogical to have a teacher with 10 years’ experience to be required to re- 
train for a year, if they wish to return to the profession. 

The establishment of a class of help (para teacher ) for teach s, beyond 
which is currently available (on occasion), should  a prior y. This 
assistance can be established through a 6 month ourse, aught through 
polytechnics, nationwide. In this course would be (in addition to basic 
administration skills) - skills that would e nivers ly helpful, but 'school 
specific' i.e. they would be desi ned to fur r re uce the workload of both 
teachers and principals 
For returning teachers, a simple ridging ourse should be put in place - a 
course that is not more han 3 months l ng and is of low cost 
This is also the case or people who wish to transfer from another 
profession to the teachin  profe sion - it should be made easier - 
particularly f  e su ects where the shortage of teachers is acute 

[Email from school] Heidi 
Hayward, Principal, 
Dunedin North 
Intermediate, Sub 2464 

Middle school 
Resourcing 
Learning Support 

Concerned that experiences of our school community do not support Report 
statements re Intermediates 
Y7-9 middle school may be advantageous but would not like to see Y10s as 
top dog - give them a year at secondary prior to NCEA 
Concerned about employing secondary trained teachers in primary and 
middle schools due to their lack of training around teaching (as opposed to 
training around subject knowledge) 
Also concerned about money required to physically create mid le school  
Biggest concerns are resourcing and learning support 
Not convinced administrative changes proposed will address the n ds of 
these two most critical areas 
Requires more than the Education portfolio to meet need  of students 

No specifi  recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
 

 Sub 2465 

[Addresses all 8 issues] Insufficient detail in report 
Deficit based report 
We feel that the review outlines a component th t is encroa d on, that 
being the representational capacity, mana (power}  nd pono ( eeds} of the 
school community 
Our view is that the HUB can be agile nd f cuse  on the need of each 
school with the appropriate resou cing  ffer su port when requested in the 
areas of governance, finance, prop ty, he l h nd safety and teaching and 
learning 
Further the staffing of th  HUB n ds careful consideration 
Those appointed ill need he capacity, the skills and the contextual 
experience to mee  t  needs f the schools in that hub 
Under the curr  clima  collaboration with other secondary schools is a 
challenge b cause of different needs and philosophies 
Principals a  currently employed by the community who are better skilled to 
know hat th r community needs from a school leader 
It s too a  emoved to comprehend how an Education Hub can understand 
the co textu l needs of a community without having breathed and lived in 
the s ace it erves 
T e wider social and economic issues (for example children living in 
po erty) confronting our community mean that we need the appropriate 
su port to bring about the level of change required 
We know our community, we are prepared for mahi tahi and we can make 
the difference but we need to be resourced correctly and at the right level 

The hub needs to be more of a cooperative as opposed to overarching 
authority 
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[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

2466 

International students 
Teacher employment 

Revenue generated by international students makes employing teacher aides 
possible 
If the school can no longer enrol overseas students, in the long run, student 
achievement will suffer 
If I am forced to move school because of what some bureaucrat decides, then 
like many other teachers, will quit, and thus worsening the current teacher 
crisis 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
Chris Birch, Principal, 
Pukehou School, Sub 2467 

Hubs 
All 8 issues 

Agree that the role of the Board of Trustees needs to be re-orientated and 
support the inclusion of a Mana whenua representative to assist the Board in 
its governance challenges along with a hub representative to ensure Boards of 
Trustees focus on Governance of the school, but would have concerns if this 
hub representative and possibly Mana whenua had a say in how our school 
was run. We believe the representative should be able to suggest/recommend 
to the Board but should not have a voting right on the Board 
We have concerns with the lack of a structured plan in regards to the setting 
up of regional hubs 
Whilst we agree that those at the forefront of education, our Principals, are 
those with the most relevant knowledge to inform and run these hubs we 
have great concerns that this will take a significant number of our duca nal 
leaders out of schools and add to an already demanding worklo d 
We have concerns too over the level of control central hubs w uld hav   
individual schools and the power that Central Government would l y in this 
Whilst we support the majority of the Taskforce recommendations o  
biggest concern is at no point has the cost of this undertaking been 
considered 

The hubs should be small  to allow bett r recognition of each schools’ 
unique situation and avoid d ys wi hin the system 
These changes must e ag eed oss the political spectrum, Education, 
along with Health must op be ng a political football that changes every 
three years nd be ven  highest priority in the governments budgets 
Th  Hubs, Mini ry or whatever need to take back ownership of currently 
outso rced p jects w h core teams that are a division of the Ministry/Hub 
so the b efits f b lk purchasing etc.can enjoyed by all 
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[Email from school SLT] 
Lorraine Pound, Principal, 
Epsom Girls' Grammar 
School, Sub 2468 

All 8 issues Recommendations will reduce board agency in decision-making 
do not have confidence that the Hub would be a source of support 
Fears are that the Hub would take decision-making power/slow down 
decision-making/not have required expertise available in a timely fashion/ be 
top down and controlling rather than a source of agile support 
Clarification needed on whether this report’s recommendations will create 
overlap/doubling up/ competing priorities with the work of Kāhui Ako 
[All 8 issues discussed] 

Resourcing decisions should be made in consulta on with p cipals 
Principals should be appointed with the expe tation hat any enduring 
change will only become embedded if th y rem n longer than 5 years 
Education Hubs should be adequately r our ed to nsure the sharing of 
effective practices – e.g. PD time for teac rs but chools should also be 
able to lead their own PD acco ding to pedag gical and curriculum design 
needs 
An agile and consistent SMS is needed t  ensure transition data is shared 
The resourcing for w ap aro d would need to be forthcoming - It would 
need to avoid being ghly pres iptive and ‘labelling’ of possible 
pathways for individual udent  
Te Kura and VLN ould h need significant development to meet the 
ne ds desc bed 
Capp g don ion - need the detail to be able to make a judgement about 
this 
The llabo tive model of Kāhui Ako is worth developing but there needs 
to b  gre ter alignment of MUs so that In-School Leaders are positioned as 
‘ rowin  leaders’ and Faculty Curriculum Heads are recognized for their 
urriculum and leadership wisdom 

The appraisal process needs to acknowledge teaching as inquiry is an on- 
ing learning journey and not outcomes to be delivered 

Attention to attracting a greater diversity of leaders is needed 
Redefining the role of ERO is important to shift the focus from 
accountable to relevance and responsive to needs 
If the Education Hubs are to be effective then they should not be another 
layer of bureaucracy beneath the Ministry 
If NZQA is to be disestablished then a national forum to discuss the 
removal of Level 1 NCEA, digital exams, semesterisation of exams 
etc.needs to still be available 

[Email from school board] 
Maria Neville-Foster and 
Kirstin Thompson, Principal 
and Board chair 
respectively, Sacred Heart 
College Napier, Sub 2469 

Special character schools 
Parent engagement 
All 8 issues 

Appears to be significant consequence  on the int grated schooling network 
Choice of special character educa on, f  those who have the legal right to 
access it, should not be viewed as  challe  for effective network 
provision 
Free transport should re ain, so th y re able to attend a school that is in 
line with their fai  
Enrolment schemes d  not app y to state-integrated schools, which cover 
much wider ar  
Increasing ational funding in disability and learning support is a necessity - 
The provisi n for such ervices in Hubs would be ineffective without 
incre d inve tment 
The provis n of quality teachers is a nation-wide issue - Catholic schools 
h ve a  add nal requirement of teachers holding Religious Education 
quali catio s - provision of such in NZ universities requires further 

velop ent 
Sc ool leaders require improved professional development and professional 
su port - In state-integrated school leadership advisory requires provision for 
hose leading in specific special character environments - It is difficult to 

know where the resourcing and expertise would come from, in the proposed 
Leadership Advisors roles within Hubs School Resourcing 

Urgent, further consideration needs to be given before any proposed 
changes are implemented 
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  Support the implementation of the equity index - this has long been promised 
- School resourcing in New Zealand is inadequate - Increased funding needs 
to be targeted where the greatest need sits: learning support, raising student 
achievement through targeted pedagogical and wellness initiatives 
Expenditure in establishing another bureaucratic layer, Hubs, would be 
misguided use of additional valuable resource that should be channelled 
where educationalists know bring the best outcome for all learners 
Why create Hubs when there is existing governance expertise across the 
network that could and should offer governance support to those who require 
it 

 

[Email from school SLT] 
 

 
 

 Sub 
2470 

Equity Concerned at the lack of fine detail being proposed 
Especially concerned with how these hubs might be resourced, especially in 
terms of staffing resources 
We agree with the rationale behind the proposals and with Education Hubs 
that the collective approach will support educationalists to address inequity. 

The Ministry to release more detail about how these reforms might work in 
practice 

[Email from school board], 
Chair, Orewa Primary 
School, Sub 2471 

Lack of research 
Unsubstantiated 
assumptions 
All 8 issues 

The published report needed to define more clearly what is not working 
within the existing educational framework 
There is a generic unvalidated assumption that competition (cu ent Mini ry 
structure) is not working and collaboration (proposed hub str ture) wil  
work 
The Tomorrow's Schools Taskforce has made some other proposals at we 
agree are necessary in our sector and are long overdue. However, the 
Government could adopt these recommendations now w hout handing 
controls of schools to “Hubs” at the expense of local communities: 
Prioritising and supporting better Te Reo te hing  ur sc ools, Improved 
teacher professional development programmes  Greater fl i ility in our 
teacher training programmes with the goal to solv  our greates  concern, 
which is our quality teacher supply, Imp  resou ing for le rning support 
in schools, Reviewing the decile fundi g mod l, Enco raging improved 
collaboration across schools 
There is significant risk associated with  univ rsal implementation of the 
structural changes as outlined in the Report - The consequences will (in the 
long term) dilute the efficiency and effectiveness of our education system and 
create a culture which fo ers and de ers mediocrity across the NZ 
education network  

Th  foll wing aspects need to be included in the scope of the review: 
 Ident fy the issues 

2. HR implications: There is discussion about Principals’ tenure. However 
there is no discussion about the tenure of Ministry personnel. Principals 
and their schools are currently publicly reviewed by ERO. There is no 
comparable review of Ministry personnel. Changing efficiency in the 
Ministry would be possible with some external feedback and review. High 
turnover should be accompanied by very strong handover processes to 
assure continuity of services are provided to each school 
3. Research: There is no solid research data or suggested implementation 
plan described in the report that demonstrates that the proposed “Hub” 
model will produce better outcomes. 

[Email from school board] 
Dean Hamilton, Chair, 
Wakatipu High School, Sub 
2472 

Governance We are very concerne  that the view proposes a move from "one model for 
all" to "anoth r model fo  ll 
There are a umber of ecommendations that we are concerned with as we 
believe they would lik ly lead to a reduction in outcomes for our students and 
the om unity  wh ch we operate, in particular 
G vern nce  We disagree with the reorientation of the Board which will 
almos  certa nly attract less capable trustees and therefore governance will 
deter rate 
Split responsibilities ("delegated back") will likely create grey areas where 
ac untability will be blurred between the Board and the hub e.g. in the 
cr ical area of health and safety 
School Leadership - We believe the appointment of the Principal should 
remain solely with the Board 

Schools who can demonstrate performance on key measures should be 
afforded the opportunity, if they so choose, to operate under the current 
system or some form of hybrid system (whereby schools can elect in to 
specific services) 
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  We believe that our Principal's contribution to other schools should be a 
decision made between the Board and the Principal 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2473 

All 8 issues Governance - Taking power away from boards would have a major effect on 
the role of communities in schools. Parent’s would have less say through the 
board of trustees as the parent representatives have diminished authority 
Good opportunity to extend Intermediate Schools into Middle School and 
create more stability for students 
Agree that every school should have a learning support co-ordinator and be 
funded separately for this 
Teaching- agree that our system needs to do better at recruiting, training and 
supporting new teachers 
Agree that paraprofessionals need to be given more support to improve their 
learning to be able to provide support for a range of needs within a school- a 
career pathway should be developed to ensure these professionals are 
growing and being recognised for their skills 
Great that there is talk of support for new principals but this does not 
necessarily need to come from a hub, 
While education remains a political tool for vote grabbing, the ducation 
system will struggle to gain momentum for quality and sustai d chang  

Parents/Students should have the choice f  co-ed chool or single sex 
High School where possible 
E.g. Larger Towns/Cities 
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP - nee  to be m re diversity, Boards should be 
able to appoint based o  th r communi y needs, Remuneration needs to 
match this 
Support for new principal  PLD needs to be fully funded 
Management unit  matc  the number that secondary schools receive 
Needs of s udent  hould to be taken into account, not just roll size 
Princ pal sa es need to be based on the complexity of their job 
Primary chool ding for guidance counsellors 
Do n t dise ablish ERO 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2474 

All 8 issues Professionals need to be guiding and implementing the curriculu   not BoTs 
Funding remains the central issue 
Decile 10 students need support and help as well as Decile 1 
We rely on donations and our learning opportunities woul  be significantly 
impacted if we could not raise funds this w y - Many weal y parents refuse 
to pay donations as they feel tax takes their m ney and ho ls should be free 
Rather than use examples of children being enro d by schoo  against 
current zoning rules as illustrating the need f r chan e, simply nforce the 
current zoning rules 
Disability and Learning Support - Sign fic nt add ional funding is what is 
required to enable schools to prov de be r outc mes for children who have 
disabilities or need learning suppor   Just because children have more 
wealthy parents doesn t me  they d n’t need help 
Teaching - Whil  a dive  teacher kforce is desirable to reflect the 
diversity of the lea ing co munity, it should not come at the expense of 
quality of teaching 
If we are going to have g ra teed employment of newly trained teachers 
than the qu ity of teacher training needs to be improved and the quality of 
Beginning achers n ds to be raised 
Sec nd ents c uld b  a great strategy to raise achievement and spread skills 
T e Hubs c uld be a great concept for progression for principals BUT the 
struct re an  governance of Hubs, along with the employment of suitable 
cand ates  will be crucial to the success of the Hub concept 

It is essential that any change to the education system needs to be non- 
political and by multi-party agreement so that it is a long lasting and 
supported initiative 
Significant additional funding and resourcing e.g teacher aides in every 
classroom 
Services with Educational Psychologists & Councillors readily available to 
all schools is essential 
Support for schools to be able to manage safely increasingly challenging 
behaviours in students and alternative places / wrap around services to help 
these students and whānau is vital 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2475 

Governance Taskforce not independent (noting Bali Haque’s books) 
schools and their communities will be dictated to by unelected hub officials 
with no redress that has any “bite” 
The report is vague and lacks essential detail 
Hubs will have no INDEPENDENT oversight given that the ERO will be 
disbanded. This is simply appalling 
The hubs will RAPIDLY become staff bloated and financially voracious 
entities that will consume government money that could otherwise have gone 
direct to educators. Why? Because the hubs are physically remote from the 
schools and so aren’t aware on a day to day basis of what is going on 
No authority at the schools - teachers and principals who can’t by themselves 
decide on suspensions/expulsions can ONLY be seen by the pupils as 
toothless functionaries 
No direct parent access to the ‘man/woman in charge 
If it ain’t broke don’t fix it - the majority of schools are performing well 
under the current regime. A relatively small minority are not. Focus on JUST 
the ones that aren’t and leave the rest to get on with things successfully (with 
no further middle-man bureaucratic expense) and have the hubs try  t the 
underperforming schools up to the level of the successful (and n n-hub) es 

The BEST thing by far that government can do fo  educatio   to lift the 
UPPER END in the salary sector by at least 50% (f r teache s that teach – 
not just positions of responsibility) 
Schools should be able to opt in/out of e ‘h b  m del as THEY please - 
If it really is SUCH a good model  schoo  will rush to join. If not – then 
the model is no good 

[Email from school board] 
 
 Sub 2476 

All 8 issues In principle, agree with the intentions of this report 
Support the notion of a ‘hub’ as long as they are implemented in  w y that is 
flexible and is not a “one size fits all” approach. If a school’s gove ance 
structure is working, then don’t change it 
Concerned that hubs may be implemented with the same bureaucracy as we 
are currently battling with in the existing Ministry of Educ tion 
Reject the recommendation that principals uld b  ppoin d on five year 
contracts, however agree that five years is a go d amoun  f me to start 
having career conversations and ‘where to next’ d cussions w th principals 
Understand the need for strong transitions be een s hools - th  impact of 
this educational setting could be advanced by moving to a “junior high” or 
“middle school” model, for three r fo r y ars ra er than two 
Concerned that the Hub and schoo  in th  am  area would need to be able 
to collaborate and have open  trusti g relationships in order for zones to be 
fair 
Concerned that s ondme  between schools and hubs and Ministry could be 
problematic for sc ls, espe ially in the current climate of staffing 
difficulties 
Support the D&LS recom ndations - have had many issues with getting 
enough sup ort for ou  high needs students, and have had to fund Learning 
Assistants fr m our O erations Grant, however we are aware that funding is 
lik ly to e an o ng issue 
We support he recommendation to increase the quality of Pre-Service 
Teacher Education 
We s t the recommendation of a Leadership Centre and more support for 
pr cipals 
Concerned that no Government will be in a position to support the 
Resourcing recommendations 
We agree that the education system as a whole should be evaluated and 
reported on 

We recommend that the school chooses what it outsources to hubs 
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[Email from school board] 
Liz Schellekens, Chair, 
Remuera Intermediate 
School, Sub 2478 

One solution only is 
problematic 
Taskforce reporting 
ambiguity 
All 8 issues 

Ambiguity caused by public statements in contrast to report is problematic as 
is identification of a solution before seeking agreement about the issues that 
need to be resolved 
Governance - Investigate existing structures such as Communities of 
Learning or other clusters of schools as a vehicle for enforced collaboration 
and decision making cognizant of the impact on other schools 
Provide Centres of Excellence for some of the non-educational aspects of 
running schools 
Is there an opportunity to re-purpose the existing Regional Offices to co- 
ordinate these services? 
Ensure that targeted support for Schools and Boards is available through 
networks of professional people who can provide support where it is needed 
for the period it is needed 
Compel Boards to employ the services of a Ministry approved education 
consultant when appraising or employing a Principal/Tumuaki (just as they 
do when employing a Ministry approved Project Manager for large property 
projects 
Schooling provision - Transitions can be positive experiences for stud ts if 
data transfer is addressed and individual needs are understood 
The needs of the young adolescent are quite specific during a me of 
significant physical and social maturation - the intermediate sc ol 
environment is able to cater specifically to those needs 
Schools should be part of a full service that includes Plunket, early 
childhood, medical and MSD support, Enhance the Kāhui Ako commun y of 
learning to specifically address transition within clusters f schools 
Competition and choice - The reason that s hools ccept o t of zone students 
need to be properly understood 
Students with learning or other needs are entitled o attend the r local school - 
if they are denied access there should be a l ar app l process 
The Ministry has the ability to ensure hools adhere t  their enrolment 
schemes and provide fair access to stu nt  with pecial needs 
D&LS - More resource is required to all w sch ls to support students with 
special and complex needs 
Access to support needs to be m re s eamlined 
Teaching - We n d to do etter at recruiting, training and supporting 
teachers 
Leadership - Support and training for Principals/Tumuaki is limited and must 
be improved 
Resourcing  More res urce needs to be available across the Education sector 
as a whole 
Equity o  funding must be addressed 
C ntra  Edu ion Agencies - creation of a new entity Hub) with all the 
inher nt cos  is not the only way to achieve this reconfiguration, other 
ltern i  must be considered 

An alternative: 
The success of any change can only be track d by h ving cl ar and agreed 
goals at the outset 
We need to agree on the problems to be olv d, rev ew potential solutions 
and choose the best one to achieve our g  
This way the rollout of these changes can stay focused on what is trying to 
be achieved and periodic chec poi  wil  ensure it is working as intended 
Place a hold on the proc  f reporting nding to the Minister 
Reframe then seek a eement n the issues to be resolved 
Propose a number of olu ions r each of those issues (including the 
current Educa i  Hub p opos l) 
Ensure this tatem nt of solutions includes review of the current systems 
and uppor  ne works nd whether simple alterations to those may achieve 
the de ired o come 
Undertak  a cost/benefit analysis of all solutions and consult widely 
inclu ng th  analysis 
Id ntify best” solution for presentation to the Minister 

[Email from school board] 
 

 Sub 2479 

Proposals unlikely to 
lead to aims and idel e 
community in lvement 
[Al  8 iss ] 

Op ose the restructuring of Ministry support into a smaller number of large 
“Education Hubs” which would seem highly unlikely to be able to improve 
tudent outcomes in communities such as Otahuhu which have high-level 

multi-ethnic character 

To improve the outcomes for every student the focus must be on 
recruitment, development and retention of excellent teachers, together with 
funding sufficient to best meet the needs of our most vulnerable students 
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  The structure of the Education Hubs is questionable and would appear to 
present an expensive bureaucratic overlay to the detriment of community 
involvement 
The side-lining of Boards of Trustees into what is effectively a community 
fundraising model would be completely detrimental in particular to the 
majority schools that have Boards of Trustees which operate effectively 
within the existing model 
The current governance structures within the compulsory education sector is 
a strength of the New Zealand Education system 
The proposed reforms would lead to significant cost and upheaval to the 
detriment of student achievement 
The proposed change to school governance is radical and, for possibly the 
first time within New Zealand, side-lines community involvement in school 
governance 
Also discusses all 8 issues 

 

[Email from school board] 
 

 Sub 
2480 

Governance 
Leadership 
Resourcing 

BoTs will be significantly disempowered to the point that people would not 
be interested in being on the Board 
Hubs will be a largely unnecessary new layer of bureaucracy 
Strongly believe that the current system is not broken. What’s br ken is t  
leadership and funding and we are greatly disappointed that e ormous change 
is being proposed without first addressing these two areas. 

. R truct e the Ministry so it faces the schools and is responsive to their 
need  
2  Corre ly fund schools 
3  Bet r support Boards of Trustees 
4. Once steps 1-3 are completed, then let’s review the overall system 

[Email from individual] 
, Former 

headmaster, Sub 2481 

All 8 issues Number 1 Reform Priority, a long overdue review of the current 28 TE 
Establishments, most of indifferent quality 
Salary structures also need a major $$ boost to incentivis  quality applicants 
Keep local communities involved in all the key decision-m king about their 
schools -anything else flies in the face of w ld tren ! 
Establishing a more formal identification, pre – osting lea hip training 
programme is desperately needed- Current progra mes are ve y ad hoc and 
of variable quality 
Middle schools - opt for 1-8 and 9-13 e. on y on  change rather than two 
School Resourcing – the overall r our ng for th  compulsory schooling 
sector is currently inadequate to me t the n  of many learners/ ākonga and 
those who work in i  
This is no doubt true (and will alw ys e), but some low decile school leaders 
say it is not the m n y, bu  he difficulty of finding quality specialists to 
deliver the special le ning ne ds 
Central Educa  Agen ies – a number of significant structural issues and 
policy settings make it difficult for agencies to be as effective as they might 
be 
Regi l boar  prop ed to take over most legal roles of school boards, 
in ludin  ppointing the principal - very bad move, A strong compromise is 
n eded here  hereby those schools needing better governance come under a 
National School Improvement Programme, with strong intervention and 

cen i tion programmes to both strengthen weaker Boards and attract 
ch nge-making Principals to those schools 
Identify those schools which needed stronger governance and leadership – 
possibly by using an OPT IN model 
Reform the central Bureaucracy by restructuring the current 
MINISTRY/ERO/NZQA into a more high powered single Bureaucracy with 

The key issue which the government should be focusing on rather than 
totally upending a system that is working very well for about 80% of the 
population – the attraction, induction and retention of higher quality, better 
remunerated teachers and principals, who will teach well no matter what 
the system, nor where they teach 
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  up to e.g. 6 very focussed local School Improvement Offices/National School 
Improvement Programme 
The replacement Education Evaluation Authority needs to be high quality to 
work out how to introduce value-added assessment 

 

[Email from individual]  
, Sub 2482 

Competition and choice Teachers, parents and Principals have a right to choose where they work and 
enrol their children but this proposal does not promote these freedoms of 
choice 
We agree some schools need assistance, but why disrupt those successfully 
run schools, enforcing chaos and uncertainty unnecessarily 
Ideas are poorly thought out and lacking in detail and common sense in many 
areas 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, 

Sub 2483 

Governance If administration burdens could be located within a Hub then even more time 
could be focused on important factors 
We need a system that promotes the shared responsibility and accountability 
for the learning of all students within a community, not just those who go to a 
particular school - This report seems to be promoting such a focus 
Concerned about principals only being appointed to a school for 5 years and 
nervous about suspensions and stand downs moving away from a BoT 
All schools need a bureaucracy to support them. The current b eaucracy s 
not serving or supporting schools well. The success of any tra formati  
will be dependent on it being resourced adequately. 

No specifi  recommendations 

[Email from school 
proprietor & board]  

 
 

 
 

 
 Sub 2484 

Special Character Fully support many of the high level goals and aspirations however  an 
integrated state school with an holistic special character have serious 
concerns with the Report, and cannot support recommend tions under 
Governance and Competition and Choice which threaten o r special 
character 

That the Taskforce reviews its recommended outcomes and exempt our 
State Integrated and Area school from any zoning restrictions, from 
diminution of any Proprietor tasks that enshrine our special character, from 
donation restrictions that would limit our special character capacity and 
from the vital appointment process of the Principal, including the 5 year 
term 

[Email from school] 
Christine Chadwick, 
Principal, Ashgrove School, 
Sub 2485 

All 8 issues Hubs- with the responsibility of o e hu  o 120 s hools hubs will need to 
have many experts in a variety of f lds to intain good relationships with 
that many schools 
What of the Board of Tr stees resp n ibilities? At the end of the day their 
role of governanc  w ll be  lesser version of responsibilities 
For the most part prin ipals w l be delegated strategic and annual planning 
adding to their rkloa  
Education Hubs being Crown Entities is concerning - how are they made 
accountable 
The c mmen tion that the Hubs will have the responsibility to manage 
and appl  r funding pools for support for learning - I hope it does not 
b com  a sy m where allocations are made based on a quota per school 
Ther  are a eas of the country that have Kāhui Ako and other strong 
n twor  that are working successfully now 
Di appointed to hear of the five year contract when appointing a principal 

I strongly recommend that the government provide more specific details of 
the way the Hubs are to operate 
Resourcing should follow the child where they may transition to their next 
learning stage - Currently this is not the case for all children who have a 
support provision in place 
What needs to be addressed is teacher workload, remuneration and career 
pathway 
I would recommend a review of the effectiveness of the Kāhui Ako 
approach and how important is it to continue to try and roll it out across the 
country 
I recommend that the 5 years principal contract is withdrawn 
If ERO was to disappear I recommend that whatever takes the place of it 
will have relevant current understanding of the changes in the NZ 
Curriculum and collaborative teaching and learning 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2486 

Governance 
Comp n & oice 
I tegrated hools 

I m not in favour of removing the current responsibilities of the Board of 
Trustees 
I am not in favour of changes to the appointment and tenure of Principals 

No change to current BoT responsibilities 
No change to appointment and tenure of principals 
No change to integration agreements Proa
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  I am not in favour of Education hubs 
I am not in favour of capping donations 
Support the current way integrated schools operate and do not want to see 
changes to their integration agreement. 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2487 

Intermediates Intermediates offer greater opportunities than full primaries Do not close intermediates 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2488 

Governance 
Learning Support 
Teachers 

Proposal feels heavily bureaucratic and I think will not advance educational 
outcomes at all 
See submitter recommendations 

Leave Boards in charge 
Support the schools hat need  
Reinstate Team Solution  or th  like. You took down curriculum support, 
well put it ba  
Get rid of ERO - tally agree, but put in an advisory service to work with 
the hool 
Increas  decil  funding (or equity funding it means the same and will be 
seen the s me) 
SEN O roles eed to be in schools. Don't build another outside 
bu eauc cy. Talk of a 6% increase in funding for Special Ed was 

iscussed. Make it 10% 
Give primary teachers the same release and management units as in 
secondary 

[Email from organisation] 
Wenhua Yang, Regional 
Manager, Education 
Services, Learning Hawke's 
Bay, Sub 2489 

International students Report goes several steps further than current legislative requirem nt that 
international students in state schools must be charged a fee that is h gher 
than the school board's best estimate of the cost of educating each of th m 
It would require complicated evidence collecting and acc unting practices to 
produce evidence to demonstrate this 
Is it really necessary or helpful to anyone? 
If guided by this requirement, a school may have o build sep ate 
classrooms, facilities and employ separate chers  educate ternational 
students 
At a time when the world is encouragi g i egrat n of international students 
into the local communities and sc ols, is appr ach appears to be 
unjustifiable and undoable 

That the review must take a systematic and holistic approach to 
international education 
That the review must fully consider the government's international 
education strategy goals, treat international education as an integral part of 
our schooling system with wide-reaching educational and social benefits 
instead of just another revenue-generating tool, and design a modern 
schooling system that encourages international education in all forms to 
ensure social and educational benefits to all students in our system 

[Email from school board] 
Clare Sokimi, Deputy Board 
Chair and Proprietor's 
Representative, Aquinas 
College, Sub 2490 

Treaty 
Equity 
Integrated schools 

Welcome the prioritisation of  exp cit commitment to give active 
expression to Te Tiriti o Waitangi an  he systemic focus to address the 
inequity and disad ntage t t the current system is perpetuating 
Both of these prioritie  complim nt the 2020 Beacon plan goals for New 
Zealand Cath lic schools 
However w  wish to p omote further discussion in this consultation phase 
about the im act of some of the recommendations as they relates to 
integra d scho l  a d what, in some cases, appears to be in conflict with the 
In egrated hools Agreement 

The relationship between the recommended Education Hubs and the 
Proprietors of State Integrated schools in regards to a number of the 
Review's recommendations is unclear - significant dialogue is required 

[Email from school board] 
Justin Boyle, Warren 
Johnstone, Rector, 
Chairperson repsectively, St 
Bede's College, Sub 2491 

Resourcing 
Teaching 
Integrated schools 

Concur with the findings in the review around the lack of resources for 
Learn ng Support, the teaching of Te Reo 
H wever, the review doesn't address the imminent crisis of addressing the 
ne d for a greater supply of quality teachers and better defined pathways for 
th  ongoing development of teachers 
Catholic integrated schools are recognised to be operating most effectively 
across the country 

No specific recommendations 
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  Many of the recommendations proposed, some of which we have responded 
to above, seriously impinge upon the governance and operations of Catholic 
schools 
We believe the report, while making some good points for schools in general, 
shows very little understanding of the state integrated sector 
The recommended administrative change cannot be implemented in 
integrated schools, without substantive legislative changes to the current 
Education Act of 1989. The protection within that Act provides the basis for 
legal challenge if the impact of the changes were to change the relationship 
the Crown has with the Proprietor. 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

2493 

System not broken Overreaction to intervene in all schools just because a few are not doing well 
No evidence to suggest the current system is “broken” – in fact quite the 
opposite 
Rotating principals every 5 years and redistributing staff at will is neither 
practical nor appropriate 
There is absolutely no comment in the report relating to the greatest need in 
our education system – that of recruiting, retaining and remunerating teachers 
appropriately so that we have the very best people working to educat  nd 
equip our young people 
There is no evidence linking our declining OECD ranking with our curre t 
governance model 
The report would do better to actually address how we can reverse is 
decline, but there is no content provided in this regard 
The report does not acknowledge the excellent Year 7 to Year 13 schools 
operating well currently, and does not make provision for hese in the future 
They are an excellent model and should no  be ab ished 
The report does not recognise or cater for the te Integr i  Agreement 
Would be better to address collaboration where it  not happe ing, rather 
than make blanket, incorrect statements hat s ggest herwise 
Only part of the report that I endorse i  to ut ise hool facilities better 
outside of school hours. The dem e of mmuni  education in New Zealand 
has been most disappointing and n ds so  f us and funding 
Overall the suggesti s in his repor  are not appropriate, given they are 
wide-ranging changes that will aff ct  system that, in the main, works very 
well today 
I wholly endorse ad ssing a as where things are not going well, but this 
report and its wholesale hanges, if implemented, would be detrimental to 
our country 
It would wa te huge a ounts of time and money, achieve nothing except 
break what is lready orking 

If some areas need help, ddres  these specifically and introduce mentoring 
from more c pable leade  if r quired 
Demise of omm nity education in New Zealand needs some focus and 
fund g 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 Sub 2494 

Hubs H ve qu ions about or disagree with: Boards with diminished 
re pon ibili  advising on curriculum and assessment 
Will he bo rds be engaged enough with the governance requirements to 
p ovid  bust advice and decision making? 
Ed cation Hubs governed by a Board appointed wholly by the Minister 
ra her than being politically neutral 

No specific recommendations 
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  Five-year contracts for Principals may lead to reduced job security and not be 
the best option for all schools, especially those in a rural environment that 
find it harder to attract staff 
What are the anticipated costs for the proposed changes? 
Is there an increased education budget or do the changes need to be made 
with already limited resources? 
The number of schools per Education Hub (proposed 120 schools per Hub) 
would require the Hubs to be very well resourced - Where are these resources 
coming from? 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Principal, Sub 

2495 

Does not address real 
issues 

There are some things highlighted in the review that need to happen: 
Prioritising and supporting better Te Reo teaching in our schools 
Improved Teacher Professional development programmes 
Greater flexibility in our teacher training programmes with the goal to solve 
our greatest concern which is our quality teacher supply 
Improved resourcing for learning support in schools 
Reviewing the decile funding model 
Encouraging improved collaboration across schools 
These can all be done without the formation of Hubs 
Handing control over to Hubs will not solve the issues that ex t right now: 
chronic underfunding 
Devaluing and underpaying of teachers 
Removal of dedicated ITE 
Specialised support for students with special learning needs 
The cost of setting hubs up also is an issue that hasn’t been thought of or 
made clear 
Current system gives communities autonomy 

Schools and students need to be dequately resourced both financially and 
personnel wise so they may flo rish 
We need to have in epen  agencies, call them what you like, to oversee 
ou  qualifi ation  sys m and to review our schools 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2498 

Teaching 
Curriculum 

The underestimation of the work involved i  teachi g to meet quirements is 
staggering and not acceptable to educa rs anymore 
Expert and highly capable teachers are needed, re ardless of ethnicity – 
quality of education delivery is th  goal here it roduces equity and 
excellence – how are teachers supp rted to ieve this? 
Values – how are values bein  suppo ted and developed that reflect the 
society we want? 
Research – what is vailabl  to schools? – Very little 
Who is guiding our un erstand gs so we grow our cognitive awareness and 
find more str nger, signif an  ways to deliver education 
Too many l arning ar s have been ignored and left children with a limited 
outlook of w at their p ssibilities are and how they can use this complex and 
inte rel d kn ledge to develop their own opportunities and generate 
so ution  t  be positively and actively involved in society 

Resourcing – teachers need far more remuneration and non-practice time 
for changes to be taken up 
Delivery – there needs to be a second stage of consultation after this first 
stage where summarised, refined and defined changes are explicitly 
clarified 
Diversity and capability of teachers – we need highly capable teachers who 
implement the curriculum in deep and significant ways, who have diverse 
ideas, who are committed to understanding worldview of Māori, interested 
in other world perspectives 
Teacher training – more hands on and subject specific learning – the 
knowledge is not there on what and how to deliver and constantly needs 
revisiting 
Early Childhood – educational system needs a bottom up approach not a 
top down 
Emotional, physical and psychological aspects of well-being need focus 
and a plan to support our youngest 
Significant upgrading of resources need to be directed to amplify the 
beneficial effects of a greater investment in education 
The present curriculum needs to be supported further and the vision upheld 
Educational programmes need to be provided that actively and directly 
influence how we as a society look after and attend to our health Proa
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[Email from individual] 
, RTLB, Sub 

2499 

Learning support Endorse Recommendation 13 - this is a key area Ministry should lead I have 
consistently found that RTLB need to support new teachers in PLD regarding 
inclusive practice principles such as UDL 
Recommendation 14 is also highly endorsed 
Do not endorse Recommendation15 re the role of Learning support 
Facilitators having RTLB in their oversight, We already have Cluster 
Managers who fulfil this role and another layer of management would be 
cumbersome and unnecessary. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Teacher, Sub 2500 

Use existing mechanisms Under the existing system, if a school is judged by the ERO to be struggling 
in any administrative way, a competent person is appointed by the Ministry 
to guide the school back to a satisfactory state. If a Trustees Board is not 
operating efficiently, a similar appointment could be made. I see the new 
suggestions, particularly the “Hub” proposal as totally unacceptable 

No specific recomme datio  

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2501 

Consultation 
Centralisation 

With such a big impact, I don't understand that the taskforce just do this 
review in a rush without any proper consultation with people that is on the 
field like current teacher, parent, student, etc. 
Idea of centralising the hub is really scary as the group in power has too 
much power over schools - You cannot treat all the same. 

Targ t supp  to scho ls that need help 

[Email from individual]  
 RTLB, Sub 2502 

Learning support 
RTLB 

Fully support the move to Hubs as this will cut out top heavy middle 
management level such as practice leader and cluster manager  as well a  
lead principal and lead schools in effect making RTLBs direct y respo ibl  
to a governance with perhaps only one “middle man” instead of t  
Communication and information will be improved and aligned with l other 
hubs rather than Clusters doing their own thing as an independent 
agency[Also see submitter recommendations] 

here hould also be a Kaupapa Māori bipartisan approach to the overall 
running of the Hub with the Treaty of Waitangi as its founding document 

TLBs should be offered redundancy if they choose not to re-deployed in 
a Hub 
All RTLBs should be provided with a Hub vehicle to use in their everyday 
work 
All RTLBs should be provided with the latest technology necessary for 
their work 
I advocate a user friendly and improved central data base recording and 
collection system as Schoolgate is clunky and burdensome 
The PPTA and NZEI should be supported and included at all levels of the 
education system 
Abolish Appraisal & Attestation – as well as Inquiry - It’s weighing 
teachers and RTLBs down and causing more stress 
RTLBs should have an annual budget of $400-$500 for work related 
expenses 
RTLBs should report directly to one line manager who in turn reports to 
the governance board – and not several line managers 
There should be opportunities for RTLBs to meet from time to time with 
the Board to foster whakawhananaungatanga 
The Hub governance board should actively promote te reo in all its 
literature and out workings - It’s members should take the lead in 
modelling the spirit of partnership 

[Email from organisation] 
Jim Matheson, Connecting 
Education and Communities 
project, J R McKenzie 
Trust, Sub 2503 

An understanding of 
neuro-science in school 
policies 
Support whānau in 
greater involvem nt i  
the learning p ess 

S ppo  the ction of the Taskforce recommendations 
Ther  are two important issues that are not adequately addressed: 
T ese are adopting an understanding of neuro-science in all school policies 
pa icularly re suspensions/exclusion policies, and 
S pport for whānau in greater involvement in the learning process 

If we are to value a student-centred approach to education then we need to 
take a wellbeing approach to address poor behaviours 
Whānau are going to need assistance in navigating what schools can offer 
to ensure their young people are receiving the sort of education that equips 
them well for the next steps in their lives -This needs to be accompanied by 
greater recognition and support for whānau to be active participants in the 
learning process 
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[Email from individual] 
, Sub 

2504 

Governance Support hubs proposal and believe it will be more equitable and better serve 
all students than the current system including in the selection of teachers and 
school principals. Possibly with the latter each school could have some input 
in selection from the short listings though 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2506 

Special Character The review findings contradict the subsidiarity principle 
Special Character will be lost with Hub Governance 

I would like to think that New Zealander  have a s nse of responsibility, 
vision, common sense, inventiveness, entrep urs and team spirited. 
These qualities should be enc uraged y maintaining local involvement in 
school boards and education 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 Sub 2507 

Proposed model of 
'Mobile Education 
Managers' 

The model of developing Education Hubs raises the possibility of Education 
Hubs becoming organisations that overestimate their authority and assume 
strengths they are not authorised to use. Large organisations such as the 
Education Hubs employ many staff who assume greater influences than they 
should assume, simply because they have large spheres of influence. 

A more appropriate model ug sted, that takes greater consideration of 
communities and leadership str ngth in a school environment, would be to 
develop mobil  ducatio  facil tation managers 
Mobile edu ation managers will be more effective as they respond to 
ou mes a d d fficul es identified by ERO 
They ill alig  and support school functions more closely as they will be 
able to ha e more personal approaches, and they will not threaten school 
leade  but e able and maintain school character and culture 
I b lieve all of the educational, strategic and management initiatives 

iscusse  in the TS Review Report will be more effectively achieved using 
M bil  Education Managers since their initiation will require only 
expansion and enhancement of existing organisations rather than whole 

ew, expensive structures. They will allow more direct access to 
development of support for leadership, more immediate development of 
PLD for staff, faster and more effective development and resolution of 
both curriculum and assessment issues in New Zealand, and faster access 
to 21C education needs for students 

[Email from individual] 
 
 

Sub 2508 

8 Key issues 
International Education 
Strategy 

Addresses all 8 issues We suggest that limits are placed on the donations schools may request. 
(capped at a flat rate) 
We suggest: The process for schools to acquire assistance for priority 
learners (3) needs to be streamlined. Government support networks need to 
be strengthened and rapid. More HUB support for smaller schools would 
lessen the load for existent staff 
In a digital world this is easier - Effective practices, innovations and 
localised responses are shared across Education Hubs and the Ministry of 
Education 
A National special education register for transitions of students between 
schools is needed 
We suggest a hybrid strategy for PCT - must do’s + room for local flavour. 
Teachers feel at the bottom of the tier structure 
We recommend that the Education Hub creates PD opportunities 
We suggest that Board of trustees that are working well could mentor a 
disadvantaged school. E.g. - our board go in to another school and work 
alongside another school who is failing 
More collaboration between support agencies For smaller schools, the 
curriculum and pedagogy support would be beneficial 
If the Ministry remains, there should be a curriculum and pedagogy sector 
that schools can access for support 
Students across all areas of education gain immensely from making global 
connections both here and abroad. Hence we submit that the Taskforce is 
undermining our attempts to gain heightened support for international Proa
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   education and its staff in the NZ schools. This the  poses a at to 
international education in the state school sector 

[Email from organisation] 
 

, Sub 2510 

8 Key issues Addresses all 8 issues Any change to the education syste  need  to be n n-political and by multi- 
party agreement 
The changes proposed are unli l  o ach eve greater equity without 
collaboration with other ial agencies  health, housing, employment 
Equity funding is unl kely t   more beneficial than the system of targeted 
funding 
The governan  le of e Bo rd within the school is significant and 
cannot be minimis d 
Fu ding re ain  the c ntral issue. it would be necessary to fully 
under nd c ts befo e recommending or implementing change, and it 
appears t significant additional funding would be necessary to 
impl ment ese recommendations 
Sig ific nt additional funding is what is required to enable schools to 
p ovide etter outcomes for children who have disabilities or need learning 
s po  
A quality teacher workforce starts with raising the mana of the profession, 
ompetitive application processes, and better teaching conditions 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2512 

Proposals won't lead to 
aims 

Wider socio-political dialogue and action 
Report recommendations are unlikely to deliver the required changes 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Parent, Sub 2517 

Target support Change for change sake 
Help the struggling 7% and leave the rest 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from organisation] 
Alison Gilchrist, 
Chairperson, Silverdale 
School BoT, Sub 2518 

Evidence lacking In agreement with principles of reducing disparity, fostering inclusive 
practices, and a collaborative approach 
No evidence in the report to support the theory that it is the structure of 
governance that is the issue 
Disagree with proposed structural changes 
Lack of explicit reference to social determinants of health, education and 
employment 
A broader transformative shift in culture and practice is required 

In the absence of robust evidence, it is difficult to have conf nce that the 
proposed recommendations will address the identif d issue  at all. It is 
made clear that simply 'tinkering' with a ystem  not s ficient to address 
the issues inherent in our current Educa on sy tem and that a cultural shift 
in thinking needed. However, a shift in s u tures a one does not support 
the broader transformative shift n culture d p ctice that is necessary 
There is no evidence that the view h s xplored what learning can be 
garnered from existing Kāhui A o experi nces. Indeed, the Kāhui Ako 
approach has the stren h o  being a col aborative approach which is 
driven and led by sch ol communities drawing on a model that promotes 
relational autonomy (acro  the K hui Ako) 
We would ha  ught is approach would be counter to principles of 
whānaunga anga which are so important to our Māori whānau and broader 
sch ol commun ties 
We su gest t re may be unintended consequences for our education 
workforc  with the implementation of these recommendations, exerting 
more ressu  on a system already at breaking point due to our inability to 
attr ct p ople into the profession 
We argu  that greater attention needs to be given to improving systems 
w hi  current structures as a first port of call. Ultimately, whatever the 
outcome of this review process, we need a model that is the right thing for 
very community, and for every learner 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

, 
Sub 2520 

Board re-orientation 
Hubs taking 
responsibility for learner 
support provision 
Hub model not 
sustainable 
Quality of teaching 
Change is too radical 
given the small % of 
schools that aren't doing 
well 

No key issues If you are going the Hub route, please make sure that the people who are 
selected actually know what our education system is about. We are not a 
business. We shouldn’t have to follow a business model where profit 
comes first. We are in the business of educating our children so they can 
have a prosperous future 
There are many outside influences that a teacher or school can’t and 
shouldn’t have to tackle such as poverty, parent disinterest in education, 
housing situations, split families, children who move many times, etc.. 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

ol, 
Sub 2521 

No need to replace BoTs 
Hubs will be ineffective 
Networks created by 
hubs will be ineffective 
Recommendation 16 
incorrect 

No key issues No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher and 

Team Leader, Sub 2522 

Local input Opposed to hubs 
Lo al co rol is portant 
Agains  man atory secondment 
Keep he sta us quo 

Reject hubs and controlling the appointment of teachers. 

[Email from school board], 
ary 

 Sub 2523 

BOT re-orientation 
Ministry should be 
showing leader ip in 
curriculum 

N  key sues If the government go down the path of “Hubs” that they give consideration 
to individual school Board of Trustees to opt out of the “hub” model and 
be able to continue to govern their school as they have done so 
successfully over a number of year 
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 Another layer of 
bureaucracy will add 
inefficiency 
Loss of responsiveness to 
the local community 

  

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

, 
Sub 2524 

Governance: continue as 
is 
Whānau should have the 
right to choose their 
child's school 

No key issues No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

, Sub 2525 

BOTs stay in current role 
Power transferral from 
Boards to Hubs should 
be voluntary 
Government to help 
underperforming schools 
Schools should remain 
community-led 

No key issues Any proposal to take po ers away from boards and give them to Education 
Hubs should be co plete y luntary – individual schools must agree to 
thi  first 
I agre  that   impo ant the government helps underperforming schools, 
but mak g sig fi nt changes to the way successful schools operate is the 

g way o do it. The government can already help struggling schools 
impr ve  Instead of taking decisions away from local communities, I 
be ieve t e government should work with schools that need help 
t is cri cal that parents and communities should be free to shape the future 

of their local schools. 
[Email from individual] 

, Deputy 
Principal,  

 Sub 2526 

Status quo governance 
Proposed changes will 
drive teachers away 
'Moving' teachers around 
will be unsustainable for 
most 

No key issues y all means have change – some things need it, but DON’T destroy the 
dedicated, innovative, hardworking staff we do have, in the process of 
getting greater equality for others- there are other ways to manage these 
things 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

, 
Sub 2527 

8 Key issues No key issues The minority are the ones who need the changes and the most assistance – 
focus on them, instead of changing a system that works for most 
Perhaps starting with decent remuneration for our teaching staff would be a 
start. If we paid our teachers what they are worth, we would make it a 
more attractive profession, which would cure the teacher shortage, and in 
my opinion attract a better quality of teaching staff 
More funding for teacher aides would be great 

[Email from individual] 
, BoT,  

, Sub 2528 

Enrolment zones No key issues No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, BoT 

Chairperson,  
, Sub 2529 

The current system is not 
a failure 
Hubs will add a layer of 
bureaucracy 
Cost-benefit analysis is 
required 
Hubs will be difficult to 
staff 
Assist failing school  
Ideologically-d ven 
report 

No key issues No specific recommendations 
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 Don't drive all schools 
down to the lowest 
common denominator 

  

[Email from individual] 
 

 
 Sub 2532 

Lack of consultation and 
evidence 

Consultations process was disingenuous 
There is no evidence base for the recommendations 
Hub governance is anti-democratic 

My submission is to fundamentally reje t the hubs  a compulsory model 
and strongly urge an independent empiri  eviden ed based approach to 
any educational reform change  on this scal  

[Email from organisation] 
 

 
 Sub 2533 

Need detail Not enough detail in the report 
No Financial and operational funding analysis 
30-year future focus is appropriate 

The supply and training of quality people for teaching Te Reo and working 
with Disability and Learnin  Supp  has been problematic for many years 
and must be a priori y given th  it remains a national reporting focus each 
year 
There is an i creas g n be  of students requiring learning support of 
some kind  and who d  not fall into the category of receiving targeted 
fun ng. Th  SEG fall  well short to meet the school's needs for these 
studen  An alysi  of how much boards provide over and above the 
identified esourcing (ORRS etc..) would be an interesting exercise 
The vernm nt has a responsibility to apportion 'equity' resourcing to 
su port nd help redress inequality of opportunity and ensure education 
gencie  are more accountable 

Ad inistrators ought to be making greater sense of compliance, reviews, 
targets, data, performance measures, reporting, information and the 
abundance of other prescriptive compliance-related work 
The same effort going into strengthening the interface between agency 
support and the school to enable and provide what the school may need for 
their improvement journey is key 
Efforts can be channelled into addressing the issues of quality teacher 
supply, the resourcing complexities that see under-resourcing of schools 
and the socio-economic communities that are disadvantaged along with the 
pay status of the teaching profession 
There must be a transformational change that will meet the aspirations of 
all New Zealanders where there will be different ways of learning and 
working 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Principal,  
, Sub 2534 

Hubs 
International students 

Tomorrow's schools have been inv ved in reasing disparity 
Hubs are welcome 
Subject advisors are wel me 
Education is suffe g due t  decentralisation of expert subject advice 
Review of enrolment z nes 
Coordinated approach to i i al teach education and secondment 
Centralisati n of resou ces not welcomed 
Chan  mana ment quired 
A propr  funding required 

Whilst there might be a role for hubs to play in monitoring the impact on 
high enrolments of international students in some schools, we would like to 
see a strong endorsement of the role international students play in our 
schools 
Our recommendation is that all property functions are managed by the 
hubs so that boards can focus more on education and less on bricks and 
mortar, in order to see a shift upwards in all schools 
Finally, we recommend more about excellence and less about equity in the 
next phases of the development of the review. Equity is seen as an 
advantage to the poor minority, and the closed-minded in our communities 
cannot see themselves and New Zealand being better off for making a 
drive for equity the main reason for a change in our education system. 
Whereas, everyone is attracted to the idea of a comprehensively excellent 
education system 
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[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2535 

System not broken Status quo is working 
Proposed changes represent a "monolithic system that fits all" 
Give greater resources to where the need is 

Put greater resources (those which would have be n used fo  he structural 
change) into schools which struggle and leave alon  those who are able to 
be responsive to the communities they se ve an  the ch dren who have 
access to excellence and are providing i  

[Email from organisation] 
Margaret Stuart, National 
Executive Member, World 
Organisation for Early 
Childhood Education 
(OMEP), Waikato Chapter, 
Sub 2536 

Rights-based approach 
Eurocentricity 

Underpin all legislation concerning children with UNCROC, UNDRIP, 
UNCRPD and Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Māori language version) 
Address institutional racism 
Teach Pākehā children about privilege 
Address Eurocentricity 
Abolish the neoliberal underpinnings of Education 
Addressing wider socioeconomic determinants affecting children's education 

Rights Waikato chapter of OMEP Aotearoa re ommends that all 
legislation concerning childre  be u derp nned by international 
instruments United Nations Rights of the Child, United Nations 
Declaration of Indigen us R ghts, d Convention of the Rights of Persons 
with Disability as w l nati na  ights Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Māori language 
version) 
As schools e gage in op  and honest dialogue about racial achievement 
disparities, hey c n identify and effectively address obstacles to success 
that xist fo  al  stude s. As noted leadership and management consultant 
Marga t Wh tley r minds us, “Human conversation is the most ancient 
and easie  way to cultivate the conditions for change — personal change, 
comm nity, nd organizational change.” Many New Zealanders 
(Be rym n, Russell, Walker) have addressed the issue. It is time to more 
he struc ural power bases to deliver equitable outcomes 

T  g vernment has recently concluded consultation on He taonga he 
tamaiti – every child a taonga: Strategic Plan for early learning, 2019-29. 
We hope that the key ideas contained in this Report will have regard to 
how the policies are implemented and their effects on the early childhood 
education sector 

[Email from individual] 
 Associate 

Principal,  
 Sub 2537 

Hub idea is unsound 
Leave successful self- 
managing schools alone 
Teacher staffing crisis 
will prevent Hubs 
successfully employing 
Hubs will create 
unnecessary bureaucracy 

No key issues No specific recommendations 
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[Email from organisation] 
 

, 
Sub 2540 

System not broken The majority are doing well with the status quo There is no doubt that the approximate 15% of sc ools iden ied as 
struggling should be provided with the support they need to ift 
performance so they are achieving much more c sely t  those that are 
successful. But to start from the premis  that l N Z. schools are failing, 
and reinvent the whole system and all th  w rk tha  entails which will 
bring huge disruption and cost t  our educ n ystem, seems unnecessary 
Instead of dumbing down the ystem  h  ineffective schools/governance 
need to lift their performance. T is is where energy should be directed by 
increasing the level of upp rt available to them for such things as 
principal appointmen s, leg l i ues and so forth 
The area of special needs is cer ainly one that deserves attention. In our 
opinion it sho   com ulso y for all schools over a certain size to have a 
designated ull tim  SENCO and be accountable for ensuring these 
chi dren ha e th  best ossible learning opportunities and parents are well 
comm nicat  with  We have had this in our school for years so not sure 
why it is ot a priority in all schools. Make it compulsory! 
We uld li  to see Community of Schools abolished and that money put 
int  clas rooms to support special needs, Māori, Pasifika, additional and 
b tter pa d teachers’ aides or specialist teachers/personnel 
H lth agencies and truancy officers need to have a greater presence to 
help support schools with matters that are not strictly related to the 
ducation of the child. Dealing with such matters is all too often left with 

the school to follow up on. 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 
, Sub 2542 

Special Character How does hub governance intersect and interact with Special Character  
Threat to religious culture 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
John Robinson, Principal, 
BoT Everglade School, Sub 
2543 

Governance 
ECE 

Retain local governance where it works 
Support Boards where governance is in need 
The report lacks detail on how the Hub  will b  achiev d 
Lack of linkage with ECE 

We believe we are well served by the current governance model, the 
Ministry should target and put resources into the schools that need 
assistance 
I think it’s fascinating that more than one quarter of schools had a roll of < 
100 students (p26). And the average primary roll was 240 and secondary 
763! There must be some untapped opportunities in there somewhere! 
I note that (p 30) there is an acknowledgement school quality varies 
significantly but we don’t seem to be taking the learnings from the good 
and applying them to others 
Need for change Bullying (p 31) noted as an issue but no recommendations 
in regards to this 

[Email from organisation] 
Ian Alexan, Rosehill 
College BoT, Sub 2544 

Student outcomes 
Governance 

Acknowled e need for change 
Not enough focus on improve outcomes for students 
Ret n cipli y matters at the BoT/school level 
N t enough detail about Education Hubs to decide 
Dual mployment role and 5YA contracts for Principals are unacceptable 
Supp  f r shared Property and HR roles 
Di agree with NZSTA governance 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Teacher & parent, Sub 2545 

Oppose hubs 
Listen 

A  both a teacher and a parent I ask that you please stop and listen to the 
voices speaking to you 
Change does need to happen but I do not believe it is through hubs 

Please stop and listen to the people who are passionate about teaching and 
learning and who know that more is needed, who are open to change and 
have ideas of what this may look like 
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  For tamariki, schools, BOT and communities who are working together and 
are succeeding- why would you hinder this by creating a ‘one size fits all’ 
system? 
Hubs will alienate principals and teachers and will take an already ‘at risk’ 
vocation to the point of critical 
Hubs will be devastating for NZ education 

 

[Email from individual] 
, Mother, 

Sub 2546 

Better use of education 
resources 

Provides example of MIT building tech centre re schools and the learner 
pathway thought of more holistically and leading to better opportunities for 
all 
eg, surrounding schools should be supported to travel to and use the 
technology hub instead of trying to have their own poorer quality offering for 
their students 
MIT should make it part of their core business to be the hub of technology 
experiences supporting the cluster of South Auckland schools around it 

Just as the regional hubs will s rt sch ols in other ways, there should 
also be 'infrastructure hub ' that support he needs of multiple schools and 
other areas of the communit   rathe  than ask schools to invest funds in 
infrastructure that ca  only serv  individual school needs 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2547 

Parental input 
BoTs 
Teacher capability 

Proposals will lead to a lack of transparency in the education of our children 
What influence will parents have in their child's education, aside from voting 
in the general election for a radical overhaul of the entire sector? They can't 
influence hubs! School Boards will be meaningless 
These proposals will drive those that are able, to send their child en to pri ate 
schools - their rolls will grow, the good teachers will teach at hose priv e 
schools, and public schools and pupils will suffer even more 
Schools will be detached from the communities 
Teachers will feel demoralised as they will be unsure who their master  re, 
and there will be so much churn in the system 
Innovation will be stifled 
Governance and accountabilities will be terr ly unc r 
The school and the hubs will be at loggerheads  many area  e.g., Principals 
will be ripped out of schools before they feel their j b is done, without any 
say from the community/staff/board 
It isn't democratic, it is not transparen  and t wil  cause untold damage to the 
majority of schools that are opera ng f ulously s they are 

The Gov nment could trial a hub, opt in (only), for schools that are 
willi g 
If the Government wants to make a real difference to the quality of 
education in lower socio economic area - and achieve equity - then can I 

gge  that it: - invests in teacher capability - supports professional 
development including re-entry into the teaching workforce 
 upskills Ministry so it has centres of excellence to assist Boards 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 
 Sub 

2548 

Governance The education hubs do not address e skills needed by staff and the current 
shortage of staff that would  neede  to run an effective model 
In the absence of a budge  for the pr p sed changes and the jobs needed the 
suggested changes em m h less effective than the status quo 
It appears that the pro ision of  hub headed up by the Ministry is a 
mechanism f  having gr te  control over individual schools 
The existin  system w rks and can be supported and improved without 
having addi nal laye  of control and management that would be required in 
a hu  a ngem t  

Continue the development of the Kāhui Ako and see them as the support 
systems required to address many of the recommendations in the report 
Where gaps exist improve the Ministry education process to address and 
remedy 
Listen to school Principals and Educators, value the work they do - In 
doing so student achievement will be measured recognised and raised 
throughout NZ 
The trustee system is working if assistance is needed in certain areas, 
address those[do] not change[to] a system that could be less effective and 
undermine our children’s education outcomes further 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, 

Sub 2549 

Equity 
Leadership 
PLD 
Te Kura 
Hubs 
Te chers 

Agree with ims partcicularly around learning support, leadership, accessible 
PLD nd specialised advice 
H bs need to be set up very carefully 
Ag ee that Te Kura is an under-utilised resource but that's because it is not 
funded to accept the demand 
We are barred from accessing Te Kura because of so much red tape 

We have many great ways of helping children in need of support to rebuild 
and overcome, please just FUND IT 
Please just fund schools properly and pay teachers respectfully 
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  Also, Te Kura is not at the forefront of delivering distance learning, and it 
should be What kind of personnel will be employed? With half the staff 
being from the education sector, will the salaries be in competition with 
teachers' remuneration? We have a world-wide teaching shortage, presenting 
a conundrum with the staffing of Hubs: bureaucrats and administrators are in 
abundant supply, effective teachers are in short supply - Do we want the best 
teachers to be advising and guiding in the Hubs, or to be having an impact in 
the classroom? The description of the Hubs sounded a lot like American 
school boards and that is not the future I wish for our education system 
Where will the money for the Hubs come from? What is being dismantled in 
order to redistribute that funding towards the Hubs? So much achievement 
success can be attributed to effective teaching and we know that teachers are 
more effective when class sizes are small 

 

[Email from school board] 
 

 Sub 
2550 

Location of hubs Currently we are served by the Ministry in Nelson 5 hours drive away with 
no direct air or public transport route. If the proposed Hubs are to serve 125 
schools there is unlikely to be any “local” service gains for schools like ours 
on geographic peripheries 

The panel c ns der red cing the numbers of schools per Hub in regions 
such a  the S uth Island West Coast to ensure the services these Hubs 
offer are uly local, accessible and culturally relevant to the schools they 
will rve. 

[Email from individual] 
, Retired school 

principal, Sub 2551 

Pre and post TS Reflects on pre TS education in NZ & introduction of TS, in particular before 
and after models of governance and ITE 

Th  rep esentatives elected by collective school boards as well as those 
ppointe  by the crown would be far more appropriate 

T  here be somewhat gradual and measured approach in implementing 
the proposed reforms (hitting teachers and principals with everything at 
once can result in confusion and poor decision making) 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent & 

Deputy BoT Chair, Sub 
2552 

All 8 issues, particularly 
Learning Support 

We don’t want just change we want improvement and transformatio  and to 
do that we need to show it is better 
Unidentified learning needs lead to poor wellbeing, leadi g to our terrible 
rates around crime and prison, depression and the truly sh king suicide rates 
in NZ 

Education Hubs need to be made up of a variety of people 
Disability and Learning Support - We first need to use the right 
terminology and definitions and create the right shared language 
Include everyone in education, if they need different approaches then 
ensure they have them 
Our children need learning support every day in every learning space from 
the minute they walk in until they walk back out again at the end of the day 
- This needs to be supported and delivered through our learning 
programmes by our teachers and led through our strategy and annual plans 
through governance 
There needs to be far more PD around learning difference for everyone 
We need to explore alternative ‘teaching’ AI, VR, IR 
In a time when we are preparing our children knowing they will have a 
variety of evolving roles in the future, we need to step back and use a 
critical eye on designing a leadership model that leads schools 
We need to look outside of education - open the doors and look for the 
skills and experience necessary to improve things for our children, 
Resourcing needs to be realistic and fluid if we are to grow as schools 
Central education agencies need to be leading innovation in education and 
learning into the future 

[Email from Board of 
Proprietors]  

 
 Sub 2554 

Impact of proposals on 
special character 

How ill th  management of the school influence Special Character if most 
decis n-m king is devolved to the Hub? The review has not taken into 
a count that the Proprietor owns the school property and must plan, pay for 
an  execute such improvements to the school buildings and associated 
fa lities as may be required in accordance with the Integration Agreement 

In order to raise leadership equity and excellence from school to school, an 
alternative option would be for school principals to “buddy up” with 
principals from one or more school’s, requiring particularly that principals 
from well performing schools buddy and assist principals from lesser 
performing schools to help build leadership capability across schools 
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  How does this support the legislation for the Crown and Proprietor in respect 
of Capital works, 10-year property plans, Insurance and access for the 
Proprietor to the school property? 
How would the Hub ensure that under the Integration Deed the Proprietor 
establishes and maintains such things as the school’s class and structure, its 
Special Character, it's maximum roll, the number of tagged positions, 
definition of preference enrolment and property requirements? 
While equity of education is an admirable goal across NZ schools, how will 
diversity of religion and of special character be kept within schools such as 
HIBS? 
How does the Proprietor rights extend to existing schools and build new ones 
to meet the demands of legitimate expansion and proven need which is a 
fundamental principle of integration legislation carry out this function when 
this will be controlled by a Hub? 
How does this review impact the ownership of land and buildings and future 
building programmes to support the recommendation of more extensive use 
of school buildings and facilities both during and outside of school hours? 
Did the authors actually speak to any parents who have made these education 
choices for their children? 
What evidence is there that parents confuse the qualities they want in a 
school with decile ratings, enrolment schemes, or a school be g state 
integrated? 
How do the proposed changes ensure that the Proprietor continue to llect 
funds for Special Character functions if donations are capped and man d? 

 

[Email from Board of 
Trustees, College of 
Teachers and Proprietors 
Trust] Pene Johnstone, 
Principal, Dunedin Rudolf 
Steiner, Sub 2555 

Integrated schools While we applaud much of what the task force been high ghted as needing to 
change in the realm of education today in the areas of equi y and raising 
education standards, as an integrated State sc ol we  con erned that 
certain aspects of the report are incompatible w h the worki  of and agreed 
understandings and provisions under the Act for ac ommodati g the Special 
Character schools in NZ 
Our concerns: 

that the Special Character whi h is p tected by the exemptions outlined 
in the Integration Agreement in he are  : classroom practice, school 
entry age, assessment of pupils a d management and running of the 
school, will be in jeo ardy un r y ur proposals 
that a centralis d Hub a  the Governors could not have knowledge of or 
commitment to p tect our Special Character 

We do not con ute competition for neighbouring schools - all our families 
choose to c me to our school because of our special character which is not 
based on any religion  faith 

We urge that the case of the Integrated Schools be seen as a distinct group 
which do not fit with your proposals and ask that you consider these 
discrepancies and work within the restrictions of the Integration Act to 
assure us that we continue to be treated as a valid special case 

[Email from individual]  
, Sub 2560 

Focus on outcomes 
Community interests 
Resourcing is key 

Foc   how e solutions in this document will produce better outcomes 
fo  studen  chievement/success and wellbeing 
The s hool f ects the makeup and interests of the community, and that 
shou  never change, the risk in respect to some of the reviews suggestions is 

at thi  ond and engagement will not improve, and in many cases where 
sc ol boards are functioning, the result will be in fact detrimental 
If a school is not serving its student and community population properly, stop 
and look and define the real problem. This review offers a broad brush, one 
size fits all approach to improving schools. It need not. 

If there is an unwavering requirement to establish education hubs then 
perhaps a solution could be that these hubs exist to meet the needs of 
schools and boards who clearly fail to deliver on student achievement and 
wellbeing 
A far wiser approach would be a greater levels of investment in boards, 
principals and teachers 
Recommend the ministry completes a review to better understand baseline 
funding requirements, and develops better mechanisms to understand the 
effect of investment on student achievement and wellbeing 
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[Email from individual] 
, PLD 

provider, Sub 2561 

Support for proposals re: 
BoTs 
PLD 
Kāhui Ako 
Middle schools 

Like the idea of regional PLD - relationships are more able to be created 
between the providers and schools 
like the changing of duties for BOT so they can focus on the strategic 
direction, student well-being and achievement 
really like the idea of replacing intermediates with middle schools year 7 to 
10 as this would improve the pedagogy that our year 9 and 10 students are 
currently receiving, also many of the intermediates cause a blockage in the 
Kāhui Ako which makes transitions so much more difficult 
Love that this will be bi-partisan 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Teacher, Sub 

2562 

Property re curriculum 
Zoning 
Student performance 
Employer of teachers 
Principal tenure 
Funding 

Why are the school grounds regarded as solely for sport, making them a 
sterile environment or worse a maintenance nuisance? 
Zoning - A child’s eligibility for a particular school should not be based 
solely on their residential address. A reasonable choice of coed/single-sex, 
special character or special needs/abilities/facilities/provisions should also 
have greater weight than geographical borders 
Every child benefits from education but some will always benefit more than 
others even if the inputs are identical. It is not even possible to keep the 
graphs parallel let alone make them converge 
Principal tenure - Although the precise length can be debated and change  
over time, it should be enough to allow people to put their ma  on a sch ol 
and, conversely, accept responsibility for their mistakes - a sch l boa d or 
any other level of administration should not have to find reasons  et rid of 
a principal with all the acrimony, employment relations law and exp se it 
might involve 
Conversely, the employer should have to find reasons to eep a principal 
Funding- Much of the pressure to accept/select “o t-of-zon ” students is 
because of the money which comes with them  School  which grow are likely 
to grow more hence the system is inherently uns ble. 

The physical design f sch ols uld be more closely aligned to the 
curriculum 
Another formula - t res ntial address - for zoning should be devised 
Wh le noth ng hould reclude the right of children to attend their nearest 
schoo  there hould be no objection to a child wanting to attend a 
convenie t schoo  as long as the school cannot pick and choose those it 
nr  

I su port the employment of teachers by an agency above that of the 
i dividu l school - I would even support teachers being part of a national 

chi g service employed directly by central government 
I support fixed-term contracts for principals - Principals should not have 
ndefinite tenure which is the practical consequence of the current 

relationship 
The effects of per-capita funding should be moderated 

[Email from school] 
Bronwyn Bayne, Ako 
School, Sub 2563 

Agreement with 
proposals 
Discusses 
Sociocratic/ 
Dynamic 
Governance 

General agreement with Review proposal  
Also discusses using Sociocratic/Dyn mic G vernance - a sophisticated 
“both/and” approach to structuring an rg isatio . It makes appropriate use 
of the efficiency of a hierarchy, ye  at sp ific times the hierarchy dissolves 
and everyone has an equal voice fo  making decisions by consent. This 
framework of governance all ws sch ol leaders, parents and children to 
experiment with more h monious, i usive, and effective ways of working 
together based on  model f ‘consent’ rather than majority rules 

The Ministry should provide more support to those wanting to establish a 
new special character school, or assist them to work with another local 
school to run a special character unit within an existing school 
Want to see Government consider much more funding for small 
community run schools that have been forced to start as private schools 
Whatever the new configuration, that it be staffed with open-minded and 
collaborative people who are keenly interested in evidence on how we 
learn best and how our education system shapes and is shaped by our 
collective view of what sort of adults we want to be and what skills and 
attributes we may need to face the challenges of the future 
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[Email from individual] 
, Ex 

Principal and current 
Chairperson of a BOT, Sub 
2564 

Social determinants 
Hubs 
Principals 
Teacher training 
BoTs 
Central agencies 

Social issues mean a wide disparity of school entry levels which are, in some 
cases, nigh on impossible to overcome in the school system - a huge ask of 
schools, under any system or regime, to deliver equal and equitable outcomes 
to all 
See submitter recommendations 

Why not ‘beef up’ the current Ministry Regional Offices? A  ng as they 
hire the right people, continue PD for staff and hav  a drive or efficient, 
quicker decision-making and action, they could  the rk of the 
proposed Hubs well. And the basis of th  Hub  wo ld not need to be 
developed from scratch nor dozens more physical o fices created 
The hiring of effective Princip  is key to s sful schools and a 
combination of Hub and local nput d work well. Please concentrate 
on hiring candidates with people kills and relational capabilities 
Having the Hub or Mi istry spon ibl  for the Principals’ ongoing 
development, apprai al and pe f rmance will protect Boards from dealing 
with issues many are not qualif d or able to deal with 
A restructure , bu up d w ll-resourced Ministry would be better able 
to move or eassi n resourcing, including people who can work with 
extr me be avi urs in a timely and effective way, to support at-risk 
studen  and eir sch ols 
There is a o a need to rebuild, in a central place like a Hub or MINISTRY, 
an ef ctive d useful advisory service able to work with schools and 
pr ide p-to-the-minute knowledge and skills for teachers and schools 
ather th n schools always having to go to outside (and expensive) 

p iders 
Teacher Training: This area needs: 
fewer providers, not more 
excellent providers 
more consistency of providers 
far more in-school teaching experiences during training 
better selection of candidates 
more rigour in the training process 
training providers who listen more to school/associate comment on 
students’ ability and suitability 
more ways to make the profession attractive 
An effective, knowledgeable, supportive Board is an asset to a school. It 
provides a community voice and a partnership. Many schools don’t have 
the luxury of such a Board 
Some schools may prefer to have a single person to carry out the 
Governance role such as a Commissioner and this could be an option for 
schools. Schools could still build good relationships with their parent 
community through excellent Home and School sorts of organisations to 
provide the local input 
NZSTA - Some agency with a knowledge of schools, legislation around 
schools and an industrial ‘lens’ is needed if schools remain self-governing. 
But not the bureaucracy that has evolved in the wake of the first 
Tomorrow’s Schools implementation. Lose or reduce the current model 
ERO - it’s hard to make any real sense of what to expect and what 
difference they make 
There does need to be some way of: Identifying failing schools (could be 
the Hub/MINISTRY), Informing the National Ministry and Government 
about the state of schooling in the country, Identifying trends within the 
schools sector and raising concerns - but the current model does not seem 
fit for purpose in many cases. Perhaps the new EEO will be better. In spite Proa
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   of the national focuses and priorities that form th  basis of E O visits, the 
lack of consistency across reviews is sometimes ap lling a  is the manner 
and conduct of some reviewers - lose them too 
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[Email from school board] 
Charles Breurkes, Board 
Chair, Burnside High 
School, Sub 2565 

All 8 issues 
Magnitude of 
restructuring suggested 
New funding 

In general, support most of the recommendations. However, two broad areas 
of major concern: 
1. That the complex and extensive restructuring and decommissioning of 
government departments and agencies which are currently functioning 
reasonably well will be difficult, disturbing to staff, and disturbing to 
stakeholders and users of services they currently provide 
2. What new, one off, funding will be made available to support the 
restructure and implementation of the recommended changes? How much 
additional regular annual funding will be available to support and sustain the 
programmes relating to hubs, disability and learning support, the Independent 
Evaluation Office, the new Teachers Council and so on? 
Concern that Rec 11 re access of students with disability and learning support 
needs having the same access as other students to local schools is ‘lip 
service’, and that provision of support of the current order will remain the 
status quo 

Trustees should remain involved with decisions r garding s ensions and 
exclusions 
Hubs should assist boards with provision of Mā ri trustees with adequate 
local knowledge in situations where sch ols f nd th s difficult 
There is an ongoing need for NZSTA ser ces and trongly recommend 
that they be continued 
Recommendations 6 and 7, re tin  o sch ol transitions be carefully 
researched 
Re Issue 4 Disability & Lear ng Support - Significantly increased 
training, funding, an  human an  other resources must be made available 
to ensure that the recommendat ons are able to be successfully 
implemented 
Re Teaching rec mmendations - if implemented, that these be funded and 
reso ced a uately 
Further vestig n of the five-year ‘revolving Principal’ idea is required 

  may b  disruptive to schools which are functioning well 
The curr nt Ministry of Education funding formula disadvantages small 
s hools, nd very large schools 

t r configuration of central education agencies is not at the expense of 
lost jobs, loss of institutional knowledge, loss of structures which are 
lready in place and functioning well, or at great cost to the New Zealand 

public 
The complex and extensive restructuring and decommissioning of 
government departments and agencies which are currently functioning 
reasonably well will be difficult, disturbing to staff, and disturbing to 
stakeholders and to users of services they currently provide. The final 
product may be better, but the disruption, cost, and damage to communities 
should not exceed the benefit gained from the extensive and wide ranging 
restructuring 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Educationalist, Sub 2566 

Support for 
recommendations 
Widening gaps 

Largely supportive of most of the recommend tions in the Working Party's 
report 
Under Tomorrow's Schools the ga s bet een schools where there is effective 
governance, good quality teaching nd high levels of student achievement 
and those where none of thes  things re true has widened significantly 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, 

Parent, Sub 2567 

Learning & assessment 
Cost of change 

Children who had a more traditional owledge based primary school have 
come out of the sy m bett  able than the ones who's school seemed to drop 
the importance of bas  maths d reading 
Differences  secondary ch ol level become evident as students enter 
tertiary edu ation and ealize their level of "achievement" varies so much 
from others, he NCEA system is not a rigid enough measure of actual 
achi e ent 
C ncerned hat the money spent on such massive change in governance and 
mana emen  s ructure, could be better spent at the coal face of in our schools, 
pay t e teachers, provide more learning resources. Can we use the current 
sy tem nd filter in the good stuff? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Principal, 

Sub 2568 

Insufficient detail to 
properly respon  
[Add s all  reas] 

No  sure if Hubs are the answer - may be better to drastically reduce the size 
of he Ministry and use the money saved to pay teachers appropriately and 
resource school appropriately 

Reduce the size of the Ministry (and clarify its role) then use the money 
saved to pay teachers appropriately and resource schools appropriately 
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  Hub positions (their Board and other employees) will need to be filled by 
successful education leaders (ie, principals, deputy principals and faculty 
leaders) - exacerbating teacher supply problems 
Y7-13 model works except that Year 7 and 8 is funded like a primary school 
and need to meet the requirements of the Ministry/PPTA Collective 
employment Agreement 
Not wise to promise jobs (especially permanent positions) to everyone who 
completes ‘teacher training’, unless entrance to an Initial Teacher Education 
programme includes an application process where we are absolutely sure 
about the suitability and competence of the trainee teacher - impossible to 
assess until they have done practicums. Universities have not seen 
themselves as the ‘gate-keeper of the profession’ and have left this essential 
role to the principals when those who complete their ITE apply for jobs 
Do not think the proposed Hubs should appoint principals - A school 
may need guidance with the process and expertise to assist with its 
implementation but the school should own the process and 
appoint/employ their principal 
Resourcing - Some good work (equity funding) has been done in this area 
over the last three years, need to implement the best recommendati ns o  
groups who worked in this area 
clear that there are currently too many central agencies with l tle cohere ce 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent & 

teacher, Sub 2569 

BoT & principal power 
Choice 
Alternative education 
Class size 
Schools' care for 
environment 
Teachers' hours 
Valuing children 

BoTs and principals can hold too much ‘power’ over the way a sc l is run, 
they do not always work for what the community want and it is too d fficult 
to move them on 
When a school is not providing the quality of education the community 
wants, for those who bypass the school they have to pay fo  the transport 
Not sure that making zoning apply will help i crease t  qua ity of education 
of the failing school 
Too many students are now home schooli g due to hools not meeting their 
needs 
Schools should be able to cater for the iv se ne ds of all students who want 
to attend them, even if this means avin  a teach r work with them in 
alternate ways 
Too often teachers work well r 40 hrs per week or are employed on fixed 
term agreements that are ot genuine  This should not be the way. Value 
teachers, give them ime to ach and time to have a healthy life/work balance 
A lot of schools are n  doing e ough to recycle, reuse and reduce 
I would like hildren to be hildren and learn about ‘compassion’ and 
protecting our planet d animals, they also need to know and feel that they 
are great pe le so tha  our suicide rate decreases 

Principals should work with staff and the community in true partnership, 
not be authoritarian or looking like they are consulting when actually the 
agenda is already set 
I propose free transport to all schools so parents can choose -this would 
cause unequal school rolls, but people need to be able to choose where 
their child goes to school and this should be free 
Classroom size should be kept to a maximum of 15 - 20 students per class 
to help ensure quality education 
All schools should have alternate education classes of 10 - 15 students and 
be supported by a teacher aide 
There needs to be independent ways of assessing teachers effectiveness 
other than using the principal, this way schools would retain good teachers 
and not just those who have been teaching for a long time and have unit 
standards, so have job security 
Adhere to the collective agreement 
Schools need to be environmentally friendly 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2570 

Teachers' pay & 
conditions 
Opt in to hubs 

Th  main issue,  hortage of teachers, is always going to be the biggest 
p oblem ed ation faces 
See s bmitt r recommendations 

Focus on how to improve the terms and conditions of teachers including 
remuneration 
Schools that can't manage themselves should have the option of opting into 
the hub in whichever area they feel is appropriate, schools that are able to 
cope should be left to do that 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

Sub 2572 

Oppose centrali tio  
Depoliticise education 
Cu iculu  

Ce tralisation not ideal (from experience) 
With every change in government we get a change in policy 
filtered down, everytime! What is essential knowledge to a child in 
suburban Auckland is so different to a child in rural Otago, why 

Education should be independent, regardless of what government is power, 
Education policy needs to be decided with input from school boards and 
the school community 
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must they all have the same curriculum? 
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 Principal tenure 
Teachers' conditions 
Consultation 

Just because Principals are good doesn’t mean they should be taken out of a 
school to ‘fix up’ some other school, unless they want to 
Teachers under pressure from large class sizes and overfull curriculum 
You need to be speaking to the people at the coal face, people who are 
experiencing ‘the system’ everyday 
You will never get it right for everyone but you need to get it right for the 
people delivering it, who working with and trying to bring out the best in our 
future generations and for the children receiving it 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2573 

Trust 
Credibility 
Bureaucracy 
Resourcing 
Middle schools 
ERO 
[Addresses all 8 issues] 

Key issues are that (a) lots of people are trying really hard in our schools, but 
there simply aren’t enough resources available and (b) the key aspect of 
higher-quality learning outcomes is higher-quality teaching - report doesn't 
pay enough attention to raising the profile of teaching as an aspirational 
career 
Much of the report might be better received if the relationship between 
schools and the Ministry included a higher level of trust 
Without proven credibility, it feels that the recommendations have too much 
of a “meta” flavour 
Support the changes if they will genuinely reduce administrative o rhe ds 
but wary about large-scale bureaucracy 
Many aspects of hubs sound good, assuming they could be ap ropriatel  
resourced - suspect they wouldn’t be cheap, both to implement a d maintain - 
there are higher priorities for that money 
Generally supportive of many of the recommendations but the key fac r is 
likely to be more money 
Suspension etc. - fear that hubs would tend to support app ent Ministry 
goals (e.g. minimising expulsion) rather tha  genuin ly supporting 
schools through difficult times 
Schooling Provision: In general, support these rec mmendatio s but oppose 
suggested changes to Intermediates - ge ting d to hange is n important 
developmental step, particularly if it c n stay out f the way of important 
academic milestones (e.g. NCEA) 
Competition and Choice: Generally suppo i  at least at the high level 
Disability and Learn ng Sup ort: Ge erally supportive, but as ever, the key 
factor is likely to be mor  money 
Teaching: Genera  uppo ive, though I’m not convinced that the 
recommendations wi  meet th  goals 
School Leader p: Gen ally supportive, but strongly opposed to the 5-year 
principal co cept - prefer general improvement/support in leaders’ 
performanc  appraisal 
Sch  Resou ing: Generally supportive 
C ntral Ed cation Agencies: Generally supportive, but with concerns about 
p rformance e aluation 
Gene ally support ERO - their visits generally constructive for the schools 
I ve known - perhaps the proposed EEO would be ERO with a better culture 

Highlight funding and teacher uality as banner-level messages 
If equity is such an impo ant g al, build credibility by (a) documenting 
how to raise g ss an  achi vement of the key under-performing cohort 
of students nd (b) mplementing them in a variety of schools [taskforce 
rep sentat ves sure  audience I was in that they knew how to] 
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  It would help if evaluation wasn’t overtly driven by some political priority 
(i.e. more clearly considering the school as a whole rather than building visits 
around a specific issue), and if their role could be more as consultants than 
evaluators (e.g. provide information as well as receiving it, such as sharing 
practice that’s proved effective in other schools, working together to solve 
problems rather than “picking holes from the side-lines” 

 

[Email from school board] 
Dr Karen Johnston, Hagley 
College, Sub 2575 

Governance 
Training & retaining 
teachers 
Principal tenure 
Suspensions etc. 

A major issue in education is that of funding and training and retaining of 
teachers. Although these issues were outside Review terms of reference, they 
will hinder the implementation of proposals. Where are the high-quality 
people with policy and leadership skills who have experience in teaching and 
learning going to come from? If they come from the leadership teams of 
well-functioning schools at present, concerned that this will mean that those 
schools will then become bereft of quality leadership 
acknowledge that change is needed 
Agree that the Hub should have a principle role in planning and managing the 
network 
Hubs should have a varying sphere of influence and responsibility over 
schools depending on the services required and needed from individual 
schools in relation to different services 
There should be a fluid boundary between Hubs and schools, e g., in well  
functioning schools Hubs should have an advisory role in the ppointm t f 
principals 
In some schools, the Board of Trustees should be the employer of th  
principal who in turn should be the employer of their staff unless the B rd 
of Trustees would like the Hub to assume this responsibi ty 
Hubs as entities - There needs to be accountability but wit ut the current 
onerous reporting between either schools an  the H  or b ween the Hubs 
and the Ministry of Education 
Appointing Directors to a Hub is neither democrat  nor state c ntrolled. 
Who would the Directors be accountable to? I  DHB odel th re is an 
uneasy mix of double accountability – to the elec rate and the Minister 
There are issues around the conce t of  ear con racts for principals. Agree 
that it is a good idea for principals  share h i  leadership knowledge with 
other schools. To for e prin ipals an  possibly senior leadership roles to 
move around every 5 ye rs wou  be isruptive to the schools where they 
come from. It co ld also l d to waves of changes that are not sustainable 
and where the prin al is no  there to ensure the implementation of changes 
after 5 years. Note tha  he Con ller and Auditor General’s report on Local 
Government ound that b w en 2000 and 2002 half of the 86 councils had 
changed the r Chief E ecutive. The Controller and Auditor General was 
concerned th t the req rement upon councils to advertise the position of 
Chi  E cuti  every 5 years led to changed behaviour on the part of both 
th  coun i  nd its incumbent chief executive 
Do no  wan  a ystem that is not restorative and imported from above. Being 
invo ed in the process gives Board of Trustee members an insight into its 
s udents and community. This should be retained. On occasions Hubs would 
gi  advice on how to handle a situation or how to develop disciplinary and 
res orative processes. Assistance with placing students that are excluded 
would also be a Hub role 

There should be flexibility for chool  th t are functioning well and don’t 
need compulsory Hub involvement 
Hubs should not be es ablish d as s rate Crown Agencies and run along 
a business model wi  cont ac l relationships to schools 
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[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2577 

General support Statement of general support for proposals No specific recommendations 

[Email from school staff] 
 

Principal,  
Sub 2578 

Change within existing 
structures 
Poor consultation 
Oppose hubs 

Many of these suggestions for improving educational systems and outcomes 
could be put into place without the widespread changes being mooted 
Document was presented to schools without it being clarified as a draft so 
impression is that it is already decided upon 
Timeframe for consultations is far too short, for the importance of the major 
changes being mooted 
Difficult for us to grasp what is written in the document as aligned to what 
the committee’s actual thoughts are on how these would be implemented 
Concerned with sweeping changes for all when most schools are operating to 
a very high standard 
Hubs will disempower Boards and not grow their expertise 
Who will be the personnel and where will the expertise come from and what 
mindset will they bring? 
Potential to be another layer of bureaucracy 
Communities will be more divorced from “ownership” of their school and 
programmes - and who best to know what fits their children’s nee , th  
localized decision making 
The closer that decisions are made to the end user, the more li ly they  
owned for more positive effects 
Plucking Principals and High performing teachers out of successful hools 
will destabilise these schools /cause disgruntled employees 
What will all these changes cost and where will this money come from? 
There is no reference or justification that th se changes wil  have a positive 
impact on student achievement 
Approve of: 

Professional development sugges i  for P ncipals 
School leadership support categories 
Advisory service/support e-es bl hed 
Equity proposals across sch ols 

Pathways of learning in lan uages m re supported and approved making 
these more available for parental ho e 
Central education ncy  a stand alone 

More needy schools just need better and more f cused support by Ministry 
of Education to improve 
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[Email from school 
board], Khandallah 
School, Sub 2579 

BoTs: 
Variability and 
harnessing parent 
expertise 
Focus of boards 
Hubs 
5YA and property 
development 
Principal appointment 
Mana whenua 
Implementation 

See the potential benefit of Education Hubs to standardise practices and 
improve outcomes across a wider community 
Believe the optimum number of Education Hubs is five, much lower than that 
recommended 
Hubs will also need good governance themselves in order to deliver suitable 
quality and benefits 
As with any well-intentioned change, success often relies on implementation 
and changing behaviours of stakeholders 
Concerned about flexibility - see submitter recommendations 

Any school governance structure needs to be flex le and cog isant of the 
varying level of expertise available 
School communities that have people wi h expe ise and skills should be 
empowered with increased governance ppor uniti , Conversely, those 
who do not should have fewer governanc  pportu ities and be supported 
by Education Hubs 
flexibility is required in board epre nta on to reflect the makeup of the 
community 
Support the Taskforce s pro sal fo  YA and other property 
developments to be ven t  ed ation hubs but also believe schools 
should be able to apply t  have ome or all control of these funds 
Where the e ucati  hub  ontrol of schools 5YA and other property 
developme ts, w  beli ve there should be guidelines for how they interact 
with chool  
Princip  appo nt should be done collaboratively between boards of 
t tees, re resenting the needs and aspirations of the community, and 
Educ tion H s 
B ards o  trustees’ need to be brought into the principal appointment 

rocess arly on, rather than at the end with ‘veto rights’ to ensure that 
community and school needs are at the forefront of recruitment processes 
Proposed Education Hubs need to have strong outcome measures and key 
performance measures 
Recommend that the Taskforce monitors any changes made to governance 
structures and report against effectiveness relative to intended benefit 

[Email from school board] 
Monica Davis, Board Chair, 
Avonside Girls' High 
School, Sub 2581 

Hubs & proposed roles 
Support & PLD 
Beginning teachers 
Funding 
Wider social 
determinants 

Agree that more funding is needed for the sector and that he current 
arrangements do not work for all schools 
Agree there is a need for better equity amongs  school a d fo  boards to 
reflect the diversity in their community including mana when a 
Given the scope of the report and the wide ra ing r ommend tions is there 
some middle road which would still enable b ards to have ownership and 
accountability of their school with exp rt visor  on the board where skills 
are lacking 
With the changes proposed there is  risk of throwing the good out with the 
bad 
Concern at the la k of de il around th  recommendations and how they 
would be funded 
Potential for conflict/te sion be ween boards and the Hubs 
Unclear how under the He l h and Safety legislation individual schools will 
not be a PC U and the risk is if Boards know and think the Hub is 
responsible f r this “g ps” can occur 
Tension uld ari  with the strategic and annual plan between who “owns” 
the doc me  and is accountable for delivery of it 
Conc rned by the recommendation that principals be appointed for 5 years as 

 lead  t  uncertainty for this individual in the lead up to the fifth year 
Su port the handing back of property maintenance and procurement to the 
M nistry/Hubs with the relevant school’s input to decisions that are made in 
these areas 
Supportive of the additional support and professional development it is 
proposed be provided to principals and teachers 

No specific recommendations 
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  Agree more needs to be done to address the turnover of new teachers in the 
first 5 years of their career 
Any review of the education sector cannot be successful unless other 
government departments work collaboratively to address the wellbeing of all 
children, a holistic approach is needed, and there is cross party support for 
change as it requires time and funding to implement 

 

[Email from school 
proprietor and board]  

 
 

 
 

Sub 2582 

Integrated schools Endorses APIS submission Endorses APIS recomme dations 
encourage the task fo ce to k for different ways to support schools that 
need support, to achi ve equity d excellence for all, whilst leaving 
successful schools to con inue 
Successful chools an be lized as a resource enabling the modelling of 
wh t work  well 
Addit nal e cation nvestment can be specifically targeted towards the 
schools at need it. 

[Email from school board] 
 

ub 2583 

Integrated schools 
{Addresses all 8 issues] 

Hubs may provide an opportunity to reduce many of the straightforward and 
generic administrative tasks that schools and boards currently have t  end a 
lot of time and resource on dealing with - concerned re lack of cl ity on 
whether the Wairarapa region would be allocated a regional H b 
Concerned at the lack of consideration given to integrated scho ls sec r 
The recommendation that boards will not be responsible for decisi s on 
student suspensions, exclusions and expulsions is significant. All sch ls 
must reflect the hopes and standards of the families and ommunities th  
support them - It is of great concern that the report does n t indicate how this 
will be done for individual schools which implies that all s hools will be 
treated the same 
Oppose the proposal that the Regional Hub is th  employer o  principals. 
This creates the potential for conflict betwe n boar  and their Principal, 
especially in the case of the Principal i  a spec al char cter sch ol. Principals 
will effectively be answering to two g vern ng bo ies and this may provide 
further disincentive for educators o tak  n princ pal roles 
Concerned at the lack of acknowledgement hat special character schools 
make a valuable con ibutio  to the s hooling network 
The goal of creating mo  stable sc l transitions goes against parental 
choice and makes umpti ns that are unfounded. Data suggests that many 
families choose to co e in an  out of the state integrated school system at 
various stages 
Concerned hat the report does not address the real issue of the inequities 
between sch ols. Man  schools are simply under resourced to deliver 
favou ble o omes r their students. Many special character schools work 
tir lessly  enhance their schooling environment, this appears to be looked 
u on n gati ly by both the Ministry and outside observers. Attendance dues 
are th  main enabler in the provision of this resourcing which allows more 

sou in  for state schools 
Sc ool transport is a fair way for students to access a state school of their 
ch ice. This choice should include state integrated schools 
t is unrealistic to apply enrolment schemes to state integrated schools in the 

same way as state schools. Many special character schools cater for students 

incr ase the resourcing available to boards to compensate members of our 
c mmun y who are prepared to take on these important roles 

dequ tely resource all schools especially in the areas of property and 
staffing 

eacher training needs to be incentivised if there is going to be any 
genuine improvement in the numbers and quality of new teachers 
Leadership advisors need to reflect the range of schools in the Hub' s 
catchment including schools of special character 
Give further consideration to the state integrated sector as the relationship 
between the integrated schools and the Crown is a key feature in the 
education sector of New Zealand 
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  over a large geographic area and it is unfair to arbitrarily allocate an 
enrolment scheme based on the preferences of a local Hub 
Endorse Learning Support, Teaching, Leadership, and Resourcing proposals 
The integration of many of central education agencies into one organisation 
with more effective communication across the many areas of education 
appears to be a more sensible way of administrating education 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

Sub 2584 

BoTs 
Support for Deaf & 
Hearing Impaired 
students 
ERO 

See submitter recommendations Get rid of BoTs and set up loca  depend nt governing boards – similar to 
the Education Boards of  1970s which covered areas of the country. 
These boards would domina y consist of ex-teachers with recent ‘coal 
face’ teaching experi nce  upp ted by administrators (not academics). 
Information from the Mi istry f Education (MINISTRY) would be sent to 
these Board  to pas  on t  hools as they decide, NOT directly to the 
schools. Th  Bo ds w uld also consist of teaching ‘testers’ – teachers who 
wou  be em yed to go out to schools and do all the student testing. 
P@A te ts (Th  Progress and Achievement Tests as they are now) would 
be manda y in all schools and results collated by Boards. The boards 
could act as a filter for the constant, changing demands of the Ministry and 
w uld e minate the amount of stuff that is coming directly to schools from 
he MIN STRY. Boards could create and provide teaching plans e.g units 

o  p cs of enquiry which could be sent to schools and the schools could 
select which plans they’ll use 
It is essential to have small units attached to local schools for these 
students. They could be manned by 1 or 2 specialist teachers (1 specialist 
teacher to 8 students at the most) supported by 1 or 2 teacher aides. They 
would be part of the school staff and the principal of that school would be 
responsible for the unit 
Get rid of ERO. We need to have groups of inspectors consisting of 
experienced ex-teachers connected to each Board. It would be expected 
that these groups build warm, professional relationships with the schools 
that they cover. The inspectors would work with the schools by inspecting, 
advising, and supporting principals and managers, classroom teachers and 
support workers. 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 Sub 2585 

Integrated schools sector We would not like to see any prov ions r Int grated schools, protected 
under the the Education Act  lost in  general reorganisation of education 
under the proposals. While the por  mentions state integrated schools and 
suggestions arou d their peration, n  direct contact for consultation with the 
sector has occurre  o date d we can see a number of areas where clarity of 
the implications for th  integra d sector are required 
Can you tell  who from he integrated schools was part of the Tomorrow 
Schools rev ew committee? Were they part of the writing of this report? How 
does this rep rt accommodate the place integrated schools have in New 
Zeal ? 
N  breakd wn has been provided to show needs or issues related to 
in egr ed, Sp ial Character Schools (11% of schools in NZ), and how they 
are th  sam  or different as those in state schools 

ho is going to make the decision to employ the principal in our special 
ch racter school? 
H w will that decision be made? 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, Sub 

2586 

Hubs 
ERO 
Attending local schools 

There are a lot of things I agree with (and don’t) in this review but hard to 
provide an informed opinion when there is no detail on how these proposals 
will be delivered 
School boards that are failing are doing so because they need support - they 
need better training, more hands-on support, more money, more time, and 
more teachers. They do NOT need more micro-management, more 
bureaucracy, and more boxes to tick. The Ministry needs to work in 
collaboration with schools to empower boards and teachers, to empower the 
community to invest - not just their money, but with their time, their 
expertise, and their aroha 
The Hubs will take great teachers and leaders out of schools, distancing them 
from where they are most effective, and where they can make the biggest 
impact on our tamariki 
In full support of the disestablishment of ERO - their model does nothing but 
encourage schools to perform only when they’re under the microscope. A 
school knows years out when their review is, and months out what particular 
areas the review will focus on, and when the review will be 
To improve our education system, we need to change the culture and 
attitudes regarding our system. We need to reduce competition, and I be ve 
that requiring students to attend their local school is how we can do this. 
However, what is the point of making students to attend their cal scho l  
when we are removing the ability for schools to make decisions cally? The 
way you change the system is not by taking control, but by empow ing the 
people. There are already people out in the schools, in the classrooms  
battling it out - hire more of them, give them more resou ces, empower em 
to be the change. Adding another layer of bureaucracy do s nothing to 
empower our schools, our boards, our teachers, or our stud nts. Adding 
more, well-supported, well-resourced teache  and supp rt s ff to our 
schools will make the difference in our educatio  system. 

The cost of introducing another, regional, govern ent entity would be 
better used on empowering the schools. 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2587 

Property 
Curriculum 
Teacher pay 

See submitter recommendations Whilst the property needs and gaps of each school each school are 
different, there needs to be consistent property funding across all schools 
so that ALL schools have modern inviting learning environments that are 
fit for purpose. The Ministry needs to ensure infrastructure is consistent 
across schools and property, plant and equipment expertise is available to 
schools 
Curriculum Boards continue to work with the Principals to manage their 
own school curriculum. Pay teachers and support staff fairly for their work 
and ensure pay is sufficiently high to attract the best to the teaching 
profession 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2588 

Hubs 
Intermediates 
Employment conditions 

Changing the system to a large hub is not appropriate for schools where the 
current Boa d of Trust es setup is working well and the community have an 
active i volve ent in he running of the school 
S hools  an inclusive part of local communities and should remain so 
D  no  belie  that the amount of money that would be required to abolish 
Inter ediat  Schools and relocate students to either full primary or colleges 

hich ept pupils at year 7 or any other solution like introducing Junior 
Hi h/Senior College would be efficient use of the money 
Ta kforce's recommendations leave most support staff in insecure term-by- 
erm employment through schools’ operations grants 

A prerequisite for changes to the system should be that the well-being, 
security and quality of working conditions of educators should be 
enhanced not diminished. National collective agreements must be 
maintained and strengthened through any change process and in any new 
employment relationships. Principals must be permanently employed, with 
any time limits on appointment at a school or hub unacceptable unless 
agreed mutually 
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  agree that increased resourcing, increased support for teachers and increased 
support for the education workforce must underpin successful reform 

 

[Email from organisation] 
Jo Parag, Business 
Development Manager, 
FairWay Resolution Ltd, 
Sub 2590 

Dispute resolution Submitter outlines how dispute resolution services support recommendations 
made in the report 
Provided information as to why dispute resolution provisions need to be 
included in the final report 
Provided information as to why dispute resolution services need to be 
accessible to all schools, extending to students, teachers and school boards 
Suggests a multi-disciplined and collaborative approach for implementing 
dispute resolution practice into the education sector. 

An effective and successful dispute reso ution s rvice, which instils trust in 
the process, must be provided by an ind pendent a ncy 
To be accessible, a dispute resoluti n serv e will eed to be fully funded 
so that individual schools are n t inhibited by budgetary restraints 

[Email from school board] 
Felicity Drinkall, Phillip 
Nilsson, Christine Fourie, 
Karen Daniels , Principal, 
Board Chair, Parent 
Representative, Proprietors 
Representative , Balmoral 
Seventh Day Adventist 
School, Sub 2592 

Integrated schools 
sector,[All 8 issues] 

No direct contact for consultation with the sector has occurred to date and we 
can see a number of areas where clarity of the implications for the integrated 
sector are required 
Proposals we support/worth further discussion: 
1. Fairness and equity, raising student achievement and improving student 
and community engagement 
2. Our current education system is under-resourced 
3. Schools in areas of socio-economic disadvantage should be tar ted fo  
increased resourcing 
4. Decile ratings have been misinterpreted by many parents an  are unh p  
5. Collaboration between schools should be our goal in the wider erests of 
all learners, rather than competition 6. Improvements to ITE, focuse  n 
ensuring exemplary quality and consistency of provision/ongoing supp t for 
those entering the workforce, including flexibility of pathways into the 
profession 
7. Leadership pathways, professional opport ities and supp rt for 
educational leaders through the proposed Leade hip Centre  We believe this 
should be government-funded, but administered an  run by the Teaching 
Council 
8. Principals not being remunerated so ely on the ize of the school, but also 
taking into account the scale of th  cha nge/soc -economic disadvantage 
9. A SENCO/LSC for every school  togeth  ith improvements to the 
current Learning Support m del to r duce bureaucracy and improve 
responsiveness to the in reasingly h lenging needs of students 
10. Positioning ag ies (s h as Oranga Tamariki) to ensure that they are 
more directly involv d with s ools as part of a coherent, connected inter- 
agency approa h 
11. Further work to improve transitions between schools for students 
Proposals of concern: 
only be eful f implemented as an independently operated organisation 
w hin the dventist Education system run by the Proprietors 
Hub a  the employer of teachers/Principals - significant risk to the Special 
Char cter o  schools if appointment and appraisal processes default to Hubs 
o  outside providers 
Bo rds advising on curriculum and assessment 
L mits on local fundraising for schools without appropriately increased 
government funding 

We recommend he ‘sup ort se vice’ model whereby schools can opt-in 
and utilise sourc  that they themselves have identified are scarce or 
ch llengin  to a cess 
Decis ns on ew sch ols and school closures should be made as part of 
the Gove ment / Proprietor partnership and so remain a function of the 
Min er of Education with the Proprietor 
We ug st the following priorities should also be factored in the debate: 
No incre se in funding for disadvantaged schools by re-allocating and 

reb  reducing funding to another Improved pay and conditions for 
teachers, as part of a broader recruitment and retention workforce strategy 

nsuring a responsive learning support system that is geared to meet the 
needs of students and more effectively allocate resources to the ‘front-line’ 
with the provision of significant additional resourcing in order to 
adequately meet the needs of all learners Significantly improved capacity 
and access to learning support staff, including specialist expertise such as 
Speech & Language Therapists and Educational Psychologists 
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  Zoning - want to be sure that Adventists and those who want an Adventist 
education are able to access it 
Hubs deciding on new schools and school closures 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2594 

Learning support Rearranging the system of allocation is pointless if there are no more 
resources to allocate. It gives the appearance of 'doing something' while 
'achieving nothing', and kids at the coalface will still be missing out on direct 
learning support. 

Increase the funding for direct support a d ecreas  the barriers to 
accessing it please. 

[Email from school board] 
Malia Tuala, Chair, Ranui 
School, Sub 2595 

Consultation period 
Employment of principal 
Collaboration of schools 

Report's comments re robustness of principal selection puts integrity of 
Board in question with local community 
Principal also affected by assumption that all Boards have been ineffective in 
their appointment process 
Lack of clarity about how formalised collaboration may look - schools and 
communities already collaborate at several levels successfully 

Extend the discussion p oc s 

[Email from individual] 
 Former 

primary & secondary 
teacher, former ERO 
employee, Sub 2596 

ERO 
Teacher training 
Governance 

BPS targets became drivers for what ERO were asked to do in schools, and 
schools were evaluated on their commitment to and success in reaching these 
targets - teachers and leaders were under pressure to perform according to the 
Minister’s KPIs, and ERO evaluators were sucked into an approach which no 
longer had the child at the heart of the matter 
None of the current models of teacher training is as effective as he previous 
training colleges. Universities dismissed the value of excellen  classroom 
practitioners as trainers, and these were gradually replaced by ac demics who 
could help enhance the university’s PBRF rating. Meanwhile, a lar  and 
diverse range of other teacher training institutions appeared, the merit nd 
quality of which were extremely variable. The conseque ce of these changes 
has been that teacher training has largely been devolved o to schools 
Governance & funding - applaud the emph is Re w has ut on providing 
equitable outcomes for disadvantaged groups 

Monito ing ( y hub ) will need to be informed by a clearly prescribed 
m thodol y 
Re E aluation Office, a significant challenge will be to develop a set of 
cr eria o  indicators. These will ensure that the focus will consistently be 
n agreed outcomes identified by education leaders and experts. 

[Email from school board] 
Ed Timmins, Chair, 
Maungawhau School, Sub 
2597 

Funding 
Teacher supply 
Hubs 

concerned about whether all the proposals can be ffectively implemented 
3 major concerns: 

That the level of government inv stm nt re uired to fund such 
significant systemic change  to e ation in New Zealand, and to 
continue to fund these approp iately  ure the new system works 
optimally for s udent  teacher  and broader school communities is not 
yet understood and may be nac ievable 
Given the s r age o  teachers, concerned about how the education 
hubs propos d y the T kforce would be staffed 
Concerned that If ducation hubs aren’t properly resourced and staffed, 
the hub  will be req d to use the resource they do have to focus on 
under erforming chools, this is likely to negatively impact schools like 
ours 

That there be a lot more clarity on hub structure and function, e.g.: 
The number of schools an education hub would have within its remit 
Where a hub’s accountability lies and how it would be accountable to the 
school community 
How the relationship between the Ministry of Education and the regional 
hubs would function 
Why the proposed hub structure would avoid the bureaucracy and red tape 
mentioned by the Taskforce members during consultation sessions as in 
existence within the Ministry (there is plenty of bureaucracy at a local 
government level, and tension with central Government) 
How many employees each hub would need and whether these would be 
recruited from the teaching profession 
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[Email from individual] 
 Parent and 

teacher, Sub 2598 

Learning support Primary School teachers turn themselves inside out adapting their classroom 
programmes and environments (often spending thousands of their own 
dollars) to try to keep up with the ever growing demand of children coming 
from homes like mine (supportive, caring, healthy homes) and also homes 
that have addiction, abuse and parents who are desperately trying their best to 
make ends meet. See submitter recommendations 

What we need as parents of special need kids and eachers w  face 
ADHD, ASD, ODD, CD, FAS, Dyslexic and a ran  of oth r needs in our 
primary age classes: 
Full-time teacher aides in every room e peci ly in years 0-2 
Nurses in all schools below a decile 7 
Fast track referral systems 
Support to refer children at pri y schoo s 
SENCOs in every scho  
Extra PD for teacher  re tho e nditions above, sensory processing etc. 
IY parenting courses for more parents - Tag it to a benefit 
Play based l arnin  nco ag d 
In entives or pa ents o attend parent teacher conferences - Again tag it to 
the nefit 
Teacher id ho  ailable for trauma situations e.g. children with history 

 buse or PTSD situations 
Age cies working together faster 
Children having an online profile that comes with them when they move 

hool  to communicate vital facts about home life 
Less paperwork for teachers - More time to teach 
More specialist professionals bought in so kids can find their passions 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2599 

Hubs - lack of evidence 
presented and send poor 
message re moving 
teachers 

Can you advise what the purpose of education is, if not to allow for e 
possibility of improvement and development, and how you suggest tea hers 
should motivate pupils to work hard, if they have to live with the example of 
every successful teacher who works hard being penalised t personal cost by 
being forced to move to “cure” a perceived chool iling th t is nuanced, and 
may well relate to a number of social factors? his does t ppear to provide 
a great social example of the benefits of hard wor  
Can you clarify how you intend to meas re t  impr vements e “hub” 
policy is intended to bring, for transpa ency? an you categorically tell me 
that what has been missing in edu atio  is or the government to be able to 
assess the professional trained edu ators, nd sm oth resources by moving 
apparently “successful” teachers to ess “successful” schools to guarantee 
equality of outcome 
Can you confirm which m mbers of g vernment will resign if this does not 
work (since, due to MMR, i  may be difficult to vote them out and thus we 
rely on their integrity  

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2600 

Localised governance Proposals reminiscent of mmunist Russia 
Want locali ed govern nce as close as possible to family unit 
Competition t all ba  
V lue of ards dealing with suspension - The success of each student means 
s meth ng t  the board members, for the government hub employee, the 
stude t is a tatistic. There is no relationship. The local board members and 
f llo  par nts have an invested interest in seeing dignity and justice worked 
o  for the rehabilitation of the student 
5 y ar term limit for principals. If a school needs serious help, everyone 
knows it’s going to take 6-7 years for a new principal to turn it around. A five 
year limit is setting principals up to fail. It will place far too much pressure on 
the principal to prove themselves, instead of the principal seeking to 

Reconsider 
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implement whatever it takes for the benefit of the school. A school in some 
ways is a living organism, not a predictable, sterile controlled environment. 
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[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, Sub 

2603 

Principal tenure Report vague thus difficult to comment on 
But proposal to restrict a Principal’s tenure to five years seems extremely 
short-sighted for these reasons: 
A school’s culture takes time to build up - 5 years is not enough to institute 
and embed… therefore a Principal with only five years will be tempted to 
bring about change too quickly 
Children need consistency in their lives - in a world full of change, knowing 
what to expect at school is an important constant - rapid change instituted by 
a Principal under acute time pressure could easily jeopardise this 
A Principal needs to understand the individuality of a school and its 
community and time to build up the trust of staff and parents 

that a robust (360) performance review process  augmented by ERO type 
reviews should be enough to establish wheth r a P ncipal is performing 
appropriately - If a cut-off period is to be stituted  it needs to be 
considerably longer than five y ars 

[Email from individual] 
Former At- 

Risk Youth Support 
Worker, Sub 2604 

BoT power/student 
discipline 

Former at risk youth support worker describes BoT high exclusion rates, 
increasingly heavy discipline and drastic decrease of support for at-risk 
students 
Resigning staff paid off and signing non-disclosure agreements 
The Ministry does not necessarily know and schools often have pri ate nds 
for such things. Ministry asked if I'd 'go to the media' as this can push the 
Ministry to act upon concerns raised about schools 
Clearly the system now allows for cover-ups of workplace bully g, nfair 
exclusions and stand-downs of students ill-equipped to represent th mselves 
and lack of due process 

No sp cific r ommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Music 

educator advocate, Sub 
2606 

Music in education 
Music therapy 
Teacher quality 
School leaders 
Resourcing 
Central government 
agencies for curriculum, 
assessment, learning and 
pedagogy 

Reduced teacher training in music education and delivery largely via mass 
lectures 
There is no access to advisors, curriculum le ders a  hool r Ministry 
leaders with musical expertise 
Inequitable access to Music Sound Arts (MSA) ex ts as it is fi ancially 
unattainable for the majority without g vernm nt fun ing 
CoL funding excludes the Arts with S EM ubje ts as the priority 
In terms of assessment, the reduc d sta  of mu c as 1 of 4 arts has resulted 
in less prominence and priority, an  is refle d in low overall student 
achievement in the 2 16 NMSSA re ults (and previously in ERO & NEMP 
reports which show at b t, little p g ss) 

Competence and confidence of teachers in MSA, requires ongoing F2F 
PLD with expert modelling and ongoing mentoring 
To lift the quality of teaching and learning in MSA, there is a need for 
leadership with appropriate expertise, and access to ongoing support for 
the classroom generalist teacher 
there is a need to consider musical ways of knowing and developing 
musicality through active experiential music making for all children that 
involves socially just practices – and not just the performance talent 
pathway which largely relies on user pays and is inequitable for the 
majority 
Leaders at all levels of the education system adhere to accountability 
systems that are put in place to ensure that mandated policy requirements 
are met for all currently marginalised curriculum learning areas – including 
MSA 
Equitable access to quality MSA learning and development needs to be 
given the time and resourcing it deserves so that student success, wellbeing 
and achievement can be appropriately reported on for MSA 

[Email from individual] 
Teacher, Sub 

2607 

Teaching and learning 
Music education 
Principal tenure 

7 of 8 “K y Issue  have nothing to do with teaching and learning. 7 of 8 
“ ey Is ues  will not change/improve my classroom at all. (iii) Key issue #5 
– Tea hing  has one recommendation which may affect, enhance my 
teach g p actice and my students learning. Hubs providing advisory services 
a d “improved” PLD. I don’t hold my breath on either 
If e report seeks to regularly disrupt schools, staff and students, if it wishes 
t  create intense top down pressure within schools, if it wishes to create 
insecurity for overworked Principals, then the recommendation to provide 

wish the Ministry or the Minister or the Government or the Hubs or the 
Schools or the teacher training system, or the Report, would deal with 
much more specific issues and solutions 
In music – address the appalling results evident in the latest (2015) 
NMSSA Report 
Train teachers to actually teach music 
Give the arts their full and proper place and resourcing in the schooling 
system - equal to any other “subject” 
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  Principals with a 5-year contract is a good idea - Given however that it takes 
most that time to get their feet under the desk it is not a sound idea 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 2608 

Costs 
Governance 
Principal tenure 
Moving teachers & 
principals 

It will cost taxpayer hell a lot of money to build the new HUB system while 
the current BOT works so well for the local school 
BOT works with the school and local community together, many members 
are parents. In our school at the moment, we have notice from the board, we 
give feedbacks and suggestions to school. With new HUB system, they 
control everything without consulting parents, without any knowledge of the 
school. This bureaucratic centralisation does not provide solution for any 
problem it may have 
It will take a new principle five years to finally know the school, start to set 
goal for the school and make improvements for all aspects of the school 
operations. At this time to change another principle, start the exploring 
process again. School will not be stable. For principals with high potential, 
they will lost their motivation and enthusiasm. This only make good 
educators (Principals and Teachers) and students move to private school 
Moving principals and teachers around to improve the bad-performing 
school? Will result in all schools same bad in the future. In the sch ls ith 
bad performance, the parents are not supporting study, the local  do not c e 
about students. You move good principal or teachers there m e no 
difference to the performance. Only wasting some skilled teach  and make 
them upset and feel unvalued, and may push them changing their c eer plan, 
do not want to teach any more 

Why not keep those good principals and teachers i  their own school. Keep 
them feel valuable there. And spend mon  educa e and train more 
qualified principals and teacher  
Spend more money on educat ng th  par ts in bad performance area, 
make them know the importance of educ ion, how to support and help the 
school at home 

[Email from individual]  
 Sub 2610 

Design of administration 
and curriculum 

The design of administration and the design of curriculum are interrelate  
Necessary to decide what educational outcomes are curre tly needed (and 
note that these too will need to change in ti e as iety is hanged by the 
success of the new designs and therefore allo ing new c n e to arise...) 
So a starting point would be: 

in what way has teaching changed o er rec nt tim s 
in what way has society changed o er re ent t mes iii.) in what way has 
work changed over recent tim  

We need to be able to handle chang  - des g  by their nature, restrict future 
choices. This curren  desig  eeds t  be aware of this and build in measures 
that will allow for future change 

We need a new curriculum for the Hubs and the administration to build 
around 
Designs restrict choice - choose that which is the least restrictive 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

Sub 2611 

The creation of 20 
Regional Hubs 
Disestablishment of ERO 
& NZQA 
Reducing Competition 
Lack of detail in report 

The cost of introd ng hu  could be better used on empowering the 
schools. School boar  that ar  struggling and failing are doing so because 
they need supp t  they need better training, more hands-on support, more 
money, mor  time, and m  teachers. They do NOT need more micro- 
managemen  more bu aucracy, and more boxes to tick. Also Hubs will take 
great teacher  and lead rs out of schools, distancing them from where they 
are most ffectiv  nd where they can make the biggest impact on our 
t marik  
Supp rt the isestablishment of ERO - encourages schools to perform only 
when hey’re under the microscope 
W h increased partnership and collaboration between schools and the 
M istry, there would be less opportunity for schools to just “perform when it 
matters”, and instead genuinely do what is best for their students 
Agree that we need to reduce competition, and believe that requiring students 
to attend their local school is how we can do this. However, what is the point 

The Ministry needs to work in collaboration with schools to empower 
boards and teachers, to empower the community to invest - not just their 
money, but with their time, their expertise, and their aroha 
Adding more, well-supported, well-resourced teachers and support staff to 
our schools will make the difference our education system so desperately 
needs 
There are already people out in the schools, in the classrooms, battling it 
out - hire more of them, give them more resources, empower them to be 
the change 
The government should work in collaboration with schools to get a holistic 
understanding of the school, rather than a doctored, tiny snapshot of a 
school at an arranged time with a pre- planned list of areas to focus on 
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  of making students attend their local school, when we are removing the 
ability for schools to make decisions locally in response to their own unique 
mix of students? The way you change the system is not by taking control, but 
by empowering the people. hard to give an opinion when there is no detail on 
how these proposals will be delivered - look forward to finding out more 

 

[Email from individual] 
 

Teacher, Sub 2613 

Teacher quality 
Teacher pay 
Donations 
Moving teachers & 
principals 
BoTs 
Intermediates 

Newly qualified teachers in Auckland are struggling to live on their wages 
As a tutor teacher for training teachers, I am concerned about the calibre of 
some of the students that we are being asked to mentor 
My school relies on donations to fund some programmes and EOCT 
activities - proposed funding will affect ability of our school to offer these 
programmes 
Moving teachers and principals between schools would take away my choice 
of where I work and have an impact on the amount of time that I can spend 
with my family 
If proposed hubs will be looking after lots of schools, would this encourage 
them to find a one size fits all model? I have worked at 2 local schools 
(within 3 km of each other) in the last 5 years and they are run very 
differently with different specialist teachers and staffing requirement  These 
have been put in place by boards that know their local communiti  and h w 
best to cater for them 
Many of the functions currently undertaken by boards of truste  woul  be 
taken over by the hubs, removing the local input and knowledge  boards 
currently have. Given the current position and facilities of local scho ls, I am 
not sure how without significant building and financial input proposed 
changes to intermediate schooling would be achieved 
I agree that change is needed to address the quality of NZ’  education system, 
I do not think the suggestions of the Review eport a  going to achieve this 

There needs to be a dramatic increase in the p y teachers are given to make 
the good teachers stay and to ake ach g a desirable profession 
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[Email from individual] 
Teacher & 

employee of education 
agencies, Sub 2614 

Purpose of education? 
Consider whole system 
Governance 
Technology 
Learner centred design & 
funding 

In the section on ‘purpose’ I read many objectives and principles, but no 
overarching ‘purpose’. Without such a clear statement about why the 
education system exists, it will continue to fragmented with too many 
important objectives pulling it in different directions 
While compulsory schooling is a crucial component of the education system, 
if the early learning and tertiary/life-long learning components are not 
equally considered, along with the roles of education agencies, only part of 
the job is done 
The machinery of Government means that directing regional hubs will 
be difficult 
Establishing these as ADDITIONAL crown entities will lead to even greater 
fragmentation 
Concerned that without a clear guiding governance and management 
structure, and 20 ADDITIONAL regional hubs, that we may end up with 20 
regional education systems, rather than a single coherent system 
Technology can: 

greatly reduce the amount of administration undertaken by teachers, 
principals, etc. 
expand the ability to deliver personalised learning and path ays 
enable teachers to support more learners 
reduce the pressure on physical infrastructure 
and more 

International examples of providing every learner with a device have p ved 
unsustainably expensive. 

Urge you to be clear in what you see is the PURPOSE OF E UCATION 
IN NZ! And what the PURPOSE OF THE SCHOO ING SYSTEM IS! I.e. 
we need “consensus on what success at s hool l ks lik  
The whole ‘system’ needs to be conside ed if we a  to be able to consider 
what changes are required to transform t  educat n system’ into a high 
performing ‘system’ - Early lea ning, schoo i  nd tertiary education 
MUST be seen as an integrate  lifel g ducation journey 
we need “consensus on what success at s hool looks like” 
Rationalisation of structure, t inc ing its complexity is required - 
perhaps additional c pabili y an  capacity should be invested in the 
existing Ministry region  offic s with more delegated responsibilities 
If regional hubs are o cre t d  it must be very clear when and who has 
‘right of w y’, i e  The Ministry (and other agencies), the Hub(s), schools, 
early learni g ervices  tertiary providers 
All aspe ts of d i istration, legal, HR, infrastructure investment and 
m i tenan  need to be brought back to the centre so that boards and 
scho s can c ncentrate on supporting each and every learner to achieve 
th ir po ntial 

he rol  of ‘digital’ needs to be outlined in greater detail 
The Virtual Learning Network has been woefully neglected and needs 
onsiderable attention and funding to enable it to support the system wide 

collaboration and services that it could so easily support 
Te Kura should be a ‘school of choice’ as envisaged in the repealed 
Communities of Online Learning legislation 
Perhaps subsidised micro-financing schemes for devices such as that 
pioneered by Manaiakalani should be developed on a national basis 
Deficit thinking, unconscious bias and racism” is endemic and built into 
many aspects of system and schooling design. This needs to be 
systemically and systematically addressed 
Funding generally should be more learner-centred than the current 
provider-centred approach. 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2615 

Learning support 
Links to ECE 
Status of teaching 

See submitter recommendations There be a full time teacher aide in every classroom which has children 
with additional needs, then extra support added, as necessary 
better links to early childhood education 
Teachers supported, and better prepared to deliver effective inclusive 
education 
Teaching needs to become a valued career and attractive choice to people 
looking to study 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 

2617 

More teachers & smaller 
classes 

Agree with e lesseni g of the burden on principals to allow them to 
priori i e the re bus ness of teaching and learning and the implementation 
of profes nal learning and development for teachers (these two resources 
b ing the m t important to the success of students), but I did not read ‘more 
teach rs and smaller classes’ 

If there is enough evidence that some or all schools would do better with 
more teachers and smaller classrooms (please check such evidence) then 
do it. - This to me at least seems like a better first step to improving 
tomorrow’s schools. 
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[Email from individual] 
, 

Deputy Principal, Sub 2620 

Mana whenua 
involvement 
possible power 
imbalance of the 
Educational Hub model 

Question the requirement of the board to have mana whenua involvement. 
Not because I believe it is not required, but because I am unsure how the 
board is meant to make this happen. It would almost be better to make it a 
requirement of mana whenua from surrounding iwi who have mokopuna at 
the school or connections to the land the school sits on to be represented at 
the meetings. It can be difficult to seek out these relationships and know how 
to do so appropriately 
Main concerns are in relation to the possible power imbalance of the Hub 
model if it does not build a culture based on collaboration and working with 
schools to raise the success of education for our students 
A lot of trust will need to be built in this area and it will certainly take time 
There is a natural caution around the removal of some of the board and 
principal’s responsibilities as they also remove some of the autonomy and 
discretion of principals and boards to make things work for their schools. 
While the money provided has never been adequate, it at least was able to be 
put towards priorities without consulting with an external agency' The main 
concern with Issue 3, is that instead of raising the standard for all, closing the 
loopholes that made some schools and students experience such a wonderful 
education means education might be reduced in quality for all inste  

A needs-based funding protocol that aims to enri  the lives f our 
students, not give them an adequate or satisfactory ducatio  - start with a 
more generous formula and then adjust i  for the level o  needs of the 
students within the schools 
Paraprofessionals/ learning assistants an  upport must be better catered 
for 
the Teaching and Learning Un t in he Ed cation Hub makes 
paraprofessionals jobs more stable and se ure 
A realistic, wider pict re of rning upport in action in a school is taken 
into account. 

[Email from individual] 
, Sub 2621 

Cost of change 
Diversity 
Incentives 

Concerns about the overall implications of the review 
Concerned about how the tax payer can fund such a wide spread 
administrative regime hubs) 
Concerned that an education hub would take away the rich character of e 
individual school communities 
Surprised that an education review, would make recommendations that 
“force” principals and teachers to be employ d in pla  tha  they may not 
necessarily want to go to 

Providing incentives (e.g. monetary, time in lieu, accommodation grants 
etc.), and finding the best people to address the issue - this would have 
better results for students 
Rather than a “one size fits all” approach, I encourage the review team to 
develop a strategy that identifies and pinpoints the areas of need in schools 
that are performing at lower levels and put the resources into these areas, 
and continue to support the schools that are performing well 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2622 

Reduced autonomy 
Employment issues 
Target support 
Donations 

Hubs will be layer of governance that the Minister ill appoin  and decision- 
making for many directions will be dri en top down – a move back to the 
centralised model (pre-1989) unsuited owa ds th  21st century 
School boards will have reduced tono y and influence in an environment 
where principal and staff change be omes m re frequent and can lead to the 
disruption of the sch ol cul e  rela onships and the school’s vision. 
Principals and Teacher ay get fe  u  with this and leave the profession as 
they are looking f r tabili y and a sense of purpose 
Principals and teache  should make employment decision themselves 
Capping dona on  will h ve a major negative effect on schools and they 
won’t be ab e to provide the current extracurricular activities and resources 
for the class ooms. 

For the school boards that need help, help them set up an opt in opt out 
process of required 
That the Ministry of Education build on the self-managing model they 
have today rather than spending millions of dollars on creating 20 new 
Hubs 
The money could be better spent on increasing teachers' salaries to attract 
and keep people in the profession, providing quality teacher trainee 
programs that produce quality teachers, addressing the workload problem 
that compromises overall well-being of those already in the profession, 
providing trained additional support people for those groups of students 
who are at-risk of learning, increasing the staffing entitlement and 
operational funding that supports learning in the classroom for all students 
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[Email from school board] 
Andrew Martin & Annette 
Donnelly, BoT chair and 
principal respectively, Mt 
Carmel School, Sub 2623 

Need detail 
Bureaucracy 
Governance 
Choice 
Special character 

Whilst it is great that the issues facing education are recognised and steps are 
being undertaken to address them, many of the recommendations need 
further development 
Creating a layer of bureaucracy that hinders progress The report 
recommendations do not adequately recognise the successes of current 
schools and they are based upon a philosophical rather than practical strategy 
Reducing the contribution / participation of communities Our current 
community and governance structure is a key element of our success. It is not 
possible to have responsibility without authority, so by removing authority 
from schools (eg Principal appointment, property decisions), we do not have 
the mechanisms to be responsible for our school’s future. The proposals in 
the Report would undermine Mt Carmel’s success and its strong relationship 
with its community 
Limiting innovation through a desire for uniformity A ‘one size fits all’ 
approach with key decisions controlled by the government through 
educational hubs will not have the intended effect of raising performance for 
all 
Restricting choice and the ability to find the right school for your child One 
of the biggest determinants of an individual’s success in work or ed cat n is 
‘fit.’ By having the ability to choose what school (or work envir nment) its 
us as individuals we are more likely to achieve success. This h s always 
been, an essential factor in the New Zealand education system 
Undermining special character and the state integrated schools act e 
Report and its recommendations show a lack of understanding of the 
Integrated Schooling system which accounts for approximately 11% of 
students attending schools in New Zealand. The key prop als in the Report 
run contrary to our Integration Agreement ith th  Crown nd through which 
the school became a state integrated school 

Target low performing schools, but don’t compromise or dis urage those 
performing well 
Analyse, assess and implement successful prog mmes from high 
performing schools. The report refers to ucc sful rogrammes already in 
place in some schools which should be in duced  schools with 
identified needs to increase ach evement an  comes (this does not 
require a nationwide network f hub  a hing all schools) 
Use resources to address key issues such s recruitment or allowances to 
benefit qualifying sch ls 
Transparency of the ffecti ene  of the new initiatives the Ministry should 
be developing is vital. Th s sho ld not be about building up the Ministry 
but developi g m  targ ted trategies to address the problems where 
underachie emen  is occurring 
Lea  State In egrated Schools to govern in accordance with their unique 
agreem nts w h the rown, to fulfil special character requirements and 
capital pr erty cost responsibilities 
Prov de adeq ate funding and support to allow schools to properly support 
Sp cial ducation needs as opposed to the current approach of relying 

redom nantly on teacher goodwill and existing operational grants 

[Email from 47 people], 
 

 Sub 2625 

(blank) See submitter recommendations Agree: 
That system change is vital, That equity is the key element to 
success for all 
With the Learning support recommendations 
Want quality Teaching in every school 
There must be a Centre for Leadership for Principal support 

Hubs - OK if it is for schools and communities that have common ground 
Not sure about ERO going as the review of schools supports students and 
parents 
Ministry – improve this by co-opting experienced Leaders/ Teachers on a 
short term basis – e.g. 1 year contracts and then back to their schools 
Schooling Provision – Want all schools to have access to fully serviced 
resources on site i.e. nurses, SWIS, breakfast and lunches, SENCO 
Want a range of languages taught to support students who are bilingual 
Strong views: 

Want School Boards to be employers 
Want the School Board to be able to employ the Principal 
l don’t want the 5 year contract for Principals 
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   Want parents to be able to choose the best school for their ch dren, would 
choose local secondary schools if they were all GREAT. W nt the Board 
to retain the right to employ staff. Don’t want 1 5 scho  in a Hub. This is 
too many 
Pathways for principals 
Schooling Provision- Years 1 t  6 and Years   10 and Years 11 to 13 - 
unsure of the best formation. ot k n on Intermediate being only 2 years 
Selection of staff for Hub  to reflect the emographic composition of 
schools in the area 
Need more informat n 

[Email from school staff], 
 Sub 

2626 

All 8 issues Agree system change is needed 
Numerous questions 

Transitioning fr m scho s wo ld need a collaboration of the types of data 
collected 
Ne d a gre ter d versi y in the teaching profession 
need m re c riculum support 

[Email from individual] 
 Principal, 

Sub 2627 

All 8 issues Agree that we need a system change and I wholeheartedly support the review 
task force’s views of seeking ‘equity’ across all school communities 
Concerned that the consultation process has not been long enough for such an 
important change and therefore wonder if this has been enough time for l 
stakeholders to engage in rigorous dialogue around the issues a d 
recommendations 
Numerous questions about operation and structure of hubs 
We know that relationships are a huge part of successful schools- m ing 
Principals from one school to another could have a huge impact on thes  
relationships 
The 5 year term not really practical 
Work load and pay are huge issues that are n t addres d in he report 
Lack of detail around the expansion of the Teach g Council 
Also see submitter recommendations 

125 schoo  in a Hub is too many 
make up of a Hub should be representative of the communities and schools 
th y wil  upport 
must be strong Treaty Citizenship basis 
Middle School years would be better to year 9 and Year 10 with secondary. 
This gives students a year before NCEA: Primary Y1-6, Middle School 
Y7-9, Senior school Y10-13 
Must ensure ALL schools are effective, staffed with quality leaders and 
quality teachers and that communities trust that each school is GREAT and 
their children will all get what they need 
A socio-economic mix in schools is vital 
Pay trainee teachers and have a higher expectation of recruits 
Staff schools with a lower ratio of students per teacher 
Improve induction to teaching as this is variable within the ITEs 
More support for Principals working within toxic environments with 
Boards that have their own agenda 
Te Reo – All teachers should have access to great PD 
Ensure all schools receive the funding, services and personnel to ensure 
equity 
The Hub must be a Crown Entity not Agency 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2628 

Teacher employment I would like to have t  freedo  of choice as to where I work 
Proposals will not help w h  massive shortage of teachers 
Ridiculous hat school  and teachers will be orchestrated like puppets having 
very little fre dom to d cide how each school is run! Every school has its 
ind idu l feel d haracter and this will be robbed from schools 
T is is NO  thinking about our students and considering their needs and 
making them a priority at all 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from organisation] 
Peter Thompson & 
Stephanie Hartill, President 
and Vice President 
respectively, School 
Business Managers' 
Association Inc, Sub 2629 

Need for school business 
managers 

Agree with Review aims but there are a number of crucial points missing 
from the recommendations, namely in relation to the role of non-teaching 
staff, and in particular, that played by School Business Managers. See 
submitter recommendations 

That the Business Support Services Units of the E ucation H bs be led by 
experienced School Business Managers to provide xpertise from a non- 
teaching business point of view 
At all tiers, the Education Hubs should so e gage qualified, experienced 
staff with school business management e erience 
That there be a member from the School Busi ess Managers’ Association 
as a member of any Ministeria  app nte  governance group of directors to 
provide board diversity and school busin s management experience 
That the role of a Sch ol Bu ness M nager remain located in schools on- 
site to provide leade hip, upp t and services face-to-face 
That School Business M nager  be funded to work across Kāhui Ako to 
provide sch ols wi  bus  expertise especially in areas of procurement, 
human res urce nd p operty management 
That areer hways nd a competency framework be established for 
aspiring nd exp i nced School Business Managers 

LD nd a isory services be provided by the Education Hubs for School 
Busi ess Managers 
That the chool Business Managers’ Association provide consultation 

d/or ontracted services to deliver PLD specifically crafted for the 
school business management role 

hat the Leadership Centre ensures non-teaching functions of leading a 
school are included and given due consideration in the leadership 
capabilities 
That the Teaching Council recognises the role of school business 
management and advises principals/tumuaki to include a skilled School 
Business Manager as part of their Senior Leadership Teams to provide a 
diverse perspective for non-teaching aspects of school leadership and 
management 
That there be a provision for a School Business Manager be included in the 
staffing entitlement as a centrally funded position 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, 

Sub 2630 

Competition & choice Describes situation in part of Northlan : Pl ase d  something to make 
education in the Far North fair for ll, be ause at he moment it is not. If you 
live in Kerikeri you get a better edu ation than if you live in Kawakawa, or 
Paihia, or Russell, or Opua ( here families just don't live any more) or 
Ministryrewa, or Whang roa, or K ik he.... 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
Richard Bentley, 
Secretary, Engineering 
Leadership Forum, Sub 
2631 

STEM education Describes dire stat  f teach g and learning STEM 
Looking for new oppo unities  lift learner’s access to quality STEM 
education 

A group of experienced STEM teachers could be placed within each of the 
hubs. They would be tasked with monitoring STEM education processes 
and outcomes and provide schools support where and when it was needed 
– on a half day or day basis for example. By sharing this skill set across 
say the 125 schools in each hub better outcomes would be inevitable 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2632 

Creativity 
Supporting teachers 

Cre iv y is o  he u most importance and needs to be a priority 
C nnect ng with nature, the arts including singing and music needs to be a 
priorit  as th s trengthens the voice 
Teac rs a e shaping the future generation, what could be more important 
th n that? teachers need to be listened to when it comes to what wage they 
ne d to make ends meet and have a decent standard of living and to match 
th  very heavy work load that they have 

There needs to be less focus on assessments and tests but how to support 
our very real humanness of creativity and emotional intelligence 
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[Email from individual] 
Parent, Sub 

2633 

Target support To spend money changing every school seems an extraordinary waste of 
money and resources 
Good schools will suffer under the changes, since among other things they 
lose the value of local contributions from passionate parents 
The creation of 20 hubs represents a new layer of spending on bureaucracy 
the changes will have a negative impact upon my children’s education, for no 
reason, and my taxes will be wasted causing that disruption where it is not 
needed 
Happy to have my tax money spent to raise the opportunities of those 
disadvantaged, but not to pull everyone DOWN to a lowest common 
denominator 

Have regional task forces, able to be deployed fle ibly to su port 
struggling schools 

[Email from school board] 
Nic Hill, Headmaster, 
Christchurch Boys' High 
School, Sub 2634 

[All 8 issues] 
Exclusion of private 
schools from review 
Retaining single sex 
education 

Structural transformation of the Education sector will not on its own be 
sufficient to achieve equity and social cohesiveness 
Supportive of recommendations which: 
(a) ensure a system that promotes equity and excellence and ensures that 
every learner achieves educational success 
(b) enables schools to be reflective of the communities they represent and 
draw on the rich diversity of those communities 
(c) can demonstrate a direct link between the recommendation nd the 
desired outcome by reference to evidence 
(d) prioritise and support better resourcing for learning and teach  
development within our schools 
In the absence of clear evidence of a specific outcome we are not able  
support recommendations which bring about structural tr nsformation in 
schooling and create significant and disruptive change in t e absence of any 
positive outcomes to children’s learning. Sp cifica y  those which: 
(e) are implemented without rigorous analysis, lear consu on and 
valuation prior to implementation 
(f) do not involve all sectors of the communit  having  voice 
(g) see a major redistribution of existi g re urce  from those schools and 
students that are currently achievi g or rforming to their potential 
(h) focus on a transfer of control an  loss of ndependence and flexibility 
rather than focusing n supp rting s hools to achieve the desired outcomes 
(i) compromise the spec l charac  f schools 
In terms of the rec mmend ions concerned that they risk reducing the 
special character, div rsity an  uccess of many schools without addressing 
the underlying i es 
Welcome additional support being provided by Education Hubs however re 
potential m e up of Hubs concerned about who will take up these positions 
and th i  capa ility and capacity for these roles 
C ncern d hat poorly resourced hubs may focus on exercising control 
w thou  an a quate focus on support 
Sing  sex education is likely to becomes the minority through centralisation 
a d there is great concern the flexibility allowed to deliver outcomes for all 
stu ents will be lost through inflexibility 
C ncerned about the fragmentation proposed by the Senior High School 
model as having a focus only on assessment and not the journey into 
becoming good all rounded citizens 

An emphas  on m ing t eeship a valued position that is resourced and 
at ctive t  high calib e candidates who understand the needs of the 
scho  and udents t ey support and understand their contribution to the 
goals of he bro d  schooling system 
To  succe sful a system must support quality and ensure there is an 
ade uate supply of quality teachers who are committed to teaching in the 
c mmun ies they serve 

here does need to be greater support for principals as part of their 
leadership development however leadership is a shared responsibility and 
ny leadership support must be done in collaboration rather than a one size 

fits all used as a way to control versus support leadership 
Better provision of support and training to develop deeper leadership 
capability within schools 
All funding must increase 
Agencies need to be learner centred, have the ability to mandate national 
policy and work with schools and be fit for purpose for a changing future 
preparing students with 21st century skills to move into either work or on- 
going education 
School reviews need to move away from their high stakes winner / loser 
outcomes and become a genuine school improvement mechanism placing 
the student at the centre of every decision 
Concerns: 

Review recommendations risk reducing the special character, diversity 
and success of many schools without addressing the underlying issues 
Welcome additional support being provided by Education Hubs 
however re potential make up of Hubs concerns about who will take up 
these positions and their capability and capacity for these roles 
Poorly resourced hubs may focus on exercising control without an 
adequate focus on support 
Single sex education is likely to becomes the minority through 
centralisation and there is great concern the flexibility allowed to 
deliver outcomes for all students will be lost through inflexibility 
Concerned about the fragmentation proposed by the Senior High 
School model as having a focus only on assessment and not the 
journey into becoming good all rounded citizens 
Do not support in any way the suggestion that donations be capped and 
poses the question of why we would we reduce charity? Aside from its 
role in funding, allowing the community the opportunity to give back Proa
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  Do not support in any way at the suggestion that donations be capped and 
poses the question of why we would we reduce charity? Aside from its role 
in funding, allowing the community the opportunity to give back through 
making a contribution to their schools, it also helps form and strengthen the 
connective tissue between schools and their communities 
Concerned that independent schools were excused from this review and that 
the small minority of schools who have been responsible for poor behaviour 
(re competition) should be dealt with individually 
Integrity of the Taskforce has been undermined through its inability to 
recommend an increase in salaries and a significant improvement in the 
staffing formula 
Greatly concerned by the explicit reference to a major redistribution of 
resources 

through making a contribution to their schoo  it also he s form and 
strengthen the connective tissue between schoo  and th ir 
communities 
Concerned that independent school  were exc ed from this review 
and that the small minority of school  ho hav  been responsible for 
poor behaviour re comp[competition sh ld be dealt with individually 
The integrity of the Taskf rce h  be n undermined through its 
inability to recommend an increase i  salaries and a significant 
improvement in th  staf ing for la 
Greatly concern  by the e licit reference to a major redistribution of 
resources 

[Email from school board], 
 Sub 

2637 

More detail needed 
Proposals less relational 

Support the intentions of: 
Schooling provision- strengthening pathways, and improving resourcing 
Middle schooling- if it was about strengthening the curriculum, teaching and 
learning for students in Years 7-10 
Competition and choice 
Disability and Learning Support- especially as the waiting lists r additional 
supports for our students are unacceptable. We do worry abo  where th  
additional personnel support for such provision will come from 
Teaching-pleased there is a strong push for a strategy for teacher re ruitment, 
retention and professional growth 
Concerns around: 

Autonomy, decision making 
The layers of bureaucracy 

We need more details about much of what is be g proposed nd financing 
these changes 
We think things happen at ‘the grass ro ts’, an  like that the way we work is 
‘face to face’. We wonder how these c ang  mi ht disempower 
communities. What is being prop ed s ms less elational 

May  reco e scho ls that have managed to address the administrative 
worklo d for ir hools in ways that have allowed their principals/ 
school lea rs to focus on leading curriculum and professional 
deve pment, nd then scale that up 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2638 

BoTs 
Restructuring 
Learning Support 
Tail of underachievement 

BoTs are democratic  which may a noy bureaucrats and even ministers, but 
are the way NZ shou d be. hen they superseded the old regional Boards, 
they released innovation that still m k s schools exciting -Competition is one 
element that susta  this a itude. The Review shows no evidence that the 
proposed change wil  increase desirable qualities 
The suggestio  t a m olithic ministry will be responsive and agile is 
absurd, eve  more than normal when it also recommends "integrated policy 
formations  ensure a  policy development is coherent", i.e. conformity and 
compli nce w ll be dominant in the cultural climate 
P litical ppointment of hub board members - and through them principals - 
w ll reinforc  olitical influence (repression) 
Any massiv  re-structuring creates a shambles and stasis at the same time for 

5 ye  
Le rning Support, has been a shambles and disgrace for 30 years 
R al problem to be addressed is THE TAIL. By secondary level, the easy 
solution is to tolerate truancy, then suspend and later expel, every semi- 
literate out of college increases the college average achievement - an evil 

Individual assessment and small group targeted tutoring for students who 
have dropped behind 
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  consequence of data gathering, but their alternative occupations, drugs and 
delinquency, unemployment and prison, cost thousands of times more than 
appropriate programmes in school. 

 

[Email from organisation] 
 STIR: 

Stop Institutional Racism, 
Sub 2639 

Treaty enacted iin 
schooling 
Cultural and structural 
change required 

Submission on: How Te Tiriti o Waitangi can be explicitly and authentically 
enacted in our schooling system, and 
What cultural and structural changes need to be made 
Submission centred on a values-based schooling structure and culture that 
recognises the separate spheres of authority for the parties to Te Tiriti o 
Waitangi. See submitter recommendations re critical priorities regarding the 
review of Tomorrow’s Schools 

That the Task Force recognise and affirm the indi gs of the Independent 
Working Group on Constitutional Transf mation eport He Whakaaro 
Here Whakaumu Mo Aotearoa 2017) WAI 04  (Waitangi Tribunal, 
2014) and Ngapuhi Speaks: H  Wak pu nga and Te Tiriti o Waitangi 
(2013)[see submissionfor actions & requi ements] 
The Crown must ackn wled  that  igning Te Tiriti o Waitangi it 
agreed to the Māori ques  to vern non-Māori in the areas assigned to it, 
and to join with hapū and their eaders in a confederated form of 
government 
The Crown must nd its unilateral decision-making practices in relation to 
sch ling i u  that a fect Māori 
Resour  Māo i sch oling leaders and leadership In order to build, 
m intain d sustain Māori expertise and leadership in the schooling 
secto  we m t be explicit about the need for diverse Māori voices to be 
he rd an  involved in all decision making and service/intervention design 
nd evaluation[see submissionfor actions & requirements] 

To nsure coherency and success of our schooling structures and culture, it 
is critical that we recognise programmes that are committed to Tiriti o 
Waitangi, and have proven positive outcomes for Māori and non-Māori 
who have participated in them[see submissionfor actions & requirements] 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2640 

Governance I do not support the establishment of hubs with the purpose of increase  
power coupled with nominal accountability, due to lack f connection to the 
community, and likely bottleneck for decision-making 
In our large companies, we are moving towa ds a m  distr buted and cross- 
functional leadership model, supporting the pe le closest  he problem to 
solve issues, and creating horizontal organisations which give apable people 
the ability to form project teams and 'ce res f exce nce' in r ponse to 
emergent gaps or opportunities. The s eed o  change is requiring us to 
provide flexible structures, and strong ui ance f r direction 
The Review suggestion that, by removing he p operty, administrative and 
PDL elements from board accounta ility would allow them to better focus on 
educational outcomes complet y dis unts the synergy between 
environment and educati  How peop e move through a space has strong 
cultural connectio  with deep roots in the history of the area - it does not 
make sense to decoup  these t  elements 
Totally supp rt teaching f  getting paid sufficient salaries for them to live 
near their p ace of wo k, and the right balance of movement between schools 
to cross-fert ize know dge and practices 
Th  wid ing ac i ement gap is very concerning and I agree with many of 
the repo t s findings including: 
Addr sing he funding model so that schools can support all children to 
great duc ional outcomes 
S porting pathways for school leaders 
Str ng guidance for PDL 

roper funding for kids with disabilities 
Limited places for out of zone children, and a whole-child approach by 
encouraging the connection of a community of schools through the CoLs 

No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual]  
, Sub 2641 

Oppose hubs 
Community 
responsibility 
Govt ideology - liberal 
social agenda 
Representation of 
particular groups 

Recommendations represent a power grab by the government to take control 
of the schooling system and assert their political agenda 
Some groups may be performing less well but does that mean that the system 
serves them poorly or that they perform poorly? There needs to be some 
responsibility put on them, not just on the schooling system or the system 
becomes focussed on the worst performing groups 
Interference by the government in our school system means that teachers are 
afraid to discipline children. Given that the report suggests a massive 
takeover of the school system by the government, this is likely to make this 
problem much worse 
Innovation and success are difficult to scale up because currently we have 
few mechanisms to enable system-wide improvement to be initiated, 
supported and sustained 
The best schools are the ones that don’t do what the government systems 
want, If the government gets control of the these good schools it will make 
them like all the bad schools 
Report seems to be the mechanism to achieve the left wing gover ment s 
long term aims: no one can be seen to fail and a liberal social genda 
This is advanced by e.g. removing the ability to see how well k ds are 
performing 
BoTs are better off struggling with inadequate resources than having litical 
correctness foisted upon them 
Mana whenua representation on boards sets a dangerous p ecedent. What 
other groups are going to want representati n? Wh t powe  would these 
representatives have? 

the system should be left how it is now, ather t an have increased political 
interference 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent & BoT 

member, Sub 2642 

Rural education 
Funding 
Ministry responsibilities 

It is the way that schools are funded that has crea d unhealthy competition 
between schools not self-governing scho l   ee su mitter rec mmendations 

Re management of property, boards should have a voice to ensure that 
teaching spaces are fit for purpose to meet the requirements of a localised 
learner focused curriculum 
Rural schools need to retain control of school houses. The availability of 
school housing improves the possibility of rural schools appointing quality 
teachers 
Ministry needs to take more ownership of school performance, putting in 
place systems to ensure schools are given support early before any issues 
lead to underperformance that adversely effects student learning outcomes 
Ministry needs to ensure that boards have effective principal appraisals and 
principal appointment process in place. Boards have to assume 
responsibility for principal appraisal and appointments process with 
Ministry assistance 
Boards should lead suspension process maybe with Ministry representation 
A lot of current issues with children that need learning and social support 
could be addressed with more personal and money resources 
Organisations above board level need restructuring, from boards down the 
system needs tweaking 
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[Email from school board] 
 

, Sub 
2643 

Lack of evidence in 
Review 
Scale of change 
suggested 
Collaboration between 
schools 
Hubs 
Principal employment 

Despite the extensiveness of the proposed ideological-based changes, there is 
little empirical evidence and a lack of cost-benefit analysis for these 
Concerned with wide-sweeping rather than specifically-directed change 
Dispute premise that there is unhealthy competition between schools not our 
experience that it exists and certainly not to the degree the report maintains as 
a premise 
Dispute the purpose of Education Hubs and consider they have the potential 
to add another layer of bureaucracy while simultaneously reducing 
involvement at a local level (we also note that Education Hubs are already 
part of the Ministry’s process of change - see their 2018 Annual Report) 
There is no assurance that the proposed education hubs will better reflect the 
diversity of communities, in fact logically one hub attending to around 125 
schools would provide less opportunity 
Moving principals to five-year contracts and relocating as the agency sees fit 
would destabilise schools and demoralise employees 

The improvement to our schooling system should begin with fixing the 
basic necessities that lead to the holistic well-being f our whānau 
The status quo should be maintained with princ als being employed 
permanently by the board in the area ac ording to eir choosing 
Inherent in proposed changes should be i provem nt to security and 
quality of employment conditi ns rather than  reduction of these 

[Email from school board] 
Sarah Boyd, Chair, 
Wellington Girls' College, 
Sub 2644 

All 8 issues Where a degree of competence in these areas can be demonstrated by Boards 
of Trustees (BOTs) our preference is for the decision-making and 
management to be placed with the school, with the ability to call n the 
expertise of the hubs as needed. BoTs are “closer” to the need  of the sch ol, 
have a more in-depth understanding of the unique culture they e cha ged 
with developing and maintaining, and we have greater confidence  our roll- 
growth predictions than the model utilised by the Ministry of Educa n 
Question the proposal for the Hubs to take on responsibility for decision  on 
school suspensions. Schools have the knowledge about th ir students and 
their circumstances 
Responsibility for the appointment of princip ls shoul  m n with BoTs but 
we would welcome being able to access suppor  from the Hu  in the 
appointment process 
Do not agree that there should be a fix d term f five years for principals to 
fill these roles. The development and mbe ding f a culture in a school 
typically takes more than five yea  an  he qual ty of the principal and the 
performance of the school are close y linke  plus need to recognise the 
desire of principals t  work f r a sch ol in a location and culture that is a 
good fit for them 
Agree performanc  manag ment (for principals) should be managed external 
to the Board 
Agree with the cept f the Hubs – providing services and support closer 
to the ground, taking responsibility of the performance of schools at a 
regional/loc l level an  helping to build a networked and connected 
schooli g sys m 
Q estion e proposed size. 125 schools is too many to manage and to deliver 
th  kin  of c nected support that is envisaged 
Agre  that chool monitoring and support services should be combined in a 
s ngle gency - a regional hub will have a better understanding and overview 
of he state of education in its region than the Ministry could manage 
Support the recommendation that Hubs coordinate the various agencies and 
programmes working into schools. Coordinated full service support will 

Re ponsibility for the appointment of principals should remain with BoTs 
but we would welcome being able to access support from the Hubs in the 

poin ment process 
There should not be a fixed term of five years for principals 
In situations where principals should be “moved on” this is better managed 
through a robust performance management process than a regular rotation 
Performance management (for principals) should be managed external to 
the Board, but the Board should be involved in establishing the 
performance expectations of the principal in conjunction with the Hub 
Unless a significant injection of new funds is put into the education system 
to implement these reforms schools should not be restricted in generating 
additional income to cover the gap, irrespective of the issue of equity in 
student and parental choice 
All schools should have access to Learning Support Coordinators – this 
should not be a position funded by BoTs if they choose to prioritise it and 
have the resources. These in-school roles should in turn be coordinated and 
supported through the Education Hubs 
Teachers and school management should be well versed in the barriers and 
enablers to educating students with a disability and should receive regular 
practical support to address the challenges for these students 
That the Hubs should work closely with Subject Matter Associations and 
that the Ministry resource these bodies to develop good practice in 
teaching and learning in the subject areas, innovative teacher practice that 
engages students, and ensuring the curriculum subject content is 
continually updated to reflect best practice and latest knowledge. We 
believe this group should also include advisors in aspects of student and 
staff wellbeing and that schools be provided direct support to address this 
priority 
Leadership and Development Plans should be prepared for Principals and 
senior management in all schools, and monitored and supported through 
the Hubs 
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  reduce the workload on schools that are currently dealing with each of the 
agencies themselves 
Agree that transitions between schools need to be more seamless and that 
information transfer between schools needs to be openly and widely shared 
(predicated on a less competitive schooling system). We support a single 
transition point (full primary then secondary Y9-13) - Maintaining larger 
cohorts for longer helps facilitate more stable social connections and 
familiarity/confidence in the physical and teaching environment, with 
resultant positive impacts on wellbeing and achievement 
Agree that the expertise that resides in Te Kura should be made available to 
schools through Hubs. This is a logical step for a small country and could be 
beneficial for many schools 
Want to ensure Kaupapa Māori expertise is available to all schools, either 
through the dedicated hub or through expertise sitting in, or accessed by, 
each Hub 
Support the full utilisation and community integration of school facilities 
Support the proposal to establish wrap-around support services in schools for 
disadvantaged communities, and would suggest other communities could also 
benefit 
Unless a significant injection of new funds is put into the educ ion system to 
implement these reforms we cannot agree that schools should  restric d i  
generating additional income to cover the gap, irrespective of the e of 
equity in student and parental choice. This is an approach that needs o be 
phased over a period, and aligned to the introduction of equity funding 
Agree with the proposed alignment of state and state-inte rated schools, and 
the provision of Hub expertise and direction in catering fo  students with 
learning difficulties 
Sgree with the rationalisation of enrolment schemes, but qu y how the 
enrolment zones, Community of Learning membe hip, and E ucation Hub 
coverage work together 
Support the recommendation that the inis y es blish a national workforce 
strategy as a matter of urgency 
Agree that the Ministry should esta lish a iculum, Learning, Assessment 
and Pedagogy unit th t adv s and orks with Hubs, and that teacher PLD 
should be coordinated a d made d y available through these channels 
Support a review f he ini l teacher education system to ensure our 
teachers are as well p pared  teach as they can be 
We need to bu  flexibi ty into the new system that is able to respond to 
change with ut major bureaucratic hurdles 
Support the ecommen ations about paraprofessionals 
Sup r  he re mm ndations that provide practical support to emerging and 
n w leader  but note that leadership development is different from 
leader hip s pport – both are important 
Any hange to the current funding system should not disadvantage schools 
s ch as urs that have been able to take advantage of our (relatively) affluent 
ca hment to address the shortfall 
A ree with the overall structure and lines of accountability 

Any change to the current funding system should ot disadv tage schools 
that have been able to take advantage of (relatively  affluen  catchments to 
address the shortfall 
That the revamped accountability organ atio  (the Education Evaluation 
Office) provide better insight into the va us area  of success of different 
schools, rather than a one-size- its-all repor  ormat focused on policies, 
procedures and academic atta ment 
Implementing the recommendations of th  review will undoubtedly require 
a phased approach, and we r comm d that those schools that are currently 
performing well (fin ncially, in terms of student and staff wellbeing, 
academic achievement and cult re) should be left to continue their current 
operations wh  he infr truc ure is put in place 
There are s veral ther components to the Education Work Programme 
und r way nd he fin  version of this review should outline where these 
pieces f wor  interf ce and what any consequences are (in terms of 
implemen tion phasing, timing, finances, personnel etc.) 
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  Separating schools from the policy functions of the Ministry and 
providing combined monitoring and support for schools at a local level 
makes sense and should result in a more responsive and supportive system 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2645 

Learning support 
Ministry 

Insufficient attention to Learning support 
Ministry not supporting students, families and schools 
Proposals should have been tested for common sense and reasonableness 
see submitter recommendations 

Families should be able to choose a sch ol th t res cts the beliefs they 
hold 
Children should not be made t  progress to th  next year level if they are 
not achieving at the current le el 
Schools should be encour ged to share their knowledge, rather than acting 
in competitive silo fu ctions  Minist y website should be full of resources 
for parents and teach rs to use  he same method or resource will not work 
for all children, but there hould be a hub of ideas so that every school is 
not reinventi g the whee  
Th  educa on sy em hould stop treating children as if they are all the 
same  Chil n learn n many ways, and teachers should be well educated 
themse es in re han one method of teaching 
M i try b eaucrats should have to spend time in actual classrooms on a 
regu r basis 
M nistry hould be able to answer questions in a reasonable timeframe 

inci als should not be rotated out of a school on a 5 yearly basis 
Schools should be audited but not by the inadequate ERO system - What 
hould happen is that ERO arrives unannounced, they randomly select 

parents and students from a list, and they are prepared to take feedback in 
oral or written form from any stakeholder who wishes to provide it 
Teachers should have less paperwork to do! Filling out forms for Ministry 
more often than not, will not enhance the education of children 
Technology should be used to a far greater degree 
The Minister of Education should be able to access data on a daily basis 
that tells him/her how many children are in primary/secondary/tertiary 
education, how many are home-schooled, the split between male/female, 
the split between year groups, how many were truant yesterday. This data 
should be accurate and in real time 
Planning should be a priority for the Ministry 
There should be less surveys, more listening and more doing 
The Charter School model should be harnessed, encouraged and the 
number of Charter schools should increase 
Schools that have under-utilised resources should be made to share those 
with other schools if the need is there 
There should be less focus on pre-school education, Pre-schoolers should 
be encouraged to learn through play, rather than expecting them to achieve 
targets 
We should encourage competition within the child, but not children 
competing against each other at pre-school level 
The time for academic competition is really at Secondary level, and at that 
time students should be streamed in the majority of subjects (not just 
Maths) - Children can also be bright in English, or Arts subjects – there is 
as much need for streaming in those subjects as there is for Maths 
Our teachers need to be better qualified - There should be greater entry 
requirements to get into teaching 
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   Too many Principals are very theory based, and t  reality i  hat 
Principals need to be interested in people if they ar  to be tr e leaders 
MINISTRY is the epitome of why an or anisat n should not exist on a 
foundation of meetings and reports, It s ould be a ervice organisation, 
working for the benefit of children 

[Email from individual]  
, Guidance 

Counsellor, Sub 2646 

Guidance counselling Frequently the issues bought to staff members are complex and serious and 
require immediate and appropriate action. Fully qualified, experienced and 
supervised guidance counsellors are able to respond appropriately to these 
issues. The variation in effectiveness of the guidance and counselling across 
schools is a concern 

An advisory and development ervices role fo  guidance and counselling/ 
pastoral care/wellbeing under Gove nanc  structures on page 13 could be 
included in point 2 under Education Hub  

[Email from individual] 
, Education 

administration worker, Sub 
2647 

School business admin & 
payroll 

Currently too many primary schools have office staff who are not 
experienced in payroll and who spend excessive hours on payroll 

That staff experienced in School Business be appointed, i.e. Business 
Managers, P opert  Man ger  IT personnel as well as experienced (but 
not retired  Principals 
Whe her the Educatio  hubs proceed or not, there is a desperate need for 
payroll dmin rat  especially in primary schools. This is a specialised 
roll and on  payroll administrator could be shared amongst several schools 

[Email from school staff] 
 
 

Sub 2648 

Direct support services 
for schools 
Resourcing of changes 

Support many recommendations 
Concern about: 
Boards with diminished responsibilities advising on curriculum nd 
assessment 
Education Hubs being governed by a Board appointed wholly by the Minister 
Five-year contracts for Principals 
What are the anticipated costs for the proposed changes? 
Is there an increased education budget or do the changes eed to be made 
with already limited resources? 
The number of schools per Education Hub (p oposed 20 sc ools per Hub) 
would require the Hubs to be very well resourc d - where a  hese resources 
coming from? 

No s ecific re ommendations 

[Email from individual] 
, Parent, Sub 

2649 

Support Westlake sub 
Solutions need more 
work 
Better engagement & 
reach required 
[All 8 issues discussed] 

Overall the issues seem obvious and th  solut ns seem like th y still need 
more work than the recommendations hat have b en provided 
The tight lens the report is being p esen d throu h adds to the inflexibility of 
the solutions that are offered from e thous nds of voices we must of heard 
in the engagement or consu tion pr cess 
The report doesn’t show veryone ing together, it shows again that a 
patriarchal structu  ees it  wn importance in stepping in to fix and control 
rather than empower  this is n t the necessary formula that will empower all 
children and y g people in NZ into a position to succeed 
This change eems like an iteration of the same stuff different day, rather 
than the min -set and ehaviour change we urgently need 
Whe  e our ption  to choose from regarding the governance structures? 
H w are  going to manage the spectrum of risk-thinking from risk adverse 
(publi  sect  osition) to calculated risk (business position) issues with 
Mini ry-centred education hubs? Why can’t we think about change from 

rio  dels and various worldviews, such as to create reward-based 
sc narios from a tuakana-teina perspective, where top performing governance 
str ctures in schools support weaker governing bodies through capacity 
building? Schools are integrated business models between private, social 
enterprise and public, therefore also need integrated communications 

We need to look deeper at the policies, procedures, professional 
development and engagement models that can be used to support change 
This change programme would benefit from different specialists from 
different technical backgrounds and an integrated approach to add value to 
the discourse and solutions given schools are already no longer just schools 
When designing the next stage of this review invest in better engagement, 
reach more diverse masses such as different technical focus groups, 
integrated feedback, student- centred feedback and expand on the 
Taskforce with other technical and strategic leaders, including a student 
leader representative or a young person 
Options posed need heavy lifting in the strategic specialisation on the team 
outside of the age, demographic, social-economic position and educational 
specialisation that sits of the Taskforce 
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  practices across schools that align – strategy, operations and market position 
– how do the recommendations from the review support this? 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, Sub 

2651 

Teachers & teaching 
Learning support 
Leadership 

Some changes outlined in the report are a waste of time and money, and will 
set our education system back many years 
Moving skilled teachers about like pawns because they have the 
qualifications needed at that particular school at that particular time is ill 
conceived 
How will you recruit a diversity of teachers? Is this going to put the best 
educated and trained professionals at the front of classrooms or just mean 
better candidates for teaches training will be turned away from the profession 
because they don’t fit the ethnic quota? huge demand for Teacher Aides, and 
not enough funding, The number of RTLB’s has reduced over the last few 
years, more of these support people would be fantastic 
It would be great to have someone with knowledge to assist boards with 
appointing a Principal – if they felt they needed that assistance 
Unsure how you will "ensure that schools in challenging circumstances get 
leaders with recent proven leadership experience”? 

Schools need more money and resource  first and foremost 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, Sub 

2652 

Teachers & teaching 
Learning support 
Leadership 

Some changes outlined in the report are a waste of time and money  d will 
set our education system back many years 
Moving skilled teachers about like pawns because they have the 
qualifications needed at that particular school at that particular me is l 
conceived 
How will you recruit a diversity of teachers? Is this going to put the t 
educated and trained professionals at the front of classro ms or just mea  
better candidates for teaches training will be turned away from the profession 
because they don’t fit the ethnic quota? huge demand for T acher Aides, and 
not enough funding, The number of RTLB’s as redu d ov r the last few 
years, more of these support people would be fa tastic 
It would be great to have someone with kn wledge  assist bo rds with 
appointing a Principal – if they felt they neede  that a istanc  
Unsure how you will "ensure that scho ls i  chal nging circumstances get 
leaders with recent proven leaders ip ex erience ? 

S hools eed more money and resources first and foremost 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2653 

Learning support Support recommendations in the do ument, particularly re Education Hubs 
that will provide support to a  choo  
Endorse recomm ndation 13 on Disa ity and learning support. The six 
points within this ommendation if funded and enacted well should offer 
students with disabili s and b havioural challenges the opportunity to 
achieve to the  p tential 

Teacher training must include all aspects of inclusive education 
Advisors in the Education Hubs need time to access, read and discuss 
current international and local research 
Advisor positions need to be long term rather than casual 
Sharing new knowledge, within the hubs so that relevant aspects of 
research can be considered and implemented is critical 
The Advisors within the Hub could act as an advocate for the student and 
parents where needed and also ensure that essential data can travel with the 
student 
It is a difficult planning exercise but where possible Learner support 
specialists and the Special Education Grant should match the requirements 
of the students 

[Email from individual] 
 Deputy 

Principal, Sub 2654 

Ministry 
Hubs 
ITE 
In grated chools 

Re ationships with Ministry have broken down to such an extent that a new 
en ty is a must. My main concerns with Ministry have been the frequent roll- 

er of staff - it is impossible to form a good relationship, or for them to have 
an understanding of your context 

Secondary school staffing entitlements and Principal's salary should be 
significantly more that primary and intermediate 
Get on with these reforms sooner rather than later - Change is needed 
URGENTLY 
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  Income from international students enhances resources for domestic students 
and cross cultural experience 
Fewer central agencies makes sense 
A poor performing hub may mean 125 poorly performing schools 
Where are staff coming from for hubs? What is the benefit for all this 
spending? Do not agree that current system is not working 

 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2656 

Governance 
Schooling provision 
Whānau support 
Performance monitoring 
Rural schools 
Middle schooling 
Equity index 
Utilising school property 

Positives: 
BOT will have final say in principal appointment, yet arduous task of 
recruitment and investigation will be done by hub 
Financial reporting and legalities no longer be BOT's responsibility 
Unfair decile system removed 
Biggest concerns: 
-BOT will no longer play a part in teacher employment 
Principal consulted on 5YA but no BOT input? 
Hub will represent a huge number of schools. How will this allow for 
individuality and autonomy? 
Emphasis on teacher and principal training, support and funding bu  t  if 
any support is being provided to whānau? Especially re underpri ileged 
students and students with learning difficulties? 
Wonderings: 
How is performance of schools monitored? - this is not answered, j t 
reassurances they will be monitored - HOW? 
5 year contracts for principals - can an extension be gran d? 
Why only principals, why not 5 year contracts for teachers  
Kaupapa Māori sector identified as displayin  differe  need  what about 
rural schools? - also have different needs to eac  other 
How will equity index be facilitated? 
Why terminate intermediate schools bu  creat  middle chools? 
Utilising the school property after hou  c uld pr vide wider opportunities, 
but also creates issues surrounding acce  insur nces, funding, staffing, 
organising, wear and tear. 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 

 
 

Sub 2657 

Integrated schools 
Lack of evidence of 
proposals 
Resourcing of state 
schools 

Review has not fully consider d the n eds and features of state integrated 
schools 
Oppose or suggest mendme t to proposals re Governance, principal 
employment, property anagem nt, student behaviour management, parent 
and student advocacy an  complaints services (Hub cannot represent the 
interests of heir schools and a party that has a complaint or claim against the 
school), enr lment zon s, full service schools and more intensive use of 
sch l ilding  and acilities 
R moving e opportunity to donate to both state and state integrated schools 
denie  peop  he right to support their local school communities 
Hubs pera ing separately with 120 schools under each Hub would create 
f ther bureaucratic communication problems - far worse than current 
reg onal educational ministry office 
c ncerned about the lack of reliable, measurable evidence that the changes 
suggested will result in raising achievement or addressing inequity 

Additional support services should be made available to the Boards of 
integrated schools and that some integrated schools would make use of 
these more than others. However, the basic structure of governance and 
operational aspects and the role of elected boards of integrated schools 
should be retained, enabling the Boards to deliver education with special 
character, while retaining primary control over property, finances and other 
business of the school 
Additional to School Leadership recommendations, School Leaders should 
be trained around the requirements of being in a special character school. 
This could be provided by outside providers affiliated to the leadership 
centre 
If Hubs were to go ahead, there be an alternative model for integrated 
schools 
Rather than changing the entire system - which is not failing for the 
majority of schools, a more effective and feasible approach would be to 
make funding and resources available in a more targeted way for assistance 
and resources in the schools that are failing in the current system or Proa
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  Lack of funding in state school system is a core issue that has not been given 
due consideration in the Review, and that the resources needed to fund a 
wholesale replacement of the current system will put even further pressure on 
funding for the schools that desperately need it 

supplement and improve the current system to support those hools that 
have students with higher than average identified le rning n eds, and/or 
are struggling to attract and retain teache  and rong l dership 

[Email from school board] 
Board of Trustees, Hope 
School, Sub 2658 

Small schools 
with roles 
smaller than 
100 

Governance 
on BOT 

School 
Donations 

Guaranteed 
employment 
for new 
teachers 

Teaching 
Languages 

Education 
Hubs 

Recommendations in the report will make a positive impact on students and 
learning. 
Supportive of Māori representation on all BOT.  
Board remuneration is appropriate and ensures people are standing for the 
right reasons. 
Need to ensure Educations Hubs with 125 schools are responsive and 
expedient in decision making.  
Concerns about the practical operation of Education Hubs and BOT’s under 
the Education Hub model. 
BOT oversight of financial management will mitigate risk of 
mismanagement.  
Small rural schools that deliver quality education services need reassurances 
they won’t be closed.   
Report states principal appointments with be the responsibility of the HUB 
and in a different section that final sign off by Boards 
Further information and clarification required on many aspects of chool  
financial management i.e. accounting functions, treasury role, budget 
responsibility, funding of additional resources i.e. extra TA h rs and c h 
reserves. 
Concerns about the practical implementation of guaranteed employm nt for 
newly trained teachers and its implications.  
Small school’s operating budgets face greater pressure d e to their size, this 
needs to be taken into account when considering any limi  to school 
donations. 
No mention of the age children should start sc ol we ne d t  look to 
overseas examples with high success rates to ree luate the be efits of 
keeping children in early childhood educ  for lo ger. 
A big issue for schools is the need to put mor  emphas s on wellbeing as so 
little time is spent on these things at h me   Basic values and life skills often 
aren’t role modeled at home. 

To ensure success we need to ensure mea rement riteria is in place.  The 
report needs a clearer definition of what spe fi ally has failed, how these 
changes are going to improve ectify e  failures and how will we 
measure them ongoing. 
Education Hub representati  should si  on each BOT.   
Consider how Māori epres n tion will be effectively achieved in small, 
rural schools. 
Build links and dersta ding etween schools and bureaucracy a Hub 
representat ve should sit on each BOT. 
En ure dec ion making responsibilities for principal appointments are 
clear r bot  Hubs and Boards. 
Small, r al sch  and the needs of the communities they serve need to 

e a riority for any Hub decision making on the opening and closure of 
scho ls, to remove fears that small, rural schools will be closed.   
In additi n to Te Reo, support should be provided for other languages such 
s Man arin and Korean to ensure graduates can met the future needs of 

the country.   
Greater clarification is required on many aspects of how schools and Hubs 
will effectively manage financial governance and management. 
Guaranteed employment for newly trained teachers must be balanced with 
the needs of students to have a high quality teacher. 
Need to ensure the governance of Hubs doesn’t add another bureaucratic 
layer that requires funding, admin, training and moves much needed 
resources away from local schools  
Consider how the recommendations connect to New Zealand’s societal 
needs in general i.e. 20 free ECE hours versus value of being at home. 

[Email from school] 
Adeline Blair, Principal, 
Kelston Boys' High School, 
Sub 2659 

Competition 
inequity 
Ethnic diversity in 
teaching and school 
leadership 

Discusses effect of current system n children from lower socio economic 
backgrounds - schoo  in lo r socio economic communities have suffered 
from declining school r ls, deteri t ng facilities and a lack of permanent 
full-time teaching ition  to attract teachers. Decile rating system has 
further eroded confi nce in ese communities to send their children to local 
schools. A com l x iss  but it has created inequity 
Notes few Māori, Pasifika and Asian teachers in teaching and in Senior 
Leadership oles withi  schools 
Note  posi n to p posals from schools not wanting to change what they 
do and “ render  their authority because some schools cannot keep up with 
t ir su ces  

In discussion of Review proposals little focus has been on the possible 
positive outcomes for all learners. This is something that the taskforce and 
Ministry should be focused on. Our education system requires urgent 
reform. 
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[Email from organisation] 
Sue Cresswell, Northland 
Regional Executive of 
NZSTA, Sub 2660 

All 8 issues 
Collaboration with other 
social agencies 
Lack of evidence in 
report 
Lack of consultation 

System wide change is needed to address the continuing inequity of 
achievement for our tamariki, however too much change may well produce 
the same results 
Education is creeping more into health issues which could better be 
supported by other agencies 
Disciplinary process - a proposed review process is planned for imminent 
trial in two districts in NZ (Northland and Southland) which should result in 
improved processes by schools and better results for tamariki 
Children in this process are often victims of the failings of our social and 
education systems and stronger collaborations and earlier interventions will 
help prevent the need for this process 
Diminished role of the BOT is compromised by the loss of responsibility and 
control, for example, creating strategic plans without control of finance, 
property etc. 
Disability and Learning Support - Agree with the recommendations but stress 
the need for interagency collaboration to assist these children from an early 
age 
Teaching should be front and centre of these reforms 
Perhaps looking at other/multiple/ shared use of the buildings cou d help 
alleviate the costs 
report is supported by evidence in some areas but has an anecd tal qua y  
others 
Hard to judge the real impact of some of the issues and the evidence king 
the issue with the recommendation for policy formation 
Consultation was wide ranging but a forum for people to mplain about 
their issues -those whose experiences were good, had little o report and little 
opportunity) 
Trustees from the Far North disappointed there re no publi  meetings held 
in the Far North where approximately 50% f North and’s sch ls are situated 

Removing education from the direct political infl ence is es tial 
Need closer links with other government age cies s h as health, social 
development and justice 
Strong collaboration is needed to addre  the grow g mental 
health/wellness and neurodiversity issues uffered y our tamariki, 
especially from an early age 
Rationalisation of school prop rty rally s practical but the role of the 
school in small communities must be understood 
Education hubs could be va ble mechanism for improved support 
however they need t  be smalle  o link better to communities 
Kāhui Ako could provid  the v hicle for this in groups as with the 
Whangarei model 
Te her pr fess nalism needs to lift and the mechanisms to achieve this 
are m ltiple cludin  robust and coherent recruitment, training and 
ongoing PLD, t  ssue should be prioritised alongside leadership to 

pp rt the rowth of the profession 
Fund ng will need to increase markedly particularly to address equity 
funding roblems and to ensure it is serving the needs of disadvantaged 
hildren 

Tumuaki should not be viewed as CEOs but rather as branch managers as 
this implies the collaboration and connectedness of schools as opposed to 
individual businesses 
Staffing entitlements should be equitable for the same work same pay 
but the facility to reward those that excel[sic] 
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[Email from individual]  
Former teacher, now 

barrister, Sub 2661 

Competition & inequity When the whole community is considered – rather than the narrow interests 
of just one school – everybody benefits. Self-governing schools can breed 
self-serving schools where problems are shed to the less popular schools. A 
particular area of concern is the uneven support for children with disabilities 
and special learning needs who are welcomed in very few schools. Every 
school must cater for the needs of every child 

N  pecifi  recommen ations 

[Email from school board] 
Libby Jones, Deputy Chair 
BOT, Otamatea High 
School, Sub 2662 

All 8 issues There are a number of functions where the hub could assist and a vise 
boards, e.g. principal management appraisal legislation, VC A t, police 
vetting, employment practices, health and safety, issues with b rd me be  
issues with Principal, finances 
It would be helpful for boards to have financial advisers at the Hub o 
could come to BOT meetings at e.g. budgets setting time  to advise the ard 
- In all cases keep boards involved in what we what to ha pen but Hub assists 
with how it happens (property plan, cyclical maintenance plans etc.) 
Support appointment of Principal and dismis ls being erfo med by Hub 
Student suspension meetings - would also be he ful to have dvisers who 
could chair the meetings and ensure the le lities a  covered ut have the 
board do the decision making 
Schooling Provision - agree that trans on  betwe n schools is an issue 
which needs to be addressed, som  scho s are e pected to take many 
students with behavioural or learning needs nd others manage to refuse 
Not enough support for more odera e needs students which still impact on 
the student and the whol  class 
Schools to employ achers ids but need more funding to do so 
Hub could take over tr ncy an  attendance and follow up transient students, 
which is an i ue in Nort land 
School Res urcing - u der-resourced to deliver the basics - schools need 
more fundin  
NZ TA le stil  i portant to represent boards and advocate on behalf of 
b ards 
Socia  work rs who can visit families and help address the issues impacting 
on th r ch ldren. Nurses in school a good new step, but will do assessments, 
and find issues with no resources provided to address them 
Difficult to find some specialised teachers – te reo Māori, drama, maths, 
science, technology, languages - Plenty in other curriculum areas 

New Pr ncipals need targeted training and ongoing support, have a 
practising principal as mentor, not an old has-been principal who may have 
been removed from another school 
Funding in secondary schools allocated to deputy Principals to cover 
Principals’ annual leave, as currently when Principal is on leave they 
remain on call, and no funding for deputy to take on the role 
Poverty and other social determinants critical to address if want to make 
changes for those at tail end of achievement 
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[Email from individual] 
 BoT 

chairperson, Sub 2664 

Oppose hubs 
Many changes 
recommended could be 
made now within 
existing structures 
Focus on resourcing 

Goals shared by all, but the effectiveness of the HUB proposal to deliver this 
is questionable 
The vast majority of this reviews goals could be met by simply resourcing 
school boards better 
If the board feels that it lacks representation or needs skills for better 
governance then they have the ability to co-opt. A ministry appointment or 
race selected board is NOT what democratic election of better education for 
our students is about 
Community input is vital and this proposal would severely reduce local 
values and input 
100-125 school network to big, too far and really this sounds like Ministry 
office with new name but unlikely in outcomes 
Some benefit in teacher and principal networks to improve PD and career 
path training and this may be more of a collaboration of a 50 school work 
to hold focus training and employment options, etc.However the chool h  
to have accountability of the property, finance and student ou omes as a 
right 
SUPPORT better student transitions 
Middle schooling - this proposal just leads into more transition issues 
Many recommendations achievable without hubs and co ld be done now 
Small schools may have difficulties but they are the heart nd soul of that 
community - please look at the Finnish mod l of m y sma  schools, they 
are achieving well above us. 

The fundamental issue is simply n t eno h resou cing so let’s focus on 
that please. 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2666 

Lack of evidence 
Oppose hubs 
Strengthen teaching 
Leadership 
Collaboration 

Report has not provided any evidence that the ‘hu  model wo ld work better 
than current system 
Concerned that hubs would be distant rom he sc ools they are managing, 
and would lack understanding of eeds  individual schools 
A hub may be responsible for man ging a l ge number of diverse schools 
Concerned about wh re the ff wo d come from to operate ‘hubs’ 
Could not see any cost b efit analy  regarding this proposal 
Concerned that rev w only nsiders principals when thinking about school 
leadership - also imp tant to c nsider the development of other middle and 
senior leader  within the cho l 
Governmen  claims it does not have enough money to pay teachers what they 
are worth – where is th  money going to come from for this proposal? 
Remark ly lit  i  his report around how to strengthen the teaching 
p fessi n  gree with the suggestion re alternative pathways to teacher 
training but will not solve the issue 
Sugg tion in the report that Hub approach would help collaboration between 
sc ools and sharing expertise - there is no evidence to support this and this 
wa  already supposed to be addressed by Kāhui Ako model of within- and 
ac oss-school lead teachers and principals - this does not seem to be having 
any effect 

Perhaps a better solution (re Governance) would be to pay school board 
members appropriately for their time, as this would be more likely to 
encourage skilled individuals to join the board 
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[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 2667 

BoTs Fully support the changes recommended by the Independent Taskforce but 
they do not go far enough in reforming the current structure of how Boards of 
Trustees are selected and govern state schools 
In particular, there does not appear to be any recommendations for 
appropriate qualifications for BoT members - what qualifies these individuals 
to govern a school? 
There is also no provision for consequences for BoT who do not follow best 
practice or provide for what parents can do if they are wholly unsatisfied with 
the actions of a particular BoT? 
Submitter details experience of engaging with son’s state school BoT 
regarding religious instruction 

The Taskforce make recommendations for provis n for con quences for 
BoT who do not follow best practice or provide for what pa ents can do if 
they are wholly unsatisfied with the actions of a articu r BoT 

[Email from individual]  
 Staff rep, BoT, 

Sub 2668 

Competition 
Learning support 

Largely support the recommendations 
A radical change is needed to prevent small low decile schools stagnating 
under the model of parent choice and competition based around decile ratings 
and facilities. While Education Hub’s may have some defects in its proposed 
structure, they do offer a way forward to ensuring all state schools are treated 
equally 
Proposals for students who require learning support would give much eded 
increased funding and a coherent strategy for these students 

No specific ecom nda  

[Email from organisation] 
 

Sub 2669 

Disability & Learning 
Support - Arrowsmith 
programme 

To solely amend funding and governance structures and expe  these ch nges 
to address the problem effectively when there is ample evidenc  that this 
won’t work is likely to be an expensive and ineffective course 
Programs like Arrowsmith which use neuroplasticity and strengthen 
cognitive performance and change the brain do so by giv ng each studen  
exercises specific to them, so every student is on a program specific to their 
needs[unlike the traditional mainstream approach]  We hav  been offering 
the Arrowsmith Program for over 5 years an  in this t e w  have seen 
substantial change in our students. Overseas, th e are 4 dec es of results as 
well as scientific evidence. 

Trying to assist students with additional learning support needs within a 
mainstream class by provision of a teacher aide etc. is not working so we 
need to outsource the needs of these students to experts in this field using 
trained, experienced teachers who can deliver a cost effective solution to 
this problem 
This specialist area of education services (programmes like Arrowsmith) 
should also be incorporated into New Zealand’s mainstream education 
system. 

[Email from individual] 
Teacher, Sub 

2670 

Competition 
BoTs 
Teaching 
Learning support 

Competition between schools and the utonom us po er of p incipals and 
Boards of Trustees to have negatively mpa ted o  both students and teachers 
Agree that the role of the school b ard s ould be focussed on curriculum and 
student wellbeing and that property and employment matters should become 
the responsibility of he new Educati n Hubs 
While parental input to s hools is v  that needs to be tempered by also 
having Board members wit  broad educational knowledge and practice 
Commend the report  recogni n that there is an urgent need to improve 
funding and t in ng for arner support, to improve initial teacher training 
and employment, and to increase professional development and career 
support ove  the length of a teaching career 

Education Hubs should be smaller than suggested, or have subgroups 
Every Hub should have an alternative education (AE) facility that provides 
individualised learning for students who can’t attend mainstream school 
Those students who find it hardest to learn should be provided with the 
most experienced teachers and have the best facilities so that their complex 
needs are properly understood and addressed. Their programmes should be 
individualised and planned to include development of the key 
competencies as much as academic knowledge. Teaching these students 
should be recognised as a specialist teacher skill set and not be relegated to 
untrained staff 

[Email from individual] 
 Principal, 

Sub 2671 

Governance 
Fore fronting indigenous 
knowledge 

Bo d uld ap reci te support of an expert in Property and Finance but 
h ve res r tions about board/hub joint governance and how that may be 
shared o su p rt the language, culture, pictures of success and progression 
for o r tam riki and whānau represented in our French, Māori, Samoan and 
mainst am English units 
Al  concerned that an appointed Principal by the hub, in conjunction with 
pa ents/board? may not be the best fit for a community such as ours – or 
thers in our central area where Māori and Pacific units feature prominently 

No specific recommendations 
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  Is this joint governance an equally shared venture or will one group have 
more of the ‘majority’ say in such matters? 
The gap between the overseeing tier of the Hub and schools on the ground 
may be too wide to give relevant perspective and support 
Do not want to transition into another era of education which continues to 
support a Western world view rather than fore-fronting indigenous 
knowledge systems and the philosophies of bilingual education 

 

[Email from organisation], 
Sub 2672 

Vocational education Discusses need to change in a transformational way how students, teachers 
and parents view horticulture as a career of choice 
Within New Zealand context the ability for the horticulture industry to co 
design, support and contribute to regionally specific curriculum tools will 
support the Ministers desire to transform education in Aotearoa New Zealand 
to bring it in line with international best practice in education, teaching and 
learning 

See submission- submitt  makes numer us recommendations re 
future collaboration b tween he Hor icultural industry and the 
Ministry nationally 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2673 

Competition 
Learning support 

Comprehensive review timely 
Concerned by school competition, white flight and children with additional 
learning support needs having to find a school that will accept them 

No spec fic rec endations 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2675 

General agreement[looks 
at all 8 issues] 

Hubs - only concern is that we must ensure we don’t end up with h ge 
bureaucracies like the Health Boards 
Removal of intermediates is supported 
Oppose the five-year term appointments for principals 
Full primary schools allow for real leadership opportunities for Yea  7 and 8 
children to be senior students in a family-based environment 
Missing from the Taskforce’s Report are the linkages be ween early 
childhood education and the compulsory sector 
For the Ministry to become" responsive and gile', th  wo ld need a major 
change of personal and culture 

Urge the Government to bring in these recommendations with strong 
l der hip, strong trust, and strong funding and resourcing to ensure 
change 
Any changes must have a time line that ensures that there is sufficient 
public engagement with, and conversation about, the problems with 
Tomorrow’s Schools 
Removal of intermediates (in favour of full primaries) should be 
introduced with trials in new build areas rather than a total disruption to 
our schooling system and property by a sudden removal of Intermediate 
schools 
Aligning changes in schooling with the Government’s 10-year ECE 
strategic plan is essential 
if parents choose integrated schools over their local public school, they 
must bear the cost of that choice and so should pay for the travel and other 
costs of integrated schooling 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 2676 

Learning support Describes child's experiences: To help child succeed he needs understanding from his teacher 
The teacher needs support (in the form of a teachers aide) so that he or she 
can split their focus between child and the rest of the class without 
disadvantaging the other children 
The school needs support to employ and train teachers who are able to deal 
with the demands of a child who has a mental illness 
The principal and / or proposed teaching hub would benefit from not 
having to spend time and effort essentially 'begging' for funding from 
numerous places 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 2678 

Question practicality and 
effects of proposals 

H bs a e a nket approach for schools which will not suit all individual 
scho s 

low d esource intensive to consult all schools for each decision 
Ch llenges in financing the hubs – hubs will draw away available education 
bu get for schools 
Will politicise the issues (e.g raising tax for extra funding, paying teachers 
less 

that the Taskforce will seriously reconsider setting up regional hubs and 
find a better alternative 
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  Likely there will be some level of abuse of resources that may affect the 
objective of hubs 
Another level of bureaucracy to deal with without the visibility of decision 
maker doings or the way they conduct business 
Hubs may be subject to lobbying influences from parties that do not put 
interests of schools, teachers and students first 
Overall, regional hubs a grand plan but lack solid substance of how they will 
be structured and run, and how they will avoid the mistakes and 
inefficiencies of the past 

 

[Email from school board] 
Alan Jackson & Ginny 
Parsons, Principal and 
Chairperson respectively, 
Mt Eden Normal Primary 
School, Sub 2679 

Lack of evidence 
System not broken 
Wider social 
determinants 

Support Review aspirations, but not new - Schools, Trustees and Educators 
currently strive for these principles and outcomes 
Disagree system fundamentally flawed, albeit could be improved 
Any evaluation of NZ education needs to be made within the context of the 
increasing socioeconomic disparities to be found within NZ society and 
dramatic increase in the number of ESOL learners and students with 
significant behavioural and/or learning support needs seen in our schools 
The reason schools continue to achieve positive outcomes for the vast 
majority of learners is teachers and school leaders, working in partn ip 
with their communities to deliver a responsive, localised, inclusi e 
curriculum, can and do make the most measurable difference  children’  
success 
The critical issue to be addressed re challenges in the education se r is the 
crisis in quality teacher recruitment and retention 
Review proposals amount to little more that an expensiv  and unjustified 
transfer of governance responsibilities, re-visioning and r branding exercise, 
and costly departmental restructuring 
Report fails to address many of the providers at exist  the outlying 
extremes of the current system. It is hard to imag e how ques ions of equity 
can be seriously tackled without taking in  coun  he role pl yed by 
Private Schools, Special Character Sch ols, a d specia ist educational 
entities 
The most ethically questionable a ect o  the cur ent system - not addressed 
by the Report - is that identification and diagnosis of learning support needs 
depends largely on parents b g abl  to afford private assessments from 
Educational Psychologis  
We agree with rep  re: 

System inadequ ly fun d 
Teache  should ref c  ethnic diversity 
Flexib e ways in  profession 
L aders ip Cent e 
nua ed approach to principal remuneration 
p oper y upport being available form Ministry 

ENCO for every school 
improvements to Learning Support, NEMP for monitoring 
social agency coordination 
improved transitions 

Disagree with: 

That any funding tha  wou d be quired in order to implement the 
Taskforce’s central reco mendations (which - alarmingly - appear to have 
been formul ted w h no p j ctions or even rough estimates of cost) 
would be f r bet r sp nt on addressing under-funding in learning support, 
equi y inde d resour ng for low decile schools and investing in realistic, 
compe ive te her emuneration 
Th  you p ioritise: 
1) A comprehensive teacher recruitment, retention and education 
w rkfor  strategy, including significantly improved pay and conditions 
or teac ers 

2. Alternate models of governance and support as an option for at-risk or 
nderperforming schools 

3. Reduced pupil to staff ratios, proportional to the number of students 
identified as being disadvantaged and/or at risk 
4. Free and fair access for all to specialist expertise for learners with 
identified needs, such as Speech & Language Therapists and Educational 
Psychologists 
5. Withdrawal of all public subsidies for Private Schools, with funds re- 
allocated to learning support/funding for students identified as being 
disadvantaged and/or at risk) 
6. Re-allocation of ‘Investing In Educational Success’ funding for Kāhui 
Ako to directly benefit learning support and students identified as being 
disadvantaged and/or at risk 
7. A comprehensive national review and overhaul of the Alternative 
Education sector 
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  Hub model 
Hub as employer of teachers/principals 
5 year contracts for principals 
BoTs assuming role of curriculum and assessment experts 
Limits on local fundraising without equivalent increased govt funding 
Funding disadvantaged schools by reducing op funding in higher decile 
schools and other professionals. This ‘user-pays’ approach to needs 
identification (and, therefore, access to special exam conditions for 
many) is profoundly inequitable 
The Report’s central recommendation that the current governance 
model be replaced would turn out to be an ill-informed, ideologically- 
motivated and futile attempt to treat the symptoms - not the causes - of 
inequities 

 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
, Board 

Trustee & Teacher 
respectively, Sub 2681 

Equity 
Governance 
Central education 
agencies 
Improvement culture 

Key cause in NZ’s education inequity is insufficient funding and resourcing 
If just some of the resources envisaged by the Review Committee (and 
proposed to be provided within the “Hubs”) are made available throughout 
the existing Ministry regional offices, to the schools that need it, progress and 
achievement of equity could be achieved more cost effectively than a m or 
change management project affecting all schools 
Folding ERO, NZQA and Ministry regional offices into hubs ight onl  b   
rebranding exercise with the same people re-employed, no real c n  
achieved, or at best it may take a long time for real change to be ac eved, 
and at worst, an expensive exercise and loss of the good practices curr tly 
occurring 
If there are going to be 20-30 hubs operating, created by i volvement of their 
communities, will they evolve differently w th diff nt foc s, differing 
educational systems, and differing levels of ac ievement   n t a formula for 
equity 
Folding NZQA & ERO into numerous hubs ill res t in dispe ing and 
shutting down the good parts of what hey do now 
Continuous improvement and an impro ement cu ure can be achieved and 
actively managed through striving for an  impl menting numerous small 
changes and improvements  

Think rder bout llowing the current BoT governance model to 
continue here it is working 
Prov e reso ces and help to BoTs that require it, much earlier than 
oc urs c rrently 
Retain a nationwide organization for overview, consistency, and 
ma ntaining standards 
If NZQA and ERO need to do things differently, then map out the changes 
needed 
Do not dumb down our system by removing (most of) the responsibilities 
for Boards of Trustees, maintain the excellence where it is being achieved, 
learn from it and share the good practices 
Give Kāhui Ako more of a chance to get established and grow and provide 
mechanisms for collaboration and sharing, and build more mechanisms 
Action the move away from the decile system and better resource 
SENCOs, support for vulnerable learners, improved resourcing for the 
Ministry regional offices and services provided 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2682 

Equality 
Governance 
Leadership 
Teaching 
Central education 
agencies 

We can only reasonably seek to p ovi e equality of opportunity - achieved by 
helping those at e bottom up 
Objective of review hould b  to identify excellence, lean from it and to share 
this learning 
Current gov rnance model has been hugely successful in a number of schools 
- question t  ethics o  an approach that disestablishes a successful model in 
one school w h the m tive of improving the outcome in another 
O pose y changes to the current governance model for schools that have 
b en succes ul as the benefits in terms of community engagement and 
overa l learning experience are clearly evident 

uppo  hooling provision recommendations 
Competition and the ability to choose in a free market of education drives 
or anisations strive for constant improvement 

A targeted approach for those schools that are struggling would be more 
appropriate than a total system overhaul 
That the ministry provide more opportunities for this sharing of excellence 
to occur 
Additional support provided to allow the principle to focus on leading the 
school and engaging the staff and students needs to be lead by the subject 
matter experts - our high performing principles - with the ministry playing 
a facilitation role 
That the review had an equal focus on de-bottle necking processes, 
slashing red tape and making the education dollar go as far as possible 
That the ministry sees itself as a service provider that facilitates constant 
improvement - not some draconian governance function steeped in central 
planning ideology 
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  Healthy competition realizes the value of learning and innovation derived 
from the competition. All parties should be open to sharing their secrets for 
success 
Recognize that if we are not competing among ourselves we are still 
competing against other countries in an increasingly globalized world 
Support the concept of the ministry providing support and guidance to 
schools to ensure that students with learning impediments have access to 
their local school 
Support any initiative that seeks to improve the quality of teachers and that 
assists teachers to achieve their fullest potential and that recognizes the 
importance of their role in society 
Believe that the teaching profession would benefit from a performance based 
pay system 
Agree all efforts should be made to identify leaders in the teaching profession 
and provide pathways for this to occur 
Agree additional support should be provided to allow the principle to focus 
on leading the school and engaging the staff and students but do not see that 
the creation of a hub and additional levels of bureaucracy will achiev  this 
Equity resourcing with the intent of creating equality of opportun ty is 
supported 
Do not disagree that there should be a central agency that work  n th  
common features of the education system such as the core curricu m but 
replacing one overly complicated bureaucratic model with another w l not 
achieve goals 
Disingenuous to blame the governance model for an inabi ity to influence 
when it is clearly quality support from the ministry that is missing 

 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 2683 

Governance 
Hubs 
Workforce 
Review philosophy 

Disappointed if some or all community direct n and de i io  making was 
defaulted to a Bureaucracy such as the Ministry f Education 
Fears around the lack of relationships th  m y exist with the n w hubs 
125 schools will not create a positive erson ized working and learning 
relationship 
If Hubs were to be created, then w  woul  eed to pay the staff a professional 
rate that exceeds that of Principals  It could be a career path or a secondment 
process in and out 
Currently there is  l w tr t model between Principals and the Ministry and 
a fear that this wil  ntinue ith hubs 
An advisory service wo ld be outstanding based on the one we lost in the 
early 2000s 
5 Year Prin ipal contr cts must be variable as sometimes it takes longer to 
achiev  goals nd visi n 
Li e the ion of collaboration and support (compared with current 
c mpli nce d accountability) and focus on achievement and well-being 
Not against his review and the philosophy of equity - don't want successful 

hoo   be hamstrung to support lowest performers 

Successful communities should drive their localized curriculum and not be 
placed in a box based on schools and areas that have not progressed 
Give the support to those that need it and support and celebrate schools 
that are successful and will continue to be so 
The Ministry should be looking at a financially and hauora based 
supportive system that attracts and retains the best teachers and principals 
society can offer up 

[Email from school board & 
proprietor] Deborah 
Brosnahan, Villa Maria 
College & Villa Maria 

Integrated schools 
all 8 issues 

Re ort offers potentially exciting ways forward however concerned re place 
of tate integrated schools 

Schools where things are working well should be able to retain the roles 
and responsibilities that enable them to continue to function effectively to 
reflect their community 
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College Christchurch Ltd, 
Sub 2684 

 Appointment of Principal of vital importance in maintaining special character 
-some advice and support with recruitment would be welcome, responsibility 
needs to remain with the BoT 
Board doesn't want dilution of its role in governance, which could 
compromise ability to ensure our special character and the needs of our 
community 
Creation of local education hubs poses serious concerns for state integrated 
schools. Experience of the Ministry gives little expectation of understanding 
of our needs as schools with a special character and the legislative and 
spiritual dimensions to our status 
More detail needed to understand how Education Hubs would operate and 
how state integrated schools special nature in legislation could be 
accommodated 
Strongly support the provision of a dedicated pathway for Kaupapa māori 
settings - not wish to see this provision diluting ability of all schools from 
meeting needs to deliver on bicultural and it is hoped increasingly bilingual 
education 
Proposal that school buildings and facilities should be used more intensively 
is sensible on the surface, but poses risks in terms of costs and maintenan e 
Not want to see access to state integrated schools limited and r tricted d e to 
enrolment schemes 
Agree with disability and learning support recommendations 
Support an increase in quality and the status of the teaching professio  
Want more coherent and responsive provision of credibl  and effective 
professional learning and support for schools 
Development of appropriate leadership for tate in grated hools also needs 
special character requirements to be well unde tood 
Understand the intent of the limit on voluntary do ations, do n t believe it is 
workable 
Fear that the capacity required to achi ve ne ssary transformation of central 
education agencies is currently la king 
Agree that separation of curriculum and a ss ent functions has negatively 
affected our education provision 
Overall, note that our sp cial ch cte  has a clear mandate for us to cater for 
the poor and vuln rable. W  currently experience barriers to achieving that 
mandate. Proposal  which af ct resourcing, enrolment zones and transport 
subsidies could further imit our ability to live our mission 

Enhancing the entry requirements and increasing he level o  aining 
required before a teacher is ready to teach is essent l if we re to achieve 
the improvements in our system we requ e 

[Email from individual] 
 

 
Sub 2685 

Disability & learning 
support 

While there re benefits to ainstreaming for children with disabilities it 
does not m t the addi ional needs of these young people 
Mixin  with her children is important, but independent living skills are of 
gr ater i ortanc  
T e public e ucation system will never have the resources to provide the 
addit nal s pport these young people need 

mp ly unrealistic to expect busy teachers in a busy classroom to be able 
to evote the one on one time that is needed to make a real difference for 
the e children 

eacher aides play an important role in the classroom but they are well under 
resourced and do not have the requisite skills that external specialist support 
can provide 

Address the delays in assessments and (which should be multi- 
disciplinary) and the restriction on ORS funding and teacher aide funding 
The Ministry of Education should seek out and support collaborative 
relationships with those NGO organisations that already exist and are able 
to meet the additional development needs 
Ministries should work together and not in silos, specifically Ministry and 
MOH as the two are intrinsically linked when working with children with 
disabilities. 
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  Apart from specialist skills NGOs bring they also ass value to every dollar 
invested through community fundraising and voluntary input that simply 
does not exist in the school environment 
Do not believe that greater centralisation (hubs) are the answer in the 
disability sector - Experience has shown that local solutions are those which 
have the greatest chance of being sustainable – imposed solutions from a 
distance seldom are. 

 

[Email from individual] 
 

Counsellor/education 
support secondary school 
students, Sub 2686 

Supporting students at 
risk 

Detailed submission about Te Waka Ora (Akld) and the future for provision 
for students at risk of dropping out and failing in secondary level education 
Lack of a clear maybe central governance authority to support the role and 
focus of the unit 
Real challenges in role with insecurity especially from the school holding the 
contract 

Te Waka Ora could work under a profess onal senior appointee who was 
focussed on the issues and w lfare f hese young people, who understood 
the demands of NZAC and he sues encountered 
If there was an official advisor or a unit like this linked with the Ministry 
and providing som  acco ntability for the structure of the role, the position 
could be m re eff ctive and supported. 

[Email from school board] 
Roger Deverell, 
Chairperson, Mt Roskill 
Intermediate School, Sub 
2687 

Governance 
Costs 
Local input 
Staffing hubs 
Principal tenure 
Intermediates 

Strongly disagree with establishing Hubs and disempowering local Boards 
Review is proposing a huge change without any objective evidence to inform 
these decisions or the proposed solution 
Do not believe the answer is to completely change the governance structure 
when it works well for 85%+ of schools. This would not make sens   y 
other context –especially when proposed solution involves massi e costly 
change – even less so when there is a limited pool of tax paye  funds 
Goes against all common business sense to propose a complete  new model 
without some sort of cost-benefit analysis being completed and to ve 
confidence that the additional funds will be forth-coming 
Proposed model will mean loss of local parental and community voice and 
input in schools – fundamentally disagree with reduction  decision-making 
power of Boards 
Cannot understand how Hubs will be realistic ly staffed y achers and 
principals 
Report does not address how Hubs will cru  and f d “better  staff, or how 
problems such as continuity, quality a d eng gement of staff with schools in 
a Hub structure will be improved 
Seems likely many current Ministry staff ill e d up staffing the Hubs - with 
their mind-sets and understandings 
Strongly disagree with Principa  being employed on 5 year fixed terms by 
Hubs. Good change mana ement take  up to 5 years & 5 years does not give 
sufficient continui  in leade hip of the school. And from a Principal’s point 
of view I cannot see h w this w uld practically work 
Strongly dis gree that sch l suspension decisions should be moved to Hubs. 
A deep und rstanding f the school, the values, support in place and 
approach to ehaviour l issues is essential 
Str ngly disagre  h the recommendation of dis-establishing Intermediate 
S hools  ca ot understand how cost of changing existing schools from 
Prima y/Inte mediate/Secondary model could ever be justified 
Thes  year  pivotal in a child’s development and it is important to continue 
to provide an Intermediate - or possibly a middle school model. However 
M dle School model has a draw back - students having to transition between 
schools at a vulnerable time in their lives and immediately prior to beginning 
NCEA 

Have  mea  of earli r identification of schools who are struggling to 
govern i  one o  re areas and set up better support for these schools. 

pp rt co ld be targeted (eg Property, Finance, Principal appointments 
etc ) o where it is needed before the School reaches the point of needing to 
pu  in a ommissioner in place 
ny additional funding should go into the front-lines of education rather 

than building another layer of bureaucracy 
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[Email from individual] 
, Founder, 

Sub 2688 

Future focus 
Hubs 
School facing support & 
design processes 

Emerging future is disrupting just about every aspect of our lives and I 
believe needs to be explicitly referenced and commented on within the report, 
including the potential impact of Artificial Intelligence, Robots, Distributed 
Ledgers, Additive Manufacturing and the Spatial Web - will be well within 
the time scope of the Review report we will see technology impacted learning 
in unprecedented ways 
Hubs, which are adding an extra hierarchical layer, is driving the education 
system in the opposite direction to what we are seeing in the workplace 
If Hubs go ahead look to establish a common process, from which each 
community would develop the blueprint for their hub. (eg The Leadership 
Lab in Canterbury) 
Little evidence that people employed by Ministry actually think about the 
impact of their actions - or inactions - on schools (examples provided) 
If all the school-facing ‘support’ from the centre was user-friendly and 
designed to make life as easy as possible for schools would we even need to 
be considering Education Hubs 

To be able to wisely govern in a way that truly se ves their c mmunity’s 
needs Directors of Hubs must be independently ele ed, or  the very least 
hold the majority position on the Boards 
Any process being designed for schools s do e us g a human-centred 
design approach and is tested before scal d implementation 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2689 

Decile funding 
Zoning 
Hubs 
HR support 

Decile–based equity funding for schools is imprecise and not fit for purpose 
Agree with all of the enrolment recommendations and especially that he 
schemes are fair and equitable with the education hub having the inal 
decision making right 
Recommendation for school hubs reads safe and solid and in li  with he ol  
education boards 
Well past time that teachers had access to human resource support - f  far 
too long schools have been expected to manage human r sources and 
conflicts 

No s ecific re ommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2690 

Governance 
Teaching 
School Leadership 

Schools should not be self-governing 
BoT can easily remove themselves from community con rn  by not 
responding to correspondence, not holding suffic ntly regular meetings, 
failing to consult and in some cases, delib ly ign ring pare ts’ concerns, 
(provides example with religious instruction) 
Growing concern as to the quality of s ude ts wh  entire university and their 
capacity to undertake advanced ed catio  as wel  as concerns over primary 
school governance 
They often lack the required s ill set  and capacities to achieve quality 
education outcomes. Wh  a degree  autonomy for decision-making is, of 
course, required. U mate r ponsibility must lie the Ministry of Education 
within the framework f centra  education agencies 
Overall the r commenda n  of the report represent a very positive step 
Education Hubs, appr priately funded, appear a very solid model 

Schools should not be self-governing 
Vital that changes to the school system both now and in the future are 
research rather than ideologically based 
Also important that we take the best of international experience, for 
example from the Finnish system, as well as improve, basic education 
capacities with respect to the ‘three Rs’, critical thinking, and language 
education from primary school on. This means Māori and Pasifika 
language education needs to be much more than just learning the haka and 
that other languages need to become incorporated into the school system 
Need to be oversight by the learning hubs/Ministry to ensure that funds are 
being spent on core educational needs 
The Ministry also need clear guidelines by which they are able to intervene 
when principals/tumuaki and/or Board of Trustees are failing to fulfil their 
commitment to provide quality education 
The qualifications of teachers also needs greater focus. As in Finland, the 
basic teaching qualification needs to become a masters degree. Teachers 
need to have stronger skill sets, including critical thinking skills, so as to 
better achieve learning goals 
Guaranteed employment should be used to boost teaching capacity in rural 
areas 
The role of digital infrastructure and provision should not be not overstated 
- needs to be framed as a means to an end not an end in itself 
Ministry of Education Draft Guidelines for Religious Instruction need to 
become more than guidelines. They need to state how state schools (at all Proa
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   levels) handle religious education in a secular sta  system a  they need to 
be a set of obligatory rules for schools to follow wi  penalt es if they do 
not 
With the hubs there is a need for very tr nspa ent g vernance processes 
and transparency over the interests of tho  involve 
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[Email from Proprietors ] 
Jackie Barron, Principal, St 
Hilda’s Collegiate Board of 
Proprietors, Sub 2691 

State integrated schools 
Lack of evidence 

Agree: 
The Ministry of Education leading a national strategy in disability and 
learning support 
The Ministry of Education working with the Teaching Council of Aotearoa 
New Zealand to develop a future-focused workforce strategy 
The development of a Leadership Centre within the Teaching Council of 
Aotearoa New Zealand 
Reviewing the equity resourcing for schools by using an agreed equity index 
to identify schools with the highest proportion of disadvantaged learners 
Concerns re Special Character and Governance: 
review does not recognise The State Integration Agreement protects Special 
Character State Integrated schools 
Mandating that our school become a part of an Education Hub structure has 
the potential to seriously undermine our Special Character and is contrary to 
the Special Character Integration Agreement 
No clear research presented to prove that taking away people’s choice of 
which school to attend will raise student achievement 
We need enough flexibility in the education system to allow all sch ols  
flourish, not a one-size fits all model that will restrict some sch ls and 
advantage others 

State Integrated Schools should be left to govern nd meet th  State 
Integration Agreement 
State Integrated Schools should be speci cally cluded from any 
proposals to reduce the governance role  of B ards f Trustees: the current 
breadth of the role enables them to give p per effe t to their Integrated 
Agreements, in particular main enance of th  p cial character and the 
responsibility for capital prop rty co  
State Integrated Schools should be excluded from any proposal to cap and 
restrict voluntary dona ions r Stat  I egrated Schools should be given the 
ability to request vol ntary don tions at a level which ensures they remain 
viable operations 
Resource as tanc  need  to be provided to assist schools that are unable 
to appoint killed rustees or that face particular issues, such as staff 
app intmen  here t ey lack the necessary expertise or experience 
Howev r  this hould not be applied across the board to those schools who 
are already effectively meeting students’ needs and their governance 
respo ibiliti  Currently Ministry and NZSTA provide these services. 
Wi h be er funding, these services could be enhanced 
Raising tudent achievement is important: A “one size fits all” approach 
sh d be avoided. Hubs could be designed to direct the Ministry’s limited 
resources to boosting the performance of low performing schools or 
schools without access to the necessary governance expertise 
It should not be mandated that schools such as ours be put under 
centralised control through the Education Hub proposal 
Enrolment schemes, for State-Integrated schools, need to reflect the 
Special Integration Agreement, which makes provision for a catchment 
area and how students are enrolled in a school 
It is important that voluntary funding is left as is or that the government 
finds some other mechanism for funding, in particular, disadvantaged 
communities by better resourcing not only education, but health and social 
services, so that equity in learning is available for all 
The review of our education system can occur without totally transforming 
the sector. A review of operational funding and the chronic shortage of 
quality teachers requires an urgent response so that all students have the 
opportunity to learn in a variety of contexts 
Allowing all that is good in the New Zealand Education system to continue 
while addressing primary areas of concern would ensure better learning 
outcomes for all, rather than risking measures and changes that will 
adversely affect high performing schools that are already meeting their 
communities’ needs. 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2692 

Oppose centralisation 
Target support 

NO to loss o  pecial character in integrated schools. NO to changes to 
en lmen  schem  NO to creating a middle school layer 
Curren  sys m is more stable, and is not broken for the majority of children 
Conc pt of umbing down and taking resources away from schools that are 
urren  performing well, to redistribute those resources to under performing 

sc ols, abhorrent. This is setting NZ up for mediocrity and does not prepare 
ou  kids for the real world 
A bloated civil service, adding extra layers of bureaucracy as a Band-Aid to 
improve children’s learning, is misguided and regressive. 

add extra resource into underperforming students BUT LEAVE 
INTEGRATED SCHOOLS ALONE 
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[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2693 

Learning support Describes child's experiences - see submitter recommendations ORS needs to be expanded to include children th  don't hav  n 
intellectual disability but are still unable to cope or arn in he school 
environment. Ideally from 1% to 3% as l bour vernm nt had implied 
they would do 
Need an advocate that stays with a child h addit nal learning support 
needs through their journey, es ecially whil  her supports are not in 
place 
Needs to be more choice for autistic children. If limited to one locally 
zoned school and it is o bi  and o whelming there needs to be other 
choices available 
Ideally, there would be s eciali t ASD hubs for children that can't cope in 
the mainstre m se ing b t do t quite fit in the regular special schools 
either. 

[Email from organisation] 
Steve Wakefield & Dr 
Gabrielle Wall, Chairperson 
& General Manager 
respectively, Greater 
Christchurch Schools' 
Network, Sub 2694 

Bridging the digital 
divide 

Experience in tailored PLD provision in the digital fluency space has 
indicated a significant gap in teacher capability to be able to address the 
operational reality of Rec 10 
Neither the narrative on the Key Issue nor the Recommendations following 
that narrative give an assurance that there will be attention directed to ensure 
recruitment and retention of teachers will address shortages in par cular 
curriculum areas. Secondary students who are unable to access eaching i  
senior secondary areas in STEM subjects are effectively prec ded from nt  
into a range of tertiary education options - systemically restrictin  th  
diversity of those qualified to work within the technology and relat  sectors 
Teacher preparedness, our experience is that there is insufficient cover e of 
digital technologies as part of teacher pre-service trainin  
Outcome that teachers either shun the use of digital techno gies for the fear 
of being unable to effectively operate the te nolog  or u  technologies 
ineffectively 
Students who do not have access to the internet at me and an appropriate 
internet-capable device are at a severe d sadva tage c mpared with their 
connected peer group 
Ministry responsibilities - draw a entio  o the M nistry’s work programme 
on Equitable Digital Access for St dents (EDA S), which is not mentioned. 

Rec mmen on 10 should be extended to give coverage to the actual and 
potenti  value dde  by other providers of virtual learning, such as the 
Vi tual Le rning Network 
Furth r consi eration to be given to the important roles schools must play 
in losin  the digital divide for students, and the (in many cases) direct 
inanci  cost to schools of doing so 

Ministry of Education, or the Education Hubs, must continue to provide 
systemic leadership with Equitable Digital Access for Students, as this 
requires national policy and regional resourcing input, rather than the mere 
continuation of time-limited pilots in different parts of Aotearoa 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2695 

Lack of evidence 
Readability of Report 
Survey flawed 
Hubs - one size fits all 
Special character schools 

Without facts, statist cs and lear ex mples of how proposed model has 
successfully worked in her coun ie  unsure how you can consider making 
dramatic changes 
Appalled at readabili y of the port and survey 
Summary rep rt ad a re dability score of 31. A score of 60-70 would 
ensure cont nt is easily readable by 80% of English Speakers 
Survey ques ions cont ned several bullet points, for which you could only 
prov de ne an wer  a fundamental flaw 
P pose  m del represents a ‘one size fits all approach’ - astonished that 
after e tensive research TF finds every single student and every school would 
bene t from a one size fits all model 
H bs will destroy the role of communities in schools 
Re ort has glossed over impact proposals will have on Special Character 
schools 
Question how much of overall budget will be used in salaries for employees 
of 125 Hubs - will schools be worse off? 

Assist the 10-15% minority of schools that need help 
A more targeted, fairer approach needs to be developed e.g., a trial would 
be more favourable than an outright overhaul to gather proof that the 
proposal will work 
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[Email from individual] 
Parent & 

BoT member, Sub 2696 

Learning support Broadly in support of most of the recommendations made by the taskforce, I 
focus my submission on the Disability and Learning Support 
Cannot overstate how devastating the lack of support and understanding 
available to children with different ways of learning and their families is 
Support all of the report recommendations regarding Disability and Learning 
Support 

Children and their families need champions withi  the syste  ideally on 
the staff of every school. These individuals should ndersta d behavioural 
issues (children behave well if they can) nd lea ing d abilities, and 
should primarily seek the best outcome or th  child 
Teachers should be taught: 
a) How to identify behaviour which indicate p ential brain differences and 
learning difficulties, and have he ab lity  refer students for full 
assessments, and 
b) Standard pedagogi al app aches r reaching these children. 

[Email from proprietor] 
 

 
 

ub 2697 

Integrated schools Integrated school network is subject to Part 33 of the Education Act 1989 
(Amended 2017). What is stated in this Part of the act appears to directly 
contravene or makes some of the proposed changes untenable, particularly 
Part 33, Sections 415, 475 and 476 which highlights the authority of the 
Proprietor in the State Integrated School 
Concern as proprietors that the state-integrated system is not taken into 
account with the changes and how this may impact upon our role as 
proprietors of land and buildings and guardians of the special character 
In agreement with the SEANZ submission, ie, overall concern about h w this 
reform’s recommendations would negatively affect the special ch racter f 
our schools, parents/families rights for choice within education  as well a  
moving decision making further away from those who we nee  to cons  
the most (students, teachers, communities, Proprietors) 

Any changes take in  acc unt p cial character aspects and future-proof 
these 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2698 

Hubs Hubs mean returning to the system of the old education boards. Thes  were a 
proven failure and will only divert money from the classroom 
Enforcement of existing zones would solve most of the p blems. For 
Integrated schools their zones, if they exist  should not be c anged as they 
have maximum rolls 
Issue is that economically disadvantaged school  need more money 
Single most important variable in educati  i  the equality of t  classroom 
teacher 

For the small percentage of schools which require assistance this should be 
provided. This would be best achieved by a small unit in the Ministry of 
Education 
BOTs should be left to run schools locally 
Scrap the free tertiary allowance and give it to schools 
Sufficient remuneration needs to be provided to teachers. 
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[Email from individual] Mr 
Sub 2699 

Governance 
Central education 
agencies 
International students 
Donations 

Proposed restructure shifts too much power to the State 
Proposal infantilises parents, leaving them to stand by hopelessly as 
bystanders 
Proposal is a fundamental attack on Māori Tino Rangatiratanga and a breach 
of Article 1 and 2 of the Tiriti o Waitangi. The current system enables Māori 
whānau, hapū and iwi, and parents of all ethnicities, to be truly engaged in 
the schooling of their children 
Reorienting Government funding from delivery of services that people need, 
that will help our children, to building a large bureaucracy with unnecessary 
extra layers of exorbitantly paid political appointees, Government officials 
and administrators, is abhorrent especially when so many children are 
missing out on special education support and pastoral care 
I agree that mana whenua representation on boards should be instituted  
The way in which each community operationalises this should be left to the 
parents, whānau and their community via their engagement in the school and 
through the structure of the Board 
Disagree with limits being placed on the donations schools may request 
Disagree with the: significant reconceptualization and reconfigurati  f the 
system stewardship function of the ministry of education 
Disagree with the creation of a new independent education ev luation of ce 
reporting directly to parliament 
Disagree with the disestablishment of the education review office ( o) and 
New Zealand qualifications authority (nzqa) 
Agree that schools that enrol international fee-paying stu ents should provide 
for them independently of government funding 
Agree that mana whenua representation on ards hould b  instituted 

The education system should not be used by poli cal parties  re-engineer 
society to their advantage. Its structure needs to be bust a d resilient and 
focused on teaching knowledge and skill  – not deology 
If the Government can find over a $1 bi ion  res ucture over the next 
five years, they would be better to use th  unds to provide the needed 
support to the small minority o  schools tha  d support, and they should 
better resource all schools to e able r  schools where necessary to offer 
more courses 
Political appointees sh uld  mini i d and should not have a role in the 
operation of Ministry of Ed ca ion Regional offices 
Only people with the app opria e qualifications and experience should be 
involved in min terin  and perationalising education policy 
Strategic a d ope atio al policies directing the national education system 
sho d as m ch as pos ible be protected from extreme ideological views 
and for hat m ter  party politics 
B rds m t retain responsibility for student disciplinary processes and 
deci ns. Communities must retain the right to protect their children from 
vi lent s udents. There should be distance learning options and schools or 
ervices hat can provide special educational assistance and rehabilitation 

fo  usive students, but they should be separate from schools with 
predominantly non-abusive law-abiding students 
The decile system should not be dismantled - provides a useful indicator 
for parents enabling them to, if they can, avoid schools set within areas of 
high deprivation and high crime rates 
Children with behavioural problems and their parents should have better 
access to Whānau Ora like services – the earlier the better 
Boards should retain responsibility for decisions on student suspensions, 
exclusions, and expulsions 
Schools that are failing in any manner should be supported with exterior 
professional management or assistance and training as required 
School boards should retain the role of recruitment of Principals and staff 
Where inequity exists, schools should be assisted and supported to 
consider how they can contribute to the current Government’s (whoever 
that is) goals 
Students with learning support needs should have access to special 
education support in addition to schooling offered to other students, but the 
learning of other students should not be compromised 
School staff and the Board are best placed to know how to best meet the 
needs of all students and faceless distant Government officials should not 
have the power to make this decision for the school 
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[Email from individual] 
Parent, Sub 

2700 

Hubs 
BoTs 
Employing staff 
Community engagement 

Hubs proposal will not deliver desired results because: 
It will be very expensive to set up and run - perhaps that was why there was 
no costing provided for this proposal 
Who will staff the hubs? Teachers and principals in short supply poached 
from schools? 
Why propose such a radical centralised change when the majority of schools 
are working well? 
Why lose all the expertise and experience of the vast majority of board 
members who provide their services for free? 
Principals and boards need to be able to hire teachers themselves and they 
should be employed directly by the schools otherwise you lose the 
accountability between the parties and this has potential to lead to other 
problems. Principals and boards understand what staff will best fit the culture 
of the schools 
Schools need to be able to meet the needs of their communities in all facets 
of the school. The parents and communities will feel less engaged with the 
school if there is another layer of bureaucracy between them and the principal 
and board 
This proposal in its current form has the potential to drive parent  away f m 
their local school if they feel it is no longer a community run hool and 
maybe look to private schools 

The education sector needs significant additional unding to  
Pay teachers more 
Support those schools struggling with g vernan e with perhaps introducing 
paid roving Trustees to assist boards tha  nee  help with such things as 
property 
Provide extra funding for thos  schools in deprived areas facing many 
associated issues that also affe t l ning utcomes 
Provide extra support fo  ll schools de ing with students with learning 
issues. There are way oo m y hoops to jump through to get support for 
all the students requ ng h lp 

[Email from school board], 
Waterview School, Sub 
2702 

All 8 issues Concerns that if the roll out occurs over a significantly long perio  f time 
(eg up to 10 years), the intent and actions will become diluted and m  not 
deliver the outcomes sought 
BoTs - 3 years does not allow adequate time to consolida  the skills and 
experience of the Board and move forward with ch nge an  projects that will 
lift achievement 
Clarity is required on who owns and directs Sch l Policies in the proposal 
Many schools will not hire out facilities  it curs gnificant osts that are 
then funded out of the maintenance/op  grant  especially in lower decile 
areas where communities cannot pay mark t hire ates 
Competition for students is killing ff ot r sch ls in the neighbourhood, 
increasing the demand for teachers at cannot be met at the bigger schools, 
and is not delivering for local den  
As part of the ca er path f r first-tim  Principals, there appear to be 
significant benefits n a proc s used in Canada, where they must be 
employed in a Deputy Principa  role at a least 2 other schools before taking 
up their Princ pal role. T  la t DP appointment cannot be at the same school 
where they ake up the Principal role. This creates separation and the 
opportunity  bring in change without being invested in an existing school 
cultu  This s uld b  considered for NZ 
T e dise t lishment of NZQA is drastic and could lead to the loss of a huge 
amoun  of in tutional knowledge from the sector. 

Ops grants should go directly to schools, not just delegated back 
Suspensions should be made by the Hubs but Hubs should be required to 
have significant input in the information phase from the school 
Education Hubs provide principals/tumuaki with ongoing employment and 
appoint them on five year contracts to particular schools – with multiple 
renewals possible at a particular school, as appropriate 
The Governance Boards of Hubs should be appointed by the Minister but 
they must include specialists in Governance 
Schools should be able to choose whether the they are delegated back 5YA 
or not 
The term for the Board of Trustees should be extended to 4 years 
School Board Trustees should be remunerated appropriately 
Community use - should be only done if the Hub ensure the maintenance, 
vandalism and upkeep of the facilities is addressed and fully funded 
The compulsory school aged should be lifted to 7 years - Children under 
this age should not be able to enrol 
Enrolment zones should be decided, enforced and strongly managed by the 
Hub 
Enrolment schemes should be tightly managed 
The number of out of zone enrolments permitted should be also tightly 
managed but by the Hub, not the schools 
There should be a complete stop on schools being able to run ‘Priority 
Programmes’ as currently outlined in the Enrolment Scheme Guidelines 
(MINISTRY) because this is how many students get access into zoned 
schools 
School resourcing - Management Resources should also be reviewed 
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   Schools over a certain size (or as a group) should ave acces  o a social 
worker and other professionals 
The Ministry should provide capital fund ng fo  chool pools given it is a 
crucial lifelong skill for all our students 
Education Hubs should take enforcemen  ctions against school that charge 
students for curriculum related costs that do n t have a ‘take home’ 
component 
The complexity of each P incipal s role hould be considered when setting 
the salary 
Donations should be crap ed c mpletely and the Ministry should replace 
this with adequate fundi g 
More resou ces to hools  best meet the learning needs of children with 
le ning ne ds/d ficul ies - new Learning Support Co-ordinator roles are 
not e ugh 
Funding nd qu y PLD training needs to be made available for teacher 

 and s pport staff. There need to be clear guidelines in their contract 
rega ding ong ing training requirements. Health and safety training needs 
t  be ad essed as they are often required to manage some challenging 

ehaviours and students 
More teachers to enable smaller classes sizes, good research to base 
t aching pedagogy on, skilled teachers, a wide variety of topics in the 
curriculum 
Management of school property and its funding needs to be completely 
overhauled 

[Email from individual] 
Professional 

development facilitator, Sub 
2703 

Addresses most 
recommendations 

Re hubs - in support of a body that supports schools - prin ipals are largely 
unsupervised and their employer (the board) is no  qualifie  to ask them the 
right questions 
Full service schools - “Education” is the default swer to mo t social 
problems. I see many schools fulfilling a aroun  service f  whānau, but 
inconsistent across the country. School  will b  need t  be very well 
resourced and mandated to perform th  fun tion  Some communities will not 
approve 
Rec 12 - integrated schools should ot set their fees according to the market 
but to cover costs 
Rec 14 - excellent  Learn g suppor   mess 
Staffing of educat  hubs is  major problem to be solved 
Teaching profession sh uld beh ve more like the medical profession with a 
professional body that bo  pholds standards (like the teaching council) and 
represents t e professi n (like the unions) 
Current neo beralist/market model does not provide a supply of teachers 
Re  20 r  PLD happens now - regional offices direct PD allocations 
i port nt th  hubs themselves don’t suffer from the “rich school / poor 
scho ” image 

 fav  of the hubs performing the function of leading principals. I believe 
th  the autonomy and lack of supervision that principals experience is one of 
the most significant problems in the system currently 

trongly recommend the equity index 

Role of a board member should be designed so that any parent is more than 
capable of fulfilling it 
Central agency (Ministry) to govern student teacher intake 
Information publicly available about any future funding regime needs to be 
carefully thought through 
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  Rec 24 - support this, the allocation of management units is also grossly 
inconsistent 
Support Ministry reconfiguration contingent on a major cost/benefit analysis 

 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Parent, Sub 2705 

Zoning 
Parent input 
Intermediate schools 

Options will be taken away from parents if zones are restricted, e.g., local 
school with an open plan learning environment may not suit our children but 
a more traditional school environment would putting family under pressure to 
relocate 
Parents will have no say in the education of children 
Adolescence is an important step to get right - intermediate schools are 
properly equipped to prepare students for secondary school 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Teacher, 

Sub 2706 

Lack of evidence & 
analysis 
Ideology 
Costs 
Unintended 
consequences 

 
Lack of evidence to support recommendations 
Removal of all real power from parent elected BoTS 
Analysis weak, Recommendations radical 
Must be surmised that TF recommendations are ideologically driven (by 
traditionally leftist beliefs about the ideal locus of decision-making, power 
and responsibility) 
Assume that to make the proposed system work anywhere near a  well as he 
current system for the majority of students means a massive and sustaine  
increase in funding for education 
Ongoing additional funds will also be needed to pay hub staff to d  what 
trustees do almost for free and mostly very well 
Agree there are weaknesses in current system, but also s engths. If adop ed, 
proposals will result in drop in average performance of al  schools and socio 
economically disadvantaged students won't be any better o f 
Unintended consequence will be that any pare ts who c  a ord it will send 
their children to private schools further EROding the ability o  public schools 
to act as a disadvantage "circuit breaker" 
What should matter is what the eviden e tells us. So q estions to the 
taskforce are: 
1. What evidence can they provide that th  system they propose will be better 
than the system we currently have? 
2. Based on the evidence  wha  st- nefit analysis has been undertaken on 
different approaches to d ling with  weaknesses within our current 
system? 

Need eviden   recommendations and cost benefit analysis 
The gains hat cou d be achieved by directly targeting funds to schools and 
stu nts th  n d them should be considered 
The imp ct of aying teachers better so that quality people are attracted to 
and retain d by the teaching profession should also be assessed 
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[Email from individual] 
 

Educational Psychologist, 
Sub 2707 

Addresses all 8 issues 
with focus on student 
outcomes 

Submission focused on recommendations for improving student outcomes 
particularly for those needing additional learning support or from families 
with lower educational literacy 
Notes there is currently no valid research data to support any outcomes of the 
Learning Support Action Plan, where there is it is in higher socio economic 
areas 
RTLB clusters appear to insist on adhering to very inflexible access and 
servicing models which are increasingly being seen as timewasting and 
ineffective by SENCos and teachers 
No evidence that paying staff more money has made any impact on student 
performance - resource needs to go into dedicated programming and support 
for students with additional learning needs, and training and support of these 
staff and parents, not paying staff more to talk with already overloaded 
teachers 
Hubs should command respect for the expertise and knowledge of their staff 
and have respected status with principals and schools. The current 
arrangement with ERO is too shallow and does not sufficiently link with 
principal employment, day to day implementation of the curriculum and 
efficacy of outcomes for the most needy students 
See submitter recommendations 

Remove the clause in the Education Act which al ws schoo  the 
discretion to refuse the enrolment of students who h ve bee  excluded, and 
replace it with a more flexible criteria ba ed en y proce  
Hubs must be part of the Ministry of Ed cati n as revious arrangements 
where entities such as Specialist Educati  Service  were outside Ministry 
of Education were ineffective 
A separate hub for Kaupapa Māori ttin  should be carefully assessed as 
the current administration of kohanga reo which currently sits outside 
education has been ine fecti  in m ting the needs of tamariki with 
educational and deve opmenta  eeds. A more integrated arrangement with 
increased accountability or tau ra outcomes is likely to be more effective 
Remove inte med e sc ols and integrate them into primary and 
secondary chool  to reduce transitions and improve the focus on student 
out mes 
Provid  realis  and effective resourcing for Kura given the fact that many 
of the stu nts have high levels of additional living needs learning needs, 
and h ve sign ficant difficulties attracting and retaining skilled teachers 
S hools ould be supported and encouraged and made accountable for 

roviding more adapted, flexible programming for students with 
be ioural and learning challenges 
Te Kura needs to develop Te Reo capability 
Boards must report on any potential enrolments of students with additional 
learning needs whose parents have approached the school for enrolment 
and explain why the student wasn't enrolled 
Schools in lower socio economic areas must be funded equitably to support 
a realistic education provision for students with behavioural and learning 
challenges and families with lower education literacy 
Bringing RTLBs into the education hubs so they are accountable to the 
Ministry of Education is essential 
pre teacher service training in catering for students with additional 
learning/behaviour needs must be upgraded and teacher training facilities 
must be made more accountable for this 
Virtually impossible to remove partially competent staff, and teacher 
appraisal must be adapted in order to provide alternative employment 
options for those staff for whom proven capability building strategies have 
not been effective 
School evaluation process should be an integral part of education hub 
operation within the Ministry 
Improving pre-post standardized outcome data collection will provide an 
evidence base to demonstrate where effective action is taking place - done 
across the schooling system 
Focus must be on supports for high quality work in capability building 
with adults supporting the most needy children and young people to 
achieve positive outcomes, and must be funded effectively. 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2708 

Disability & learning 
support 

B fore learning is supported, physical safety needs to occur Don’t fund the national strategy, the teaching council, the education hubs, 
until you have funded teacher aids to let the children be at school full time 
with safely and with dignity 
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[Email from individual] 
RTLB 

Cluster manager, Sub 2709 

Learning support 
Equity 
Implementation 
Evidence 
ECE 

Will hubs respect the work that has gone into building networks and 
cohesiveness across local areas? 
Crown Entity is not well defined – e.g. ministerial appointed directorships are 
recommended. Hubs are going to be vehicles for implementing government 
policy - does not support development of initiative and collaboration that 
report recommends 
Education system will need to work with other agencies to address issues - 
this needs to be better articulated 
New Learning Support Approach is now legislated but not presented well to 
schools and is being implemented in a very piecemeal way nationally - new 
Learning Support Approach is now legislated but not presented well to 
schools and is being implemented in a very piecemeal way nationally hope 
ideas in TF report will be worked out with enough time to staff and develop 
the strategies ahead of implementation, and referenced to evidence-based 
practice in other countries 
We know we need to be making a difference in the first 1000 days of a 
child’s life how are the Hubs going to help this to happen? 

An improved education system will need to work and in ha d with other 
agencies if the community issues we are facing tod y are to be addressed – 
this needs to be better articulated within he rep t 
Proposals need to be referenced to evid nce-based ractice in other 
countries 

[Email from school board] 
Leanne Heaps, Chairperson, 
Mataura School, Sub 2710 

All 8 issues Supports recommendations 
Comments in particular on: 
Hub control of suspensions etc.as challenging for board memb rs in sam  
community as student 
Extensive description of multiple local schools lobbying families  attend 
their schools and their provision of transport, with a significant effec  n 
submitting school's roll over the years 
Supportive of training teachers in different ways with rigo r and structure 
around it - wonder how adaptive the training instit tions w l be around 
diverse pathways? 
Anything that targets funding more appropriately for the need  of the 
students welcome 

Al  scho s should respect neighbouring school zones and areas and 
ncourage children to attend their closest school - this needs to be enforced 

Enrolment zones should not be crossing into areas where the closest school 
is a neighbouring school 
No school should be able to fund a bus (either by fundraising/fee charging 
or using Ministry funding) to enter a neighbouring school’s area or to 
access children at their area boundaries 
Equity funding information should not be available to the public so they 
don’t use it as a way to judge a school 
Hubs should visit a school on a more regular basis (than ERO) to gain a 
greater understanding than prepared snapshot of ERO visit - with follow up 
on areas that need improving rather than the school and board being 
expected to make changes with little support 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, Sub 

2711 

General comments on 
changing system 
Teacher shortage 
More details required 

Most obvious challenge is lack of teac ers 
Success and sustainability of any ansfo mation dependent on cross-party 
agreement - made prior to impleme tation of recommendations 
A number of tf recommendati  co d be considered as ‘no regrets’ 
improvements to the equ y and exce nce of the New Zealand schooling 
system and studen  chieve ent 
Key aspects to learn m re abou  
More detail n ‘seamless ent transitions between schools’ - it is difficult 
to commen  on this wi hout more detail on the reconfiguration of the phases 
of schooling 
A here t lead h p strategy, not just for education but for New Zealand 
more br ad  (healthcare, policing etc..) - it is difficult to comment on 
leader hip within the education system without consideration of leadership 
with  other key sectors 
S pport recommendations re Central Education Agencies but the key to 
su ess is how the changes are executed - confidence is low, and new 
st uctures and capabilities will be essential (as opposed to reorganising the 
current system capability in a different way) 

Intent of the taskforce should be considered together with the 
recommendations, rather than the recommendations considered alone 
Ask that the taskforce considers how we might make use of the strengths 
of schools that are operating successfully under the current system in 
improving equity and excellence across the board 
Essential that the government recognise that the success of any changes to 
the schooling system will be dependent on the quality of the people who 
operate within it 
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  unclear what the process will be from here and how decisions are going to be 
made 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2712 

Choice 
Target support 
Staffing hubs 
Bureaucracy 
Spreading mediocrity 
System not broken 

Parents/caregivers have a right to choose a school that is best for their child 
Penalising high achieving institutions by reducing resource in favour of the 
struggling has never been a recipe for success 
Considerable additional resource required to create Hubs could be better 
spent resourcing the targeted areas of need 
hubs will attract the best teachers away from schools at a time of 
unprecedented acute quality-teacher shortage 
Hubs will not only add another layer of bureaucracy, and increase 
governance costs, but could considerably disempower schools’ communities 
Boards are best equipped to understand the needs and expectations of their 
community and are deeply invested in the best interests of their students 
Taking resource and expertise away from high-achieving schools is not the 
solution for struggling schools - will penalise high achieving schools and lead 
to widespread mediocrity 
Current education system is not broken and is serving the majority of our 
students well 

Focus should be on increasing the fundi g and upport for those schools 
that need it most 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2713 

Governance 
Principal tenure 
Learning support 
Leadership 
Curriculum and 
assessment 
Teaching 
Intermediates 

Having all Hub governance board members ministerially appoi ted woul  
remove input from schools and communities -need a more ba nced app h 
Five years insufficient period for a Principal to action significant h nge - 
strongly disagree with this proposal - fewer educators would want t  become 
Principals if their choices are removed or positions are dictated 
Sharing of effective teaching practice is worthwhile but t me this requires of 
educators needs to be recognised 
Support broadening of high schools to inclu  Year 7 d Y ar 8, so that 
students can have earlier access to specialised s bjects, teac rs and facilities 
but blanket closure of intermediate schools unjusti ed and cha ge needs to 
be managed carefully 
Disability and Learning Support - Reg rdle  of ho has this responsibility, 
significantly increased support fo  scho l  and le rners urgently needed 
Contribution of Principals to leader hip acr  the Hub worthwhile, but time 
this requires needs to be rec nised 
Primary vs Secondary S ffing Ent l ments - Greater resourcing is needed at 
both levels 
Any suggestion of ch ges to crease equity must not reduce entitlements at 
either level of oling 
The report ems to gl ss over the significant workload of middle leaders at 
secondary s ools 
Adv ory servi  fo  curriculum and assessment advice - urgent 
improveme t is needed 
Support cur culum and assessment policy development and implementation 
all w hin Ministry as current multi-agency approach is fragmented and 
d fficult to navigate 

En rse need for increased resourcing across many areas of education but 
any changes with potential to reduce staffing, increase workload, or close 
schools, need to be examined with greater consultation of all who may be 
affected. All changes to models of governance should be directed at 
supporting learners, educators and communities - this should include 
addressing and reducing the existing burden of excessive workload, 
including administration, faced by educators today. 
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[Email from organisation] 
 

Sub 2714 

Principal tenure 
Hubs 
Ministry 
ITE 

Generally supportive of proposals 
Don’t support 5 year contracts for principals but need mechanism for moving 
on principals that have ‘lost their mojo’ 
Like role of hubs - need to be based in areas where the particular needs of 
communities are well understood - REAPS could be involved 
Currently the Ministry local offices mostly have a compliance focus. This 
needs to change to Hubs of support 
National Ministry system has become very large and top heavy, with poor 
connection to education 
A missed opportunity to look on education as a single learning area 
Review does not really say that currently the quality of this is very variable, 
and some downright poor - not good enough, Teacher training fundamental 
to success of system 
There is an opportunity to think how the Hubs could link to the Regional 
Leadership Group in the Tertiary reforms 

Needs to be a positive mechanism to ‘move on’ p ncipals th  have ‘lost 
their mojo’ 
BOTs should not have responsibility for he app intment of the principal 
but should have an involvement 
Wairarapa needs to have its own Hub 
Hubs need to be based in area  where the particular needs of communities 
are well understood 
This needs to change to H bs of support 
Ministry needs to be  lot sma ler, with more decisions made locally 
Government needs to tak  back c ntrol of the quality of Teacher Training 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Parent, Sub 2715 

Choice 
Zoning 
Target support 
Special character 

Support submission made by Mt Carmel School 
Ability to make an out of zone enrolment in order to access special character 
of this school vital in finding the right fit for our child 
Students should not be punished simply because their parents nnot affo d 
to live in the school zone 
Nor should the school be punished by the recommended reductio  i  funding 
TF Recommendations seek to promote uniformity across all schools  the 
wrong approach 
There are schools in need of targeted support in order to l ft attainment of 
their students 
Reiterate the importance of leaving the contro  of vital cis ns to the BOT 
so that school communities can continue to gove n their scho s according to 
the best interests of their students 
Special character schools in particular hould e allowed to continue proving 
the special character that is their reaso  for being n all facets of education. 

Scho  who re performing well ought to be encouraged, not handicapped 
- suppor  and funding should be available to all schools and students 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2716 

Hubs 
Full primaries 
Zoning 
Encouraging walking & 
cycling to school 

Support overall changes especially hubs alin  with property issues 
Question size of hub  - a number cl er to 70 (schools) would be more 
appropriate so staff have enoug  time to understand all of the schools within 
the their hubs 
Support full prima y schools 
Support more funding f r those with disabilities and who need additional 
learning sup ort 
Support add tional fun ing to increase equity between school 
Good if hubs crease  number of bike sheds at schools to encourage 
students  walk or cycle, this is good for physical and mental health, will 
r ieve press re on the transport network and is more sustainable 

Recommend geographic distance is one of the considerations for those 
students who are out of zone because sometimes zones are very 
asymmetrical and students who live geographically close to a school may 
not be actually zone for that particular school 
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[Email from school board] 
Nicole Hardie, Chair, 
Remuera Primary School, 
Sub 2717 

Hubs 
Teacher shortage 
Wider social 
determinants 
Target support 
Diminished 
board 
responsibiliti
es 
Limited 
resources 
Donations 

Generally do not support the proposed transformational change – result will 
be to ‘average out’ schools. Changes will be costly and resources are better 
applied within schools 
Agree: 
A pool of willing trustees with a variety of skills from which to co-opt if a 
board of trustees lacks some skills or diversity or for other extraordinary 
situations 
Hubs to provide certain support services required to run schools (for 
example, property or digital infrastructure, accessing Ministry services, 
emergency planning, health & safety, accounting services, financial services) 
as well as professional development and specialist learning support staff, 
provided these will be readily available when needed. This would free up 
principals and teachers to spend more time on education 
An independent Education Evaluation Office 
A Māori language plan 
Collaboration across schools. Sharing best practice, effective practices and 
innovations 
More support for boards, principals and teachers 
A cohesive approach to school closures 
Recruiting a diversity of teachers 
Guaranteed employment for newly trained teachers who meet app o riate 
standards 
do not agree with Boards with diminished responsibilities 
Compulsory mana whenua representation on boards - boa ds should be made 
up of those truly engaged and representative of their schoo  
Five-year contracts for principals 
Principals and teachers being employed by hubs  It is importa t that the 
trustees, principal and teaching staff all fit t gether n a way th t works for 
the school, its students and community  which  best ne by mploying at 
the school level 
A cookie cutter approach to hubs. Not a  chool  are the same, they do not 
have the same needs/concerns - hu  would ervice too many schools, 
potentially over too ide an rea, un ikely to be representative of the school 
community 
Concern is that h  will f us on either the majority issues or the lowest 
common denominato  issues, d not assist high performing schools to 
continue to thri  and ill add a layer of bureaucracy that slows down 
processes and uses preciou  resources - query what other options has the 
taskforce h  investiga ed 
Hubs b ing re ponsibl  for decisions on student suspensions - decisions need 
to be ma  by those who know the school well, the facts can be interpreted 
o  the eal i pact of the situation to the student concerned, other students, 
famil es and staff and a decision made in the best interests of all concerned 
Hubs k ng decisions on a particular school’s donations 
La k of cost benefit analysis (if any has been done) 
L ck of a plan to address the teacher shortage - concern is that hubs will draw 
more professionals away from classrooms and thereby add to the shortage 
Taskforce is trying to solve wider societal issues (that manifest in education 
systems) but not necessarily caused by them. Education is not the magic 

Support the points we agree with (see ‘key issues  
Availability of mana whenua consultants  
Do a cost/benefit analysis  
Make a plan to address teacher shortage  
Before changing a school system, the Gove nt must look at a better 
way for the ministry of educa on, so  development, health, housing, 
justice/corrections, sport and re ation, e c. to work together instead of in 
separate silos, to try and m ke a differe ce for the better for all 
Ministry should prov de help t  those that need it and leave those that do 
not to carry on doing the reat j b they already are doing. 
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wand for the societal pressures that NZ currently faces 
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[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2718 

Governance 
Resourcing 

System may be broken, but only because successive governments have set it 
up to fail through systematic under-resourcing 
Saying that parents are "not capable" is an indictment of the quality of 
education in NZ. Parents do not need government taking over and 
centralising school governance through hubs. They need to be resourced, 
supported, trusted, and largely left alone to get on with the job 
All the services suggested to be included in hubs should be offered directly to 
schools 
Principals should be supported and resourced appropriately to do the jobs 
they are asked to do 
Changing the management systems will not suddenly make schools a better 
experience for under-resourced members of the community - Schools need to 
be better supported to have more flexibility to provide a wider range of 
courses that meet the needs of these pupils 
No to hubs, no to an evaluation office, no to all of the proposed changes. It is 
all a futile waste of time and money 
Give more money, training and support to schools and then leave them alone 
to get on with the job. 

No changes are needed to the school system. Cha ges are ne ded to the 
resourcing of schools. 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Parent, Sub 2719 

Learning support Submission details[in 134 pages] how submitters tried to secure n educa on 
programme targeted for and delivered to their child with speci ic learnin  
difficulties 

N  spe ific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2720 

Governance Acknowledge a lot of problems identified by the taskforce are real nd 
pressing, but totally rebuilding the governance model may not fix the  
given the vast majority of school governance is currently operating well r 
very well. Do see a role for education hubs in some form o provide greater 
support and monitoring of school boards 
Discusses other governance options with adv tages an  dis dvantages of 
each 
Also notes that current system has incenti d size  this relat  to a 
principal’s salary and funding of schoo s 

That school boards retain current responsibilities, but Ministry of 
Education regional offices be reformed as education hubs with 
responsibilities to support boards as and when required, provide advice to 
boards and the Ministry, and undertake regular monitoring of school 
boards 
That the roles and responsibilities of boards of trustees remain the same, 
with extra support provided by the education hubs 
That the role of the principal be aligned to that of CE in a corporate 
governance structure 
Staff and student reps act as advisors to the board but have status of 
observer 
principal remuneration should be focused more on performance and 
experience than the size of the school they work in 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Parents, Sub 2721 

Centralisation 
Opt in 
Incremental change 
Integrated schools 
Zoning 
Donations 
Education Evaluation 
Office 
Costings 

Reject the ideolo ical vie  that there must be central control and that equity 
will result where s oling i  centrally managed 
Achieving aspirational ducation objectives does not mean there needs to be 
a universal, ne-size-fits- l ducation system. Improvements could be 
achieved by incremen l change and by allowing schools to opt in to hubs if 
they need ex a suppor  
En oura  the T force and the government not to rush these changes and 
t  take uff ient time to listen and respond appropriately to the significant 
oppos tion t ere is to these recommendations 
Also ddr ses all 8 issues: 
Th re is no acknowledgement of the Catholic school system which operates 
ye s 1- 6and 7-13. In our view this provides a worthwhile alternative path 
t  stability and successful transition for students 
How would full use of school facilities be funded? 

Assuming that extra government funding for the education system will be 
made available, then rather than implementing many of the Report’s 
recommendations it would be better spent allocating it to the following 
areas: 
Increased pay for principals and teachers in order to attract and retain the 
best candidates 
Expanded training opportunities for principals and teachers along with 
other practical support and increased resources for all schools but weighted 
particularly towards poor performing schools 
Resources should be directed to addressing issues with principal training, 
retention and pay rates. The impact of paying teachers more so that 
qualified people are attracted to and retained by the teaching profession 
should also be assessed. 
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  Report over-emphasises the effects of competition between schools and 
shows bias through repeated use of the phrase “unhealthy competition” 
Disagree with the recommendation to allocate a notional catchment area for 
state integrated schools 
Reject this submission in relation to state-integrated schools. Parents ought to 
be able to make donations to their child’s school to enhance facilities and 
curriculum offerings, provided no coercion is placed on donors 
Supportive of the recommendations relating to disability and learning support 
- excepting references to hubs 
With the exception of references to education hubs being the interface and 
moving teachers and principals, the recommendations in the Report on 
Teaching and School Leadership generally seem to make sense 
Similarly agree re recommendations 24 to 28, but not convinced of need for 
new Independent Education Evaluation Office and believe that the Education 
Review Office responsibilities could be realigned to pick up some of these 
tasks 
No costings provided nor does Report the real current issues around 
recruiting quality teachers, retention and remuneration 
Report does not address how state-integrated schools would oper te with  a 
hub 
Report's statement about redistributing resourses is concerning peci ly 
where one of the recommendations is to impose a cap on donation  hat a 
school might request from students 
It is not clear why we would expect the hubs to perform ny better that t e 
Ministry in terms of managing bureaucracy 
In our view education is delivered locally a d per ally. T lk of a learning 
eco-system is more weighted towards an adm istrative os stem. 
Schooling does not need to be networked and co ected communally to be 
successful 
If adopted in their entirety, the Recommendat ns would result in a 
significant drop in the average perform nc  of sc ols without necessarily 
achieving the goal of lifting perfo manc  for poo  performing schools 
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[Email from school board] 
Addington Te 

Kura Taumatua Board of 
Trustees, Sub 2722 

All 8 issues Supportive - see submitter recommendations The core business of a board should be the Schoo  Strategic d Annual 
Plan, localised curriculum and assessment, and stu nt succ ss and 
wellbeing.  
Board involvement in suspensions, exp sion  and xclusions is essential 
to ensure the success and wellbeing of s d nts.  
We support enrolment schemes hat allow de  from a community to 
progress through the school sy tem to her, ie, middle school and high 
school zoning based on primary hool zones so that students can 
transition together with  community throughout their school life. 
Increased interface b tween th  health and education sectors for the 
wellbeing of student  with com l x needs. 
Equitable fund g for ch dren with behaviour needs. 
Imperative hat te chers are adequately paid for the work they do 
Imp ative a  the M istry of Education continue to investigate the 
worklo d of p incip s, and make steps to reduce the requirements of the 
rol  
Any hanges  funding need to ensure that schools with high numbers of 
st dents with complex needs receive adequate funding. 

onsist ncy in the way schools are evaluated that does not depend on the 
current education policy. 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 2724 

All 8 issues Broadly supportive with concerns related to uncertainty about  deta  of 
what the proposals might contain when implemented and to possi l  
unintended consequences 
Unsure if the Hub model proposed is the best way to do his given our 
concern around increasing bureaucracy 
Believe that Boards know their community best and  with s pport for those 
schools that need it, can set the direction for e schoo  nd make governance 
decisions 
Model for Boards like ours, which are app ted by he Minist  of 
Education, operate particularly well 
Making access to out of zone schools d  fresh tart more difficult may be 
an issue for Health school student  - see ubmitt r recommendations 

Transition to a new model must be well-funded, including new funding, 
and the timeline for implementation carefully considered 
This change must not lead to a more bureaucratic system, with a new range 
of Hub based processes and forms, added to what schools already do 
The needs of regional services should be considered as part of 
implementation 
If hubs proceed: 
The Governance Boards of Hubs should be appointed by the Minister and 
should include specialists in Governance 
The teaching and learning unit, for instance, should be staffed with 
“educators” who are current, in fact cutting edge, and well researched to be 
able to provide support for schools 
Movement of Principals between schools should be by negotiation with the 
Principal and the School Board 
Schools should be able to choose whether they are delegated back 5YA or 
not 
Extending the role of Te Aho o Te Kura Pounamu (Te Kura) should be 
done with caution 
Health Schools must remain in their current format with the retention of 
the current criteria for admittance to Health Schools 
Schools should have access to a social worker and other professionals 
Provision of PLD must include specialist programmes for specialised 
schools, such as the Health Schools 
The use of resources through seconding teachers within the hub, between 
Hubs, the Ministry could be positive, but must not be disruptive to schools 
Support for Boards to appoint Principals is needed, however the Board 
must retain right of veto 
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   Entitlements must include curriculum, manageme t and gui ce 
components 
Management resources should also be c nsisten  
The proposed equity index for school fu din  shou d provide a more fine 
grained method of differentially funding hools, h wever it must take into 
account the special needs of H alth School s nts who are unlikely to 
meet the equity index thresho  
Complexity of each Principal’s role shou d be considered when setting 
salary 

[Email from school staff] 
Principal, 

 Sub 
2725 

Hubs 
Leadership 
Resourcing 

School leaders and boards would relish having a productive relationship with 
key people in the education hub who would provide timely and effective 
support but suspect this may be too hard to deliver and too good to be true 
Questions and concerns are primarily about leadership and resourcing - see 
submitter recommendations 

Consider carefully w at c uld  improved to the current system before 
embarking on an expens ve rev lutionary new model 
Seek to not lose w at perf ming schools have achieved but to create a 
res urce an  ski l cen e so all schools can flourish 
An op in or  performance / management / skills based impartial review 
that trigg rs levels of support in both professional administration, direction 
and ourc  allocation, and in areas with poor performing boards act more 
qui ly with expert assistance from sector experts and recruit qualified 
s illed b ard members from the greater community not just parents of the 

hool 
If a new system model is necessary: make the model an 'opt in' one for 
chools (except for the small number failing) to give the changes time to 

succeed and the opportunity for hubs to build essential credibility 
do not have mandatory 5 year terms for principals as we believe this will 
cause as many issues as it will solve 
Decisions to move staff/leadership around would need to be at the 
agreement of the BOT 
The benefit of moving staff/leadership around might be by providing 
exposure to new ideas and techniques but perhaps this benefit could be 
achieved by a term secondment 
Limit the number/size of schools served by each hub to make it more likely 
that productive relationships can be established between hub and school 
ensure that the local knowledge and voice is well represented in any stand 
down, and exclusion decision making 
We implore the government to facilitate a multi-party long term 
commitment to a 30 year plan for education 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Parents, Sub 2726 

Lacks detail The report is so la k g in de il and practical implementation advise that it 
cannot be presented to e Minister of Education as planned 
Has fallen short of expecta ons of a great opportunity to address real 
education s tor issues and instead presented an impactable[sic] ideology 
without dept   the res arch and evidence on findings is not extensive enough 
to draw c nclusio  that impact the whole population of schools 

Clearly articulate the problem 
Provide costings and implementation detail 
Channel financial resources to teachers' and principals' wages, and training 
more teachers to make this more of a desirable profession. The schools that 
are struggling to attract principals and teachers should have the ability to 
pay substantially above other schools in order to attract quality people - 
this approach will raise the educational outcomes for students at schools 
where the Taskforce have identified inequality concerns 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2728 

System not broken 
Community input' 
Integrated scho  
Donati ns 
Z ing 

ppos  e proposed recommendations for the following reasons: 
Th  system is not completely broken 
The hub approach will mean that schools will no longer be 
community led - the community is best placed to identify and assess 
the needs of its community school and undertake the functions of 
staffing, discipline, property requirements etc. 

The focus should be on assisting low performing schools without 
discouraging the many high performing schools in our communities. 
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Year 7-13 
schools 

Grave concerns over the future of state integrated schools with the proposals 
put forward 
Capping and restriction to voluntary contributions which schools rely on to 
make up the shortfall of ministry of education funding 
Proposal is set to add additional restrictions on enrolment schemes of which I 
am not in favour 
No mention of Year 7-13 Schools. There are great benefits to students 
receiving specialist learning from Year 7, from staff who have curriculum 
visibility to Year 13 plus the holistic benefits of continuity and stability of 
being in one school for 7 years 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 2729 

All 8 issues Centralised hubs for governance of schools is not the most efficient way to 
improve education - decisions need to be made by people on the ground 

Fu ding sh uld be dir tly distributed to schools for areas in most need of 
extra ours/ pport 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2730 

Governance 
Consultation in South 
Island 

Current BOT system operates consistently well, as with any system there is 
room for improvement and additional support as appropriate. The BOT 
provides some way parents can hold the education system accountable, the 
proposed design of the “hub” does not appear to allow for any way p ts 
can hold the “hub” accountable or have any influence 
Also, holding public community engagement meetings in Ble heim and 
Nelson can hardly be considered engagement with the south is nd 
community 

The educ tion system should be encouraging is the identification of those 
learn g ini tions untaken by successful schools which improve student 
out me  Where appropriate with community input the Ministry should 
e coura  the transfer of these programmes into unsuccessful schools with 
pprop ate training and mentoring. The Ministry should be prepared to 

support and provide resourcing for the dispersion throughout all schools of 
vidence based success 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

Sub 2731 

Governance Proposed hubs cannot possibly provide service that can compare with  
committed, long serving group of local stakeholders, un ise to penalize high 
functioning schools for the sake of raising the bottom end 

Find a solution that considers the best interests of all schools 

[Email from school] 
Stephanie Madden, 
Principal, Abbotsford 
School, Sub 2732 

All 8 issues We see benefits in Hubs taking on more leg l resp sibility and liability 
The competition created within our current sys m is of c rn to us, 
however we are unconvinced that hubs will fix th  
Will the needs of local communities be met? Hubs c not be a  expensive 
layer of bureaucracy 
Hate to see the loss of individual choo  characte  
Schools may lose staff with expert e to th  H b or through secondment to 
other schools 
Hubs having responsibil ty for sta d d wns, suspensions and expulsions 
could result in a f ire  pro ss, less bias 
However schools wo ld need  have a strong voice, the impact of the 
students behavi  on th  staff, other pupils etc. would need to be heard 
Hubs provid ng specialist support for Teachers, Principals and Boards is 
positive, an  could he  to ensure all schools have the expertise needed for 
succe  
L ck of phasis on transition from early childhood to the schooling sector 
is a co cern  us. We support the idea of early childhood facilities located 
on sc ool si es, the sharing of facilities, expertise etc. 
Agree th the concept of Middle Schools, however great expense in making 
th  change 
Tr ating State Integrated schools the same as State schools is important 
Providing a dedicated pathway for Kaupapa Māori is excellent 

Needs to be alignment between this review and the “Early Learning 10 
Year Strategic Plan” 
More time needs to be given for the consultation process 
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  Focussing on transitions is important – hence there must be alignment with 
ECE 
If schools were properly funded there would be no requirement for school 
donations 
We agree that recruitment of out of zone students should be stopped, 
Enrolment schemes need to be fair to all schools 
Full service schools are a good idea. Would all schools be able to offer a full 
range of services to their community? 
Small schools could be vulnerable to closure 
Urgent action is required to ensure all students with learning needs have 
equal opportunities 
All schools having Learning Support Co-ordinators is positive 
We are hugely concerned about the lack of support for students with 
emotional and behavioural needs - this is not addressed in the review 
Adequate funding for schools to support students with additional needs is 
essential 
Support staff need to be centrally funded, well trained, valued, and have 
security of tenure 
Teaching must be seen as a valued profession if we are going t  attract a 
diverse range of people into the profession 
Teacher trainees spending more time in schools is positive, howe r adds 
workload for teaching staff in schools 
We support equity funding 
Primary schools should receive the same number of units s secondary 
schools 
Release time for teachers in primary and seco dary sch ls should be the 
same 
The Ministry should have a strong leader h p role in curriculum  assessment 
and pedagogy 
Agree with the disestablishment of ERO h weve  need to make sure that the 
assessment of Hubs /accountabili y is fa  positi e and helpful 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, 

Sub 2733 

General support It is time for a change in the way we do things to ensure the disparity in the 
national system is reduced and does n t continue to widen 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Educator, 

Sub 2734 

All 8 issues Reflects on negativ  impact f Tomorrow's Schools from perspective of 
someone in profession ince 19 2 
Generally a ees with prop als under 8 issues in Report with exceptions of: 
Strongly di gree with uspensions etc. being handled by “Hubs”. It is the 
school that a ually kn ws what is actually going on 
St ongly isagree with 5 year contracts. If a school is going well a new 
p ncip l sh ld make no significant changes for about two years and where 
do th y go after 5 years? 
Major e is Integrated Schools (re competition & choice) they are often 
un airly advantaged through funding arrangements and wealthy communities 
sm ll schools are disadvantaged 

The load on principals and staffing allowances should be based on the 
courses that needed to be offered rather than the roll of the school 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, Sub 2735 

Govern nce School’s board of trustees operate very well. Thus, I strongly opposed school 
being compelled into joining school hubs 

At the very least, the board of trustees of each school should be able to 
decide whether they join these school hubs. 
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[Email from organisation] 
Terry McGrath, President, 
ISANA International 
Education Association New 
Zealand, Sub 2745 

International students Report shows an apparent lack of awareness of: 
demographic changes affecting the nature of future education provision in 
New Zealand 
the considerable value to educational outcomes of the contribution of 
international students 
International student presence enabling additional staffing and support in 
our schools and the role of international education’s in preparing students 
for the global society of the future 
Recognised benefits of international education in schools are as follows: 
International student fees provide an important revenue stream 
International students provide cultural capital which enriches global citizen 
perspectives in all programmes of study, as well as extra-curricular activity 
International students catalyse development of staffing and resource 
excellence relevant to increasing diversity within our population and 
corresponding domestic student body 
Report reflects a lack of understanding and value of international education 
and how it could be of greater use in developing our education system. In the 
current proposal to improve and centralise some aspects of schools 
management, any gains that might occur for international educa n may e 
lost in the dismissal of its value. Instead, the proposal could b  reconside ed 
as an opportunity for enhancing international education in our s hools o 
benefit schools and all their students. A significant proportion of I NA NZ 
members work in the schools sector and our association is ready to c tribute 
to further consultative work and assist with the development of policies at 
ultimately advance the schools education sector 

The value of a professional international educatio  stream w hin our 
schools to the sector needs consideration, and not r legation to, and 
toleration for, fund raising purposes 
Recommend a greater level of consultat on w h sc ools providing 
international education, and with the wid  interna onal education sector: 
ISANA NZ, regional international education ies, ENZ, SIEBA, 
Ministry International Unit, MFAT   ll as MBIE and MSD 
Recommend that the report give more co sideration of the impact of the 
proposed changes on uden  wellb i  
That the needs of all duca ion rofessionals, but especially those engaging 
in teaching and supporti g stud nts of overseas origins and diverse 
cultures, including intern tion l students, receive due consideration 
Careful co ultat n i  needed with agencies such as ENZ, SIEBA, 
regi al ed ion groups, agents and international directors to address 
reputat nal ri k 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2746 

Learning 
Leadership advisers 
Performance monitoring 
Principal contracts 
Equity funding 

Without a collective agreement on what learn g should o  like, I could see 
hubs getting in difficulty - Could more support i  our current ystem achieve 
the same thing without a re-structure? 
Concerned about leadership advisers - f Edu ation Hubs are to be successful, 
we need to ensure leadership advisers no  abou  the learning that should be 
happening within the schools and re hu ble en ugh to work effectively 
with schools to allow them to foste  learning 
Each Education Hub would be quir d to have KPIs relating to the 
performance of the scho  in the Ed ation Hub… (p. 54) Being in charge 
of monitoring KPI  AND al  supporting innovation? Which will take 
precedence? How wil  Educati n Hubs ensure that their pressure on schools 
‘to meet KPIs’ fo ters gr wth  instead of overwhelming and causing a 
detrimental ffect to learning conditions? 
5 years is to  short of me for contracts of principals if stability and growth 
of s h ls is t  be supported. By the time the culture of a school is 
improving  the principal will be feeling pressured to look for a new contract. 
S hool  nee  tability in staffing, especially leadership 
If we ecid  to use the equity system, we need to ensure it has sufficient 
f nding o be effective 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Parent & 

BoT member, Sub 2748 

Poor consultation 
Lack of detail 
Com ty 
re resenta n 

No  been enough opportunity for our community to hear about this proposal - 
ve y little awareness among whānau and communities that there are 
significant changes being proposed 
Needs to be made clear how schools under the proposed system are meant to 
be representative of their communities. Boards are one mechanism for this, 

No specific recommendations 
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Poor use of 
money 

but additional structures are needed. Tomorrow's Schools initially had a 
concept for a community education forum. What happened to this idea? 
Not enough information provided around costs 
Sounds like an expensive restructure of management that will do nothing to 
put more good, adequately paid teachers in front of children, in some 
reasonable ratio 
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[Email from individual] 
Parent, Sub 

2749 

Target support 
Teacher recruitment & 
retention 
Principal contracts 
Politicisation of 
education 
Curriculum & learning 
More consideration of 
issues 

Teacher recruitment and retention is a challenge - cannot see how TS will 
solve this issue. Teachers choose the schools in which they wish to work and 
contribute. Schools choose the teachers they feel are best suited to the culture 
and values they wish to develop within the school 
Five year term limits for principals is flawed, and will only serve to create 
more disincentive for teachers and principals to choose and then remain in 
the teaching profession 
Strongly object to the “politicisation” of education, which will inevitably 
arise through the political appointees that would lead the proposed hubs 

Target the appropriate resou s and upport to schools in difficulty 
More focus should b  on curric m and modes of learning – to set up our 
young people for a worl  in wh ch change is occurring rapidly 
Far more de ailed c nside on and consultation on the best approach to 
solve the r l iss es f ing ‘troubled’ schools should be undertaken 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2753 

Rural school autonomy 
Community input 
Staffing 
Suspensions etc. 
PLD 

With Hubs of up to 125 schools, one of our concerns is that we wil  beco e 
"lost in the crowd" especially around financial and property iss es and 
prioritising works where larger urban schools get to the top o  he list 
quicker. We do not feel confident that smaller rural schools will ve a 
strong voice 
Re wrap around services for students - how will this work in smaller a s 
where these wrap around services are not necessarily rea ily available? 
We know our community well and have great community upport. Having a 
"representative" from a hub, highly likely si ated o ide o  our community, 
making decisions on our behalf, does not feel l e the righ  f  for us 
Appointment of principals and staff is something  feel shou d be left with 
the schools. Maybe having a support sy tem i  place  assist oards in this 
process, especially with principal app intments - A hub representative does 
not have the knowledge of the commu ty 
If the Board is not the employer of he pri i l how does this affect the 
relationship of the B ard and the Pr cipal as far as appraisals and being 
answerable to the Boards strateg  plan and goals set? 
Suspensions, exp lsi ns a d exclusions, if these are dealt with through the 
hub how do they kn w the ki  they are dealing with and their story? Will it 
be assured that they wi  be cate ed for if expelled from a school? We know 
our students est 
Provision o  quality PLD sounds great - PLD has become expensive and hard 
to find quali y appropr ate courses 
Th re are hings in the report that sound great in theory, however we have 
c ncern  th  smaller rural schools will lose their autonomy and get left 
behin  - as  small low decile school we are constantly monitoring our funds 
o en re they are being spent to best advantage for our students. 

No spec fic recommendations 

 

 
ub 2754 

Hubs 
Addressing 
underachievem nt 

W  accept that there are a small number of schools that are struggling with 
go ernance, we believe they should be offered assistance, while leaving those 
s hools that have good community involvement and are good stewards for 
their schools and communities to continue in their present form 

Under achievement needs to be addressed across all areas including health 
and welfare - the poverty that children and their families are in is 
fundamental to their failure or success at school 
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  As a State Integrated School with Catholic special character we have a 
unique charism which sets our school apart from other schools. This gives 
each school community something special that cannot be replicated or made 
homogeneous as would be the case with some of the suggested changes 
Changing the way Schools are governed is not going to address the problem 
of under achievement for Māori or Pasifika students or the so called tail. 

 

[Email from school board] 
Tony Booker, Principal, 
Rangitikei College, Sub 
2756 

All 8 issues Largely support hubs as service centres - see submitter recommendations 
Do not support Boards just being given a right of veto of a hub-preferred 
candidate. They should be actively involved, and empowered, in the entire 
recruitment process 
Do not support 5 year contracts for principals 
Support Schooling provision recommendations 
Support Competition & choice recommendations 
Support Learning support recommendations 
Support Teaching recommendations 
Support School Leadership recommendations 
Support School resourcing recommendations 
Support Central Education Agencies recommendations 

Hubs, and the new Education val ion Office, will need to be 
fundamentally different in culture than th se agencies they are replacing 
It should be up to ind vidua  oards  decide what services and support 
they choose to opt in  – u less here is a clear failure or lack of capability 
on the Board and the hub needs to formally intervene (similar to statutory 
intervention  but p ovid g a wider range of options) 
School boa ds sh uld have a majority say in the selection of their school 
princ pal 
Suppor  Hubs i g involved in providing enhanced educational 
pp rtunit s and support for suspended/excluded/expelled students, 

howe er the r commendation of the school and/or Board, based on clear 
ev dence hould have considerable weight 

he go ernment needs to provide additional equity funding to schools that 
do not request school donations/’fees’ 
The government significantly increase learning support funding to allow 
the Learning support recommendations to be achieved. Along with this the 
efficiency and effectiveness of existing support services needs to be 
evaluated, including, but not limited to, RTLB 
The government provide additional funding to allow the Teaching 
recommendations to be implemented 
That hubs evaluate schools on an ongoing basis with a view to increasing 
capacity, and providing support necessary to enable them to do this. 
‘Single event’ evaluation as is the case currently is not effective. 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2758 

Evidence 
Report quality 
Integrated schools 

No independent scientific analysis tha  i) children underachievement is a 
direct result of poor administrative go rn nce, a d ii) the proposed 
restructuring of administrative go rnan e will have an effect on outcomes, 
positive or negative 
Report makes no analysis of  reas ns for positive outcomes and hence 
does not consider wheth  replicati  f school governance and/or culture of 
schools with posi  outco es in whole or in part might, or might not be a 
prudent way forward 
The report su ges s that e system is "under-resourced" however makes no 
analysis of otential outcomes were the system actually adequately resourced 
credibility o  the repor  consequently is questionable 
Rep rt d mons t  a lack of understanding of the state integrated schools, 
in particula  the Catholic school network which make up the majority of all 
integr ted s h ols. The resulting "carte blanche" approach to these schools, 
with o reg rd for proprietor vision and their intended outcomes from these 
s hools  really of concern 
No detail on how the proposals intend to address the needs of the proprietor 
in he decision making process of their schools. The report claims to have 
consulted widely and yet the proprietors of state integrated schools appear 
not to have been consulted 

No specific recommendations 
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  Report appears to suggest and then deride the proposition that state integrated 
schools appear to do better at the expense of nearby state schools. However 
the report provides no objective analysis of why this might be the case and 
provides only summaries of anecdotal consultation 
Ironic that the report suggests (Rec 11) that an education hub will have to 
make "defensible decisions" - hard to find objective defence in any of the 
recommendations made in this report by the taskforce. 

 

[Email from individual] 
Chair, 

BoT, Sub 2759 

Governance Ministry Hubs are a positive concept - Without the right resourcing and 
funding a change will be a disaster and leave us worse than the current 
structure even with its flaws 
See the relationship between board and principal diminishing as the main 
accountability of principal will be with the Hub 
Overall, value in the high level priorities. Execution is always the hard part. 

Discipline to remain with school boards nd have a Hub specialist join 
them and support the roces   the h ol board has the most intimate 
knowledge of these tuations a d needs to be involved. Support will 
ensure proper process an  good outcomes based on precedent 
Remove the yea  rinc al t rm. The same outcome can be achieved with 
quality em loyment conversations without a scary clause in their contract 
Re utom i  delega ions” from Hub to school (either board or principal) 
– just g e the th ity as a rule without this round about process and the 
potential t  pull the delegation if desired 
Re Hub board  and appointments vs voting - Democracy has its flaws but 
it  the st method of giving the power to the people. With ministry 
ppointments a group of people get into an inner circle and are put into 

the  roles. Have local voting and maybe a number of ministry 
appointments to balance the final make-up of the board 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2760 

BoT as advisory board 
Beginning teacher 
employment 

By removing the employment relationship and the legal responsibili s and 
liabilities of the board, the board would no longer be fulfilling the role f a 
governance board, with the role being one of providing 'i put' and 'advice' 
they become an advisory board. With the fundamental issu  of the current 
BoTs being that, across the country, membe  are no  onsis ently well 
enough equipped to perform the functions of a vernance rd, you are 
even less likely to find the skill sets amongst pare s to fulfil t e role of an 
advisory board. Currently the skills sets requi d on B ards ar  generic and 
transferable from different sectors suc  as H&S, property, finance and 
recruitment. However to be in the posi on to adv e the Principlals/Schools 
on matters such as student success nd w ll-bei g, localised curriculum and 
assessment, would draw from an ev n smaller pool of suitably 
knowledgeable people 
Don’t believe the recomm ndation of  ... guarantee newly trained 
teachers....employ nt .. ’ w l work. Logistically this may work if you were 
able to move people t  where t  teacher vacancies exist. There was a time 
when people here happy to be 'posted' (somewhere) for a job however, I 
don't believ  this is so now, e.g., dual career partnerships 

If you wish to increase parental involvement around school philosophy, 
culture and direction, perhaps an (annual?) consultation process may suit 
better 
Principals using fixed term appointments to try out new teachers is an 
illegal reason for such contracts and needs to be addressed immediately 
Incentives for schools to take on newly qualified teacher maybe a more 
pragmatic approach. 
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[Email from school]  
 

Sub 2762 

All 8  issues 
Lack of evidence 
Funding change 

Understanding the individual contexts of schools that are a distance from the 
central hub would make it difficult for remoter schools to be serviced 
effectively 
Where is the evidence that supports a group of so called “professionals” 
overseeing schools from a distance and divorced from the local school 
communities, delivering better educational outcomes than the current system 
of boards of trustees? 
There are some Board responsibilities that would be better delegated to an 
Education Hub (e.g. aspects of property) 
As employers of Principals and teachers hubs would not necessarily 
understand the school context when dealing with staffing matters 
Having mana whenua representation on a Board of Trustees would not be 
practicable for some schools. Establishing a relationship with mana whenua 
to help build a school’s cultural narrative could be a role of the Education 
Hub without requiring representation on a Board of Trustees 
Focus on high quality initial teaching training is imperative. Providing 
alternative flexible models of initial teacher education may not provide for 
greater quality. A school based model is likely to place greater pressure on 
schools 
The current model for providing Professional Learning and De elopmen  s 
inequitable. Making application is time consuming and does n t alway  l  
in providing the support that is needed 
Disestablishing current agencies such as the Education Review Offic  would 
come at a large cost. Could such agencies not be realigned in some way 
How would all of these proposals be financed and resourc d? 

Board of Trustees needs to have a majority say in principal p ointments 
Support from the Ministry when undertakin  uspe ions w uld be helpful 
but the responsibility needs to rest with t e Prin ipal and the Board 
Local areas should be able to determine he t pe of chooling which best 
meets the needs of their community 
Local communities need to be directly involved when making the decision 
about the closure of a school, lth gh th  Education Hub could provide a 
supportive role to help guide these decisi ns 
Zoning needs to have ome xibility to allow for students to remain at the 
same school if the familie  mov  
Having a design ted Lea ning upport Worker is much needed in schools, 
however, th re nee  to b  fficient funds and personnel to support all 
sch ols, pa ticul rly s all schools 
The e ablis ment of eadership Advisers will be much needed support for 
Principa  and o r leaders 
Seco dmen  f teachers to other schools would have to be managed 
care ully to ensure the school the teacher is coming from is not 
d advan aged 

ffi g entitlements and management resources need to be reviewed to 
ensure that there is equity across the sectors 
There needs to be more information about how the equity funding system 
would work to ensure there is equity for schools which have been viewed 
as high decile in the past 

[Email from school board] 
Stephanie Woodley, Chair, 
Grant's Braes School, Sub 
2763 

Lack of evidence 
Funding change 
Governance 

Unclear whether there is any evidence for proposed model meeting aims 
Issues are due to societal issues larger than any school b rd r hub could 
ever hope to ameliorate 
Many of the examples provided in the report e gen ralised an  lack 
accompanying quantitative data/evide ce 
Will proposed changes save money thr u h centr lising functions? If so, 
where will these “savings” be dire ted (e g  imp oving teachers’ pay and 
working conditions)? 
TF recommends BoTs be respo ible for managing and reporting on locally 
raised funds (pa  48) - u clear what  meant by “managing” and who 
decides how this m ney is sp nt. Community ownership and buy-in surely 
dictates that a board s uld be ble to decide, rather than a bureaucratic 
central organi ati n. In a diti n, how is the allocation of discretionary funds 
by the Educ tion Hub going to be monitored? Would this proposal encourage 
schools to c se all ind vidual fundraising efforts (e.g. through their PTA) 
unle   is cle ly def ned that schools get to keep what they are able to 
ra e? 
S ron y op o e the suggestion of appointing a principal to a particular 
scho  on a ive year term. Anyone who has ever held a position of 
employ ent where the same level of management, knowledge, skills and 
ab ities that a principal now requires would agree that changing a principal 
ev ry five years would be of no benefit 
Concerns around the purpose of education hubs and how these would 
function. Firstly, we question the effectiveness of hubs, particularly the 

It would be helpful if we could be advised of what benefits the Ministry 
see arising from such drastic changes and how these would improve the 
current situation regarding our children's education 
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  proposition that one education hub could specifically cater for up to 125 
schools 
Agree that more effective collaboration between schools would be beneficial 
to our children’s learning 
However education hubs are not necessary to achieve this 
Benefit may be gained from centralising procurement-related activities of 
schools 
Agree that education hubs would need to be reviewed (as proposed, through 
the education Evaluation Office). Presumably, the governance and 
organisation of this group would need to be independent of the Ministry of 
Education to ensure transparency. However, it is not certain how this model 
would look or work 
Our concerns are around the lack of real information surrounding the 
proposed changes, which appear quite radical and have far-reaching 
consequences 
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[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2764 

Governance - BoT 
capability & All 8 issues 

Biggest issues from a Governance perspective are: 
Property 
Enrolment Schemes and Competition 
Lifting student achievement 
Principal performance and 
Governance capability of Boards 
Support the overall intent of the Reforms to ensure that all students achieve, 
equity exists and that the system is set up to ensure wellbeing. Agree that 
there needs to be a collective response, an integrated and system-wide change 
to improve the outcomes for all students 
Endorse the strong direction that schools must be connected to their 
communities and that mana whenua must be at the table to influence 
governance 
The transition to a new model must be well-funded and the timeline for 
implementation must be carefully considered. There is a significant 
redistribution of Vote Education funds in addition to new funding required 
All changes must be well funded to ensure the effective roll out of the 
programme to ensure student success 
Concerns that if the roll out occurs over a significantly long pe od of tim  
(eg 5-10 years), the intent and actions will become diluted an  may not 
deliver the outcomes sought. 

Critical that mana whenua are part of the board a hough thi  ould be 
extended to include mataawaka 
Ops grants should go directly to schools  not jus  delegated back 
Suspensions should be made by the Edu ation Hub  but Hubs should be 
required to have significant input in the i rmation phase from the school 
Education Hubs provide princ pals/tumuaki with ongoing employment and 
appoint them on five-year con ac  o pa icular schools – with multiple 
renewals possible at a particular school,  appropriate 
Managing the Princip l perf mance needs to also sit with the Hubs but 
with input from the Board f Tr tees on their expectations and experience 
of Principals performanc  
Acknowled e that e nee   make the system work better for students 
an  the commun ies ey are based in 
I do t ink th  askfor e need to work through this in further detail before 
confirm g in d l their approach to managing this 
Hub  houl  employ the Principals - the secondment of teachers into other 
sch ls or Hubs - and sharing their expertise is an opportunity to make use 
o  resou es across the Hub schools and a 1-year secondment is a good 

ay to provide PD support 
The Governance Boards of Hubs should be appointed by the Minister but 
hey must include specialists in Governance 

Schools should be able to choose whether the they are delegated back 5YA 
or not but the Hub must closely supervise schools if they take the funding 
Principals need to be given the space and time to be the leaders of learning 
in their schools, Currently they are time constrained by many functions 
currently undertaken (and delegated to the Principal) by the Board 
The term for the Board of Trustees should be extended to 4 years, given 
three years does not allow adequate time to consolidate the skills and 
experience of the Board and move forward with change and projects that 
will lift achievement 
-School Board Trustees should be remunerated appropriately 
Clarity is required on who owns and directs School Policies in the proposal 
There needs to be consideration of how The Health and Safety in 
Employment Act is interpreted and who would be the PCBU, given that 
the Education Hub would be the employer, property manager and more 
Hubs do need to work closely with schools to reflect the local priorities, 
needs and support required 
Decile drift is a real issue as mentioned - the Hub needs to manage this to 
stop what has been an ongoing issue for decades 
Community use of schools should be only done if the Hub ensure the 
maintenance, vandalism and upkeep of the facilities is addressed and fully 
funded given many schools will not hire out facilities as it incurs 
significant costs that are then funded out of the maintenance/ops grants 
especially in lower decile areas where communities cannot pay market hire 
rates 
We need to ensure that any need provision model supports students and 
does not harm them 
The middle school concept - whilst good in theory – may mean increased 
stress and more disengagement of many more students from school Proa
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   The compulsory school age should be lifted to 7 y ars - Chi en under 7 
years should not be able to enrol 
Enrolment zones should be decided, enf rced a d strongly managed by the 
Hub 
Competition is rife in some areas and sho d be st pped 
Enrolment schemes should be ightly managed as the current competition 
for students is killing off other ch ls in he neighbourhood, increasing 
the demand for teachers th t cannot be m t at the bigger schools, and is not 
delivering for local st dents 
The number of out o  zone enro ents permitted should be also tightly 
managed but by the Hub  not the schools 
There shoul  be a mple  prohibition on schools being able to run 
‘P iority P grammes’ as currently outlined in the Enrolment Scheme 
Guid lines (M NISTRY) because this is how many students get access into 
zoned s hools 
L l scho ls should not have to try and compete with some school that is 
furth r away and poaches students and families 
We all n ed to help and grow strong local schools 
M re unding and resources need to be made available to schools to best 
meet the learning needs of children with learning needs/difficulties 

unding and quality PLD training needs to be made available for teacher 
aides and support staff - The Hubs need to develop a strong and skilled 
team to undertake this work 
As part of the career path for first-time Principals, there appear to be 
significant benefits in a process used in Canada, where they must be 
employed in a Deputy Principal role at a least 2 other schools before taking 
up their Principal role. This should be considered for Aotearoa NZ 
Entitlements must include curriculum, management and guidance 
components, Management Resources should also be reviewed 
Schools over a certain size (or as a group) should have access to a social 
worker and other professionals 
A robust equity index needs to be applied and better funded 
Management of school property and its funding needs to be completely 
overhauled - The Ministry should provide capital funding for school pools 
given it is a crucial lifelong skill for all our students 
Donations should be scrapped completely and the Ministry should replace 
this with adequate funding to run the schools 
Education Hubs should take enforcement actions against school that charge 
students for curriculum related costs that do not have a ‘take home’ 
component 
The complexity of each Principal’s role should be considered when setting 
the salary - More work needs to be done in consultation with Boards and 
Principals to determine the fairness of this and the appropriate measures" 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 2765 

All 8 issues 
Target support 

Matrix porting doesn’t work, staff reporting to a BOT that doesn’t employ 
th m can go very wrong. Staff should either report to the Education Hub or 
the BOT not the Education Hub with the BOT adjacent to the staff 
hemselves 

Decile identification doesn’t solely affect family’s interest. It’s not 
about decile, it’s about the quality of education the school is providing 

identify the dysfunctional and focus on helping them to operate better 
Utilise the Kāhui Ako network to raise competencies where required 
Keep full primary school and then secondary school 
community and BOT still needs to be heavily involved in the recruitment 
of principals, and maintain responsibility for the process Proa
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  Learning Support is currently Ministry’s responsibility. With Hubs 
responsible, it will not become any more efficient/effective. If schools were 
given the funding directly to get specialists they would be able to get a higher 
calibre of personnel. Schools could pool their money through a COL to help 
each other - they need some autonomy 
Teacher education is better than it used to be quality wise, there are not 
enough teachers training in the profession now. Options for secondment 
removes choice of teaching at a particular school if they are forced to go 
where their employer of 125 schools place them 
Principals being moved on after 5 years will remove continuity of work and 
security of tenure. In raising poorer schools, by giving them the better 
principals, it may decrease the work already done in the school they move 
from. Leadership advisers would be a good idea to give BOT’s indications of 
what needs to be done and when 
School Resourcing section looks good 
Central Education Agencies - Contradictory 

 

[Email from individual] 
Principal, 

Sub 2766 

All 8 issues Why change the schools that are not broken? Why does one size have to fit 
all? Why can’t a pool of governance resources be developed to suppo t 
schools and Boards that need them? Let’s support schools that need it an  
resource them accordingly 
Why not support stronger governance with better remuneratio  – attra  
better candidates 
What is the costing of these hubs – no numbers have been produced 
The transition between schools is difficult for many stud nts – why can  
COLs play a major role in this process? Why are COLs n t mentioned to a 
greater degree in the report, hubs seem to have taken over? Are COLs 
destined for the scrap heap? There may be th  case fo  the d velopment of 
middle schools and other types of schooling mo els but let  vestigate 
properly, discuss, debate and gather data 
We don’t need hubs to do this! What is wrong with competiti n? Choice still 
exists in our current model 
Are hubs the answer?! If so, how  whe  is the detail? 

Addr s the i ues we have with our current system within our current 
sy tem 
Boards must retain the power to make decisions around exclusions and 
expulsions 
The real focus and energy of any review at present should be on the crisis 
that we are in with the recruitment and retention of high quality teachers. 
This is where the resources should be put – teachers need greater 
remuneration and better work conditions 
We do need to address training institutions and methodologies, including 
TFNZ 
Leadership is central – correct, so resourcing and support must be put in 
place to train, recruit and retain high quality educational leaders 
I agree that targeted funding is essential and smaller schools, as well as 
those that need it more, should get greater funding 

[Email from school board] 
 
 

Sub 2767 

Governance 
Competition & choice 
Integrated schools 

See recommendations That there should be no change to the current arrangements 
That the board should remain the employer of the principal and teachers 
That the board should remain responsible for decisions on student 
suspensions, exclusions, and expulsions 
That there should not be a 5 year contract term imposed on principals 
That there should not be an additional layer of governance within the 
revised system 
That further thought must be given to the needs and responsibilities of state 
integrated schools 
That extreme care is needed when considering the imposition of any limit 
on donations with respect to the needs of state integrated schools and the 
suite of requirements these donations are used to meet 
That school property, resourcing projections and enrolment schemes must 
remain at the discretion of the board 
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   That the taskforce seeks to fully understand the impacts of th  review on 
state integrated schools across New Zealand  speci cally w h respect to 
the areas of ‘school governance’ and ‘competiti n and hoice’ 
That the taskforce or ministry of educat n underta e further analysis and 
direct discussion with state integrated sch ls, ensuring all changes are 
carefully planned before being mplemented  

[Email from organisation] 
 

Te Whāriki Takapou, Sub 
2768 

Māori education system See recommendations The establishment of a Māori e ation s stem controlled by Māori, that 
would receive an equitab  roportion o  the overall education budget 
Have the authority to opera  d allocate resources according to Māori 
identified educationa  pri ities 
And within whi  the as rations of whānau, hapū and iwi for 
Rangatirat nga, co sistent over the past 180 years, would be fully in effect 
Tha  the ba s pon w ch the distribution of educational resources occurs 
should be the Treaty f Waitangi, rather than social justice 
Māori yo g people’s rights to health and education includes their right to 
comp hensi  sexuality education (CSE) as a critical education need 
Th  dev opment of a national, strategic, integrated approach to sexuality 
nd rela ionships education for English- and Māori-medium schools 

CSE should be a core component of English- and Māori-medium school 
curricula, with specified minimum hours and high quality resources 
The content of CSE programmes in all schools should meet the Ka Hikitia 
objectives and should be underpinned by Mātauranga Māori – both 
historical and contemporary, in English and te reo Māori 
That the need for Boards of Trustees to approve CSE in schools and the 
option of parents exempting their children from CSE be removed, to bring 
CSE on a level footing with other curriculum subjects 
That appropriate funding and resource allocation be provided to ensure 
teachers and schools are well supported with ongoing professional 
development, so they can effectively implement CSE for all 
That serious consideration be given to how the new reform of the 
education system will support the sustained autonomy of Kura Kaupapa 
Māori and Wharekura 
That Māori-medium schools and classrooms benefit directly from any 
‘major redistribution of resources’ 
Rather than one national hub, we recommend a Kaupapa Māori Education 
Hub be established in each tribal/waka region, with Matawaka Hubs in 
large urban centres 
That urgent action be taken to address the shortage of high quality 
teachers, teacher recruitment and retention, and improve the provision of 
Māori medium initial teacher education (ITE) 
That Kaupapa Māori schooling be celebrated and invested in as a primary 
vehicle for the revitalisation of te reo Māori and educational success for 
Māori 
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[Email from individual] 
BoT 

member, Sub 2769 

Link between proposals 
and aims 
Implementation 

Key concern around the resourcing of the Educations Hubs, in both the 
capacity and capability of their people and in the financial resources provided 
to them to function 
Also concerned with the ratio of 125 Schools to every Hub and if this will 
enable them to provide a better service to Schools and Principals than the 
existing model 
Many schools have well-functioning Boards, and whilst this is not the case 
for all schools, it does raise the question as to whether the proposed move 
from self-governing schools to Hubs will improve student achievement and 
equity for our disadvantaged children - There is not a clear pathway between 
the conclusions / recommendations drawn by the taskforce and the issues 
identified as concerns. This aside, it is still unclear as to how the introduction 
of Hubs (essentially another layer of bureaucracy), will achieve 
improvements in student outcomes particularly those from disadvantaged 
homes that the current system is not serving well 
The basis for such a significant change in structure must be beneficial to all 
within the current system, otherwise a more targeted approach for those not 
succeeding would be a more logical intervention 

Significant resourcing is made available to the Education H  to ensure 
they have sufficient funding, capability and capaci y to deliver. In 
particular, property requires significantly more nding nd the scope 
needs to be increased. Moving responsi ilitie  for hool’s infrastructure to 
the Education Hubs will potentially save r ncipal’  time, however 
property responsibilities should lso includ  field , hardcourts, 
playgrounds and any BoT ow ed asse  uch as school halls – Not 
including these would mean th  hools ill have the burden of funding, 
replacing and maintaini g hem 
Clarification between the ta k rce’s schooling provision 
recommendations ar und ransi i n and the role of Kāhui Ako is addressed 
If the Educati  Hubs ar  to b  introduced, that they be phased in over a 
period of 2  year  in order to give the system the best chance of success 
an  lso re uce he in ial financial burden. This could be done by 
establ hing  maller number of Hubs in areas that require the most 
assistanc  or alte natively by introducing a selection of the services that are 
likely to pr ide the largest benefit 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2770 

Hubs 
Learning support 
ITE 
Teaching 
Implementation 
Social service agencies 

Not sure that Education hubs are the most effective way to do this nd t  
ensure that there is consistency and fairness across the country  How will 
inequities disproportionate to population be met? 
There should be no competition in schooling. We need a system whe e the 
local school is the best school for every child 
The report doesn’t outline how quality staff would be attracted and ret ed. 
Given the high turnover for these staff, it would seem ob ious that something 
needs to change 
My concern with the establishment of educa ion hu  is tha  ‘local flavour’ 
might end up creating inequities 
It will take years to see the effects of these change  

chools hould be primary or secondary with the middle years (possibly 
y  9) being flexible and able to be achieved by attending either 
primary or secondary 
Consider whether “school” is the right place for 5 and 6 yr olds 
Have a ‘one-stop-shop’ for all learning needs, including coordination with 
health services where appropriate 
Need Initial teacher education that ensures teachers have all the skills and 
knowledge necessary to teach effectively (they should be familiar and 
knowledgeable with ALL the content they will be teaching!) 
Each teacher/classroom should have access to administrative staff who will 
do the things that would free teachers up to do the things that only teachers 
can do 
Only those with deep experience and knowledge of our education system 
should have the ability to direct teachers and schools on how to enable 
students to succeed 
Use research based evidence on what has worked well in other countries 
with demographics and learn from their mistakes as well 
We need to ensure that our Health, Justice and social policies all support 
the work of each other 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher, Sub 

2771 

Target support 
Integration agreements 
Teacher supply and pay 

An Integrated Ag eemen  is a very significant legal document for Integrated 
Schools. Th  is a unique part of New Zealand Contract Law, which cannot 
be overridd  by Act of Parliament without agreement of the parties 
The a  amo  of money that has already been spent on these proposed 
re orms  a d on the implementation of these reforms should they go ahead, 
c uld have n better spent on addressing teacher salaries (and, in turn, the 
curre t teac er shortage by making the profession a more attractive and 

teem d ption for younger people 
Ag ee with some of the proposed changes - we all want our schooling system 
to help all students in our country. However, Government could adopt 
hanges right now without the need for a complete overhaul of the system. 

Hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars will be spent on these proposed 
reforms rather than refining the existing Ministry of Education and providing 

Targeted attention and funding in the following areas that most need it will 
improve outcomes for all our students: - Prioritising and supporting better 
Te Reo teaching in our schools - Improved teacher professional 
development programmes - Greater flexibility in our teacher training 
programmes with the goal to solve our greatest concern which is our 
quality teacher supply. - Improved resourcing for learning support in 
schools - Reviewing the decile funding model - Encouraging improved 
collaboration across schools 
Reconsider the implementation of these changes. Please, do not rush into 
change for change’s sake, or to try to create an even playing field through 
making all schools homogenous and controlled by hubs. 
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targeted help where it is needed. This will not solve the current issues we 
have in our education system. No system of schooling in the world has 
managed to solve the economic disparity that exists, despite trying to do so. 
There are many ways and means of creating equity which need to be further 
explored before pushing through massive legislative changes which may 
have no effect on equity whatsoever, other than to create huge upheaval, 
frustration and discord. The proposed changes raise more questions and lack 
the detail needed to be rushed through as law. 
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[Email from organisation] 
 

 
ub 2772 

Integrated schools For a system to achieve equity and excellence it must be able to recognise 
diversity within those entitled to compulsory education and respect and 
accommodate that diversity within the system 
See recommendations 

Whatever changes are made  the ent New Zealand system of State 
education, this concept of Integ tion which has been in place for over 
forty years, needs to be r ained 
Adopt an ele tion/ poin me  system like that used for Boards of 
Integrated chool  Retain some elected positions and others appointed by 
the Ministe  to provid  expertise, and, in the case of a Board with 
respon ibilitie  towa ds integrated schools, provide for some Board 
positions  be appointed by the Proprietors 

[Email from individual] 
Principal, 

Sub 2773 

Governance 
Learning Support 

Finds the proposals largely positive, but Governance confusing and 
contradictory, e.g., take powers of responsibility away from boards of 
trustees and then delegate them back seems to mean that a school ould nd 
up with what they have now 

BoT eeds fi l say re suspensions 
L  coor nator be a full time tagged position 

 guid nce counsellor role within the school and attached to the Learning 
Support aspect would help deal with students' mental health issues 
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[Email from school board], 
Plimmerton School, Sub 
2774 

Hubs 
Learning Support 
NZSTA 

We believe providing for those with special education needs is the most 
urgent priority for change within the recommendation made in the report 
Challenge will be ensuring that hub board has sufficient resourcing to support 
the number of allocated schools 
If we had to make a trade-off between funding disability/learning support or 
education hubs, we would choose the former 
An alternative to the hubs would be to build on existing resources - for 
example NZSTA and other services. NZSTA are well placed to support 
schools if their existing role was strengthened. They currently don’t pay 
market remuneration rates, and they could be far more proactive and 
accessible to schools if they were better resourced. We haven’t seen a lot of 
reference to them in the consultation document 

Strongly support Recommendation 14: Learning upport Co dinators, and 
Recommendation 15: provision of specialist staff a d a poo  of teacher 
aides within the Education Hubs for scho ls to cess. H wever, further 
recommend that: 
This provision of staffing to the schools  the Education Hub is linked to 
the number and extent of needs identified w i  the schools and region 
served by the Education Hub ND th  e funding level is sufficient to 
attract the necessary number and quality of staff needed to fulfil these 
roles. Where there are e n ds there should be sufficient support 
available, not a stand rd form la to allocate resource with winners and 
losers, and not a fixe  po l for c ols to compete for 
Staffing ratio   impro d wi hin schools based on the identified numbers 
of special e ucation needs students within the school. This would give 
rec gnition of the clas room teaching time that should be allocated to meet 
these hildre s need  while still meeting the needs of other students 
Schools r ceive direct resourcing for teacher aides based on the identified 
num rs of ecial education needs students within the school 
Ne d to hink about wider social investment for students with milder needs 

ho are ikely to achieve great outcomes later in life if they get just more 
s t in their early years 
Hubs would need a clear legislative/policy framework so that the Minister 
and government of the day can’t unduly direct the hubs to implement the 
latest fad du jour 
Agree with NZEI’s comments in the following areas: 

- independent oversight of its implementation over a reasonable 
timeframe is essential (huge change, need committed champions to see 
it through) 
- building trust between hubs and schools/services will be critical to 
the success of this approach 
- The Government must be transparent about the increased and 
additional resourcing that will support any transition and new 
structures in advance of the change process 
- If hubs are to proceed, the Government should consider pilot projects 
in a small number of areas to road-test the concept 
- The proposed Establishment group must remain independent of the 
Ministry but be expanded and resourced so that it has robust oversight 
of any change 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2775 

Hubs 
Implementation 
Costs 

Agree that the ss es rais d in the taskforce report, particularly around the 
suitability o  boards of trustees to oversee certain operational matters of 
schools, are eal and require significant intervention and some areas of 
curre  respon ibility hould be taken off school boards of trustees 
D ep co rns around whether the recommendation to create new education 
h bs is the a ropriate response, at least not until robust further benefit/cost 
analy is on he proposed organisational system design is undertaken. There is 

ttle d l on the design of the hubs in the report 
Th  scale of change that has been proposed by the taskforce, if implemented 
in s entirety, is high risk 
Advise caution on establishing hubs on the basis of cost and scarcity of 
resources 

Many changes which have been proposed which would merit further 
investigation, and it would make sense to implement them as individual but 
appropriately sequenced initiatives and learn from these. And it would 
make sense to involve groups of schools and ministry representatives to 
pilot these before rolling these out nationwide 
There will be substantial ongoing cost overheads associated with 
establishing, running and monitoring the proposed hubs and in my mind 
this money would be much better spent improving and better resourcing 
those parts of the Ministry of Education that currently deal directly with 
schools and which are clearly failing 
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  Taskforce's consultations have identified there are significant problems with 
the Ministry/school interface now and creating separate bureaucratic 
intermediaries in the form of hubs is not going to rectify these existing 
problems - there is a real potential that these problems will be exacerbated 
even further by the addition of this new intermediary between schools and 
the Ministry. 

 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 2776 

One size fits all model 
Special character 
MLEs 
Bright students 

Within proposed model, not clear how the things we value about our school 
would be retained 
If a centralised hub were to decide our Principal and our really good teachers 
are needed elsewhere, how does that benefit us? 
Afraid that the Ministry of Education will try to make all schools look the 
same, when MLE simply does not suit more reserved, introverted, 
particularly bright students, or those students with learning or hearing 
difficulties 
Report talks at length about lifting up the bottom and helping poorly 
governed /poorly performing schools - what about providing opportunity for 
those brightest students who are simply bored? 
By lifting up poor performing schools, you should take care not to bring 
down those schools that are performing well 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual ] 
 Sub 2777 

Principal contracts 
Keep BoTs current roles 

Constant Drastic Change is highly damaging 
Moving Principals along every 5 years discourages accountabi y and 
reduces moral amongst staff and students 
Hubs could work for tertiary with a pooling of academic resources ho ever 
that is not required at school level 

Keep the schools and BOTS intact 
Hubs are for tertiary only 
Train teachers where there are gaps 
Educational deficiencies should be assessed on a case by case basis not a 
same for everyone approach. When a school requires help in a certain area 
(eg reading recovery) provide specialist training to staff members of that 
particular school 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2778 

Governance wrong 
debate 
Integrated schools 
Lack of analysis 

Report makes scant reference to integrated sch ols, negl ts  mention the 
statutory rights which underpin each school’s inte ration into he state 
system 
reform of governance in schools is ab lutely the wrong debate to be having 
now: teaching workforce in crisis and p t  a fift  of our children have unmet 
and complex needs hampering the  prog ss towards full potential -These 
ought to be our exclusive focus in e ucation policy debates and Budget 
bilateral and planning 
The Taskforce acknowle es a lack  resourcing for teaching and learning 
for all, or for learn g suppo t for those with complex needs - not made clear 
why this is intrinsic to he syst m of Tomorrow's Schools. Rather more 
obviously a f lur  of ce ral government and of successive Executives to 
place the appropriate funds at the disposal of school managers and governors 
Taskforce c cludes that the solution is to expend more resources 
estab is ing an ltern tive system of governance and management. There is 
n  analy i  given of the cost of this, nor of the benefits, not of the timelines 
by whi h th  might occur. There is no comparison of what the effect might 
be of nstea  investing an equal level of support in the existing framework 

That the Taskforce abandon all reference to Education Hubs in its further 
work, and should specifically withdraw Recommendations 1, 2, 3, 11, 12 
and 27 and 29 
That it henceforth concentrate on implementing through the existing 
institutions and structures Recommendations 13-15 as a priority, followed 
by Recommendations 4-10, and 16-26. 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2779 

Flawed proposal 
Hubs 
Staffing 
Recognising success 

Have significant concerns with several areas of the proposed improvements: 
The infrastructure cost of setting up 20 improvement hubs - managing, 
coordinating and keeping consistency between 20 education hubs and their 
management groups creates a huge layer of complexity in the ministry of 
education which will increase the complexity of supporting education policy 
and the cost of doing this 
It's likely the regions which are unable to attract quality teachers /principals 
will not be able to attract quality administrators so the needed support 
structure will be lower quality 
To make any change happen you will need motivated and capable advocates 
and change agents - being the principals and long term educators. All staff 
work at places of employment that fit their needs as well as give them 
opportunities. Mandating staff work in a certain area to fit the requirements 
of the ministry of education is unlikely to work long term without financial 
incentive. Proposing a system which mandates where they work is not going 
to motivate the type of leadership required. The other option -mandating 
placement - will more likely make the talent leave the system 
Proposal doesn't build long term capacity and capability 
The proposal doesn't recognise areas which are working extremely well n w 
such as high performing schools, Year 7 to Year 13 schools and pecial 
character/religious based schools where there is active teachin  of valu  d 
personal/spiritual development 

Offering incentives and support programs to encourage talen d educators 
to focus on under-performing schools will give a m ch higher probability 
of success 
Additionally focus on building the statu  and ewa s of teaching as a 
profession 
A better focus would be a cont nuous quality mprovement process such as 
Quality Improvement program  whi h h ve worked in the business world. 
Get collaborative agreement on a clear ta geted and time-bound goal 
Set up a robust measu emen  ystem hat can track the achievement or 
otherwise of those g als -  sm l number of key measures. Using the best 
educational talent -those with li ed experience of making the desired 
changes hap en w k wi  - p opose a series of improvements with 
achieveme t mea ures - for example, use experts from both public and 
priv te, loc l a d inte ational in their area of expertise to recommend an 
impro men  rogram with clearly defined steps Test the proposed 
improvem nt program in a small number of representative schools to check 
it wo s as i ended - tweak and change to get it right 
Do ume t the gains, communicate the successes to build confidence 
Develop training process to teach the improvement program - including 
in sing the understanding of quality improvement processes and build 
capacity/capability in the system 
Then roll out the tested and optimised program to a bigger group 
Measure the results, communicate learnings and successes and put steps in 
to support outliers 
After this has been implemented go through the same continuous steps to 
continue improving - plan, do, study act - repeat 
This process can be initially supported by (educational or non-educational) 
experts in change management and quality improvement 
It can also be applied at every level - for supporting the improvement of 
the underperforming schools or subjects throughout the NZ system, or for 
supporting and developing educational leaders, middle 
management/subject expert leaders, school boards and the Ministry skill 
levels as well. 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2780 

Learning support 
Enrolment schemes & 
Intermediates 

Students with learning suppo  needs have the same access to schools as 
other students - As long  provisio   made for these students in the way of 
funded Teacher A d  supp t for in the classroom 
We do not recruit stu nts from out of zone, but we are the school of choice 
for many stud nt  We a  the only Intermediate in the area. These students 
who choose o come to our school would be punished if they put in an 
enrolment s heme. 

No blanket decisions with enrolment schemes and out of zone student rules 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2781 

Hubs Adv n ges in Hubs ot explicitly alluded to in the report include: 
If chool  c llaborate, this would allow students to access a broader range of 
subjec  
Havi g tea hers regularly seconded to the Hub and Hub staff seconded into 
s ools would enable policy to be more closely aligned to actual conditions 
in chools 
S pport either Year 1-8 primary schools and Year 9-13 secondary schools, or 
composite Year 1-13, not the establishment of senior colleges with a 
transition at Year 11 because this coincides with the beginning of NCEA 

There is a need for a centralised office that can both approve or write 
internal assessment resources - Hubs would be a place to put this function 
as it would allow NCEA assessment to still be tailored to the local 
community, whilst also providing more consistency between schools 
Important that universities are included in secondary-tertiary partnerships, 
not just vocational providers 
Making free tutoring available in schools would help to reduce a deepening 
divide. Tutors could be directly employed by the Hub 
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  strongly support Te Kura’s role being made bigger, and especially making it 
easier for students to be dually-enrolled 
Strongly support the suggestion that schools could be open for formal and 
informal tuition 
It is worth considering alternative ways of configuring a teacher’s career. 
Broadening the options for ITE is likely to attract more people to teaching - 
perhaps allow people to work in the classroom part-time, whilst also 
engaging in research or other career opportunities 

 

[Email from 2 
individuals], Parents, 
Sub 2782 

More research and 
consultation 

Hope no matter the final outcome of the new schooling system to be 
democratic or bureaucracy, the Ministry of Education can put aside political 
views and truly refine the new schooling system to be the best for our future 
generations. 

There are much further in-de th rese rch, public opinion and education 
staff feedbacks still  be c llec d for a better well-rounded 
recommendation to be p vided 

[Email from individual] 
 BoT 

Chair, Sub 2783 

Learning support 
Enrolment schemes 

Support stricter zoning to encourage students to attend their local school and 
build a stronger local school community 
Support increased resourcing/funding for those with disability and learning 
needs. 

Fu ding an  res urcing needs to be looked at from a wider perspective – 
not j t for e stud nts with severe needs but for overall mental health 
and wel being f  students. It needs to be flexible and accessible to 
a mmo te a range of needs. 

[Email from individual] 
Board 

Member, Parent, and a 
Secondary Teacher, Sub 
2784 

BoT role 
Mana whenua 
representation 
Transitions 
Decile funding 
Te Kura 
Teacher appraisal 

Not appropriate that boards govern in terms of Curriculum and Assessment - 
Many board members do not come from an education background 
It is appropriate to govern over student well-being and success i  terms o  
asking relevant questions and being confident that all akonga eeds are b ing 
met so that all can make progress 
Unrealistic to expect boards to carry out Planning without extensiv  training 
and / or support 
Concerned that all student suspensions, etc. will be centr lly managed - this 
is removing boards’ ability to consider what is best for all earners in their 
school and instead decisions would be mad  in is l tion of he schools 
specific concerns and issues and all of the ak ga best ere ts being 
recognised. It is great that Mana Whenua would present bo ds but where 
would these people come from? 
Agree with less transitions for student  but ca  see potential issues in staffing 
some of these schools if there is any in ica ion th t it would limit Teacher's 
ability to work in Senior Seconda y sch ls goin  forward. Some may feel 
trapped in middle schools 
Strongly support a move away from he decile system 
Concerned abou  the refe nces to Te Kura as being a possible way to 
improve. I am ver  oncern d at the number of students with Mental Health 
issues that seem to m e to Te Kura 
Also concern d that this ay look like a way to manage the Teacher 
Shortage by instead m ving more students to correspondence rather than 
fixing the sh rtage, pa icularly in STEM subjects 
Support ore f ible guidelines for teacher appraisal -current inquiry model 
d es not en ure that someone is a good teacher 

Re uspensions etc., at the very least the boards concerns should be fairly 
h ard. 
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[Email from individual] 
Mother, 

lawyer and Judge, Sub 2785 

Rangatahi lost to 
education 
Governance 
Treaty 
BoT diversity 
Disciplinary hearings 
State integrated schools 

Do not agree that such radical and wide sweeping changes are necessary 
Review is not focussed sufficiently on those who are most in need of support 
in education in Aotearoa 
Extreme care needs to be taken not to create a bureaucracy 
There needs to be a system and a model which delivers education in a timely 
way and which is accountable 
For a true partnership and obligation to TOW, consultation on education 
should have been with Iwi sitting at the table, as part of this review 
Agree that every BOT should have mana whenua or at the very least tangata 
whenua representation 
Agree that there needs to be representation on school boards reflecting the 
school community 

A reform of the education system needs to addres  this ineq y (those not 
in education and who have not been since about ag  12,) wi h vigour and 
real purpose 
At the very least there should be a recommen ation that Te reo is 
compulsory in schools 
More resource needs to go into Te Kura mod , including training 
A free advocacy service shoul  be rovid d to the student and their 
whānau (the student should not operate i  isolation) 
Further, whether this unctio  remains with the BOT (because they 
understand the ethos nd c ltur  f the school and have a relationship with 
the principal and Staff) o  becomes a function of the Hub, there should be 
an immedia  righ  f app l rom the decision 
Th  right o  app al sh uld be straight to the District Court 
State tegra d schoo  must be able to operate according to their legal 
obligati s 
State integr ed schools should not have geographic zones, as the type of 
edu ation offered e.g. faith based, needs to be accessible to all those that 
choose i  

te integrated schools must be looked at in a similar light to Te Kura" 
[Email from individual] 

 Parent, 
Sub 2786 

Supporting students to 
flourish 
Measuring success 
Community voice of 
BoTs 
Accountability 

Need to define what success of our education system looks li  and do  
hard job of tracking this success in students through the system sed on 
respecting the individual's dignity, rights and who they are 
Schools need to be measured on the value added, how students are mo vated 
to achieve to their potential and the opportunities that st ents are given to 
flourish whether as a Māori, Pacifica or having different l rning challenges 
or whoever they identify to be - This is our eal ch llenge 
Have concerns that the proposed hubs will not e able to n tion and 
adequately support boards and schools in the way hat it is hop d 
Believe that boards have been a predom nantl  succe ful part f tomorrows 
schools and provide good community oice nd overall good governance for 
a very small investment 
Have questions around the leaders ip ma ix o  accountability triangle 
Hubs will have issue  with finding t  right sort of people that can bring the 
necessary understandin  and supp rt  schools 
The richness of h i g peo le on our boards made up of people from and in 
the community who work in  ‘real world’ is under threat with this 
proposal 
If only we c uld resource and see members of boards respected in our local 
communitie  like volu teer firefighters or the territorials and a system of 
recognition a d devel pment able to be developed. 

The system needs to be designed around supporting and resourcing all our 
individual students to flourish to engage them and value the strengths that 
they bring as individuals whoever they are. When we can design a system 
that can identify students strengths to develop and respect them for who 
they are and measure them against metrics that suit each individual, the 
overall well-being of our young people will also dramatically improve. 
Without a serious overhaul and major emphasis on getting this right all the 
systematic changes will not address the long continued tail 
Governance - better for the hubs to support the local board with 
employment and HR support 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2788 

Learning support Hub is th  best place to co-ordinate these funding pools and what would be 
t  pur ose f them being in control of Teacher Aides? 
How would it work for a Hub in Hamilton (for example) co-ordinating 
Teach  Aides for say a school in Te Kaha, or somewhere down the East 
C st? 

The school is best suited to recruit and organise their own Teacher Aides 
and provide the PD for them to be up skilled if necessary, not have a TA 
appointed by the Hub who may not be suitable 
The most important thing is to provide sufficient funding for the increasing 
number of students requiring learning support 
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[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2797 

ECE 
Hubs 
Support staff 

The 21st century learning rubric outlines the skills needed to be a successful 
adult and the development of these skills starts in our early childhood centres. 
What will hubs look like, will schools be losing a principal? How in good 
conscience can you take a principal who is running a successful school and 
move them? Their school is a reflection of their leadership and removing that 
leadership will create a hole in the system. There has to be a better way to 
manage this Being staffed with permanent people who know the climate and 
culture of the school is important to our learners - support staff will not stay in 
roles that are not attractive to them 

Needs to be more clarification around “hubs” 
Consider centrally funding support staff so o r bulk rants re not the only 
resource used to pay them 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 2800 

ECE 
Hubs 
Support staff 
Fixed term 
contracts 

The 21st century learning rubric outlines the skills needed to be a successful 
adult and the development of these skills starts in our early childhood centres. 
What will hubs look like, will schools be losing a principal? How in good 
conscience can you take a principal who is running a successful school and 
move them? Their school is a reflection of their leadership and removing that 
leadership will create a hole in the system. There has to be a better way to 
manage this. 
 
Being staffed with permanent people who know the climate and culture of 
the school is important to our learners - support staff will not stay in roles 
that are not attractive to them. 
 
Consider centrally funding staff so that bulk grants are not the only resource 
used to pay them rather than every year having staff on fixed term contracts 
even though they have been at a school for years. 
 
SENCO’s worry yearly about whether they will receive fund g to retai  and 
employ existing staff. 
 
For schools that pay a living wage any funding from the Ministry will ot 
cover the full cost of this wage.   

Needs to be more clarification a und “hu  
Consider centrally funding su port st   our bulk grants are not the only 
resource used to pay them 

[Email from individual]  
Parent, Sub 2801 

Wider social 
determinants 
Hubs 
Teacher supply 
Zoning 

Schools struggling to cope seem to be the lower decile sch ols where the 
problem lies with many social factors 
Replacing a board (unpaid) with a local hub (p id decisi  m kers) who may 
not have sound knowledge of how our schools a  run, means unwise 
decisions and a HUGE COST INCREASE 
How can you increase teacher number  when hey are being poorly paid, and 
given low support – a teacher in a low r d cile s hool has to deal with much 
more than people realize, and you wond  why the school system is failing so 
badly 
If you took away the zoning o  g. o r area, Buckland Beach Intermediate, 
Macleans colleg  Owair  Primary, geon Mountain and opened it up to 
everyone. ... e.g. 5, 0 cars w trying to get across town - think of this  all 
over Auckland. 
 

Require lots of discussion and feedback before great changes are 
implemented 
Leave the schools that want to be left, and deal with what you need to 
Put this proposal on the backbench and discuss with heads of schools for a 
good sound honest approach to change 
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[Email from individual] 
Parent, Sub 2802 

Wider social 
determinants 
Hubs 
Teacher supply 
Zoning 

Schools struggling to cope seem to be the lower decile schools where the 
problem lies with many social factors 
Replacing a board (unpaid) with a local hub (paid decision makers) who may 
not haves ound knowledge of how our schools are run, means unwise 
decisions and a HUGE COST INCREASE 
How can you increase teacher numbers when they are being poorly paid, and 
given low support, – a teacher in a lower decile school has to deal with much 
more than people realize, and you wonder why the school system is failing so 
badly 
If you took away the zoning of e.g. our area, Buckland Beach intermediate, 
Macleans college, Owairoa Primary, Pigeon Mountain and opened it up to 
everyone. ... e.g. 5,000 cars now trying to get across town - think of this all 
over Auckland. 

Require lots of discussion and feedback before gr at change  re 
implemented 
Leave the schools that want to be left, and deal ith what you need to 
Put this proposal on the backbench and iscu s wi  heads of schools for a 
good sound honest approach to change 

[Voicemail from 
individual], Sub 2810 

Provide options and 
evidential data 
Cost of marketing 
Review 
Implementation 

How will you deliver such a big change? 
We’d like to see options - recommendations have extreme view, what 
would it look halfway or to build towards 
Thirdly I haven't had anything related to marketing this review, given 
resources, open meetings it would be really valuable for you to outlin  the 
budget to sell these recommendations 
You need to provide data - I need to be able to see why you n d to pull part 
an entire system to fix it for 20% and you need to show me wh  woul  be 
different. It is a big change and I don't think people understand th  How you 
do it will be critical. 

Prov de opt , evidential data, costs of marketing the Review proposals, 
and ho  this ll b  mplemented 
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[Voicemail from 
individual], Sub 2811 

Political consensus 
Different model for PLD 
Staffing hubs 
ERO 
Cost of restructuring 

Concern future governments will change legislation, subvert and change 
intention of report 
Risk of political interference with ministerial appointments 
Need a teacher development model that does not mean they leave their 
teaching and need backfill 
Re hubs sharing good practice you're going to get distortion with 
implementation, the idea of mapping one practice from school a to another 
school, questions around that, not about taking one thing from here and 
putting it there, that's not a way to improve a system 
At moment ERO toothless 
Clear that establishing hubs incredibly expensive task 
If you put teachers in hubs then major supply issue even if short term 
appointments 

Teachers should be given skills to become self im roving 
Happy if schools were visited more frequently and aybe i formally so 
that ERO be assured it's kapai over here  r wh  going on - an issue here, 
let's set you up with this expert person t  mon tor d support 
If Ministry is broken, then get better peop  in 
Money could otherwise be spent on education thru increasing non contact 
time and salaries for teachers, oth f tho e things will have immediate 
positive impact 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 2812 

Oppose Proposals discourage high achievement 
Hubs undermine high-achieving schools 
Funding hubs will divert much-needed money from teacher quality and 
remuneration 
TF report doesn't adequately address State-Integrated schools 

I am n t sure he rep rt adequately addresses integrated schools such as 
Baradene nd it would be my recommendation that that Sate Integrated 
scho  are ft to govern as they are now. 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2813 

Oppose 90% of schools are doing well - status quo preferred 
5-year tenure for principals unacceptable 
Donation capping unacceptable 
BoT/schools should be hiring staff 
Insufficient attendance to State-Integrated schools 
Proposed hub models are analogous to poorly functioning DHB model 

Diversity builds strong cultures so why does tomorrows want to remove 
his from our education system. State integrated schools have a special 

character and that should remain 
Rather than changing the Broad of Trustees model, that sees 90% of school 
performing well, to a hub system that will see valuable money divert to a 
bloated bureaucracy, why not just focus and invest the money in the 
schools that aren't performing well 
Does it not make sense to understand what is not working for the few then 
address their specific needs. One size does not fit all so why change a 
model that currently works well for the majority when the very real risk is 
rather than have a model that works for all you change it to one that no 
longer works for the majority 

[Email from individual] 
Teacher Aide 

and Parent, Sub 2814 

Oppose Hubs will be disconnecting for ki  and ommun ties 
Status quo is working for most 
Long-standing commitment fr  tea hers/principals should be fostered - 
don't disrupt this by mov g people und 

The schools that are performing well such as Owairoa, should be left to 
continue to do so and can even lead by example, surely this is the way 
forward for the schools that are in need of help. We should not think that 
changing the system so that we are all as one can be an improvement, this 
has many times been proven incorrect in many fields and again I repeat 
why fix something which is not broken? 
To me it makes more sense to address the shortage of teacher issues, 
therefore, opening up the number of teachers available to all schools in all 
areas. Making more teachers available to apply for jobs at schools they 
choose would see a reduction in the shortage of teachers in areas that are in 
need of help 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Parents, Sub 2815 

Oppose F cus r sou s on struggling schools 
Rem n with the status quo system 

We strongly suggest that government focus its resources on the schools 
that are struggling to flourish under the current system, and drop the 
system wide overhaul, in many cases is not needed, and in fact the changes 
would only serve to erode the strong foundations that these schools have 
been built on. HIBS is an excellent school, please ensure that any new 
framework has the flexibility to recognize this success and allow it to 
continue to grow 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 2816 

Oppose Pre-formed TF stance 
Recommendations are anti-diversity 
Leave status quo for functioning 90% 
Support and resource the 'struggling' 10% 
Hubs disempower community 
Hubs should be voluntary 
Recommendations 'dumb-down' cultural diversity 
Flawed theoretical recommendations 

Allow an opt-in approach to hubs, if they go ahea  
Let the vast majority of New Zealand school  whic  re performing well 
and doing a good job reflecting their loc l com unity and cultural and 
which are growing future New Zealand  continue t  do so 
Next to ensuring their good health  there  nothing more important than 
educating their children to mo  parents  I urg  you to act logically and 
fairly and with respect to the cultur  div sity evident across the New 
Zealand school system and reject the 'dumbing down' approach. Instead of 
adopting the flawed th oreti l rec endation of the Taskforce, I urge 
you to spend resourc  in a t rg ed manner to assist the small minority of 
non-performing schools 

[Email from individual]  
Sub 2817 

8 key themes Taking power away from boards disempowers communities 
Extend intermediates into middle schools 
Māori teacher shortage 
Learning support coordinator should be implemented and funded separately 
Better teacher recruitment, training and support of new teachers is required 
More diversity in school leadership required 
Primary school funding for guidance counsellors is required 
Keep ERO 

Needs to be arly gno  a d identification[of disability and learning] so 
we are awa e wh  is c ming through our system 
In o  opini  a caree  pathway should be developed to ensure these 
profess nals  gr wing and being recognised for their skills 

[Email from school board] 
Reporoa 

College, Sub 2818 

Status quo governance 
Community engagement 
Hub funding 

TF report doesn't consider what is working well with the major y of w ll  
functioning boards/governance 
Insufficient detail in the report regarding funding of Hub governance odel 
Voluntary input of board members will come at a consid rable cost to th  
government to fund through hubs 

A lot of current issues with children that need learning support could be 
addressed with more resources, money, and personnel 
In summary, our Board considers that from Board level up needs upheaval, 
while from Board level down only needs minor tweaking 

[Email from organisation] 
Jim Lonergan, CEO, 
College Sport Auckland, 
Sub 2819 

Mandated sports 
curriculum 
Sport and student 
wellbeing 
Devolution of BOTs 

Insufficient detail in the report relating to sp rts c iculum detail 
Participation in sport flows into enhanced resil nce, less u ncy and better 
academic achievement 
Devolution of BOTs could fragment or nise  sport cross Au kland 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, 

Sub 2820 

Report accurately 
articulates issues facing 
Education 
Neurodiversity and 
education 
Discrimination and 
neurodiversity 
Equity in Access 
The 'cost' of inclusion 
Early intervention for 
neurodiverse people 
Accountability of Boards 

Inequity of access to education fo  stud ts with arying needs 
Lack of accountability of Boards w ere ther  has been 
documented discrimination d error  made 
Individualisation of educ tion based  need is required and lacking 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Educator, 

Educationalist, Sub 2821 

Neo-liberalism 
Support for Hubs 
Teacher practic  

Neo-l er l ideology underpins Tomorrow's Schools and has compromised 
eq ity and learning outcomes 
Hu s require buy-in of principals, teachers, parents and communities 
t s important that teaching the teachers does not take away from teaching the 

students 

A great deal of care must be taken with appointments to these hubs. I 
appreciate the proposal that directors will be appointed by the Minister and 
not by the Ministry of Education, that at least half will be practising 
educators in that region. This must be well publicised, as must be the 
subsequent work of the directors collaborating with teachers and 
communities, to avoid concerns about bureaucratic capture Proa
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[Email from 2 individuals] 
 Sub 

2822 

Governance 
Principal Dominance on 
BOT 
BOT-teacher interface 
MINISTRY staffed by 
educationalists 
Teacher-training 
variability 
Poor teacher 
remuneration for high 
workload 
Increase teacher 
Māori/Pākehā 
recruitment 
Growth Mindset 

(blank) Having a clearly defined set of personal attributes  which m h the roles 
and functions of a BOT member, needs to precede minati ns. This 
would be in accordance with revised and clearl  define  roles and 
functions of a BOT member 
Some roles currently undertaken by BoT ed to b  outsourced (Ministry 
would be the current source) a  they require ialist attention – Property 
issues, some employment issu s, leg  is ues for example 
Possible new BOT roles and functions m ght include supporting school 
endeavours which rela e dir tly to t ents - their interests, specialised 
study choices, studen  welf re, fund raising, teacher support, accessing 
equipment, and seeking educati nal opportunities for students. These can 
be done in pa hip w th te chers, faculties, Careers Dept, Sport and PE 
staff, Local busine es and organisations, and students. It would provide 
an  promo  a much m re practical, hands-on approach for an elected 
schoo  board nd the chool community they represent. As an alternate 
approach o current practices, liaison with Property Consultants, Legal 
pec lists,  Advisors in some area of interest/concern (agencies or 

indi iduals) to draw up BOT proposals and plans, which are then passed 
o  to the Ministry for consideration, would be a means of alleviating the 

urden f inadequate expertise. The BOT could then work collaboratively 
with the MINISTRY. Collaboration, in these areas, between the BOT and 
the Ministry would be a part of the BOT’s role 
The over-riding responsibilities of a BOT, for me, would be to serve their 
school and to develop a positive school profile – one of inclusiveness and 
opportunity for all students. The other is to reflect the needs of their 
school’s community and to keep the community informed and supported 
Without the restrictions imposed by Assessment driven programmes, 
excellence would still be an achievable goal for students. It would differ 
from current practices in that the focus would not be on academic areas 
alone, as it is now. Such a change, monitored in part by BOTs, provides a 
more equitable system. Part of the BOT’s role is, through direct 
involvement, (as I propose) supporting school and student choices 
The Principal’s voice needs to become just one within a more informed 
BOT. Alternate viewpoints and constructive, informed debate on his views 
need to be a mandatory part of responses by the Board. No decisions of 
significance should be made without this ‘challenge process’ taking place – 
even on the issue’s level of significance, if necessary 
BOT would benefit from being more closely acquainted with teachers and 
from learning about their perceptions of how equity plays a part in what 
they do, about their needs and aspirations and about teacher workloads. 
This could be done through regular meetings/forums which, with openness 
and honesty, could develop a useful relationship and exchanges of ideas 
Processes, resources, and concerns for student needs are things BOT 
members could learn from more direct involvement. For too long, in many 
schools, BOT members have been people who lurk in the background of 
school affairs. BOT could be reporting directly to their school communities 
who would provide feedback. BOT would then be better informed and 
would develop a greater appreciation of the role teachers’ play in the 
school classrooms and of how their children are catered for. What BOT 
members learn from these interchanges, with staff and community, would 
lead to far more informed discussions within BOT meetings 
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   The BOT could play a significant role in helping  seek ou  sistance and 
opportunities for students, especially those who ha  been l st in the 
equity battles they face with an academi ally, a ssme  driven school 
focus – prevalent with the competitive nature f se ondary schooling 
currently being practised 
Direct assistance for school families who str g e to meet school 
requirements, due to social an  econ mi  reasons, can be directly 
supported by the BOT to ensure heir chil ren are never disadvantaged by 
their circumstances – a  eq ity issue 
Recruitment needs a makeover  It needs to provide the incentives of 
realistic remuneration an  a mo e practical and comprehensive training 
programme th  lude  block  of time in a variety of classrooms in a 
range of sc ools. Better in school support systems are needed to retain 
ne ly train d teachers – regular PLD, mentoring programmes and 
colla ration with ex erienced and competent staff. Recruitment should 
focus on making eaching an attractive career for young New Zealanders 
The r ruitm nt of young Māori and Pacifica people should be a priority. 
They bri g much to Māori and Pacifica students that is beyond most 
Pākeha achers. There are several other considerations for recruitment. An 
ducati n qualification – supported by scholarships – should be a pre- 

requisite for entry into teacher training rather than a part of the training 
rogramme. This leaves the training free to focus on creating teachers, 

with the knowledge acquired in the qualification providing the basis for 
much of the training course. The practical training course could then be 
extended to a minimum of two years – a more realistic timeframe. The 
processes for teacher training need revision. The personal attributes and 
personal requirements needed to become a successful teacher are complex. 
The processes for revision need to include the voices of teachers far more 
than the voices of bureaucrats and ‘arm chair’ experts. A more realistic 
workload for teachers and a more attractive salary package would need to 
be offered as a pre-cursor to recruitment 
Candidates with a Growth Mind-set – those who continually strive to better 
their performances – are the key to better outcomes for students. 
Prospective teachers, with a Growth Mind-set, like the idea of pathways 
that will open to them as they progress through their careers. These 
pathways must, however, be of direct benefit for students. (The 
Communities of Learning model is of concern in this regard. An enormous 
amount of money is being poured into this model.) The prospect of 
alternate pathways within teaching is an added attraction for prospective 
candidates. Specialising – for example, training in a specific learning 
disability, such as Dyslexia, is one avenue. Becoming specialised some 
skill and becoming a resource person, available to other staff or for one-on- 
one teaching in that skill area might be an option. Being the ‘go-to’ person, 
in an area such as Technical Trades, could be a future pathway. Such 
options give the job another dimension, something else to strive for. 
Determining a candidate’s mind-set should become a requirement of 
recruitment. Those with Fixed Mind-sets are not what we need. It’s those 
with Growth Mind-sets that are needed in the profession 
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[Email from individual] 
Ex-Principal 

Doctor of Education, Sub 
2823 

Structural change 
Student/Teacher/Commu 
nity-centred change 
Poor consultation 
processes 
Change management 
Poor report quality 
Wider social 
determinants, especially 
poverty 
Inadequacy of hubs 
8 key issues 

"If it ain't broke, don't fix it" 
Report generalisations are insufficiently evidenced 
Growing poverty is a huge influence of poor educational outcomes - outside 
the scope of the report 

I do have one hope for this area of change. Perhap  the follo  up work on 
schooling provision will re-visit Dr Beeby’s far-sig ted pro ision of 
secondary schools providing a focus on t chnic  learni g? 
In the real world competition is okay bu  not n sch oling? If a school is 
not chosen by parents and caregivers and i  regard d as a failure, we 
should look at the school, not the system 
The section on teaching lacks  cru al re ommendation: reinstate 
teachers’ colleges with a focus on provid ng recruits with excellent 
teaching skills. The pr mary ystem f yesteryear of two and later three 
years should be the f cus, with ubject knowledge complemented (not 
complimented) by additi nal st dy by recruits, as it once was 
A second gap in the reco mendations concerns teachers’ salaries.  

teachers’ salaries were pegged to back-benchers’ 
sala ies and so they should be again 
We all now that there is more than one leader in a school and the best 
teachers p vide important leadership for colleagues and students. A 
recommenda n to establish a promotion pathway, with appropriate 
sal ries, or excellent teacher leaders so that they do not have to become 

rincipa  or senior managers would be valuable. This pathway should be 
c titive (that word again) and not dependent on preferences by a 
principal 
A final thought: the best advice I was given, as a university student in 
England, was that learning success was 10% inspiration and 90% 
perspiration. Perhaps our education system might promote this idea as 
many of the students I meet these days seem to have lost the old Puritan 
ethic that hard work is needed to gain rewards 
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[Email from individual]  
Parent Trustee, 

Sub 2824 

Flawed consultation 
process 
Insufficient evidence 
Preconceived ideology 
Wholesale reform is not 
required 

Suggested changes model DHB governance, which is highly undesirable The report also fails to properly address that there is NZSTA which I 
know we as a board use regularly and found their a vice mo tly very 
helpful). I would have thought that the report m ht als  address and 
investigate adding extra resource to them (as n alr ady existing body) and 
then broadening their capacity to allow em to att nd meetings if 
requested 
Education should be a highly esired pr f ssion- We need to ensure that 
the school buildings and provisi n of resources are fit for purpose and are 
there when they are ne ded how many chools were asked about their 
experience in dealin  with t e Ministry property department and the 
challenges they face with hat? My feedback to the committee is that this 
report didn’t re lly addr s the current roadblocks or elaborate on how we 
will unbloc  them  enab  our existing system to become the system we 
all want 
I adv ate to ee the urrent systems expanded. The current system is not 
perfect t its str cture, enhanced would be a far better proposition 
Prop ty: Th  current system needs more resource and systems/processes 
to make he property component of the board’s role easier to navigate and 
d liver. We spend too much time following antiquated systems that don’t 
ddres  the core issues and make it happen faster. For example 

-There are no bulk agreements in place to buy standard equipment that 
all schools need e.g. chairs and tables and basic school equipment. 
Why not?-There are no standard classrooms designs that boards can 
pick from or guidance on design parameters. Why not? Why do we 
need to go to an architect for a bespoke design, to design it from 
scratch every time? This in turn requires a whole host of other 
consultants (Project Managers/Struct/Mech/Elec Engineers/Fire 
Engineers/ etc.etc..) working up a new design and learning the process 
each time! It’s inefficient and costs more money! 

The current system simply needs a procedures manual and a good flow 
chart showing the milestones. Let’s document that! 
The way the Ministry works now is the forecasting of student numbers 
does not truly reflect the growth that is occurring. Why not? Wouldn’t it be 
better to spend time working through this to allocate the classrooms and 
the roll growth budgets/builds in a timelier manner to ensure that this is 
done more efficiently? This would directly relieve the pressure on boards 
now. The proposal for this forecasting to go to the Hubs provides no 
confidence that the system will be improved. It will just duplicate the work 
streams and likely cause confusion as to who is doing what 
I think the committee need to take a step back, slow down and really 
challenge the task force on why they have drawn to the conclusion they 
have proposed. This is a dramatic shift in the way things are done and there 
is limited justification for doing so. It gives a sense that they are just trying 
to swing the education system to the other end of the spectrum by glossing 
over what is happening, picking up on the negative complaints and issues 
and using this as justification for change 
We need to produce something that all parties can achieve at least high 
level agreeance on such it won’t become a political football around our 
children’s education and will actually help make our education system 
better, more resilient and help our valued Teachers and Principals do their 
jobs better Proa
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[Email from individual] 
IT technician, 

school employee, Sub 2825 

Agreement with Hubs 
Poor treatment of 
Support Staff 
Section 67 & 75, 
Education Act 1989 
Principal and Board 
accountability 
Governance vs 
management 
Principal appraisal 
Employment agreement 
and relations 

A tension exists between the board and the principal relating to the role of the 
Principal as CEO 
Support staff are poorly paid and poorly treated 

Currently the only conduit of information from th  school to e board is 
through the Principal. This is not enough and is ope  to abu e. More needs 
to be done to ensure the boards have an curat  picture f how their 
schools are doing 
I recommend that Education Hubs do ad i e schoo  on how they can 
organise themselves into a proper organisat  ith specific areas of 
responsibility and lines of acc untab y 
The question of support staff low pay needs to be addressed 
I see the Education H bs as ovidi g a support role. I regard this as a 
good step. The main ecisi n m king sure responsibility remains with the 
Boards as currently. Thi  allow  schools to keep any individual character 
that they may have deve ped 
I think the ropo al fo  Education Hubs as currently set out in the 
Tom rrows S hools R view should be adopted in full. There is full 
flexibil y in t  proposals for the Education Hubs to engage with the 
Boards of Trustees system as it currently stands. I regard Education Hubs 
as a ay for rd to implement capability which school boards lack. If a 
sch ol c uld prove itself to be competent in self-management then I think 
he Edu ational Hub should let them self-mange, with the caveat that the 

E ion Hub has oversight 
Elite schools should be allowed to retain their character. There may even 
be room for charter schools within the Education Hub model 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, 

Former chairperson 
BOT, Sub 2826 

8 key issues 
Non-police vetting 
Child safety 

All board members should be mandatorily police vetted I understand there is no protection of our children and schools from 
paedophiles entering the school system as co-opted or an elected board 
member, stated within the Education Act 1989: Board members are 
exposed and invited into every area of the school system. Board members 
can also attend school assemblies and be part of many school activities. In 
my view, any individual could easily manoeuvre and manipulate the 
system to fit in, given their employer roles and status across schools 
potentially could go un-challenged. This identified gap within the Act 
exposes our children and schools to such vulnerability that I would urge 
the review panel to consider urgently please 
I would urge the review panel to consider an amendment to the Education 
Act 1989 to include, that all board members must be police vetted 
The stipulation of mandated police vetting of all board members in the Act 
would leave no mis-interpretation of this safety concern for our children 
and schools. By simply requiring all schools to undertake such vetting 
process would take the unnecessary pressure off schools and not rely on 
their discretion and internal guidelines 
I recommend through the Education Hub, a more collaborative consistent 
delivery of Māori language/Tikanga programmes across the network of 
schools 
I would also recommend a national strategy to scope and align the pathway 
for newly trained teachers whilst under training onto teaching careers and 
appointments confirmed prior to graduating. This would provide security 
for newly trained teachers but would also provide re-assurance to schools 
of new appointments 
I would ask the review to consider some national mechanism to embrace 
and monitor the wellbeing of principals during their time of service 
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   I would ask that a national wellbeing programme ncluding  elp line 
specifically for principals be established to support hem in heir roles 
I would ask that the recruitment and app intme  of principals should be 
funded separately by the Ministry rathe  than hro gh school budget 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent- 

elected board member, Sub 
2827 

Current governance 
promotes competition 
'One school one board' 
promotes community 
engagement 
BOTs as advocates 
Central agencies are 
bureaucratic and under- 
resourced 

A team first approach is required by networks of BOTs to create effective 
collaboration 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
 

Adult student, Sub 2828 

Inappropriately 'one-size- 
fits-all'' 
Assist the struggling 7% 
Hubs will antagonise 
Special Character 
Parental donation caps 

One size fits all approach is disruptive to community and further 
compromises children's wellbeing 
Voluntary parental contributions, for identified additional teaching 
support/counselling are important. Don’t restrict them 

I do n t disa ee that here are schools that need extra assistance - so target 
the 7% of school  who need this not the 93% who don’t! 
Ther  re m ny greater pressing needs in our education system. Our 
tea hers re underpaid leading to our teacher supply being at crisis point. 
Our sch ols are chronically underfunded and too many of our Māori and 

sifika children are not achieving at the level of their peers. Why are you 
not focusing on this instead of trying to put a stamp on the map with a 
ystem that can only fail and marginalise 

[Email from individual]  
Parent, Sub 2829 

Disagree with school 
governance proposals 
Local accountability 
Status quo for 
functioning schools 
Uncertain tenure of 5YA 
for principals 

Proposed changes will steer Principals more into administration th  leading 
their schools 

I would strongly encourage the Taskforce reconsider any recommendations 
to change governance for schools that are currently operating very 
effectively but rather focus on those that aren’t and make arrangements for 
‘shadowing’ administration until such time as they are. 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2830 

Disorders that don't 
lower IQ e.g. Autism 
Funding for Teaching 
Assistants 
Gap in supply of 
Teaching Assistants 
BOTs insensitive to the 
needs of neuro-atypical 
children 
Specialist schools 

Many mainstream schools are unable t  cater r chil en with Disabled and 
specific learning needs 
There is too much variation in how sch s implement extra funding 
allocated for children with unique eeds 

Don't close all the specialist schools. If you are going to close all the 
specialist schools then properly fund TAs to allow disabled kids to attend 
in the mainstream 
Properly fund teachers in dealing with disability 
Normalise disability - at the moment, these schools are not prepared! 
Recognise that Boards of Trustees are not qualified nor to make decisions 
about teaching disabled kids (and in fact have a selfish motivation to NOT 
aid such kids) 
Stop schools being able to ignore the advice of the Ministry of Education 
where they have often tracked a student for years and have a wealth of 
knowledge to impart 
Let the parents of kids who struggle know about Te Kura and dont put 
obstacles in the way of them accessing Te Kura 
Provide an independent review body who can assess and make changes 
around the Parent / Student / Ministry / School relationship for disabled 
kids 
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[Email from individual]  
Sub 2831 

Parent-BOT engagement 
Community consultation 
by schools 
Board elections 

Parents should have multiple opportunities to give feedback about school and 
board processes 

Parents should feel welcome to visit the school an  take par   school 
activities 
School reports should provide parents w h info mation that clearly 
explains their child’s progress, level of chie emen  and wellbeing 
Parents should be encouraged to approac  heir ch ld’s teacher for further 
information on their progress. Be supported t  become active participants 
in setting their child’s learnin  and cia  goals, in partnership with their 
child and the teacher. Be shown ways the  can support their child’s 
learning. Be provided with s fficie t pportunities to express their views 
about the school 
The principal should giv  you i formation about the level of parent 
involvement n the choo  su h as attendance at parent group meetings, 
and parent elp in he classroom and on school trips 
The oard m y want t  collect information about whether parents are 
satisfie  abou  heir elationship and involvement with the school, through 
written or lephone surveys, consultation meetings and other community 
even  
V ing ard members on needs to be updated. If the number of names put 
orward s the same as required then all the parents are automatically on. I 

fe  l members should only get onto the board because the community 
voted them on 

[Email from organisation] 
 

 
 

Sub 2832 

Systemic change vs 
targeted structural 
change 
Learning support 
Shortage of quality 
kaiako 
Employee relations 
Governance 

"We do not accept that the system is broken, and wholly to blam " 
The overarching problem is the service delivery ability of the Minis y of 
Education 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, 

Sub 2833 

Centralised governance 
Target help to the 
minority who require it 
Funding 
Proposals will lead to 
widespread mediocrity 

Loss of local governance will adversely impa t on Special Character No specific recommendations 

[Email from organisation] 
 
 

Sub 
2834 

Opposition to hubs 
Increased funding 
Personnel shortages 
Target underperforming 
BOTs 
Scope of responsibility 
of Hubs 
Hubs dilute Special 
Character 
Holistic aspiratio s o  
parents 

(blank) A better model would be to move to a trust model—only taking over board 
responsibilities when requested to by the board itself or when performance 
is of concern 
There needs to be greater focus from the conversations held around the 
country that outline the holistic aspirations that parents have for their 
children. The current measures and previous measures were too focused on 
narrow educational outcomes that do not fully take into account the 
success of a person for who they are. Schools need to be measured against 
a better suite of measurements as do students. Without a serious overhaul 
and major emphasis on getting this right, all the proposed systematic 
changes will not address the continued long tail 
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[Email from individual] 
 

 
ub 2836 

Transformational change 
is required 
 
Staffing of Hubs 
 
5 year Principal Terms 
 
Intermediate schools 
 
Disability and Learning 
Support Policy 
 
Learning support 
 
Teaching and curriculum 
 
Education system 

The current system allows too many students to ‘fall through the cracks’ and 
does not support quality teaching in a manageable way. 
 
Currently the work required of BOT members is often complex and requires 
significant training. BOT members lack guidelines, guidance and support to 
fulfil their roles. Recommendations to lessen BOT’s responsibility to school 
character, student well-being and localized curriculum are sensible.  
 
Supports the proposal for Education Hubs as well as the proposals that these 
Hubs be outside the Ministry of Education but reviewed by ERO, and for 
having principals on 5 year contracts with education hubs overseeing 
performance.  
 
Supports recommendations 4,5 and 10. These recommendations focus on 
cultural responsiveness and provide an opportunity to support achievement for 
Māori students.  
 
Intermediate schools are difficult for many students especially those with high 
learning needs, as students are always in transition for their entire intermediate 
experience. Science subjects are currently poorly taught in the maj ity 
of primary and intermediate schools.  
 
Supports recommendation 11. The competitive school model h  dam ged the 
national equity and cohesiveness of education. This model needs  hange and 
recommendation 11 seems to be focused on meeting the needs of div se 
students.  
 
Teacher training needs to be led by staff with knowledge a d experience in the 
field, training should include 1-2 practicum  focuse  n lea ing support. 
 
In addition to identifying additional learning need  there need  to be a system 
to cater for those needs. 
 
Recommendations addressing teachin  and curric lum issues need to be led by 
experienced educators.  
 
Consideration needs o be gi n to th  inequity of funding models for 
mainstream and pecial hools. C tly special schools are funded better 
than local schools  cater f r students with disabilities. This policy appears to 
be in conflict with th  policy f inclusion that aims for all schools to be able to 
cater for all stud ts.  
 
Supports re ommenda ons 28, 29 and 30 to create a more functional and 
cohesive edu tion sys em.  Current MOE is ineffective, wasteful of tax 
payer s m ney, upt and corrosive and totally at odds with schools and 
e ucato . 
 

Supports the recommendation made by the Indep ndent Tas f rce for 
transformational change. 
 
For Hubs to be most effective it is essen ial th  they have members who 
have successful education experience.  
 
Hub recommendations would be even better where there is strong 
relationships with health, educ tio  and s cial services for funding, 
services and support. 
 
Highlighting the stat s of s ien  subjects at earlier schooling levels, and 
developing quality, enqu y-bas d programmes, will be essential for 
students selec i g cienc  based subjects as senior college options.  
 
Pr ision b  added fo  Principal, BOT and community to renew 5 year 
princ al app intmen  if all in agreement. 
 
N i nal s tegy and policy in Disability and Learning Support needs to be 
led b  experienced, successful educational researchers with representatives 
fr m all elevant disciplines e.g. speech pathology, vision and hearing 
mpairm nt, psychology, teaching and health trained professionals like 

o pational therapists and physiotherapists. 
 
Work to increase supply, skill and cultural diversity of specialist learning 
support teachers is imperative; they must be recognized for their skills as 
specialists. E.g. with positions having similar professional pre-requisites, 
training and employment conditions as RTLB’s. 
 
Education Hubs would put the heart of education back into communities 
and educators, build skills and capability at class level and support student 
achievement for all learners. 
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[Email from school board], 
Board of Trustees, 
Westlake Girls' High 
School, Sub 2837 

Opposition to enforced 
enrolment zones 
Target areas of need 
Staffing hubs will 
compromise the existing 
teacher shortage 
Increased bureaucracy 
Hubs causing 
disempowerment of 
schools 
System restructure will 
promote widespread 
mediocrity 

(blank) We don’t believe that taking resource and experti  away fr  high- 
achieving schools is the solution for struggling sch ls, as t is would only 
penalise schools such as ours and lead to wides ad m diocrity rather 
than equitable success. We believe that we sh uld be striving for an 
education system that promotes equity a d xcelle ce for all students. The 
current education system is not broken and  se ing the majority of our 
students very well 
Focus should be on increasing the fundin  and support for those schools 
that need it most, so th  al  tudents ha e equal access to this 

[Email from school board] 
 

 Board of 
Trustees, St Catherine's 
College, Sub 2838 

Endorses St Paul's 
College (Ponsonby) sub 

Endorses St Paul's College (Ponsonby) sub Endor s St ul's Co lege (Ponsonby) sub 

[Email from school board] 
 

ub 
2839 

Agreement with Hub 
concept 
Hubs must be locally 
contextualised 
Partnership model 
Clear overarching vision 
Leadership 

(blank)  think here has been some clarity provided on the intent of the 125 
schools in each hub, as well as the 5 year tenure for Principals. I would just 
like to reiterate that the hubs will need to be responsive to local contexts, 
and therefore the 125 schools in each hub is unwise. We also now 
understand that, although the hub will essentially be the employer of 
Principals, there will be no fixed term contract or 5 years or similar. We 
would also insist that local Boards are actively involved in the appointment 
process 
We sincerely hope that the NCEA review is feeding into this so that 
schools can focus on developing future focused 'front end' programmes 
without the need to bolt on NCEA assessments at every turn 
Finally, there are clearly a number of reviews taking place currently and 
we would urge that the coherence and connection you are seeking with the 
review of Tomorrow's Schools is also being applied when looking at the 
totality of all the reviews underway. Bali Haque suggested that the 
Tomorrow's Schools review is becoming the umbrella and, if this is the 
case, then we are encouraged 
Principals and Boards will inevitably be adapting and leading local 
implementation of the outcomes of all these reviews. Please ensure there is 
coherence and connection across the entire system, and that everything 
points back to a central, co-ordinated vision. If this can provided by the 
Tomorrow's Schools review then that would be fantastic 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2840 

Agreement with Hub 
concept 
Education strategy 
should be set at National 
level 
Uniform expense 
Learning Disability focus 
Increased Teacher Aide 
training and education 

(blank) I believe Tomorrow's Schools should also includ  a provisio  for uniforms 
We can't afford this but we see that other loc l scho ls have the same 
uniform and purchased from the same sh p for alf the price. This needs to 
be regulated as schools clearly don't get t right the selves 
Learning and Disability support needs to  much deeper than as per the 
report 
With this in mind shouldn't th e b  a por folio/ catalogue at the fingertips 
of SENCO and RTLB which clearly outl nes the areas of support and the 
specific support avail ble an  how m ch is available. E.g. there should be 
a support area for ch d's health nd safety e.g. body privacy and safety. 
Things that are taught at home r that parents need extra support with. 
Specific sup rt a s fo  maths, literacy, behaviour etc. should have 
specialist p ople that can support for a quality number of hours. For 
exa ple ha e  maths ducation specialist available under the RTLB 
servic  nd u  them o create/ select appropriate programmes and teach 
similar ki  in groups (cost effective and doesn't single kids out). 

[Email from school board] 
Robyn McInnes, Board 
Chair, Crofton Downs 
Primary School, Sub 2841 

Governance Governance recommendations 
Reducing administrative workloads for BOTs 

More hough  eeds to be applied to assessing which functions fall within 
th  cop  of BOTs e.g. determining the character of the school 

[Email from individual] 
 Teacher 

(Early learning), Sub 2842 

Early learning sector Absence of reference to the early learning sector in the TF rep t is hu y 
concerning 

In general: It is my hope that every child in NZ can access as of right a 
free, quality public education – from early childhood through school - that 
is responsive to local conditions and that sustains their culture and 
language. To this end, I’d like to see the proposals underpinned by specific 
references to: Children’s rights and UNCRC- te Tiriti o Waitangi- The 
goals of the Child Wellbeing Strategy 
Concerning, is that the government has recently conducted consultation on 
“He taonga te tamaiti: Every child a taonga”, the draft Strategic Plan for 
Early Learning 2019-29. It is rather concerning that there appears to be no 
cross-referencing to those proposals in this plan – an omission which could 
have the possible outcome of perpetuating, or perhaps worsening, 
undesirable silo effects within the education system as a whole 
In my view, omission of reference to the SPEL may jeopardise the 
implementation of ‘seamless transitions’ for children that put children first 
across their entire education journey 
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[Email from school board] 
 

 Sub 
2843 

Current unrealistic task 
list for Principals and 
BOTs 
TF recommendations are 
overambitious 
Change leadership 
Culture of Trust 
'Opt-in' approach to hubs 

(blank) We implore the government to facilitate a multi-p rty long t m 
commitment to a 30 year plan for education 
The ‘delegate back’ concept has merit bu  also s me challenges. If each 
hub is responsible for all schools from d y on  they will likely fail. It 
cannot be a one size fits all 
For successful implementation  the hubs sho  only have responsibility 
for schools that are already id ntifi  as n eding support, until they are up 
and running and earning credibility. Scho ls would then opt in to the 
services provided by the hu  
Consider carefully w at could  improved to the current system before 
embarking on an expensive rev lutionary new model 
Seek to not l se wh t per ing schools have achieved but to create a 
resource and skill cent e so all schools can flourish 
An opt-in or  performance / management / skills based impartial review 
that trig ers le l  f support in both professional administration, direction 
a d resour  allocation 
And n areas with poor performing boards act more quickly with expert 
a istanc  from sector experts and recruit qualified skilled board members 
rom th  greater community not just parents of the school 

Every community has many people with great skills in all areas of business 
that may be able to provide governance whilst being connected and in 
touch with the local community 
If a new system model is necessary: make the model an 'opt in' one for 
schools (except for the small number failing) to give the changes time to 
succeed and the opportunity for hubs to build essential credibility 
Do not have mandatory 5 year terms for principals as we believe this will 
cause as many issues as it will solve 
School leadership needs to fit the local community in which they serve 
A school is at the heart of the community and it takes time to build strong, 
trusting relationships. Decisions to move staff/leadership around would 
need to be at the agreement of the BOT. The benefit of moving 
staff/leadership around might be by providing exposure to new ideas and 
techniques but perhaps this benefit could be achieved by a term 
secondment 
And limit the number/size of schools served by each hub to make it more 
likely that productive relationships can be established between hub and 
school. 
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[Email from individual] 
 Principal, 

Sub 2844 

Parental choice 
Protection of Integrated 
Schools 
System 'tweaking' 
required 
Targeted support of 
identified schools in need 

(blank) Integrated schools provide very high-quality educ tion and e mination of 
academic results will show that nationally this is so  Very, v ry careful 
consideration of the intent to the integrat n act eds t  be of highest 
priority when discussing any reforms. T e pla e of ntegrated schooling in 
New Zealand needs to be protected beca s  of the ervice that is provided 
to a significant number of famili s through t N w Zealand 
High quality education results from , nd anyone working on changes 
to Boards of Trustees structures, tability and make-up, would do well to 
look at the successful t uste  models th  work in these schools 
Much of the problem would be better served through more effective and 
targeted funding and HR uppo t for schools identified as needing this 
Personnel av ilabl  to sc ool  to support with identified areas of challenge 
should be t ained nd available 
The ctor e s to be valued in status to attract high quality 
educati nalis  and dequate funding needs to be made available so that 
pri cipals an have the pressure taken off them in trying to make financial 
ends eet an  put their eye back on curriculum 
Adequa  funding will allow for higher quality solutions to local problems 

 we don t need a whole scale system change to do this – just appropriate 
fu ng and resourcing 
Resource experts available to schools under the current system will work if 
they are effective, resourced and valued by the Ministry of Education as a 
whole. One senior advisor in our area trying to support nearly 40 schools 
across two provinces is not good enough. The Ministry needs to be better 
resourced and needs to look after its own people on the ground – again, a 
very expensive systems change is not necessary 
The integration act needs to be protected and valued. We offer high quality 
education with very good outcomes and provide choice for students who 
need us to succeed 
For so long we have been aware of and working with the best tenet of 
education – every child needs to be educated as an individual according to 
their own needs. This reform document flies in the face of this 
Look hard at the part of the country where education is working well – not 
necessarily Auckland 
Maybe it is time for Auckland researchers and panels of advisors to come 
and have a look before they make such major decisions on our behalf. 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2845 

Limitation of parental 
choice 
Hubs increasing 
bureaucracy 
Targeted additional 
support 
Cost of proposed 
changes 
Location context 

(blank) I would please ask you to consider these points when deciding the future of 
schools in NZ. The effects of changes in the schooling system can often 
take many years to be fully understood, both in impact on education 
aspects and costs associated 
We should be bringing up the struggling schools by providing a way ahead 
for them, rather that bringing everyone down to a set level. Monies should 
be towards providing each and every student with equity in whichever 
school they choose to attend 
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[Email from individual] 
Teacher, Sub 

2846 

Suggested changes to 
NCEA 
Enhancing the teaching 
profession 

(blank) Announce a roadmap to ensure innovation within the profes n by making 
research MAs mandatory for all teacher applicants, oth primary and 
secondary (a la Finland) – and make 2021 the fi t intak  this is required. 
Institute a salary increase of 15 percent with y arly increase over three 
years to reach top-of-basic salary of 90,0 0  work ng for those with such 
degrees (This would reject the ounds for p rfo mance pay once and for 
all by making its purpose redundant: th  is, innovation is not achieved 
through competition alone but ugh a r search MA mentality 
Excluding its unintend d c sequences (eg: Baltimore experiment in 1980s 
with its budget blow uts, le s llaboration and grade ‘enhancements’) 
To enhance learning over asses ment at Level 1 in particular but also for 
both vocation  d libe l art  options in the senior school:· Divide the 
year into semester  (for seniors), as well as four terms, so as to allow a 
sm rgasbo d an  grea r choice of subjects and sub-topics. This will allow 
for fle ibility n subtopics such as mechanics, coding, building - as well as 
liberal ar  philosophy, psychology, religious studies-comparative 
relig ns, ci ics-comparative government and the ability to make history 
compulsory 
Set a go l of reducing class sizes to 1:20 by 2021, a la Finland, and 

trod ce a seconding system (a la France) enabling teachers who have 
developed expertise (at least seven years’ experience) to do one to two- 
ear stints at top salary. These crucial teachers will gather, make available 

electronically, and continuously edit IT subject resources – including 
Youtube, Tedtalks, Discovery channel clips and for forth, according to 
topic, sub-topic, ability level, duration (5, 10 and 15 + mins), and proven 
excellence/workability 
Provide all teachers with free suite of proven programmes and/apps for 
subject expertise and resources, including yearly-assessment calendar. 
Also ones for real-time and recordable weekly/regular progress in all 
subjects. To prevent re-inventing wheels. Note: To answer the established 
need for enhanced literacy learning at Level 1 we agree that this level 
should have less credits with greater support for targeted catch-ups to 
address deficits. If these are not remediated then they will continue to be a 
problem through the levels. This requires specialised teachers and course 
design 
Although not picked up in the report we strongly suggest the construction 
of dedicated literacy and numeracy catch-up centres, preferably stand- 
alone, personnel by remedial and academic skills experts paid at PR rates 
to enable students to achieve master and return to mainstream classes 
within the year – or term(s). This may involve 3- 6 plus weeks of skills 
enhancement – and/or literacy and numeracy remediation throughout level 
1/year 11 
The report touched on the need for greater emphasis on ‘soft skills’ that are 
transferrable but not necessarily assessable. As reported, industry and 
university submitters agreed that such skills and skill sets are increasingly 
important in the need for more agile workplaces. We would like subject 
choice to be a mix of student’s choice and recognised need for engaged 
citizens. To do this students will need to understand the basics of well- 
being, including mechanisms of brain functions and mental health. Such 
life-skills could be included in a wider, curriculum with resources shared 
by cluster experts 
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   However, an emphasis at Level 1 level on numer y and lite cy, 
involving catch-ups where needed, should not be a  he expense of an 
interesting wider curriculum. Motivation at leve  1 coul  be ensured by 
Achieve-Not Achieve impact projects t at inv lve roven IT resources 
emphasising life and thinking skills. In is egard  o make level one 
interesting and motivating an emphasis on lipp d classroom’ learning 
using IT videos curated grade  for abil  level by experts is well overdue 
– and would be greatly facilita  y prov ion of resources by seconded 
subject experts/editors 
We re-emphasise the need t  m re finely divide the years into semesters 
and smaller introduc ry urse   as to allow wider choice of subjects, 
vocational skill  nd su topic  These could include sporting skills as well 
in the senio  schoo  confli  resolution, philosophy, psychology, religious 
st dies-compara ive r igions, civics-comparative government, leadership, 
histo y  clas al stud s, and budgeting 
To allow for thes  liberal arts choices within the senior school we 
reco mend he promotion and establishment of senior co-eds – the 
equi alent of the UK’s 6th form colleges – not just to promote greater 
choice in humanities, sciences and vocational options, but also to 
ncour ge inter-personal development and social skills 

[Email from individual] 
Prinicipal, Sub 

2849 

Opposed to zoning of S-I 
schools 

(blank) No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Tumuaki, Sub 

2850 

BOTs focus 
Equity for vulnerable 
students 
Funding 

Agree: 
 

Principle of strengthening partnerships between schools and decreasing 
competition which can be detrimental to our tuden  

No specific recommendations 

 Hub size Boards can focus on what really matters – teach ng and lear g. Hubs can 
control other aspects – finance, property 

 

  Focus on equity for vulnerable student  and le ning s pport s udents – clear 
communication between support areas  incr ased upport for family. This is a 
major focus in the review and we upp  this. Something has to change. 

 

  Hubs having control over suspensi ns & exp ions would take away 
possible bias that hinders p cess. 

 

  Pleased that the work fo e has re c d the 5 year review of principal 
contracts 

 

  Negatives:  

  
Minister Hi kins has tated there is no funding for these changes does this 
mean we wi  have a s ipped down version or does it mean these changes are 
imp s le fro  the art? 

 

  Hub siz  is  concern. How can a more personalised support system for 
school  wor  with over 120 schools in a hub? 

 

  Hubs aving control over suspensions & expulsions excludes the depth of 
k wledge of student’s context / background which could support decision 
ma ing. 

 

  C ncerns over fate of Intermediates – year 7 & 8 key developmental age and 
need for targeted support 
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  How would principal remuneration causing competition be addressed?  
[Email from school board] 

 
Sub 2851 

Specific strategies 
Devolution of 
governance 
New model of 
partnership 

(blank) At the strategic level however, we think the omm ndati ns need to be 
more specific on: the degree of devoluti n of g ernance and management 
to self-managing schools there will con nue  be rsus central agency 
management of the system. How a new m del of p rtnership will be 
developed between schools and their region  ducation hubs, as well as 
across the schooling network more e lly 
There is a big issue of equity and inconsi tency in expertise on BOTs 
around the country. W  do n t thin  he current models of training for 
BOTs or ways they c n find ap ropriate expertise are working. New 
models to devise differen  appr aches need further consultation to be 
developed 
Central Ag ncies need to provide a strategic and clear regulatory 
fram work, s ecially around managing risk 
Hubs c uld ha  ‘fl ing squads’ of specialists such as psych teams to 
su port sc ols 
Reso rcing sh uld use a needs-based model 

[Email from organisation] 
 
 

ub 2852 

Scope of change too 
wide 
More focus on 
curriculum, students and 
teachers 
Build on what is 
functioning well 
Lack of evidence 
Special Character 

(blank) I  is our iew, that if schools are able to be self-governing, they should 
tain their power to govern their school 

The proposals as they stand offer little benefit to state integrated schools 
ith well-functioning Boards of Trustees, and risk separating the 

management of the school from the community within which it sits. They 
therefore pose a risk to the very “special character” that make such schools 
unique 
Raising student achievement and improving equity is reached when staff, 
management and Board work cohesively to carry out their roles. What is 
needed to benefit schools is adequate funding and staffing levels to ensure 
that performance is based on skilled staff who are not over worked and a 
learning programme that encourages students to take responsibility for 
their own progress and bench marks 
Where schools are experiencing challenges, timely support from social 
workers, agencies and appropriate professionals, should be provided, at no 
cost to the school 
There needs to be adequate funding and staffing so that all schools that 
need it, can access the services in a timely fashion. We would like to see 
staffing and additional funding for Teacher Aides provided to schools, as 
well as to the Hubs 
We consider that further consultation and analysis about the proposals and 
how they will be implemented is needed before proceeding with changes. 
Otherwise, there could be a risk of destabilising the education sector, 
which already has difficulty in recruiting and retaining teachers 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 2853 

Governance 
Resourcing 

(b ank) We strongly agree that schools are not adequately resourced to meet the 
needs of learners, teachers and other school staff 
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[Email from organisation] 
 

 
ub 2854 

Wider social 
determinants of 
Inequality 
Governance 
Future role of school 
boards 
Schooling provision 
Kura Kaupapa Māori 
School leadership 
Role of principals 
Future funding and 
support models 
Neoliberalist values in 
education 

(blank) We are however unconvinced that changing gove nance mo ls for 
schools will achieve these outcomes given the way ompuls ry education 
is seen as a private commodity by a signi icant oporti n of parents.  

believes that a shift in f cus way from competition will 
only come about through stronger leade hip from he State and such 
leadership is not apparent in the model the skf rce offers of education 
hubs and principals with still more pe al authority 
In  opinio  the possibility of better supporting 
Boards in poorer, small and isolated communities should have been 
considered by the Taskforce alongside its recommended model of 
diminishing Boards’ role and providing more bureaucratic support to 
principals 
This being he cas  it is important, in our opinion, to ensure that there are 
oth r mech nis s to e sure some input by manawhenua - including those 
aroun  statu y requ rements to connect schools with local iwi and hapū. 
Where s h conn ctions are happening already they are, we believe, 
prov g very fruitful in extending the world view of non-Māori students 
and n doing so creating the seeds for a truly bi-cultural nation we hope we 
w ll one ay become 

 deci ing how to reform our compulsory education system the 
Government will of course be faced with resource constraints. The 

skforce is recommending significant increases in funding to support 
Kaupapa Māori education including the establishment of an education hub 
specifically for Kaupapa Māori education. This proposal is supported by 

 However such funding will not address the inequality 
faced by Māori students within the mainstream and as discussed elsewhere 
in this submission we are doubtful the proposed changes to governance 
models and the role of principals will do so either. We believe that greater 
thought and effort needs to be given to reforms which do address these and 
other inequalities within mainstream education 
We suggest that whatever network model is adopted, the changes required 
be executed quickly and decisively to avoid schools – such as 
intermediates being stuck in limbo for years waiting to be closed. Such 
postponements do not serve students or their communities well and waste 
the energy and goodwill of boards and teachers 
We have no doubt that school principals are massively influential in 
deciding their school’s strategies and values and in forming its culture. 
This tendency is in fact alluded to in the report (p.40). As a professional 
group principals are as responsible for the entrenched inequalities within 
our public education system as much as any other group or institution 
involved in this system. Because of this, greater attention should be given 
to how the values and attitudes of principals may hinder or help with the 
reforms proposed by the Taskforce 
The prospect that schools in poorer communities will be un-favoured and 
consequently relatively underfunded calls into question the basic funding 
model for schools. The Taskforce’s report (p.112) acknowledges the 
current funding model disadvantages small schools. Then without any 
supporting analysis the report concludes that this disadvantage cannot be 
addressed with money but can only be addressed by closing smaller 
schools in any given network.  believes that some 
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   deeper analysis of this issue is required before su h a conclu n can be 
honestly supported in principle 
We believe that this governance model and the mpetition between 
schools which it engenders and support  is p tially to blame for this 
inequality but there are also several othe  ntribut ng factors. Perhaps the 
biggest contributing factor is th  framing of d ation by a significant 
proportion and perhaps the m ority  p rents as a private good and the 
source of personal advantage. U doing th  framing is unlikely to happen 
just with a dismantling f s hool board  especially given other contributing 
factors such as the ro e and m ivation of school principals and the lack of 
leadership from Min try f Ed c tion 
That roles of l boa s remain largely as they are with 
acknowled ement eing given to capacity constraints faced by Boards in 
po er commun ties a d appropriate support given to these Boards by 
Minis y of E ucation or the proposed education hubs 
That a co -benefit analysis or at least a costing be undertaken of the 
prop d ref rms so that relative financial priority be established for these 
Th t pri rity be given to additional equity based funding to address 
nequali es within the compulsory education system 

Th  a closer study be undertaken of the sources of inequality suffered by 
Māori children within the compulsory education sector with particular 
attention being given to cultural bias in pedagogy, teacher practice and 
training and in principals’ leadership 
That a comprehensive network review be undertaken within five years and 
on a sub regional basis perhaps based on the proposed education hubs with 
a view to this review addressing inequitable and inefficient competition 
between schools within each network 
That school funding models be developed which mitigate against 
competitive behaviour between schools and limit unnecessary investments 
in local networks 
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[Email from organisation] 
 

 
 Sub 2855 

Preserving Special 
Character 
Threat to State-integrated 
schools by governance 
recommendations 
Six principles of 
integration 

(blank) [Please honour the] six principles of integration: 
1. The right to teach, develop and implement the C holic programme in 
Christian faith and living, and to follow hose r igious customs that are 
normal in the Catholic school 
2. The right to administer staff appointm s and a range for staff 
composition in a manner that r cognises the Catholic character of the 
school 
3. The right to enrol Cath lic children in he first place, and in the second 
place, enrol the childr n of her pa nts seeking a Catholic environment 
for the education of eir childr  
4. The right to extend ex ting schools and build new ones to meet the 
demands of egitim te exp ion and proven need, including schools with 
special pur oses .g. c tering for special educational, physical or emotional 
pro ms 
5. The r ght to  he land, school buildings, ancillary educational 
b ildings d facilities which make up the Catholic school system 
6. The right of the Catholic community to make a tangible financial 
c ntribu on towards the cost of maintaining its schools by way of 

ttendance Dues 
We believe the right to maintain current sites, upgrade and develop 

operty or build new facilities must remain the responsibility of the 
proprietor. 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2856 

TF report ill-considered 
by State Integrated 
schools 
Hubs will compromise 
Special Character 
Schooling structure 
Teacher remuneration 

(blank) For principals or teachers that are failing you need to tackle the harder 
issue - the unions. The teachers union is holding NZ back. It is the only 
industry where poor performers cannot be dealt with. Everyone knows who 
the poor performers are in an organisation, whatever the industry. In 
schools it is no different, those poor performers are known by the staff and 
the students - and yet, they get paid the same as their peers - how is that 
right? 
Increase the salary for teachers and increase the standard and quality of 
teaching staff 
Increase the standards and expectations for teachers and pay them more but 
the flip side if they are not performing - address the issue. Don’t have a 
“hub” that just moves them to the next school and makes them someone 
else problem. The problem won’t go away, it will just make it harder to 
deal with 
Going in and fixing an organisation takes a lot of time. Asking a principal 
to do that for a failing school in five years is a big ask. The damage a 
terrible principal can do in a short space of time is enormous. Address the 
problem don’t share it around 
Please look at NCEA - it is not good. What is happening in the schools is 
appalling. Getting an “achieved” question wrong and “excellence” 
questions right and therefore only getting an “achieved” result?!? What 
kind of weird marking is that? 
Please consider the unintended consequences for our schools, teachers, 
principals and students with what you are proposing. My greatest concern 
is that staff will leave when they are told where they have to work. 
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[Email from organisation] 
Arama Mataira, Director, 
Walk Together, Sub 2857 

Cultural and structural 
transformation 
Co-design and co- 
construction of 
transformation 
Sharing power 
Equitable representation 
of authority 
Equitable partnerships of 
mutual purpose 
Structural and Social 
determinants of inequity 
Critical mass of new 
behaviours 

(blank) Our innate caution is the need for a carefully designed d 
monitored program to ensure cultures and the  structu es have 
the capacity work together to achie e the sired ansformation. 
For example, care must be taken t  ensu e th  the process of 
bringing about such transformation is hared etween schools 
and their communities 
The work and research l d Dr D v  Goddard and his fellow-director, 
the late Nick Norris, to de se a thre -tiered program they called 
Walk Together. A  th  name impl es, it takes an intercultural view in 
all situations, n t just e een races or religious entities, but 
between and within he cu t res of different organisations as well. 
Walk To her, sa  simply, has three interrelated tiers:  

 A p licy kn wn as Mutual Ways 
 A path ay leading to desired outcomes called The 

Strate ic Action Framework, 
 A et of seven principles that guide action and assessment 

Being uly committed to sharing power with communities in 
education is a highly commended aspiration and one to get excited 
ab ut. If it is the desired outcome, then the structure and the culture 
t  support it means the community will, conversely, be educating the 
government on ways that best help them thrive, without having to 
compromise their cultural beliefs, values or ways of working in the 
process. It means that agreement about processes in new structures 
will be codesigned and co-constructed with equitable representation 
of authority 
Part of this response is to invite a conversation to allow the 
expansion on a proven methodology which supports: 

 the evolution of proposed Community Hubs 
 a distributed leadership network to upskill people in 

managing culturally responsive change  
 simultaneously building partnerships between each 

individual school or a self-identified cluster of school and 
its Community Hub 

Striking the balance between autonomy and the needs of the system 
is not a matter of shifting deckchairs (i.e., moving from autonomous 
self- governing schools within a controlling system to networked 
hubs containing connected schools and their communities within a 
new system). It is also a matter of including and working with the 
national education system and its decision-makers to determine 
desired outcomes and principles, and then being partners on the 
journey 
There are many benefits and strengths inside the current systems that 
need to remain. Examples include government policies and systems 
in such areas as universal access to schooling and attempts to provide 
universal health care.  
As developers of a program which takes similar themes to those 
propounded in your report, and as active facilitators of a process 
that successfully takes cultural and structural transformation from 
concept to reality, we applaud the system-wide attempt to 
improve outcomes in education for all participants: they students, 
individual school communities, schools and their teachers, and the Proa
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educational central authority. Each of these will necess ily be 
embarking in and learning new but gradually volving roles. 

 

[Email from individual] 
Academic, 

Sub 2858 

Religious diversity in 
school curricula 

(blank) No specific recommendations 
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[Email from individual] 
 Retired 

secondary teacher 
SLD teacher, Sub 2860 

Nationwide assessment 
of new entrants 
Assessment of  students 
at key points in schooling 
Screen vision, hearing, 
coordination and learning 
skills 
Standardised primary 
teacher training 
Standardised 
phonological approach to 
reading and language 
Standardised curricula 
based on research and 
evidence 

(blank) Introduce nationwide assessments of new entrant  and stude  at other key 
points in their schooling. These assessments should include creening for 
possible problems with vision, hearing, c ordin ion an  skills relating to 
learning 
Primary teacher training must be standar i ed acro  the country and be 
based around the evidence-based research a il ble in NZ and overseas to 
ensure teachers are fully equipped to c  the numerous challenges they 
face and so that we have a truly nclusive ducation system 
Develop a standardised syst matic, uential phonological approach to 
reading and language  that  re arch and evidence-based, and implement 
it throughout the country  At pr sent over 50 different programmes are 
being market  d used n NZ schools 
For the sig ifican  number of NZ children whose families have to move 
freq ently  o der to nd affordable accommodation, having to cope with 
differe t read g pro rammes in their new schools must further 
disadvan ge them 
Reco nise an  tap into the pool of knowledge, expertise and experience of 
the pec lly trained teachers in organisations such as LDANZ, SPELDNZ 
nd Lea ning Matters, and develop a contractual system to employ them in 

s h l  
Mount a national campaign to raise awareness about learning differences – 
not just in schools but in workplaces, tertiary education and the community 
in general 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Retired teacher and retired 
civil engineer/teacher, Sub 
2861 

Keep governance local 
Empower communities 
to lead 
Incentivise schools to be 
accountable 
Enhance Ministry 
strengths 

(blank) Put schools at the centre giving them authority, funding and accountability. 
Assist and incentivise them to co-operate. Inform and help parents and 
whānau in the exercise of their voice and choice 

[Email from school board] 
Andrea Sorger, Principal, 
Te Ra Waldorf School, Sub 
2863 

State-integrated schools 
Notional catchment areas 
Increased bureaucracy 
with hubs 
Adequate funding 

(blank) State-integrated schools get but a brief mention in the report, and it is not 
at all apparent how or if the potential impact of system changes on state- 
integrated schools has been assessed. We do realize that the current 
recommendations are very brief, and that the consultation hui around the 
country have already shifted some of the initial thinking. We similarly 
expect that the specific variances within the proposed changes affecting 
state-integrated schools will be developed carefully, in collaboration with 
the sector 
Genuinely adequate funding, i.e. new money is the only way to get buy-in 
from across the sector (state and state-integrated schools), and with that 
momentum for successful change 
We expect that any decisions about notional catchment areas for state- 
integrated schools will take into account the accessibility of the particular 
special character in any given region 
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[Email from organisation] 
Andrew Nicoll, Chair of 
Board of Trustees, 
Westlake Boys' High 
School, Sub 2864 

Special character in 
jeopardy 
The majority of BOT 
function well 
TF report only mentions 
single-sex schools once 
8 Key Issues 

(blank) One point from the report that we are interested i  seeing de loped is 
around discipline outcomes. There are occasions w re unh ppy parents 
should be able to access support from the Minis y- the urrent legislation 
does not allow any form of "appeal" fol win  a B ard's discipline 
decision, and we do think that there is ro m for im rovement in the 
legislation in that regard 
Much of what is recommende  by th  T kforce here is beginning to be 
achieved by Communities of Le rning. We agree that there have been 
transitioning issues in the p t, but the ork that has already been achieved 
by the Communities f Lea ni g in this respect is remarkable 
We agree that not all sch ols ar  as successful in raising funds as we, and 
some other si  scho s  are  and again we suggest that resourcing for 
those schoo s shou d be increased, rather than forcing schools such as ours 
to duce o r o ering  imply because some other schools are unable to 
match us 
Our Boar s view is that the main issue facing recruitment and retention of 
teach s is th t they are undervalued and underpaid. This must be urgently 
add essed  and the immediate obvious thing to do is to significantly 
i crease pay for teachers across the board 
O  B ard does not support the broad sweeping reforms suggested. It does 
support the need for better resourcing of schools in need, and certainly 
upports the suggested improvements in resourcing for disability and 

learning support - but until the central issue of better recognition and pay 
for teachers is addressed, and it needs to be addressed much more urgently 
than the Taskforce's suggested reforms need be considered, equity and 
excellence across the board in terms of education in New Zealand will 
continue to struggle to be achieved 

[Email from organisation] 
 

Sub 2865 

8 Key issues (blank) We also believe that an opt-in/opt-out system would not suffice, as we 
would likely see those most fortunate schools disproportionately choose to 
‘opt-out’ 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2866 

Centralised governance 
is a retrograde step 
Hubs for schools that 
need it only 
Competition and Choice 
Teaching 
Resourcing 

(blank) In a time of building 'student agency' it appears that 
principal/board/community agency is being removed. There were aspects 
of self-governing that needed to be tidied up - some of these were to do 
with the processes and procedures when dealing with some sectors of the 
ministry. There is a need to improve systems that were not helpful, lacked 
common sense and was/is time consuming for schools. I see that this has 
been identified. Why not target the inconsistencies and support their 
development rather than change the whole system for many schools that 
are operating well? 
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[Email from organisation] 
 

 
 

 
Sub 

2867 

Cenralised governance 
Targeted assistance 
Out of zone enrolments 

(blank) Much can be learned from the success of  and 
its community, which can be used to inform and support the Taskforce’s 
review in a positive way and we respectf lly as  that you consider our 
submission 
We submit the Taskforce consider not m dating t at all state schools be 
forced into the governance framework unde  Ed cation Hubs 
We submit that amendments t  out f zo e enrolment ballots should be 
assured to not impact negatively the abili y for ex-pupils of any given 
school to apply for the r chi ren to tt nd ‘their’ schools through the 
current ballot regulat ons, and at final decision making rights be retained 
by schools as they exist t day 
We submit that th  mand te t  select, appoint, and plan succession of a 
school’s pr ncipal hould remain in all senses with the school’s Board of 
Tru ees, a d b  exten ion, the school’s community 
We su mit th  prop sals to limit the tenure of principals to five years be 
dropped cause long tenure is a proven characteristic for delivering 
posit e strat gic outcomes over the long term 
W  submit that principals, working with their community representative 

oards f trustees, should retain the autonomy to build a performance 
c e within their school through a mandate and responsibility for all 
employment matters as they relate to staff appointments 
We submit that school’s board of trustees maintain the mandate and 
autonomy to direct funds and fundraising activities to projects and property 
developments they deem a priority for their respective schools to avoid 
disengaging communities in development initiatives 
We submit that no limits be imposed on the generosity of communities to 
their school through the non-compulsory school donation, or indeed any 
donations 
We submit that schools’ rights should be protected so that it may deliver a 
curriculum aligned to the grammar traditions and philosophy if it chooses 
and when it can be done in a way that positively augments the national 
curriculum 
We encourage the Taskforce and ultimately government to consider 
targeting schools in most need of assistance to ensure affected children in 
those school communities can access empowering, future-focussed 
education options 
The proposed changes should be reconsidered as they risk irreparably 
damaging high performing state schools and significantly EROding all 
public secondary schools who currently enjoy the integral support of, and 
high levels of engagement with, their respective communities 
We offer our time and what we believe to be valid reasons for assisting the 
Taskforce and government to address the matters of community 
involvement at all levels of school structures. We have history on our side 
when we say that the value to the school of having intensive and focussed 
community involvement in the pursuit of a school’s goals is not only 
measurable but in , culturally vital 
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[Email from individual] 
Kāhui Ako in 

School Leader, Sub 2868 

Education Hubs 
Changes to the Primary- 
Intermediate-Secondary 
structure 
School Choice/Zoning 
Disability & Learning 
Support 
Teacher Supply 

(blank) I would suggest two ideas as an alternative to the ubs: first  for the 
schools that would like it, a professional board member fun ed by the 
ministry who has experience in property  recru ment t  provide the 
needed experience for the board 
Secondly, simplify the expectations on b ds by s mplifying the 5YA 
process and the health and safe y legal requ nts of boards and 
principals 
My suggestion would be to keep the curr nt primary school model and 
move to having high s hool  for ye   – 13. This would reduce the total 
number of transition  withi  th  school program, allowing student to really 
settle into a school and that sch ol to develop the full picture of them and 
reduce the nu  of sc ols eeding additional capacity 
Within this area I eel we need to do more to encourage out-zone of 
enr lment d arents nd students to make an informed choice about 
which chool would best suit them as a learner 
The profe ion is becoming harder and workload is increasing at a time 
when eacher  are not really valued by society. The solutions to this are 
fou  fold  Firstly, and possibly most importantly, we need a national 
trategy  conversation about how important teachers are to education, as a 

s i y we seem to have lost this and to return it we need to work from the 
top down 
Secondly, we need to look at teacher workload, I have been a teacher for 
nearly nine years now and while I love my job at least once a week, I 
consider leaving for a career where I do not have to work 70-hour weeks. 
Currently both the primary and secondary teachers are claiming for extra 
release time in their bargaining and while I strongly feel the middle 
leadership of schools needs extra release time as the pressure on our level 
has climbed significantly, the area where the most gains could be made on 
teacher workload is class sizes. Under current funding models a year 9 or 
10 class needs to have 28.2 students in it for it to generate enough 
government funding to put a teacher in that classroom. Given the pressures 
of reports, marking, feedback and individual student learning needs that 
number just becomes excessively high to manage whereas if we upped our 
curriculum staffing funding to reduce class size ratios we would reduce 
teacher workload and allow for more direct feedback and support of 
students. A reduction in workload would help us keep quality teachers in 
the classroom and not leaving the profession 
Thirdly pay, while workload causes teachers to the leave profession, low 
pay stops them joining in the first place. Especially as an Auckland based 
teacher, the cost of living is so high compared to my income I would 
struggle to recommend anyone to get into the profession. Teaching should 
be seen as a desirable job to get into, and for that to happen it needs to be 
paid in a way that people can afford to live in Auckland, and other places 
across the country, without feeling like they have to choose between eating 
& paying rent and the idea of owning a home feels like a pipe dream 
Fourthly we need a national strategy around teacher recruitment and 
training in high need areas. Recently the ministry has done a significant 
update to the digital technology curriculum and included specific 
requirements for students in years 1 to 10. This update was done in a 
climate where specialist digital technology teachers are in very short 
supply and many secondary schools either do not offer it or offer very 
limited courses because of the lack of staff available. Currently the idea Proa
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of compulsory Te Reo education for students in y ar 1 to 10  being 
floated and, while I think this would be a really pos ive step forward, 
there is also a definite shortage of special st Te o tea ers nationally. 
Alongside Te Reo and Digital Technolo y we also have major 
shortages in Physics and Maths and to a er extent Chemistry, 
Biology, Business, English and he other T hn gy areas 
The Teach NZ scholarships sh uld be stablished and used to 
encourage people to train in are  where t ere will be shortages in the 
future 
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[Email from school board] 
Megan Whelan, Parent Rep, 
Greta Valley School, Sub 
2869 

Hub size and quality 
Zoning and transport 
issues 
Small rural schools 

Concerns: Hub Size & Quality – The size of the education hubs suggested 
in the report appears too large 
concerns that schools such as ours will become lost in the mix, that our issues 
will be ignored or dismissed as larger schools will require more of the Hub’s 
resources 
The quality and organisation of the personnel in the hubs will almost entirely 
determine the success or failure of the proposed changes 
Rural families will likely face complex logistical problems if zoning of 
schools is more rigorously enforced -This particularly relates to high school 
education where families already face reduced choice and excessi e daily 
travel times for students. 

No specific recomm ndations 

[Email from individual] 
Tumuaki, 

Sub 2870 

Status quo not an option 
8 key issues 
NZ Curriculum 
Resourcing for NZ 
curriculum 

(blank) Overall I believe that we need a stronger network of schools 
A particular strength of the NZ system is the relative smallness of the 
independent sector. Schools being able to retain their special character and 
unique approaches is crucial to keeping the full range of families and 
socio-economic groups within the state system 
A more systemic approach to supporting students and families (especially 
those with special needs) through transitions between schools is needed 
A slightly more directive curriculum would help the baseline of practice 
throughout the country. The final report could perhaps point to this issue? 
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[Email from school board] 
Rawiri Faulkner, 
Chairperson, Waikanae 
Primary School, Sub 2871 

8 Key issues (blank) What do we seek? Ensure a Treaty Partnership is nderstoo  nd reflected 
consistently in the approach moving forward by ha ing the ppropriate 
resources and capacity to give expression to thi  impor nt area of work 
Understand the barriers that exist within scho ls th t are not performing 
and wrap services around them to succee  We do ot support the 
establishment of Hubs until mo e work is un aken to understand the real 
issues and how they can be ad ressed 
A cost benefit analysis which looks at the true’ cost of hubs and the flow 
on benefit needs to be done 
What do we seek? E sure that  Treaty based approach is authentic and 
meaningful by ensuring hat Māori are true partners in everything from 
design to del very d im lementation 
What do w  seek  The flexibility and support available to schools to 
ens  that ly trained teachers are not placed into positions where they 
may no  fit 
Wh t do w  seek? Develop, in consultation with schools, a suite of 
leade hip tra ning and mentoring tools which can support boards to 
re ruit, mentor and develop school leaders (including but not restricted to 

rincipa ) 
Much can be gained by asking what works within schools that are 
excelling and spreading this success like a virus through the education 
sector. Celebrate the great things that a large number of schools and their 
boards are achieving, and support and assist those who require it 
The report makes a number of assumptions that need to be tested. These 
include the number of specialist teachers (e.g.Te Reo) and also the desire, 
willingness and capacity of Mana Whenua to be able to serve on boards as 
a requirement 
These assumptions need to be tested in a cost benefit analysis (or 
something similar) to ensure that decisions are informed and based on 
evidence 

[Email from individual] 
Associate 

Principal, Sub 2872 

Hubs a retrograde step 
Teacher shortage 
Detriment of sweeping 
change without measure 
Proposed change will 
create mediocrity 

(blank) Why not have an opt-in system for schools that are struggling? By all 
means, run support for them because ultimately it is the students at these 
schools that are suffering. If these schools are the only ones in the ‘Hub’ 
they will get the support they need not the 12 minutes per week (if that) 
that the Hub will be able to allot to them. 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, 

Sub 2873 

Geographical zoning 
Removing parent voice 
Principal 5YA 
Report silence on 
integrated schools and 
special character 
Report silence on Yr 7- 
13 structure 

Where is the evidence ase for proposed changes? you need their 
communities o be involv d  a heavily zone-based enrolment policy ignores 
the huge be efit of enrolling the children of past pupils 
Does remov g the pa nt voice lead to better outcomes for their children? 
The hub  unli l   know the students and their schools better than the 
p rent c m unity 
What busine s thinks it’s a good idea to change its CEO every 5 years? It 
takes ime  analyse issues, build relationships, implement change, measure 
i  success and revaluate 
Ca ering for Years 7 to 13 - This year range is not in the recommendations 
bu  how do you explain the success of schools such as  

in Auckland? 

Any change needs to be driven by what has, on evidence, worked for 
successful schools and the well-being of students and their communities 
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  Splitting a school into a middle school and a high school is neither practical 
not economical 
The report is silent on how the hub structure will cater for integrated schools 
and their special character. Integrated schools are successful under many 
measures 
Maybe they should be emulated, not ignored or worse, altered? overall 
impression is that the report is based on a “one size fits all” ideology and has 
disregarded how successful NZ schools are achieving their results 

 

[Email], Roman Catholic 
Bishop, Diocese of 
Palmerston North 
Proprieter of 28 Catholic 
Primary Schools and 4 
catholic secondary colleges, 
Sub 2874 

Support for TF report 
aims/principles 
Continuing choice for 
special character 
education 
Six principles of 
integrated catholic 
schools 
Threat to proprietor role 

(blank) Similarly, because of he dif rent b ard of trustees, property and 
employment structur s for tate ntegrated schools, it is important for these 
to be supported in ways hat respect that differentiation 
We want to mpha e th  di erence between families making a choice for 
special cha acter duc tion and unhealthy competition. Where state 
integ ted s h ols are perating as a faith based special character option 
for fam ies, th y sh uld not be penalised by policy changes that might 
limit the a ility of families to send their children out of zone 
Our commendation is that enrolment schemes should continue to reflect 
sp cial c aracter provision and where appropriate be able to recognise the 
eographical implications of these schools' locations 

Should Education Hubs be established, we would strongly recommend that 
each Hub have integrated schools' specialists at both the governance and 
implementation levels with the person/s being nominated by the local 
integrated schools' network, or that this function be outsourced to existing 
diocesan education teams which in many regards are already like a hub for 
the Catholic state integrated schools network. We would also consider 
supporting the establishment of separate Hubs for state integrated schools 
in New Zealand (similar to the establishment of a national Hub for 
Kaupapa Māori settings) 
Any systemic change must look to draw an understanding of the strengths 
and capabilities of those schools who are meeting the diverse learning and 
other needs of their students in an equitable manner. Future change must 
also seek to continue to strengthen the engagement of whānau and their 
communities with their schools in meaningful ways – ‘it takes a village to 
raise a child’. We believe that a key to Catholic schooling's success is our 
belief in supporting good parenting and involving whānau as integral to the 
school Kura community 
The proposed model of the Hubs and their levels of responsibility and 
authority do however raise significant concern for our Proprietorial rights, 
roles and responsibilities in relation to the maintenance and development 
of the Special Character of our schools. Should education Hubs be 
established, we would strongly recommend that each Hub have integrated 
schools' specialists at both the governance and implementation levels 
Looking forward, collaboration / agreement amongst the major political 
parties about the new direction will be essential for its success and for our 
support of it. Without this collaboration and planning the danger clearly 
exists that this proposed system will morph into the very thing it is seeking 
to replace and that it will consume a considerable amount of resources 
which could otherwise be going to directly supporting students and their 
learning 
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[Email from individual] 
Acting 

Principal, Sub 2876 

Transformation is 
required 
Smaller hubs 
Education as a political 
football 
Funding inclusive 
learning environments 
Protecting school culture 

(blank) The concept of the hubs could have benefits for o r students  taff and 
community but only if it is managed in a timely way  with p rsonnel that 
have proven expertise in their field. I wo ld sug st tha  these hubs need to 
be smaller rather than the 120 schools I have h ard mentioned 
I believe education should not be a politi  footba l where a change of 
government brings change for chools that  are in the interests of the 
Political party, but not in the b st int s  of those administering the 
changes. Or indeed our children 
If we really care about he f ure ge ation there needs to be funding to 
support the excellent work ha  is happening, in spite of the challenges we 
face in providing an inclu ive l arning environment 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2877 

Opposed to changes Opposed No specific ecom nda n  

[Email from organisation] 
 
 

Sub 2878 

Evidence of improved 
student outcomes is 
lacking 
Special Character 
Proprietor's role 
Principal accountability 

ECE and tertiary not addressed in the report 
Improving some outcomes may pull other schools back 
Cost of implementation 

Ther  needs  be a co esive approach across all sectors, not just the 
compul ry se  
I   great t we are having a discussion about improving learner 
outc mes for tudents. Let’s keep the students the main focus of this 
re iew a d look at ways we can help these students now be at the forefront 
f any changes 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

Sub 2880 

Evidence 
Speed of Consultation 
Kids as 'guinea pigs' 

TF report not well evidenced Slow down the consultation process 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] Sophia 
Dui, Sub 2881 

Evidence 
Independence of TF 

proposal lacks sufficient support data and analysis 
I also doubt the independent task force is n t chos n indep ndently. 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

2882 

Parenting 
Teacher pay 
Governance 

(blank) Parents need to be educated in importance of children attending school 
regularly and full time before children’s education can be righted 
Parents need to parent - discipline and pay attention to children and spend 
time with them 
Fix teacher pay and support staff before interfering with school governance 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

ND, Sub 2883 

Financial literacy in 
curriculum 

(blank) Teach kids financial literacy 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] 

 
Sub 2884 

(blank) Semi legible - do n  reform  No reform? 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from Individual ] 

 Sub 
2885 

Consultation process See submitte  recomm ndations slow down and let us do it better 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] 

 
Sub 2886 

Hubs and democracy 
Funding for change 

Devo ving power to 20 hubs will result in less democracy and will waste 
m ney which would be better spent elsewhere 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] 

Stre gth based f cus The proposal is only concerned with what is not working but not what is 
working well 

No specific recommendations 
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Sub 2887 

   

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] 

 
Sub 2888 

Opposition to change Oppose proposals No specific recommendations 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  
Sub 2889 

Opposition to 
governance change 
Spending on teachers 

(blank) As a tax payer, I don't want to pen  mon y on hubs. I would like to spend 
money on the teachers 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

Sub 2890 

More clarity (blank) I think there needs to be more c ity from the taskforce 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from Individual ]  
Sub 2891 

National party policy How does National plan to solve, or at least ameliorate, the issue of teacher 
shortages as a substitute for the taskforce ideas? 

No pecifi  rec mmen ations 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

 Sub 2892 

Keep the status quo See submitter recommendations We n't ne d to change schools that are doing well 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] 

 
Sub 2893 

(blank) Men in Education! N  cific recommendations 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual] 

 
Sub 2894 

Keep the status quo Don’t like the new proposals. Keep status quo 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

Sub 2895 

Keep the status quo Don’t like the new proposals. Keep status quo 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

2896 

Keep the status quo 
Targeted support, where 
needed 

See submitter recommendations Please keep good schools and help those really need help 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual]  

Sub 2897 

Opposed Lack of critical analysis 
Governmental con l 
Hubs will cause harm 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard to Nikki Kaye 
from individual][  

Sub 2898 

Opposed Cost 
Diversity 
Insuffi ient d tail 
L ck of sultation 

No specific recommendations 

[Postcard to Nicky Kay 
from individual]  
Sub 2899 

(blank) C n th  Nat al Party ask the Review office publishing all the finding from 
all th  feedback 

Publish findings from feedback? 

[Postcard to Nicky Kay 
from individual][  

 Sub 2900 

No one-size-fits-all 
Community-led 
admini tration 

Th re is no one size fits all solution The community should continue to have a say and be involved in the 
school administration 
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[Postcard to Nicky Kay 
from individual]  
Sub 2901 

(blank) Baby out with bath water No specific recommendations 

[Email from individual] 
Teacher, 

Sub 2902 

Status quo board 
governance 
Special Character 
One-size-does-not-fit-all 

Negative effects of hub governance on special character If a school is not able to self-govern eff ctive y, th n additional support 
should be provided 
The recommendations are mor  focussed on reaucracy and this money 
would be better used to provid  the qui d resourcing for school based 
professional development and enhancing he status, conditions and 
remuneration of teach rs an  supp  aff 

[Email from school board] 
 

Sub 2904 

Governance theory 
Resourcing 
Curriculum content 
Teacher Support 
Societal Change 
BOT training/education 

(blank) The recommendatio  in the re rt seem to be predicated on the idea that 
changing governance arr ngem nts for schools will address issues of 
equity of ou ome  edu ti n. It is our view that such matters are better 
addressed by the sourcing provided to schools, the content of the 
curr ulum  u port fo  teachers and societal change 
We agr  with Ass iation of Proprietors of Integrated Schools (APIS) that 
it uld b  unfortunate if schools such as ours were compromised through 
the impositio  of a new bureaucracy in order to try and address those 
sch ols hat are failing to meet the same standard.  and all other 
chools hat are performing well would be better served by continuing its 

o  g vernance and full management of its own affairs 
There are a number of ways that the variability on Boards could be 
addressed. Compulsory training and professional development for Board 
members. Some people will come to Boards with applicable professional 
skills in finance, public policy, law, construction, governance, education or 
community work. Some do not. New trustees could be required to 
complete an education programme, provided by the STA as a condition of 
taking office 
Professional governance advice could be made available to Boards that: 1. 
are struggling with their governance duties 2. are in conflict with the 
principal 3. have received an ERO report that raises significant concerns 
Such advisers could be drawn from former Board members, former 
principals and other people with relevant experience in governance, 
finance or leadership. While the adviser would not be a trustee, they would 
support the Board with its current challenges 
Most Boards do not have people with sufficient experience in the 
education profession to make informed appointment choices. The Ministry 
of Education could provide compulsory support for the appointment of 
principals. Each Board could be required to have a professional adviser 
support it in assessing candidates. While the Board would still choose who 
to employ, it would be a decision made with the benefit of professional 
advice. Schools could also be required to have professional advice on the 
assessment and development of the principal 
We urge the taskforce and the Government to reconsider the proposals 
around reform of schooling in New Zealand. They threaten many of the 
positive aspects of the current model of governance and management with 
a centralised control model that is unlikely to deliver improvements 
we recommend that the taskforce explore ways to better support teachers, 
better resources schools, better assist boards of trustees and address the 
wider societal problems that make the largest contribution to under-- 
performance 
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[Email from school board] 
 

2905 

BOT reorientation 
Hub construction 
Objection to principal 
5YA 
Equity increase and 
equity funding index 
Parent Donations 

(blank) We are supportive of the goal to increase equity tween sch ls through a 
network approach to schooling provision, but belie  that th s would have 
to be managed very carefully over a lon  period f time  A rushed or 
overly bold approach could end up exac rbati g th  current unhealthy 
competition and segregation that is seen n ome ar as 

[Email from individual] 
Board Chair, 

Sub 2906 

Change in school 
structure 
Disestablishment of 
NZQA and ERO 
Change in governance 
model 

(blank) No specific recommendati s 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 

2907 

Character and resilience 
curricula 

(blank) A broa  rich rriculum which encourages inquiry and critical thinking 
and helps p ople to develop an empathy with a range of perspectives 
(beyond any ingle set of ‘Kiwi values’), an approach that nurtures skills in 
M hs a d English and the pursuit of knowledge and understanding might 
ake us oser to what is meant by an ‘education’. A fully-rounded 

e ion, gives the opportunity to our youth to go forward. All these 
things have to work together however – there is no ‘add- on’ we can call 
haracter and resilience. And there are no accountability measures for 

these things either 
Perhaps the Department of Education could launch an award to recognise 
schools, who offer or are already offering specific programmes to teach 
pupils character and resilience. Yes it might attract scepticism and a degree 
of sarcasm in some quarters but once others see the benefits, I believe they 
will also come on board 
I suggest we use ‘character and resilience’ as an umbrella term for the 
attributes that enable individuals to make the most of opportunities, to ask 
for help when it is needed, to stick with things when the going gets tough, 
to bounce back from adversity and to forge meaningful relationships 
The Department of Education should use an award to promote the very 
best current efforts in schools to develop character and resilience. 
Purposeful character and resilience programmes, which explicitly teach 
pupils how to focus, concentrate, manage confidence, boost motivation and 
regulate emotions, are paramount. We need to learn how to teach young 
people these skills so they successfully deploy the type of self-control, 
which can help them to live happy, healthy and meaningful lives 
Some children of course require additional support and ‘one-on-one’ aid at 
school and there are people who are doing a magnificent job in this area. 
We must not however lose sight of those who excel in the classroom as 
they also need support 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 2908 

Governance 
Racism 
Oppostition to Hubs 

(blank) Instead of the Ministry continuing to allow the sc ools freed m to decide 
and develop their own design for physical building  we nee  a series of 
“off-the-shelf” building styles so that we have a massiv  reduction in the 
expense of engaging architects when th  is c mple ely unnecessary 
Put out an RFP for a group of say 10 des s that would be used for all 
future school buildings and rem ve the opp ity for the incredible waste 
of funds incurred by allowing nnec a y freedom when the greatest 
freedom comes from structure 
Absolutely critical to the ad ncem  f Māori in the education sector and 
all other industries where w  n d to have a balanced representation from 
Māori. The mechanism f r that balance is language and culture. What 
would work e  better  for Māori to be compulsory in all State and 
State-Integ ated s hools 
In o der to chi ve bo h the cultural and the structural transformation we 
are see ing, i  s vital to ensure: Significant reconceptualization and 
reconfigu tion of the system stewardship function of the Ministry of 
Educ ion 
It would e completely inappropriate to proceed with Education Hubs for 
he following reasons: The cost would be unacceptable when the delivery 

o  h  upport that Hubs are supposed to correct would not change as we 
would be populating those Hobs with the same people and personalities 
hat currently populate the regional offices and they do not understand their 

core role which is to support Boards, school management and teaches to 
deliver teaching 
We need to upskill regional staff on what their actual role is and realign 
that to ensure that it is what is delivered by those offices 
There would be too many differences across the Hubs to make a 
meaningful impact on the delivery of teaching/education in the sector. The 
costs would be related to administrative, financial, logistical variation 
across each as the likelihood is that the person in charge will want to put 
their “stamp” on the organisation forgetting that they are there to service 
the public not have their ego massaged in any way 
We need to align the basic aspects of administration, finance, HR and 
property management across the sector to reduce the amount of 
interpretation required to understand what is being delivered and what is 
not. The fact is structure gives you freedom, if this is consistent across the 
sector then transferring of non-teaching roles will be seamless where it is 
not currently and a large amount of time is spent on training and upskilling 
And This would make all aspects of how schools are operated much easier 
to monitor and audit so nothing is hidden. The property arena needs to stop 
allowing school to make decisions on having their own designs for the 
build of the school and reduce that negotiation and time wasting by 
providing a group of “off-the-shelf” designs for every schools in the 
country with a maximum of 10 available: This will majorly reduce costs 
associated with the engagement of Architects, which I understand can be in 
the region of $40M in a given year 
This would also reduce the opportunities for conflicts of interest to occur 
although I suspect that the majority of such conflicts are hidden behind 
legal blinds such as Trusts (clearly a misnomer) and companies with 
unnamed directors/silent partners and the like which serve as loopholes for 
those conflicts to remain hidden Proa
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   It will also ensure that we are able to consistently eliver the utcomes 
without minimal disruption. They would be much e sier to eliver and 
maintain as there could be a simple struc ure fo  manag ng the 
maintenance aspects as well 
There is nothing proven that states that ind vidual esigns of schools is 
making any difference to the ou comes for t  children being taught ion 
those environments as the old r priv  hools are still in the old style 
building and their outcomes do n t appea  to be detrimentally affected by 
those buildings 
And The various EBOT’s wou d have a markedly reduced role when 
deciding what a school w ll loo  like and the negotiations and time 
involved woul   reduc d meaning that all aspects of the set-up of the 
school will be clea er 
We eed to igh en ou  practices related to allowing for teachers/principals 
to be a sent f m the chool with the authority of the Board of Trustees. 
All such B ard approved absences need to be funded by Board funds. They 
have uthori y over those funds but they do not have any authority over 
Mi stry (read public) funds and this assumption that they can do this must 

op and be realigned to those entities having to ask for permission from 
e Mi istry before they allow this. This includes the pay out of annual 

leave for secondary principals where it is either the principal that is paid 
ut that is paid from BG or the incoming principal as we cannot pay for 

two principals at the same time from the same source 
Kāhui Ako needs more not loess structure: Unfortunately these have been 
put in place with very little consultation in the sector and in the majority of 
cases what we have seen is that all payments associated with the Kāhui 
Ako sit with the lead school to the detriment of all other schools within the 
so-called community 
Kura Kaupapa Māori and the forwarding of that stream of schooling: Until 
schooling in Māori context is delivered by a trained workforce it will not 
fulfil on the promise that Kohanga Reo started 
Such schools need to have the facility to train their teachers while they are 
employed, this MUST be done within the appropriate mechanisms for both 
teaching and educating 
The target should be fluent speakers and then train them to either train new 
teachers coming through the system OR train themselves as they already 
know Te Reo and they just need to learn how to teach 
Last but not least, redress the inherent racism of the education/teaching 
sector 
Last but not least, redress the inherent racism of the education/teaching 
sector: the majority of teachers view kids of any form of Polynesian 
descent as being difficult to teach and unlikely to progress to any form of 
professional career and is the inherent cause of failure in the majority of 
cases of Māori and PI in the education system. The majority of teaches do 
not view us as being likely to succeed and “expectation theory” creates that 
exact result. This has been the status quo since before I entered schooling 
and still exists, at a less overt level but clearly evidenced by results in the 
sector. If the results generated for a large group of clients (approx. 30%) 
occurred in any other industry we would close it down as being not viable 
to support yet we tolerate this abject failure on the part of teachers and the 
education system as if it were the expected outcome and this is a tolerable Proa
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failure. I find this fascinating and hugely disappo ting 
When we as a nation accept that this clearly shows  very unhealthy level of 
racism existing in the sector amongst tho e tha  urpo   be “trying” to 
advance the lives of those in less educa d job environments which would 
reduce the level of poverty in NZ and al  of he ass ciated ills that poverty 
brings i.e. family violence, alcoh li m, dr g addic ion etc. then nothing will 
change in this country 
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[Email from school board] 

 
Silverstream School Board 
of Trustees (Upper Hutt), 
Sub 2909 

Governance 
Reorientation of BOTs 
Renumeration of BOTs 
Education Workforce 
plan 
Support for Hub 
oversight 

(blank) We submit that if this proposal is not implem nted p operly  with the 
appropriate levels of both human and financial sourcing, that it will have 
a huge detrimental effect on all schools  In th  pres nt model, schools with 
well-functioning leadership teams and en ged, pr fessional Boards, can 
control their own decision-mak ng for the b f  of children, staff and 
communities. This will be los  throu  t  Education Hub model 
So while we think that in theory this stru ure could work, it will only 
work if it is done well  with  high l of financial and human resourcing 
(with the appropriate skill s ts) 
We suggest that where a Hub's performance is lacking, there is a quick and 
effective me hani  for ele ating all tasks back to a Board, with Ministry 
support, un il the erformance issues are remedied. 

[Email from school board] 
 
 

Sub 2910 

Hub opposition 
Threat to Special 
Character 
Targeted needs-based 
support 
Intersectoral cohesion 
and reform 

(blank) We lieve h y shoul  be offered assistance, while leaving those schools 
that hav  good munity involvement and are good stewards for their 
s h ols an  communities to continue in their present form 
Changing the way Schools are governed is not going to address the 
pr blem f under achievement for Māori or Pasifika students or the so 
alled t il. This needs to be addressed across all areas including health and 

we are 

[Email from individual] 
Parent & 

BoT Chair, Sub 2911 

Development of 
principals 
Special education 
resources 
Re-shaping of board role 
Teacher pay 

(blank) I would suggest that a move toward a School Committee would better 
describe what we do and indeed should do. I work extensively with owner 
managed businesses and you would not see a Board in place without 
relevant business experience. Many Boards are in place with only the 
Principal and Staff rep having education expertise – that is, there is no 
“external” education knowledge at the table 
Please pay teachers more. They need and deserve a significant increase in 
salaries and support. They are educating our future. 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2912 

Opposed to hubs 
Centralised governance 
Democracy 
Increased bureaucracy 
with centralised 
governance 

(blank) Give them the responsibilities and tools to do the job -- while maintaining 
oversight with basic guidelines and to ensure abuses do not get out of hand 
NZ is good -- but could be better if we return responsibility to schools and 
get central government and their proposed minions at hubs as far away as 
possible. Perhaps, then you'll see far more young people join the profession 
to make that difference we need. 

[Email from school board] 
 

Sub 2914 

Status quo preferred 
The system is not broken 

(blank) Changing the whole system will disrupt, add more cost and make raising 
student achievement difficult for many schools. The recommendations of 
this report will not help our school. 
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[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2915 

Report too vague 
Parents not informed 
Education paradigm shift 
Community-based model 
is functioning 
Pilot trial required 

(blank) For such a seismic shift in education system para gm – you y urselves 
should have held a detailed information sessions at ach sch ol to inform 
parents – sent details of the proposal home with hildre  for us parents to 
read. This was not done, sorely lacking 
Wholesalechanges are not always necess  nor w e. At the very least in 
my view more prudent and resp nsible step  h uld be taken to trial this 
radically new paradigm on a small s p  scale where the need has arisen 
for such an extra layer of bureau racy to xist 
? Overall I am not in suppor  of cen l ing the current system. I think it’s 
misplaced as a soluti n. Th  fo us should be on better paid teaching and 
training, collaboration an  fund ng 

[Email from school board & 
whānau consultation], 
Tirimoana School, Sub 2916 

Learning and Teaching 
Provisions and 
Resourcing 
Governance 
Transitioning students 
Negative impact of 
proposed changes 

Change should aid, not strip schools of features that make them effective Increasing the bud t to ur hool so that we can consistently run and 
develop up n tea hing and learning initiatives such as ensuring we have 
teac r aide  t  assist eachers with students who have different ablities or 
challen ing b havio rial needs, maintaining our Special Needs Co- 
ordinator, Te Reo Oranga and Environmental Programmes 
Scho s core usiness should be the education of our children not local 
fundrais ng. Under the proposed Schooling Futures recommendations we 
upport he lifting of provisions to all schools by at least 15%, but also ask 

f   increase 20% to allow for increasing costs to be factored into the 
timeframe that it would take approve the recommendations within the 

chooling Futures Report 
We understand that change is inevitable and support some areas of the 
Schooling Futures Report but ask the Education and Work Force Select 
Committee to consider a model that aids not strips schools of features 
that make them effective 

[Email from individual] 
Principal, Sub 

2917 

Hubs for professional 
growth and developing 
leadership 
Reinstatement of 
Advisory 
Removal of ERO 
Teacher shortage 
Unrealiable teacher 
training 
Societal social issues 
Erosion of the teaching 
profession 
National inequality 
Lack of ECE in report 

(blank) I do not believe that all we have is broken but I am tired of teachers and 
leaders being seen as poor quality. We need funding and change to happen 
in a systematic and developed way. I think the Hubs are a great idea but 
please bring them in in a planned and resourced way. Build the personnel 
and resources needed over the next three years with a drive to improve 
education. Do not tear it all apart and hope that the present education sector 
will make it work 
I believe that one of the first challenges that needs to be addressed in this 
process is the inequality that we face as a nation. This disparity needs to be 
addressed across all structures and government entities, not just education 
Yes I believe we need change but firstly we need education to be seen as a 
profession that is worth being apart of. We need our government to value 
us and show they do by addressing the issues that are now 
The ministry are asking for equity, equality, well-being and inclusiveness 
to be drivers, then they need to show it to the education workforce. Being 
valued is a huge part of well-being and at present we don’t have that 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
 

Sub 2918 

School network reviews 
Small schools 
Rural schools 

Small s hoo  singled out for closure With children in the community the community is actively engaged 
in raising the children. We would like to see this maintained 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 2919 

Centralised control 
model 
Cost of delivery 
Targeted approach to 
underlivering schools 
Hub opt-in model 
Teacher shortage 
Teacher quality 

(blank) A more targeted approach to underperforming sc ols (with t in support 
from the existing Ministry of Education) and a targ ed rem neration 
structure that rewards highly performing eache  will ter address the 
issues identified in a small minority of New Z aland schools 
I believe a more targeted approach to tho  chool  that are not achieving 
the desired results is a more sen ible use of rces. This could take the 
form of an ‘opt in’ arrangeme t whe y hose schools that are aware of 
their delivery issues could seek irect input from centralised resources, 
while those schools tha  are erformin  well should be left to continue as is 

[Email from school board] 
 

2920 

Education system is 
serving the majority 
Small and Rural schools 
Remuneration 
Insufficient 
implementation detail 

Small and rural schools will be disproportiately and negatively affected by 
hub governance 

Having read the repo t we re o concerned with the many ideas that 
have very little detail as t  how they would work practically on the ground 
for our school   ems ere i  a lot more thought and consideration 
needed bef re full  implementing these ideas in practice 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2921 

Enrolment zones 
House prices 

(blank) No sp cific commendations 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2922 

Status quo works for the 
majority 
State-integration 
5-year principal 
agreement 

(blank) he stat  integration Agreement presently supports diversity in cultural 
a  igious fields as shown all over NZ after the terrible CHCH attacks. 
This is something we are famous for all over the world and this must not 

e put to risk 
All the proposed additional state funds should be given to the low 
performing schools and the well performing schools should be kept as up 
to now 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Sub 2923 

8 Key issues Hubs will reduce buy-in of individuals It is better to have passionate parents, boards of trustees, principals and 
staff who may require additional training overseeing a school, than a 
dispassionate professional with all the skills and no personal incentive to 
improve a school. Designing a future education system should encourage 
staff and students to take more personal responsibility, not less 
Funding does need to be increased to support high quality teachers and 
support their professional development 
Funds should be redistributed to invest in new models pioneered by the 
likes of I Have A Dream Foundation, The Springboard Trust and Teach 
First. In sport, great coaches like Sir Graham Henry, Sir Arthur Lydiard 
and Dick Tonks show that they can turn raw talent into champions 
Principals do need greater support to upskill, however rather than 
centralised education hubs providing this oversight (and appointments), it 
is best to follow successful models like The Springboard Trust 
Those schools servicing underperforming school should receive more 
support, but high-performing schools utilising other revenue generating 
methods (ie international students) should not be disadvantaged 
Strategic oversight of the education system is to be encouraged, but not 
day-to-day interference by a centralised group of agencies 
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[Email from individual] 
Principal, 

Sub 2924 

Trust between Ministry 
and schools 
Review Terms of 
Reference 
Choice 
Historical perspectives of 
Tomorrow's schools 
reforms 
Comparison of previous 
reforms with TSR TF 
proposals 
Lack of true 
independence of TF 
Lack of costings for 
proposed reforms 

Lack of parental/community input to governance is problematic There are obvious solutions to inequality: More s pport for hool 
principals, and teachers servicing such communitie  More upport for the 
school boards. More money for school p toral re an  o provide vision 
and create expectations. Higher properly targe ed f nding for schools with 
a lower socio-economic demographic 
Principals and teachers are gro ly underpai  P ncipals and teachers in a 
well-supported environment make th  b gest difference to children's 
educational outcomes so let's rec uit the b st and pay them what they're 
worth 
Around 10% of child en an  g erally their schools are under achieving- 
let's support them additionally with services and targeted funding 
Let's put som  eff t into qu ising educational outcomes between boys 
and girls 
Let s trust p rents to w rk with their principals and staff on their children's 
educati nal di ctio  Let's work towards a true partnership in New 
Ze land s  through good education our children's world is opened to the 
poss lities fe offers 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, 

Sub 2925 

Target funding to high 
need 
Teacher shortage 
Extra layer of 
bureaucracy 

Well functioning boards are best equipped to be at the coalface of their 
schools 

W  belie e that the considerable additional resource required to create the 
ew Ed cation Hubs could be better spent resourcing the targeted areas of 

nee  
We believe that we should be striving for an education system that 
promotes equity and excellence for all students. The current education 
system is not broken and is serving the majority of our students very well. 
Focus should be on increasing the funding and support for those schools 
that need it most, so that all students have equal access to this 

[Email from individual] 
 Parent, Sub 

2927 

One-size-fits-all 
Grass-roots 
administration 

(blank) Children need continuity and stability, in a world where this is increasingly 
the exact opposite. Schools are an extension of the home and should be run 
by the people who know the children and community they belong to 

[Email from individual]  
Teacher, Sub 2928 

Vertical system of 
education 

(blank) My main idea for better education provision in Aotearoa is for a change to 
the present horizontal system of education where students attend 
institutions based on their age. As an alternative, why not move to a 
vertical system where children attend the same institution from 
kindergarten right through to high school. These learning hubs would 
create a real community where the individual can be nurtured and 
developed all the way through their education by people who have known 
them since day one 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2930 

Local Teacher Aides (blank) No specific recommendations 
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S b 2931 
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students have the 

opportunity to learn in a variety of contexts 
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[Email from individual] 
 Citizen- 

taxpayer & ex-teacher, Sub 
2932 

Governance 
Schooling provision 

(blank) The dynamic balance of BoT independence, linkages and is tion from 
and with its pastoral community, and from the Min try is p rhaps 
inevitable as feelings of 'otherness' devel p, an  hese must be broken 
down because of the wasteful tensions which sult from them 
The loss of sight of the fact of schools be g part o  the entire education 
system is one of these outcome  as the repo  d ument suggests (p. 45). 
Active discouragement of suc  attitu s hould be undertaken except 
perhaps when sporting competit ns are t  be entertained 
In my view it is issues f ex ssive kload which leads to the high loss 
of beginning teacher  and thos  who leave the service within five years of 
their commencement (p. 9). T e problem has been identified, so remedial 
action is urge y quir  
A sharp in ease in the operating grant for schools, followed by suitably 
size  annua  in reases s required to address this deficiency 

[Email from individual]  
 Parent, Sub 2933 

Status quo serves the 
majority 
Parental donations 
Special Character 
Parental/Community 
involvement 

(blank) P tal in lvement is beneficial 
Kee ng parents and community at arm’s length is a bad idea and does not 
p mote xcellence. One suggestion is to let the schools themselves decide 
whether to opt in to the Hubs or not. I think this has merit 
I submit that the recommendations from the Tomorrow's Schools Review 

t be implemented as a blanket change across all schools. Rather they 
should be targeted to schools that need help. 

[Email from school board] 
Simon Clarke & Dougal 
McGowan, Principal & BoT 
member respectively, 
Kaikorai Primary School, 
Sub 2934 

Governance 
Partnership 
Performance 
management of 
principals 
Cross-sector cohesion 

(blank) Without a significant improvement in other Ministries such as Health, 
Social Welfare, Justice and Employment, the same 20% of children who 
have not achieved under Tomorrow Schools will reappear as statistics in 
this new model 
We believe that many of the issues recognised by the Taskforce could be 
solved through improved funding and greater support for schools which 
need help within our current system 

[Email from 2 individuals] 
 

Parents, Sub 2935 

Current ministerial rights 
Addressing governance 
issues 
Status quo for the 
majority 

(blank) I am not in favour of the Report's recommendations in removing the 
current responsibilities of Boards of Trustees and the establishment of 
Education Hubs. When boards are underperforming, get in there and do 
your damn job and remove inept members and put in oversight to allow 
good decisions to be made. You have the ability to do that now so DO IT. 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2936 

Status quo for the 
majority 
One-size-doesn’t-fit-all 
Differentiation for 
Difference 
Donations 
Increased bureaucracy 
Teacher pay 

(blank) Please pay our teachers more 
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[Email from individual] 
Principal, 

Sub 2937 

The problem with hubs 
Structural change 
Service delivery focus 
Systems tensions 
Systems theory 

(blank) Recommendations seem to be weighted towards ructural c nges rather 
than how the quality of service will be improved. S uctural hange does 
not necessarily equate to improved servi e 
There are two areas which I believe are mpo ant f r us to determine first 
before we delve into the solutions for ou  many iss es and challenges: 1. 
Future direction and objectives for educatio  2  We need to recognise the 
inherent tensions that exist, de ide o  w t level is acceptable, as well as 
understanding what effect they ill have n other conditions/tensions 
within the system 
For too long schools have b en he locale where policy, programmes, 
initiatives, sector group r quirements, etc. have intersected, with the 
expectation th  hools ake ense of, relate to other actions, initiate, etc., 
without support, time and resources. Connection is important but 
alig ment i  eq ally important. Often policies, programmes, initiatives, 
and se tor gr up requ rements, are unrelated and don’t fit into a broader 
picture 

[Email from individual] 
Principal, Sub 

2938 

General agreement with 
TF report 
Dysfunction of 
Tomorrow's Schools 

(blank) No s cific commendations 

[Email from  individual] 
Sub 2940 

Socialist ideology is 
undesirable 

TRS will result in an overpowering socialist and state system ing imp d   

[Email from 
individual],  

Sub 2941 

Unitecs Concerned Unitecs will be the next group to be impacted y TRS 
overpowering socialist approach 

 

[Email from individual] 
 

Psychologist, Sub 2942 

Small/rural school 
closures/merges 
Social Cohesion 
Small schools as taonga 

(blank) One should not only consider economic issues but also the mental health 
and wellbeing of students, parents, and teachers in this review 
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[Email from individual] 
Sub 2943 

Administration and 
student outcomes 
Small classrooms 
Reasonable teacher 
working conditions 
Sufficient PLD 
Special character 

(blank) Factors that drive good learning outcomes are sm ll class siz  having 
skilled and engaged teaching staff who have realist  workl ads and 
sufficient access to the latest teaching to s, res rces a d sufficient PLD 
There is a need for more support in this rea om b th Ministry and 
NZCEO particularly on tagged positions  there i  an acute lack people to 
recruit from. We believe a coll boration bet  the schools BOT, 
NZCEO and the Hub could ge erate n fits in this area of key person 
recruitment 
SAS believe a collabo ative pproa h  building and development is 
needed. We believe that m nt ance should be controlled by the Hub as 
this is not in any way rel ed to driving student performance and can 
require speci l  kills n t always available on BOT. The Hub should use 
its econom s of s ale and employ its own maintenance team to maintain 
ass ts of th  sta e and roprietor to a suitable standard 
Propri ors a ets sh uld be maintained within the Hub also with the costs 
being pas d to the Proprietor 
In te ms of d velopment SAS believe the BOT should take responsibility 
for deve pment decisions (including funding) as these will be in 
lignme t with the schools strategic goals to improve student outcomes 

Th  Hub could offer professional skills deliver the construction project to 
ensure it is delivered on time and within budget to an acceptable and 
consistent specification and quality 

[Email from individual] 
Parent, BOT 

member, Sub 2944 

Governance 
Competition and Choice, 
and School Leadership 
Subjectivity of report 
Lack of evidence-base. 
Poor diversity in Task 
Force 
Weakening of 
community input on 
BOTs 
Status quo for the 
majority 

(blank) A wider range of backgrounds and experience on the Task Force may well 
have brought more diverse thinking during the process of compiling the 
report 
That said, I accept that a small percentage of schools have struggled to get 
good governance expertise on their boards. This might require from 
intervention from the Ministry, but the vast majority of schools run 
perfectly well without this 
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[Email from individual] 
Louisa Sifakula, Parent, Sub 
2945 

TF report is 
discriminitory 
Lack of digital 
integration in NZ schools 
Wider social diversity 
Modern innovative 
teaching styles 
Education Hubs as a 
'silver bullet' 

Isolating Māori and Pacific as 'priority learners' is discriminatory and 
unhelpful 

New Zealand’s education system should be desig ed to cate  f r all of 
New Zealand’s youth, to prepare them for a global digital world. This 
should be the impetus for change 
To isolate Māori and Pacific poor perfo man  as  driver for change 
reinforces stigma and sends the wrong m age to hose who succeeded, 
excelled and who are currently ucceeding d xcelling under this system. 
We should celebrate the succe s of al  dents regardless of ethnicity 
rather than belittle what they ha e achiev d under Tomorrows Schools and 
we should be looking t  he  all studen  who are not succeeding, 
regardless of ethnicit  
I would propose instead that a small scale taskforce be assembled to assist 
those schools  eed e additional help, and schools have the option of 
opting in fo  the se vice 
The ervice  th t the t kforce provides should cover the issues highlighted 
The op  in me hanism means funds would be allocated to areas where 
support is eeded rather than having a full scale change which would be 
costl  and no  necessary for all schools 
A  paren  of some schools lack the capacity, the taskforce should play a 
ole in capacity building as they are effectively building empowered 

co munities who play a critical role in supporting the learning of our 
children. This could be something as simple as having a couple of evening 
courses for new parents. For Māori and Pacific parents, this would be very 
beneficial and could spark their involvement in community boards and 
have a multiplier effect 
The work of Associate Professor Damon Salesa rings loud when reading 
the review. His Island Time work highlights issues like non diverse 
neighbourhoods and subsequently non diverse schools which need to be 
considered 
I feel however that the groundwork for more diverse communities needs to 
come via housing policies. Would state housing spread evenly across all 
suburbs of Auckland create more diverse schools and would this diversity 
benefit marginalized students? As suburbs within Auckland become more 
diverse, then likewise children will become more comfortable learning in 
these environments 
Finally, with respect to improving the success rates of Māori and Pacific 
and other marginalized students the key is to look at innovative teaching 
methods rather than funding more bureaucracy 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
ub 2946 

Lack of information for 
State-integrated schools 
Effects on special 
character 
Safety of reserved funds 

(blank) We also are concerned about reserved funds that have come about through 
the careful financial management of previous Boards. We would like to see 
some assurance that these funds are protected for each individual school 
and stays as there funds not absorbed into the system but there for the 
students of our school to enhance their learning environments and supports 
as needed 
Board presence and input should be included as part of any process and 
certainly any decision that is made about the school staff students or 
management practice 
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[Email from individual] 
 Academic, 

Sub 2947 

Digital technology 
Mixed outcomes from 
digital learning research 

(blank) Current research shows that technology should no  lead teac g, but that 
teaching should lead technology. This is because d ital learning inherently 
encourages individualistic rather than th e coll borati  teaching and 
learning methods promoted in the repor  that he educational outcomes of 
digital learning are not certain, and that due relia ce on technology to 
remedy complex social ills is unwarranted 
While there is a place for tech ology n ducation, there is no place for 
considering that digital technology is the olution for complex, systemic, 
social and economic pr ble s. 

[Voicemail from individual] 
Sub 2948 

Governance 
Cultural competence 

BoTs not equipped for governance responsibilities Important that comp sition of bs [governing bodies?] reflects 
community. Cultural competen e training across the board, cognisant of 
ethnic makeu   omm nity  

[Voicemail from 
individual], Sub 2949 

Competiiton 
Staffing hubs 

Competition has created winners and losers. Need to think of all kids in NZ. 
There is a real difference in the education kids are offered - not in teaching 
quality but in resources. Concerned about staffing for hubs. But need drastic 
change. 

No specifi  recommendations 

[Voicemail from 
individual], Principal, Sub 
2950 

All 8 issues General expression of support for proposals BoT  need tr ning in governance and development of strategic and annual 
pl ns 
mportant that PLD revised, more consistency of messages from providers. 

Needs to be more accessible. Having providers working in schools 
regularly would be helpful. 

[Voicemail from 
individual], Sub 2951 

MLE Can be collaborative and positive but all day every day is very no  and 
distracting, and there is limited feedback from educators. Some chil n lack 
self-management skills - MLE doesn’t work for every child. 

A combination of both traditional and MLE where students can have more 
structure and be in controlled environment as well as the discovery, 
collaborative approach of a MLE would be ideal. 

[Voicemail from 
individual], Sub 2952 

Learning difficulties See submitter recommendations Urgent attention needed for behavioural and learning difficulties, to equip 
teachers to apply strategies in class, and to raise awareness 
Need early intervention in ECE and primary school with evidence based 
diagnosis, and early intervention with behavioural and emotional needs 
through counsellors and health nurses in primary schools 
Throughout teachers need to be educated in learning difficulties, e.g. 
dyslexia, and need resources to meet the needs of diverse learners. 

[Voicemail from 
individual], Sub 2953 

Learning Support 
Recongising existence of 
South Island 

Wellington is far away - Ministry r giona  ffi es - 3 reports before anything 
done 
DHBs don’t cope financially[cf m de  
See no Treasury i put on TF report. Could be very expensive but something 
needs to be done wit  Learnin  Support 
Good to keep ics o   changes all the time - Students not lab rats 
Very conce ned about our polytechs down south 
Does Wellin ton even now the South Island exists - Teaching Council has 
7 N th I land s - h lo?! 
RTLBs ch ve nothing 

Get Ed Psych service and SLTs back 
Link successful schools with unsuccessful ones 
Don't level the ground so much no one gets/achieves anything 
Need to team up with other social agencies 
Do a review of Reading Recovery - it doesn't work. 

[Email from organisation] 
 
 

Sub 2956 

Equity 
Systemic lack of fit-fo  
purpose education 
Pacific learners 

(blank) The challenge for us as a country is to ensure that all of our citizens and 
residents have an education experience that meets their learning and future 
employment or business aspirations 
I would caution that if the proposed hubs do not bring in expertise from 
outside the existing education sector, it will fail to meet the desires and 
aspirations and potential that is there 
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[Email from individual] 
 

Sub 2957 

Lack of vision for the TF 
report 
Lack of clarity within the 
TF report 
'Managerialism' of the 
MINISTRY 
Crown's focus on 
simplistic 'inputs' and 
'outputs' 
Poor zoning practices 
Absence of effective 
practice-research cycle 
Crown responsibility for 
teacher quality/supply 
Conditions of service for 
teachers 

(blank) Suggestion that following this consultation phase  final sum ary 
document be developed with an emphasis on clarity o all st keholders are 
aware of the intended policy/legislative d rectio  outcomes and effects 
It is likely that many of the changes/dev lopments roposed in the Our 
Schooling Futures: Stronger Together rep t could e achieved without 
significant changes to legislati n and with s g i cant changes to agencies 
and how they currently choos  to op a  
It is vital for NZ as a nation, especially considering the increasing 
complexity of practice  in th  profe i n, that quality Teacher supply is the 
responsibility of the rown  E n more so should be the development and 
supply of quality leaders  espec ally senior leaders, for schools. No other 
area of social p y  or y G vernment responsibility, would leadership 
developme t or employment be managed as loosely as the school system 
I be ieve th t the abse e of operational policy is at the nub of the 
increa ng fr tration and lack of trust and confidence that schools describe 
in their de lining relationship with the MINISTRY. Operational policy is 
also c rtainly the most important contribution that a Crown agency can 
make, and will an essential role in a renegotiated schooling system 
Essentia ly, I believe that there are distinct advantages to the Crown 
( gh the local office) being the employer of staff in schools 
The role of employer should, logically, also include initial teacher 
education, in-work development (especially for middle and senior 
leadership) and monitoring/appraisal. I would not leave the development of 
school leaders in the hands of the Teachers Council. Not yet, anyway 
The current quality teacher shortage, especially in some geographic areas, 
is clear evidence as to why the Crown MUST be responsible for the 
schools’ labour market. However, regardless of who is the employer, there 
must be Crown interest/involvement in the appointment of school leaders, 
and key staff, into schools 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2958 

Centralisation of 
governance 

(blank) Given the scale of the proposed changes, it is very important that we can 
have confidence in the efficacy of these changes in achieving the desired 
results 
In general I think there needs to be a lot more public discussion and debate 
on the changes proposed in the Tomorrow's Schools Review Report, given 
that its recommendations could have such a large impact on our children's 
futures 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 2959 

Status quo for the 
majority 
5-year principal terms 
Teacher secondment 

(blank) The tenure of the Principal of the well-performing school should not be 
time-limited: stable management is essential for the emotional security of 
the pupils, and inspires confidence in the parents and staff. 

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2960 

Hubs 
Diverting governance 
from communities 
Capping donations 
Zoning reconfigurati n 

Hub   a re grade tep back to 70 years ago Rather than bemoaning out of zone enrolments, perhaps a constructive 
approach would be to question why some schools are overwhelmed with 
enrolment applications 
In short the State system zones restrict parental choices for their child's 
education. We as parents know what best suits our child. The school a 
child attends should not be determined by where they live 
Having a diversity of educational choices and giving parents the ability to 
decide what is the most beneficial option for their child is important 
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[Email from individual] 
BoT 

member, Sub 2961 

Moving teachers around 
Reserved/saved school 
funds 
Alignment with faith- 
based values 
Stand-downs 

generally positive about most aspects of proposal but couple of areas of 
concern 
State Integrated schools concerned we may lose some of our best teachers 
who are "tagged" 
uncertainty of what happens to reserve money a school has? 
How can we be assured that decisions by hubs align with our Faith and 
Values? 

No specific recommendations 

[Email from school board] 
 

Sub 2962 

Equity 
Quality teaching 
Attracting/retaining 
teachers 
Zoning 
Special character 
Targeted support 

(blank) We do want to ensure that  Special Character preservation of State 
Integrated schools is n plac   ensure the diversity of offering, more 
relevant for us, is the faith base  nd values-based education that we offer 
to students 

[Email from individual] 
Sub 

2963 

TF recommendations are 
dictatorial 
Socialist ideology is 
undesirable 

Plans outlined in the report are fundamentally divisive, taking choice, 
decision-making and power from those who know best how to educate our 
youngsters - that is, parents, trained leaders, skilled educators and exp ienced 
administrators - and handing school governance and staffing cho e to 
dictatorial government appointees. Instant alienation of grass- ots input 
 
How parents can have an input with teeth. And don’t tell me they n be 
advisors! 
 
I believe the fact that a small number of schools are struggling without the help 
and coopted skills and input they need to cope is just an ex use to impose what 
will lead to the unchallengeable - and racis   contr l of the chool-time rearing 
of our children 
 
This entire exercise is almost criminal in i  h ste and in its div rce from what 
the majority of people actually want 

I dar  you t  hold a referendum and see if the public as a whole believe 
that what you are trying to do to our education system, educators, parents 
and chil ren is actually the right thing. I put on record that, when the time 

mes  I wish to speak to this submission. 
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[Email from individual]  
 Assistant 

Principal, Sub 2964 

Reducing inequality 
Precise legislation and 
recommendations 
required 
Resourcing issue 
Status quo for the 
majority 
ERO 

(blank) The risk is that the report can be read in a range o  different ys - leaving 
open the possibility that a future govt could read it  a very different way. 
Legislation and recommendations toward  it ne d to be precise to limit the 
possibility of this 
Time is needed so teachers can collabora  o get b tter at what they do, 
and then to support their colleagues at differ  chools. This cannot 
happen effectively unless teac ers a  g n fewer contact hours 
Teacher Release funding is not adequate or this - teachers want to and 
need to be in front of their c sses  Wh t is needed is fewer classes per 
teacher, and more te chers o t ch the same number of classes. This is a 
RESOURCING issue 
ERO could c me re f quently and informally as a monitoring role, but 
then have t e abil y to intervene where necessary and have teeth to ensure 
cha ge Thi  sh uld be done in a way that it can happen before Statutory 
manag ment 
Achieving ystem-wide innovation and improvement in education, that a 
proce  base  approach to scaling has been effective in Ontario and Long 
Be ch. T is is great, but if we want that here we need first to address 
eacher orkload 

It  not be effective if hubs become implementation agencies - teachers 
and schools must be supported and resourced to become self-improving. 
This is time intensive stuff, but makes for more lasting impact 
The only way the system will improve is by investing in teachers - by 
giving them better time, conditions and money 
Wasting a huge amount of money in setting up hubs will take a long time 
to have an impact (just look at CoLs for evidence) and result unfortunately 
in a one term government 
The Minister needs to focus on the number one issue - looking after the 
people at the coal face by providing better money and time and conditions 
for the teachers of NZ 
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   Attach an “improvement expert” to each school - n extra st f member in 
SLT or advisor top work with teachers and SLT’s t  keep g ting better - 
and fund and resource them (TIME) to d  so 

[Email from individual] 
 

Architect, Polytech tutor, 
Sub 2965 

Hub organisation of 
property 

(blank) I know change is difficult and painful fo  mo  peo le. The transition to the 
new ideas needs to be arranged sensitive y 
Concluding Comments. This s ction is verbos  and unrealistic. You need 
to take account of the submiss ns y u h ve asked for and find gentler 
language and experienced people to lead ur education in a positive 
direction. If you are to  am ious d pushy there will be a revolt, which 
will be counterprodu tive f r a  people in this country 

[Email from school board] 
 

 
Sub 2966 

32 Recommendations 
Teacher salaries 

(blank) No specific ecom nda  

[Email from individual] 
 Sub 2967 

Elimination of 
intermediate schools 
School type restructure 

(blank) I  uires reful thought because it is a major logistical challenge if you 
wan  o conve t to having junior and senior colleges. It could feasibly cost 
bi lions ationally buying land to create all these schools albeit some of 
hat wo ld obviously be offset by the sale of existing land. But regardless, 

this is a major undertaking and one you would not want to do lightly 
[Email from individual] 

 Principal, Sub 
2968 

Cross-party political 
agreement 
ECE ignored 
Hubs can't be 
homogenous 
Leadership provision 
Quality Appraisal 
necessary 
Fit-for-purpose ERO 
BOT governance of 
appointments 

(blank) I  is important that the review team acknowledge that not one size fits all 
when it comes to hub size, hub staffing 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 2969 

Poverty 
Individual attitude 

(blank) No specific recommendations 

[Postcard from individual] 
Sub 2970 

Governance (blank) Empower and resource MINISTRY 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 2971 

Kaupapa - equity and 
excellence 
Hubs and local voice 
Staffing of Hubs 

(blank) I strongly believe the hubs must listen to local voice 
[Hubs] be staffed from within the coal face of the education sector (i.e. 
schools) 
[Hubs staffed by] not just more existing Ministry staff into these roles 

[Postcard from individual], 
Sub 2972 

Oversight - Education 
Commission 
Restorative paradigm 
System improvemen  
Support for home- 
schooli g pare  
Ex lusion f stude ts 

( ank) We need an independent Education Commissioner 
It needs a restorative not punitive approach with a view to system 
improvement 
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Interest group and form submissions at 29 May 2019 

In addition to the submissions detailed in the preceding table, 776 submissions have been received that are similar in content from particular interest group , or campaign or form submissions; a 
105 signature letter, and a petition with 660 signatures. The key issues and recommendations are set out in Table 4. 

 
Table 4 Summary of campaign and form submissions 

Campaign or form 
submission 

High level themes Key issues Re mmendations 

 
form 
N=142 

Local solutions 
Principal and teacher employment 
Changes can be made within 
existing mechanisms 

I do not want a hub that will tell my school what to do. I do not want our 
principal and teachers to be taken away from our school by others. Our scho l 
has programmes to suit out community and I do not think people outside our 
community will know what is best for our children. 

Some th g  in Issues 2-8 are acceptable but we do not need 
a h b or big reorganisation of systems to make these happen. 

 student 
postcard 
N=15 

Oppose hubs Hubs will not work for small rural schools No specific recommendations 

Catholic/integrated 
schools form 
N=149 

Special character of the school 
Parental choice 
One size fits all approach 
Capability of BoTs 

Catholic schools employ staff who understand Cath  valu  and tra tions 
that are the school Charism and culture - studen s perf m bes  when they 
know their teachers and there is consistency  learning 
Parents know what is best for their children an  sho d hav   ability to 
choose which school they send their children to 
Parents at the school more than capable in the role  and responsibilities 
associated with school governance 

No specific recommendations 

“As parent” form 
N=69 

Oppose hubs 
BoTs operate well 
Should be no compulsion to join 
hubs 

See high level themes Opt in to hubs 

“Write to oppose” form 
N=27 

BoT control 
Voluntary participation in hubs 
Help schools that need it 
Community input to local schools 

It is important the government lps derpe orming schools, but making 
significant changes to t e wa  su cessful schools operate is the wrong way to 
do it 

Parent-elected Boards of Trustees need to retain control of 
their schools’ rules, curriculums, qualifications, zones, 
property, and the appointment of principals 
Critical that parents and communities should be free to shape 
the future of their local schools 
Any proposal to take powers away from boards and give them 
to Education Hubs should be completely voluntary 
Instead of taking decisions away from local communities 
government should work with schools that need help 

“As parent register 
response” form 
N=10 

Oppose one size fits all Our school is succeeding/meeting my expectations as a (parent, grandparent 
tc.): tea ers are engaged, there is a high level of community engagement. 

C ncern s that these changes nurture a 'one size fits all' approach that will 
affect our school and school community. 

No specific recommendations 

“Align ECE/sector” form 
N=22 

Align ECE and schooling plans ngside the Tomorrow's Schools review, a draft ten year plan for early 
learning has been developed. Neither currently "talk" to each other. This is a 
huge missed opportunity - the early years are the foundation for lifelong 
learning. Teachers in both sectors face very similar issues. 

Align the ECE strategic plan with the proposed reforms to 
Tomorrow's Schools and properly resource ECE and schooling 

“8 key issues” form 
N=6 

Governance 
Comp ition a d choice 
Teaching uality 

No evidence that the current governance approach is not working 
Current governance of schools provides important community input in running 
of the school 

Need to invest in both better remuneration and on-going 
professional development for teachers 
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Campaign or form 
submission 

High level themes Key issues Recommendations 

 Leadership 
Central education agencies 

Principals on 5 year contract terms goes against what is required to make a 
school a long term success 
Taskforce should be looking to bring the standard of all schools up, not 
reducing all to the lowest common denominator 
Competition does not have to be at the expense of collaboration or fairness 
Quality teaching is where ‘transformational change’ should really be focused 
but proposals shy away from making a significant financial commitment to 
increasing teacher pay and introducing performance-based incentives 
Proposals are ambiguous around leadership as short-term contracts work 
against the requirement for sustainability, and the growth and developme t of 
leaders and their schools 
Leadership Advisors need clear mandates around the scope of thei  role 
Leadership should not be encumbered with oppressive over-arching st ctures 
Proposals are silent on how NZQA will be replaced 
Proposals if adopted will lead parents and teachers to privat  schools 
widening the gap that already exists 

Needs to be grea er cla ty around exams, curriculum and 
assessment 

NZEI Te Riu Roa's quick 
submission guide N=164 

Increased resourcing 
Support Māori hub and mana 
whenua representation 
Cultural change 
Transitions 
Align changes in schooling with 
ECE plan 
Working conditions 
Principal tenure 
Length of consultation 
Transparency about resourcing 
change 
Piloting hubs 
Establishment Group 

Increased resourcing and increased support f r the edu ation workforce 
underpin successful reform 
Support dedicated national hub for Kaupapa Mā  settings, universal access 
to te reo, teaching of Māori history, mana whenua  school boards, 
mandated iwi representation on hub governance bod s but these insufficient 
to create a genuinely bicultural schooling system - building capacity in 
teachers and schools is required 
Need for culture change in th  system  hubs can’t be re-reconfigured Ministry 
regional offices 
Sector buy-in requires independen  oversight f implementation 
Essential any changes t  scho ling m tch up with changes in ECE 
Enhance educators’ wo in  cond tions 
Principals must be p rma ntly mployed, time limits on appointment 
unacceptable unless greed 
Change process ust e extended to ensure sufficient public conversation 
Gov rnmen  must be transparent about increased and additional resourcing to 
imple nt cha ge 
If hubs pr eed, Government should consider pilot projects 

roposed Es blishment group must remain independent of Ministry, but be 
resource  for robust oversight of any change 
K ep int rmediate schools 

Increased resourcing, increased support for teachers and 
increased support for the education workforce must underpin 
successful reform 
National collective agreements must be maintained and 
strengthened through any change process and in any new 
employment relationships 
Principals must be permanently employed, with any time limits 
on appointment at a school or hub unacceptable unless 
agreed mutually 
The change process must be extended to ensure that there is 
sufficient public conversation to share more widely the analysis 
of the problems with Tomorrow’s Schools and broader 
consensus around solutions 
Government must be transparent about the increased and 
additional resourcing that will support any transition and new 
structures in advance of the change process, particularly in 
terms of the disparity between primary and secondary school 
resourcing 
The proposed Establishment group must remain independent 
of the Ministry, but be expanded and resourced so that it has 
robust oversight of any change 
Keep intermediate schools. 

NZEI Te Riu Roa's quick 
submission guide with 
additional comment 
N=90 

As above + individual comm nt 

"Relating to international 
education" form 
submission N=7 

International stude ts in New 
Zealand 

Taskforce report fails to acknowledge the need to organise schools in a way 
that maximises the value from enrolling fee paying foreign students in order to 
support the internationalisation of our curriculum for 21st Century learning 

No specific recommendations 
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Campaign or form 
submission 

High level themes Key issues Recommendations 

  There is insufficient information or explanation of the only reference to 
international education in the Taskforce report to allow a submission to be 
made 
The consultation process is incomplete and does not support legitimate, fair 
consultation in this area 
The Taskforce report does not represent the best interests of New Zealand in 
regard to the role and opportunities that international education has in our 
schools 
We reject the idea that enrolling international students is purely fundraising - 
this minimises the enrolment of international students and undermines eff rts 
to make international education a social, learning, pastoral and o ganisa onal 
success 
The view offered by the Taskforce undermines attempts to gain increa ed 
support for international education and its staff in New Zealand hools a d 
poses a threat to international education in the state school sector 

 

"Consider low incidence 
populations" postcard 
N=7 

Consideration of low incidence 
populations 

Consider low incidence populations such as blind a d deaf, ea blind here 
community and solutions maybe local, regional  nd na onal. 

That you consider low incidence populations such as blind and 
deaf, deafblind where community and solutions maybe local, 
regional, and national 

With reference to 
 

submissions N=15 

System not broken 
Hub detrimental 
Resourcing 
Cross-party consensus 

Taskforce is basing their radical ideas on 13% f Schools in w Zealand that 
they deem to be underperforming 
A centralised hub will be detrimental to the day-to-d y working of our 
successful school 
Address equity issues in the national con xt with increased funding and 
stewardship of those funds 
Education should not be a poli cal footb ll 
Removing respons bility for schoo  governanc  from the local community puts 
at risk the things that make sc ools e ours a special place 

The way to address equity issues in the national context is with 
increased funding followed by good stewardship of those 
funds. This also applies to growth and development in the 
teaching profession 
Education should not be a political football, and changes need 
to be made in a bipartisan fashion 

“Child attends 
” submissions 

N=47 

Choice 
Hubs costly & disempowering 
BoT successful 
System not broken 
Focus on supporting schools in 
need 

Parents/caregivers ave a ight to choose a school that is best for their child 
Resource required to creat  H bs better spent resourcing targeted areas of 
need 
Very conc rned tha  at east 50% of the staffing for Hubs is to be made up of 
prac i g ed cators - likely to attract our best teachers away from schools at a 
time f nprece ented acute quality-teacher shortage 
H  will a d another layer of bureaucracy, increase governance costs, and 
disempower schools’ communities 
We have n actively engaged Board, drawn from our school community that 
h s dem nstrated the ability to carry out its governance responsibilities 
The current education system is not broken and is serving the majority of our 

dents very well. Focus should be on increasing the funding and support for 
those schools that need it most 

Amend the Review 

Music industry form 
submission 
N=4 

Music education If we’re going to expect creativity and innovation from adults, we must be 
prepared to teach these things to them as children 
Through the skilled and structured teaching of Music and the Arts – from Early 
Childhood right through to Tertiary level – fresh creative talent can be better 
identified and nurtured 

That it is vital that music is retained as one of the core 
curriculum subjects across the New Zealand education system 
and that there is equity of access for all young people 
Music contr butes to the Key Competencies of thinking, using 
language, symbols and texts 
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